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The Petitioner, RANDY LIEBICH, by and through his attorney JEFFREY R. 

YORK, DuPage County Public Defender, through his assistant, JAIME ESCUDER, 

and TARA THOMPSON of the Exoneration Project at the University of Chicago 

Law School, pursuant to 725 ILCS 5/122-1, Article I, Section 2 of the Constitution of 

Illinois, the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution of the United 

States, and for the reasons set forth below, hereby supplements Mr. Liebich's prior 

pro se and amended post-conviction petitions and requests that this Honorable 

Court enter an order vacating his conviction and granting him a new trial. The 

Petitioner's statement follows. 

I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Randy Liebich has spent a decade incarcerated for a crime that he did not 

commit. Indeed, it is a crime that he could not have committed. As this Petition 

demonstrates, based on the affidavits of medical experts and witnesses who 

observed Steven in the days before his death, Steven Quinn died as the result of 

injuries that Steven sustained days before he was in Randy's care. 

Randy's conviction arose out of a 2004 bench trial, in which treating 

physicians testified that the victim, two-year-old Steven Quinn, had been beaten 

during the morning and afternoon hours of February 8, 2002. Randy became the 

obvious suspect because he was the only person watching Steven that day. 

However, Steven's autopsy revealed abdominal injuries that were days older 

than the brain swelling that was the immediate cause of Steven's death. This is 

significant because February 8 was the only day that Randy had watched Steven 
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and Angelique in the applicable time period. Thus, if the injuries that ultimately led 

to Steven's death occurred before that day, they could not have been caused by 

Randy. 

The treating physicians did not consider whether the abdominal injuries, 

which included a section of necrotic (dead) bowel that was leaking into the 

abdominal cavity, causing peritonitis, pancreatitis and infection, could have 

resulted in the brain swelling that led to Steven's death. Nor were these physicians 

sufficiently examined on this possibility at trial, despite the fact that evidence was 

available showing that Steven had been fussy and eating poorly in the days before 

his hospitalization. Instead, the focus at trial was on the brain swelling, which the 

doctors insisted occurred within hours before Steven's admission to the hospital on 

February 8, and which they assumed must have been caused by a beating that had 

occurred earlier that day. 

Subsequent analyses by medical experts using updated scientific 

methodology have confirmed, however, that Steven had predisposing conditions and 

newer abdominal injuries, all of which were present before February 8, that would 

fully explain the brain swelling. These included myocarditis (damage to the heart) 

and a peripancreatic hematoma with scarring, both of which were present for at 

least a week before hospital admission. Other abdominal injuries -- including 

damage to the bowel, diaphragm and liver -- were present at least two days before 

hospital admission. By the time of hospital admission, these injuries had led to 

pancreatitis, a hypoxic brain (a brain that had been deprived of oxygen), and a 
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coagulopathy (a bleeding/clotting disorder). This timeline is corroborated by the 

child's symptoms of lethargy, whininess, and poor eating in the days before his 

collapse. All nine experts who have re-examined the medical evidence, including the 

Cook County Medical Examiner who conducted the initial autopsy, reach essentially 

the same conclusions: Steven died from medical conditions and abdominal 

injuries/infection that preceded the day that Randy cared for him. 

Randy Liebich was wrongly accused and wrongly convicted. Based on the 

facts and legal argument set forth below, this Court should reverse Randy's 

conviction and grant him a new trial. 

II. FACTS 

A. Factual Background 

1. Randy meets and lives with Kenyatta Brown, Steven Quinn's 
mother, who is abusive towards Steven. 

Kenyatta Brown bore Steven Quinn when she was fifteen years old. See 

Record on Appeal ("RA") at 113. Soon after his birth, Kenyatta and the boy's father, 

Steven Quinn Sr., abandoned Steven with friends. See id. at 990. As a result, 

Steven was raised by Kenyatta's mother, Karen Clark, and his great-aunts, Sadie 

Brown and Dorothy Herron. See id. at 990, 992. 

Randy and Kenyatta met in February 2000. See id. at 33. They soon 

developed a relationship and lived together for most of the following two years, 

sometimes sharing living arrangements with friends or living with Randy's mother. 

From 2000-2002, Steven visited Randy and Kenyatta regularly. In the summer of 
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2001, Steven stayed with Randy and Kenyatta at an apartment that they shared 

with friends, including Crystal Zeis. See id. at 1896. In 2001, a few months before 

the birth of their child, Angelique, Randy and Kenyatta moved to their own 

apartment in Willowbrook. See id. at 34. 

At trial, several of Randy's friends and relatives, including Ms. Zeis, testified 

that Kenyatta was very rough with Steven, punishing him inappropriately, slapping 

him without cause, and tossing him across a room. Ms. Zeis testified that when she 

lived with Randy, Kenyatta and Steven, she saw Kenyatta "screaming at Steven, 

and then she grabbed him and threw him out of the kitchen." Steven landed on 

"[h]is back or his butt." Id. at 1881-82. Ms. Zeis further testified that "[e]very time 

[Steven] did something wrong, he ended up getting hit for it;" Kenyatta would 

"knock him upside the head a lot, actually." Id. at 1885. 

Denise Foster, Randy's sister, testified that she was present when Kenyatta 

"kept telling [Steven] to shut up and smacking him on his leg." Id. at 1787. Frank 

Belpedio, Randy's cousin, testified that in June or July 2001, while he was driving 

with Kenyatta and Steven in the back seat of his car, he "heard a very loud slap" 

and saw Kenyatta "taking her hand and slapping [Steven] in the head." A few 

weeks later, he saw Kenyatta slap Steven so hard that he fell off the couch. Id. at 

1799; 1802. Mr. Belpedio described this as a slap "on the back of [Steven's] head, 

open hand, and then there was a slap on the back too." Id. at 1802. Mr. Belpedio 

also testified that he saw Kenyatta "walk over to Steven with her right arm and just 
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started shaking the kid, and his head was going like this, you know, flailing 

around." Id. at 1806. 

According to the trial testimony, from 2000-02, Steven visited Randy and 

Kenyatta regularly. These events occurred with regularity during the summer of 

2001 and continued into the days before Steven's collapse. Since Judge Jorgensen 

rejected this testimony on grounds of credibility, we do not discuss it further, other 

than to note that it is consistent with the information provided by Randy and 

others, including Kenyatta's mother, who told the police that, although she had 

never seen Randy hit Steven, Kenyatta had "slapped Steven in the face a few times 

in the past due to his whining and crying." (Ex. 27, DuPage County Sheriffs Police 

Reports at MR 19.) Karen also described her daughter as an "excellent liar." (ld. at 

MR 18.) We further note the undisputed testimony that Randy and Steven appeared 

to have a good relationship and that Randy was never seen to hit or discipline 

Steven. 

On January 27, 2002, Kenyatta gave birth to Angelique. RA at 36, 997. At 

that time, Steven was staying with his great au:nt, Dorothy Herron, who ran a home 

daycare. See id. at 37, 997. On February 2, Randy and Kenyatta brought Steven 

home to their apartment in Willowbrook. See id. at 38. At that point, Randy was 

working at the Patio restaurant in the evening and Kenyatta was working at the 

Yorktown Mall, where she conducted research surveys, in the day. See id. at 40, 88. 

In her victim impact statement, Kenyatta described this period as follows: 

In the month of February of 2000, I met Randy and the next two years 
were spent planning a life together along with Steven Jr. I finally got 
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Id. at 2251. 

my life together. Randy and I both had jobs, a new apartment, and a 
new baby together. I couldn't ask for anything more. It was perfect. 

Six days after arriving at their home, Steven collapsed, and the doctors at 

two hospitals told Kenyatta that Randy had beaten Steven Jr. all over his body. 

Kenyatta could not imagine that someone she loved, trusted, planned to marry and 

share the rest of her life with could do such a terrible thing to her son. Id. at 2252. 

As it turns out, Kenyatta's instincts were right: Randy did not beat Steven. The 

doctors had simply confused the end results of earlier abdominal injuries/infection --

specifically, pancreatitis, a hypoxic brain and a secondary coagulopathy --with a 

beating. 

2. Events of February 2-8, 2002. 

Judge Jorgensen stated in her ruling that the central issue was what 

happened to Steven "between when he left the care of Dorothy Herron on 2/2/02 in 

the late hours of February 8, 2002, when he was determined to be brain dead by Dr. 

Munoz." Id at 5. We review the events of this period in some detail. 

a. February 2-6, 2002. From February 2 to February 6, Steven was 

primarily watched by Kenyatta. See id. at 42. Kenyatta testified that February 8, 

2002 was "the only time" that Angelique and Steven had been left alone with 

Randy. Id. at 90. Randy's boss, Nicolas Brinias, testified that Randy was at work on 

February 4 and part of the day on February 5, 2002. See id. at 1~48, 49. He was also 

scheduled to work on the evening of February 8. See id. at 1031. 
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From February 2-6, Randy, Kenyatta, Steven and Angelique visited, and 

were visited by, Randy's relatives. (Ex. 14, Foster Aff. at ~ 2; Ex. 16, Minucciani Aff. 

at ~ 2.) During the family visits, Steven was quiet and ate poorly. See id. In fact, 

Steven refused to eat the McDonald's food that Denise Foster and Debra Minucciani 

had brought during their visit. See id. As recently as February 9, 2012, Kenyatta 

told an investigator that Steven had a stomach ache two or three days before his 

collapse on February 8. (Ex. 13, Lilly Aff. at ~ 12.) Randy noticed that Steven was 

quieter than usual and thought that Steven might have been a little jealous or 

depressed because the baby was getting a lot of attention. (Ex. 10, Randy Liebich 

Aff. at ~ 10.) The last couple days, Steven wouldn't eat unless Kenyatta almost 

made him eat. (Id.) 

b. February 7, 2002. On February 7, Kenyatta primarily cared for Steven 

and Angelique. Randy went to work, but found he had confused his schedule and 

returned home. (Id. at ~ 12.) Before Randy returned, Kenyatta made Steven pork 

chops for dinner, but Steven refused to eat them. See RA at 48. As punishment, 

Kenyatta sent Steven to his room, telling him that he could not come out until he 

was ready to eat. See id. at 48, 125. After this, there are some variances in the 

history provided by Kenyatta and Randy. Since Randy did not testify at trial, we 

first summarize the information provided by Kenyatta and then note some of the 

variances with the information that Randy provided to investigators and others. 

(1) Kenyatta. According to Kenyatta, on February 7, Steven came out of 

his room and watched television when Randy came home around 8:30p.m. See id. 
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at 50. When she again offered Steven dinner, Steven refused to eat and was sent 

back to his room, whereupon he began to cry. See id. at 54. At trial, Kenyatta 

testified that Randy followed Steven into his room and that, shortly thereafter, she 

heard a "hollow sound." ld. at 55. When Steven continued to cry, she asked Randy if 

he had struck Steven, and Randy said no. ld. at 55. Eventually, Kenyatta "muffed" 

Steven by pushing her fingers against the child's temple. ld. at 62. 

When Steven still continued to cry, Kenyatta told Steven that she was going 

to spank him, asked Randy for his belt and spanked Steven on his diaper with the 

belt. ld. at 63-64. When the crying continued, Kenyatta removed Steven's diaper 

and spanked him on his bare skin with her hand. ld. at 66. When Steven continued 

to cry, Kenyatta put his diaper back on and she and Randy left the room. ld. 

Eventually, Steven stopped crying, came out of the room, and told Kenyatta he was 

ready to eat. Id. Kenyatta gave him his plate, but Steven ate only half of what was 

offered. ld. at 67. The family then went to sleep for the night. See id. at 68-69. 

(2) Randy. According to Randy, Steven was in his room crying when he 

came home, but came running out when he heard Randy return. (Ex. 10, Randy 

Liebich Mf. at~ 12.) When Randy asked why Steven was in the bedroom, Kenyatta 

said she made Steven go to the bedroom because he wouldn't eat his dinner. (Jd.) 

Kenyatta told Steven to go back in the bedroom, which he did. (Jd.) Kenyatta later 

slapped Steven on the side of his head (presumably what Kenyatta describes as 

"muffing"), hit Steven with the belt over his diaper, and then removed the diaper 

and swatted him on the rear end with her hand. (ld. at ~ 13.) Kenyatta did not, 
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however, ask Randy for his belt; instead, she pulled the belt out of Randy's pants, 

which were lying on the floor. (/d.) According to Randy, Steven did not eat or come 

out of his room that night, and his plate of food, covered by plastic wrap, was still in 

the refrigerator the following morning. (Id. at~ 14.) 

c. February 8, 2002. On February 8, Kenyatta left for work around 10:10 

a.m. See at 75. Steven was still in bed, and Kenyatta poured cereal into a bowl and 

told Randy to make sure Steven ate it. I d. at 7 4. 

After Kenyatta left, Randy gave Steven the bowl of cereal with milk. With 

encouragement, Steven ate the cereal but left the milk. After Steven played with 

the dog, Steven and Randy watched TV, and Randy and both children fell asleep. 

Randy subsequently left the house for under five minutes to borrow a cigarette from 

a girl who worked at McDonald's. When he returned, both children were still 

sleeping. 

Around 3 p.m., Randy fixed Steven a hot dog, which he cut up and put on a 

plate with ketchup. (Ex. 10, Randy Liebich Mf. at~ 17.) He again had to coax 

Steven to eat. (/d.) Steven drank orange juice and ate a little of the hot dog, but 

started choking when Randy gave him water. (/d.) Randy patted him on the back 

and put his finger in Steven's mouth to see if he had some hot dog caught in his 

throat. (/d.) However, Steven bit down on his finger. (/d.) When he didn't let go, 

Randy slapped him lightly on the cheek to get him to let go. (/d.) He also patted him 

on the back to dislodge any food that might be stuck. (/d.) When Steven let go, there 

was a little bite mark on Randy's finger and some vomit in Steven's mouth, and 
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Randy cleaned him up a bit. (Id at ~ 18.) Steven seemed a bit dazed but indicated he 

was okay. (Id.) Randy and Steven watched Jurassic Park, and Steven went to sleep. 

(I d.) 

When Kenyatta got home at 4:30, she found Randy in the living room with 

Angelique asleep on Randy's chest. RA at 78. Steven was also lying down in the 

living room. Id. at 79. Kenyatta took Angelique from Randy so that Randy could get 

dressed for work. Id. at 81. Kenyatta noticed that Steven appeared to be short of 

breath and saw what she believed to be vomit in his mouth. Id. at 82. Kenyatta 

handed Angelique to Randy, who had returned to the living room, and began to 

question Steven on how he was feeling. Steven did not respond. Id. at 83. 

Kenyatta asked Randy how long Steven had been in this condition, and 

Randy said, "I don't know. About an hour." Id. at 83. Since Steven seemed unwell, 

Kenyatta told Randy that she wanted to use their only car to take Steven to the 

hospital. See id. at 85. Initially, Randy said that Kenyatta could not have the car 

since, due to her history of prostitution, he thought that she was actually planning 

to pick up men in Chicago. See id. at 85. Kenyatta assured him that she would take 

Steven to the hospital. Randy said he would accompany her, but he wanted to stop 

• 
by his job first so that they would know why he would not be working that evening. 

See id. at 86, 88. Kenyatta did not object to this plan, nor did she think it necessary 

to call an ambulance since at that time Steven did not appear to be seriously ill. See 

id. at 145. 
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Kenyatta drove to the Patio, and they arrived around 5:15p.m. See id. at 

1031. Randy removed Steven from the back seat so that he could show his boss that 

Steven was ill. See id. at 89. Randy showed Steven to his boss, John Georgopolous, 

who testified that he saw no marks on Steven and that Steven appeared to have the 

flu. See id. at 1032-33. Randy returned to the car after four or five minutes, and 

Kenyatta drove to Mount Sinai hospital in Chicago. Id. On the way to the hospital, 

Randy told Kenyatta about Steven choking on the hot dog, his attempt to clear 

Steven's airway, and Steven's biting down on his finger. See id. at 90. The family 

arrived at Mount Sinai approximately 35 minutes after leaving their home. See id. 

at 91. 

B. Steven's Medical Treatment and Contemporaneous Diagnoses 

1. Overview. 

At Mount Sinai, Steven was viewed as ill, since there were no signs of 

trauma. See RA at 1043 (Dr. Green did not "see any signs of trauma initially, so I 

thought maybe this is something medical"). When a computed tomography ("CT'') 

scan showed a subdural hemorrhage, and various marks began to appear on 

Steven's body, however, the diagnosis switched to abuse, specifically head trauma. 

See id. at 1062 (Dr. Green testified that the trauma team was "brought in on the 

case after we found out about the CT scan"). An initial misread of the CT scan by a 

radiology technician and a trauma consultant, Dr. Tracy Boykin, indicated that 

there was a large subdural hemorrhage, and Steven was transferred to Rush 

Medical Center, so that it could be evacuated. See id. at 1056, 1114 (Dr. Boykin 
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stated that her read of the CT scan was that it was "really bad"; Dr. Green stated 

that, after learning from Dr. Boykin that "there was indeed a bleed ... we got our 

transport team and all the facilities together to get the kid transferred to Rush"). As 

it turned out, the hemorrhage was insignificant but Steven's brain was severely 

swollen. See id. at 1685, 1689 (Dr. Munoz stated that, based on the CT scan, he 

would have thought that Steven "would have a larger subdural hematoma" but the 

pressure in Steven's skull was "incompatible with life"). As set forth in the expert 

medical affidavits attached as Exhibits 1 through 9, brain swelling is a nonspecific 

finding that can reflect reflect lack of oxygen (hypoxia ischemia) from any cause, 

including infection. 

Although laboratory tests at Mt. Sinai and Rush confirmed that Steven had 

acute pancreatitis, no abdominal CT or exploratory surgery was done. Dr. Munoz, 

the Rush neurosurgeon who operated on Steven, cancelled the abdominal CT scan 

at Mt. Sinai when he arranged for transfer to Rush. He also cancelled the 

abdominal CT scan and surgery at Rush following the neurosurgery since Steven 

was "virtually brain dead." Id. at 1695. However, a penrose drain (a soft rubber tube 

used to drain fluids from the area of a wound) inserted into Steven's abdomen the 

following morning confirmed abdominal injuries and infection, and the autopsy 

subsequently identified 7 inches of necrotic (dead) bowel with a small perforation, 

peritonitis (inflammation in the area surrounding the bowel), and early-stage 

pancreatitis (inflammation of the pancreas). (Ex. 22, Postmortem Examination 
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Report.) The autopsy also confirmed that the abdominal injuries occurred days 

before Randy cared for Steven (ld.) (stating "injuries subacute and/or day~ 5"). 

At trial, a great deal of testimony focused on the marks and lines that 

appeared on Steven's body after hospital admission. Although these were often 

characterized bruises and whip, lash or rope marks, some of them were simply well

known signs of pancreatitis. These included "bruising" around the umbilicus, known 

as "Cullen's sign," and a swollen scrotum. Other marks reflected disseminated 

intravascular coagulation (a bleeding/clotting disorder), as confirmed in the 

laboratory tests. The only marks suggestive of trauma consisted of circular marks 

on the child's back of undetermined age and cause. 

With this overview in mind, we summarize the medical findings, as reflected 

in the medical records and trial testimony. 

2. Initial treatment at Mount Sinai. 

At Mount Sinai, Steven was treated by Dr. Paula Green, an emergency room 

doctor, and Dr. Tracy Boykin, a consulting trauma doctor. 

a. Dr. Green. Dr. Green was the first doctor to see Steven at Mount Sinai. 

At trial, she testified that, as an emergency room doctor, she sees child abuse cases 

"all the time." RA at 1043. As Steven was being undressed by the nurses, she looked 

for signs of abuse on his body and saw none. See id. In fact, she testified that she 

was "stunned" by the lack of traumatic signs on the boy's body. Id. She assumed, 

therefore, that Steven's illness was metabolic rather than traumatic. See id. This 
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was consistent with an initial lab test showing exceptionally high glucose. See id. at 

1082. 

As the staff was preparing Steven for aCT scan, Dr. Green noticed a mark on 

Steven's scalp. The mark was red, which suggested that it had just occurred. See id. 

at 1044. She also noted that Steven's gaze was fixed to the left, that he had a bruise 

on his lips, and that he was starting to whine or grunt during his breathing. See id. 

at 1045. To Dr. Green, these findings indicated that Steven was suffering from a 

head injury. See id. Dr. Green also noted that Steven's abdomen was 

"nondistended," i.e., not bloated or tender. Id. at 1047. When Dr. Green asked 

Randy what had happened, Randy told her that the only unusual incident was that 

Steven had choked while eating a hotdog and drinking water. See id. at 1042. 

Randy denied striking or patting Steven. See id. 

Dr. Green testified that arrangements were made for transport to Rush when 

a radiology technician identified a bleed in the CT scan. See id. at 1056. She 

testified that severe brain damage and bleeding can also be caused by lack of 

oxygen. See id. at 1071-72. Dr. Green testified that Dr. Munoz, the Rush 

neurosurgeon, cancelled the abdominal CT since they were focusing on the head. 

See id. at 1084-85. 

Dr. Green described Randy as calm, restrained and respectful. See id. at 

1084. 

b. Dr. Boykin. Like Dr. Green, Dr. Boykin initially believed that Steven 

was ill or suffering from a metabolic disorder. See id. at 1112 (Dr. Boykin stating 
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"[a]t that time Dr. Green was working on the child and she had gotten a blood sugar 

that was high and thought maybe perhaps there could be some metabolic reason as 

to why this child [was] unresponsive"). However, a radiology technician told Dr. 

Boykin that the CT showed that his head was "full of blood." Id. at 1113. Dr. Boykin 

testified that she became angry when she saw the CT scan and told Randy and 

Kenyatta that it looked like Randy had been "sitting at home beating on [Steven] all 

day." Id. at 1114-15. She became even angrier when Randy failed to respond or 

provide additional explanations for Steven's condition after she told him that 

Steven's injuries were inconsistent with choking on a hot dog. See id. When Randy 

responded in a manner suggesting that he didn't know how Steven got the injuries, 

Dr. Boykin told him that she was going to call the police, which she did. See id. at 

1116. 

As for her medical testimony, Dr. Boykin testified that it is unlikely that a 

person with a subdural hemorrhage would die suddenly, and that severe abdominal 

injuries can lead to a hypoxic brain and heart. See id. at 1126, 1129 (Dr. Boykin 

stating that "[i]t's not likely the person person with a subdural hematoma will go on 

to die," and that a person who suffered severe abdominal injuries would suffer 

"hypoxia into your brain, which really wouldn't be as much of a problem as hypoxia 

to your heart"). She testified that she didn't know if much attention was paid to the 

abdomen as she was only a trauma consultant. See id. at 1129. She also did not 

know what Dr. Munoz found when he attempted to evacuate the subdural. See id. at 

1136. 
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c. Mount Sinai labs and final report. The Mount Sinai labs confirmed 

Steven had acute pancreatitis. (Ex. 24, Mount Sinai Report.) These labs were not 

ordered until the Rush transport team asked that they be added and may not have 

been available before transfer. The Mount Sinai report notes various marks that 

appeared on the child's body during hospitalization, as seen by Dr. Green and Ms. 

Beasley, the attending nurse (Jd.) The final Mount Sinai discharge record notes 

"pancreatic disease," but the final diagnosis was intracranial bleed; hypothermia 

(low body temperature); and hyperglycemia (high blood sugar). 

3. Transport from Mount Sinai to Rush Medical Center. 

The Rush transport notes state that the CT scan showed a "large" right 

subdural hemorrhage. The notes also describe bruising and ecchymosis (reddened 

areas) in the head, back, abdomen, scrotum and between the legs on the upper 

thighs, none of which had been present on admission (Ex. 25, Rush Medical Center 

Transport Notes.) The transport team asked Mt. Sinai to add amylase and lipase 

testing, indicating that at least team member suspected abdominal 

injuries/infection. (Jd.). At trial, Tammy Smith, the transport nurse, testified that 

she had asked the Mt. Sinai transport resident, "why are we taking him to Rush? 

He's dead." RA at 1262. 

4. Rush Medical Center. 

At Rush Medical Center, Steven was treated by several physicians, including 

Dr. Paul Severin, pediatric critical care, and Dr. Lorenzo Munoz, a neurosurgeon. 
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a. Dr. Severin. Like Dr. Green, Dr. Severin's first impression was that 

Steven was ill rather than suffering from trauma. At trial, Dr. Severin described 

Steven as "toxic ill appearing." Id. at 137 4. In his initial examination of Steven 

around 10 P.M., Dr. Severin heard bowel sounds and noted that the abdomen was 

soft and not distended, which indicated that abdominal issues were unlikely. See id. 

at 1383-84. However, the lab tests told a different story. When Dr. Severin reviewed 

the results of the 9 P.M. blood draw, he found that the levels of the pancreatic 

enzymes amylase and lipase were "really high" - in the thousands rather than the 

usual 200 range. I d. at 1386, 1387. When he compared these results to those from 

Mount Sinai, he discovered that Steven's enzyme levels had "almost doubled" since 

Mount Sinai. See id. at 1387. 

The following morning, Dr. Severin observed a lack ofbowel sounds and the 

"Cullen's Sign," a redness around the navel that indicates "hemorrhagic 

pancreatitis." RA at 1390-91. That morning, a penrose drain that was inserted into 

Steven's abdomen drained a large quantity (500 cc) of bloody fluid, confirming 

abdominal infection. (Ex. 26, Rush Medical Center Medical Records. at 84a and 

84b.) The fluid was not cultured. 

At trial, Dr. Severin testified that he had reviewed Steven's autopsy results 

and learned that there was a perforation in Steven's bowel, specifically in the 

portion of bowel known as the "jejunum." See RA at 1392. Dr. Severin explained 

that when blood flow to the bowel is restricted for any reason, the tissue starts to 

break down, leading to the leakage of stool into the abdomen. See id. at 1393. This 
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can lead to pancreatitis, which would have made Steven unable to eat. See id. at 

1395. 

At trial, Dr. Severin testified that, in his opinion, Steven's injuries occurred 

within 24-48 hours of his examination, a period that included the evening of 

February 6 and February 7. See RA at 1426. Dr. Severin admitted that he had 

never before been called upon to give a timing of injury. See id. at 1400. Dr. Severin 

also testified that abdominal injuries are immediately symptomatic. See id. at 1416. 

While abdominal injuries can be slowly progressive, with only minor symptoms, 

such as lethargy or poor eating, Dr. Severin was correct that the child would have 

been seriously symptomatic by the time he developed the full-blown abdominal 

infection evident on admission. 

b. Dr. Munoz. Dr. Munoz performed neurosurgery to evacuate the "large" 

subdural hemorrhage identified at Mount Sinai at about 10 p.m., approximately 

four hours after Steven's arrival at Mount Sinai. See id. at 1678. Dr. Munoz did not, 

however, find a significant subdural hemorrhage. See id. at 1685. Indeed, the 

postoperative diagnosis states "no subdural hemorrhage." (Ex. 26, Rush Medical 

Center Medical Records at 77 -78.) By then, however, the pressure in the skull was 

so great that Steven's brain began to herniate out of the skull. See RA at 1682. 

Since Steven was nearly brain dead, Dr. Munoz cancelled the abdominal evaluation, 

specifically suggesting that exploratory surgery not be done on Steven's abdomen. 

See id. at 1695. 
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At trial, Dr. Munoz continued to treat this as a head injury case. He testified 

that the brain injuries were "nonaccidental" and that his best estimate was that the 

head injury must have occurred "at most within six hours of this child arriving to 

Mount Sinai." See id. at 1692. Dr. Munoz did not consider that the brain swelling 

might be secondary to the abdominal injuries and infection. Indeed, it is unclear 

that he was aware ofthe lab reports or autopsy findings. 

c. Discharge diagnoses. Mter the neurosurgery, Steven failed repeated 

brain-death exams, and life support was removed at approximately noon on 

February 11, 66 hours after hospital admission. The discharge diagnosis states that 

the evidence of a "large" subdural hemorrhage and intraparenchymal hemorrhage 

with diffuse brain swelling, bilateral retinal hemorrhage, extensive cutaneous 

injuries and intra-abdominal injuries are "collectively diagnostic" of child abuse, 

and that the mother and boyfriend were being detained by DuPage County. (Ex. 26, 

Rush Medical Center Medical Records at 60-62.) The medical diagnosis was, 

however, quite different. This diagnosis was of SIRS shock (systematic 

inflammatory response syndrome) with multiorgan dysfunction involving the 

central nervous system, lungs (pulmonary), gastrointestinal, and cardiovascular 

systems. (ld. at 62.) Unlike "child abuse," this is a nonspecific diagnosis that may be 

caused by infection and inflammation from any source. 

5. Explanation For Lines and Marks Found on Steven's Body. 

Of all the medical findings, the ones that caused the most confusion were the 

lines and marks that appeared on Steven's body throughout his hospitalization. 
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Although Steven had no noticeable signs of trauma on admission to Mount Sinai, 

these reddish and brownish marks and lines on his body began to appear at Mount 

Sinai and continued to appear at Rush. These marks and lines are carefully 

recorded in the hospital records and autopsy reports and were used by the State at 

trial to confirm a beating "with nearly 50 blows." See RA at 2142. At trial, the 

doctors did not address the causation of the marks in detail. Although the hospital 

notes describe one of the marks as the Cullen's sign, which is a well-known sign of 

pancreatitis, there seemed to be a general presumption that these were caused by 

abuse. 

What is clear, however, is that despite the number of marks that appeared 

during the hospitalization, Steven did not look like a bruised or battered child. 

Indeed, neither Dr. Green nor Dr. Severin initially saw signs of abuse. See RA at 

1043, 1374. Karen Clark, Kenyatta's mother, testified that, at Mount Sinai, she 

observed Steven's naked body and saw no bruising on his thighs. See id. at 999-

1000. The only external abnormality that Mrs. Clark saw at Mount Sinai was a 

swollen testicle. Id. at 1001. 

Mount Sinai nurse Letitia Beasley agreed that the marks on the thigh were 

"not visible" at Mount Sinai. ld. at 1168. At Rush, however, several hours after 

surgery, Mrs. Clark saw "whip marks, red lines on his thighs, his foot, his ankle, 

neck, across his stomach" and marks on his back. ld. at 1000, 1005. These marks 

continued to appear throughout the following days. 
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At trial, these marks and lines were interpreted as signs of a beating. 

However, as discussed below, a renewed assessment of Steven's medical records by 

a panel of medical experts demonstrates that virtually all of these marks and lines 

reflected pancreatitis and disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC), both of 

which were confirmed by the laboratory tests. The only exceptions are the marks on 

the back, which may be related to abdominal injuries and infection that occurred 

some days before admission. 

6. Autopsy. 

Despite lab reports confirming that Steven had major abdominal injuries 

and/or infection and a surgery report confirming that he did not have a large 

subdural hemorrhage (or any subdural hemorrhage at all), the investigative report 

provided to the Medical Examiner indicated that Steven was diagnosed with head 

trauma and that he had a "massive" subdural hemorrhage that had been evacuated 

on February 8. The report indicates that Steven had various marks on his body but 

does not mention that he also had pancreatitis and peritonitis. The medical history 

indicated that he had a runny nose for the past few weeks, but no other cold 

symptoms. The autopsy was conducted by Dr. Darinka Mileusnic, current Chief 

Medical Examiner for Knox and Anderson Counties, Tennessee. (Exhibit 3, 

Darninka Mileusnic-Polchan Mf at~ 3.) 

At autopsy, Dr. Mileusnic found that Steven had extensive abdominal 

injuries and infection, including 7 inches of necrotic, or dead, bowel with a small (.1 

inch) perforation, peritonitis, peripancreatitis, pancreatitis, a healing subcapsular 
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hematoma on the liver, and a thin layer of hemorrhage tracking down into the 

pelvis and scrotum. (Ex. 22, Postmortem Report.) The brain was swollen and 

necrotic, with extensive evidence of surgery on the right and a forehead contusion 

on the left with an underlying hemorrhage. There were multiple marks and lines on 

the body but no fractures or soft tissue swelling. The cause of death was listed as 

"multiple injuries due to blunt force trauma which was a consequence of child 

abuse." (Jd.) The manner of death was homicide. (Jd. at 10.) 

Dr. Teas, the defense's trial expert, generally agreed with Dr. Mileusnic's 

conclusions but thought that some of the findings might be a little older than five 

days. Dr. Teas was a former Cook County medical examiner and Chair of the 

Aurora County Child Death Review Team, which covered DuPage County. Prior to 

trial, Dr. Teas pointed out the timing, which seemed to exclude Mr. Liebich, to Mr. 

Ruggiero, the prosecutor. (Ex. 4, Dr. Teas Mf. at~ 12.) 

C. Summary of Facts and Medical Findings 

While set forth in considerably more detail in the accompanying affidavits, 

and as discussed below, the above narrative establishes the following critical facts: 

1. Steven was less active and eating poorly in the days before his death, 

consistent with abdominal injury/infection. 

2. On arrival at Mount Sinai, Steven's body displayed no signs of trauma. 

3. The Mount Sinai lab reports confirmed that Steven had pancreatitis. 

4. The autopsy confirmed that Steven was suffering from abdominal 

injury and infection for days before Randy cared for him. 
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5. The Mount Sinai CT scan was misread as confirming a large subdural 

hemorrhage caused by head trauma. 

6. With the possible exception of the marks on the child's back, the marks 

and lines that appeared on Steven's body during his hospitalization 

reflected pancreatitis and disseminated intravascular coagulation 

rather than trauma. 

7. There is no evidence of head trauma and no evidence of any traumatic 

events occurring on the day of hospital admission. 

8. Steven died from abdominal injuries/infection occurring before he was 

left with Randy, culminating in pancreatitis and a hypoxic-ischemic 

brain. 

In combination, these facts confirm that Randy did not cause- and could not 

have caused -Steven's death. 

D. The Investigation of Randy Liebich as the Sole Suspect in Steven's 
Death 

Despite Kenyatta's history, the abdominal injuries/infection, and the broad-

range of medical timing, which included the period 24-48 hours before surgery, 

Randy was the only suspect police every truly investigated. 

1. Mt. Sinai. 

The accusations against Randy began at Mount Sinai when Dr. Boykin 

accused Randy of"sitting at home beating all day. RA at 1115. At 8:05p.m., Det. 

Figiel was told that Steven was in critical condition at Mt. Sinai with trauma to the 

head, scrotum and bruises throughout the body, and that the doctors "could not tell 
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if the injuries were recent." (Ex. 27, DuPage Co. Sheriffs Police Reports at MR 11.) 

Randy had already told the Chicago police officers about the hot dog incident. (Jd.) 

The Rush transport notes indicate that the history was limited because the 

parent(s) were being questioned by the police. (Ex. 25, Rush Medical Center 

Transport Notes at MED 46.) 

2. Initial investigation. 

When Steven was in surgery, Det. Figiel and Criminal Investigator Vrbos 

met with Dr. Severin and Tammy Smith, R.N. (Ex. 27, DuPage Co. Sheriffs Police 

Reports at MR 11.) Dr. Severin said Steven had a bleed in the brain on the right, 

internal abdominal injury, bruising around the head, and marks on his back and 

inner legs. The bruising looked relatively recent and Dr. Severin estimated that it 

occurred "sometime between 24 to 48 hours," though this was a guess. (Id. at MR 

12.) 

3. Interrogation at Rush, 2/8-2/9. 

Figiel and Vrbos began interrogating Randy at about 11:20 p.m. (Ex. 11, 

Randy Liebich Supp. Aff. at ~ 2.) In his affidavit, Randy states that he was placed 

between Figiel and Vrbos and pushed back into his chair when he tried to leave. (ld. 

at ~ 3.) Randy answered their questions and told them about the events of the day 

over and over, including the hot dog incident. (Ex. 10, Randy Liebich Aff. at ~ 2.) 

Even official police reports reflect that Randy said that "Steven hadn't been eating, 

he wasn't saying much and he was not as active as he usually was ... he still moved 
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around and played but not as much." (Ex. 27, DuPage Co. Sheriffs Police Reports at 

MR 13-14.) 

After about an hour, Figiel and Vrbos told Randy that he was not to leave the 

conference room and a police officer was placed outside the door to ensure he could 

not leave when they left the room. (Ex. 11, Randy Liebich Supp. Aff. at~ 4.) When 

Figiel and Vrbos went to Steven's room, Tammy Smith told them that Steven had 

been declared brain dead and was on life support. (Ex. 27, DuPage Co. Sheriffs 

Police Reports at MR 14.) At about 1:05 a.m., Figiel and Vrbos gave Randy a paper 

listing his rights. (Ex. 11, Randy Liebich Supp. Mf. at~ 5.) Randy objected to 

signing the paper but Figiel told him that signing the paper just meant he had read 

it. (/d.) Vrbos told him to sign the paper and tell them what happened to Steven or 

he would ensure that Child Services would take his daughter and he would never 

see her again. (/d.) Randy signed the form. (Ex. 27, DuPage Co. Sheriffs Police 

Reports at MR 217.) 

In the continued interrogation, Randy's story was the same with one 

exception: when he was told that the bruises on Steven's head were inconsistent 

with what he was telling them, Randy said that Steven fell and hit his head when 

he choked, but it wasn't hard. (Id. at MR 15.) When Randy said he no longer wanted 

to answer questions and tried to leave, Figiel said he was not going anywhere near 

Steven. (Id. at MR 15; see also Ex. 11, Randy Liebich Supp. Aff. at~ 6.) Randy's 

requests to use the phone to ask his family to contact an attorney were denied. (Ex. 

11, Randy Liebich Supp. Mf. at~ 7.) 
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At about 2:15 a.m., Lt. Szalinski and Sgt Kuntz took Randy to the emergency 

room and allowed him to hold Angelique briefly. Szalinski told him to take a good 

look at her because it would be the last time he would see or hold her unless he gave 

a better explanation of what happened to Steven. (I d. at ~ 8.) Sgt. Kuntz then took 

Randy outside for a cigarette and questioned him further. (ld. at~ 9.) After that, 

Randy was placed in an isolated room and prevented from leaving. (ld. at ~ 10.) 

About an hour later, Figiel and Vbros took Randy to Steven's room. (ld. at~ 

11.) They told him that Steven was clinically brain dead and "questioned him as to 

why this happened." They also told him "that his story on the events that occurred 

Friday were inconsistent with the severe injuries sustained by Steven." (Ex. 27, 

DuPage County Sheriffs Office Police Reports at MR 15.) According to Randy, Vrbos 

placed his hand on the back of Randy's neck, squeezing hard, and asked repeatedly, 

in an accusing manner, "what did you do?" "[w]hy did you do this?" and "[y]ou had 

better give us some answers." (Ex. 11, Randy Liebich Supp. Aff. at~ 11.) Randy told 

Vrbos and Figiel that he was tired of being intimidated and demanded a phone call 

to contact an attorney, but his request was denied. (Jd.) 

4. DuPage Interrogation, 2/9. 

At about 7 a.m., Figiel and Vrbos handcuffed Randy and took him to the 

DuPage County Sheriffs office. (Id. at ~ 12.) At about 8:40 a.m., Randy threw up in 

a wastebasket. (ld. at ~ 13.) He was questioned by different detectives for about 

three hours. (ld. at~ 14.) He told them repeatedly that he didn't do anything, 
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needed to get his medication, and didn't want to answer any more questions, but 

was not allowed to leave. (Jd.) 

At about 12:15 pm, Officer Richard O'Brien, a polygraph examiner, also 

questioned Randy. (Jd.) Randy signed a Miranda form for this purpose. (Ex. 27, 

DuPage Co. Sheriffs Office Police Reports at MR 223.) According to O'Brien's 

February 12 report, Randy again described the hot dog incident. He also described 

Kenyatta "popping'' Steven in the head a few times and hitting him with a belt on 

the evening of February 7. (Jd. at MR 212-13.) Ultimately, Randy told O'Brien and 

the detective that he was sick, didn't want to answer any more questions, and didn't 

want to take any test under these circumstances. (Jd. at 16; Ex. 11, Randy Liebich 

Supp. Aff. at ~ 15.) 

Randy also told Lt. Szalinski that he didn't have anything to say and that he 

had already asked for a lawyer. Szalinski said that the longer it took Randy to tell 

them what they wanted to know, the longer he would suffer. (Ex. 11, Randy Liebich 

Supp. Aff. at~ 16.) According to Szalinski, Randy described Kenyatta popping 

Steven on the head on 217 and illustrated the "pops" as similar to an open hand slap 

but with the impact coming from the palm of the hand. (Ex. 27, DuPage Co. 

Sheriffs Office Police Reports at MR 48.) According to Szalinski, Bradford told 

Randy that there was no doubt that the injuries to Steven occurred when Randy 

was caring for him and that Randy needed to explain how they occurred. (Jd. at 50.) 

By then, Randy had been questioned for over 15 hours. (Ex. 11, Randy 

Liebich Supp. Mf. at~ 17.) When he was finally given a phone, he called his mother 
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and stepfather, and asked them to come to the Sheriffs Office and refused to 

answer any more questions. (Id. at ~ 18.) O'Brien and Kenyatta then came to the 

interrogation room, and Kenyatta accused Randy of hurting Steven. Randy 

responded that he hadn't harmed Steven in any way. After a few "heated 

exchanges," the officers removed Kenyatta, and Szalinski and Bradford continued 

the interrogation. (Id. at ~ 20.) 

At 4:40p.m., the State's Attorney Office decided that no criminal charges 

would be flied against Randy or Kenyatta at that time. (Ex. 27, DuPage Co. Sheriffs 

Office Police Reports at MR 16.) Randy was released after 17¥z hours of detention. 

(Ex. 11, Randy Liebich Supp. Aff. at~ 20.) Randy later learned that his mother and 

stepfather had gone to the sheriffs office soon after he called, but were told that he 

had been charged with first degree murder and would not be going anywhere. (Id. at 

~ 21.) 

5. February 12. 

According to the police reports, Randy called Fiegel at 8:15 a.m. on February 

12 and left a message saying he heard Figiel wanted to speak with him and that he 

would call back. (Ex. 27, DuPage Co. Sheriffs Office Police Reports at MR 71.) At 3 

p.m., Figiel called Randy's sister, Denise, who said she would get a message to 

Randy that Figiel wanted to speak to him. (Jd.) 

6. February 13 interrogation.!. 

According to the police reports, when Randy called Figiel at 9:30a.m., he 

indicated he did not mind speaking in person. (Ex. 27, DuPage Co. Sheriffs Office 
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Police Reports at MR 71.) Figiel, Bradford and an Assistant State's Attorney came 

to Randy's parents' home. (Ex. 11, Randy Liebich Supp. Mf. at~ 33.) There is some 

disagreement over whether Randy accompanied them voluntarily. (Compare Id. at ~ 

22 with Ex. 27, DuPage Co. Sheriffs Office Police Reports at MR 72.) In any event, 

Randy was taken to the police department in a police car. (Ex. 11, Randy Liebich 

Supp. Mf. at~ 23.) At 11:20, Randy signed an interrogation waiver. (Ex. 27, DuPage 

Co. Sheriffs Office Police Reports at MR 72, 224.) The detectives told Randy of the 

medical evidence against him and said they knew he was responsible; Randy 

continued to insist that he hadn't hurt Steven. (Id. at MR. 72.) This was discussed 

"in a very repetitive manner" for 2 Y2 hours. (I d.) 

7. February 14 polygraph discussions. 

After continued discussions on taking a polygraph, Randy called Figiel at 

2:19p.m. and told him that an attorney, Dennis Born, had advised him not to take 

the polygraph. (Id. at 73; Ex. 11, Randy Liebich Supp. Mf. at~ 27.) 

8. February 14 interrogation (Robert Liebich). 

Shortly after the polygraph discussions ended, Randy's cousin Dion Liebich 

told Randy that a cousin, Robert Liebich, a police officer, was looking for him 

because he was reportedly "on the run" in a murder investigation. (Ex. 11, Randy 

Liebich Supp. Mf. at~ 24.) Dion convinced Randy to go to the Roselle Police 

Department to resolve this erroneous information. (Jd.) At the station, Randy told 

Robert that he was not on the run and didn't know why Robert wanted to see him. 
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(ld. at, 26.) Although Robert is Randy's cousin, they had only met on two previous 

occasions. (Jd.) 

Once Dion and Randy arrived at the police station, Robert took them into an 

interrogation room and proceeded to interrogate Randy. According to Dion, Robert 

was angry about the possibility that Randy could have let something happen to a 

child (Ex. 12, Dion Liebich Mf. at, 5) and he questioned Randy aggressively. (ld.; 

see also Ex. 10, Randy Liebich Mf. at, 26.) Robert asked detailed questions about 

the hot dog incident and insisted that Randy reenact what he did when Steven bit 

down on his finger. Randy showed him light slaps on the cheek, just to get Steven to 

open his mouth. (Sex. 10, Randy Liebich Mf. at , 26; Ex. 12, Dion Liebich Aff. at ,, 

6-7.) Robert became frustrated when Randy gave consistent answers to his 

questions. Since he believed that Randy was lying, he kept pressing the issue. (Ex. 

12, Dion Liebich Aff. at,, 12, 14.) Even so, Randy's account did not vary. 

Robert asked if Randy had told the police about slapping Steven to get him to 

let go of his finger. (Ex. 10, Randy Liebich Aff. at, 27.) Randy didn't think he had 

because the police weren't interested in the hot dog incident. (ld.) Dion's account of 

the same interrogation is set forth in his affidavit (described below). Notably, all 

three people in the room, agree that what Randy demonstrated would not have 

caused Steven any harm. This includes Robert, since, after Randy demonstrated the 

hit, Robert testified that he still didn't believe that had not "hit Steven hard enough 

to do this." RA at 1498. 

9. February 27. 
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On February 27, Robert provided a handwritten report on his interview with 

Randy. (Ex. 28, Robert Leibich Report.) According to his report, the last time 

Randy looked at the floor and Robert was uncomfortable believing his answer, so he 

asked him to swear on his father's grave. Randy looked him straight in the eye and 

said he didn't hit the kid that hard. Robert said that he and Dion assumed Randy 

had been arrested, and that he called Fiegel to tell him of the conversation when he 

learned that Randyh had not been arrested. (Ex. 27, DuPage County Sheriffs Police 

Reports at MR 103-104.) 

10. Robert Liebich's trial testimony. 

At trial, Robert testified that on February 13 at about 6 p.m. he had seen a 

copy of a state-wide LEADS message saying that Randy was "missing and suicidal." 

RA at 1482. The remainder of his testimony was the same as his earlier statements 

though a little more specific. For example, Robert testified that Randy told him that 

on February 7 he had seen Kenyatta hit Steven in the head four times, using her 

right hand to hit Steven on the left side of the head. See id. at 1486-87. Robert said 

that, in the hot dog incident, Randy "smacked [Steven] in the right side of his head 

with his left hand, an open hand, twice to get him to let go of the finger." Id. at 

1488. Randy said that he didn't tell the detectives about the bite or about striking 

Steven. Robert told Randy that if he was lying, "the police were going to come for 

him." Id at 1490. 

On cross, Robert agreed that Randy looked him "right in the eye" and said he 

did not hit the kid that hard after Robert asked him to swear on his father's grave. 
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Id. at 1497. On redirect, Robert testified that when he asked Randy several times if 

he had hit Steven hard enough to do this, Randy was often slumped forward with 

his eyes on the floor "and I didn't believe him." Id. at 1498. The Judge overruled Mr. 

Holman's objection to Robert's belief on the ground that "it's what he said to the 

defendant at the time. His belief is not the issue." Id. This testimony proved to be 

extremely important at trial as it was viewed as an admission by Randy that he had 

struck Steven. See id at 24 (The Court stating, "But what I found to be telling and I 

still can see Robert Liebich sitting in that chair testifying, is that the defendant 

looked me straight in the eye and he said, 'i didn't hit the kid that hard.' To me that 

speaks volumes; that is the defendant's admission that he hit Steven Quinn."). 

11. February 28. 

Randy was arrested on first degree murder charges at 11:55 p.m. on 

February 28. (Ex. 27, DuPage Co. Sheriffs Police Reports at MR 823.) 

12. March 1. 

When Randy refused to sign a Miranda waiver form at approximately 1 a.m., 

the police the detectives "explained that the evidence gathered in this case showed 

he was involved in the death of Steven." (Jd.) Randy was told to think about what he 

was told and to knock on the door when he was ready to speak to them again. At 

2:10a.m., Randy said he had thought about it and wanted an attorney. (Jd.) 

13. Autopsy findings. 

Randy was arrested on the same day that the medical examiner signed the 

autopsy report, which identified the cause of death as multiple blunt force injuries 
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due to child abuse and the manner of death as homicide. At that point, however, 

there was no information on timing. On information and belief, Dr. Mileusnic 

received the slides of the organs (excluding the brain) on February 25 and returned 

them on March 6 She received the tissues of the brain on March 7 and received the 

slides on March 14, returning them on March 29. These dates confirm that Dr. 

Mileusnic could not have provided the pathology information on timing until 

sometime in March, probably towards the end of the month. As noted, Dr. Mileusnic 

found that the key injuries were subacute and/or approximately 5 days old at the 

time of death, placing them well before the day that Randy cared for Steven. (Ex. 

22, Postmortem Report.) 

14. May 14, 2002. 

On May 14, 2002, Dr. Munoz wrote to Mr. Reidy, DuPage County State's 

Attorney, in response to an update from Mr. Reidy. Dr. Munoz confirmed that it was 

his opinion that Steven's injuries occurred within six hours of admission to Mt. 

Sinai and that the injuries could not have occurred before that if the child was 

talking and eating/drinking just prior to his mother's departure. 

15. Autopsy timing. 

There is no indication in the materials we have reviewed indicating when the 

state or Dr. Munoz became aware of the pathology findings. Dr. Teas makes clear in 

her affidavit, however, that she told prosecutors of these findings well before the 

trial. (Ex. 4, Dr. Teas Mf. at ~ 12.) 
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E. Facts as Adduced at Trial 

For purposes of this filing, the Petitioner adopts the recitation of facts as set 

forth in the appellate court's Rule 23 Order filed December 12, 2007, as an accurate 

representation of the facts as they were adduced at trial. This order is attached as 

Exhibit 20. 

In its Order, the Court summarized the facts set forth above, emphasizing 

the "the severity of the head injury" Steven had suffered and describing the marks 

and discolorations that appeared after hospital admission, including a "swollen and 

red testicle" and marks "like whip marks, red lines on his thighs, his foot, his ankle, 

neck, across his stomach **** on his back and like pressure marks on his neck." 

Order at 2-3. Since Randy did not testify, the Court accepted Kenyatta's testimony 

as given (ld. at 7) but noted that Kenyatta's mother had told a police officer that 

Kenyatta was an "excellent liar." Id. at 3. The Court noted that Kenyatta's mother 

and aunt, who were Steven's primary caretakers, had not noted any prior signs of 

abuse and that Kenyatta agreed that she had never seen Randy strike Steven. Id. 

at 2-3, 7. Randy's boss testified that Steven looked sick when Randy brought him in 

on February 8 and that he did not see any marks on him. Id. at 7. 

The Court summarized the testimony ofthe Mt. Sinai doctors and nurse (Dr. 

Green, Dr. Boykin and Letitia Beasley) and the Rush transport nurse (Tammy 

Smith). This testimony includes extensive discussions of the CT scan, which Dr. 

Boy kin was told was "really bad" and showed a head that was "full of blood," and of 
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the bruises and marks that appeared on Steven's body throughout his hospital stay. 

See, e.g., Id. at 8-10, 12. 

Det. Figiel described his interrogations of Randy, stating that as he and 

Randy repeatedly went over Randy's story, the substance of the story remained, for 

the most part, consistent. Id. at 15. Filipiak, another detective, testified that Randy 

was initially "aloof and nonchalant" but became "very scared" as it became clear 

that Steven's injuries were serious. Filipiak did not know how much information 

Randy had about Steven's condition when he appeared "nonchalant and aloof." Id. 

at 15-16. 

The court placed the greatest emphasis on the testimony of Dr. Severin and 

Dr. Teas. Dr. Severin described Steven's physical condition in detail. He testified 

that the bruises and marks on Steven's body appeared to be of approximately the 

same age and could have occurred within the last 48 hours; however, bruising is 

difficult to time. Id. at 16-17. Dr. Severin did not think that abdominal injuries were 

likely on initial examination; however, his enzymes were elevated and by the 

following day he had the "Cullen's sign," a bruise-like appearance around the belly 

button that is an indication of hemorrhagic pancreatitis. Id. at 17. Dr. Severin 

testified that the injuries resulted from nonaccidental external trauma occurring 

within 4-6 hours before arrival at Mount Sinai. Id. He further testified that the 

timing shown on the pathology slides would not change his opinion. Id. 

The court summarized Robert Liebich's testimony, including Robert's 

statement that Randy told Robert that Kenyatta hit Steven in the head four times 
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the night before he collapsed and that Steven lay in his bed awake the next 

morning, instead of getting right up, as he would usually do. The court also 

summarized Robert's description of the "hot dog incident," including his testimony 

during cross-examination that Randy swore "on his father's grave" that he did not 

hit Steven that hard when he "smacked" him to get him to let go of his finger. Id. at 

20. 

The court summarized Dr. Mileusnic's testimony on timing, in which she 

testified that Steven's head injuries were inflicted approximately five days, plus or 

minus a day, from his time of death. She believed that the injuries could have 

occurred on the 8th but could have easily occurred before that, even as early as the 

5th, since abdominal injuries are often slow to manifest. Id. at 24. In this case, Dr. 

Mileusnic saw mononuclear cell fibrin in the abdominal injuries that typically occur 

"five to seven days after an injury." Id. at 25. 

The Court also summarized Dr. Munoz's testimony. Dr. Munoz testified that 

when Steven was transferred to Rush, he was "neurologically very sick" and that a 

CT scan had revealed "a lot of blood in his head." Dr. Munoz found that the CT 

findings spoke "of a trauma to the whole brain." Dr. Munoz testified that at surgery, 

the brain started to herniate (come out of the opening of the skull) and that the 

blood that he saw was "bright red," indicating that it constituted a fresh clot. Dr. 

Munoz characterized the amount ofblood as "massive." Id. at 25-26. Dr. Munoz 

opined that Steven's injuries were not accidental and that they occurred no more 

than six hours before Steven arrived at Mount Sinai since he could not have walked, 
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talked, eaten or drank anything after sustaining these injuries. I d. at 27. Munoz 

acknowledged that he had only been board certified for nine months and that this 

was the first criminal case in which he had testified. He agreed that history was 

important in timing an injury but that the history he considered was that Steven 

was "doing okay'' before Kenyatta left for work and that he was not when she 

returned to work. Dr. Munoz further testified that he had contacted DCFS 

"hundreds" of times regarding suspected child abuse and that on each occasion 

DCFS asked him for his opinion on timing. Id. at 28. 

The Court also summarized the testimony of Denise Foster, Frank Belpedio 

and Crystal Zeis, all of whom testified that they had seen Kenyatta hit or throw 

Steven. Id. at 29-32. Kenyatta's mother agreed that she had told a detective that 

"Kenyatta slapped Steven in the face a few times in the past due to his whining and 

crying'' but later clarified that she did not actually see Kenyatta do this. ld. at 30-

31. 

Finally, the Court summarized the testimony of Dr. Shaku Teas, a forensic 

pathologist that the court recognized as an expert in the area of forensic pathology 

and child abuse. Dr. Teas had previously testified for the state "[p]robably hundreds 

of times" and on behalf of defendants only about 20 times. ld. at 32. Dr. Teas opined 

that Steven's injuries were about five days old. They could have been six days old 

and it was possible that they were only four days old, but due to the amount of 

healing, they could not have been less than four days old. Id. at 34. Dr. Teas stated 

that it was more likely that Steven's injuries were seven days old as opposed to 
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three days old. Id. Dr. Teas also noted that the red lines on Steven's foot could have 

been caused by tubes from a blood pressure cuff on Steven's leg. Id. at 35. 

F. Facts Relating to the Performance of Counsel 

1. Advice Regarding Randy's Right to Testify. 

During the course of the trial, Randy told attorney Ricky Holman that he 

wished to testify. (See Ex. 10, Randy Liebich Aff. at ~ 41.) Randy explained that he 

wanted to clear up some information that was incorrect or incomplete, such as when 

his cousin, Robert, failed to mention that Randy had demonstrated the force with 

which he had hit Steven on the occasion when Steven had bitten down on Randy's 

finger, and Robert had commented that the hit was not that hard. (See id.) Randy 

also wanted to let the court know that, contrary to Kenyatta's testimony, he had not 

smoked PCP the night before Steven's hospitalization. (See id. at~ 42.) Randy also 

wanted to correct statements made by the police, such as that Randy said that 

Steven could not feel Kenyatta hitting him through his diaper. Randy never said 

that; Kenyatta did. (See id. at ~ 43.) 

Randy told Mr. Holman that he wanted to testify about these things, but Mr. 

Holman said that he would not let Randy testify. (See id. at~ 45.) Randy did not 

insist, because he did not know that the decision of whether or not to testify was his 

to make. In fact, Mr. Holman does not remember ever advising Randy of this right, 

and Mr. Casey remembers that he did not advise Randy of this right. (See Exs. 18 

and 19, Ricky Holman Aff. at~ 3, and John Casey Aff. at~ 3.) Also, nowhere in the 

record does it appear that the Court informed Randy of his right to testify. 
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2. Performance of Counsel at Trial. 

During the course of their investigation, defense counsel learned of the 

existence of witnesses who might have been favorable to Randy's defense. For 

example, Robert Liebich's handwritten report states that Dion Liebich was present 

when Randy explained how he hit Steven to get him to release his bite. (See Ex. 28, 

Robert Liebich Report). Despite this, trial counsel never contacted Dion. (See Ex. 12, 

Dion Liebich Mf. at ~ 22.) Had they done so, they would have learned that the hit 

that Randy demonstrated, was really "a tapping from a few inches away that should 

not have have hurt anyone." (ld. at~ 7.) Since Dion was not called at trial, the court 

never heard this information. 

In addition, both Denise Foster and Marlene Szafranski had knowledge 

relating to Kenyatta's violent nature. In particular, they were aware of an occasion 

when Kenyatta pushed Linda, Randy's mother, and knocked her unconscious (Ex. 

15, 3/3/12 Foster Aff. at~~ 3 & 4; Ex. 16, Szafranski Aff. at~ 11.) Not only did 

defense counsel fail to question Denise and Marlene about this incident, they did 

not call Linda, who is now deceased. 

3. Pre-trial Motions to Suppress. 

No motion to suppress Randy's statement to Robert Liebich was filed in this 

case. On June 9, 2004, Mr. Holman stated that he chose not to file any such motion 

for strategic reasons. See RA at 905 (Mr. Holman stating "I have reviewed all of the 

discovery and all of the conversations and it is in my view that, and speaking with 

Mr. Liebich, and Mr. Liebich and I have talked about suppressing statements; and 
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it is our view, the defense view, that no Motion should be filed in this particular 

matter"). Randy's appellate counsel did not raise the issue of whether Mr. Holman 

was ineffective for failing to file such a motion before the appellate court. 

III. PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

A. Trial 

Following a bench trial, Randy was convicted of the First Degree Murder of 

Steven Quinn on July 16, 2004. 

B. Verdict 

The trial court found that the issues to be decided were what happened to 

Steven between February 2 and February 8 and, more specifically, "who caused the 

[blunt trauma] injuries, and when did they occur." RA at 5. The court stated that 

the defense was claiming that Kenyatta had beaten Steven so often and so severely 

that he was "mortally wounded" early in the week of February 2, perhaps as early 

as February 4-6, followed by a "lucid interval" that lapsed within an hour or so of 

Kenyatta returning home at approximately 4:30 P.M. on February 8. I d. at 6. The 

court found that the primary support for this theory was presented through Frank 

Belpedio, Crystal Zeis and Ruben Martinez, who testified that Kenyatta struck 

Steven on various occasions from various points and vantages, including grabbing 

him by the arm, throwing across the room, and pushing him off a couch. Id. The 

court found that these witnesses were not credible based on their manner of 

testimony and motive to fabricate, i.e., their relationship with Randy and disdain 

for Kenyatta. Id. at 9. The court also found that Kenyatta's mother, Karen Clark, 
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and aunts, Sadie Brown and Dorothy Herron, were "extremely credible" and that 

their testimony that they had never seen an injury on Steven when he returned 

from being with his mother was compelling. Id. Based on this testimony, the Court 

stated that, while Kenyatta was not an ideal mother, there was no credible evidence 

that she abused Steven, chronically or at all. This testimony was, however, equally 

applicable to Randy, who lived with Kenyatta and also cared for Steven for most of 

his life. 

With regard to the medical evidence, the court found that, based on the 

pathology, Dr. Teas offered at best a "great guess" that the injuries occurred 

anywhere between February 4 and February 8. In fact, this finding was contrary to 

Dr. Teas' testimony, in which she made clear that the injuries preceded February 8. 

See RA at 1983 (When asked whether the injuries took place on February 8, Dr. 

Teas responding "[t]hey probably could have taken place earlier. If I was going to go 

to the narrowest part, but there was a lot of healing, I would actually be more 

inclined to say it went beyond the 5th or the 6th, then to go closer, because there 

was a lot of healing"). The court did not mention the findings ofDr. Mileusnic, the 

Cook County Medical Examiner who conducted the autopsy and timed the injuries 

to a period before Randy cared for the child. 

Although the court did not address this issue, the court likely had difficulty 

grappling with the notion that Steven was severely beaten on February 2-6, causing 

bruises and whip marks that did not appear for several days. What the court did not 

know - since it was not presented - was that most of these marks were signs of 
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pancreatitis and a coagulopathy (specifically, disseminated intravascular 

coagulation, or "DIC''), both of which were confirmed by laboratory testing. 

The court's ruling also did not address the fact that internal injuries or 

infections can have "lucid intervals," or periods of relative normality. In most 

injuries and natural disease processes, however, "lucid intervals" are the rule, not 

the exception. See id. at 1127 (Dr. Boykin stating, "[b]ut generally the person will 

lose consciousness at the scene of an accident. It's actually quite classic, and they'll 

have what's called a lucid interval, and within an hour they'll usually go on, and a 

lot of those patients will actually then go on to die"). 

Without any explanation of how lucid intervals impacted Steven's symptoms, 

the Court adopted the state's theory that Randy had beaten Steven about the head 

and abdomen on February 8, knowing that these acts would cause a strong 

probability of great bodily harm and death. The court made the following findings in 

support of its conclusion: 

1) The child's posturing and deviation of the eyes to the left shortly after 

arrival at Mt. Sinai indicated a significant brain injury. 

2) The brain injury was a whole brain injury. 

3) The pathology findings were consistent with injuries occurring 

between February 5-9. 

4) Various marks and lines appeared at Mt. Sinai or during transport 

(flat red mark on the right forehead, bruises on the groin, red 

abdomen, and marks on the legs and thigh), with more marks 
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appearing at Rush (raised welts on left foot, more defined marks on 

legs, thighs and abdomen, marks on chin, and Cullen's sign, a diffuse 

red mark around the belly button that indicates severe injury to the 

pancreas). 

5) Dr. Munoz saw "acute, fresh, red" blood during surgery and was 

"absolutely steadfast" in his opinion that the head injuries occurred 

within 4-6 hours of hospital admission. 

6) Dr. Severin characterized the injuries as recent. 

7) The injuries were the equivalent of falling from 20-30 feet or blunt 

trauma with a bat, brick, foot or fist to the abdomen, and would have 

precluded eating, walking, talking or playing if sustained before 

February 8. 

8) There is no lucid interval or delay in symptoms with abdominal 

InJuries. 

9) Randy was calm at Mt. Sinai (variously described as respectful, aloof 

and nonchalant by the medical staff) and unresponsive to Dr. Boykin's 

accusations, becoming concerned and "scared" only when the serious 

nature of Steven's injuries was communicated to him. 

10) Steven's abdomen was not distended at Rush, indicating that 

abdominal injuries or infection were unlikely. 
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11) The Mount Sinai labs showed liver and pancreatic injury, and the 

doubling of the levels of amylase and lipase between Mt. Sinai and 

Rush indicated extremely recent injury. 

12) A McDonald's employee from whom Randy borrowed a cigarette said 

that Randy "appeared to be somebody that I would party with" and 

that he could have been under the influence of drugs, then or 

previously. 

13) When questioned by Robert Liebich (Randy's cousin and a police 

officer), Randy described slapping Steven on the side of the head 

during the choking episode, stating that he didn't hit Steven that hard. 

14) The injuries to the pancreas, liver and bowel were in a straight line, 

indicating the force that had to be used. 

15) The Cullen's sign appeared on February 9, indicating that the injury 

occurred very shortly before arrival at Mt. Sinai. 

16) Since Randy failed to counter the information provided by Kenyatta 

and others on his attitude and/or statements, the Court accepted them 

as fact. 

C. Dr. Teas' letter 

On August 26, 2004, Dr. Teas, dismayed at learning that there had been a 

guilty finding, wrote to Judge Jorgenson pointing out that the pathology slides 

showed that Steven's injuries could not have occurred on February 8 or even 

February 7. (Ex. 21, Letter from Dr. Teas to Judge Jorgenson.) She noted that it 
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was unlikely that Steven was well on February 8 since acetaminophen and aspirin 

were found in his blood, and he had lost more than 4 pounds since his November 

2001 checkup. She noted that the initial lack of abdominal findings on admission to 

Rush was attributable to the sedating and paralaytic drugs that Steven had 

received and that signs and symptoms of abdominal injuries in children can be 

delayed for as much as 2-3 days. Finally, Dr. Teas noted that the "large" subdural 

hemorrhage noted in the hospital records was not present at surgery. Id. 

In addressing the letter from Dr. Teas (misspelled Dr. Zeis), Counsel for Mr. 

Liebich joined counsel for the State in arguing that Dr. Teas' letter was an improper 

ex parte communication and should not be considered. The court agreed that she 

would not consider the letter and that it would not go into her file. In its Rule 23 

Order, the appellate court determined that the letter did not necessarily alter the 

trial court's determinations regarding the timing of the injuries. 

D. Motion for a New Trial 

In a hearing on a motion for new trial based on ineffective assistance of 

counsel ("lAC"), the court declined to appoint new counsel for Mr. Liebich and 

further found that there was evidence beyond a reasonable doubt of Randy's guilt. 

E. Sentencing Hearing 

In a victim impact statement, Kenyatta said that she and Randy had spent 

two years planning a life with Steven, and that they had finally gotten their lives 

together. When she learned at the hospital that Steven had been "beaten all over 

his body by someone I loved, trusted and planned to marry and share the rest of my 
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life with," she could not imagine that someone she loved and trusted could do such a 

terrible and violent thing to her son. As this suggests -- and as their earlier 

statements confirmed -- Kenyatta and her family had no reason to believe -- and 

could not imagine - that Randy would ever harm Steven. 

Numerous relatives and family friends testified that Randy had always been 

very good with children, including Steven, Angelique, various nephews, a younger 

brother and children of other family friends. He was a regular babysitter for many 

of these children, including neighborhood children, including overnight stays. Those 

who had seen Randy with Steven uniformly described them as having an excellent 

relationship, and the social services caseworker testified that Randy was equally 

good with Angelique. 

In sentencing Randy to 65 years imprisonment, the court emphasized Robert 

Liebich's description of the choking incident and Randy's prior drug use. A motion 

to reconsider the sentence was denied. 

F. Randy's ProSe Post-Trial Motions Raising Ineffective Assistance of 
Counsel 

Following his conviction. Mr. Liebich made an oral pro se motion claiming 

ineffective assistance of counsel ("lAC"). This motion was summarily rejected. On 

November 4, 2004, Mr. Liebich filed a second prose lAC motion that fell into 

several categories, summarized by the Court during the hearing to include: 

Failure to prepare witnesses and present key factual evidence 

failure to prepare defense witnesses prior to trial 
failure to interview or call Dion Liebich, who was present at Randy's 
interrogation by Robert Liebich 
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failure to introduce evidence that February 8 was not the first time 
Randy had been alone with Steven 
failure to introduce evidence from the polygraph examiner that 
Kenyatta admitted that she slapped Steven across the face and hit him 
with a belt and comb 
failure to introduce Kenyatta's diary, which discussed her stepfather 
beating her younger siblings 
failure to interview or introduce evidence from Kenyatta's coworkers at 
Carlene Research who observed Kenyatta's conduct towards Steven 
failure to introduce evidence from Steven's biological father that 
Kenyatta would lose her patience with Steven and that he had seen 
her at her worst 
failure to insist that the entire videotapes of Crystal Zeis and Frank 
Belpedio be played, rather than sentences excerpted by the State 
failure to introduce Kenyatta's admission that they had been at Frank 
Belpedio's house days before hospital admission (Mr. Belpedio was 
impeached on that issue because he couldn't remember the exact date) 
failure to object to damaging hearsay testimony by the state's 
witnesses 
failure to object to improper and prejudicial statements made by the 
prosecutor in closing 

Failure to present medical evidence 
failure to introduce evidence of Steven's weight loss between 
November 2001 and February 2002 
failure to introduce evidence on the Tylenol and aspirin in Steven's 
system on hospital admission, which confirmed that he was unwell 
prior to February 8 
failure to introduce evidence that the paralyzing drugs would have 
prevented Dr. Severin from diagnosing abdominal injuries based on 
physical examination. 
failure to review slides with Dr. Mileusnic prior to trial 

Right to testify 
failure to inform defendant of his constitutional right to testify on his 
own behalf and refusal to allow the defendant to testify on his own 
behalf, described by counsel as a strategic choice 

Plea bargains 
failure to disclose a plea deal offered by the state before trial 

RA at 2414-31. 
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At the December 7 hearing on Randy's lAC claims and on his attorney's 

request for reconsideration of the sentence, Mr. Casey, one of Randy's attorneys, 

testified that Mr. Liebich's facts were correct, but that the decision to introduce, or 

not introduce, certain witnesses and evidence were strategic decisions made by 

defense counsel. Mr. Holman testified that: 

RA at 2420. 

... when Mr. Liebich had addressed ineffective assistance I think 
before the sentencing, the Court had ruled that when he had indicated 
there were several people that were not called to testify, that it was 
trial strategy and that he wanted us to call some people after the state 
had put on some witnesses, and that I didn't call those witnesses ... I 
believe the Court had made a ruling on that, that it would be hard for 
us to be able to counteract the state's case for bringing in additional 
witnesses. I can tell you that the witnesses that we did not call, it was 
because oftrial strategy. I have read those witnesses' reports, and 
there was both good and bad that could have been brought in on those 
witnesses. And I chose not to bring them in to testify. 

In response to the court's questions regarding a plea offer, Mr. Holman 

testified that he received an offer after a finding of guilty, which he passed on to Mr. 

Liebich with the promise that if he were to take that sentence, he would not file any 

post-conviction motions whatsoever. He and Mr. Liebich agreed that they were not 

going to accept that offer. Mr. Holman did not disclose the contents of the plea offer. 

See id. at 2422. 

With respect to pre-trial plea offers, Mr. Holman stated that, so far as he 

knew, it was Mr. Liebich's desire, and Mr. Holman's and Mr. Casey's desire, to go 

forward without receiving an offer since "we wanted to have a trial on this matter 

because we were maintaining our absolute innocence in this case." Id. When the 
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prosecuting attorney suggested discussing an offer, Mr. Holman told them that, in 

exchange for dismissing the charges, Mr. Liebich would testify against Kenyatta. 

Id. Mr. Holman testified that he told Mr. Liebich of the state's overtures and what 

he had told them on several occasions. The following discussion followed: 

Liebich: 

Court: 

Liebich: 

Court: 

State: 

Liebich: 

Court: 

Liebich: 

Court: 

State: 

Id. at 2423-24. 

... Mr. Holman told me that after Mr. Ruggiero got off the 
phone speaking with Dr. Teas he came forward, he wanted to 
make a plea offer. He wanted to resolve this. Mr. Holman told 
me he told him straight out no, we want to go to trial. We don't 
want to know what an offer is. Facing the kind of time that I'm 
facing and that I received I would have been willing to take an 
offer had it been reasonable. 

No specific offer was ever made to you that you rejected? 

Mr. Holman didn't even give him a chance to hear it. 

You never made an offer? 

There was never an offer made in this case prior to trial. 

Mr. Holman stopped him and told him "I don't want to hear it. 
We're going to trial. That's all there is to it." At least that's 
what Mr. Holman told me. 

None was ever communicated from the state attorney's office, 
simply no offer, there was some discussion after the conclusion 
of the trial? 

This was before the trial, Judge. 

I appreciate that. The only discussion, so the record is crystal 
clear, the only discussion about a possible disposition came after 
a finding of guilty? 

That's correct. 
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With respect to Mr. Liebich testifying, Mr. Holman told the Court that Mr. 

Liebich's allegation that he told Mr. Holman of his desire to testify "would not be 

true." ld at 2423. Later, the Court followed up as follows: 

Court: 

Liebich: 

Court: 

Holman: 

Court: 

Casey: 

ld. at 2425. 

What about testifying? 

I feel that I should have been able to take the stand to testify 
because I'm the only person that can tell what happened that 
day, and rebut any of the things that were said about me by 
Kenyatta Brown. I felt it was important that I take the stand. 
Mr. Holman told me not to take the stand. 

All right. Anything else? 

Not from me, Judge. 

Mr. Casey? 

No, your Honor. 

The court concluded that none of the witnesses would have affected her 

decision, focusing again on Robert Liebich's testimony. The court again described 

Robert's statement that Randy said "I didn't hit the kid that hard" as a "critical 

piece of evidence." ld at 2427. The court did not see the relevance of Steven's weight 

loss, which she felt would depend on whether the same scale was used, or of the fact 

that Randy and Steven had spent considerable time alone together in the past. Id at 

2428-29. 

In addressing the plea agreement issue, the court found that "there was no 

offer made by the state period. It's always their prerogative, state is under no 

obligation to make an offer in any case. For whatever reason they chose to not make 
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an offer in this case until after a finding of guilty was made by the Court." Id at 

2430. 

The court then addressed the issue regarding Mr. Liebich's ability to testify 

at trial as follows: 

Id. at 2431. 

[The defendant] says now he should have been able to testify. He 
should have testified to tell his side of the story, but now it appears in 
retrospect that he says his attorney told him not to testify, which is 
totally contrary to what was represented by Mr. Holman, who was the 
lead counsel at the time that he never told the defendant not, that he 
should not testify. And I have to say that I don't have an independent 
recollection of it, but generally I make an inquiry, the Court itself 
makes an inquiry to determine whether or not the defendant wishes to 
testify. 

In conclusion, the court found that Mr. Liebich had not presented sufficient 

information for the appointment of independent counsel based on her investigation 

in open court and her own recollection of the trial testimony. Instead, these issues 

were preserved for appeal. 

At the same hearing, Mr. Holman asked the court to reduce the sentence 

based on the court's insistence that Robert Liebich's description of the hot dog 

incident constituted an admission of criminal conduct. Mr. Holman argued that: 

There were substantial grounds tending to excuse or justify the 
defendant's criminal conduct though failing to establish a defense. 
Where we are basically indicating that his conduct of trying to dislodge 
his finger and his thumb from the child's mouth is not in fact criminal 
conduct. And if the Court is relying on the action of trying to dislodge 
his fingers from the child's mouth by perhaps slapping the child on the 
side of the cheek for him to let go, that that conduct again we don't 
believe is criminal, but we believe that the Court may have been 
relying on that action in its ruling, and we do not believe that that 
conduct is enough to justify criminal conduct. 
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ld at 2433-34. 

Mr. Holman reiterated that Mr. Liebich had always been good with children 

and had little history of prior delinquency or criminal activity. He understood that 

the court did not give any credibility to Ms. Zeis' testimony that she had seen 

Kenyatta beating Steven and throwing him from one room to another, but that 

testimony was in the record. In contrast, not a single person had seen Mr. Liebich 

strike Steven, indicating a low likelihood of recurrence. The State responded by 

describing Mr. Liebich's actions as a "flogging'' with the intent to murder. ld at 

2437. 

The court concluded by stating that "setting aside what the pathologist said" 

-which must of course be done if Mr. Liebich were to be found guilty- the treating 

doctors found that the injuries were acute, meaning recent. Idat 2439. She repeated 

that she found the testimony of the Mount Sinai and Rush doctors to be "compelling 

if not chilling" in their description of the extent of the injuries and the amount of 

force that had to be used on a child that size to produce the documented injuries. ld. 

The court concluded that Mr. Liebich "should never be put in the presence of a child 

again." ld. To achieve this end, she reaffirmed the 65 year sentence, with all time to 

be served. 

G. Appeal 

Mr. Liebich's appeal raised four grounds: (1) a request for remand on Mr. 

Liebich's prose lAC claim since the trial court failed to conduct an adequate inquiry 

into the basis for the claims; (2) failure to prove guilt beyond a reasonable doubt; (3) 
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the admission of testimony of the treating physicians on the timing of injury in the 

absence of sufficient expertise to make this determination under Frye; and (4) lAC 

based on the failure to object and exacerbation of inadmissible expert testimony; the 

failure to effectively impeach the State's witnesses; error in arguing that Dr. Teas' 

letter was not to be considered by the trial court; failure to argue a lesser included 

offense; and filing a certificate and making statements that contained material 

misrepresentations. 

The appellate court's ruling is attached as Exhibit 20. The court of appeals 

held that it was for the trial court to decide which was more credible: the timing of 

injuries on pathology (slides), or eyeballing the color of blood during surgery. The 

court held that, in response to Dr. Severin's testimony on timing, "defendant 

presented countervailing scientific evidence (the histology slides), and it was for the 

trial court to resolve the conflict between Severin's testimony and that scientific 

evidence just as it would have been for the trial court to attribute additional weight 

to Severin's opinion had it been supported by corroborating scientific evidence." The 

court agreed that it was possible to infer intent from the "quantity and severity" of 

Steven's injuries, including the "number ofblows" directed to Steven's head and 

abdomen. The court concluded that substantial evidence supported the finding of 

guilt, "not the least of which was Kenyatta's testimony that Steven was fine when 

she left for work, Steven spent the day alone with defendant, and when Kenyatta 

returned, Steven was severely injured," and that the Court was not persuaded that 

Mr. Liebich was not proven guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. 
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Citing Strickland, the court of appeals held that the failure of defense counsel 

to object to medical testimony, effectively cross-examine and impeach witnesses, 

argue a lesser included offense or present the Teas' letter did not constitute 

ineffective assistance of counsel since it was not established that defense counsel 

had fallen below an objective level of reasonableness or that this deficient 

performance prejudiced the defendant. 

The Court also addressed whether Dr. Munoz' testimony that he could time 

the injury based on the "bright red" color of the blood met Frye. The Court held that 

Frye did not apply to nonscientific testimony, such as that offered by Dr. Munoz. 

Instead, Dr. Munoz' testimony that bright red blood indicates a recent injury is not 

subject to Frye because it is based on his own experience. His expertise was, in 

short, akin to that of a beekeeper, and his expertise was "not derived from the 

abstract application of scientific principles but was based instead on what he had 

observed in his years as a doctor." (Ex. 20, Rule 23 Order at 49-50.) Since Dr. 

Severin was relying on Dr. Munoz, the challenge to Dr. Severin was derivative. 

Since Dr. Munoz's testimony was proper, Dr. Severin's reliance on Dr. Munoz was 

also proper. (ld. at 50.) It was then up to the trial court to resolve the conflict 

between the opinion testimony offered by Dr. Munoz (and derivatively by Dr. 

Severin) and the scientific evidence offered by Dr. Teas and Dr. Mileusnic. (ld.) 

Later, the Court emphasized that basing an opinion on the color of blood is not an 

accepted scientific methodology or a scientific methodology at all; instead is based 
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on Dr. Munoz' skill and experience based upon his observations made in the course 

of his career. (Jd. at 62.) 

The Court also held that the State had sufficiently proven the intent to kill or 

do great bodily harm from the quantity and severity of the injuries Steven 

sustained, specifically, the number of blows directed at Steven's head and his 

abdomen, both of which are vital parts of the body. (Jd. at 55.) 

Finally, the Court held that the five arguments on ineffective assistance of 

counsel (lAC) were insufficient to support an lAC claim. These included trial 

counsel's: (1) failure to object to Dr. Munoz' and Dr. Severin's testimony on timing; 

(2) agreement that Dr. Teas' letter to the court after the trial concluded should be 

impounded; (3) failure to argue that Randy was guilty of a lesser-included offense, 

namely, involuntary manslaughter; (4) failure to effectively cross-examine and 

impeach several witnesses (based on string citations); and (5) provision of material 

inaccuracies in a Rule 604(d) certificate. With the exception of Dr. Teas' letter, on 

which the Court spent some time, each of these claims was summarily dismissed. 

The Court held that trial counsel's failure to endorse the Teas' letter did not 

constitute ineffective assistance of counsel since some of the information had 

already been presented and the defendant had not shown that a reasonable 

probability that a different outcome would have followed had this evidence been 

presented. 

Justice O'Malley dissented, stating that, in her letter, Dr. Teas identified 

what she considered to be relevant exculpatory evidence that was not adduced at 
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trial. Justice O'Malley specifically stated, "[Dr. Teas] wondered why Steven had 

aspirin in his blood if he had been feeling well, she wondered why Steven had lost 

four pounds in the four months prior to his death, she noted that some of the drugs 

doctors administered to Steven may have caused his abdomen to be soft, and she 

noted that it was not uncommon for symptoms of children's abdominal injuries to be 

delayed as much as 2-3 days after the injury." (ld. at 71.) 

Justice O'Malley felt that Mr. Liebich's allegation that his counsel ignored 

these facts presented a potentially meritorious claim of ineffective assistance of 

counsel. He further noted that counsel admitted being unaware of at least one of 

these medical facts (the presence of aspirin and Tylenol in the child's blood). Justice 

O'Malley felt that the other cited facts were also sufficient for Mr. Liebich to be 

given the opportunity to argue that their exclusion was not a matter of reasonable 

trial strategy. (ld. at 71-72.) 

H. Prior Post-Conviction Pleadings 

On February 23, 2009, Randy Liebich filed a pro se Petition for Post

Conviction Relief raising as claims (1) his Fifth, Sixth and Fourteenth Amendment 

Rights were violated by police questioning, and his Sixth Amendment right to 

counsel was violated by his counsel's failure to move to suppress his statements; (2) 

Trial counsel's failure to allow him to testify at trial violated his rights under the 

state and federal constitution; (3) Appellate counsel was ineffective by failing to 

raise the sufficiency of the evidence; (4) Trial counsel was ineffective by failing to 

effectively investigate his defenses and to effectively cross-examine and impeach 
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state witnesses; (5) Cumulative error denied him the right to due process and a fair 

trial; and (6) He is actually innocent of the crime for which he was convicted. (Ex. 

29, ProSe Post-Conviction Petition.) Mr. Liebich subsequently moved to supplement 

his Petition with additional exhibits supporting those claims. (Ex. 30, April 1 

Supplemental Pro Se Filing.) Mr. Liebich later added additional exhibits to this 

petition - those exhibits were incorporated into his Amended Petition for Post

Conviction Relief, filed June 11, 2008, which he filed with the assistance of counsel. 

(Ex. 31 Amended Petition for Post-Conviction Relief.) His Amended Petition was a 

two-page brief, adding additional exhibits and adding as additional claims that (1) 

Mr. Liebich was denied the effective assistance of counsel where his attorney failed 

to investigate and litigate a motion to suppress, and (2) Mr. Liebich was denied the 

effective assistance of counsel where his attorney prevented him from testifying at 

trial. (ld. at 2.) This Court later appointed current counsel to represent Mr. Liebich 

and allowed counsel the opportunity to further amend Mr. Liebich's prior claims. 

Mr. Liebich incorporates the claims and evidence raised in his prior ProSe and 

Amended Post-Conviction Petitions, and supplements those pleadings with the 

attached Supplemental Petition and attached Exhibits filed in support of his 

petition. 

IV. NEW EVIDENCE SUPPORTING POST-CONVICTION RELIEF 

A. Overview 

Randy Liebich was convicted of the murder of Steven Quinn primarily 

because medical evidence appeared to establish that Steven Quinn's death was 
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caused by injuries sustained shortly before his death. Because Randy Liebich was 

admittedly watching Steven during this time period, he was the one and only 

possible suspect. This theory doomed Randy. It meant that all of the other evidence 

he had demonstrating his good relationship with Steven, demonstrating that 

Kenyatta had a history of abusing Steven, and demonstrating that Steven had prior 

injuries, seemed inconsequential. It made this case an easy conviction. With the 

discovery of new exculpatory evidence, however, this case has completely changed. 

Below, we explain how new medical understanding reveals that Steven's 

head trauma was a secondary result of the abdominal injury that was sustained 

days earlier- and that could not have been caused by Randy. This argument can be 

summarized as follows: Abdominal Injury/Ischemic Bowel (unknown origin) ~ 

Peritonitis ~ Pancreatitis ~ Hypoxia (lack of oxygen to the brain) ~ Brain 

Swelling and Bleeding ~ Death. 

B. Mfidavits from Medical Experts 

The new evidence presented in this Petition comes from a wide variety of 

medical experts who have reviewed the records related to Steven's death. As set 

forth in their affidavits, there is no evidence that Steven had a traumatic head 

injury, and no evidence that he was beaten on the day of hospital admission. 

Instead, his death was due to abdominal injuries/infection that were present days 

before hospital admission, leading to pancreatitis, a hypoxic brain and a secondary 

coagulopathy (disseminated intravascular coagulation). The affidavits were 

provided on a pro bono basis by Dr. Patrick Barnes (pediatric neuroradiologist); Dr. 
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Michael Laposata (clinical pathologist with expertise in coagulopathy); Dr. Darinka 

Mileusnic (forensic and anatomic pathologist); Dr. Shaku Teas (anatomic, clinical 

and forensic pathologist); Dr. George Nichols (anatomic, clinical and forensic 

pathologist); Dr. Waney Squier (pediatric neuropathologist); Dr. Ronald Uscinski 

(neurosurgeon); and Nathan Felix (trauma medic). 

1. Dr. Patrick Barnes (Exhibit 1). 

Dr. Barnes is a Professor of Radiology at Stanford University Medical Center 

and Chief of Pediatric Neuroradiology and Medical Co-Director of the MRI/CT 

Center at Lucile Packard Children's Hospital at Stanford. He has practiced and 

taught on head injury in children for thirty years, and has published over a hundred 

articles, reviews and book chapters on this subject. His affidavit, curriculum vita 

and most recent article on this subject are attached as Exhibit 1. 

Dr. Barnes agrees with the Mt. Sinai radiologists that the CT scan does not 

show fractures, soft tissue swelling or other abnormalities that would suggest head 

trauma. There are thin hemorrhages (subdural, subarachnoid, intradural and/or 

intraparenchymal), the beginning of a hypoxic-ischemic brain (i.e., a brain that 

lacks oxygen), suspicion of thrombosis (clotting) in the dural sinuses (the large veins 

that draina the brain), and sinus disease. The hospital x-rays show bilateral 

pulmonary (lung) disease. 

Dr. Barnes concluded that the conviction appeared to rest largely on the 

initial misinterpretation of the CT scan and outdated medical literature. He points 

out that Steven died less than a year after publication of the Geddes research 
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(2001), which found that the swollen brains in infants reflects hypoxia ischemia 

(lack of oxygen to the brain) rather than traumatically torn axons, and that thin 

subdural hemorrhages are also found in natural deaths. By 2004, some of the 

prosecution witnesses were aware of the shift in the literature, but others continued 

to rely on the basic tenets of shaken baby syndrome, which held that the subdural 

hemorrhages and brain swelling can only be caused by tremendous force (often 

described as equivalent to a multistory fall or motor vehicle accident) and are 

immediately symptomatic. Since 2004, the child abuse literature has recognized 

that there are many natural and accidental causes for these findings and that there 

can be lucid intervals of up to 72 hours. 

Dr. Barnes noted that the lab reports, discharge diagnosis and autopsy report 

established that the child had abdominal injury/infection with systemic 

inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS) and multiple organ dysfunction syndrome 

(MODS). The CT scan was consistent with these diagnoses and did not suggest head 

trauma. The dense dural sinuses were suspicious for thrombosis (abnormal 

clotting), which would not be unexpected in the presence of abdominal 

injury/infection and would account for the brain findings and thin hemorrhages. 

The child had multiple risk factors for thrombosis, including sinusitis, inflammatory 

bowel disease, poor appetite, vomiting, lethargy, unsteady gait and seizures. 

Dr. Barnes states that there is no medical or scientific basis for the testimony 

that it is possible to time an injury based on the color of the blood. To the contrary, 

it is relatively common to find evidence of older injuries or processes under the 
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microscope that cannot be seen on CT or by the naked eye. There is also no medical 

or scientific basis for the testimony that there can be no lucid interval following 

abdominal or head injuries, and that the force to create Steven's injuries would be 

the equivalent of falling from 20-30 feet or of blunt trauma with a bat, brick, foot or 

fist to the abdomen. Abdominal injuries may be caused by relatively minor trauma 

and may not become seriously symptomatic for days. Head injuries may also be slow 

to develop. 

Dr. Barnes agreed with Dr. Munoz and Dr. Severin that the hypoxic brain 

was a recent development, likely occurring around the time of collapse. This finding 

is, however, likely secondary to pre-existing abdominal injuries and infection. There 

is no radiological evidence of head trauma and nothing in the records suggesting 

that the abdominal injuries/infection began on the day of collapse. Any attempt at 

dating should be coordinated with the clinical symptoms and pathology. 

Since Dr. Barnes did not review the hospital and autopsy photographs, he did 

not comment specifically on the marks and lines that appeared after hospital 

admission. He noted, however, that the fact that these marks were not evident on 

arrival suggests that they might reflect a coagulopathy such as disseminated 

intravascular coagulation, rather than trauma. A coagulopathy would also explain 

the thrombosed sinuses suggested on the CT scan. 

Dr. Barnes concluded that the CT scan was consistent with thrombosis and 

hypoxia-ischemia secondary to the abdominal injuries/infection confirmed in the lab 

tests and at autopsy. The choking episode was likely a symptom of the abdominal 
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injury/infection and may have triggered or accelerated the collapse. There is also a 

possibility of aspiration (e.g., inhalation of food into the lungs during the choking 

episode). 

2. Dr. Michael Laposata (Exhibit 2). 

Dr. Laposata is Pathologist-in-Chief and Director of Laboratory Medicine and 

Clinical Laboratories at Vanderbilt. He is also a leading national coagulation expert 

who teaches and publishes regularly in this area. His affidavit, curriculum vitae, 

one of his articles and two of his presentations are attached to this Petition as 

Exhibit 2. After reviewing the laboratory reports and hospital and autopsy 

photographs, Dr. Laposata pointed out that: 

Given the history and autopsy findings, the child's illness likely began with 
an ischemic bowel. As the walls of the ischemic bowel deteriorated, the 
contents leaked into the peritoneal cavity, affecting the surrounding organs, 
including the pancreas. 

As the inflammation spread, the body would have produced additional 
platelets to help stop the process of bleeding. The platelets were consumed in 
the process known as DIC, which produces bleeding, bruising and 
thrombosis. 

A child in DIC may bruise spontaneously or from minor trauma, including 
medical intervention or handling. It is not possible to determine visually 
whether bruises or contusions are caused by trauma or a coagulopathy. Since 
the marks on the child were not apparent on admission but appeared during 
hospitalization, some or all were likely due to DIC and handling of the child 
as care was being provided, rather than pre-existing trauma. 

DIC also produces thrombosis, which can cut off the blood supply or return 
from arteries or veins, producing ischemia. If the thrombosis occurs in the 
arteries or veins that supply or drain the brain, this can cause a hypoxic 
ischemic brain. 

The most likely progression in this case is an ischemic bowel progressing to 
peritonitis and pancreatitis. The final stage (severe pancreatitis and a 
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hypoxic ischemic brain) is likely what brought him to the hospital. Before 
that, he may have been only mildly symptomatic Qethargy, cold symptoms, 
refusal of food, etc.) . 

. . . Ischemic bowel, i.e., decreased flow of blood to the bowel, can result from 
many different causes. In my experience, ischemic bowels are most often 
natural in origin .... Other causes of ischemic bowel include impacted food or 
thrombosis, i.e., formation of a blood clot in the blood vessels supplying blood 
to the bowel. Pneumonia has also been implicated as a possible cause, 
suggesting that an ischemic bowel may result from a reduced oxygen supply 
from any source .... If a child has been kept on life support for some days 
before autopsy, it may be difficult or impossible to determine the source of the 
ischemic bowel since intussusceptions, impacted food and/or thrombosed 
veins or arteries may have been present and then resolved. 

The best way to determine when the bowel became ischemic and the order in 
which these events occurred is to examine the pathology (microscopic slides). 
Since the process continues after hospitalization until the child is taken off 
life support, it is important to look for the earliest findings on pathology as 
these will provide the best indications of when the process began. The slides 
may also give some idea of relative timing. 

Irrespective of the pathology, I would not expect this entire process (ischemic 
bowel, peritonitis, pancreatitis, liver inflammation and DIC) to occur within 
approximately eight hours of hospitalization. Instead, I would expect the 
process to evolve over a period of days. 

(Ex. 2, Dr. Laposata Aff. at~~ 26-35.) 

Dr. Laposata pointed out that the ischemic bowel in this case may have been 

natural, accidental or abusive in origin. If traumatic, he would look for a traumatic 

event occurring at least a day before hospital admission and possibly longer. He also 

pointed out that the small bowel perforation may have occurred during 

hospitalization as the walls of the bowel continued to break down. From a clinical 

perspective, since the abdominal injuries/infection had progressed to pancreatitis by 
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the time of hospital admission, the process likely began at least a day before 

hospital admission and possibly earlier. (Id. at~ 37.) 

3. Dr. Darinka Mileusnic-Polchan (Exhibit 3). 

Dr. Mileusnic is the Cook County medical examiner who conducted Steven's 

autopsy. Dr. Mileusnic is currently the Chief Medical Examiner for Knox County 

and Anderson County, Tennessee. She is also an Assistant Professor in the 

Department of Pathology, University of Tennessee Graduate School of Medicine. 

She is board certified in anatomic and forensic pathology Her affidavit is attached 

to this Petition as Exhibit 3. 

In February 2012, Dr. Mileusnic reviewed the autopsy slides and medical 

records for Steven Quinn in light of new information, including a surgical report 

that establishes that the massive subdural hemorrhage reported in the 

investigative report did not exist, laboratory tests confirming pancreatitis shortly 

after hospital admission, and new stains of autopsy slides that show injuries 

occurring well before February 8. 

These slides establish that Steven had two conditions that preceded his 

arrival at the Liebich home on February 2: (1) myocarditis (damage to the heart), 

which would have reduced his circulation and increased his vulnerability to trauma 

or infection; and (2) a healing hematoma in the area outside the pancreas that was 

at least 10 days old and was most likely 2-3 weeks old. These are new findings that 

were not addressed at trial. The slides, including the new stains, establish that the 

remaining abdominal injuries occurred before February 8, most likely around 
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February 6. Since myocarditis and the peripancreatic hematoma would have made 

the child susceptible to trauma or infection, these injuries would not require major 

trauma and are consistent with a push, shove or inappropriate punishment. 

The surgical report establishing that the "massive" subdural hemorrhage 

described in the investigative report was minimal or did not exist eliminated the 

basis for a finding of head injury. Massive subdural hemorrhages almost always 

represent ruptured bridging veins (the relatively large veins that drain the brain) 

and are usually caused by significant impact (accidental or abusive). Thin subdural 

hemorrhages in children may, however, may be secondary to natural causes, 

including infection in other parts of the body. In this case, the thin subdural seen on 

the CT and described in the surgical report is consistent with the abdominal 

infection and does not suggest head trauma. The forehead bruise is older (i.e., 

occurred before February 8) and is of unknown significance. 

The laboratory reports reviewed in February 2012 further confirmed that 

Steven had pancreatitis on admission. Dr. Mileusnic is quite certain that she did 

not receive these reports before the trial as she would have remembered the 

extraordinarily high levels of amylase and lipase. The lab reports also show that 

Steven's platelets dropped rapidly after admission. When confronted with injury 

from trauma or infection, the body sends platelets to attempt to "plug" or repair the 

damage. Once the platelets are used up, the body cannot regulate the bleeding/ 

clotting process, resulting in hemorrhage, thrombosis and/or easy bruising. This is 

known as disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC). In this context, the 
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majority of the lines and marks that appeared during the hospitalization likely 

reflect pancreatitis and disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC). The 

exception is the bruising on the back, which is likely associated with the earlier 

abdominal injuries. Although these marks were not noted on admission, it can be 

difficult to identify bruising on African-American children, and it is not clear that 

Steven's back was examined thoroughly before the CT scan. These marks would 

have increased in size and deepened in color from DIC. 

Dr. Mileusnic noted that during the trial, she was shown hospital 

photographs that she had not seen previously. In these photographs, some of the 

marks seen in the hospital had disappeared by the time of autopsy while other 

marks that were not seen in the hospital appeared at autopsy. This further suggests 

that some of the marks were associated with DIC rather than trauma. 

Dr. Mileusnic confirms that her original report on the tissue slides states that 

Steven's injuries were subacute (five days or more) or approximately five days old. 

When Dr. Mileusnic returned to Illinois for the trial, the prosecutor urged her to 

place the injuries three days before death or to testify that this was possible. She 

made clear that this was very improbable given the stage of healing and made clear 

that her best estimate of timing was five days or slightly longer. The prosecutor 

understood her position and did not question her on the timing of the injuries. 

Since the new information made it possible to provide more accurate 

information on timing (particularly relative timing, i.e., which findings came first 

and which came later), Dr. Mileusnic reviewed all of the slides. This review 
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confirms that Steven had myocarditis (damage to the heart), most likely caused by a 

virus 2-3 weeks earlier, damaging his circulation and making him vulnerable to 

traumatic or hypoxic ischemic injury. He also had a healing hematoma outside the 

pancreas that was at least 10 days old and likely 2-3 weeks old. Approximately five 

days before death, Steven developed an ischemic bowel with liver involvement and 

hemorrhage in the diaphragm. While there are natural causes for the abdominal 

findings, the bruises on the lower back are suspicious for trauma given their 

location and extent. There is no evidence of head trauma and no evidence of any 

trauma occurring on the day of collapse. Instead, the events on the day of admission 

represent a natural progression of the earlier injuries, which culminated in 

pancreatitis and a hypoxic-ischemic brain. The majority of the findings on the scalp, 

skull, meninges and brain were the consequences of surgical intervention. 

4. Dr. Shaku Teas (Exhibit 4). 

In a recent affidavit, attached as Exhibit 4, Dr. Teas confirms that the 

pathology established that the abdominal injuries most likely occurred by noon on 

February 6 or earlier. It is possible that the injuries occurred early on February 7, 

but some portions of the injuries appeared to be closer to the seven day range. Dr. 

Teas states that when she spoke with Dr. Mileusnic before the trial, Dr. Mileusnic 

confirmed that the injuries were approximately 5 days old, as set forth in her 

written postmortem report. Since this precluded Mr. Liebich, Dr. Teas conveyed this 

information to Mr. Ruggiero, the prosecutor, pointing out to him the pages in the 

autopsy report that provided timing. It was Dr. Teas' impression that Mr. Ruggiero 
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had not been aware that the medical examiner had timed the injuries to a period 

before Mr. Liebich cared for Steven. 

When Mr. Ruggiero proceeded to trial despite pathological evidence that 

excluded Mr. Liebich, Dr. Teas advised Mr. Holman and Mr. Casey that, among 

other things, they needed to (1) understand how pathological timing is done; (2) 

review the slides with Dr. Mileusnic so they could understand the basis for her 

opinion and refresh her memory as she would not have had access to the slides after 

leaving the Cook County M.E.'s office in 2002; and (3) establish that Steven had 

been symptomatic in the days before his collapse, as evidenced by his weight loss 

and the Tylenol in his system. None of these steps were taken, and the latter 

information was not introduced at trial. 

Dr. Teas further states that Mr. Casey incorrectly stated in her testimony in 

his closing argument. Specifically: 

I just learned that Mr. Casey suggested in his closing argument that I was 
not sure whether I saw older injuries, i.e., injuries occurring before February 
8. This was not my testimony. While pathological dating is not precise and in 
medicine one can rarely say "never," my testimony was that the healing and 
reaction seen in the slides represented injuries that occurred on or before the 
morning of February 7. This testimony was based on established pathological 
principles. 

(Ex. 4, Dr. Teas Aff. at ~ 13.) 

This mischaracterization was unfortunate since the Court's verdict relied 

heavily on Dr. Teas' alleged agreement that the injuries could have occurred on 

February 8. (ld. at~~ 15-16.) 
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Dr. Teas also reviews three types of new evidence in her affidavit. First, Dr. 

Teas had new stains done on the slides at her own expense after the trial. These 

stains confirmed that the abdominal injuries were at least five days old. 

Second, the lab tests confirm that Steven had pancreatitis and a 

coagulopathy (disseminated intravascular coagulation) at the time of hospital 

admission. These would explain the marks and lines on Steven's body with the 

possible exception of the bruises on the lower part of Steven's back, which could 

represent a push or shove, resulting in a crush injury (consistent with the 

abdominal findings). DIC might also explain the head findings since the small 

subdural/subarachnoid hemorrhages and hypoxic brain are consistent with a 

coagulopathy (bleeding/thrombosis). 

Third, Dr. Teas reviews the major changes in the medical literature since 

Steven's death in 2002 and the trial in 2004. These changes- which are also 

summarized by Dr. Stephens (through 2008) and Dr. Barnes- are important since 

they explain why the treating physicians reached the conclusions that they reached 

in 2002. Dr. Teas' description of the changes in the literature is succinct and worth 

repeating in its entirety: 
--->r~ 

There have been major changes in the medical literature since Steven's death 
in 2002 and the trial in 2004. In the early 2000s, it was widely believed that 
swollen brains were caused by the traumatic tearing of axons (the nerve 
fibers that connect the cells of the brain) throughout the brain and that 
subdural hemorrhages were caused by the traumatic rupture of the bridging 
veins that connect the brain to the superior sagittal sinus (the large vein that 
drains the brain). It was further believed that such traumatic tearing would 
require a major force, often described as equivalent to a major motor vehicle 
accident or fall from a multistory building. 
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In 2001, a position paper published in the journal of the National Association 
of Medical Examiners (NAME), the professional organization for forensic 
pathologists, adopted these hypotheses and suggested that the force was 
caused by violent shaking. This position paper was not approved by the 
reviewers and was accompanied by an editorial caveat intended to make clear 
that it was not an official NAME position paper but rather represented the 
views of the authors. Despite these red flags, this paper became the 
foundation of many criminal prosecutions. 

While this case was not a shaken baby case, the Rush diagnosis included 
shaken baby syndrome and the state's key trial witnesses relied heavily on 
the underpinnings of this theory, as set forth above. 

Soon after the NAME paper was published, a series of research and review 
papers established that many of the assumptions in this paper were 
incorrect. Perhaps most important, neuropathological research papers 
published in 2001 confirmed that the brain swelling in infants was hypoxic
ischemic rather than traumatic and is also found in natural deaths. The same 
papers found that the subdurals seen in allegedly abused infants are small 
and thin, and are similarly seen in natural deaths. A third paper, also 
published in 2001, found that short falls can produce the same findings, 
disproving the former belief that it required the force of a fall from a 
multistory building. A 2003 paper published in the NAME journal found that 
there was no scientific or evidence-based research support for the shaken 
baby hypothesis. The current consensus is that there are numerous 
accidental and natural causes for the medical findings previously attributed 
to shaking or abuse, and that such findings may be secondary to other 
injuries or illnesses. There is also considerable consensus that children may 
have lucid intervals (periods of normality or relative normality) of up to 72 
hours after a head injury that ultimately proves fatal. 

In October 2006, the 2001 NAME position paper expired and the NAME 
annual meeting included papers with titles such as "The Use of the Triad of 
Scant Subdural Hemorrhage, Brain Swelling, and Retinal Hemorrhage to 
Diagnose Non-Accidental Injury Is Not Scientifically Valid." 

In 2009 and 2010, new research confirmed that the small subdurals seen in 
allegedly abused children are too small to represent traumatic bridging vein 
rupture and that retinal hemorrhages are related to brain swelling and life 
support, rather than the traumatic rupture of retinal veins. Other research 
has further supported the role of hypoxia. 

There have been similar changes in our understanding of abdominal injuries. 
Forensic medicine has long recognized that slow collapse from abdominal 
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injuries is common. This is a well-known phenomenon in children who hit the 
handlebars of bicycles or are impacted by a seatbelt and who present with 
abdominal injuries a day or more after the event. In her judgment, the Court 
stated that there is no lucid interval concept or theory with abdominal 
injuries and that there is an immediate onset of symptoms. It is my 
understanding that this was based on the testimony of a pediatric intensivist. 
In 2006 and 2009, however, the leading textbooks written or edited by child 
abuse pediatricians confirmed that abdominal injuries may progress slowly. 

In view of these major changes in the literature, the courts are beginning to 
review child cases from the late 1990s and early 2000s that were based on 
misunderstandings of the progression of injury and disease in children. While 
Mr. Liebich was not accused of shaking Steven, the prosecutors and 
prosecution witnesses relied heavily on the tenets of shaken baby syndrome 
to support their claims, including the outdated beliefs that swollen brains 
and subdural hemorrhages represent torn axons and ruptured bridging veins, 
requiring the force of a multistory fall or major motor vehicle accident, and 
that there are no lucid intervals for head or abdominal injuries. 

(ld. at ~~ 34-41 (internal citations omitted.)) 

5. Dr. George Nichols (Exhibit 5). 

Dr. Nichols was the Chief Medical Examiner for Kentucky from 1977-97 and 

is currently a Clinical Professor in the Department of Pathology and a Clinical 

Associate Professor in the Department of Pediatrics at the University of Louisville 

School of Medicine. He is also emeritus staff at Kosair Children's Hospital in 

Louisville, Kentucky. His affidavit is attached as Exhibit 5. 

Based on his review of the materials, with emphasis on the glass microscopic 

tissue slides and a recent review of the photographs, Dr. Nichols concluded that 

Steven had intra-abdominal injuries caused by blunt force trauma occurring at least 

5-7 days before removal of life support. The brain findings reflected hypoxia-

ischemia (lack of oxygen to the brain) with progressive cerebral edema and were a 

delayed reaction to the abdominal injuries with no independent significance given 
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the extent of the surgery and the time on life support (respirator brain). With the 

exception of the marks in the area of the spine and lower back, the marks and lines 

on Steven's body were consistent with normal childhood bruising, abdominal 

infection, hospital interventions and/or a coagulopathy. The marks in the area of 

the spine and lower back were consistent with being hit on the back or with falling 

on the back after being hit, pushed or shoved, and were likely associated with the 

abdominal injuries. In the absence of a report of an accidental injury, the injuries 

were likely inflicted. Based on the histology, it was not possible that the injuries 

were inflicted three days before removal of life support. 

6. Dr. Peter Stephens (Exhibit 6). 

Dr. Stephens, a former Deputy Iowa State Medical Examiner, provided an in-

depth review of the records in 2009. His affidavit is attached as Exhibit 6. Dr. 

Stephens summarized the medical evidence as follows: 

The medical records confirm that Steven had a severe abdominal infection 
(peritonitis), leading to systemic inflammatory response (SIRS), sepsis, septic 
shock and multi-organ failure including the pulmonary, gastrointestional, 
cardiovascular and central nervous systems. He also had hypoxic/ischemic 
encephalopathy (brain swelling due to lack of oxygen), probably secondary to 
the abdominal infection. The abdominal infection was confirmed at the 
hospitals by laboratory tests and serosanginous drainage from the abdominal 
area. The autopsy report confirmed peri-pancreatitis (infection outside the 
pancreas), pancreatitis, liver damage and a small perforation in the small 
bowel. 

Abdominal infections in a young age group are generally associated with 
impact, either accidental (often bicycle accidents with impact against the 
handlebars) or inflicted (e.g., punch to the stomach). In this case, the younger 
age of this child (just under 3 years) and reported rough treatment by the 
mother suggests inflicted injury, but accidental causes cannot be excluded. 
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Regardless of cause, the pathology establishes that the abdominal infection 
was present at least 7-10 days before death (4-7 days before collapse and 
hospital admission). It is not possible that it began as late as February 8, 
2002. This infection progressed until the child's collapse on February 8 and 
continued after hospitalization. 

As determined at autopsy, the injuries to the brain were hypoxic-ischemic in 
nature (i.e., due to lack of oxygen). This likely represented a natural 
progression of the abdominal infection, possibly triggered or aggravated by 
choking on a hot dog around 3 p.m. on February 8. 

I do not see significant signs of trauma in the hospital or autopsy 
photographs. Many of the signs interpreted as trauma are well-known indicia 
of abdominal injuries or artifactual (i.e., attributable to medical 
interventions). The only significant marks are a series of marks down the 
child's spine that were small at the first hospital but that grew in size at the 
second hospital. These cannot be definitively identified as to causality but 
may have been caused by a fall, accidental or from a push, or other types of 
pressure. They may also represent hemorrhage from the pre-existing 
abdominal infection. 

At this point, it is not possible to determine the origin of the abdominal 
infection. Based on the evidence, the most one can say is that it began no 
later than February 6 (and likely earlier), progressing into sepsis, shock and 
multi-organ failure, as documented in the hospital records . 

. . . the caretaker accounts of the child's reluctance to eat on February 7 and 
the choking incident on February 8 are consistent with the pre-existing 
abdominal infection, followed by hypoxia-ischemia. 

(Ex. 6, Dr. Stephens Aff. at~~ 6-12.) 

Based on the medical evidence, Dr. Stephens concluded that: (1) the 

abdominal infection and/or injury identified at autopsy were present at least 5-7 

days prior to death (2-4 days prior to hospital admission), and likely longer; (2) it is 

not possible to determine whether the infection was accidental, abusive or natural 

in origin; (3) the brain findings are secondary to the abdominal infection and may 

have been triggered or aggravated by the choking incident; (4) there are no specific 
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indicators of head trauma; (5) the bruises and linear marks that appeared at the 

hospital are related to abdominal infection, sepsis and hospital intervention rather 

than recent abuse; (6) there is no medical evidence that any injuries occurred on the 

day of hospital admission. 

7. Dr. Waney Squier (Exhibit 7). 

Dr. Squier is a pediatric neuropathologist affiliated with Oxford University. 

In her affidavit, which is attached as Exhibit 7, Dr. Squier confirmed that the brain 

findings are largely consistent with the timing of Steven Quinn's collapse and 

hospitalization. Many of the vessels contain small fibrin thrombi, with a small 

thrombus in one dural sinus that may represent a portion of a more established clot 

in the draining veins or sinuses. These changes are consistent with venous outflow 

obstruction, including thrombosis, and altered coagulation secondary to 

hypoxia/ischemia. Other changes are nonspecific and may be seen with respirator 

brain or cardio-respiratory arrest of any kind, including choking. Although this 

cannot be determined fully without special stains, there is no evidence of primary 

traumatic damage. As this suggests, the "mangled" or traumatized brain described 

by the prosecutor in his closing argument did not exist, even under the microscope; 

instead, the pathology showed a hypoxic ischemic brain with evidence of thrombosis 

(abnormal clotting). 

8. Dr. Ronald Uscinski (Exhibit 8). 

Dr. Uscinski is a neurosurgeon who practices in the Washington, D.C. area. 

He is a Clinical Associate Professor in the Department of Neurological Surgery, 
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George Washington University School of Medicine; a Clinical Assistant Professor, 

Department of Pediatrics, Georgetown University School ofMedicine; and a Senior 

Adjunct Fellow at the Potomac Institute for Policy Studies. He has special expertise 

in shaken baby syndrome/abusive head trauma, and has published, lectured and 

served as an expert witness on this subject on multiple occasions. His affidavit is 

attached as Exhibit 8. 

Dr. Uscinski was asked to do a blind review of the CT scan and to address 

three questions: what did the CT scan show? was surgery appropriate and, if so, 

what kind? and what were the most likely causes for the CT findings? 

Dr. Uscinski stated that the CT scan indicated an anoxic insult to the brain 

(i.e., a brain that has been deprived of oxygen, with a breakdown of grey white 

differentiation), more on the left. There was some subdural hemorrhage along the 

cerebellum and occipital poles, very thin on the right, some subarachnoid 

hemorrhage and possible blood in the ventricles. There were no indicators of trauma 

(fractures, tissue swelling, etc.). 

Based on the CT scan, he would not expect Steven to survive. The critical 

factor was the anoxic brain, not the thin hemorrhages, which were likely a side 

effect of anoxia. There was insufficient hemorrhage to drain surgically. 

Realistically, he would not expect any neurosurgical procedure to affect the 

outcome. The CT findings were consistent with any process that deprives the brain 

of oxygen. Since the narrow airway in young children can be obstructed by food or 

foreign body, one obvious possibility is upper airway obstruction. Other causes 
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include heart dysfunction, respiratory distress (from any cause), and shock. After 

being provided with a brief history, Dr. Uscinski indicated that the CT scan was 

consistent with pre-existing abdominal injuries/infection, possibly aggravated by 

choking. 

9. Nathan Felix (Exhibit 9). 

Nathan Felix, an Army medic with extensive experience in trauma cases, 

including aeromedical evacuations, provided an initial review of the labs and 

photographs. As set forth in his affidavit, attached as Exhibit 9, he noted 

immediately that the high glucose, amylase and lipase levels indicated that Steven 

had pancreatitis or a severe endocrine problem that would require emergency 

treatment, usually with antibiotics, insulin and an abdominal CT scan. He would 

not expect Steven to survive without prompt treatment, and the subsequent labs 

confirmed that all of Steven's organs appeared to be failing. 

Mr. Felix also reviewed the photographs of the circular and linear bruises or 

marks on Steven's body. He noted that while bruises can come from external impact 

or systemic abnormalities, the circular bruises looked too small for punches and the 

lines were too thin for a belt. The lines could be from IV tubes or a hanger, but the 

delayed timing struck him as inconsistent with an earlier beating with a hanger, 

and some of the lines seemed to be in different places in different pictures. Mr. Felix 

therefore conducted an experiment. Since his skin color was close to Steven's, he 

was hit hard with a hanger repeatedly, breaking one or more hangers. This caused 

lines to appear within seconds. Within minutes, there were raised welt-like red 
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lines. Within 30-45 minutes, all marks had disappeared. This does not, of course, 

preclude the possibility that the lines could appear again if Steven developed a 

coagulopathy, but it does make the likelihood that they were from an earlier beating 

less likely. Mr. Felix further noted that the small bowel perforation found at 

autopsy might have been caused by the penrose drain, which can cause small 

perforations, particularly in the presence of abdominal infection. 

B. Changes in Medical Understanding of Pediatric Head Injury 

As several reviewing doctors noted, there have been tremendous changes in 

the literature on pediatric head injury since Steven's death in 2002 and Randy's 

trial in 2004. Since many of these are covered in the affidavits of Drs. Barnes, Teas 

and Stephens (Exs. 1, 4 and 5), we will briefly summarize the changes that are most 

relevant to this case. 

In this case, the abdominal findings are clearcut: they began two days or 

more before hospital admission and gradually progressed, consistent with Steven's 

symptoms. The head findings, however, are a different story. In 2002, the Mount 

Sinai and Rush doctors assumed that brain swelling and thin hemorrhages were 

caused by trauma, and in 2004 all of the medical witnesses testified that Steven had 

a head injury. The only issue, therefore, was timing: when was Steven abused? And 

could there be a lucid interval- a period of relative normality in which Steven ate, 

drank and interacted? If there could be no lucid interval, Randy must be guilty. If 

there could be a lucid interval, then the evidence pointed away from Randy and 

toward either an accidental cause or toward Kenyatta. 
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To understand the changes over the past decade, it is necessary to review the 

history of shaken baby syndrome/abusive head trauma (SBS/AHT). SBS was 

advanced in the early 1970s as a hypothesis to explain three medical findings: (1) 

subdural hemorrhage (bleeding between the dura and the brain); (2) retinal 

findings; and (3) cerebral edema (brain swelling).l Together, these features are 

known as the "triad." Although the SBS hypothesis initially included signs of 

trauma (broken ribs, bruises, etc.), it was soon applied to children who had no such 

signs of trauma. The SBS hypothesis was simple: under this hypothesis, subdural 

hemorrhages were caused by the traumatic tearing of bridging veins; retinal 

hemorrhages were caused by traumatic traction or tearing within the eye; and 

cerebral edema was caused by traumatically torn axons in the brain. It was further 

assumed that each element of the triad required forces equivalent to a multistory 

fall or major motor vehicle accident, causing injuries so severe that the last person 

with the child must have caused the injuries. 

1987. The first serious challenge to the SBS hypothesis arose in 1987, when 

an experiment at the University of Pennsylvania concluded that the force of 

shaking fell far below established injury thresholds and was approximately 1/50 the 

I This theory is generally credited to Dr. Caffey and Dr. Guthkelch. See John Caffey, The Whiplash 
Shaken Infant Syndrome: Manual Shaking by the Extremities with Whiplash-Induced Intracranial 
and Intraocular Bleedings, Linked with Residual Permanent Brain Damage and Mental Retardation, 
54 Pediatrics 396 (1974); A. N. Guthkelch, Infantile Subdural Haematoma and its Relationship to 
Whiplash Injuries, 2 Br. Med. J. 430 (1971). 
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force from impact.2 The paper also noted that the subdural hemorrhages in SBS 

cases were small and that the real problem was brain swelling. 

1997. The SBS hypothesis was not seriously revisited until the 1997 trial of 

Louise Woodward, an English nanny who was charged with shaking the child of an 

American ophthalmologist and her husband. 3 Based on the triad, the prosecution 

experts testified that the child must have been violently shaken immediately before 

his fatal collapse, while others testified that the subdural hemorrhage resulted from 

a chronic (old) subdural, accompanied by re-bleeding.4 At the time, the notion of a 

chronic subdural with rebleeding was viewed as a courtroom diagnosis; today, 

chronic subdurals with reb leeds are accepted. 5 

1998. In 1998, a study by Dr. Gilliland found that in approximately 25% of 

alleged abuse cases, there was an interval of more than 24 hours (and sometimes 

more than 72 hours) between the alleged abuse and the onset of severe symptoms. 6 

This contradicted the mainstream belief that the severity of the injuries caused by 

shaking, shaking/impact or impact was inconsistent with a "lucid interval" and that 

the last person with the child was therefore the perpetrator. In the same year, an 

editorial in The Lancet noted that "[i]f 26 years after Caffey's description, doctors 

2 Ann-Christine Duhaime et al., The Shaken Baby Syndrome a Clinical Pathological and 
Biomechanical Study, 66 J. Neurosurg. 409 (1987). 
3 See Commonwealth v. Woodward, 694 N.E.2d 1277 (1998). 
4 The Woodward case also involved a pre-existing skull fracture, not attributed to Ms. Woodward, 
that passed almost unnoticed in the general furor over shaken baby syndrome. 
5 Marguerite M. Care, Neuroradiology, in Abusive Head Trauma in Infants and Children, a Medical, 
Legal, and Forensic Reference 73, 81 (2006) (septations or membranes that develop within chronic 
hematomas may predispose infants to repeated episodes of bleeding within these collections; such 
rebleeding can occur with little or no trauma). 
6 M.G.F. Gilliland, Interval Duration Between Injury and Severe Symptoms in Nonaccidental Head 
Trauma in Infants and Young Children, 43 J. For. Sci. 723 (1998). 
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are still undecided about the "shaken-baby syndrome," the difficulties faced by 

experts in presenting medical evidence in court, and by the judge and jury in 

making sense of it, are readily imaginable."7 

1999. In 1999, Dr. Piatt identified external hydrocephalus (large heads due 

to CSF collections) as a risk factor for subdural and retinal hemorrhages from minor 

trauma, such as a bump on the head, providing a natural explanation for these 

findings, in some instances. 8 

2001. 2001 was both the peak of the SBS hypothesis and the beginning of its 

unraveling. In this year, the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) and the 

National Association of Medical Examiners (NAME) issued policy statements on 

SBS/AHT. The AAP paper endorsed the SBS hypothesis and suggested that child 

abuse be presumed whenever a child younger than 1 year suffers intracranial 

injuries.9 The NAME paper, which did not pass peer review but was published as an 

opinion piece, stated that inflicted head injuries in children under the age of 4 or 5 

usually create shearing injuries of the brain and blood vessels, resulting in diffuse 

axonal injury and subdural, subarachnoid and retinal hemorrhages.l0 In recent 

7 Editorial, Shaken Babies, 352 The Lancet 335 (1998). 
8 Joseph H. Piatt, A Pitfall in the Diagnosis of Child Abuse: External Hydrocephalus, 
Subdural Hematoma, and Retinal Hemorrhages, 7 Neurosurg. Focus 4 (1999). 
9 Comm. on Child Abuse and Neglect, Am. Acad. of Pediatrics, Shaken Baby Syndrome: Rotational 
Cranial Injuries- Technical Report, 108 Pediatrics 206 (2001). 
10 Mary E. Case et al., Position Paper on Fatal Abusive Head Injuries in Infants and Young Children, 
22 Am. J. Forensic Med. Pathol. 112 (2001); Email from Vincent Dimaio to NAME
L@Listserve.cc.emory.edu (Feb. 7, 2002) ("As editor of the AJFMP, I had serious misgiving about 
publishing this paper, not because of its contents but in that it is described as a position paper ... If 
one bothers to read the box in the lower left corner of the first page of the article, one will see that 
the paper was rejected as a position paper by the three reviewers ... As an aside, the paper in its 
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years, the NAME paper has been withdrawn and the AAP paper substantially 

modified. 11 

In the same year, Dr. Geddes published the first careful neuropathological 

studies of infants who were allegedly the victims of nonaccidental head injury 

(Geddes I and II). Geddes I found that, unlike the findings in older children, the 

subdural hemorrhages in infants were typically "trivial" in terms of quantity and 

almost invariably described as "thin film." Even more striking, the brain swelling 

(edema) in infants was hypoxic (i.e., due to lack of oxygen) rather than traumatic in 

nature. 12 Geddes II found that the scientific evidence for the proposition that the 

triad is traumatic in origin was "scanty" and that the subdural hemorrhages and 

brain swelling in infants who died natural deaths were virtually indistinguishable 

from the findings in allegedly abused infants.13 An accompanying editorial described 

this research as "meticulous" and noted that, given the findings of hypoxia, the 

vascular complications of hypoxia and/or raised intracranial pressure should be 

considered. 14 It took nearly a decade, but Geddes I and II are now part of the 

mainstream. 

original form was rejected by 4 of 5 reviewers ... Shaken baby syndrome is controversial in that a 
number of individuals doubt its existence ... ) (e-mails on file with author). 
11 As addressed below, the NAME paper was rescinded in 2006; the AAP paper was modified in 2009. 
12 J. F. Geddes et al, Neuropathology of Inflicted Head Injury in Children, I. Patterns of Brain 
Damage, 124 Brain 1290 (2001) (often referred to as "Geddes I"). 
13 J .F. Geddes et al, Neuropathology of Inflicted Head Injury in Children, II. Microscopic Brain 
Injury in Infants, 124 Brain 1299 (2001) (often referred to as "Geddes II"). 
14 David I. Graham, Editorial: Paediatric Head Injury, 124 Brain 1261, 1261 (2001) (Geddes and her 
colleagues conducted a "meticulous clinicopathological correlation in 53 cases of non-accidental 
paedatric head injury"). 
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In 2001, Dr. Plunkett, a forensic pathologist, addressed the common 

courtroom testimony that the triad could not be caused by anything less than a 

major motor vehicle accident or multi-story fall (anywhere from 3-10 stories, 

depending on the witness). In an article published in the NAME journal, Dr. 

Plunkett described witnessed short falls that resulted in some or all of the triad, 

including a videotaped fatal fall of a 23 month old from a plastic gym set (28 inches 

high) in the carpet-covered garage of her home. 15 The findings included subdural 

and retinal hemorrhages and brain swelling. This videotape established 

dispositively that short falls can be fatal and can cause the triad. 

2002. In 2002, a review of the biomechanicalliterature in the British 

Journal of Neurosurgery concluded that it was improbable that manual shaking 

could produce the triad and that the assumptions made in the shaking model were 

unvalidated, ambiguous and/or incorrect. 16 In the same year, Dr. Jenny and other 

supporters of the SBS/AHT hypothesis published an article that recognized that 

subdural hemorrhages in children have a wide range of causes, including prenatal, 

perinatal and pregnancy-related conditions; birth trauma; metabolic diseases; 

congenital malformations; genetic diseases; oncologic diseases; autoimmune 

15 John Plunkett, Fatal Pediatric Head Injuries Caused by Short-Distance Falls, 22 Am. J. Forensic 
Med. Pathol. 1 (2001). 
16 K. Ommaya et al., Biomechanics and Neuropathology of Adult and Paediatric Heaa Injury, 16 Br. 
J. Neurosurg. 220 (2002). Experiments by Professor Carole Jenny, a leading proponent of the 
SBS/AHT hypothesis, produced similar results. Jenny et al., Development of a Biofidelic 2.5 kg Infant 
Dummy and Its Application to Assessing Infant Head Trauma During Violent Shaking, 2002 Injury 
Biomechanics Research, Proceedings of the Thirtieth International Workshop, sponsored by the 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (on file with author). 
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disorders; clotting disorders; infectious diseases; the effects of poisons, toxins or 

drugs; and other miscellaneous conditions.l7 

In 2002, Dr. Barnes revisited the evidence base for shaken baby syndrome in 

view of the new evidence, including the Geddes research. 18 In this article, Professor 

Barnes pointed out that "[f]rom an evidence-based medicine perspective, quality of 

evidence ratings for diagnostic criteria regarding the literature on SBS reveal that 

few published reports merit a rating above class IV ... Such quality of evidence 

ratings hardly earn a diagnostic criteria recommendation level of'optional,' much 

less as a 'guideline' or a 'standard.'" Professor Barnes emphasized that radiologists 

must be aware of conditions that may mimic abuse, including accidental injury, 

coagulopathies, vascular diseases, infectious or postinfectious conditions, metabolic 

disorders, neoplastic diseases, certain therapies, and some congenital and dysplastic 

disorders. 

Given the increasing controversies over shaking as a mechanism of injury, 

the National Institutes of Health held a conference in October 2002.19 While the 

conference was attended largely by SBS/AHT supporters, there was general 

agreement that the research supporting the SBS hypothesis was largely circular, 

17 Kent P. Hymel, Carole Jenny & Robert W. Block, Intracranial Hemorrhage and Rebleeding in 
Suspected Victims of Abusive Head Trauma: Addressing the Forensic Controversies, 7 Child 
Maltreatment 329 (2002). · . · 
18 Patrick D. Barnes, Ethical Issues in Imaging Nonaccidental Injury: Child Abuse, 13 Topics 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging 85 (2002). 
19 Inflicted Childhood Neurotrauma, Proc. of a Conference Sponsored by Department of Health and 
Human Services, National Institutes of Health, National Institute of Child Health and Human 
Development, Office of Rare Disease and National Center for Medical Rehabilitation Research. The 
conference papers were published by the American Academy of Pediatrics in 2003. 
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that the current knowledge was limited, that there were many alternative 

diagnoses, and that additional research was needed. 

2003. In 2003, Dr. Mark Donohoe reviewed the evidence base for shaken 

baby syndrome from 1966-1998 and concluded that the data in the medical 

literature was of poor quality and inadequate to support diagnostic assessment.20 

In 2003, Dr. Geddes reported on 50 nontraumatic infant deaths (intrauterine 

to 5 months), with causes of death including infection, hypoxia, infant death 

syndrome (SIDS) and SBS. Since most of the natural deaths and all three SBS 

deaths showed intradural rather than subdural bleeding, Dr. Geddes suggested that 

the mechanism for the bleeding may be hypoxia-related leakage from veins within 

the dura rather than traumatic rupture of bridging veins, resulting from a cascade 

of events including raised intracranial pressure, central venous and systemic 

arterial hypertension, combined with immaturity and hypoxia-related vascular 

fragility. 

In 2003, a case fatality report in the NAME journal documented a 72 hour 

delay between an accidental short fall and collapse, during which period the child 

had been asymptomatic.21 This case involved a skull fracture, subdural and 

subgaleal hemorrhage, cerebral edema, and focal axonal injury, with no retinal 

hemorrhage. 

2o Mark Donohoe, Evidence-Based Medicine and Shaken Baby Syndrome Part I: Literature Review, 
1966-1998, 24 Am. J. Forensic Med. Pathol. 239 (2003). 
21 Scott Denton & Darinka Mileusnic, Delayed Sudden Death in an Infant Following an Accidental 
Fall, A Case Report with Review of the Literature, 24 Am. J. Forensic Me d. Pathol. 371 (2003). 
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2004. In 2004, an article by Dr. Starling analyzed 81 perpetrator admissions 

to inflicted traumatic brain injury in children.22 In 91% of the cases, the symptoms 

appeared immediately; in 5 cases, the timing occurred within 24 hours. The authors 

did not examine the validity of the admissions or the techniques used to elicit them, 

and their source material is unavailable. 

In the same year, Dr. Lantz published a case report finding several ocular 

findings that had previously been considered to be diagnostic of abuse in an 

accidental television tipover.23 Based on a literature review, Dr. Lantz concluded 

that the association of ocular findings with abuse suffered from selection bias, 

inappropriate controls, lack of precise criteria, a fallacy of assumption, 

unsystematic reviews, and consensus statements that mingled opinion with facts. 

In 2004, Professor Goldsmith, a biomechanical engineer at the University of 

California at Berkeley, and Dr. Plunkett published another article addressing the 

biomechanical shortcomings of shaken baby theory.24 The article concluded that the 

experimental biomechanical data indicated that the mechanism for retinal 

hemorrhage is functional or mechanical venous occlusion and suggested that this 

might be related to cerebral edema rather than trauma. 

2005. A 2005 article by Dr. Bandak, a biomechanical engineer, found that 

the levels of force suggested by proponents of shaken baby theory would exceed the 

22 Suzanne P. Starling et al., Analysis of Perpetrator Admissions to Inflicted Traumatic Brain Injury 
in Children, 158 Arch. Pediatr. Adolesc. Med. 454 (2004). 
23 P. E. Lantz et al., Perimacular Retinal Folds from Childhood Head Trauma, 328 Br. Med. J. 754, 
756 (2004). 
24 Werner Goldsmith & John Plunkett, A Biomechanical Analysis of the Causes of Traumatic Brain 
Injury in Infants and Children, 25 Am. J. Forensic Med. Pathol. 89 (2004). 
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tolerance of the neck, causing total neck failure, and that the force from manual 

shaking is of the same order as a fall from approximately three feet. 25 While some of 

his calculations are disputed, Dr. Bandak's conclusions are consistent with the 

other biomechanical studies. 

In the same year, an article by Dr. Leestma, a neuropathologist, found that 

the documented confessions in the medical literature (11 cases involving shaking 

only) did not permit valid statistical analysis or support for many commonly stated 

aspects of shaken baby syndrome.26 

2006. In 2006, a textbook by leading supporters of the SBS hypothesis 

recognized that many medical disorders "mimic" SBS/AHT.27 These include 

prenatal, perinatal and pregnancy related conditions; birth trauma; congenital 

malformations; various forms of childhood stroke; accidental injury; genetic and 

metabolic disorders; hematological diseases and disorders of coagulation and 

clotting; infectious diseases; autoimmune and vasculitis conditions; oncological 

processes; toxins, poisons and nutritional deficiencies; and medical and surgical 

complications. While some of these conditions can be confirmed or ruled out through 

diagnostic testing, others are indistinguishable from AHT or can only be ruled out 

by tests conducted while the child is living or, in some cases, after the child has 

died. 

25 Faris A. Bandak, Shaken Baby Syndrome: A Biomechanics Analysis of Injury Mechanisms 151 
Forensic Science International 71 (2005). 
26 Jan E. Leestma, Case Analysis of Brain-Injured Admittedly Shaken Infants: 54 Cases, 1969-2001, 
26 Am. J. Forensic Med. Pathol. 199 (2005). 
27 Andrew P. Sirotnak, Medical Disorders that Mimic Abusive Head Trauma, in Abusive Head 
Trauma in Infants and Children, a Medical, Legal, and Forensic Reference 191 (2006). 
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In the same year, Dr. Lantz presented a study of retinal hemorrhages in 425 

deaths (birth to age 96).28 Retinal hemorrhages were found in 17% of all deaths, 

including a wide variety of natural and accidental deaths. Of the retinal 

hemorrhages found in 19 children, only 4 were related to abuse. 

In October 2006, the NAME Board of Directors withdrew the 2001 position 

paper, which it had previously extended.29 By then, the NAME annual meeting 

included presentations with titles such as "Use of the Triad of Scant Subdural 

Hemorrhage, Brain Swelling, and Retinal Hemorrhages to Diagnose Non-Accidental 

Injury is Not Scientifically Valid" and "Where's the Shaking?: Dragons, Elves, the 

Shaking Baby Syndrome and Other Mythical Entities."30 

2007. In a 2007 article, Professor Barnes addressed the forensic 

controversies from an evidence-based perspective and urged radiologists to 

thoroughly familiarize themselves with the imaging, clinical, surgical, pathological, 

biomechanical and forensic literature and the principles of evidence-based medicine 

in providing a differential diagnosis for radiological findings previously associated 

with shaking or abuse.3I 

28 Patrick E. Lantz & Constance A. Stanton, Postmortem Detection and Evaluation of Retinal 
Hemorrhages, 12 Proc. of the Am. Acad. For. Sci. 271 (2006). Like Drs. Squier and Mack, Dr. Lantz 
has presented his research at meetings conducted by those on both sides of the "shaken baby" debate 
and in neutral settings, including the American Academy of Forensic Sciences. 
29 E-mail from Gregory G. Davis, Bd. of Directors, NAME, to John Plunkett, MD, and R. Wright (Oct. 
17, 2006) (on file with authors). The 2001 NAME position paper had originally been scheduled to 
sunset in 2006; however, the Board extended it to 2008. In October 2006, the Board rescinded the 
renewal. 
30 Scientific Program, 40th Annual Meeting, National Association of Medical Examiners, San 
Antonio, TX (Oct. 13-18, 2006 (on file with author). 
31 P.D. Barnes & M. Krasnokutsky, Imaging of the Central Nervous System in Suspected or Alleged 
Nonaccidental Injury, Including the Mimics, 18 Topics Magnetic Resonance Imaging 53 (2007). 
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2008. In 2008, Dr. Rooks found that 46% of asymptomatic term newborns 

have subdural hemorrhage on MRis taken within 72 hours of birth, confirming that 

subdural hemorrhages are not always symptomatic.32 In the same year, Dr. Cohen, 

a histopathologist, presented a paper in which she reviewed the anatomy of the 

infant brain and identified several "myths" that had been adopted by the medical 

and legal professions but did not comport with the anatomy and pathology of the 

infant brain.33 Dr. Cohen's research confirmed that, in young infants, the bleeding 

often referred to as "subdural" was in fact intradural; that it is also found in natural 

deaths; and that it is unlikely in many cases to result from tears in bridging veins. 

Instead, the common strand in these cases was often hypoxia/ischemia, or lack of 

oxygen to the brain, from any source, including natural disease processes. 

In 2008, the legal system began to recognize the "new learning'' on pediatric 

head injury, and the Wisconsin Court of Appeals reversed a 1996 first-degree 

reckless homicide conviction against Audrey Edmunds, holding that "a significant 

and legitimate debate in the medical community has developed in the past ten years 

over whether infants can be fatally injured through shaking alone, whether an 

infant may suffer head trauma and yet experience a significant lucid interval prior 

to death, and whether other causes may mimic the symptoms traditionally viewed 

as indicating shaken or shaken impact syndrome."34 The Court held that this 

32 V. J. Rooks et al, Prevalence and Evolution of Intracranial Hemorrhage in Asymptomatic Term 
Infants, 29 Am. J. Neuroradiol. 1082 (2008). 
33 M. Cohen, Myths and Facts of the Subdural Haemorrhage in the Perinatal Period, Third 
International Congress of Pathology, Barcelona, Spain (May 17-22, 2008). 
34 State v. Edmunds, 746 N.W. 2d 590, 596 ~ 15 (2008). 
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legitimate and significant dispute within the medical community required a new 

trial. Ultimately, all charges were dismissed. 

In October 2008, Commissioner Goudge issued his report on the Inquiry into 

Pediatric Forensic Pathology in Ontario, Canada. 35 While many of his findings 

focused on the misdiagnoses by a single pediatric pathologist, Commissioner 

Goudge concluded that the problem was systemic and that "the changes in 

pathology knowledge concerning shaken baby syndrome and pediatric head injuries 

over the last two decades provide cogent reason for a carefully constructed review of 

the cases" since some convictions may have been based on pediatric pathology that 

today would be seen as unreasonable. 

2009. In 2009, Dr. Mack, Dr. Squier and Dr. Eastman published an article 

on the anatomy and development of the meninges in infants, particularly the dura.36 

In this article, they note that since the bridging veins are relatively large caliber 

vessels that would produce larger, more localized bleeds, traumatic bridging vein 

rupture is an unlikely source of the small thin film bleeds identified in the 

SBS/AHT literature. In the same year, Dr. Squier and Dr. Mack published an 

article on the neuropathology of infant subdural hemorrhage in which they 

concluded that it is unlikely that the widespread bilateral thin film subdural 

hemorrhage seen in infants has the same causality as the thick, space-occupying 

and often unilateral clot seen in older children and adults after trauma and that 

35 Goudge, Inquiry into Pediatric Forensic Pathology in Ontario (Sept. 2008) at 
http://www.attorneygeneral.jus.gov.on.ca/inquiries/goudge/index.html supra note 4, Executive 
Summary at 48-49. 
36 Julie Mack, Waney Squier & James T. Eastman, Anatomy and Development of the Meninges: 
Implications for Subdural Collections and CSF Circulation, 39 Pediatr Radiol. 200 (2009). 
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alternative causes should be considered.37 1f correct, there is no longer any basis for 

the ruptured bridging vein hypothesis that formed the underpinning of SBS/AHT 

theory. 

In the meantime, Dr. Cohen and Dr. Scheimberg published the results of a 

two year study that confirmed the association between hypoxic ischemic 

encephalopathy and intradural/subdural hemorrhage in fetuses and neonates. This 

study found that the degree of the hemorrhage was closely related to the degree of 

hypoxia.38 

In May 2009, the AAP updated its policy statement on Abusive Head Trauma 

in Infants and Children, stating that the "advances in the understanding of the 

mechanisms and clinical spectrum of injury associated with abusive head trauma 

compel us to modify our terminology to keep pace with our understanding of 

pathologic mechanisms."39 While continuing to endorse shaking or shaking/impact 

as a mechanism of injury, the Committee acknowledged that the "mechanisms and 

resultant injuries of accidental and abusive head injury overlap" and that medical 

diseases can also "mimic" the presentation of abusive head trauma. The following 

month, an editorial in Pediatric Radiology by leading supporters of the SBS/AHT 

37 W aney Squier & Julie Mack, The Neuropathology of Infant Subdural Haemorrhage, 187 Forensic 
Sci. Int. 6 (2009). 
38 M.C. Cohen & I. Scheimberg, Evidence of Occurrence of Intradural and Subdural Hemorrhage in 
the Perinatal and Neonatal Period in the Context of Hypoxic Ischemic Encephalopathy: An 
Observational Study from Two Referral Institutions in the United Kingdom, 12 Pediatric & 
Developmental Pathology 169 (2009). 
39 Cindy W. Christian, Robert Block and the Committee on Child Abuse and Neglect. Abusive Head 
Trauma in Infants and Children, 123 Pediatrics 1409 (2009). 
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hypothesis acknowledged that "[m]aybe our current understanding of the actual 

pathogenesis of subdural bleeding (tearing of bridging veins) is incorrect."40 

By then, it was apparent that all three components of the SBS/AHT 

hypothesis were wrong: brain swelling is not caused by traumatically torn axons, 

subdural hemorrhages are not caused by traumatically ruptured bridging veins, 

and retinal hemorrhages are found in a wide array of conditions. In September 

2009, this "new learning" was reflected in a law review article entitled "The Next 

Innocence Project: Shaken Baby Syndrome and the Criminal Courts."41 Mter 

reviewing the literature, Professor Tuerkheimer, a former child abuse prosecutor, 

concluded that "[a]s a categorical matter, the science of SBS can no longer support a 

finding of proof beyond a reasonable doubt in triad-only casess" and that "the 

presence of retinal hemorrhages and subdural hematoma cannot conclusively prove 

that injury was inflicted." Professor Tuerkheimer noted that even doctors who 

continue to defend the legitimacy of SBS "are willing to concede that the science has 

evolved - and that even mainstream thinking has changed in a number of areas." 

2010. By 2010, it was widely understood that brain swelling reflected 

hypoxia rather than trauma, that there are many causes of subdural hemorrhage, 

and that the thin subdurals seen in young children were unlikely to have been 

caused by traumatically ruptured bridging veins. Supporters of the SBS/AHT 

hypothesis therefore increasingly relied on the size and shape of retinal 

40 Steven Chapman & Thomas L. Slovis, Response to Galaznik, Cohen & Scheimberg, and Rorke
Adams & Christian, 39 Pediatric Radiology 770 (2009). 
41 Deborah Tuerkheimer, The Next Innocence Project: Shaken Baby Syndrome and the Criminal 
Courts, 87 Wash. Univ. L. Rev. 1 (2011) ("Tuerkheimer"). 
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hemorrhages and other ocular findings to diagnose abuse. In February 2010, 

however, Dr. Evan Matshes reported that a retrospective review of retinal 

hemorrhages at the Dallas Medical Examiner's Office found that eye evaluations 

are of"limited value" in child death investigations.42 His review confirmed that 

retinal hemorrhages are found in natural and accidental deaths as well as 

homicides and that their severity appeared to be linked to edema and life support 

rather than trauma. In the same month, retinal hemorrhages of a type previously 

viewed as diagnostic of abuse were found in two children who died from a common 

community-acquired pneumonia in children.43 

2011. 2011 brought two major reviews of the literature on SBS/AHT.44 In 

January 2011, the Radiological Clinics of North America published a major review 

on the imaging ofnonaccidental injury and the mimics.45 In this review, Dr. Barnes 

identified the lack of an evidence base for much of the SBS/AHT literature as well 

as the increasing list of alternative causes. A September 2011 review of the SBS 

42 Matshes, Retinal and Optic Nerve Sheath Hemorrhages Are Not Pathognomonic of Abusive Head 
Injury, 16 Proc. of the Am. Acad. For. Sci. 272 (2010) 
43 Juan Pablo Lopez et al., Severe Retinal Hemorrhages in Infants with Aggressive Fatal 
Streptococcus Pneumonia Meningitis, 14 J. Am. Ass. Ped. Ophthal. Strab. 97 (2010). Severe retinal 
hemorrhages have also been reported in children with leukemia. 
44 A third review, this time from an emergency medicine perspective, was also published in 2011. 
Steven C. Gabaeff, Challenging the Pathophysiologic Connection between Subdural Hematoma, 
Retinal Hemorrhage and Shaken Baby Syndrome, 12 Western J. Emergency Medicine 144 (2011). 
45 A third review, this time from an emergency medicine perspective, was also published in 2011. 
Steven C. Gabaeff, Challenging the Pathophysiologic Connection between Subdural Hematoma, 
Retinal Hemorrhage and Shaken Baby Syndrome, 12 Western J. Emergency Medicine 144 (2011). 
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literature by Dr. Squier focused on the anatomy of the dura and the evolving 

neuropathology literature. 46 

While there are still disagreements, even the strongest advocates of the 

SBS/AHT hypothesis now recognize that there are many alternative causes for the 

triad. For example, at a September 2011 training conference, Dr. Jenny stated that 

"No trained pediatrician thinks that subdural hemorrhage, retinal hemorrhage and 

encephalopathy equals abuse. The "triad" is a myth!" Instead, abuse is now a "rule 

out" diagnosis requiring an extensive medical evaluation, detailed laboratory 

evaluations, a radiology review, and a review of all medical records.47 In conducting 

this review, one must consider a differential diagnosis that includes trauma, 

metabolic disease, coagulopathies, genetic disease and infectious disease. 

In 2011, the national media also began to address the issues. In February 

2011, the New York Times Magazine published an article titled "Has a Flawed 

Diagnosis Put Innocent People in Prison? A Re-Examination of Shaken-Baby 

Syndrome," and in June 2011 PBS Frontline, NPR and Pro Publica ran a series on 

false convictions in cases involving child deaths, including SBS/AHT cases. 

At the same time, the courts began to consider these issues. In October 2011, 

six of the nine U.S. Supreme Court justices upheld the SBS conviction of Shirley 

Ree Smith, whose grandson Etzel died in 1996, but indicated that "[d]oubts about 

whether Smith is in fact guilty are understandable" and suggested that a clemency 

46 Waney Squier, The "Shaken Baby" Syndrome: Pathology and Mechanisms, 122 Acta Neuropathol. 
519 (2011). 
47 Carole Jenny, Presentation, The Mechanics: Distinguishing AHTISBS from Accidents and Other 
Medical Conditions, New York City Abusive Head Trauma/Shaken Baby Syndrome Training 
Conference (Sept. 23, 2011) at http://www.queensda.org/SBS_Conference/SBC201l.html 
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petition (now pending) might be appropriate. Justice Ginsberg, joined by Justices 

Breyer and Sotomayor, dissented, listing the criticisms of SBS/AHT theory and 

pointing out that "[i]n light of current information, it is unlikely that the 

prosecution's experts would today testify as adamantly as they did in 1997." The 

following month, Judge Posner addressed the changes in the literature on lucid 

intervals as well as the problem of false confessions. 48 

By 2011, many members of the medical community were having similar 

doubts. For example, in a September 2011 email, a forensic pathologist testifying on 

behalf of the prosecution in a criminal case privately advised the prosecutor that "I 

don't know what the breakdown is, but I would not be surprised to learn that it is 

close to 50/50 among neuropathologists, neurologists, and forensic pathologists as to 

whether any given case represents non-accidental trauma."49 

2012. In 2012, the prediction of the dissenters in Smith that "it is unlikely 

that the prosecution's experts would today testify as adamantly as they did in 1997" 

is coming to pass. In February 2012, in another post-conviction case, Dr. Norman 

Guthkelch, often described as one of the founders of shaken baby syndrome, 

provided a declaration stating that:5o 

I am aware that my 1971 article has been cited by doctors and researchers in 
support of a prosecutorial suggestion that babies who have subdural 

48 Aleman v. Village of Hanover Park, 662 F.3d 897 (7th Cir. 2011) (Posner, J.). 
49 E-mail from Mark Peters, MD, to Sharyl Eisenstein, Assistant State's Attorney, McHenry County, 
IL (Sept. 15, 2011) (on file with authors) (regarding Sophia Avila Case #08-073, which resulted in 
conviction, Oct. 14, 2011). The same e-mail noted that infants can have a lucid interval of several 
days after head trauma and that a number of medical conditions can cause cerebral hemorrhage, 
retinal hemorrhage and bone fractures. These conditions should be ruled out before concluding that 
the injuries are the result of inflicted trauma. 
50 Declaration of A. Norman Guthkelch, M.D., State of Arizona v. Drayton Shawn Witt, Feb. 3, 2012. 
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hematomas, retinal hemorrhages, and brain swelling can be assumed to be 
suffering from "Shaken Baby Syndrome," even when there are no other signs 
of abuse. However, I consider that this is a distortion of the article I wrote in 
1971, resulting in that article being taken as support of a diagnosis of 
criminal liability in circumstances which I never envisaged. 

The term "Shaken Baby Syndrome" is an undesirable phrase ... there was 
not a vestige ofproofwhen the name was suggested that shaking, and 
nothing else, causes the triad. 

It is my understanding from reading the recent medical literature that the 
hypothesis that the triad can be caused only by shaking or shaking plus 
impact is still open to serious doubt. We know that a number of other 
conditions - natural and non-accidental - may lead to the triad. These 
conditions include metabolic disorders, blood clotting disorders, and birth 
injury, to name a few ... 

In November 29, 2011, I was deposed by volunteer lawyers from the Arizona 
Justice Project. In that deposition I was asked whether I thought there was 
enough evidence in this case to say that Steven Witt was a victim of 
homicide. My answer is an unequivocal "No." I believe that his father, 
Drayton Witt, has been convicted of murder on insufficient grounds. 

This affidavit was accompanied by an affidavit from Dr. A. L. Mosley, the medical 

examiner who conducted the autopsy. 51 Based on the triad, Dr. Mosley concluded in 

his autopsy report that the cause of death was "Shaken/Impact Syndrome" and the 

manner of death was "homicide," and he testified to this effect at trial. In his 

affidavit, Dr. Mosley states: 

Since I conducted Steven's autopsy and reached a conclusion that he was a 
victim of SBS, there have been significant developments in the medical 
community's understanding ofSBS, most ofwhich serve to undermine the 
reliability of the SBS diagnosis. 

There is no longer consensus in the medical community that the findings I 
reported in my autopsy report are reliable proof of SBS or child abuse. It is 
now understood that multiple conditions other than shaking can, through 

51 Declaration of A. L. Mosley, M.D., State of Arizona v. Drayton Shawn Witt, Feb. 3, 2012, pgs. 2-3. 
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their impact on multiple body systems, create the very symptoms and 
injuries once thought to be nearly exclusively attributable to SBS ... 

Based on my review of these materials from an expansive body ofpost-2000 
SBS literature, as well as the significant developments in the medical and 
scientific community's understanding of SBS and several of the conditions 
that mimic its symptoms, I have determined that I cannot stand by my 
previous conclusion and trial testimony that Steven Witt's death was a 
homicide. Steven had a complicated medical history, including unexplained 
neurological problems. He had no outward signs of abuse. If I were to testify 
today, I would state that I believe Steven's death was likely the result of a 
natural disease process, not SBS. 

Even more recently, Senior Deputy Medical Examiner James Ribe of the Los 

Angeles Coroner's Office has broken ranks with his own office and concluded that 

abuse was misdiagnosed in the Shirley Ree Smith case (addressed above). 52 At a 

March 16, 2012 pathology conference, Dr. Colin Smith, a senior pathologist at the 

University of Edinburgh, advised that while doctors usually inferred shaking from 

the presence of the triad, there was growing evidence that other conditions 

(including seizure and/or breathing obstruction) could cause the same findings. 53 He 

noted that since doctors were trained to diagnose shaken baby syndrome until 

proven otherwise, they "may have difficulty accepting alternative explanations." 

D. Additional Affidavits from Fact Witnesses 

The affidavits and expertise of the medical experts who have received the 

evidence in this case and provided expert affidavits demonstrating Randy's 

52 Joseph Shapiro and A. C. Thompson, NPR (Morning Edition), ProPublica and PBS Frontline, New 
Evidence in High-Profile Shaken Baby Case (March 29, 2012) 
www.npr.org/2012/03/29/149576627/new-evidence-in-high-proflle-shaken-baby-case; Carol J. 
Williams, New reports suggest wrongful conviction in 'Shaken Baby' case, Los Angeles Times (March 
29, 2012). 
53 Melissa Davey, The Sydney Morning Herald, Doctor queries shaken baby symptoms (news report), 
Presentation by Dr. Colin Smith at the Royal College of Pathologists of Australasia (March 16, 2012). 
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innocence are the best source of evidence for this Court to consider, but it is also 

relevant that these experts' findings are supported by the affidavits of fact 

witnesses. 

1. Mfidavits from Randy Liebich. 

Randy's observations on Steven's activity level and the events of February 2-8 

in his affidavits are consistent with the information that he provided to the doctors, 

the police and his attorneys at the time of Steven's collapse and shortly thereafter. 

In his 2009 affidavit, Randy describes Steven as follows: 

That week, Steven was quieter than usual. I thought he was a little jealous or 
depressed because the baby was getting a lot of attention. He also didn't seem 
to feel well. He whined and cried more than usual that week, often for no 
reason. He was always a little slow moving, but this week he was slower than 
usual. The last couple days, he wouldn't eat unless Kenyatta almost made 
him eat. 

(Ex. 10, Randy Liebich Aff. at ~ 10.) His description is consistent with his 

statements to the police at the hospital immediately after Steven's collapse: 

Randy related that Steven hadn't been eating, he wasn't saying much, and he 
was not as active as he usually was. It was indicated that he still moved 
around and played but not as much. 

(Ex. 27, DuPage Co. Sheriffs Reports at MR 13.) It is also consistent with 

Kenyatta' s descriptions of Steven crying for no reason and refusing to eat on the 

evening of February 7. It is also a classic description of a child with myocarditis and 

abdominal injuries/infection. 

Randy's description of Kenyatta's treatment of Steven is also consistent with 

the descriptions provided by others: 
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I did not like how Kenyatta treated Steven on his visits. She often hit him, 
sometimes cuffing him on the head, hitting him with broken plastic hangers, 
pushing or throwing him, or poking him in the head or stomach with her 
fingers. Kenyatta was very upset about how her stepfather treated her 
siblings but seemed to think that how she treated Steven was normal. She 
would not let me interfere. 

(Ex. 10, Liebich Aff. at ~ 5.) 

Randy's description of the police efforts to get him to provide an explanation 

for Steven's injuries, reflected in his supplemental affidavit attached as Exhibit 11 

to this Petition are virtually identical to those described by Judge Posner in 

Aleman. Randy explained that during over seventeen hours of interrogation, he was 

repeatedly accused of hurting Steven, and he repeatedly told police that he had not 

harmed Steven--there was nothing more he could tell them. (Ex. 11, Randy Liebich 

Supp. Mf. at~~ 11-12.) His descriptions of what occurred largely track the official 

police version of events. Police reports reflect that during those interrogations police 

insisted that they knew he had caused the injuries and that he needed to explain 

them: 

Randy was advised of the medical evidence against him. That we knew he 
was responsible for the tragedy to Steven. That he was at the apartment by 
himself with the children. That he probably didn't think the injuries Steven 
sustained were as serious as they were. How this could have been an accident 
on his part and that he didn't intend for this to happen. That he was the only 
one who could help himself. Randy would sit and listen for long periods of 
time and on occasion when the subject of harming Steven was brought up he 
would say that he'd never hurt Steven like that. Randy would say that he 
loved Steven and wouldn't do that to him. 

(Ex. 27, DuPage Co. Sheriffs Police Reports at MR 72.) Randy, an uneducated 

layperson, was in no position to explain to authorities Steven's pre-existing, 

undiagnosed medical conditions (including myocarditis and a preripancreatic 
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hematoma with scarring), his more recent medical conditions (ischemic bowel 

leading to pancreatitis, a hypoxic brain and a secondary coagulopathy), Rush 

Hospital's mistaken identification of a large subdural hematoma, or the true cause 

of Steven's symptoms. Ultimately, however, Randy was arrested and convicted 

because he could not explain complex medical processes that doctors did not yet 

understand. 

2. Affidavit Concerning Kenyatta Brown. 

As the new medical evidence described supra makes clear, Kenyatta Brown is 

the obvious suspect in Steven Quinn's death. It is therefore not surprising that 

Kenyatta Brown has declined to assist Randy Liebich in the present petition. 

Despite that, however, she confirmed in a recent interview that she never saw 

Randy hit or discipline Steven, and further stated that Steven had complained of 

stomach pain a few days before his collapse. (Exhibit 13, Lilly Mf. at~ 12.) 

3. Affidavit of Dion Liebich. 

In his 2009 affidavit, attached as Exhibit 12 to this Petition, Dion Liebich, 

Randy's cousin, describes Randy's interrogation by his cousin, Robert, at the Roselle 

Police Department. This affidavit contradicts Robert Liebich's trial testimony, 

described infra, that Randy Liebich admitted during this interview that he struck 

Steven on February 8. This interview occurred the day after Randy had exercised 

his Miranda rights and told DuPage authorities that he did not want to speak with 

them. In Dion's affidavit he describes going with Randy to see their mutual cousin, 
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Robert Liebich, a Roselle police officer, to address accusations that Randy was 

somehow "fleeing'' authorities - in fact, Randy was staying with his parents. 

When Dion and Randy came to the station, Robert proceeded to interrogate 

Randy. Dion describes the interrogation as follows: 

Robert took us in an interrogation room. Robert was very angry, and there 
were a lot of raised voices. There were no Miranda warnings of anything like 
that. This was a full interrogation, with a lot of anger directed at Randy. 
Robert and I wanted answers on how Steven died, and Randy wasn't giving 
us answers. Robert and I had kids, and we were angry with Randy for letting 
this happen to child. We thought he had to know what happened since he was 
there. 

(Ex. 12, Dion Liebich Aff. at ~ 5. In this interrogation, Randy illustrated for Robert 

how he had struck Steven in his efforts to release his finger when Steven choked on 

the hot dog: 

Robert questioned Randy on how he struck Steven, and Randy illustrated. He 
showed a tapping from a few inches away that should not have hurt anyone. 
It was almost like a push, more pressing than hitting. Robert went over this 
with Randy several times. Randy's description seemed like a natural 
instinctive reaction, exactly what I think most people would have done if 
someone was biting their finger. It did not seem like anything that would 
have hurt Steven .... 

Robert asked Randy over and over if he could have hit Steven hard enough to 
hurt him or kill him. Randy always said no ... He kept saying that he didn't 
know what happened to Steven. Robert and I were angry that a three year 
old had been killed and no one could give an explanation. 

(I d. at ~~ 7, 15.) Dion states that "Randy talked about Steven not feeling well the 

week before he collapsed" (ld. at~ 12), however, this is not included in Robert's 

report on the interrogation. Dion also describes a later visit by detectives: 

Months after Steven died, detectives came to my home. They told me that 
Randy had hit Steven on the head so hard that his brain swelled and there 
was bleeding on his brain, and that this was the only explanation for his 
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injuries. Since I was present when Robert interrogated Randy and heard 
what Randy had to say, I thought that Randy's attorneys would also want to 
talk to me, but they never did . 

. . . In my gut, I always believed, and will always believe, that Randy is 
innocent. I couldn't see Randy hurting a child or not telling what he had 
done, even when interrogated. The only problem was that he couldn't explain 
why the child died. 

(Id. at~ 22.) Finally, Dion describes another incident in which Kenyatta was rough 

with Steven: 

When I visited Randy .. it was over ninety degrees in their apartment, and 
Kenyatta was frying chicken in the kitchen. It was much too hot for the 
children, so I went out and bought an air conditioning unit and put it in the 
window. When Steven went over and started to play with the knobs, 
Kenyatta grabbed him by the left arm, opened the door to the bedroom and 
chucked him in, like she was throwing a baseball. 

I saw this from the kitchen table, and I jumped up and started going after 
Kenyatta, saying "how could you do this?" Randy got in the middle, and I 
yelled at him too, saying "how can you let this happen?" I told both of them I 
would call the department of child services if I ever saw or heard about 
anything like this again. I told my wife about this after I got home. 

Earlier, Randy told me that Kenyatta would use broken coat hangers to hit 
Steven. I didn't know why Randy didn't stop it but I don't think he thought 
he could. Kenyatta was a strong personality, and I don't think she would 
have listened to him. I was mad with Randy because I felt he was condoning 
it by staying with her. However, it may have been worse if he left. 

(Id. at~~ 17-19.) 

4. Affidavit of Marlene Szafranski. 

Marlene Szafranski, Randy's aunt, was the officer manager at Carlene 

Research, and has completed an affidavit attached to this Petition as Exhibit 16. 

Mrs. Szafranski had hired Kenyatta to do part-time consumer research at the 

Yorktown Mall. Mrs. Szafranski describes Randy as being excellent with children 
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(including her own son and nephew, with whom he spent a great deal of time) and 

getting along very well with Steven. For example: 

If Randy had Steven for the day, he would sometimes call me the night before 
and ask me to bring children's videos to the office. He and Steven would 
watch videos together. Randy would pick up food for Steven and eat with 
him, then he would take Steven out in the mall to walk around and ride the 
train. Randy was good with children, and he and Steven got along very well. 

(Ex. 16, Szafranski Mf. at~~ 6-7.) Mrs. Szafranski had only one problem with 

Kenyatta at work: 

I only had one significant problem with Kenyatta at work. Since I took 
weekends off, I assigned Kenyatta to work with Erin on a couple weekends. 
After one of the weekends, Erin told me that she wouldn't work with 
Kenyatta when I wasn't there because she didn't like Kenyatta hitting 
Steven. 

(ld. at~ 8.) She also described an incident between Kenyatta and Randy's mother: 

I was concerned about Randy's relationship with Kenyatta because she 
wasn't mature and didn't seem ready to settle down. Much later, my sister 
Linda (Randy's mother) told me that when Randy and Kenyatta lived with 
her, Kenyatta had pushed her and caused [her] to hit her head and lose 
consciousness. Linda told me that she didn't want to make a report but 
insisted that Kenyatta move out. I believe that Linda told Randy's attorneys 
about this incident. 

(ld. at 11.) 

Like the police, the doctors and the rest of the family, Mrs. Szafranski 

thought that Randy should be able to explain Steven's injuries: 

When Randy was in jail I visited him and told him that I needed to know 
what happened to Steven. I told him words to the effect of, "you're not saying 
that you did it, you're not saying that Kenyatta did it, and this doesn't make 
any sense. Since you were there, you have to know what happened, and you 
need to tell us." He just kept saying that he didn't know. I told him that the 
family didn't see how he couldn't know since he was there. 
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(ld. at 13.) However, Mrs. Szafranski didn't think what the police were saying made 

sense either; she felt that something was missing. And she was right: what was 

missing were the pre-existing conditions, the abdominal injuries/infection in the 

days before the collapse, and the ensuing hypoxic brain and coagulopathy. 

5. Mfidavit of Denise Foster. 

In her first affidavit, attached as Exhibit 14 to this Petition, Randy's sister 

Denise, a daycare worker at a health club, stated, as she had at trial, that Kenyatta 

regularly hit Steven, sometimes to make him stop crying. She also described the 

incident with her mother: 

The incident with my mother caused me real concern for Steven. We already 
knew that Kenyatta regularly hit and shoved Steven. My concern was that 
she would do with Steven as she had done with my mother, that is, push him, 
or shove him, or slam him into something, with serious consequences. The 
incident with my mother, who was not a fighter, showed me that Kenyatta 
did not have much self-control and that she did not think of the consequences 
of her actions. 

(Ex. 14, 3/30/12 Foster Aff. at~~ 3, 6.) In her second affidavit, Denise also describes 

visiting Randy, Kenyatta, Steven and Angelique shortly before Steven's collapse: 

My aunt and I brought McDonald's food to the apartment, but Steven refused 
to eat. 

I went into the bedroom and tried to talk Steven into eating, but he still 
refused. 

(Ex. 15, 4/3/12 Foster Aff. at ~~ 3-4.) 

6. Affidavit of Debra Minucciani. 

Like Denise Foster, Debra Minucciani has submitted an affidavit (attached 

as Exhibit 17) in which she describes the same visit as Denise Foster: 
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Approximately three days before his death [collapse], my niece, Denise 
Foster, and I visited Randy, Kenyatta, Steven and newborn daughter 
Angelique at their Willowbrook apartment. 

When we arrived, Steven appeared to be whining and crying for no reason. 

We offered Steven some of the food from McDonald's, but he refused to eat it. 

I do recall an occasion in which I was riding in the car with Kenyatta and 
Steven and Kenyatta slapped Steven on the leg because he was crying. 

(Ex. 17, Minucciani Mf. at~~ 2, 3, 5, 7.) 

7. Affidavits from Trial Counsel. 

In affidavits attached to this Petition as Exhibits 18 and 19, Randy Liebich's 

trial counsel both aver that at no time in their representation do they remember 

advising, or remember the other person advising, Mr. Liebich that he had a right to 

testify at trial. (Ex. 18, Holman Mf. at ~ 3; Ex. 19, Casey Aff. at ~ 3.) Both also 

averred that they reviewed their notes and neither have any notes reflecting that 

Mr. Liebich was advised of his right to testify. (Id. at~ 4.) 

V. CONSTITUTIONAL CLAIMS FOR RELIEF 

COUNT ONE: NEWLY-DISCOVERED EVIDENCE ESTABLISHES THAT 
RANDY LIEBICH IS ACTUALLY INNOCENT 

Petitioner re-alleges all of the earlier sections of this Petition and expressly 

incorporates them as if they were fully set forth herein. 

Randy Liebich is actually innocent of the murder of Steven Quinn. It is well-

established that Illinois has no interest in wrongfully incarcerating innocent 

persons. Procedurally, doing so "would be fundamentally unfair." People v. 
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Washington, 171 Ill.2d 475, 487 (1996); see also U.S. Const. amends. V, XIV. 

Substantively, imprisoning the innocent would be "so conscience shocking as to 

trigger the operation of substantive due process." Washington, 171 Ill.2d at 487 -88; 

see also U.S. Const. amends. V, XIV. 

Thus, a defendant who is actually innocent of the offense for which he stands 

convicted may bring a free-standing claim of actual innocence, seeking reversal of 

his conviction. To prevail, the defendant must present supporting evidence which is 

new, material, and non-cumulative, and which would probably change the result on 

retrial. Washington, 171 Ill.2d at 489. "New" evidence is "evidence that has been 

discovered since the trial and that the defendant could not have discovered sooner 

through due diligence." People v. Ortiz, 235 Ill.2d 319, 334 (2009). Randy Liebich 

presents such evidence in this Petition. 

Steven Quinn died in February 2002. In the decade since his death, there 

have been dramatic changes in the understanding of pediatric head injury. In 

February 2002, it was widely believed that brain swelling in children represente~ 

the violent tearing of axons (the nerve fibers that connect the cells of the brain); 

that subdural hemorrhage in children represented the violent rupture ofbridging 

veins (the veins that connect the brain to the large veins, or sinuses); and that 

retinal hemorrhages in children represented the violent rupture of retinal veins (the 

veins in the back part of the eye). By definition, each of these findings could only be 

caused by extreme violence. Now, it is understood that all three findings have a 

wide array of causes, including natural causes. 
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In 2002, however, it was common for doctors to diagnose shaking or abuse if a 

child presented with a subdural hemorrhage and brainswelling and the parents 

could not provide a history of trauma equivalent to a motor vehicle accident or 

major fall. The fact that Steven's CT scan was misinterpreted as showing a large 

subdural hemorrhage made matters worse, as did the appearance of strange marks 

and lines that appeared on his body shortly after hospital admission. The 

confirmation of severe brain swelling at surgery was interpreted to mean that the 

axons were torn throughout the brain. The lab tests became secondary: instead, the 

focus was on who had beaten him, and when. And since no one can eat, drink or 

interact with a brain that consists of torn axons and torn bridging veins that are 

dumping blood in the area outside the brain, the damage must have occurred 

immediately before hospital admission, and it must have been inflicted by the 

person who was with the child when he collapsed. 

In 2012, however, these underlying assumptions have been disproven. We 

now know that brain swelling is not caused by torn axons: it is caused by lack of 

oxygen to the brain from any cause. We also know that thin subdural hemorrhages 

do not represent torn bridging veins; instead, they appear in a wide array of 

settings, ranging from trauma to natural causes. In this new context, why Steven 

died is a preliminary question that must be answered before resolving who might 

have caused his death. The answer to this question is contained in the objective 

medical evidence: the lab reports, the meticulous recording of the marks that 
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appeared and disappeared at the hospital, and the autopsy findings, all of which 

can now be correctly interpreted using advancements in medical science. 

The reviews by doctors in several specialties produced uniform results: 

Steven died from abdominal injuries/infection that preceded hospital admission by 

at least two days, with no evidence of a head injury or a beating. While it is not 

possible to determine the precise course of events, it is possible to determine the 

approximate timing of when the abdominal injuries began and to roughly 

reconstruct their progression. 

Based on the new evidence, we have learned that Steven had two 

predisposing conditions: myocarditis (damage to the heart), which would have made 

him react disproportionately to trauma or infection, and peripancreatitis (an 

encapsulated hematoma with scarring) that occurred before he arrived at Randy's 

and Kenyatta's on February 2. These were not addressed - or known - at the time 

of trial. On or about February 4-6 (and no later than February 7), some event or 

events occurred that caused a forehead bruise and damage to the bowel, mesentery, 

diaphragm and liver. By February 8, Steven had developed pancreatitis, a hypoxic 

brain and a secondary coagulopathy (bleeding/clotting disorder), all of which were 

confirmed by CT scan, lab tests and surgery. There is no evidence of head trauma 

and no evidence of a beating: instead, the hypoxic brain and the marks and lines 

that appear throughout the hospital stay are typical of infection/inflammation and a 

secondary coagulopathy, specifically DIC, which causes bleeding and thrombosis. 
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While Randy was present at the end of this process, he was not present at the 

beginning. 

Since the appropriate time period- the days and weeks before Steven's 

collapse - was never investigated, we are unlikely to be able to determine with 

certainty what happened in the weeks before Steven's collapse to cause the damage 

to the heart, the peripancreatic hematoma or the newer abdominal 

injuries/infection. If the trial judge was correct that Kenyatta was not abusive, the 

injuries are likely due to an accident that passed unnoticed at the time and/or a 

natural disease process. With these factors in mind, we briefly review the new 

evidence supporting his innocence. 

A. New Scientific Evidence Demonstrates that Steven Quinn Had a 
Peripancreatic Injury that Pre-Dated Randy Liebich's Care 

New evidence in the form of expert affidavits from numerous medical 

professionals establishes that St§ven Quinn had a peripancreatic injury that 

predated the time that Randy Liebich watched Steven on February 8. Because this 

injury predated February 8, this evidence is new, material, non-cumulative, and 

would likely change the result on retrial. 

At trial, Randy was only able to present a few pieces of evidence to support 

his theory that Steven was injured before he was in Randy's care. First, he was able 

to point to the few symptoms Steven had earlier, including a runny nose and a 

cough on February 5. See RA at 43, 119. He also was able to present evidence from 

Dr. Teas, who testified that Steven's injuries were caused in an earlier time period. 
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This evidence would have been viewed completely differently when 

accompanied by the new scientific understanding about infant head injuries that 

Randy presents with this Petition. Randy has set forth a detailed description of the 

advancements in medical understanding in this area, and it is this new medical 

understanding upon which his new affidavits rely to reach new medical conclusions. 

First, Dr. Barnes explained that for many years the medical community did 

not understand and accept that swollen brains in infants reflected lack of oxygen to 

the brain rather than traumatic injury, and that thin subdural hemorrhages were 

not necessarily indicators of traumatic death. These principles did not become 

widely accepted in medical literature until2008-11. (Ex. 1, Dr. Barnes. Mf.) That 

means that at the time of Randy's trial, the medical witnesses, the Court, and the 

lawyers for both sides could not have understood that Steven's injuries were not 

consistent with shaken baby syndrome, but rather a stomach injury. In addition, 

the medical community, the Court, and counsel also did not understand that there 

can be lucid intervals of up to 72 hours for injuries that cause brain swelling, 

meaning that brain swelling is not always an immediate symptom. This outdated 

scientific understanding also played a huge role in this trial, because the Court 

could not have had the evidence before it to avoid the conclusion that because 

Steven was symptomatic at the hospital, those symptoms must have been based on 

an immediately recent injury. 

Because Dr. Barnes examined the medical evidence in this case free from the 

outdated assumption that brain swelling indicates brain trauma, he was able to 
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opine that Steven's CT scan was consistent with a diagnosis of abdominal 

injury/infection with systemic inflammatory response syndrome and multiple organ 

dysfunction syndrome (Jd.) He was able to explain Steven's brain findings and thin 

hemorrhages as a result of thrombosis (abnormal clotting) and not as a result of 

trauma caused by Randy striking Steven. (Jd.) Dr. Barnes was also able to refute 

the testimony at trial that the "fresh" color of the blood indicated a recent injury -

Dr. Barnes explained that this has no medical or scientific basis, and that "fresh" 

blood may be present when evidence of older injuries or processes cannot be seen in 

aCT or by the naked eye. (Jd.) In short, Dr. Barnes provides critical new evidence 

that Steven's injuries had a lucid interval, and that these injuries were not caused 

by blunt trauma or a fall. (Jd.) 

Dr. Laposata, an expert pathologist and coagulation expert, agrees, 

explaining that Steven mostly likely had an ischemic bowel that progressed to 

peritonitis, pancreatitis, and hypoxic bowel (Ex. 2, Dr. Laposata Aff.) Steven's 

ischemic bowel was natural in origin, and Dr. Laposata explained that the answers 

about the timing and cause of the ischemic bowel would be best found by reviewing 

the autopsy slides. (Jd.) Dr. Laposata explained that the timing of the development 

of ischemic bowel would likely have "evolve[d] over a period of days" as opposed 

within eight hours of hospitalization, which was the prosecution's theory at the 

time. (Jd.) 

Dr. Laposata explained that the answers lay in the slides, and Dr. Mileusnic, 

who did testify at Randy's trial, provides that new opinion after re-reviewing her 
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original analysis. (Ex. 3, Dr. Mieusnic Aff.) Her re-review, which would not have 

been available to Randy at the time of trial because it was based on the new medical 

developments in the understanding of child head injury, concludes that Steven's 

abdominal injuries occurred prior to February 8, and are consistent with even just a 

"push, shove, or inappropriate punishment." (ld.) She also identified for the first 

time myocarditis (damage to the heart) which would have reduced Steven's 

circulation and increased his susceptibility to trauma or infection (Id.) Based on her 

review, "There is no evidence of head trauma occurring on February 8 and no 

evidence of inflicted head trauma occurring earlier," a medical finding which 

completely undercuts the State's theory and the testimony of the medical doctors 

who opined that Steven's death was caused by a recent head injury that only Randy 

could have inflicted. (Jd.) Like the other medical experts who have reviewed the 

case, she concludes that the pancreatitis and hypoxic-ischemic brain "are a natural 

progression of earlier injuries" and "do not suggest trauma occurring on the day of 

hospital admission (Jd.) These conclusions exclude Randy Liebich as the cause of 

Steven's injuries and death. 

Other experts are all equally clear that these injuries were old. Dr. Stephens 

explains in his affidavit that while it is not possible to determine the origin of the 

abdominal infection - it could have been caused by a natural process or by pressure 

from a fall, accident, or push - "it began no later than February 6 (and likely 

earlier)." (Ex. 6, Dr. Stephens Mf.) Dr. Stephens is clear - there is no medical 

evidence of injuries on the day of admission, there are no specific indicators of head 
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trauma, and there is no scientific way to determine the origin of the abdominal 

infection (Jd.) Again, these conclusions would have had a clear impact on Randy's 

trial. 

Most striking is that Randy's actual innocence claim is not based on the 

testimony of one or two medical experts, but on the corroborated conclusions of 

experts from various parts of the medical field who all agree that Steven died of an 

old stomach injury. Dr. George Nichols, a pathologist, agrees with the above experts 

(Ex. 5, Dr. Nichols Aff.) as do Dr. Ronald Uscinski, a neurosurgeon (Ex. 8, Dr. 

Uscinski Mf.), Dr. Waney Squier, a pediatric neuropathologist (Ex. 7, Squier Mf.), 

and as does Nathan Felix, a military expert on trauma cases. (Ex. 9, Felix Mf.) 

Finally, Randy Liebich presents a new affidavit from Dr. Shaku Teas. She 

testified for the defense at trial that the timing of Randy's injuries were at least five 

days old, but was not able to testify with the benefit of the medical advancements in 

this area. Her testimony was misstated in the closings and the Court viewed her 

testimony as agreeing that Steven's injuries could have occurred on February 8. In 

her affidavit, she also confirms what these other experts have opined about new 

scientific advancements that support her initial conclusions about the timing. (Ex. 

4, Dr. Teas Mf.) At trial, Dr. Teas appeared to be in the vanguard, the sole witness 

who would provide evidence of a timing on Steven's injuries from days before. In 

fact, her initial conclusions are squarely within the mainstream and supported by 

the medical establishment. Her testimony does not render this new evidence 
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cumulative; instead, it would have caused her trial testimony to be believed and 

properly understood. 

B. New Mfidavits from Fact Witnesses Confirm the New Scientific 
Evidence 

The affidavits of these medical experts are confirmed by new affidavits from 

fact witnesses, who provide evidence that Steven had symptoms of a peripancreatic 

injury days before he was admitted to the hospital. 

Randy's affidavit explains that in the days before Steven's death, he was 

"quieter than usual," didn't want to eat, and "didn't seem to feel well." (Ex. 10, 

Randy Liebich Mf.) He provided this affidavit in 2009 before these experts gave 

their opinions. Although this affidavit might be viewed as the self-serving 

statements of a defendant, it is non-cumulative and material because it 

demonstrates all the symptoms that Steven would have been experiencing as a child 

with abdominal injuries/infection and myocarditis. Although these experts did not 

rely on Randy's affidavit in reaching their conclusions, it and the medical affidavits 

are mutually supportive. This affidavit explains why Randy Liebich should have 

testified in this case. Had Randy testified, he would have provided believable and 

credible testimony that the Court would have considered because it would have 

been supported by neutral medical experts. 

Randy's observations are also confirmed by others who saw Steven in the 

days before his death. Even Kenyatta, who is a likely suspect in Steven's death 

given the timing of these injuries, admitted to an investigator that Steven was not 

feeling well in the days before his death. (Ex. 13, Lilly Aff.) 
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Randy's cousin Dion Liebich related that during his interview with Robert 

Liebich, Randy told Robert that Steven hadn't been feeling well in the week before 

his collapse. (Ex. 12, Dion Liebich Aff.) Dion himself also witnessed an earlier 

incident in which Kenyatta threw Steven into a bedroom (ld.) Again, while standing 

on its own at the time of trial this testimony might have seemed self-serving, when 

supported by the new medical evidence it is credible. It is also consistent with the 

testimony of other people who saw Steven - Denise Foster and Debra Minucciani 

both saw Steven shortly before his collapse, and both recalled that Steven was 

refusing to eat. (Exs. 14 & 15, Foster Affs., and Ex. 17, Minucciani Aff.) Collectively, 

numerous fact witnesses provide support for the fact that Kenyatta on numerous 

occasions had treated Steven roughly, in a manner that could have caused his 

stomach injuries. 

C. This New Evidence Entitles Randy to a New Trial 

Collectively, this evidence of Randy's innocence, evidence of the timing and 

cause of Steven's injuries, entitle Randy to a new trial. This evidence is new, 

material, and non-cumulative of the limited defense Randy was able to present back 

in 2004. He could not have discovered it earlier since medical science did not 

advance to accept these principles until well after Randy's conviction. It would also 

probably change the result on retrial. At trial, Randy was not able to present a 

convincing alternative explanation for the Court about when Steven's injuries were 

caused, and how they were caused. The Court was left to accept the testimony of the 

treators and hospital doctors who had seen Steven and erroneously concluded that 
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he was suffering from a recent head trauma. At a new trial on this matter, Randy 

would be able to demonstrate that their testimony is outdated and medically 

incorrect. Randy is entitled to a new trial to allow the Court to fully consider this 

new medical evidence. 

COUNT TWO: TRIAL COUNSEL PROVIDED INEFFECTIVE 
REPRESENTATION TO RANDY LIEBICH 

Petitioner re-alleges all of the earlier sections of this Petition and expressly 

incorporates them as if they were fully set forth herein. 

Both the Illinois Constitution and the United States Constitution guarantee 

criminal defendants the assistance of legal counsel. Those rights are violated where 

the attorney's representation "fell below an objective standard of reasonableness" 

and there is a "reasonable probability that, but for counsel's unprofessional errors, 

the result of the proceedings would have been different." Strickland v. Washington, 

466 U.S. 668, 688 (1984); Ill. Const. Art. I sect. 8. A reasonable probability is a 

"probability sufficient to undermine confidence in the outcome." Id. In Randy 

Liebich's case, his counsel was constitutionally deficient in several ways, which 

prevented the trial court from being able to consider all the evidence in the case. 

These deficiencies, both individually and cumulatively, affected the outcome of 

Randy Liebich's trial. 

A. Randy Liebich's Trial Counsel was Ineffective for Failing to Counsel 
Randy About His Right to Testify 

Petitioner re-alleges every paragraph of this petition and expressly 

incorporates them as if they were fully set forth herein. 
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A criminal defendant has an absolute right to testify on their own behalf. 

People v. Brocksmith, 162 Ill.2d 224, 227 (1994); People v. Thompkins, 161 Ill.2d 

148, 177 (1994). That right stems from the Fifth, Sixth and Fourteenth 

Amendments to the United States Constitution. Rock v. Arkansas, 483 U.S. 44, 51-

53 (1987). Trial counsel can provide ineffective assistance by giving "incomplete or 

inaccurate information to the defendant regarding the defendant's right to testify." 

People v. Nix, 150 Ill. App. 3d 48, 51 (3d Dist. 1986). Because this right belongs 

exclusively to the defendant, it "is not one of those matters which is considered a 

strategic or tactical decision best left to trial counseL" People v. Seaberg, 262 Ill. 

App.3d 79, 83 (2d Dist. 1994). 

Here, Mr. Liebich wanted to testify but did not do so because, although he 

wanted to testify, his trial counsel refused his request and never informed him that 

he had a right to do so. 

In his March 3, 2009 notarized petition, Randy asserts that he was never 

informed of his right to testify in his defense. He further asserts that his lawyer 

specifically denied his request to testify. (Ex. 29, March 3, 2009 ProSe Post

Conviction Pet. at 6-7.) 

In affidavits attached to this Petition, Randy's trial counsel, Ricky Holman 

and John Casey admit that neither of them ever recollect informing Randy of his 

right to testify on his own behalf. (Exs. 18 & 19, Holman & Casey Affs.) 

The Defendant wanted to testify to correct factual errors in the evidence that 

was given to the court. For example, Kenyatta testified that she never disciplined 
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Steven, other than to spank him on his buttocks or "muff' his head. In fact, Randy 

wanted to tell the court that he had personally observed Kenyatta strike Steven 

numerous times, in places other than what she described. Randy also wanted to 

inform the court that he had not ingested PCP with Kenyatta, as she described. 

Randy also wanted to make it clear that he never told the police that he encouraged 

Kenyatta to hit Steven harder. Finally, had he testified, Randy could have 

explained the gesture he made with regard to attempting to get Steven to release 

his bite on Randy's fingers, during Randy's meeting with his cousins Dion and 

Robert at the Roselle Police Department. 

Randy claims with regard to the denial of his right to testify are similar to 

other cases that the Illinois courts have deemed to be judicable. See People v. Piper, 

272 IlL App. 3d. 843, 848 (5th Dist. 1995) ("[T]he allegations pled by petitioner here 

are factual and not conclusory and are sufficient to state a meritorious claim of a 

substantial deprivation of a constitutional right: '[Petitioner] asked his trial lawyer 

to allow him to testify. Counsel told the defendant that he could not testify. 

Defendant did not know that he could bring this matter to the attention of the trial 

. d "') JU ge .. 

Randy wanted to testify because he feared that, were he not to testify, his 

statements to Robert would be misconstrued. Randy was right: his failure to testify 

and inability to explain adverse testimony played a major role in the court's 

decision. In addition to key points that were interspersed throughout the decision, 

the Court spent 4-5 pages of her decision specifically addressing "information that 
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was contributed by the defendant" via the state's witnesses, to which Randy could 

not respond. Had he testified, the trial court's findings would have been much 

different. See Piper, 272 Ill. App. 3d at 849 ("At this point in these postconviction 

proceedings, we are not in a position to find harmless error, especially given the 

importance of a defendant's fundamental constitutional right to testify in his own 

behalf at trial. At this stage of the proceedings, we are unaware of what defendant's 

testimony at his trial might have been and cannot evaluate how that testimony 

might have impacted the jury.") 

B. Randy Liebich's Counsel Was Ineffective for Failing to Present Key 
Evidence That Would Have Undercut the State's Case 

The State prevailed at trial because they were able to convince the Court that 

Steven Quinn died as a result of injuries sustained on February 8 when Steven was 

in Randy's sole care, and because the Court believed that it was Randy who had 

caused Steven's injuries. Despite knowing this was the State's theory, Randy's trial 

counsel failed to present testimony from witnesses who could have undercut that 

evidence and established to the Court that these propositions were untrue. Trial 

counsel's failure to do so cannot be attributed to any trial strategy, and altered the 

outcome of the trial. 

First, as discussed in detail in Part A above, counsel failed to call Randy 

Liebich. Randy Liebich was willing--and in fact wanted--to testify on his own behalf. 

He would have been able to testify and refute much of the evidence presented 

against him, and to provide a compelling counterstory to the State's evidence. Since 

this was a bench trial, there was far less risk of juror prejudice against Randy. 
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Despite this, counsel failed to call Randy. Had they done so, the outcome of the trial 

would have been different. 

Second, counsel failed to ask witnesses Denise Foster and Marlene 

Szafranski the right questions. As demonstrated by their attached affidavits, 

attached to this Petition as Exhibits 14, 15 & 16, and as discussed with respect to 

Mr. Liebich's actual innocence claim above, both Ms. Foster and Ms Szafranski 

could have provided evidence that Steven was sick earlier in the week, testimony 

that would have corroborated the defense's argument that Steven sustained his 

fatal injuries much earlier than February 8. These witnesses also would have 

provided further evidence that it was Kenyatta and not Randy who had a pattern of 

abusing Steven Quinn. 

Third, and most importantly, counsel failed to call Dion Liebich. As 

demonstrated in his affidavit, attached as Exhibit 12, Dion Liebich would have 

supported Ms. Foster and Ms. Szafranski's testimony. More importantly, the Court 

found significant the perceived admissions that Randy Liebich made to Robert 

Liebich during their conversation, where Randy supposedly acknowledged that he 

had struck Steven in the past. Dion, however, was present for those conversations 

and could have clarified that Randy gave the police evidence which supported an 

earlier injury theory, and did not admit to mistreating Steven during that 

conversation. As it was, trial counsel's failure to call Dion or Randy left Robert 

Liebich's testimony on this issue unrebutted, and gave the impression to the Court 

that defense counsel conceded the accuracy of Robert Liebich's statements. Had 
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counsel rebutted that testimony, the Court would not have concluded that Randy 

Liebich incriminated himself, and the outcome would have been different. 

Even if Randy was not in custody during his interrogation with Robert 

Liebich, no reasonable trial strategy can be shown for the decision not to call Dion 

Liebich, who was also present for the interrogation, and who could have explained 

that the hit that Randy administered to Steven was merely "a tapping from a few 

!nches away that should not have hurt anyone." (Ex. 12, Dion Liebich Mf. at~ 7.) 

Not only did defense counsel not call Dion, they never even spoke with him, despite 

his presence in the police reports. Because counsel never investigated what Dion 

would say, there can be no argument that they made a strategic decision not to call 

him. Strickland, 466 U.S. at 690-91 ("[S]trategic choices made after less than 

complete investigation are reasonable precisely to the extent that reasonable 

professional judgments support the limitations on investigation. In other words, 

counsel has a duty to make reasonable investigations or to make a reasonable 

decision that makes particular investigations unnecessary."). See also People v. 

Jacobazzi, 398 Ill. App. 3d 890, 919 (2d Dist. 2009) (holding that where the failure 

to present exculpatory evidence is "the result of a lack of diligence in investigating 

the facts and law, rather than a drawback or strategy, counsel may be ineffective"). 

In addition, even though the defense suggested strongly that Steven's 

beatings were actually administered by Kenyatta, rather than by Randy, the 

defense failed to question Denise Foster about her being present when Kenyatta 

knocked Linda Liebich, Randy's mother, unconscious. This event was corroborated 
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by Marlene Szafranski, yet she was not asked about it. Nor was Linda called to 

testify about the incident. 

A criminal defendant is entitled to effective assistance of counsel, and that 

entitlement includes the right to have exculpatory witnesses called at trial. Defense 

counsel was ineffective for failing to question these witnesses on this matter, as it 

pertained to a critical element of the defense that Kenyatta actually caused the 

injury to Steven. See People v. Cabrera, 326 Ill. App. 3d 555, 565-65 (3d Dist. 2001) 

("When the record is unclear concerning whether trial counsel's decision not to call 

exculpatory witnesses was a matter of counsel's trial strategy or counsel's 

incompetence, the defendant is entitled to a postconviction evidentiary hearing on 

that issue."). 

C. Counsel was Ineffective for Failing to Present Exculpatory Evidence 
and Argument 

Randy Liebich's trial counselors were not able to effectively present his 

defense because they apparently did not understand the medical evidence against 

him. As a result, they did not elicit exculpatory evidence which would have changed 

the outcome of the case. Counsel can be ineffective for failing to understand 

scientific issues in a case and failing to take steps to address those scientific issues 

at trial. See Richey v. Bradshaw, 498 F.3d 344, 364 (6th Cir. 2007) (holding that 

trial counsel was ineffective for failing to consult their own experts who would have 

challenged the State's scientific theories); Dugas v. Coplan, 428 F.3d 317, 328 (1st 

Cir. 2005) (holding that trial counsel was ineffective where he "did not consult an 

expert in arson investigation or learn how to effectively use the terminology and 
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techniques of arson investigation from his own research"). The decision in Richey, 

which the Second District Court of Appeals cited with approval in Jacobazzi, 

specifically held that it would be ineffective for counsel to fail to appropriately use 

and understand an expert in a case involving scientific issues, because "the mere 

hiring of an expert is meaningless if counsel does not consult with that expert to 

make an informed decision about whether a particular defense is viable." Richey, 

498 F.3d at 362-63 (cited in Jacobazzi, 2009 WL 3968849, at *24). 

There are two particular ways in which this lack of understanding and 

accompanying ineffectiveness manifest itself in counsel's performance. First, Dr. 

Teas' post-trial letter to the trial court, which the trial court did not allow to be 

made part of the record after trial counsel agreed with the State's contention that it 

was untrue, revealed significant ways in which counsel erred. In Dr. Teas' letter she 

expressed dismay to the Court that trial counsel had failed to elicit important 

exculpatory information, including (1) questioning Dr. Mileusnic about her 

conclusions in the autopsy findings that all of Steven's injuries were at least five 

days old at the time she died, (2) questioning Dr. Teas, Dr. Mileusnic and the 

testifying treating physicians about the present of Tylenol and Aspirin in his blood 

as evidence that he had not been feeling well prior to February 8; (3) questioning 

Dr. Teas, Dr. Mileusnic and the treating physicians about Steven's significant 

weight loss sometime in the four months prior to his death; (4) questioning Dr. 

Teas, Dr. Mileusnic and the treating physicians about Steven's sedation and the 

effect this sedation would have had on the presentation of his abdominal injuries at 
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the hospital; and (5) correcting the record at trial about the size of the hemorrhage 

and other facts from the medical records. (Ex. 21, Letter from Dr. Teas to Judge 

Jorgenson.) 

Dr. Teas' affidavit filed before this Court as Exhibit 4 reveals further 

evidence of ways in which trial counsel's misunderstanding of the evidence 

prejudiced Randy Liebich. Most importantly, the trial court's finding that Randy 

Liebich was guilty was based in large part on the perceived concession by trial 

counsel that Dr. Teas had admitted Steven Quinn's injuries could have occurred on 

February 8. As. Dr. Teas explains in her affidavit, she was not present for closing 

arguments or the judge's ruling, and was dismayed to find that the Court had 

interpreted her testimony in this manner because of trial counsel's concession. This 

concession reflects either (1) trial counsel's lack of preparation and understanding of 

Dr. Teas' testimony, or (2) trial counsel's complete ineffectiveness in arguing the 

case at closing, by allowing the critical issue (and defense counsel's strategy for 

pursuing a defense) to be destroyed. 

Each of the concerns expressed by Dr. Teas in her affidavit and letter 

represent a critical piece of exculpatory evidence that counsel either left on the table 

at trial, or that counsel inexplicably brushed away through concessions at closing. 

Trial counsel's strategy was clearly to present evidence that Steven's injuries 

occurred before February 8, yet counsel failed to elicit numerous pieces of 

uncontroverted medical evidence that would help prove just that. And, even more 

inexplicably, at closing counsel conceded that the timing of the injuries could have 
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been on February 8 even though Dr. Teas' testimony explicitly rejected that 

possibility. These decisions had no possible strategic basis, and both individually 

and cumulatively would have changed the outcome of Randy's trial. Jacobazzi, 398 

Ill. App. 3d at 928 ("[I]neffectiveness may be found even where defense counsel does 

not completely abdicate her duty but rather presents a coherent defense theory that 

... nonetheless lacks an essential element that counsel [unreasonably] omitted."). 

D. Trial Counsel Was Ineffective for Failing to File a Motion to 
Suppress Randy Liebich's Statements to Robert Liebich 

Trial counsel was ineffective for failing to move to suppress Randy's 

statement to Robert Liebich concerning the hit he gave Steven in an effort get 

Steven to release his bite on Randy finger. Although Mr. Holman casts this, without 

explanation, as a decision of trial strategy, no reasonable strategy can be gleaned 

from eliciting a defendant's inculpatory statement at trial. 

That Randy suffered prejudice as a result of this statement is clear from the 

record: the trial court stated as much in its ruling. See RA at 24 (The court stated, "I 

still can see Robert Liebich sitting in that chair testifying, is that the defendant 

looked me in the eye and said, 'I didn't hit that kid hard.' To me that speaks 

volumes; that is the defendant's admission that he hit Steven Quinn.'') 

Had a motion been filed, it would have prevailed for, even if the interrogation 

was not custodial at the outset, it quickly became so. See, for example, People v. 

Gorman, 207 Ill. App. 3d 461, 470 (4th Dist. 1991) (stating that "even if a suspect 

goes to the police station voluntarily or at the invitation of the police, the 

circumstances may eventually become custodial in nature"). Dion Liebich, who was 
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never contacted by the defense, noted that, in addition to occurring in an 

interrogation room, the questioning of Randy "involved a lot of raised voices," with 

"a lot of anger directed at Randy." (Ex. 12, Dion Liebich Mf. at ~ 5.) For his part, 

Randy describes the questioning as "an hour of heated interrogation," during which 

the door was closed, despite Randy's expressed desire to remain outside the building 

(Ex. 11, Randy Liebich Supp. Mf. at ~~ 16, 25.) Even Robert Liebich noted that he 

asked Randy about the hit to Steven "several times," and that he asked him to 

"swear on his father's grave." (Ex. 28, Robert Liebich Handwritten Report.) 

Despite this custodial environment, Randy was never read his Miranda 

rights. See Gorman 207 Ill. App. 3d at 471 (stating that "police stations are typically 

the location of custodial interrogations, thereby giving credibility to a suspect's 

claim that he believed himself to be in custody despite police testimony about how 

they treated the suspect"). Since Randy was subjected to a custodial interrogation 

without being Mirandized, a motion to suppress those statements would have been 

granted, and trial counsel was ineffective for not filing one. 

E. Trial Counsel Was Ineffective for Failing to Communicate Plea 
Offers to Randy Liebich 

Although Mr. Liebich brings this Petition primarily to assert his innocence, 

he also raises an alternative claim that trial counsel was ineffective for failing to 

pursue a plea agreement. Recently, the United States Supreme Court observed that 

"plea bargains have become so central to the administration of the criminal justice 

system that defense counsel have responsibilities in the plea bargain process, 

responsibilities that must be met to render the adequate assistance of counsel that 
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the Sixth Amendment requires in the criminal process at critical stages." Missouri 

v. Frye, 2012 WL 932020 (2012). 

On the record, attorney Holman stated that he rebuffed the State's attempts 

to make an offer by stating that it was always his intention to go to trial. See RA at 

2422 (Holman stating "[t]here were times when the state would come up to me and 

indicate that we haven't talked about an offer. And my only reply was in exchange 

for dismissing the charges he would testify against the mother in the case. And that 

was obviously met with nonapproval, and we left it at that. It was our, we have 

always maintained to go forward to trial on this case."). 

Although the State never made a formal offer in this case, Attorney Holman 

essentially precluded them from doing so by insisting that any offer short of 

dismissal would be rejected. Indeed, according to Randy, Mr. Holman informed him 

that he told the State "straight out no, we want to go to trial. We don't want to know 

what an offer is." Id. at 2423. Randy also stated that, contrary to Mr. Holman's 

representations, he was interested in and would have accepted any reasonable offer. 

See id. at 2424 (Randy Liebich stating "[f]acing the kind of time that I'm facing and 

that I received I would have been willing to take an offer had it been reasonable"). 

By failing to even listen to what the State's offer might possibly be, Mr. 

Holman failed his client at a critical stage of the trial proceedings and provided 

ineffective assistance of counsel. See Frye, 2012 WL 932020 at *6 (stating that, in 

today's criminal justice system, "the negotiation of a plea bargain, rather than the 

unfolding of a trial, is almost always the critical point for a defendant"). 
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The Court's decision in Frye also directs that a petitioner in Randy's situation 

may show prejudice, the second required prong of Strickland, by demonstrating a 

"reasonable probability that the end result of the criminal process would have been 

more favorable by reason of a plea to a lesser charge or a sentence of less prison 

time" ld. at *9 (citing Glover v. United States, 531 U.S. 198, 203 (2001) ("[A]ny 

amount of [additional] jail time has Sixth Amendment significance.")). Here, as 

Petitioner set forth in this Petition and in his affidavit, he never received any offers 

from the State because counsel did not allow the State to make them, despite 

evidence that the State wanted to convey an offer. 

Given the amount of time Mr. Liebich received, it is likely that an offer from 

the State would have cut his prison sentence significantly. Although this issue was 

addressed briefly before the lower court on the record, with prosecutors confirming 

they never made an offer to Mr. Liebich before trial, Mr. Liebich lacks the necessary 

information to present evidence of the prejudice he suffered. The Post-Conviction 

Act, however, directs that Mr. Liebich may still sufficiently plead prejudice by 

stating why the evidence in support of prejudice cannot be attached to the petition. 

725 ILCS 5/122-2. Here, evidence of his prejudice is in the possession of the States 

Attorney's Office, and Petitioner seeks leave of the Court to obtain discovery 

disclosing what offers the State intended to make to Mr. Liebich's counsel so that 

Mr. Liebich can adequately pursue this claim. 
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COUNT THREE: RANDY LIEBICH'S APPELLATE COUNSEL WAS 
INEFFECTIVE FOR FAILING TO RAISE MERITORIOUS 
ISSUES ON APPEAL 

Petitioner re-alleges all of the earlier sections of this Petition and expressly 

incorporates them as if they were fully set forth herein. 

A claim of ineffective assistance of appellate counsel is cognizable under the 

Post-Conviction Hearing Act. People v. Mackiel, 167 Ill.2d 525, 531 (1995). Like 

ineffective assistance of trial counsel claims, they are governed by the Strickland 

test. People v. Caballero, 126 Ill.2d 248, 269-70 (1989). Randy must show that his 

appellate counsel's failure to raise a sufficiency challenge was objectively 

unreasonable, and that it prejudiced Randy on appeal. People v. Rogers, 197 Ill.2d 

216, 223 (2001). His counsel's performance is judged by an "objective standard of 

competence" under prevailing professional norms, People v. Simms, 192 Ill.2d 348, 

361 (2000), and should find prejudice where there is a "reasonable probability that, 

but for counsel's unprofessional errors, the result of the proceeding would have been 

different." People v. Richardson, 189 Ill.2d 401, 411 (2000). A "reasonable 

probability" is a probability "sufficient to undermine confidence in the outcome." 

People v. Enis, 194 Ill.2d 361, 376-77 (2000). 

Petitioner believes that the claims raised in this Petition could not have been 

raised by appellate counsel on direct appeal because, although some of them are 

claims that were before the Court in some fashion through Randy Liebich's prose 

post-trial motions, they each rely on evidence outside of the record on appeal and 

involve new evidence the trial court and the appellate court did not have before 
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them and could not have considered in reaching a ruling. See, e.g., People v. Smith, 

406 Ill. App.3d 879, 984 (1st Dist. 2010) ("[M]atters outside the record are not 

appropriate for our review on direct appeal.") (citing People v. Manning, 334 

Ill.App.3d 882, 893-94 (1st Dist. 2002).) However, to the extent that any of the 

claims asserted herein are deemed waived for failure to present them on direct 

appeal, Petitioner received ineffective assistance of appellate counsel. Additionally, 

fundamental fairness requires that this Court review any claims that may have 

been waived for failure to raise them on direct appeal. See People v. Pitsonbarger, 

205 Ill.2d 444, 458 (2002). 

COUNT FOUR: RANDY LIEBICH'S PROSECUTION VIOLATED HIS 
RIGHT TO DUE PROCESS 

Petitioner re-alleges all of the earlier sections of this Petition and expressly 

incorporates them as if they were fully set forth herein. 

As described throughout this petition, Randy Liebich's prosecution for the 

death of Steven Quinn when the State had before it evidence that Randy Liebich 

could not have committed the crime because of the timing of Steven Quinn's 

injuries, when the State had ample evidence of an alternative suspect, and when 

the State had no clear evidence of his guilt, violated his federal right to due process. 

See, e.g., Ex parte Clarence Lee Brandley, 781 S.W.2d 886 (Tex. Ct. Crim. App. 

1989), reh. den'd, and cases cited therein. 

COUNT FIVE: CUMULATIVE ERROR 

Petitioner re-alleges all of the earlier sections of this Petition and expressly 

incorporates them as if they were fully set forth herein. 
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Even if individually the errors and other matters alleged here are not found 

to be sufficiently prejudicial to grant Randy Liebich post-conviction relief, the 

cumulative effect of all of the matters alleged in this petition deprived Randy 

Liebich of his fundamental due process right to a fair trial. Thus, this Court should 

grant Randy Liebich post-conviction relief in the form of a new trial. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

When Steven Quinn arrived at both Mount Sinai Hospital and Rush Medical 

Center, medical staff focused on his head CT scan. However, at trial, the possibility 

that Steven's brain injury actually resulted from a days-old abdominal injury that 

Randy could not have caused, was not presented. New medical evidence suggests, 

however, that that is precisely what happened. 

At trial, Dr. Munoz testified that he observed a hemorrhage that was diffused 

"throughout the brain." RA at 167 4. He stated that this is significant because "that 

speaks of a trauma to the whole brain, to the whole head, not just localized force 

being applied to any particular area." Id. It is highly unlikely that in administering 

a beating, a person would administer blows to a victim's entire head. Instead, in a 

beating case, one would expect there to be obvious signs of trauma in one or two 

places on the victim's body. But that was not the case here. Dr. Green was "a little 

stunned" at the lack of traumatic marks on Steven's body. Id at 1043. Dr. Severin 

agreed that none of the bruises on Steven's body "stood out more than any other 

ones." Id. at 1410. Dr. Green's initial thought was that Steven's condition was 

metabolic, rather than traumatic. To Dr. Severin, Steven looked "toxic," instead of 
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abused. Id at 137 4. The likely explanation for the unlocalized hemorrhage that was 

observed by Dr. Munoz was not a beating, but hypoxia, or lack of oxygen which can 

lead to, as Dr. Severin agreed on cross, "diffused hemorrhaging throughout the 

brain." Id at 1421. 

In short, the initial impression of doctors Severin and Green was correct. 

Steven Quinn was toxic. His illness was metabolic. Steven collapsed because an 

infection had been raging inside his body for days. The infection was caused by an 

abdominal injury that resulted in an ischemic bowel and leakage of bacteria into 

Steven's body. The infection reached a tipping point when Randy was watching 

Steven, and it caused Steven to choke or seize when he was eating the hot dog that 

Randy had prepared for him. It eventually reduced his oxygen supply, causing 

abnormal breathing, hypoxia, and gathered momentum at the hospital, which is 

why Steven's labs worsened between Mount Sinai and Rush hospitals. As Dr. 

Severin put it, Steven's pancreatitis was "rapidly progressing" so that by the time of 

Dr. Munoz's craniectomy, the brain was being deprived of oxygen, causing it to swell 

massively. Id at 1395. In short, Steven may have died from an injured brain, but 

that injury was the result of an abdominal injury that Randy Liebich could not have 

caused. 

In critical respects, this case is remarkably similar to the recent Seventh 

Circuit decision in Aleman v. Village of Hanover Park, 662 F.3d 897 (7th Cir. 2011), 

written by Judge Posner. In Aleman, the child had been "lethargic and feverish" for 

several days before Mr. Aleman cared for him. Id. at 901. The doctors (and the 
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courts) eventually concluded that the child's subdural hematoma and collapse (the 

same findings as in this case) could have been the "delayed effect of .. earlier 

trauma rather than of anything Aleman had done." ld. at 902. And the child's 

mother, much like Kenyatta Brown, was "a violent person with a criminal record." 

ld. Most importantly, the court recognized that "[a]lthough the medical profession 

once thought that there is no interim between trauma and collapse in shaken-baby 

syndrome, the medical profession now believes ... that there can be an interim in 

which the child would be conscious, but probably lethargic or fussy or feverish or 

have difficulty sleeping or eating." ld. at 902-03. 

Like the defendant in Aleman, Randy was especially good with children, 

including Steven. Also like Aleman, the victim's mother, who had watched the child 

in the days prior to his death, was known to be violent. Most significantly, as was 

true in Aleman, Steven Quinn was fussy and showing signs of illness in the days 

before his collapse. 

The medical profession now understands, in a way that it did not during 

Randy's trial, that an abdominal injury caused days earlier can lead to a hypoxic 

brain (brain swelling) and death. Randy Liebich simply had the misfortune of being 

present when the effects of an abdominal injury that Steven suffered days before he 

was left in Randy's care caused his collapse. Further, because of other errors of trial 

counsel the trial court received an incomplete view of the evidence, which also 

contributed to Randy's erroneous conviction. 
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For all of the reasons set forth in this petition, the Defendant respectfully 

requests that this Honorable Court allow the justice system to right a wrong by 

granting him a new trial. 

VII. PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

Wherefore, Petitioner Randy Liebich, though his attorneys, moves this Court 

to consider the prejudicial impact of each of the above-stated deprivations of his 

constitutional rights individually and in combination with one another. 

Accordingly, Randy Liebich respectfully requests the following relief: 

A. Outright reversal of his conviction; 

B. Vacation of his conviction followed by a new trial; or 

C. An evidentiary hearing in which proof may be offered concerning 
the allegations contained in his petition. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

BY:·----~ 
7 

JAIME ESCUDER 
#100126 
DuPage County Public Defender's Office 
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Wheaton, IL 60187 
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Tara Thompson 
ARDC No. 6279922 
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STATE OF ILLINOIS 
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE EIGHTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

DUPAGE COUNTY 

Randy Liebich, 
Petitioner 

v. 

People of the 
State of Illinois 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Cir. Ct. No. 02-CF-654 

Post Conviction No. 

AFFIDAVIT OF DR. PATRICK BARNES 

1. My name is Patrick D. Barnes, M.D. I am a pediatric neuroradiologist and am board 
certified in Diagnostic Radiology and Neuroradiology. I am a Professor of Radiology at 
Stanford University Medical Center and Chief of Pediatric Neuroradiology and Medical 
Co-Director of the MRIICT Center at Lucile Packard Children's Hospital at Stanford. I 
have practiced and taught on head injury in children for thirty years, and have published 
over a hundred articles, reviews and book chapters on this subject. My curriculum vita is 
attached. Att. 1. 

2. I am a former member of the Child Abuse Task Force, Society for Pediatric Radiology 
and was Chair of the Task Force from 2007-2008. I am also a co-founder and member of 
the Child Abuse Task Force and SCAN team, Lucile Packard Children's Hospital, 
Stanford University Medical Center and Santa Clara Valley Medical Center. 

3. I have reviewed the 2/8/02 CT scan for Steven Quinn as well as radiology reports for the 
2/8 CT scan, babygram (skeletal survey) and chest x-ray. 

4. I have received medical records, including records from Mt. Sinai Hospital (2/8), Rush 
Presbyterian Hospital (Rush) (2/8-2/11 ), pediatric records, the autopsy report and 
s1,1pporting documentation, and various state and defense consultations. I have also 
receiy_ed the trial transcript and police reports. 

Summary 

5. The CT scan (brain) taken shortly after hospital admission shows thin hemorrhages 
(subdural, subarachnoid, intradural and/or intraparenchymal), the beginning of a hypoxic
ischemic brain (i.e., a brain that lacks oxygen), sinus disease and suspicion of thrombosis 
(clotting) in the dural sinuses. 

6. There are no fractures, soft tissue swelling or other abnormalities that would suggest head 
trauma. 
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7. Based on the clinical history and medical records, the CT findings are likely secondary to 
abdominal injury/infection, possibly aggravated by choking. 

Radiology review 

8. 2/8 CT scan (- 6:25 pm). The CT scan (brain without contrast) taken shortly after 
admission to Mt. Sinai was read that evening and a report dictated the following morning. 
In this section, I provide the Mt. Sinai reports with comments based on my review of the 
Images. 

9. Mt. Sinai report (2/8). This handwritten report describes an intracranial hemorrhage with 
right subdural blood and a small right temporal intraparenchymal hemorrhage (bleeding 
within the brain), all concerning for trauma. There are areas of linear pattern in the right 
temporal lobe suspicious for subarachnoid hemorrhage. No fractures are seen. 

10. Mt. Sinai report (dictated 2/9). The report on the same CT scan dictated the following 
morning describes a fine density in the right image, indicating intracerebral hemorrhage 
over the frontotemporoparietallobes. There is an area of increased density in the 
subdural and subarachnoid space, indicating subdural and subarachnoid hemorrhage. 
There is no midline shift and no evidence of fracture or soft tissue swelling. The 
impression is of subarachnoid or subdural hematomas in the right hemisphere associated 
with intracerebral bleed in the right horn of the parietal and temporal lobes. There are 
also subarachnoid and subdural bleeds involving the posterior fossa. 

Comments. There are no fractures and no soft tissue swelling or other abnormalities in 
the contour of the scalp that would suggest impact or a large hematoma. 

The Mt. Sinai reports do not describe a subdural hemorrhage of significant size, and the 
images show thin bilateral subdural, intradural and/or subarachnoid hemorrhages that are 
not causing a mass effect or midline shift (compressing the brain or pushing it to one 
side). There may be some subpial hemorrhage in the right temporal lobe and some other 
right cerebral sites of hemorrhage or hemorrhagic strokes. Since the film quality is poor, 
it is difficult to identifY precise size and location. The hemorrhages are acute on CT, 
which gives a timing range of3 hours to 7-10 days. Given the size and location, these 
hemorrhages would not be subject to evacuation. 

There are bilateral maxillary sinus and ethmoid air cell opacities (sinusitis). 

The brain is beginning to show diffuse abnormality, more on the left, with possible loss 
of grey-white differentiation, though this cannot be precisely determined. This sugge~ts 
hypoxia-ischemia, indicating tb'!t tbebrain is being deprived of oxygen, causing edema 
(brain swelling). This is a nonspecific finding that can reflect illness/infection, organ 
failure, sepsis, thrombosis (clotting/stroke) or trauma. 
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On CT, the major dural sinuses (superior sagittal and transverse) appear dense, 
suggesting thrombosis (abnormal clotting or stroke). Thrombosis may be secondary to a 
wide range of causes, including systemic illness. Ultimately, thrombosis of the major 
sinuses deprives the brain of oxygen and is sometimes accompanied by intracranial 
hemorrhage. An MRI and other supplemental radiology would have provided better 
information on these points. 

It is not possible to determine on CT when the brain swelling began or what caused it. 
Brain swelling may be a slow process (as in lung or heart disease), a secondary 
consequence of infection/inflammation, or the result of a recent event, such as choking. 
An MRI would have provided more detailed information on timing. 

To address cause and timing, the radiology must be correlated with the clinical history, 
laboratory tests and autopsy results. If the child is deceased, pathology (microscopic 
review of tissue slides) is the gold standard since far more detail can be seen by 
microscope than by CT scan or the naked eye. 

11. Skeletal studies and chest x-rays. The x-rays show bilateral pulmonary (lung) disease. 
The radiology and autopsy reports confirm that there were no fractures or other skeletal 
injuries or abnormalities. 

Differential diagnosis 

12. Since 2000, the pediatric literature has identified many causes for medical findings 
previously viewed as diagnostic of non-accidental trauma. The differential diagnosis for 
subdural hemorrhage and other findings previously attributed to shaken baby syndrome 
or inflicted trauma in a 2002 article by leading forensic pediatricians includes trauma 
(accidental or non-accidental); medical or surgical interventions; metabolic, genetic, 
oncologic or infectious diseases; congenital malformations; autoimmune disorders; 
clotting disorders; and other miscellaneous conditions. Hymel K, Jenny C, Block R, 
Intracranial Hemorrhage and Rebleeding in Suspected Victims of Abusive Head Trauma: 
Addressing the Forensic Controversies, Child Maltreatment. 2002 Nov;7( 4):329-348. 
My 2002 article is in accord. Barnes, PD, Ethical Issues in Imaging Nonaccidental 
Injury: Child Abuse, Topics in Magnetic Resonance Imaging. 2002 Apr; 13(2):86-93 at 
91. 

13. A 2006 text on abusive head trauma in infants and children contains a more complete 
discussion of the alternative diagnoses. Sirotnak A, Medical disorders that mimic abusive 
head trauma, in Frasier et al, Abusive Head Trauma in Infants and Children: A Medical, 
Legal, and Forensic Reference, Ch. 14 at 191-226, St. Louis, MO: GW Medical 
Publishing 2006 (medical disorders that mimic abusive head trauma include prenatal, 
perinatal c:nK,l_pr~ancy related conditions; accidental trauma; genetic and metabolic"'"-'"''., 
disorders; disorders of coagulation and clotting; infection, autoimmune conditions and 
vasculitis; oncological conditions; and nutritional deficiencies). My 2007 article contains 
a similar differential diagnosis and describes the pathophysiology, which includes 
increased intracranial pressure, systemic hypotension or hypertension, increased venous 
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14. 

15. 

16. 

~r:i<'l&~. 

pressure, vascular fragility, hematologic derangement and/or collagenopathy, 
superimposed on immature central nervous and other systems. Ex. 2 at 65-70. A more 
comprehensive discussion of the radiology is contained in my 2011 review. Ex. 3. 

Over the past decade, many of the underlying precepts of shaken baby syndrome/abusive 
head trauma have been questioned. For example, in the early 2000s, it was widely 
believed that swollen brains were caused by traumatically torn axons (the nerve fibers 
that connect the brain cells) and that subdural hemorrhages were caused by traumatically 
ruptured bridging veins (the large veins that connect the brain to the sinuses). A corollary 
was that great force would be required to rupture axons and bridging veins and that the 
child would be immediately and devastatingly symptomatic. 

In 2001, however, neuropathological studies found that the brain swelling seen in 
pediatric cases reflects lack of oxygen to the brain (hypoxia ischemia) rather than tom 
axons and is also seen in natural deaths. These studies found that thin subdural 
hemorrhages are also seen in natural deaths. Geddes JF, Hackshaw AK, Vowles GH, 
Nickols CD, Whitwell HL, Neuropathology of Inflicted Head Injury in Children, l 
Patterns of Brain Damage, Brain. 2001 Jul;124(Pt 7):1290-8; Geddes JF, Vowles GH, 
Hackshaw AK, Nickols CD, Scott IS, Whitwell HL, Neuropathology of Inflicted Head 
Injury in Children, Il Microscopic Brain Injury in Infants, Brain. 2001 Jul;124(Pt 
7): 1299-306. Similar findings may also sometimes be seen in short falls. Plunkett J, 
Fatal Pediatric Head Injuries Caused by Short-Distance Falls, Am J Forensic Med 
Pathol. 2001 Mar;22(1 ): 1-12. 

More recently, we have learned that the anatomy of the infant dura is much more 
complex than previously recognized and that the findings previously attributed to trauma 
are closely linked to hypoxic ischemic encephalopathy, at least in neonates. Cohen MC, 
Scheimberg I, Evidence of Occurrence of Intradural and Subdural Hemorrhage in the 
Perinatal and Neonatal Period in the Context of Hypoxic Ischemic Encephalopathy: An 
Observational Study from Two Referral Institutions in the United Kingdom, Pediatr Dev 
Pathol. 2009 May-Jun;12(3):169-76. Reviews of the anatomy have further established 
that the thin subdurals found in children are too small to result from ruptured bridging 
veins and are more likely intradural in location. Squier W, Mack J, The Neuropathology 

,_of Infant Subdural Haemorrhage, Forensic Sci Int. 2009 May 30;187(1-3):6-13; Mack J, 
Squier J, Eastman JT, Anatomy and Development of the Meninges: Implications for 
Subdural Collections and CSF Circulation. Pediatr Radio I. 2009 Mar;39(3):200-1 0. 
These and other articles indicate that the findings previously attributed to shaking or 
abuse do not reflect traumatically torn axons or bridging veins (as previously believed), 
do not necessarily require great force (or in some instances any force at all), and may be 
secondary to a wide array of causes, including natural causes. 

One of the factors now recognized as a cause of findings previousfy,atmbuted to abuse is 
cerebral venous thrombosis (clotting in the veins that drain the brain). This diagnosis is 
easily missed since it presents with nonspecific symptoms and often requires specialized 
imaging techniques. See, e.g., Kirkham, F, Investigation and Management of Childhood 
Stroke, Paediatrics Child Health. 2010 Sept;20(9):428-38 (stroke remains one of the 
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commonest causes of death and disability in childhood, with advances in recent years due 
to improvements in noninvasive methods of imaging); Mallick AA, O'Callaghan FJ, The 
Epidemiology ofChildhood Stroke, Eur J Paediatric Neurol. 2010 May;l4(3):197-205. 
(stroke diagnosed more often given increased medical awareness and better imaging 
techniques); Bousser MG, Barnett HJM, Cerebral Venous Thrombosis (Ch. 12 in Stroke 
Pathophysiology, Diagnosis, and Management, 4th Ed. 2004) (CVT far more common 
than previously assumed; challenging diagnosis for clinicians due to wide spectrum of 
clinical presentations, unpredictable course and multifactorial causes; risk factors in 
young children include acute systemic illness); deVeber G, Andrew M, Adams C, 
Bjornson B, Booth F, Buckley DJ, Cerebral Sinovenous Thrombosis in Children, N Engl 
J Med. 2001 Aug 9;345(6):417-23 (risk factors include acute systemic illness and 
dehydration; extraparenchymal hemorrhages seen in 9% of cases). In this case, the high 
densities along the dural venous sinuses seen on CT suggest thrombosis of the major 
sinuses, which would explain the CT findings. 

18. This case is further complicated by the abdominal injury/infection. Abdominal injuries 
and infections are difficult to diagnose and may progress slowly. See, e.g., Moser Let al, 
Prolonged Survival Time Following Duodenal Transection in a Child With Abdominal 
Trauma, Am Acad For Sciences Abstract G42 (Feb. 2009) (24 hour period between fall 
from bicycle and collapse; symptoms of serious abdominal injury may be subtle; timeline 
requires correlation with microscopic sections of the injury); Herr S, Abdominal and 
Chest Injuries in Abused Children, Chapter 36 in Jenny C et al Child Abuse and Neglect 
Diagnosis, Treatment and Evidence (Elsevier Saunders 20 II) (commonly injured 
structures include the small bowel, liver and pancreas, with injuries often similar to those 
seen in bicycle handlebar injuries; symptoms may be subtle, nonspecific and delayed; 
since the bowel content and inflammatory responses are initially walled off within the 
retroperitoneum; it may take several days for diffuse peritonitis and the associated 
symptom~ to develop, with patients often presenting for medical care hours, days or even 
weeks after the injuries occurred); Alexander R, Associated Injuries, Chapter 12 in 
Frasier et al, Abusive Head Trauma in Infants and Children, a Medical, Legal, and 
Forensic Reference (G. W. Medical Publishing 2006) (abdominal trauma symptoms are a 
developing phenomenon that occurs as the bleeding progresses or infection begins; 
treatment is often delayed since symptoms of abdominal trauma may develop late or the 
person who abused the child may delay seeking medical care). The child abuse literature 
also recognizes that abdominal injuries in children may be natural rather than traumatic. 
See, e.g., Ludwig S, Visceral Injury Manifestations of Child Abuse, in Reece Rand 
Ludwig S, Child Abuse, Medical Diagnosis and Management (Lippincott, Williams and 
Wilkins 2d ed. 200 1) (perforated bowel secondary to inflammatory bowel disease may 
mimic child abuse; signs and symptoms of nontraumatic bowel diseases may not be 
apparent, particularly in the young child). 

19. Head injuries may similarly result in deterioratio~d/or death after a period of 
normality or relative normality. See, e.g., Arbogast KB, Margulies SS, Christian CW, 
Initial Neurologic Presentation in Young Children Sustaining Inflicted and Unintentional 
Fatal Head Injuries, Pediatrics. 2005 Jul; 116(1 ): 180-4 (on rare occasions, infants or 
toddlers may sustain a fatal head injury yet present to hospital clinicians as lucid before 
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death); Denton S, Mileusnic D, Delayed Sudden Death in an Infant Following an 
Accidental Fall, A Case Report with Review of the Literature, Am J Forensic Med Pathol. 
2003 Dec;24( 4):3 71-6 (9-month-old acted normally for 72 hours after fall before fatal 
collapse); Huntington R, Letter, Symptoms Following Head Injury, Am J Forensic Med 
Pathol. 2002 Mar;23(1 ): 105-06 (13-month-old had severe intracranial injury with 
symptoms delayed for several hours, during which time she was under hospital care); 
Gilliland MG, Interval Duration Between Injury and Severe Symptoms in Nonaccidental 
Head Trauma in Infants and Young Children, J Forensic Sci. 1998 May;43(3):723-5. 
(finding intervals of more than 24 hours and sometimes up to 72 hours between the 
trauma and the collapse in approximately 25% of alleged shaking, shaking/impact or 
impact cases). When the findings result from a natural disease process, the concept of a 
"lucid interval" is virtually inapplicable since, like any disease process, the natural 
conditions that mimic abusive head trauma- ranging from stroke to metabolic or genetic 
disorders -may result in sudden collapse or may be slowly progressive, sometimes 
presenting with nonspecific symptoms for days or weeks before collapse. 

20. Given these major shifts in the literature, I recently published a major invited review of 
the medical issues in this area, including the implications of particular radiological 
findings. Barnes PD, Imaging of Nonaccidental Injury and the Mimics: Issues and 
Controversies in the Era of Evidence-Based Medicine, Radiol Clin North Am. 2011 
Jan;49(1):205-29. Att. 2. Similar reviews have been published in neuropathology and 
emergency medicine. Squier W, The "Shaken Baby" Syndrome: Pathology and 
Mechanisms. Acta Neuropathol. 2011 Nov; 122(5):519-42; Gabaeff SC, Challenging the 
Pathophysiologic Connection between Subdural Hematoma, Retinal Hemorrhage and 
Shaken Baby Syndrome, West J Emerg Med. 2011 May; 12(2): 144-58. A recent 
presentation by a leading child abuse pediatrician similarly stated that no trained 
pediatrician thinks that subdural hemorrhage, retinal hemorrhage and encephalopathy 
equals abuse. Instead, each physical finding must be evaluated separately, and the case 
must then be reconstructed in its entirety. Jenny C, Presentation, The Mechanics: 

21. 

Distinguishing AHTISBS from Accidents and Other Medical Conditions, slide 11, New 
York City Abusive Head Trauma/Shaken Baby Syndrome Training Conference (Sept. 23, 
2011). 

For many years, physicians routinely diagnosed shaken baby syndrome/abusive head 
trauma based primarily or solely on a triad of findings (subdural hemorrhage, retinal 
hemorrhage and brain swelling). Today, it is well understood that there are many 
alternative causes for these findings. In distinguishing between natural, accidental and 
nonaccidental causes, the physician must consider the full range of possibilities, as well 
as the combined or synergistic effects of two or more conditions. The role of the pediatric 
neuroradiologist is to identify possibilities and to point out whether particular diagnoses 
are consistent or inconsistent with the radiology. Any diagnosis must be coordinated with 
the clinical history and,~m~4i~ records. If the child has died, the diagnosis must also be 
coordinated with the pathology. 
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Clinical history 

22. The pediatric records appear normal with the exception of possibly abnormal weight gain 
as an infant (MED 227) and a possible weight loss of nearly 5 pounds between his last 
checkup on 11/6/01 and hospital admission on 2/8/02. MED 261, 46. 

23. The remainder of the history has been provided to me by counsel. This history indicates 
that the child, who was nearly 3 years old, may have had nonspecific symptoms in the 
days before his collapse (lethargy, possible cold symptoms) on 2/8. The evening before 
his collapse, he was crying and refused to eat dinner, causing the mother to physically 
discipline him. There is disagreement on whether the child ate that evening. 

24. On 2/8, the child slept until approximately I 0 a.m, when his mother left for work, leaving 
him with Mr. Liebich, who was also caring for their II day old baby. According to Mr. 
Liebich, the child ate some cereal after his mother left but left the milk. 

25. According to Mr. Liebich, the child drank a glass of orange juice, ate part of a cut-up hot 
dog and drank water at approximately 3 p.m. When he appeared to choke, Mr. Liebich 
patted him on the back and attempted to clear the airway with his finger in case the hot 
dog had lodged in the child's throat. When he did so, the child bit down on his finger, 
and Mr. Liebich slapped or tapped him on the side of his face to get him to release the 
finger. The child may have then vomited. Mr. Liebich described the child as dizzy after 
this incident but walking on his own. Mr. Liebich and the child then fell asleep while 
watching a video. 

26. When the mother returned-4:30p.m., she found that the child was breathing abnormally 
and seemed to need to vomit. When the child did not respond normally, Mr. Liebich and 
the mother took him to the hospital, stopping en route at Mr. Liebich's work. The 
manager described the child as blinking and appearing ill but with no notable signs of 
trauma. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

Mt. Sinai: medical records and trial testimony 

Hospital records. At Mt. Sinai, the labs results from a 6:22p.m. blood draw confirmed 
pancreatitis (amylase 3025 v. reference range 20-120; lipase 2368 v. reference range 22-
51). MED 24. The blood and urine tests confirmed high glucose. l\1ED 24, 28. 

Although there are no references to size in the medical records, the CT scan was 
interpreted as showing a large subdural hemorrhage requiring immediate evacuation. The 
abdominal CT and other orders were cancelled, and the child was sent to Rush for 
evacuation ofthe subdural. MED 14. 

',~·· .. ··~'·"·--
-:----~~-,~"'-~ 

The Mt. Sinai records and transport notes describe numerous lines and other marks that 
appeared on the child's body after arrival in the hospital. MED 9, 42,47-48. These 
included a bruise in the right temporal region and "red small marks on 
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abdomen/back/buttocks". MED 42. Some of the lines are described as horizontal rope 
marks. MED 4 7. 

30. Dr. Green. Dr. Paula Green, the attending E.R. doctor, testified that her initial exam 
showed no signs of trauma and that she thought Steven was suffering from an illness or 
metabolic disorder. Green 19. However, the child began posturing and she called Dr. 
Boykin, a trauma doctor. Green 29-30. A radiology technician was alarmed by the CT 
and called to say that there was a bleed, resulting in transport to Rush. Green 31. 

31. Dr. Green testified that severe brain damage and bleeding can be caused by ischemia 
(lack of oxygen) and that there was no midline shift. Green 47, 48, 50. She testified that 
Dr. Munoz, the Rush neurosurgeon, cancelled the abdominal CT since the focus was now 
on the head. Green 60, 61. 

32. Dr. Green described Mr. Liebich as calm, restrained and respectful. Green 60. 

33. Dr. Boykin (Rush). Dr. Tracy Boykin, a trauma doctor, testified that from the initial 
presentation, she assumed that Steven was suffering from a medical condition or febrile 
seizure rather than trauma. Boykin 83-84. The initial high glucose suggested a metabolic 
disorder. Boykin 88. 

34. Subsequently, Dr. Boykin saw Steven posturing, which is an early sign of severe brain 
injury. Boykin 86. She was called to the CT scan machine by a radiology technician 
who told her that the child's head was "full of blood." Boykin 89. Dr. Boykin stated that 
while she sees CT scans every day, she doesn't usually read them. Boykin 93. Dr. 
Boykin looked at the CT scan with the technician and agreed that "it was really bad." 
Boykin 90. 

35. Dr. Boykin testified that she became angry with Mr. Liebich when he yawned when 
Steven was posturing and when she looked at the CT scan. Boykin 90, 94-95. When she 
returned to the emergency department after reviewing the CT scan, she told Mr. Liebich 
and the child's mother that the child had obviously suffered a severe brain injury 
secondary to trauma and that it looked as if Mr. Liebich had been "sitting at home beating 
on him all day." Boykin 90-91. She became angrier when Mr. Liebich, who was holding 
the new baby, "didn't really say much at all" and "shrugged as if he didn't know" when 
she told him that the child's injuries were inconsistent with choking on a hot dog. 

36. 

Boykin 91-92. 

Dr. Boykin testified that it is unlikely that a person with a subdural hemorrhage would die 
suddenly since this is a venous bleed and can be slow, as in nursing home deaths. Boykin 
102. She confirmed that severe abdominal injuries would cause problems for the brain 
and other organs, leading to hemorrhagic shock and a hypo1tic-brain and heart. Boykin 
105. Dr. Boykin did not know if much attention was paid to the abdomen as she was 
"more of a consult". Boykin 105. Dr. Boykin did not talk to Dr. Munoz after his post
operative report and did not know what he found during surgery. Boykin 112. 
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37. Tammy Smith, R.N. Ms. Smith, a member of the Rush transport team, testified to the 
marks that appeared before, during and after transport. Ms. Smith recalled turning to the 
transport resident at Mt. Sinai and saying, "why are we taking him to Rush? He's dead." 
Smith 25. The transport notes refer to a large subdural hemorrhage. MED 46. 

Rush: medical records and testimony 

38. February 8. The Rush admission entry, physician notes and anesthesia reports describe a 
large subdural hemorrhage. The admitting diagnosis is head trauma. MED 49, 67, 76, 79. 

39. Labs taken at Rush at 9 pm confirmed pancreatitis and liver dysfunction (lipase 9598; 
amylase 1131; SGOT 5429; SGPT 3130). MED 181. 

40. The child had neurosurgery for evacuation of the subdural hemorrhage at approximately 
10 p.m. However, the postoperative diagnosis states "No subdural hematoma found," 
and the notes confirm that "there was no large subdural blood accumulation." Instead, 
there was "a severely swollen brain with a large amount of subarachnoid hemorrhage and 
a small thin subdural hematoma." MED 77-78. 

41. After the surgery, the neurosurgeon cancelled the abdominal evaluation since the child 
was very close to brain death. MED 86. 

42. References to a large subdural hemorrhage continue throughout the hospital records, with 
virtually no references to pancreatitis other than a reference to "pancreatic disease" at Mt. 
Sinai and "rule out pancreatic injury" in the transport notes. MED 6, 48. 

43. February 9. The morning after surgery, the abdomen was "impressively swollen" and 
firm with "erythema perumbilically." MED 95A. A peritoneal (penrose) drain was 
placed and a large amount (500 cc) of serosanguinous pink fluid was drained. MED 84 
A-B. It does not appear that this fluid was cultured. An attending physician noted the 
Cullen's sign (erythema or redness around the umbilicus), which is a clinical sign of 
pancreatitis. MED 99. 

44. At that point, the diagnosis was (1) traumatic brain injury (child abuse) rule out shaken 
baby syndrome; and (2) SIRS shock (a systemic inflammatory response that affects the 
entire body) with MODS (multiple organ dysfunction syndrome) involving the central 
nervous system, hematology, pulmonary, bowel and CV (cardiovascular), rule out 
sepsis/septic shock (widespread infection). MED 99. 

45. By then, the child had failed a brain death test and was being transfused for 
thrombocytopenia (low platelet count; side effects include bruising and bleeding). MED 
91, 103, 188, 101, 212. Antibiotics W!¥r~ oo;lered. MED 135. · 

46. There are continued references to new lines and marks that appear on the child's body 
during hospitalization. These are often characterized as bruises, whip marks or lash 
marks. MED 70, 75, 98, 99, 105, 145. 
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47. February 10. On February 10, the attending physician diagnosed traumatic brain injury 
secondary to nonaccidental trauma/shaken baby syndrome. MED 109. A subsequent 
note indicates a diagnosis of brain death, respiratory failure and SIRS shock with multiple 
organ dysfunction syndrome. MED Ill. 

48. February 11. On February 11, progress notes (portions missing) diagnose traumatic brain 
injury secondary to child abuse/shaken baby syndrome with right subdural and 
intraparenchymal bleeds, SIRS and multiple organ dysfunction syndrome. MED 117. 

49. A child abuse pediatrician's notes state that the child was found to have large subdural 
and intraparenchymal hemorrhages, extensive cutaneous injuries and intra-abdominal 
injuries without a history of trauma, and that these findings collectively are diagnostic of 
child abuse. MED 118-119. 

50. Later that morning, the neurosurgeon told the family that the child had been physically 
abused and was brain dead. MED 121-122. 

51. Discharge report. The discharge report states that the initial CT showed a large right 
subdural hemorrhage and intraparenchymal hemorrhage, with nonaccidental head and 
abdominal trauma strongly suspected. It repeats the child abuse pediatrician's statements 
that the findings were collectively diagnostic of child abuse. MED 60-61. The medical 
diagnosis is "SIRS shock with multi-organ dysfunction .. .involving CNS, pulmonary, GI, 
and cardiovascular systems." MED 62. 

52. Dr. Severin, pediatric critical care. Dr. Paul Severin testified that he had treated 
approximately 20 victims of child abuse but that this might be the first time that he had 
been asked to time injuries. Severin 3, 60-61. 

53. Dr. Severin testified that when Steven arrived at Rush, he was critically ill, appeared to 
be in shock and had bruises on his head, body and legs, all of which appeared to be about 
the same age. Severin 34-35, 41. He felt that bowel injuries were unlikely since the 
bowel sounds were good. Severin 44. However, the lab tests showed elevated pancreatic 
enzymes and poor liver function, raising concern for abdominal injuries. Severin 46-47. 
It appears that Dr. Severin may not have received the lab results until after the surgery. 
Severin 49. 

54. Dr. Severin testified that before surgery, the major concern was with the head since by 
clinical exam and CT scan it appeared that the "brain had a lot of blood in it" that had to 
be taken out immediately or Steven would die. Severin 49. 

55. The following Il}Qmi.~ Dr. Severin found a distended stomach with "redness around the 
belly button," which he identified as the Cullen's sign (a sign of pancreatitis). Severin 
50-51. Dr. Severin had received the autopsy report confirming pancreatitis and other 
abdominal findings. Severin 51-52. He explained that the disruption of the blood vessels 
can cause bleeding and poor blood supply to the intestines, causing the tissue to break 
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down and perforate, resulting in leakage of the contents into the abdomen. Severin 53. 
The hematomas in the liver and gallbladder were consistent with this process. Severin 
53. 

56. Dr. Severin testified that the pancreatitis was acute (recent), that the child would have had 
immediate symptoms, and that the process must have just started based on the 
progression of the bowel sounds. Severin 54-55. He testified that he believed that these 
findings were caused by a force "such as falling from a large height, like 20 or 30 feet, 
rapid deceleration to an unyielding force. In like a motor vehicle crash, blunt trauma 
such as a fist, foot, blunt object like a (brick]". Severin 55-56. 

57. Based on the head injuries, Dr. Severin testified that the injuries likely occurred 4-6 hours 
before hospital admission. Severin 57. He did not believe that the trauma could have 
occurred the day before admission since the child would not have survived until 
admission. Severin 57-58. This estimate was based on the extent of the injury, the 
intracranial pressure at surgery, the injury to the pancreas and liver, the bruising 
(particularly to the scrotum and head), and the lack of any history of trauma. Severin 58. 

58. Dr. Severin testified that he was told that the CT showed a large subdural hemorrhage 
and intraparenchymal hemorrhage. Severin 66-67. However, after surgery, he learned 
that the subdural hemorrhage was small and not as serious as the CT scan suggested and 
that the surgery instead found diffuse subarachnoid hemorrhage. Severin 67-68. He 
agreed that the absence of a midline shift on the initial CT indicated that the massive 
increase in intracranial pressure had not occurred at the time of the CT scan. Severin 69-
70. 

59. Dr. Severin had not reviewed the pathology slides and was not aware that Dr. Mileusnic 
had dated the head injuries at approximately five days. Severin 71-72,93-94. He 
testified that even if the pathology showed injuries that were at least five days old, he 
would stand firm that the injuries occurred within 48 hours of his examination (i.e., no 
earlier than 9 p.m. on February 6] based on the physical examination and acuteness of the 
illness. Severin 74. The presence or absence of macrophages and fibroblasts would not 
affect his opinion. Severin 74. Dr. Severin testified the bruises also occurred in this time 
period. Severin 70-71. 

60. Dr. Severn testified that axonal injury comes from shearing force in shaken baby cases 
but can also come from poor blood flow (i.e., hypoxia-ischemia). Severin 81-82. 

61. Dr. Severin had no doubt that Steven had severe abdominal injuries that could have 
caused death. Severin 76. He did not agree that abdominal injuries can take a couple 
days to become symptomatic. Severin 76. 

?-~~~~-~~ 
-----•e:c:_- --~ 

62. Dr. Munoz, Rush neurosurgeon. Dr. Lorenzo Munoz, the neurosurgeon who operated on 
Steven, testified that Steven was transferred to Rush because Mt. Sinai determined that he 
had a severe head injury and that surgical intervention was required. Munoz 20. He was 
told that Mt. Sinai had seen "a lot of blood" in Steven's CT scan. Munoz 22. Dr. Munoz 
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looked at the CT scan before performing surgery and reviewed the CT scan in court, 
stating that the pronounced white haziness under the bone causes one to think about 
subdural hemorrhage. Munoz 25, 27-28. 

63. Dr. Munoz testified that the CT showed a subdural hemorrhage in a location highly 
suggestive of severe head trauma caused by a mismatch between the movement of the 
brain and skull, causing shearing of the bridging veins and a large space-occupying bleed 
that creates pressure on the brain. Munoz 29. He testified that he thought there was a 
right frontal temporal parietal and posterior interhemispheric subdural hemorrhage but 
that the haziness was subarachnoid hemorrhage. Munoz 29-30. 

64. Dr. Munoz testified that the CT showed a loss of grey-white differentiation due to 
massive brain swelling. Munoz 31, 32. He testified that these findings were caused by 
acceleration and deceleration equivalent to a car accident, causing shearing injury. 
Munoz 33-34. Dr. Munoz testified that the child's prospects were very dismal based on 
the CT but that he elected to take heroic measures by decompressing the blood clot since 
the child's pupils were still reactive. Munoz 35. 

65. Dr. Munoz testified that at surgery, he saw a very swollen brain that started to come out 
of the skull opening created at surgery, with massive amounts of red fresh blood. Munoz 
40-41. Based on the CT, he thought there would be a larger subdural hemorrhage but 
most of the blood was subarachnoid rather than subdural. Munoz 42. Dr. Munoz 
testified that the presence of subdural and subarachnoid blood indicates a major trauma 
and that the color of the blood gives a very good idea of the timing. Munoz 42-43. 

66. Dr. Munoz testified that one sees this type ofbrain swelling in children who fall out of3-
4 story buildings or who are struck by cars or hit windshields while unrestrained. Munoz 
43. He testified that the amount of force and trauma was similar to being in a horrible car 
accident and that the amount of blood in the brain told him that the injury must be fairly 
recent. Munoz 81, 44. Dr. Munoz testified that it is not possible to evacuate 
subarachnoid blood but that he had evacuated a thin subdural hemorrhage. Munoz 45-46. 

67. After surgery, the child's eyes were fixed and nonreactive, indicating that there had been 
a spiraling or ongoing process that could not be stopped in spite of best efforts. Munoz 
47. After the surgery, Dr. Munoz told Dr. Bass, the pediatric surgeon, that the child was 
brain dead and that there was no use doing exploratory abdominal surgery. Munoz 51-
52. 

68. Dr. Munoz testified that the brain findings resulted from nonaccidental trauma and that 
his best estimate was that the injury occurred within six hours of arriving at Mt. Sinai. 
Munoz 49-50. He testified that it was impossible that the injury could have occurred on 
the evening of February 7 and that the child could not have walked unassisted, talked, ate 
or drank after the injury. Munoz 49-51. Dr. Munoz testified that estimating the timing of 
injury is not something that one learns in pathology and that he extrapolated his opinion 
from seeing hundreds of children like Steven. Munoz 59. 
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69. Dr. Munoz indicated that lucid intervals are limited to epidural hemorrhages and that 
while it is possible for a heart attack or bowel perforation to kill a person, this is "so 
unlikely" that he had "never heard of it happening and certainly not in ... [his] experience." 
Munoz 62-64. He testified that it is not possible to remain conscious with the head injury 
and subarachnoid hemorrhage seen in this case. Munoz 69. 

70. Dr. Munoz disagreed that the best means of dating intracranial injuries is through 
examining pathological material obtained in neurosurgical intervention or at autopsy. 
Munoz 74. Instead, he testified that x-rays, perpetrator admissions and "looking at living 
tissue" are the gold standard in timing. Munoz 74-75. 

Autopsy 

71. The medical examiner's investigative report states that the child was admitted with a 
diagnosis ofhead trauma and was found to have a "massive" subdural hemorrhage that 
was evacuated on 2/8. There is no mention that the subdural hemorrhage was minimal 
and/or not present at surgery or that the child had pancreatitis. MED 297. 

72. At autopsy, Dr. Mileusnic, the Cook County medical examiner who performed the 
autopsy, found major abdominal injury/infection, including a large segment of necrotic 
(dead) bowel with a small (.1 inch) perforation, peritonitis, peripancreatitis, pancreatitis 
and liver injury. She also noted the severely damaged brain and numerous contusions and 
lines on the body. The death was ruled a homicide. MED 273-284. Based on her review 
of the microscopic slides (pathology), Dr. Mileusnic indicated that key findings were 
subacute and/or approximately five days old. MED 289. 

73. Dr. Mileusnic. Dr. Mileusnic testified that the child had a hemorrhagic necrotic bowel 
with a perforation, peritonitis, pancreatitis, and earlier injury manifested by fibrin 
deposits. Mileusnic 55-58. Some ofthe hemorrhages, including the swollen scrotum, 
were caused by the tracking of blood from the abdomen into the scrotum. Mileusnic 59. 
There was also deep bruising "that was not consistent with normal corporal punishment." 
Mileusnic 67-68. Dr. Mileusnic testified that this case was more complex because of the 
abdominal trauma. 

74. Dr. Mileusnic testified that the child had numerous marks and bruises. Some of these 
marks were consistent with tape-related or other artifacts, and some changed between the 
hospital and autopsy photographs. Mileusnic 22-23, 27-30, 35-36, 40, 43. 

75. Dr. Mileusnic testified that there can be a lucid interval following head trauma, with 
symptoms and deterioration occurring 24-48 hours after injury. Mileusnic 75-77. She 
referenced one of her own case studies, in which the child deteriorated and died 72 hours 
after an accidental fall off a bea;wit!Mremendous brain swelling appearing as a late 
manifestation of the earlier impact. Mileusnic 77. She also testified that some head 
injured people are released from the hospital and go home and die. Mileusnic 115. 
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76. Dr. Mileusnic testified that the pathology indicated that the head injuries were 
approximately 5 days old, plus or minus 1-2 days. She testified that it is difficult to give 
intervals on abdominal injuries since these can deteriorate rapidly. Mileusnic 86. 
Abdominal injuries also notorious for slowly developing manifestations. Mileusnic 94. 

77. Dr. Mileusnic testified that Dr. Severin's estimate of24-48 hours for the bruises was 
consistent with her findings since it can take days for deep bruises to reach the surface. 
Mileusnic 90-91. However, she was uncomfortable dating external bruises based on 
appearance. Mileusnic 92. 

78. Dr. Mileusnic testified that Steven had early traumatic pancreatitis, which can occur from 
a natural disease process or from the breaking of the cell membranes from impact in the 
area of the pancreas. Mileusnic 95. The first symptoms would not be instantaneous. 
Mileusnic 95. 

79. Dr. Mileusnic explained that the body responds to injury by sending neutrophils, 
followed by macrophages and lymphocytes, with fibroblasts appearing at 5-7 days to heal 
the process. Mileusnic 98. In this case, Dr. Mileusnic saw fibroblasts in some of the 
head findings, placing them in the 5-7 day range. Mileusnic 98-99. 

80. Dr. Mileusnic did not think she took slides of the abdomen or bowel and had not 
reviewed the histology slides before trial. She testified that she had not been provided 
with information on the child's symptoms before death though she had heard a bit that 
morning. Mileusnic 102. She testified that inconsolable crying, finicky eating, loss of 
appetite, lethargy and sleeping for a long period can be symptoms of abdominal or head 
trauma. Mileusnic 10 1-102. 

81. Dr. Mileusnic testified that what she saw at autopsy was a combination of the original 
injury and a complex cascade of events that occurs after injury, complicated by hypoxia. 
As a result of such cascades, even seemingly mild injury can lead to subsequent 
deterioration. Mileusnic 103-104. She testified that subdural hemorrhages may be 
secondary to hypoxia rather than trauma, particularly if they are thin and bilateral. MED 
104, 106. This case was, however, complicated by the abdominal injuries and a healing 
subgaleal hemorrhage (bleeding below the scalp) on the left that appeared to be about 
five days old. Mileusnic 106. 

82. Dr. Mileusnic testified that progressive abdominal i.Uuries will lead to compromised 
circulation, shock and brain edema. Mileusnic I 06. Loss of consciousness may occur 
quickly or may take a long period of time since the anatomy of the bowel sequesters it 
from other parts of the body. Mileusnic 108-109. 

83. A more ~~S~i~~Q.etermination oftiming would require a detailed history, including famHy:~ 
interviews·, medical records and police reports. Mileusnic 117. On these issues, she 
would defer to a board certified pediatric intensivist who had talked to the family, 
listened to the bowel and read the lab reports. Mileusnic 120. She would also defer to 
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the neurosurgeon on timing based on what he saw on the right side of the brain. 
Mileusnic 120-121. 

Dr. Mileusnic testified that the child died because the brain failed, which can be the result 
of many different processes. Mileusnic 122. A child with a perforated bowel would have 
more symptoms than finicky eating, and she found it hard to believe that a child with 
such injuries would eat a whole breakfast without complaining. Mileusnic 126-128. She 
confirmed that the head injuries appeared to be approximately five days old at the time of 
death. Mileusnic 131. 

Dr. Teas. Dr. Shaku Teas, the defense forensic pathologist, agreed that the autopsy 
photographs showed peritonitis and an ulcerated bowel with a small perforation. She 
testified that this appeared to be a crush injury that could be caused by hitting, punching 
or pushing from the back. Teas 38. Crush injuries may damage the mucosa and blood 
vessels, and it may take some time before the area becomes necrotic and the bowel 
contents spill into the peritoneal cavity. Teas 37-38. There may be some initial pain but 
the child may appear to be fine until the wall becomes ulcerated and peritonitis sets in. 
At that point, there would be more pain, and the child may become septic and/or lose 
consciousness. Teas 39. 

Dr. Teas explained that pathologists time injuries by looking at the stage of healing as 
seen under the microscope. Teas 39, 50-51. When there is a continuum of infection, it is 
important to look at the oldest area of injury. In this case, Dr. Teas saw early granulation 
tissue, several layers of spindle cells, and capillaries that were nearly visible, which takes 
7-10 days. Teas 56-57. Dr. Teas agreed that the injuries appeared to be approximately 
five days old, though they might be a little older. Teas 57. She testified that they could 
be four days old but she would put it more towards 5-6 days and certainly would not put 
it at 3 days or less based on the healing, granulation tissues and chronic changes. Teas 
56-57, 118-121. She also identified an older injury in the dura. Teas 62. 

Dr. Teas testified that a subdural hemorrhage· is caused by bridging veins that are tom by 
the movement of the brain in the skull but that there can be lucid intervals. Teas 21, 72. 
Given the pathology, it was important to get a detailed history for 72 hours before the 
collapse. Teas 83. The history of crying, finicky eating and sleeping for a long period 
were important if abnormal. Teas 85-87. Dr. Teas testified that a person could suffer a 
minor injury, remain conscious and experience brain swelling days later. In this case, the 
brain swelling rapidly progressed throughout the hospital stay. Teas 90-91. 

Dr. Teas agreed that Steven died from a severe beating and that some of the marks in the 
photographs were consistent with a belt or hanger. Teas II 6-7. Other marks were 
hospital artifacts reflecting the blood pressure cuff and tubing. Teas II 57. 

:f-P,~ti~~. ~ 

Closing arguments. In closing arguments, the state claimed that "[t]here was blood 
everywhere" on the initial CT and that the brain was "mangled" by force. Closing 
Argument (CA) 79-80. The State relied on Dr. Munoz's assertion that there are no lucid 
intervals in head injuries. CA 86. 
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90. The State interpreted the Cullen's sign as evidence of a kick or punch, and rejected Dr. 
Mileusnic's testimony that the swollen scrotum was caused by tracking of blood from the 
inflamed peritoneal cavity. CA 164, 168. The state rejected the testimony of Dr. 
Mileusnic and Dr. Teas, who testified that the marks on the thighs appeared to be artifacts 
from tape and hospital interventions, suggesting that these confirmed a whipping that was 
akin to a flogging. CA 82. The State argued that Mr. Liebich's "hotdog" story was "one 
of the dumbest explanations for why the kid would be unconscious with bruises all over 
his body." CA 105. 

91. In the defense closing, Mr. Liebich's attorney stated that Dr. Teas testified that it was not 
impossible that the injuries occurred on February 8. CA 152. He stated that the 
pathologists had severe doubts on this timing but were "not sure" if there were older 
injuries. CA 152. 

92. In rebuttal, the State suggested that pathology is a "voodoo" science. CA 169. 

93. Verdict. The court found Mr. Liebich guilty of beating Steven to death on February 8. In 
the Verdict, the Court stated that Dr. Teas timed the injuries somewhere between Feb. 4 
and Feb. 9, which she characterized as "a great guess." Verdict 5-7. 

94. The Court concluded that the force required to create the abdominal and head injuries 
would be the equivalent of falling from 20-30 feet, or from blunt trauma with a bat, brick, 
foot or fist to the abdomen, and that the child could not have eaten after receiving these 
injuries. Verdict 14. 

95. The Court held that a doctor who opens the skull shortly after hospital arrival is in the 
best forensic position to determine the cause and timing of head injuries based on the 
amount and color of the blood, and that there is no lucid interval concept or theory with 
abdominal issues. Verdict 16-20. 

Comments 

96. The trial testimony and conviction appeared to rest on some combination of the initial 
misinterpretation of the CT scan, poor communication between the doctors, and a great 
deal of outdated medical literature, some of which was outdated by the time of trial and 
much of which has become outdated in the decade since Steven's death. 

97. Steven died less than a year after publication ofthe Geddes research, which found that 
the swollen brains in infants reflected hypoxia ischemia (lack of oxygen to the brain) 
rather than traumatically tom axons, and that thin subdural hemorrhages are also found in 
natural deaths. By the time oftrial in 2004-,~seyeml of the prosecution witnesses, 
including Dr. Mileusnic, Dr. Green and Dr. Boykin, were aware of this shift in the 
literature, but other prosecution witnesses continued to rely on the basic tenets of shaken 
baby syndrome, which held that the subdural hemorrhages and brain swelling can only be 
caused by tremendous force (often described as equivalent to multistory falls or motor 
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vehicle accidents) and are immediately symptomatic. Since 2004, the child abuse 
literature has increasingly recognized that there are many natural and accidental causes 
for these findings and that there can be lucid intervals of up to 72 hours. 

98. In this case, the lab reports, discharge diagnosis and autopsy report establish that the child 
had abdominal injury/infection, with hospital diagnoses of systemic inflammatory 
response syndrome (SIRS) and multiple organ dysfunction syndrome (MODS). The CT 
findings are consistent with these diagnoses and do not suggest head trauma. 

99. The dense dural sinuses seen on CT are suspicious for thrombosis (abnormal clotting), 
which would not be unexpected in the presence of abdominal injury/infection. This case 
also presents multiple risk factors for thrombosis, including sinusitis, inflammatory bowel 
disease, poor appetite, vomiting, lethargy, unsteady gait and seizures. 

100. There is no medical or scientific basis for the testimony that it is possible to time an 
injury based on the color of the blood as perceived by the naked eye. It is relatively 
common to find evidence of older injuries or processes under the microscope that cannot 
be seen on radiology or by the naked eye. 

101. There is also no medical or scientific basis for the testimony that there can be no lucid 
interval following abdominal or head injuries, and that the force to create Steven's 
injuries would be the equivalent of falling from 20-30 feet or of blunt trauma with a bat, 
brick, foot or fist to the abdomen. Abdominal injuries may be caused by relatively minor 
trauma and may not become seriously symptomatic for days. Head injuries may also be 
slow to develop. 

102. I agree with Dr. Munoz that the CT findings, particularly the hypoxic brain, were recent 
developments, likely occurring around the time of collapse. These findings were, 
however, likely secondary to pre-existing abdominal injuries/infection rather than head 
trauma. There is no radiological evidence of head trauma occurring on the day of 
admission or earlier. 

103. I also agree with Dr. Severin that the child would have been unable to walk, eat or behave 
normally once he developed pancreatitis and a hypoxic-ischemic brain. However, these 
developments were likely secondary to pre-existing abdominal injuries/infection which, 
according to the pathology, began some days earlier. There is nothing in the records 
reviewed suggesting that the abdominal injuries/infection began on the day of collapse. 
Any attempt at dating should be coordinated with the clinical symptoms and pathology. 

104. I have not reviewed the hospital and autopsy photographs so cannot comment specifically 
on the marks and lines that appeared during the hospitalization. However, the fact that 

--·~-·e- these marks were not ey;id~n,t.on arrival suggests that they may·teflect a secondary 
coagulopathy such as disseminated intravascular coagulation rather than trauma 
occurring shortly before admission. This would be consistent with venous sinus 
thrombosis suggested on the CT scan. 
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105. In this case, the CT scan is consistent with thrombosis and hypoxia-ischemia secondary 
to the abdominal injuries/infection identified in the lab tests and at autopsy. The choking 
episode was likely a symptom of the abdominal injury/infection and may have triggered 
or accelerated the collapse. There is also a possibility of aspiration. 

Conclusion 

I 06. The CT findings are consistent with and likely secondary to the abdominal findings, 
possibly triggered or accelerated by choking. There are no radiological findings 
suggesting head trauma. 

I swear under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Patrick David Barnes, M.D. 

Date: 

_.,,;_f" -:~:---
":":""~-_:.',=~\ 
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105. In this case, the CT scan is consistent with thrombosis and hypoxia-ischemia secondary 
to the abdominal injuries/infection identified in the lab tests apd at autopsy. The choking 
episode was likely a symptom of the abdominal injury/infeCtion and may have triggered 
or accelerated the collapse. There is also a possibility of aspiration. 

Conclusion 

l 06. The CT findings are consistent with and likely secondary to the abdominal findings, 
possibly triggered or accelerated by choking. There are no radiological findings 
suggesting head trauma. 

I swear under penalty of perjury that the foregoih!' true~~,correct. 

r-f;:~JF. / /; 
Date: 

' p 

}t1-o---.-~ sl a or~ 

Stale of California. County ot ~a.,.., f(l~e..o 
Subscribed and sworn to (oroffirmedJbeforeme onliili 

;;1J.t day of /Y1u-ch20lZ. by PA-~C k ·p~d f3_d..rf"''1~f) 
proved to me on fhe basis of satisfactory evidence 
to be the pe~son~J who appeared before me. 

~~~ 
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Name: 
Office Address: 

Patrick D. Barnes, M.D. 
Department of Radiology 
Lucile Salter Packard Children's Hospital 
Stanford University Medical Center 
725 Welch Road 
Palo Alto, CA 94304 

Mar2012 

E-Mail: pbames@stanford.edu Phone: 650-497-8601 
Place of Birth: Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, USA Fax: 650-497-8745 
Education: 
1965-1969 Letters I Pre-Medicine 

1969-1973 Doctor of Medicine 

University of Oklahoma, Norman, 
OK 
University of Oklahoma College of 
Medicine, Oklahoma City, OK 

Postdoctoral Training: 
Residency: 
1973-1976 Diagnostic Radiology, University of Oklahoma College of 

Medicine, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
Fellowship: 
1976-1977 Fellow in Pediatric Neuroradiology and Cardiovascular Radiology, 

Children's Hospital and Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA 
Licensure and Certification: 
1973 Federal Licensure Examination Certificate 
1974 Oklahoma State Board of Medical Examiners 
1977 American Board of Radiology Certificate in Diagnostic Radiology 
1986 Commonwealth of Massachusetts Board of Registration in Medicine 
2000 Medical Board of California C50437 
1995 American Board ofRadiology Certificate of Added Qualifications in 

2008 
Neuroradiology 
American Board of Radiology Maintenance of Certification in 
N euroradiology 

Academic Appointments: 
1976-1977 Instructor in Radiology, University of Oklahoma College of Medicine 
1977-1986 Lecturer in Radiologic Technology, University of Oklahoma College of 

Health 
1977-1982 

1980-1986 
1980-1986 

1982-1986 

1987-1992 
1992-2000 

Assistant Professor of Radiology, University of Oklahoma College of 
Medicine 
Adjunct Faculty, Radiologic Technology, Oscar Rose Junior College 
Clinical Assistant Professor of Neurosurgery, University of Oklahoma 
College of Medicine 
Associate Professor ofRadiology, University of Oklahoma College of 
Medicine 
Assistant Professor Radiology, Harvard Medical School 
Associate Professor of Radiology, Harvard Medical School 
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2000- Clinical Associate Professor of Radiology, Stanford University Medical 
Center 

2002- Associate Professor of Radiology, Stanford University Medical Center 
2007- Professor of Radiology, Stanford University Medical Center 

Hospital and Affiliated Institution Appointments: 
1977-1986 Pediatric Radiologist, Neuroradiology and Cardiovascular Radiology, 

Oklahoma Children's Memorial Hospital, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
1977-1986 Consulting Radiologist, Oklahoma Memorial Hospital and Veterans 

Administration Hospital, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
1984-1986 Consulting Radiologist, Oklahoma Diagnostic Imaging Center, Oklahoma 

City, Oklahoma 
1987-1991 Associate Radiologist, Neuroradiology, The Children's Hospital, Boston, 

MA 
1987-2000 

1990-1997 

1992-1995 

1995-1999 

1995-2000 
1996-2000 

1997-1998 

1997-1999 

1999-2000 

1999-2000 
1999-2000 

2000 

2000-

2001-

2002-

2002-

Consulting Radiologist, Brigham and Women's Hospital, Beth Israel 
Hospital, New England Deaconess Hospital, Dana Farber Cancer Institute, 
Boston, MA 
Clinical Coordinator, Magnetic Resonance Imaging, Children's Hospital, 
Boston, MA 
Chief, Section ofNeuroradiology, Department of Radiology, Children's 
Hospital, Boston, MA 
Chief, Division ofNeuroradiology, Department of Radiology, Children's 
Hospital, Boston, MA 
Board of Directors, Children's Hospital Radiology Foundation, Inc. 
Clinical Executive Committee, Department of Radiology, Children's 
Hospital, Boston, MA 
Associate Director of CT, Department of Radiology, Children's Hospital, 
Boston, MA 
Director ofMRI, Department of Radiology, Children's Hospital, Boston, 
MA 
Director, Division ofNeuroradiology, Department of Radiology, 
Children's Hospital, Boston, MA 
Treasurer, Children's Hospital Radiology Foundation, Inc. 
Associate Chief for Clinical Operations, Department of Radiology, 
Children's Hospital, Boston, MA 
Senior Associate Neuroradiologist, Department of Radiology, Beth Israel 
Deaconess Medical Center, and Harvard Medical Faculty Physicians, Inc. 
Staff Physician, Pediatric Neuroradiologist, Lucile Salter Packard 
Children's Hospital and Stanford University Medical Center 
Interim Director, Pediatric Radiology, Lucile Salter Packard 
Children's Hospital (Jun-Aug./ JCAHO Survey) 
Chief, Section of Pediatric Neuroradiology, Lucile Salter Packard 
Children's Hospital, Stanford University Medical Center, Palo Alto, CA 
Co-Medical Director, MRI/CT Center, Lucile Salter Packard Children's 



Hospital 
Other Professional Positions and Major Visiting Appointments: 
1988 Visiting Professor, The Western Pennsylvania Hospital, Pittsburg, PA 
1989 Visiting Professor, New England Medical Center and Tufts University 

Medical School, Boston, MA 
1989 Visiting Professor, Akron Children's Hospital, Akron General Hospital, 

and Northeastern Ohio Universities College of Medicine, Akron, Ohio 
1990 Visiting Professor, Rhode Island Hospital and Brown University College 

of Medicine, Providence, R.I. 
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1991 Visiting Professor, University ofMassachusetts Medical Center and 
Medical School, Worcester, MA 

1993 Visiting Professor, Columbus Children's Hospital and the Ohio State 
University Hospitals, Columbus, OH 

1993 Visiting Professor, Christchurch Hospital, University of Otago, 
Christchurch, New Zealand 

1993 Visiting Professor, Royal Children's Hospital, University of Melbourne, 
Melbourne, Australia 

1993 Visiting Professor, Royal Alexandra Hospital for Children, University of 
Sydney, Sydney, Australia 

1993 Visiting Professor, Prince of Wales Children's Hospital, University of 
New South Wales, Sydney, Australia 

1997 Visiting Professor, Montreal Children's Hospital, Montreal General 
Hospital, Montreal Neurologic Institute, McGill University, Montreal, 
Quebec, Canada 

1998 Visiting Professor, Children's Hospital ofPittsburgh, University of 
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, P A 

1998 Visiting Professor, William Beaumont Hospital, Royal Oak, MI 
2000 Visiting Professor, Rhode Island Hospital and the Hasbro Children's 

HospitalBrown University School of Medicine, Providence, RI 
2000 Visiting Professor, Massachusetts General Hospital, The Mass General 

Hospital for Children, and Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA 
2008 Visting Professor, Department of Radiology, Duke University Medical 

Center, Durham NC. 
2009 Visiting Professor, Department of Radiology, Hospital for Sick Children, 

University ofToronto, Toronto Ontario Canada. 
2010 Visiting Professor, Department of Radiology, University of Arizona 

Medical Center, Tucson AZ. 
2010 Visiting Professor, Department of Radiology, Vancouver General 

Hospital, BC Children's Hospital, University of British Columbia, 
Vancouver BC, Canada. 

Hospital and Health Care Organization Service Responsibilities: 
1977-1986 Staff Pediatric Radiologist and Section Chief, Pediatric Neuroradiology 

and Cardiovascular Radiology, Oklahoma Children's Memorial Hospital 



1987-1992 Associate Radiologist, Neuroradiology, The Children's Hospital, Harvard 
Medical School, Boston, MA 

1992-1995 Chief, Section ofNeuroradiology, Department of Radiology, Children's 
Hospital, Boston, MA 

1995-2000 Chief, Division ofNeuroradiology, Department of Radiology, Children's 
Hospital, Boston, MA 

1997-1998 Associate Director of CT, Department of Radiology, Children's Hospital, 
Boston, MA 

1997-1999 Director ofMRI, Department of Radiology, Children's Hospital, Boston, 
MA 

1999-2000 Director, Division ofNeuroradiology, Department of Radiology, 
Children's Hospital, Boston, MA 

1999-2000 Associate Chief for Clinical Operations, Department ofRadiology, 
Children's Hospital, Boston, MA 

2000- Pediatric Neuroradiologist, Lucile Salter Packard Children's Hospital and 
Stanford University Medical Center 

2001- Section Chief, Pediatric Neuroradiology, Lucile Salter Packard Children's 
Hospital, Stanford University Medical Center 

2001- Interim Director, MRIICT Center, Lucile Salter Packard Children's 
Hospital, Stanford University Medical Center 

2002- Interim Director, Pediatric Radiology, Lucile Salter Packard 
Children's Hospital (Jun-Aug./ JCAHO Survey) 

2002- Chief, Section of Pediatric Neuroradiology, Lucile Salter Packard 
Children's Hospital, Stanford University Medical Center, Palo Alto, CA 

2002- Medical Co-Director, MRI/CT Center, Lucile Salter Packard Children's 
Hospital 
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Major Administrative Responsibilities: 
1984-1986 Clinical Project/Program Consultant, Oklahoma Diagnostic Imaging 

Center, University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center, Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma 

1985-1986 

1987-1990 

1987-1990 

1990-1997 
1992-1995 

Clinical Project/Program Director, Oklahoma Teaching Hospitals, 
Magnetic Resonance Center 
Clinical Coordinator, The Children's Hospital MRI Determination-Of
Need Process, Department of Public Health, The Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts, DON Certification, Jan. 1988. 
Clinical Coordinator for MRI, The Children's Hospital and The Joint 
Center for Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
Clinical Coordinator, Children's Hospital MRI Service. 
Chief, Section ofNeuroradiology, Department of Radiology, Children's 
Hospital, Boston, MA 



1992-1999 

1992-1999 

1995-2000 

1996-2000 

1996-2000 

1997-1998 

1997-1999 

1998-1999 

1999-2000 
1999-2000 

1999-2000 

2000-

2001-

2002-

2002-

Co-Director, Combined Neuroradiology Fellowship Program, Brigham & 
Women's Hospital, Beth Israel Hospital, Children's Hospital, New 
England Deaconess Hospital, Boston, MA 
Director, Pediatric Neuroradiology Fellowship Program, Department of 
Radiology, Children's Hospital, Boston, MA 
Chief, Division ofNeuroradiology, Department of Radiology, Children's 
Hospital, Boston, MA 
Board of Directors, Children's Hospital Radiology Foundation, Inc 
(CHRFI), Children's Hospital, Boston, MA 
Clinical Executive Committee, Department of Radiology, Children's 
Hospital, Boston, MA 
Associate Director ofCT, Department of Radiology, Children's Hospital, 
Boston, MA 
Director ofMRI, Department of Radiology, Children's Hospital, Boston, 
MA 
Chair, Bylaws Committee, Children's Hospital Radiology Foundation, Inc 
(CHRFI), Children's Hospital, Boston, MA 
Treasurer, Children's Hospital Radiology Foundation, Inc. 
Director, Division ofNeuroradiology, Department of Radiology, 
Children's Hospital, Boston, MA 
Associate Chief for Clinical Operations, Department of Radiology, 
Children's Hospital, Boston, MA 
Pediatric Neuroradiologist, Lucile Salter Packard Children's Hospital and 
Stanford University Medical Center 
Interim Director, Pediatric Radiology, Lucile Salter Packard 
Children's Hospital (Jun-Aug./ JCAHO Survey) 
Chief, Section of Pediatric Neuroradiology, Lucile Salter Packard 
Children's Hospital, Stanford University Medical Center, Palo Alto, CA 
Medical Co-Director, MRI/CT Center, Lucile Salter Packard Children's 
Hospital 

Major Committee Assignments: 
Hospital and Medical School: 
1977-1981 Safety Committee, Oklahoma Children's Memorial Hospital 
1977-1986 Neonatal Care Committee, Oklahoma Children's Memorial Hospital 
1977-1986 Utilization Review Committee, Oklahoma Children's Memorial Hospital 
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1979-1986 

1984-1985 

1985-1986 
1988-1990 

Education and Research Committee, Oklahoma Children's Memorial 
Hospital 
Chairman, State of Oklahoma Teaching Hospitals Task Force on Magnetic 
Resonance, Oklahoma City, OK 
Quality Assurance Committee, Oklahoma Children's Memorial Hospital 
Chairman, Joint Center for Magnetic Resonance Imaging, Consortium 
Clinical and Research Committee, Boston, MA 



1988-2000 

1988 

1989-1991 

106. 

1992-

1992-2000 

1996 

1998-1999 

1998-1999 

1991-1999 

2000-

2000-

2000-

2005-

Regional: 
1985-1986 

2008-

National: 
1987-1999 

1991-1993 

1991-2000 

Pediatric Brain Tumor Working Group, The Children's Hospital and 
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, Boston 
Steering Committee, Magnetic Resonance Imaging, Department of 
Radiology, The Children's Hospital, Boston 
Chair, Radiology Quality Assurance/Quality Improvement Audit 
Committee, Children's Hospital, Boston 
Radiology Quality Improvement/Risk Management Committee, 
Children's 

Hospital, Boston 
Neuroradiology Consultant, Child Protection Service, Children's Hospital, 
Boston 
Department of Radiology Sedation & Contrast Media Committee, 
Children's Hospital, Boston 
Review of the Department ofNeurology, Ad Hoc Review Committee, 
Children's Hospital, Boston 
Neuroscience Business Planning Steering Committee and Marketing 
Team, Children's Hospital, Boston 
Harvard Medical School Information Technology Initiative, Hospital and 
Clinical Linkages Committee, Harvard Medical School and Children's 
Hospital, Boston 
Representative, Department of Radiology, Physician's Leadership Council 
of the Physician's Organization, Children's Hospital, Boston 
Sedation Committee, Lucile Salter Packard Childrens Hospital at 
Stanford, Palo Alto, CA 
MR I CT Imaging Facility Planning Committee, Lucile Salter Packard 
Childrens Hospital at Stanford, Palo Alto, CA 
6-Sigma GEMS MR Capacity Committee, Stanford University Medical 
Center, Palo Alto, CA. 
Phases I, II LPCH Expansion Committee, Imaging. 

Consultant on MRI, Oklahoma Health Planning Commission, Technical 
Advisory Committee, Oklahoma City, OK 
Member, Child Abuse Task Force, SCAN Team, Lucile Packard 
Children's Hospital, Stanford University Medical Center, and Santa Clara 
Valley Medical Center. 

Quality Assurance Review Center, National Brain Tumor Committee, and 
Diagnostic Imaging Committee, Pediatric Oncology Group - High-risk 
Medulloblastomas, Providence RI 
Pediatric Medical Advisory Board for MRI, General Electric Medical 
Systems. 
Member, Neurology Major Test Committee, American Board of 
Psychiatry and Neurology, National Board of Medical Examiners, 
Philadelphia, P A 
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1998 Expert Panel Participant, Evidence-Based Guideline Development for the 
Management of Children Younger than Two Years of Age with Minor 
Head Trauma, Packard Foundation. 

2000- Expert Panel Participant, Evidence-Based Neuroimaging in the Neonate
Practice Parameter Development Committee, American Academy of 
Neurology. 

2005- Neuroradiologic Consultant I Central Reviewer, Neuroimaging and 
Neurodevelopmental Outcome, SUPPORT Multicenter Project, Neonatal Research 
Network, National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD). 

2006- Neuroradiologic Consultant I Central Reviewer, Intervention Trial of 
Hypothermia for Term HIE Multicenter Project, Neonatal Research Network, National 
Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD). 
2007-2008 Chair, Child Abuse Task Force, Society for Pediatric Radiology. 

Professional Societies and Offices: 
1977-1986 
1977-1986 
1977-1986 
1977-1986 
1977-1986 
1977-1986 
1977-1986 
1977-
1977-
1977-
1980-1986 
1980-
1980-
1980-
1987-
1987-
1987-
1987-
1988-1998 
1991-1992 

1991-
1992-1996 

1992-1998 

Oklahoma County Medical Society 
Oklahoma State Medical Association 
Central Oklahoma Radiological Society 
Oklahoma State Radiological Association 
Central Oklahoma Pediatric Society 
Oklahoma City Clinical Society 
Oklahoma Neurological Society 
American Medical Association 
Radiologic Society ofNorth America 
American College of Radiology 
Rocky Mountain Neurosurgical Society 
Society for Pediatric Radiology 
American Society ofNeuroradiology 
American Roentgen Ray Society 
New England Roentgen Ray Society 
Boston Neuroradiology Club 
Boston Pediatric Radiology Club 
Massachusetts Radiological Society 
Society of Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
Member, Pediatric Neuroradiology Subcommittee on Training and 
Practice Standards, American Society ofNeuroradiology 
The Kirkpatrick Society 
Chair, Pediatric Neuroradiology Committee, Society for Pediatric 
Radiology 
Chair, Pediatric Neuroradiology Subcommittee on Training and Standards, 
American Society ofNeuroradiology 



1992-1993 

1993-1995 

1995-1996 
1996-1997 

1996 
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1997 

1996 

1997-1998 

1998 

1998 

1998-1999 

1998-1999 

1999-2000 
2000-

2000-
2007 
2008-
2008-

Co-Founder and member-at-large, Steering Committee, Pediatric 
Neuroradiology Section of the American Society ofNeuroradiology- the 
American Society of Pediatric Neuroradiology 
Member-at-Large, Executive Committee, American Society of Pediatric 
Neuroradiology, and alternate Representative to Subspecialty Council, 
American Society ofNeuroradiology 
Treasurer, American Society of Pediatric Neuroradiology 
Secretary and Chair, Membership Committee, American Society of 
Pediatric Neuroradiology 
Chair, Subcommittee "Standard for Cranial Computed Tomography in 
Infants and Children", The Society for Pediatric Radiology and American 
College of Radiology 

Chair, Subcommittee "Standard for Cranial Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
in Infants and Children", The Society for Pediatric Radiology and 
American College of Radiology 
Member, Subcommittee "Standard for Sedation/ Analgesia in Pediatric 
Radiology" (M. Cohen, Chair), The Society for Pediatric Radiology and 
American College of Radiology 
Vice President, President-Elect, and Chair, Nominating/Award 
Committee, American Society of Pediatric Neuroradiology 
Member, Caffey Awards Committee, Society for Pediatric Radiology 41st 
Annual Meeting, Tucson, AZ, May 7-9 
Chair, Derek Harwood-Nash Award Committee, American Society of 
Pediatric Neuroradiology, American Society ofNeuroradiology 36th 
Annual Meeting, Philadelphia, P A, May 1 7-21 
President and Chair, Program/Education Committee, American Society of 
Pediatric Neuroradiology 
Member, Executive Committee, Program Committee, Clinical Practice 
Committee, Clinical Outcomes Research Committee, American Society of 
Neuroradiology 
Chair, Board of Directors, American Society of Pediatric Neuroradiology 
Chair, Standards and Guidelines Committee, American Society of 
Pediatric Neuroradiology 
Member, Child Abuse Committee, Society for Pediatric Radiology 
Chair, Child Abuse Task Force, Society for Pediatric Radiology 
Member, Child Abuse Task Force, Society for Pediatric Radiology 
Member, Neuroradiology Committee, Society for Pediatric Radiology 

Editorial Boards: 
1988- Reviewer, Radiology Gournal of the Radiological Society ofNorth 

America) 
1988- Reviewer, American Journal ofNeuroradiology Goumal of the American 

Society ofNeuroradiology) 
1991- Editorial Board, Reviewer, Journal of Child Neurology 



1991-

1993-
1993-
1993-
1994-

1995-1997 

1995-
1997-

Reviewer, American Journal of Roentgenology (American Roentgen Ray 
Society) 
Reviewer, Neuroradiology 
Reviewer, Pediatrics 
Reviewer, Journal ofPediatrics 
Editorial Board, Reviewer, Pediatric Radiology (Journal of The Society 
for Pediatric Radiology and the European Society for Pediatric Radiology) 
Associate Editor for Pediatric Neuroradiology, International Medical 
Image Registry 
Reviewer, Journal of Computed Assisted Tomography 
Reviewer, Neurology 

Awards and Honors: 
1969 Letzeiser Honor List. University Of Oklahoma 
1972 Alpha Omega Alpha 
1973 Graduation with Honors, Doctor of Medicine, University of Oklahoma 

College of Medicine 
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1995 Derek Harwood-Nash Outstanding Pediatric Neuroradiology Paper: 
Tzika AA, Barnes PD (mentor), Tarbell NJ, Nelson SJ, Scott RM. 
"Multivoxel proton spectroscopy of childhood brain tumors", 
presentation at ASNR 33rd Annual Meeting, Chicago, IL. 

1996 Spirit Award, Children's Hospital, Boston, MA. 
1996 Honorary Member, Australasian Society of Pediatric Imaging 
1997 Kirkpatrick Young Investigator Award: Alberico RA, Barnes PD 

(mentor), Robertson RL, Burrows PE. "Dynamic cerebrovascular imaging 
in pediatric patients with use of helical CT angiography", paper 
presentation at the Society for Pediatric Radiology 40th Annual Meeting, 
St. Louis, MO. 

1997 Cum Laude Citation (Scientific Exhibit): Levine D, Barnes PD (mentor), 
Madsen JR, Hulka CA, Li W, Edelman RR. "HASTE MR imaging 
improves sonographic diagnosis of fetal central nervous system 
anomalies", scientific exhibit and paper presentation at Radiological 
Society of North America 83rd Scientific Assembly and Annual Meeting, 
Chicago, IL. 

1998 John A. Kirkpatrick Jr. Teaching Award, Pediatric Radiology Fellowship 
Program, Department of Radiology, Children's Hospital and Harvard 
Medical School, Boston, MA. 

1999 Derek Harwood-Nash for Outstanding Pediatric Neuroradiology Paper: 
Robertson RL, Ben-Sira L, Schlaug G, Maier SE, Mulkern RV, Duplessis 
A, Barnes PD (mentor), Robson CD. Line scan diffusion imaging of the 
brain in neonatal cerebral infarction, paper presented at the ASNR/ ASPNR 
Annual Meeting, San Diego, CA. 



2000 Medical Intelligence Corporation Scientific Achievement Award for 
Outstanding Contributions to Neuroimaging in Enhancing Understanding 
ofTiming ofFetal Injury, Las Vegas, Nevada, October 19, 2000. 

2000 Outstanding Head & Neck Radiology Paper: Robson CD, Mulliken JB, 
Robertson RL, Proctor MR, Barnes PD (mentor). Prominent basal 
emissary foramina in syndromic craniosysnostosis - correlation with 
phenotype and molecular diagnosis, paper presented at the 
ASNR/ ASPNR/ ASHNR Annual Meeting, Atlanta, GA, May 2000. 

2001 Award of Appreciation for Service & Leadership as Past President 1998-
1999, The American Society ofPediatric Neuroradiology, American 
Society ofNeuroradiology 39th Annual Meeting, Boston, MA, 
April 23, 200 1. 

2003 Stanford B. Rossiter Senior Faculty ofthe Year 2002-2003. Outstanding 
Contributions to Resident Education, Compassionate Patient Care, and 
Research, Department of Radiology, Stanford University Medical Center. 

2005 Senior Faculty of the Year 2004-2005. Outstanding Contributions to 
Resident Education, Compassionate Patient Care, and Research, 
Department of Radiology, Stanford University Medical Center. 

2006 Senior Faculty ofthe Year 2005-2006. Outstanding Contributions to 
Resident Education, Compassionate Patient Care, and Research, 
Department of Radiology, Stanford University Medical Center. 

2008 The Herman Grossman Lecturer, Department of Radiology, Duke 
University Medical Center, In Appreciation for Your Contributions to 
Pediatric Radiology and the Eleventh Annual Herman Grossman Lecturer, 
April 10, 2008. 

2010 Caffey Award Scientific Paper. Bammer R, Holdsworth S, Skare S, Yeom 
K, Barnes P. Clinical evaluation ofreadout-segmented-EPI for diffusion
weighted imaging. Scientific Paper Presentation Society for Pediatric 
Radiology Annual Meeting, Boston MA April2010. 

2010 Caffey Award Scientific Paper. Skare S, Holdsworth S, Yeom K, Barnes 
P, Bammer R. High-resolution motion-corrected diffusion-tensor imaging 
(DTI) in infants. Scientific Paper Presentation Society for Pediatric 
Radiology Annual Meeting, Boston MA April2010. 

2010 Caffey Award Scientific Paper. Bammer R, Holdsworth S, Skare S, Yeom 
K, Barnes P. 3D SAP-EPI in motion-corrected fast susceptibility weighted 
imaging (SWI). Scientific Paper Presentation Society for Pediatric 
Radiology Annual Meeting, Boston MA April2010. 

2010 Caffey Award Scientific Paper. Bammer R, Holdsworth S, Skare S, Yeom 
K, Barnes P. T1-weighted 3D SAP-EPI for use in pediatric imaging. 
Scientific Paper Presentation Society for Pediatric Radiology Annual 
Meeting, Boston MA April2010. 

2011 An America's Top Doctor- US News & World Report (Top 1% of 
neuroradiologists in the nation for 5 years, Castle Connolly Medical Ltd.) 
<health. usnews.com/top-doctors>. 



RESEARCH, TEACHING, AND CLINICAL CONTRIBUTIONS 
Research Activities: 
1985 Surface Coil Magnetic Resonance Imaging Clinical Research and 

Development Project, Dan Galloway, M.D., Patrick Barnes, M.D., and 
John Prince, Ph.D., Principal Co-Investigators, Oklahoma Diagnostic 
Imaging Center, University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center and 
General Electric Medical Systems, Inc. (IRB#02926). 

1986 Magnetic Resonance Imaging and the Evaluation of Morphologic and 
Biochemical Abnormalities. Patrick Barnes, M.D., and John Prince, Ph.D., 
Radiology, Principal Co-Investigators, University of Oklahoma Health 
Sciences Center (IRB#02958), Oklahoma Teaching Hospitals and Philips 
Medical Systems, Inc. (FDA-PMA-#P840063A). 

1987-1991 Pre-Radiation Chemotherapy in the Treatment of Children with Brain 
Stem Neoplasia, Evaluation with CT and MRI, Pediatric Oncology Group, 
Cynthia Kretschmer, M.D., The Massachusetts General Hospital, 
Coordinator (POG8833); Neuroradiologic consultant. 
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1988-1997 Infant Heart Surgery: CNS Sequelae of Circulatory Arrest, evaluation 
including Magnetic Resonance Imaging, Jane Newburger, M.D., Principal 

1988-1998 Investigator, Department of Cardiology, The Children's Hospital (NIH 
1 RO 1 HL417860 1 ); Neuroradiologic consultant. 

1990-1991 Fast Spin Echo Magnetic Resonance N euroimaging Project, Patrick 
Barnes, M.D. and Robert Mulkern, Ph.D., Principal Investigators, 
Children's Hospital, General Electric Medical Systems, Inc. (CH90-10-
099). 

1990-1997 Chemotherapy and Radiation Therapy in the Treatment of Seeding 
Tumors of the CNS in Children, Amy Billett, M.D. and Nancy Tarbell, 
M.D., Study Chairpersons (DFCI 90-114); Neuroradiologic consultant. 

1990-1997 Radiosensitizer Chemotherapy (Etanidazole-SR 2508) and Radiotherapy 
in Children with Brain Stem Gliomas, Nancy Tarbell, M.D., Study 
Chairperson (DFCI 90-080); Neuroradiologic consultant. 

1991-1999 High Stage Medulloblastomas, Quality Assurance Review Center, 
Pediatric Oncology Group, Nancy Tarbell, M.D. and Patrick D. Barnes, 
M.D., Co-Principal Investigators 

1992-1997 Stereotactic Radiotherapy for Pediatric Brain Tumors, Nancy Tarbell, 
M.D., Study Chairperson (DFCI 92-077); Neuroradiologic consultant. 

1992-1997 Stereotactic Radiation Therapy for Recurrent or Metastatic CNS Tumors, 
J. Fontanesi, M.D., J. Loeffler, M.D., P. Barnes, M.D., et al, Coordinators, 
Pediatric Oncology Group SRS #9373 Protocol. 

1994-2000 MR-Techniques in the Assessment of the Newborn Brain, Steven A. 
Ringer, M.D., Ph.D., PetraS. Huppi, M.D., Co-Principal Investigators, 
JPN Clinical Research Initiative and Reynolds-Rich-Smith Fellowship; 
N euroradiologic Consultant. 

1996 Efficacy And Cost-Effectiveness ofFast-Screening Brain MRI Versus 
Conventional MRI in Children Suspected of Having a Brain Tumor L. 



Santiago Medina, M.D., Patrick D. Barnes, M.D., A.D. Paltiel, M.D., 
David Zurakowski, The Society for Pediatric Radiology Research and 
Education Fund Grant. 

1996-2000 Metabolic and Hemodynamic MR Characterization ofPediatric Brain 
Tumors, A. Aria Tzika, Principal Investigator, Patrick Barnes, M.D., et al, 
Co-Investigator, American Cancer Society (EDT-80188) 

1996-2000 Rehabilitation, Brain Lesions, and Movement in Infants, Edward E. 
Tronick, Ph.D., Linda Fetter, Ph.D., Alan Leviton, M.D., Co-Principal 
Investigators (NIH R01); Neuroradiologic Consultant. 

1996-2000 Ultrafast MRI ofthe Fetal Brain, D. Levine, M.D., Principal Investigator 
(NIH R29 NS37945-01), Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center; 
Neuroradiologic Consultant. 
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1999-2000 

1999-2000 

2001-

2001-

2001-
2001 

2001-
2001-
2001-
2002-

2002-

Pediatric Brain Tumor Consortium, M. Kieran, M.D., Nancy J. Tarbell, 
M.D. Co-Principal Investigators (NIHINCI 1 U01 CA 81452-01), 
Children's Hospital, Massachusetts General Hospital, and Dana Farber 
Cancer Center; Member, Neuroradiology Committee and Senior Site 
Neuroradiologic Consultant. 
Pediatric Centers for MRI Study of Normal Brain Development, NIH
NINDS-98-13, Michael Rivkin, M.D., principal investigator; Co
investigator and Consultant. 
PAR-98-017 (Reiss) NIMH Longitudinal MRI Study ofBrain 
Development in Fragile X (7 .5% effort funded). 
2 R01 MH50047 (Reiss) NIMH Longitudinal Outcomes and 
Neuroimaging of Fragile X Syndrome (5% effort funded). 
Barth R, MRI ofFetal Ventriculomegaly. 
Arriagno R (NIH) Neonatal Diagnosis of Possible Brain Injury in Very 
Low Birth Weight Preterm Infants. 
Reiss et al. V elocardiofacial syndrome - neuroimaging. 
Reiss et al. Bipolar disorder- neuroimaging. 
Reiss et al. Coffin-Lowry syndrome - neuroimaging. 
Barnes P, et al. Stanford University Certification of Human Subjects 
Approval IRB Protocal ID 78050: Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) of 
the Developing Central Nervous System (CNS), March 5, 2002. 
Diabetic Ketoacidosis Cerebral Edema Multicenter Study (N. Glaser et al 
[1% effort funded]. 



2006- 2U HD 27880-16 Van Meurs (PI). Project period: 04/01/06-03/31/11 
NIH/NICHD Multicenter Network of Neonatal Intensive Care Units 
Intervention Trial of Hypothermia for Term Hypoxic Ischemic 
Encephalopathy. Role: Central MRI reader/Neuroimaging consultant 

2006- 2U HD 27880-16 Van Meurs (PI). Project period: 04/01/06-03/31111 
NIH/NICHD Multicenter Network of Neonatal Intensive Care Units 
Neuroimaging and Neurodevelopmental Outcome, SUPPORT Multi
Center Project This project investigates the value of brain magnetic 
imaging (MRI) in predicting neurodevelopmental outcome in extremely 
low birthweight (ELBW) infants. Role: Central MRI reader I 
Neuroimaging consultant 

2008 The Well-Nourished and Sleeping Preterm Infant Will Have Improved 
Brain (Ariagno ). Development and Neurodevelopmental Outcome. The 
Gerber Foundation. Consultant. 08/01/2005-07/31/2008 

2008- NIH 1R01 EB008706 Bammer (PI) Project period: 09/01/08-08/31/13 
Effort: 4.5% ADC: $414,692 "Short Axis EPI MRI at High Field" 

2008- Neuroradiologic Consultant I Central Reviewer, National 
Holoprosencephaly Project, The Carter Center. 

2009- NIH 1R01 EB008706 Roland Bammer (PI); Project period: 09/01/08-
08/31113; Effort: 4.5%; ADC: $414,692; "Short Axis EPI for 
Diffusion Tensor MRI at High Field." 

2009- NIH 1R01 MH083972 Antonio Hardan (PI); Project period: 3/1109-
12-31-13; Effort: 4.5%; ADC: $391,595; "A Neuroimaging Study of 
Twin Pairs with Autism" 

2009- LPCH Center for Brain Behavior Awards in Pediatric Neurosciences 

Teaching: 

K. Yeom (PI); Project Period: 2009-2011; Effort: 1%; ADC: $145,000 
"MR Imaging Correlates for Cognitive Dysfunction in Pediatric 
Medulloblastoma Treated with Cranial Irradiation." 

Local Contributions: 
1976-1979 Course Director and Conference Leader, Pediatric House Staff Core 

Lecture Series, Pediatric Radiology, Oklahoma Children's Memorial 
Hospital 

1976-1980 Conference Co-leader, Monthly Orthopaedic Radiology-Pathology 
Conference, Oklahoma Teaching Hospitals 

1977-1979 Physician Associates Radiology Lecture Series, College of Allied Health, 
University of Oklahoma 

1977-1982 Conference Co-Leader, Weekly Pediatric Cardiology and Cardiac Surgery 
Conference 

1977-1982 Conference Co-Leader- "Sickle Cell Anemia", Annual Clinical 
Demonstration for First Year Medical Students, College of Medicine, 
University of Oklahoma. 

1977-1982 Pediatric Cardiac Cine-Angiocardiographic case review and consultation 
weekly with Pediatric, Pediatric Cardiology, Thoracic Surgery Staff, 
Residents and Fellows 

1977-1985 Pediatric Grand Rounds, Oklahoma Children's Memorial Hospital. 



1977-1986 Attending Physician and Conference Leader, Daily and Weekly Clinical 
Teaching Rounds, Children's Memorial Hospital, University of Oklahoma 
College of Medicine; Pediatric Radiology Film and Fluoroscopy Review 
with Radiology, Pediatric, Family Medicine Residents and Medical 
Students. 

1977-1986 Pediatric Neuroradiology Case Review and Consultation daily with 
Neurosurgery, Neurology, Pediatric, and Adolescent Medicine Staff, 
Residents, Fellows and Medical Students 

1977-1986 Pediatric Computed Tomography, Conventional Tomography, and Special 
Procedures case review and consultation daily with Pediatric, Pediatric 
Surgery, Adolescent Medicine, and Orthopedic Staff, Residents, Fellows 
and Medical Students 

1977-1986 Elective Tutorials in Pediatric Neuroradiology and Cardiovascular 
Radiology for Pediatric, Radiology, Neurosurgery, Neurology and 
Pediatric Surgery Residents, Fellows, and Students 

1977-1986 Weekly Diagnostic Radiology Residency Lecture Series, University of 
Oklahoma College of Medicine 
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1977-1986 Quarterly Radiologic Technology Inservice in Pediatric Neuroradiology 
and Cardiovascular Radiology Special Procedures 

1977-1986 Co-Leader, Weekly Neurosurgery/Neurology Grand Rounds, Oklahoma 
Teaching Hospitals and St. Anthony Hospital, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 

1978-1982 Course Lecturer, Annual Department of Radiological Sciences Continuing 
Medical Education Courses, University of Oklahoma Health Sciences 
Center 

1978-1985 Lecturer, Annual Graduate Physics Seminar, College of Allied Health, 
University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center 

1979-1981 Lecturer, Annual Radiology Grand Rounds, Oklahoma Teaching 
Hospitals 

1980-1985 Lecturer, Pediatric Surgery Core Lecture Series in Pediatric Radiology, 
Oklahoma Children's Memorial Hospital 

1981-1986 Lecturer, Neurology/Pediatric Neuroradiology Lecture Series, Oklahoma 
Teaching Hospitals 

1982-1985 Participant, Senior Radiology Resident Pre-Board Examinations, 
University of Oklahoma College of Medicine 

1982-1986 Lecturer, Pediatric House Staff Core Lecture Series in Pediatric 
Radiology, Oklahoma Children's Memorial Hospital 

1983-1986 Course Developer and Director, Resident Final Examination in Pediatric 
Radiology, University of Oklahoma College of Medicine 

1985-1986 Oklahoma Diagnostic Imaging Center Lecture Series, Course Co
Developer and Co-Director 

1985-1986 Oklahoma Teaching Hospitals Department of Radiological Sciences, 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging Lecture Series (Course Developer and 
Director) 



1986 "Magnetic Resonance Imaging for the Referring Physician", Continuing 
Medical Education Seminar, Program Co-Director, Session Moderator, 
and Lecturer, Oklahoma Teaching Hospitals and the University of 
Oklahoma College of Medicine 

1987- Daily N euroradiology Case Review and Consultation with Pediatric and 
Adolescent Medicine, Neurology, Neurosurgery, Radiology, Oncology, 
Radiation Therapy, Orthopedic, ORL/Head and Neck Surgery, 
Ophthalmology, Plastic Surgery, Oral Surgery, and Neuropathology Staff, 
Fellows, Residents, Medical Students, and visitors, Children's Hospital, 
Boston, MA 

1987- Weekly Pediatric Neurology-Neuroradiology Rounds with Staff, Fellows, 
Residents, Medical Students, and visitors, Conference Co-Leader, 
Children's Hospital, Boston, MA 

1987- Weekly Pediatric Neurosurgery-Neuroradiology Rounds with Staff, 
Fellows, Residents, Medical Students, and visitors, Conference Co
Leader, Children's Hospital, Boston, MA 
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1987-

1987-

1987-

1987-

1987-

1987-

1987-

1987-1988 

Weekly Pediatric Neuroncology-Neuroradiology Rounds with Pediatric 
Oncology, Radiation Oncology, and Neurosurgery Staff, Fellows, 
Residents, Medical Students, and visitors (The Children's Hospital and 
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute), Conference Co-Leader, Children's 
Hospital, Boston, MA 
Weekly Longwood Medical Area Neuroradiology Conference with Staff, 
Fellows, Residents, Medical Students, and visitors (The Children's 
Hospital, Brigham & Women's Hospital, Beth Israel Hospital, New 
England Deaconess Hospital, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute), Conference 
Co-Leader, Children's Hospital, Boston, MA 
Monthly Pediatric ORL/Head & Neck Radiology Rounds with Staff, 
Fellows, Residents, Medical Students, and visitors, Conference Co
Leader, Children's Hospital, Boston, MA 
Monthly Pediatric Radiology Difficult Case Conference (Risk 
Management and Quality Improvement) with Staff, Fellows, Residents, 
Medical Students, and visitors, Children's Hospital, Boston, MA 
Monthly Boston Area Neuroradiology Club Case Conference with Staff, 
Fellows, Residents, Medical Students, and visitors (Massachusetts General 
Hospital) 
Pediatric Neuroradiology Annual Lecture Series, Course Co-Director and 
Lecturer, for Staff, Fellows, Residents, Medical Students, and visitors. 
Pediatric Neuroradiology Introductory Lectures for Harvard Medical 
Students and Rotating Radiology Residents, Radiology, Children's 
Hospital, Boston, MA 
Cardiac Radiology Lecture Series, Course Developer and Lecturer, 
Radiology, Children's Hospital, Boston, MA 



1987-1990 

1987 

1987 

1987 

1988 

1988 
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Magnetic Resonance Imaging Lecture Series, Course Developer, Director, 
and Lecturer, Radiology, Children's Hospital, Boston, MA 
Invited Lecturer, MRI in Pediatric Neuroradiology, Radiology Grand 
Rounds, Brigham and Women's Hospital, Boston, MA 
Lecturer, "Scoliosis and the Neuroradiologist", "The Impact ofMR on 
Central Nervous System Imaging in Childhood", and "Magnetic 
Resonance-Diagnostic Imaging Principles", The Children's Hospital and 
Harvard Medical School Post- Graduate Course, Pediatric Imaging, 
Boston, MA 
Lecturer, "Pediatric Central Nervous System Imaging, The Brigham & 
Women's Hospital and Harvard Medical School Post-graduate Course, CT 
and MRI Update, Cambridge, MA 
Invited Lecturer, "MRI in Pediatric Neuroncology", Joint Center for 
Radiation Therapy Grand Rounds, Children's Hospital, Boston, MA, June 
8, 1988 
Invited Lecturer, "Magnetic Resonance in Pediatric Imaging", The 
Children's Hospital and Harvard Medical School Post-graduate Course, 
Pediatric Medicine 

1988 Lecturer, "Magnetic Resonance Imaging ofthe Pediatric Central Nervous 
System, Part I- Brain"; "Magnetic Resonance Imaging of the Pediatric 
Central Nervous System, Part II- Spine", & Case Review Panel, The 
Brigham & Women's Hospital and Harvard Medical School Post-graduate 
Course, CT and MRI Update, Cambridge, MA 

1988 Invited Lecturer, "Magnetic Resonance Imaging", The Children's Hospital, 
Massachusetts General Hospital, and Harvard Medical School Post
graduate Course, Child Neurology 

1989 Lecturer, "Magnetic Resonance in Pediatric Neuroimaging"; "Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging in Spinal Dysraphism", The Brigham & Women's 
Hospital and Harvard Medical School Post-graduate Course, CT and MRI 
Update, Boston, MA 

1989 Invited Lecturer, "Magnetic Resonance in Pediatric and Adolescent 
Neuroimaging", The Children's Hospital, Massachusetts General Hospital, 
and Harvard Medical School Post-graduate Course, Child Neurology 

1990 Lecturer, "MR Imaging of the Pediatric Central Nervous System", The 
Brigham & Women's Hospital and Harvard Medical School Post-graduate 
Course, CT and MRI Update, Cambridge, MA 

1991 Invited Lecturer, "MRI Signal Patterns-!", & "MRI Signal Pattems-II", 
Radiology Resident Lecture Series, University of Massachusetts Medical 
Center and Medical School, Worcester, MA, March 8, 1991 

1991 Invited Lecturer, "Pediatric Spine Imaging", Radiology Grand Rounds, 
University of Massachusetts Medical Center and Medical School, 
Worcester, MA, March 8, 1991 



1991 Invited Lecturer, "MRI of Congenital Spine Lesions", Neurology Grand 
Rounds, University of Massachusetts Medical Center and Medical School, 
Worcester, MA, March 9, 1991 

1991 Invited Lecturer, "MRI ofthe Pediatric Central Nervous System", Western 
Massachusetts Radiological Society, Holyoke, MA, Sept. 24, 1991 

1991 Lecturer, "MR Imaging ofthe Pediatric Central Nervous System", The 
Brigham & Women's Hospital and Harvard Medical School Post-graduate 
Course, CT and MRI Update, Cambridge, MA 

1991 Invited Lecturer, "MRI in the Pediatric CNS", Harvard Longwood 
Neurological Training Program Post-graduate Course, Intensive Review of 
Neurology 

1991 Invited Lecturer, "MRI in Pediatrics", Anesthesiology Grand Rounds, 
Children's Hospital, Boston, MA, Dec. 18, 1991 

1992 Invited Lecturer, "Pediatric Brain Tumors", Radiology Grand Rounds, 
Boston City Hospital, University Hospital, and Boston University Medical 
School, Boston, MA, Feb. 25, 1992 

1991 Invited Lecturer, "Cerebral Dysgenetic Syndromes, Clinical and MRI 
Correlates", Child Neurology Course, Massachusetts General Hospital, 
Children's Hospital, and Harvard Medical School Post-Graduate Course, 
September 1992, Boston, MA 
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1992 Invited Lecturer, "Pediatric CNS Tumor Imaging", The Harvard Medical 
School Post-Graduate Course in Neurosurgery-Brain Tumors, November 
30, Boston, MA 

1993 Invited Lecturer, Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard Medical 
School Radiology Review Course, "Congenital CNS Abnormalities". 
April, Cambridge, MA 

1993 Lecturer, "Neuroimaging Techniques in Pediatrics", Child Psychiatry 
Lecture, Children's Hospital, Boston, MA, June 8,1993 

1993 Lecturer, "Neuroimaging in Pediatrics", Radiologic Technologist 
Inservice Lecture, Children's Hospital, Boston, MA, June 23, 1993 

1993 Lecturer, "Neuroimaging-The Pediatric Brain", The Children's Hospital 
and Harvard Medical School Post-Graduate Course in Practical Pediatric 
Radiology, July 29, Brewster, MA. 

1993 Invited Lecturer, "Malformations of the Brain", "Posterior Fossa and 
Craniocervical Junction Anomalies", The Massachusetts General Hospital 
and Harvard Medical School Post-Graduate Course in Neuroradiology, 
September 21 and 22, Boston, MA 

1994 Lecturer, "Pediatric Neuroimaging: The Brain", The Children's Hospital 
and Harvard Medical School Post-Graduate Course in Practical Pediatric 
Imaging: Update '94, August 4, New Seabury, MA 

1994 Presenter, "Brain Tumors in Children", The Massachusetts General 
Hospital and Harvard Medical School Post-Graduate Course in 
Neuroradiology, October 3-7, Boston, MA 



1994 Lecturer, "Pediatric Brain Imaging", The Brigham and Women's Hospital 
and Harvard Medical School Post-Graduate Course, Pediatric Brain 
Imaging, MRI and CT Update, October 27 and 28, Cambridge, MA 

1995 Invited Lecturer, "Congenital CNS Abnormalities", Massachusetts 
General Hospital, Brigham and Women's Hospital, and Harvard Medical 
School Radiology Review Course, April, Cambridge, MA 

1995 Lecturer, "Pediatric Brain Imaging- Protocols and Pitfalls", The Children's 
Hospital and Harvard Medical School Post-Graduate Course in Practical 
Pediatric Imaging: Update '95, July 26, New Seabury, MA 

1995 Invited Lecturer, ""Inflammatory CNS Conditions in Childhood", "Spine 
and Spinal Cord Anomalies in Childhood", The Massachusetts General 
Hospital and Harvard Medical School Post-Graduate Course, Basic and 
Current Concepts in Neuroradiology, Head & Neck Radiology, and Neuro 
MRI, September 19 and 20, Boston, MA 

1995 Moderator, Pediatric Neuroradiology Session, The Brigham and Women's 
Hospital and Harvard Medical School Post-Graduate Course, MRI and CT 
Update, October 12 and 13, Cambridge, MA 

1995 Lecturer, "Pediatric CNS Imaging: Protocols & Pitfalls", "Developmental 
Brain Abnormalities", The Brigham and Women's Hospital and Harvard 
Medical School Post-Graduate Course, MRI and CT Update, October 12 
and 13, Cambridge, MA 
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1996 Invited Lecturer, "Pediatric Neuroradiology", Massachusetts General 
Hospital, Brigham and Women's Hospital, and Harvard Medical School 
Radiology Review Course, April, Cambridge, MA 

1996 Moderator, Pediatric Neuroradiology Session, The Children's Hospital and 
Harvard Medical School Post-Graduate Course in Practical Pediatric 
Imaging: Update 1996, July 22, Boston, MA 

1996 Invited Lecturer, "Imaging of the Orbits and Sinuses: Part I", "Imaging of 
the Orbits and Sinuses: Part II", The Children's Hospital and Harvard 
Medical School Post-Graduate Course in Practical Pediatric Imaging: 
Update 1996, July 22, Boston, MA 

1996 Invited Lecturer, "Congenital Brain Anomalies" and "Brain Tumors in 
Children", The Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard Medical 
School Post-Graduate Course, Basic and Current Concepts in 
Neuroradiology, Head & Neck Radiology, and Neuro MRI, October 8, 
Boston, MA 

1996 Moderator, Pediatric Neuroradiology Session, The Brigham and Women's 
Hospital and Harvard Medical School Post-Graduate Course, MRI & CT 
Update, October 25, Cambridge, MA 

1996 Lecturer, "Hydrocephalus", The Brigham and Women's Hospital and 
Harvard Medical School Post-Graduate Course, MRI & CT Update, 
October 25, Cambridge, MA 

1996 Invited Lecturer, "Imaging of Cranial and Intracranial Tumors of 
Childhood", The Brain Tumor Center, Brigham and Women's Hospital, 



Children's Hospital, Joint Center of Radiation Therapy, and Dana Farber 
Cancer Institute, Tumors of the Central Nervous System Post-Graduate 
Course, November 25, Boston, MA 

1997 Invited Lecturer, "Potential Problems and Pitfalls in Pediatric 
Neuroradiology", Boston University Medical Center, Department of 
Radiology Grand Rounds, March 20, Boston, MA 

1997 Lecturer, "Imaging ofMacrocephaly, Parts I and II", The Children's 
Hospital and Harvard Medical School Post-Graduate Course in Practical 
Pediatric Imaging: Update 1997, July 21, Boston, MA 

1997 Invited Lecturer, "Brain Tumors in the Pediatric Age", and "Congenital 
and Developmental Conditions of the Spine and Spinal Cord", The 
Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard Medical School Post
Graduate Course, Basic and Current Concepts in Neuroradiology, Head & 
Neck Radiology, and Neuro MRI, September 15 and 16, Boston, MA 

1997 Moderator, Pediatric Neuroradiology Session, The Brigham and Women's 
Hospital and Harvard Medical School Post-Graduate Course, MRI & CT 
Update 1997, October 31, Boston, MA 

1997 Lecturer, "Congenital Brain Anomalies--A Problem-Oriented Approach", 
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The Brigham and Women's Hospital and Harvard Medical School Post
Graduate Course, MRI & CT Update 1997, October 31, Boston, MA 

1997 Invited Lecturer, "Radiologic Diagnosis of Brain Tumors in Children", 
Joint Venture Neuroncology, The Partners Health Care System, Dana 
Farber Cancer Institute, and Harvard Medical School and Brain Tumor 
Management, November 24, Boston, MA 

1997 Moderator, Pediatric Neuroradiology Session, Joint Venture 
Neuroncology The Partners Health Care System, Dana Farber Cancer 
Institute, and Harvard Medical School Post-Graduate Course, Tumors of 
the Central Nervous System and Brain Tumor Management, November 
24, Boston, MA 

1998 Invited Lecturer, The Brigham & Women's Hospital and Massachusetts 
General Hospital Radiology Review Post-Graduate Course, "Pediatric 
Neuroradiology", Apri16, Cambridge, MA 

1998 Invited Lecturer, "Congenital and Developmental Conditions of the Spine 
and Spinal Cord", The Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard 
Medical School Post-Graduate Course, Basic and Current Concepts in 
Neuroradiology, Head & Neck Radiology, and Clinical Functional MRl 
and Spectroscopy, September 16, Boston, MA 

1998 Moderator, Pediatric Neuroradiology Session, The Brigham and Women's 
Hospital and Harvard Medical School Post-Graduate Course, MRl/CT 
Update 1998,0ctober 30, Boston, MA 

1998 Lecturer, "Major Congenital Brain Anomalies", The Brigham and 
Women's Hospital and Harvard Medical School Post-Graduate Course, 
MRI/CT Update 1998, October 30, Boston, MA 



1999 Invited Lecturer, "Neonatal MRI: New Techniques", Division ofNewbom 
Medicine Clinical Conferences, Children's Hospital, January 4, Boston, 
MA 

1999 Invited Speaker, Imaging ofBrain Tumors in Children, Parents Workshop, 
Jimmy Fund Clinic, Dana-Faerber Cancer Institute, May 1, Boston, MA. 

1999 Invited Speaker, Radiologic Diagnosis of Brain Tumors in Children, 
Tumors ofthe Central Nervous System: Management of Brain Tumors 
Post-graduate Course, Brigham and Women's Hospital, Massachusetts 
General Hospital, Children's Hospital, Dana-Faerber Cancer Institute, 
Harvard Medical School, September 13, Boston, MA 

1999 Invited Speaker, Congenital and Developmental Conditions ofthe Spine 
and Spinal Cord, Neuroradiology, Head & Neck Radiology, Clinical 
Functional MRI and Spectroscopy Post-graduate Course, Massachusetts 
General Hospital, Massachusetts Eye & Ear Infirmary, Harvard Medical 
School, October 6, Boston, MA 

1999 Invited Speaker, Potential Pitfalls in Pediatric Neuroradiology, and 
Session Moderator, Pediatric Neuroradiology Session, MRIICT Update 
Post-graduate Course, Brigham & Women's Hospital, Harvard Medical 
School, October 29, Boston, MA 
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2000 

2000 

2000 

2000-

2000-

2000-

2000-

2000-

Invited Discussant, Pediatric Neuroncology, Neurosurgery, and Neurology 
Conferences, Department of Radiology, Massachusetts General Hospital, 
Jan.-Feb., Boston, MA 
Basic Technical and Biological Principles of Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging Lecture Series, Department of Radiology, Beth Israel Deaconess 
Medical Center, Feb.-May, Boston, MA 
Pediatric Neuroradiology Resident Pre-Board Review, Department of 
Radiology, Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, May, Boston, MA 
Daily Pediatric Neuroradiology and Head & Neck CT and MRI Case 
Review I Consultations with Fellows, Residents, Medical Students, and 
Visiting Physicians, Lucile Salter Packard Children's Hospital and 
Stanford University Medical Center, Palo Alto, CA 
Conference Co-Leader, Weekly Pediatric Neuroncology Conference, 
Lucile Salter Packard Children's Hospital at Stanford, Palo Alto, 
Conference Leader, Weekly Pediatric Neuroradiology, Neurology, and 
Neurosurgery Conference, Lucile Salter Packard Children's Hospital at 
Stanford, Palo Alto, CA 
Pediatric Neuroradiology Lectures, Neuroradiology Lecture Series, 
Department of Radiology, Stanford University Medical Center, Palo 
Alto, CA 
Faculty Participant, Weekly Neuroradiology Case Review I QI 
Conference Department of Radiology, Stanford University Medical 
Center, Palo Alto, CA 



2000- Faculty Participant, Weekly Neurology Case Conference, Stanford 
University Medical Center, Palo Alto, CA 

2000- Faculty Participant, Weekly Perinatal Conference, Lucile Salter 
Packard Children's Hospital at Stanford, Palo, Alto, CA 

2000 Invited Lecturer, Pitfalls in Pediatric Neuroradiology, Neurosurgery 
Grand Rounds, Stanford University Medical Center, Palo Alto, CA 
Sept. 1, 2000 

2000- Faculty Participant, International Perinatal Teleconferences (Hong 
Kong), Lucile Salter Packard Children's Hospital at Stanford, 
Palo Alto, CA 

2000 Medical Student Clerkship Lecture, Pediatric Neuroradiology, Department 
of Radiology, Stanford University Medical Center, Palo, Alto, CA, 
Oct. 12, 2000 

2000 Invited Lecturer, Imaging ofNeonatal Encephalopathy, Neonatal 
Intensive Care Clinical Research Conference, Lucile Salter Packard 
Children's Hospital at Stanford, Palo Alto, CA, Oct. 16, 2000. 

2001 Invited Lecturer, Potential Pitfalls in Pediatric Neuroradiology-The Impact 
of Advancing Neuroimaging Techniques, Department of Radiology, 
Stanford University Medical Center, Palo Alto, CA, Feb. 13, 2001. 

2001 Faculty participant, Weekly Epilepsy Conference, Stanford University 
Medical Center, Palo Alto, CA. 

2001- Monthly Pediatric Neuroradiology Lecture Series for Neurology Residents 
& Fellows, Stanford University Medical Center, Palo Alto, CA. 

2001- Monthly Pediatric Neuroradiology Lecture Series for Neurosurgery 
Residents and Fellows Stanford University Medical Center, Palo Alto, 
CA. 

2001- Monthly Pediatic Head & Neck Imaging Lecture Series for ORL/Head & 
Neck Residents and Fellows, Stanford University Medical Center, Palo 
Alto, CA. 

2001- Pediatric Neuroradiology Lectures, Pediatric Radiology Lecture Series, 
Department of Radiology, Stanford University Medical Center, Palo Alto, 
CA. 
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Regional, national, or international contributions: 
1988 Invited Lecturer, "Neurocutaneous Syndromes", & "Pediatric Spine 

Imaging-Spinal dysraphism", Western Pennsylvania Hospital, Pittsburg, 
PA, Nov. 3, 1988 

1989 Invited Lecturer, "Pediatric Spine Imaging", New England Medical Center 
and Tufts Medical School, Feb. 9, 1989 

1989 Invited Lecturer, "MRI-Basic Principles and Pediatric Applications", 
Akron Children's Hospital, Akron, OH, May 3, 1989 

1989 Invited Lecturer, "MRI in Pediatric Spine Imaging", Northeast Ohio 
University Medical Center, Akron, OH, May 3, 1989 



1989 Invited Lecturer, "MRI in Pediatric and Adolescent Neuroimaging", 
Akron Radiological Society, Akron, OH, May 3, 1989 

1989 Invited Discussant, Neuroimaging-Neuropathology Correlation 
Conference, Akron Children's Hospital, Akron, OH, May 4, 1989 

1989 Invited Lecturer, "Imaging ofthe Neurocutaneous Syndromes", Akron 
Children's Hospital, Akron, OH, May 4, 1989 

1990 Invited Lecturer, "MRI in Pediatric Neuroimaging-Guidelines", & 
"Pediatric Spine Imaging", Rhode Island Hospital and Brown University 
Medical School, April 2, 1990 

1990 Invited Lecturer, " Neuroimaging of the Neurocutaneous Syndromes", 
Radiology Grand Rounds, Rhode Island Hospital and Brown University 
Medical School, April 2, 1990 

1991 Moderator, Pediatric Neuroradiology, Special Scientific Session, 
American Society ofNeuroradiology, 29th Annual Meeting, Washington, 
D.C. 

1991 Moderator and Discussant, Pediatric Neuroradiology Scientific Session, 
Radiological Society of North America 77th Annual Meeting, Chicago 

1992 Invited Lecturer, "Signal Intensity Patterns in MRI of the Pediatric CNS", 
Radiology Resident Lecture, Ohio State University Health Sciences 
Center, Columbus, OH, April 8, 1992 

1992 Invited Lecturer, "MRI in Pediatric CNS Imaging", Columbus 
Radiological Society, Columbus, OH, April 8, 1992 

1991 Invited Lecturer, "Pediatric Spine Imaging", Radiology Grand Rounds, 
Columbus Children's Hospital, Columbus, OH, April 9, 1992 

1992 Co-Moderator and Discussant, Scientific Session on Pediatric 
Neuroradiology, Society for Pediatric Radiology 35th Annual Meeting, 
May 17, Orlando, FL 

1992 Invited Lecturer and Panelist, "Sedation in Pediatric Neuroradiology", 
American Society ofNeuroradiology 30th Annual Meeting, June 3, St. 
Louis, MO 

1992 Panelist, Scientific Session on Pediatric Neuroradiology, American 
Society ofNeuroradiology 30th Annual Meeting, June 3, St. Louis, MO 
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1993 Co-Moderator and Co-Discussant, Neuroradiology Long Papers Session, 
Society for Pediatric Radiology, 36th Annual Meeting, Seattle, 
Washington, May 13, 1993 

1993 Co-Discussant, Pediatric Scientific Session, American Society of 
Neuroradiology, 31st Annual Meeting, Vancouver, B.C., Canada, May 19, 
1993 

1993 Discussant, Pediatric Specialties Scientific Session, American Society of 
Neuroradiology, 31st Annual Meeting, Vancouver, B.C., Canada, May 19, 
1993 



1993 Invited Lecturer, "MRI in Pediatric Imaging", Christchurch Hospital, 
University of Otago, Christchurch, New Zealand, Oct. 4, 1993 

1993 Invited Lecturer, "Basics of MRI", & "Signal Intensity Patterns in MRI of 
the Pediatric CNS", and Discussant, Epilepsy Conference, Royal 
Children's Hospital, University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Australia, Oct. 
11, 1993 

1993 Invited Lecturer, "MRI in Pediatric Cerebrovascular Disease", and 
Discussant, Pediatric Neurology and Neurosurgery Conference, Prince of 
Wales Hospital, University of Sydney, Sydney, New South Wales, 
Australia, Oct. 13, 1993 

1993 Invited Discussant, Radiology Resident Case Review Lecture, Royal 
Alexandra Hospital for Children, University of Sydney, Sydney, New 
South Wales, Australia, Oct. 13, 1993 

1993 Invited Lecturer," Imaging in Pediatric Neuroncology", "Neurocutaneous 
Syndromes", "Pediatric Neurovascular Diseases", Australasian Society 
for Paediatric Imaging (ASPI), October 15-17, Leura, New South Wales, 
Australia. 

1993 Invited Lecturer, "Congenital & Developmental Brain Abnormalities", 
"Intracranial Inflammatory Processes", "Metabolic and Neurodegenerative 
Disorders", "Vascular Diseases and Trauma", "Cranial and Intracranial 
Tumors", "Neurocutaneous Syndromes", "Developmental and Acquired 
Abnormalities of the Spine and Spinal Neuraxis". ASPI MRI Symposium, 
October 18, Leura, New South Wales, Australia 

1994 Invited Lecturer, "Imaging of the Pediatric Central Nervous System: 
Current Concepts", The Denby Bowdler Lecture, The Annual Post
Graduate Meeting, The Royal Alexandra Hospital for Children, Sydney, 
New South Wales, Australia, Oct. 21, 1993 

1994 Moderator and Invited Lecturer, Update Course in Pediatric Radiology
Neuroradiology, Radiologic Society of North America, November 28, 
Chicago, IL. 

1995 Invited Lecturer, Current Concepts in Pediatric Imaging-Neuroradiology, 
The Society for Pediatric Radiology, April27, Colorado Springs, CO. 

1995 Invited Lecturer, Society of Magnetic Resonance Technologists, Pediatric 
MRI-Sedation and Monitoring, 1994 Annual Regional Meeting, October 
8, Boston, MA 
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1995 Moderator and Invited Lecturer, Update Course in Pediatric Radiology
Neuroradiology, Radiological Society ofNorth America, November 27, 
Chicago, IL 

1995 Co-Moderator and Co-Discussant, Pediatric Scientific Session, American 
Society ofNeuroradiology 33rd Annual Meeting, April23, Chicago, IL 

1995 Co-Moderator and Co-Discussant, Neuroradiology Scientific Session, 
Society for Pediatric Radiology, 38th Annual Meeting, April 29, 
Washington, D.C. 



1995 Invited Lecturer, Emergency Pediatric Radiology Categorical Course
"Increased Intracranial Pressure"-American Roentgen Ray Society 95th 
Annual Meeting, April30, Washington, D.C. 

1995 Invited Lecturer, Update Course in Clinical Neuroradiology: Pediatric 
Neurovascular Imaging, Refresher Course, Radiological Society ofNorth 
America, 81st Annual Meeting, November 29, Chicago, IL 

1995 Invited Lecturer, Special Focus Session: Pediatric Sedation. Radiological 
Society ofNorth America, 81st Annual Meeting, November 30, Chicago, 
IL 

1996 Co-Moderator, and Co-Director, Pediatric Neuroradiology Session, IPR 
'96 Pediatric Neuroimaging Symposium, International Pediatric Radiology 
3rd Conjoint Meeting, SPR, ESPNR, ASPI, May 25, Boston, MA 

1996 Invited Lecturer, "Current and New Concepts in Imaging of the Pediatric 
Spine" IPR 96 Pediatric Neuroimaging Symposium., International 
Pediatric Radiology 3rd Conjoint Meeting, SPR, ESPNR, ASPI, May 25, 
Boston, MA 

1997 Invited Lecturer, "Imaging of Head and Neck Masses in Childhood", 
McGill University, Department of Diagnostic Radiology Grand Rounds, 
January 20, Montreal, Quebec, Canada 

1997 Invited Lecturer, "Cranial and Intracranial Tumors of Childhood: An 
Overview", Montreal Children's Hospital, Department of Diagnostic 
Imaging, January 21, Montreal, Quebec, Canada 

1997 The Dr. Bernadette Nogrady Lecturer, "Imaging ofthe Neurocutaneous 
Syndromes in Childhood", Medical Grand Rounds, Montreal Children's 
Hospital, McGill University, Jan. 21, Montreal, Quebec, Canada. 

1997 Invited Lecturer, "Congenital Malformations ofthe Brain", Practical MRI 
Categorical Course, American Roentgen Ray Society, 97th Annual 
Meeting, May 4, Boston, MA. 

1997 Invited Lecturer, "MRI and Other Advanced Imaging Techniques", Spinal 
Dysraphism Workshop, Society for Pediatric Radiology, May 15, 
St.Louis, MO. 

1997 Invited Lecturer, "Advanced Techniques in Pediatric Neuroradiology", 
New England Conference of Radiologic Technologists and New England 
Chapter of the American Radiology Nurses Association 39th Annual Fall 
Symposium, September 26, Sturbridge, MA 
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1998 Invited Lecturer, "Imaging of the Pediatric Spine, Part I", Department of 
Radiology, Children's Hospital of Pittsburgh and University ofPittsburgh 
Medical Center, February 9, Pittsburgh, PA 

1998 Invited Lecturer, "Potential Pitfalls in Imaging of the Pediatric CNS", 
Department of Radiology, Children's Hospital of Pittsburgh and 
University of Pittsburgh Medical Center, February 9, Pittsburgh, PA 



1998 Invited Lecturer, Department ofRadiology, Children's Hospital of 
Pittsburgh and University of Pittsburgh Medical Center, Teaching Session 
with Residents and Fellows, February 9, Pittsburgh, PA 

1998 Invited Lecturer, "Imaging ofthe Pediatric Spine, Part II", Department of 
Radiology, Children's Hospital of Pittsburgh and University of Pittsburgh 
Medical Center, February 10, Pittsburgh, PA 

1998 Invited Lecturer, "Imaging of CNS Injury in Child Abuse", Department of 
Radiology, Children's Hospital of Pittsburgh and University of Pittsburgh 
Medical Center, February 10, Pittsburgh, PA 

1998 Invited Lecturer, Department of Radiology, Children's Hospital of 
Pittsburgh and University of Pittsburgh Medical Center, Teaching Session 
with Residents and Fellows, February 10, Pittsburgh, PA 

1998 Invited Lecturer, "Potential Pitfalls in Imaging ofthe Pediatric CNS", 
Department of Radiology, William Beaumont Hospital, March 18, Royal 
Oak, MI 

1998 Invited Lecturer, "Imaging ofCNS Injury in Child Abuse", Department of 
Radiology, William Beaumont Hospital, March 18, Royal Oak, MI 

1998 Course Director and Moderator, Multimodality Imaging of Head & Neck 
Lesions in Childhood-- The Oral Cavity, Jaw, and Neck; The Eye and 
Orbit; The Ear and Temporal bone; The Nose, Paranasal Sinuses, and 
Craniofacial Structures; Sunrise Sessions, The Society for Pediatric 
Radiology, 41st Annual Meeting, May 7-9, Tucson, AZ 

1998 Co-Moderator, Scientific Session VI--Neuroradiology, The Society for 
Pediatric Radiology, 41st Annual Meeting, May 9, Tucson, AZ 

1998 Invited Lecturer, Focus Session: Scoliosis "Imaging the Spine in 
Scoliosis", the American Society ofNeuroradiology, 36th Annual 
Meeting, May 17-21, Philadelphia, PA 

1998 Course Director and Moderator, Minicourse in Pediatric Neuroradiology: 
Session I: "Pediatric Neurovascular Diseases"; Session II: "Pediatric CNS 
Tumors"; Session III: "Congenital and Developmental Abnormalities"; 
Session IV: "Traumatic, Inflammatory, and Neurodegenerative Diseases", 
Radiological Society ofNorth America, 84th Scientific Assembly and 
Annual Meeting, November 29-December 1, Chicago, IL 

1998 Invited Speaker, Minicourse in Pediatric Neuroradiology, "Tumors about 
the Third Ventricle", Radiological Society ofNorth America, 84th 
Scientific Assembly and Annual Meeting, November 30, Chicago, IL 
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1998 Invited Speaker, Special Focus Session--Child Abuse Revisited, 
Radiological Society of North America, 84th Scientific Assembly and 
Annual Meeting, December 1, Chicago, IL 

1998 Invited Lecturer, "Potential Pitfalls in Imaging of the Pediatric CNS", The 
Roger A. Hyman Memorial Lecture, Long Island Radiological Society and 
Winthrop-University Hospital, Dec. 8, Long Island, NY 



1999 Invited Speaker, "Shaken Baby Syndrome", Current Issues in Emergency 
Practice, Seventh Annual Massachusetts Emergency Nurses Association 
and Massachusetts College of Emergency Physicians Course, April13, 
Marlboro, MA 

1999 Invited Speaker, "The Pediatric Radiologist as Expert Witness: How I do 
it", Society for Pediatric Radiology, Postgraduate Course, May 12, 
Vancouver, B.C., Canada 

1999 Pediatric Focus Sessions Director and Moderator, Session I: "Diagnosis 
and Management ofHead and Neck Vascular Anomalies of Childhood"; 
Session II: "Diagnosis and Management of Craniofacial Anomalies"; 
Session III: "Diagnosis and Management of Craniocervical Anomalies"; 
Session IV: Basic Science/Applications- Watershed Patterns: Anatomy 
and Pathology; Session V: Diagnosis and Management of Pediatric 
Neuroendocrine Disorders"; Session VI: "Diagnosis and Management of 
Pediatric Epilepsy", American Society ofNeuroradiology/American 
Society of Pediatric Neuroradiology Annual Meeting, May 22-23, San 
Diego, CA 

1999 Invited Speaker, Neuroncologic Imaging in Children, Neuroimaging 
Session, Frontiers ofHope, A Brain Tumor Symposium for Patients, 
Survivors, Family, Friends, and Professionals, The Brain Tumor Society, 
November 13, Providence, RI 

2000 Invited Speaker, Potential Pitfalls in Pediatric Neuroradiology, Parts I & 
II, Department of Diagnostic Imaging Grand Rounds, Brown University 
School of Medicine, Rhode Island Hospital, and the Hasbro Children's 
Hospital, Providence Rl. 

2000 Invited Speaker, Neuroradiology of Pediatric Scoliosis, Practical Spine 
Imaging & Image Guided Therapy Symposium, The American Society 
of Spine Radiology, February 23, Marco Island, FL 

2000 Invited Speaker, Diffusion Imaging in Children, ASNR 2000: Advanced 
Imaging Symposium, American Society ofNeuroradiology, April 2, 
Atlanta, GA 

2000 Moderator, Pediatric Scientific Session, American Society ofPediatric 
Neuroradiology, American Society ofNeuroradiology Annual Meeting, 
April 2-8, Atlanta, GA 
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2000 Invited Speaker, Pediatric Neuroradiology, Advanced Medical 
Malpractice Seminar, Office of Legal Education, Executive Office for 
U.S. Attorneys, United States Department of Justice, May 2, Columbia, 
sc. 

2000 Invited Speaker, Course Director, Syllabus Editor I Co-author, & Session 
Moderator, Problem-Focused Strategies in Pediatric Neuroradiology: An 
Interactive Symposium, Society for Pediatric Radiology and American 
Society of Pediatric Neuroradiology Joint Post-graduate Course, May 4-6, 



Naples, FL. 
2000 Invited Speaker and Participant, Fetal & Neonatal Neurologic Injury, Part 

I- Neuroimaging Patterns and the Timing of Fetal Brain Injury- Medical 
Intelligence Corporation Keynote Addrress; Part II- The Neuroimaging 
Expert, Birth Injury and the Law VII, Oct. 19, Las Vegas, NV 

2001 Invited Speaker and Participant, Imaging of Fetal & Neonatal CNS Injury 
Parts I-III, 17th Annual Conference on Obstretics, Gynecology, Perinatal 
Medicine, Neonatalogy, and the Law, Jan. 2-5, San Juan, PR 

2001 Invited Speaker, Pediatric Spine Imaging, Fetal and Infant Neuro-MR, 
Pediatric Brain Imaging I-II, MR Update 2001, Neuroradiology and 
Musculoskeletal Imaging Advances, Stanford Radiology, Feb. 16, Las 
Vegas, Nevada 

2001 Invited Speaker and Participant, Sam Hersch Cerebral Palsy Symposium 
at the Salk Institute, Feb. 27-28, La Jolla, CA. 

2001 Invited Speaker & Session Co-coordinator, RSNA Oncodiagnosis Panel
Pediatric Brain Tumors, Radiologic Society of North America 87th 
Scientific Assembly and Annual Meeting, Chicago, IL, Dec. 28, 2001. 

2002 Barnes PD. Invited Speaker. Current and Advanced Techniques in 
Imaging of the Pediatric Central Nervous System. Department of 
Neurology Grand Rounds. Stanford University Medical Center, Palo Alto, 
CA, Jan. 30, 2002. 

2002 Invited Speaker. Current and Advanced Techniques in 
Pediatric Otolaryngology I Head & Neck Imaging- A Problem-focused 
Approach, Western Society of Pediatric Otolaryngology Annual Meeting, 
Lucile Packard Children's Hospital at Stanford, Palo Alto, CA, Mar. 16, 
2002 

2002 Invited Speaker. Neuroimaging of congenital and neonatal 
Infections. Postgraduate Course: Perinatal and neonatal imaging, Society 
for Pediatric Radiology, Philadelphia, PA, May 2, 2002. 

2002 Session Co-Moderator. White Matter Symposium. American Society of 
Neuroradiology I American Society ofPediatric Neuroradiology, 
Vancouver, B.C., May 16,2002. 

2003 Barnes PD. Current and Advanced Imaging of the Fetal and Neonatal 
CNS. Mid-Coastal California Perinatal Outreach Program, 23rd Annual 
Meeting, Stanford University SchoolofMedicine, Monterey, CA, Jan. 
2003. 

2003 Barnes PD. Neuroimaging: a medical perspective. Litigating 
catastrophically injured infant cases, Association of Trial Lawyers of 
America, Feb.22, 2003, Atlanta, GA. 

2003 Barnes PD. Trauma, including Child Abuse. CT & MRI: State of the Art 
& Unanswered Questions, SPR Postgraduate Course, San Francisco, CA, 
May 6, 2003. 

2004 Barnes PD. Nonaccidental Head Injury in Children. Neurosciences Grand 
Rounds. Santa Clara Valley Medical Center. San Jose, CA, Feb. 5, 2004. 

2004 Barnes PD. Forensic Science, Evidence-based Medicine, and the "Shaken 
Baby Syndrome": Radiographic Imaging and Findings. American 



Academy of Forensic Sciences Annual Meeting, Dallas,Tx, Feb. 16, 2004. 
2004 Barnes PD. Nonaccidental Injury of the Developing Brain: Issues, 

Controversies, and the Mimics. Moderator and Speaker. Neuroimaging 
Aspects. Focus Session, American Society of Pediatric Neuroradiology. 
American Society ofNeuroradiology Annual Meeting, Seattle, WA, June 
7, 2004. 

2004 Barnes PD. Co-Moderator, Pediatric scientific session, American Society 
of Pediatric Neuroradiology, American Society ofNeuroradiology Annual 
Meeting, Seattle, W A, June 8, 2004. 

2004 Barnes PD. Moderator, Pediatric Session and Speaker. MDCT 
applications in Pediatric Neuroradiology (Brain, Spine, Head & Neck). 6th 

Annual International Symposium on Multidetector-Row CT. Stanford 
University Medical Center, San Francisco CA, June 23, 2004. 

2004 Barnes PD. Child abuse: the role of neuroimaging in the clinical and 
forensic evaluation of suspected nonaccidental injury including its mimics. 
12th Annual Pediatric Update, Lucille Packard Children's Hospital and 
Stanford University Medical Center, July 16, 2004. 

2005 Barnes PD. Neuroimaging of the pediatric spine- scoliosis. Neuroscience 
Grand Rounds. Santa Clara Valley Medical Center. San Jose, CA, March 
3, 2005. 

2005 Barnes PD. Diagnostic imaging of neonatal brain injury. California 
Association of Neonatologists (CAN) and American Academy of 
Pediatrics (AAP) District IX Section on Perinatal Pediatrics, 11th Annual 
Conference, Current Topics and Controversies in Perinatal and Neonatal 
Medicine, Coronado CA, March 6, 2005. 

2005 Barnes PD. Co-moderator, Neuroradiology scientific session, Society for 
Pediatric Radiology Annual Meeting, New Orleans, LA, May 7, 2005. 

2005 Barnes PD. Moderator, CAQ Review Sessions, Pediatric Brain, Head & 
Neck, and Spine Imaging, American Society of Pediatric Neuroradiology, 
American Society ofNeuroradiology Annual Meeting, Toronto, Ontario, 
Canada, May 26-27, 2005. 

2005 Barnes PD. Co-Moderator, Pediatric scientific session, American Society 
of Pediatric Neuroradiology, American Society ofNeuroradiology Annual 
Meeting, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, May 26, 2005. 

2005 Barnes P.Child abuse: the role ofneuroimaging in the clinical and forensic 
evaluation of suspected nonaccidental injury including its mimics. 13th 
Annual Pediatric Update, Lucile Packard Children's Hospital and Stanford 
University Medical Center, July 8, 2005. 

2005 Barnes P.Child abuse: the role ofneuroimaging in the clinical and forensic 
evaluation of suspected nonaccidental injury including its mimics. 
Neurosurgery Grand Rounds, Stanford University Medical Center, July 
15, 2005. 

2006 Barnes P. Imaging of the Pediatric Central Nervous System and Head & 
Neck: MRI, CT, US, Nuclear Medicine- Which to do? 14th Annual 
Pediatric Update, Lucile Packard Children's Hospital and Stanford 
University Medical Center, July 21, 2006. 



2006 Barnes P. Child Abuse: Issues and Controversies in the Era of Evidence
Based Medicine. Pediatric Grand Rounds, Lucile Packard Children's 
Hospital and Stanford University Medical Center, October 13, 2006. 

2006 Hahn J, Barnes P. Prenatal Neurologic Consultations and Management of 
Brain Malformations. Pediatric Grand Rounds, Lucile Packard Children's 
Hospital and Stanford University Medical Center, Nov. 3, 2006. 

2007. Barnes PD. Co-Director and Co-Moderator. Brain, Head & Neck, and 
Spine Imaging. Advances in Pediatric CT and MRI. Department of 
Radiology, Stanford School of Medicine Postgraduate Course. Las Vegas, 
Nevada, March 17, 2007. 

2007 Barnes PD. Lecturer. Advances in Pediatric CT and MRI: Head & Neck 
Imaging I (Orbit, Sinus, Ear), Head & Neck Imaging II (Face & Neck), 
Spine Imaging I (Developmental Anomalies), Spine Imaging II (Acquired 
Conditions), Brain Imaging III (Acute neurologic conditions- Trauma 
[including child abuse], hemorrhage, vascular disease), Brain Imaging V 
(Subacute neurologic conditions- Tumors, epilepsy). Department of 
Radiology, Stanford School ofMedicine Postgraduate Course. Las Vegas, 
Nevada, March 17, 2007. Course Syllabus. 

2007 Barnes PD. Lecturer. How I do it- Advanced Neuro-MRI of 
Nonaccidental CNS injury and its Mimics. Society for Pediatric Radiology 
50th Annual Meeting and Postgraduate Course. Miami FL. April 20, 2007. 

2007 Barnes P. Lecturer. Child Abuse: Pitfalls in Pediatric Neuroimaging. 
EBMS Symposium: An Evidence-based Analysis of Infant Brain and 
Skeletal Injury. Chicago IL, May 10, 2007. 

2007 Barnes P. Lecturer. Child Abuse: Issues and Controversies in the Era of 
Evidence-Based Medicine. Department of Social Services and Child 
Protection, Lucile Packard Children's Hospital and Stanford University 
Medical Center, June 21, 2007. 

2007 Barnes P. Lecturer. Child Abuse: Issues & Controversies. Pediatrics CME 
Program. Salinas Valley Memorial Healthcare System, Salinas CA, Nov. 
16,2007. 

2008 Barnes P. Lecturer. Child Abuse and the Mimics. Imaging of Brain, 
Blood, & Bones. Death of a Child Symposium. The Center for American 
and International Law. Plano TX, March 4, 2008. 

2008 Barnes P. Imaging of Child Abuse: Controversies in the Era of Evidence
Based Medicine. Herman Grossman Visiting Lecturer. Radiology & 
Pediatrics Grand Rounds. Duke University Medical Center, Durham NC, 
April 10, 2008. 

2008 Barnes P. Update on Brain Imaging in Nonaccidental Trauma. 
Neuroimaging I Session, Pediatric Radiology Series. Radiologic Society 
of North America, Chicago IL, Nov. 30, 2008. 

2008 Barnes P. Co-Moderator & Discussant, Neuroimaging I Scientific Paper 
Session, Pediatric Radiology Series, Radiologic Society of North 
America, Chicago, IL Nov. 30, 2008 

2008 Barnes P. Neuroimaging in the Evaluation of Pattern and Timing of Fetal 
and Neonatal Brain Injury. Fetal & Neonatal Annual Care Conference. 



Santa Clara Valley Medical Center. San Jose CA, November 7, 2008. 
2009 Barnes P. Medical Imaging in Brain Trauma; Intracranial Hemorrhage 

and Thrombosis (Krasnokutsky M): Imaging & Pitfalls. An Evidence
based Analysis of Infant Brain & Skeletal Trauma. EBMS Symposium, 
Denver CO, February 22,2009. 

2009 Barnes P. Imaging of Child Abuse and the Mimics: Controversies in the 
Era of Evidence-Based Medicine. Innocence Network Conference. South 
Texas College of Law, Houston TX, March 21.2009. 

2009 Barnes P. Neuroimaging in the Evaluation of Pattern and Timing of Fetal 
and Neonatal Brain Abnormalities. The Latest Tools and Science to 
Determine the Origin and Timing of Irreversible Brain Damage. Obstetric 
Malpractice West Coast Conference & Workshop. San Francisco CA, 
April 28, 2009. 

2009 Child Abuse and the Mimics: Controversies in the Era of Evidence-Based 
Medicine.Visiting Professor, Department of Radiology, Hospital for Sick 
Children, University ofToronto, Toronto Ontario Canada, Sept. 24, 2009. 

2009 Child Abuse, NAI, and the Mimics: Controversies in the Era of Evidence
Based Medicine Seminar. Shaken Baby Death Review Team (Gouge 
Inquiry). Ministry of the Attorney General, Province of Ontario. Toronto 
Ontario, Canada, Sept. 24, 2009. 

2009 Child Abuse- Nonaccidental Injury (NAI): Controversies in the Era of 
Evidence-Based Medicine. Controversies in Forensic Science and 
Medicine: Towards Resolution in the 21st Century. Centre for Forensic 
Science and Medicine, University of Toronto, Toronto Ontario, Canada, 
Sept. 25, 2009. 

2010 Neuroimaging in the Evaluation of pattern and timing of fetal and neonatal 
brain abnormalities. The 26th Annual Conference on Obstetrics, 
Gynecology, Perinatal Medicine, Neonatology, and the Law. Boston 
University Continuing Medical Education Course, San Jose del Cabo, 
Mexico, Jan. 2, 2010 (Program and Website material only). 

2010 Evidence-based Update: Imaging in Nonaccidental Injury and the Mimics: 
Blood, Brain, & Bones. National Association of Criminal Defense 
Attorneys and the Innocence Network (Bureau of Justice Assistance 
Grant), April15, 2010, Atlanta GA. 

2010 Imaging of the Pediatric Head & Neck (Resident & Fellow Lecture), 
Department of Radiology, University of Arizona Medical Center, Tucson 
AZ, June 9, 2010. 

2010 Child abuse and the mimics. Update on issues & controversies in the era 
of evidence-based medicine. Pediatric Grand Rounds. Department of 
Pediatrics. University of Arizona Medical Center, Tucson AZ, June 9, 
2010. 

2010 Imaging of fetal and neonatal brain abnormalities. Birth Injury Group. 
American Association of Justice, Vancouver, BC, Canada, July 11, 2010. 

2010 Invited Lecturer & Panelist. Child abuse and the mimics. Update on issues 
& controversies in the era of evidence-based medicine. National Child 
Abuse DRC Conference, Las Vegas NV, August 26,2010. 



2010 Expert Testimony (Baumer Case). Child abuse and the mimics. Update on 
issues & controversies in the era of evidence-based medicine. Michigan 
Innocence Project. University of Michigan Law School, Detroit, Michigan 
September 30, 2010. 

2010 Child abuse and the mimics. Update on issues & controversies in the era 
of evidence-based medicine. Neuroscience Grand Rounds, Vancouver 
General Hospital, BC Children's Hospital, University of British Columbia, 
Vancouver BC, Canada, October 13,2010. 

2010 Pediatric Head & Neck Imaging I, II; Pediatric Spine Imaging (Resident & 
Fellow Lecture Series), Department of Radiology, Vancouver General 
Hospital, BC Children's Hospital, University of British Columbia, 
Vancouver BC, Canada, October 13-14, 2010. 

2010 Imaging ofPediatric CNS Malformations (Neuroradiology and Pediatric 
Radiology Fellow Lecture), Department of Radiology, Vancouver General 
Hospital, BC Children's Hospital, University of British Columbia, 
Vancouver BC, Canada, October 14, 2010. 

2011 Neuroimaging in the Evaluation of pattern and timing of fetal and neonatal 
brain abnormalities (3 lectures). The 2ih Annual Conference on 
Obstetrics, Gynecology, Perinatal Medicine, Neonatology, and the Law. 
Boston University Continuing Medical Education Course, Maui, Hawaii, 
January 2-6, 2011. 

2011 Imaging ofthe Pediatric Head & Neck; Imaging of Pediatric CNS 
Malformations; Imaging of Pediatric CNS Tumors. Radiology Board 
Review Course. Las Vegas NV, January 12,2011. 

2011 Imaging of child abuse and the mimics. Issues & controversies in the era 
of evidence-based medicine. California Public Defenders Association 
Annual Meeting, Monterey, CA, January 21,2011. 

2011 Invited Participant & Discussant, Pediatric Abusive Head Trauma. 
Medical, Forensic, and Scientific Advances and Prevention. Third 
International Conference. PennState Hershey College ofMedicine. San 
Francisco, CA, July 7-8, 2011. 

2011 Imaging of child abuse and the mimics. 2nd Biennial International 
Conference on Brain Injury in Children, SickKids Centre for Brain & 
Behavior, The Hospital for Sick Children, July 13, 2011, Toronto, Canada. 

2011 Imaging of child abuse and the mimics. Evidence Based Medicine and 
Social Investigation (EBMSI) Conference, Vancouver, Canada, August 5, 
2011. 

2011 Child abuse and the mimics: controversies in the era of evidence-based 
medicine. Cook County Public Defenders' Conference, Oak Brook IL 
September 8-9, 2011. 

2011 Findley K, Barnes P, MoranD, Sperling C. Challenging shaken baby 
syndrome convictions in the light of new medical and scientific research. 
Integris Health Law & Medicine Lecture Series. Innocence Project. 
Oklahoma City University School of Law, Oklahoma City, OK, Sep. 21, 
2011. 



Teaching Awards: 
1998 John A. Kirkpatrick Jr. Teaching Award, Pediatric Radiology Fellowship 

Program, Department of Radiology, Children's Hospital and Harvard 
Medical School, Boston, MA. 

2003 Stanford B. Rossiter Senior Faculty of the Year 2002-2003._0utstanding 
Contributions to Resident Education, Compassionate Patient Care, and 
Research, Department of Radiology, Stanford University Medical Center. 

2005 Senior Faculty of the Year 2004-2005 Outstanding Contributions to 
Resident Education, Compassionate Patient Care, and Research, 
Department of Radiology, Stanford University Medical Center. 

2006 Senior Faculty of the Year 2005-2006. Outstanding Contributions to 
Resident Education, Compassionate Patient Care, and Research, 
Department of Radiology, Stanford University Medical Center. 

Major Curriculum and Educational Programs Developed: 
1976-1979 Course Director and Conference Leader, Pediatric House Staff Core 

Lecture Series, Pediatric Radiology, Oklahoma Children's Memorial 
Hospital 

1976-1980 Conference Co-leader, Monthly Orthopaedic Radiology-Pathology 
Conference, Oklahoma Teaching Hospitals 

1977-1979 Physician Associates Radiology Lecture Series, College of Allied Health, 
University of Oklahoma 

1977-1982 Conference Co-Leader, Weekly Pediatric Cardiology and Cardiac Surgery 
Conference 

1977-1982 Conference Co-Leader- "Sickle Cell Anemia", Annual Clinical 
Demonstration for First Year Medical Students, College of Medicine, 
University of Oklahoma. 

1977-1982 Pediatric Cardiac Cine-Angiocardiographic case review and consultation 
weekly with Pediatric, Pediatric Cardiology, Thoracic Surgery Staff, 
Residents and Fellows 

1977-1985 Pediatric Grand Rounds, Oklahoma Children's Memorial Hospital. 
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1977-1986 

1977-1986 

1977-1986 

Attending Physician and Conference Leader, Daily and Weekly Clinical 
Teaching Rounds, Children's Memorial Hospital, University of Oklahoma 
College of Medicine; Pediatric Radiology Film and Fluoroscopy Review 
with Radiology, Pediatric, Family Medicine Residents and Medical 
Students. 
Pediatric Neuroradiology Case Review and Consultation daily with 
Neurosurgery, Neurology, Pediatric, and Adolescent Medicine Staff, 
Residents, Fellows and Medical Students 
Pediatric Computed Tomography, Conventional Tomography, and Special 
Procedures case review and consultation daily with Pediatric, Pediatric 
Surgery, Adolescent Medicine, and Orthopedic Staff, Residents, Fellows 
and Medical Students 



1977-1986 Elective Tutorials in Pediatric Neuroradiology and Cardiovascular 
Radiology for Pediatric, Radiology, Neurosurgery, Neurology and 
Pediatric Surgery Residents, Fellows, and Students 

1977-1986 Weekly Diagnostic Radiology Residency Lecture Series, University of 
Oklahoma College of Medicine 

1977-1986 Quarterly Radiologic Technology Inservice in Pediatric Neuroradiology 
and Cardiovascular Radiology Special Procedures 

1977-1986 Co-Leader, Weekly Neurosurgery/Neurology Grand Rounds, Oklahoma 
Teaching Hospitals and St. Anthony Hospital, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 

1978-1982 Course Lecturer, Annual Department of Radiological Sciences Continuing 
Medical Education Courses, University of Oklahoma Health Sciences 
Center 

1978-1985 Lecturer, Annual Graduate Physics Seminar, College of Allied Health, 
University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center 

1979-1981 Lecturer, Annual Radiology Grand Rounds, Oklahoma Teaching 
Hospitals 

1980-1985 Lecturer, Pediatric Surgery Core Lecture Series in Pediatric Radiology, 
Oklahoma Children's Memorial Hospital 

1981-1986 Lecturer, Neurology/Pediatric Neuroradiology Lecture Series, Oklahoma 
Teaching Hospitals 

1982-1985 Participant, Senior Radiology Resident Pre-Board Examinations, 
University of Oklahoma College of Medicine 

1982-1986 Lecturer, Pediatric House Staff Core Lecture Series in Pediatric 
Radiology, Oklahoma Children's Memorial Hospital 

1983-1986 Course Developer and Director, Resident Final Examination in Pediatric 
Radiology, University of Oklahoma College of Medicine 

1985-1986 Oklahoma Diagnostic Imaging Center Lecture Series, Course Co
Developer and Co-Director 

1985-1986 Oklahoma Teaching Hospitals Department ofRadiological Sciences, 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging Lecture Series (Course Developer and 
Director) 
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1986 

1986-2000 

"Magnetic Resonance Imaging for the Referring Physician", Continuing 
Medical Education Seminar, Program Co-Director, Session Moderator, 
and Lecturer, Oklahoma Teaching Hospitals and the University of 
Oklahoma College of Medicine 
Daily Neuroradiology Case Review and Consultation with Pediatric and 
Adolescent Medicine, Neurology, Neurosurgery, Radiology, Oncology, 
Radiation Therapy, Orthopedic, ORL!Head and Neck Surgery, 
Ophthalmology, Plastic Surgery, Oral Surgery, and Neuropathology Staff, 
Fellows, Residents, Medical Students, and visitors, Children's Hospital, 
Boston, MA 



1986-2000 Weekly Pediatric Neurology-Neuroradiology Rounds with Staff, Fellows, 
Residents, Medical Students, and visitors, Conference Co-Leader, 
Children's Hospital, Boston, MA 

1986-2000 Weekly Pediatric Neurosurgery-Neuroradiology Rounds with Staff, 
Fellows, Residents, Medical Students, and visitors, Conference Co
Leader, Children's Hospital, Boston, MA 

1986-2000 Weekly Pediatric Neuroncology-Neuroradiology Rounds with Pediatric 
Oncology, Radiation Oncology, and Neurosurgery Staff, Fellows, 
Residents, Medical Students, and visitors (The Children's Hospital and 
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute), Conference Co-Leader, Children's 
Hospital, Boston, MA 

1986-2000 Weekly Longwood Medical Area Neuroradiology Conference with Staff, 
Fellows, Residents, Medical Students, and visitors (The Children's 
Hospital, Brigham & Women's Hospital, Beth Israel Hospital, New 
England Deaconess Hospital, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute), Conference 
Co-Leader, Children's Hospital, Boston, MA 

1986-2000 Monthly Pediatric ORL/Head & Neck Radiology Rounds with Staff, 
Fellows, Residents, Medical Students, and visitors, Conference Co
Leader, Children's Hospital, Boston, MA 

1986-2000 Monthly Pediatric Radiology Difficult Case Conference (Risk 
Management and Quality Improvement) with Staff, Fellows, Residents, 
Medical Students, and visitors, Children's Hospital, Boston, MA 

1986-2000 Monthly Boston Area Neuroradiology Club Case Conference with Staff, 
Fellows, Residents, Medical Students, and visitors (Massachusetts General 
Hospital) 

1986-2000 Pediatric Neuroradiology Annual Lecture Series, Course Co-Director and 
Lecturer, for Staff, Fellows, Residents, Medical Students, and visitors. 

1986-2000 Pediatric Neuroradiology Introductory Lectures for Harvard Medical 
Students and Rotating Radiology Residents, Radiology, Children's 
Hospital, Boston, MA 

1986-1988 Cardiac Radiology Lecture Series, Course Developer and Lecturer, 
Radiology, Children's Hospital, Boston, MA 

1986-1990 Magnetic Resonance Imaging Lecture Series, Course Developer, Director, 
and Lecturer, Radiology, Children's Hospital, Boston, MA 
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2000 Basic Technical and Biological Principles of Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging Lecture Series, Department ofRadiology, Beth Israel Deaconess 
Medical Center, Boston, MA 

2000 Pediatric Neuroradiology Resident Pre-Board Review, Department of 
Radiology, Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, Boston, MA 

2000- Pediatric Neuroradiology Lectures, Neuroradiology Lecture Series, 
Stanford University Medical Center, Palo Alto, CA. 

2000- Annual Pediatric Neuroradiology Lecture Series for Neurology Residents 
& Fellows, Stanford University Medical Center, Palo Alto, CA. 

2001- Annual Pediatric Neuroradiology Lecture Series for Neurosurgery 



Residents and Fellows Stanford University Medical Center, Palo Alto, 
CA. 

2001- Pediatic Head & Neck Imaging Lecture Series for ORL!Head & 
Neck Residents and Fellows, Stanford University Medical Center, Palo 
Alto, CA. 

2001- Pediatric Neuroradiology Lectures, Pediatric Radiology Lecture Series, 
Department of Radiology, Stanford University Medical Center, Palo Alto, 
CA. 
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Nonaccidental injury (NAI) is reportedly the most 
frequent cause of traumatic injury in infants (peak 
incidence age 6 months; 80% of traumatic brain 
injury deaths underthe age of 2 years). 1- 4 NAI, non
accidental trauma (NAT), and nonaccidental head 
injury are more recently used terms instead of the 
traditional labels, child abuse, battered child 
syndrome, and shaken baby syndrome (SBS). The 
traditional definition of NAI/SBS is intentional or in
flicted physical injury to infants characterized by 
the triad of (1) subdural hemorrhage (SOH), (2) retinal 
hemorrhage (RH), and (3) encephalopathy (ie, diffuse 
axonal injury [OAI]) occurring in the context of inap
propriate or inconsistent history (particularly when 
unwitnessed) and commonly accompanied by other 
apparently inflicted injuries (eg, skeletal).1-·

4 This 
empirical formula is under challenge by evidence
based medical and legal principals.4- 14 

TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY 

Traumatic brain injury h-~'s been categorized in 
several ways. 1 

•
4 Primary injury directly results 

from the initial traumatic force and is immediate 

and irreversible (eg, contusion or shear injury). 
Secondary injury arises from or is associated with 
the primary injury and is potentially reversible (eg, 
swelling, hypoxia-ischemia, seizures, or hernia
tion). Traditional biomechanics describes impact 
loading as linear forces that produce localized 
cranial deformation and focal injury (eg, fracture, 
contusion, or epidural hematoma). Accidental 
injury (AI) is considered typically associated with 
impact and, with the exception of epidural hema
toma, is usually not life threatening. Impulsive 
loading refers to angular acceleration/deceleration 
forces resulting from sudden nonimpact motion of 
the head on the neck (ie, whiplash) and produces 
diffuse injury with tissue disruption (eg, bridging 
vein rupture with SOH and white matter shear 
with OAI). Young infants are thought particularly 
vulnerable to the latter mechanism (ie, SBS) 
because of weak neck muscles, a relatively large 
head, and an immature brain. SBS is traditionally 
postulated to result in the triad of prima,r}( -~ . 
traumatic injury (ie, SOH, RH, and OAI), which has ··"· 
been reportedly associated with the most severe 
and fatal CNS injuries. Stated assault mechanisms 
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in NAI include battering, shaking, impact, shaking
impact, strangulation, suffocation, and combined 
assaults (shake-bang-choke). 1- 4 Although the 
spectrum of injury in NAI overlaps that of AI, certain 
patterns have been previously reported as charac
teristic of or highly suspicious for NAI. 1

-
4 These 

include multiple or complex cranial fractures 
(Fig. 1), acute interhemispheric SOH (Fig. 2), 
acute-hyperacute SDH (Fig. 3), DA!, chronic SOH, 
and the combination of chronic and acute SDH 
(Fig. 4). The latter combination is thought indicative 
of more than one abusive event. Imaging evidence 
of brain injury may occur with or without other 
clinical findings of trauma (eg, bruising) or other 
traditionally higher-specificity imaging findings of 
abuse (eg, classic metaphyseal lesions or rib frac
tures) (Fig. 5). 1- 4 Therefore, clinical and imaging 
findings of injury out of proportion to the history of 
trauma and injuries of different ages have been 
the basis of making a medical diagnosis and offer 
expert testimony that such "forensic" findings are 
"proof" of NAI/SBS, particularly when encountered 
in premobile, young infants. 

EVIDENCE-BASED MEDICINE 

Evidence-based medicine (EBM) is now the 
guiding principle as medicine moves from an 

authoritarian to an authoritative era to overcome 
bias and ideoiogy.4

·
15-f'9 EBM quality-of

evidence ratings of the literature (eg, classes 
I-IV) are based on levels of accepted scientific 
methodology and biostatistical significance (eg, 
P values) and apply to the formulation of stan
dards and guidelines for every aspect of medi
cine, including diagnostics, therapeutics, and 
forensics. EBM analysis reveals that few pub
lished reports in the traditional NAI/SBS literature 
merit a quality-of-evidence rating above class IV 
(eg, expert opinion alone). 5 Such low ratings do 
not meet EBM recommendations for standards 
(eg, level A) or for guidelines (eg, level B). Difficul
ties exist in the rational formulation of a medical 
diagnosis or forensic determination of NAI/SBS 
based on an alleged event (eg, shaking) that is in
ferred from clinical, imaging, or pathology findings 
in the subjective context of (1) an unwitnessed 
event, (2) a noncredible history, or (3) an admis
sion or confession under dubious circum
stances. 6 This problem is further confounded by 
the lack of consistent and reliable criteria for the 
diagnosis of NAIISBS and because much of the 
traditional literature on child abuse consists of 
anecdotal case series, case reports, reviews, 
opinions, and position papers. 5 ·

6
• 
1 0

·
11

·
21 

•
22 Many 

reports include cases having impact injury, which 

rigr,t~ Nine-week-old infant with triad and alleged NAI; aiso, history of traumatfclao'O"r lmd delivery. Skull film 
(A), CT (B) plus FLAIR (C), T2 (D), and T1 (E) MR imaging shows bilateral skull fractures with left growing fracture 
(long white arrows), chronic bifronta! cerebrai white matter defts (short white arrows) (C) plus acute, subacute, 
and chronic SDHs/rehemorrhages (yellow arrows). 



Fig. 2. Five~week-old infant with triad and alleged NA!; also, cold symptoms, vitamin D undersupplemented, 
acute choking episode during feeding, and status epilepticus. Chest film (A) shows bilateral lung opacities. CT 
(B, C) plus T2* MR imaging (0) shows bilateral cerebral edema with bilateral thin, acute-subacute hemorrhages 
(or thromboses) about the falx, tentorium, and convexities (arrows). Vertex CT (f) shows suture diastasis versus 
pseudodiastasis (arrows) (craniotabes?). DWI (F) shows global hypoxic-ischemic injury. Later CT (G) shows atrophy 
and chronic SDH. 

undermines the SBS hypothesis by imposing 
a shaking-impact syndrome. Also, the inclusion 
criteria provided in many reports are criti
cized as arbitrary. Examples include suspected 
abuse, presumed abuse, likely abuse, and 

indeterminate.21
·
22 Furthermore, the diagnostic 

criteria often seem to follow circular logic, such 
that the inclusion criteria (eg, the triad equals 
SBS/NAI) becomes the conclusion (ie, SBS/NAI 
equals the triad). 

Fig. 3. Eight-month-old infant with triad and alleged NAI; also;righ~;oc<:ipital skull fracture (age indeterminate; 
not shown) and 4- to 6-week-old wrist fracture. Hyperacute right SDH versus chronic SDH with rehemorrhage? CT 
{A B) shows mixed high- plus low-density right extracerebral collection {arrows) with right cerebral edema, mass 
effect, and left shift. Question of subdural membrane on autopsy. 



Fig. 4. Six-month-old infant with macrocephaly, the triad, and alleged NAI: BECC versus chronic SOH with rehe
morrhage versus acute SOHG plus SOH? CT (A) shows bilateral frontal isohypodense extracerebral collections 
(arrows) with minute high densities (not shown). T1 MR imaging (B) shows smaller extracerebral high intensities 
(arrows) superimposed on larger isohypointensities. T2 MR imaging (C) shows small extracerebral T2 hypointen
sities (arrows) superimposed on large isohyperintensities. 

RULES OF EVIDENCE AND EXPERT 
TESTIMONY 

Regarding rules of evidence within the justice 
system, there are legal standards for the admissi
bility of expert testimony.7

•
8

•
11

•
23 The Frye stan

dard requires only that the testimony be 
generally accepted in the relevant scientific 
community. The Daubert standard requires 
assessment of the scientific reliability of the testi
mony. A criticism of the justice system is that the 
application of these standards varies with the juris
diction (eg, according to state versus federal law). 
Additional legal standards regarding proof are also 
applied in order for the triar of fact (eg, judge or 
jury) to make the determination of civil liability or 
criminal guilt. In a civil action (eg, medical malprac
tice lawsuit), money is primarily at risk for the 

defendant health care provider, and proof of 
liability is based on a preponderance of the 
evidence (ie, at least 51% scientific or medical 
probability or certainty). In a criminal action, life 
or liberty is at stake for the defendant, including 
the permanent loss of child custody.7

•
8

•
11

·
23

•
24 In 

such cases, the defendant has the constitutional 
protection of due process that requires a higher 
level of proof. This includes the principles of inno
cent until proved guilty beyond a reasonable doubt 
with the burden of proof on the prosecution and 
based on clear and convincing evidence. No 
percentage of level of certainty is provided, 
however, for these standards of proof in most 
jurisdictions. Furthermore, only a preponderance 
of the medical evidence (ie, minimum of 51% 
certainty) is required to support proof of guilt 
whether or not the medical expert testimony 

Fig. 5. Three-month-old infant with alleged NAI; also, history consistent with congenital rickets. Chest film (A) 
shows bilateral recent and old, healing rib fractures (pseudofractures? rachitic rosary? [arrows}). Knee films 
before (B) and after (C) vitamin D supplementation show healing classic metaphyseal lesions (arrows)? 

.z .. ~~r 



complies with the Frye standard (ie, general 
acceptance requirementf~r the Daubert standard 
(ie, scientific reliability requirement). Further criti
cism of the criminal justice process is that in NAI 
cases, medical experts have defined SBS/NAI as 
"the presence of injury (eg, the triad) without a suffi
cient historical explanation" and that this definition 
unduly shifts the burden to the defendant to estab
lish innocence by proving the expert theory wrong. 

THE MEDICAL PROSECUTION OF NAI 
AND ITS EBM CHALLENGES 

Traditionally, the prosecution of NAI has been 
based on the presence of one or more aspects 
of the triad as supported by the premises that (1) 
shaking alone in an otherwise healthy child can 
cause SOH leading to death, (2) such injury can 
never occur on an accidental basis (eg, short
distance fall) because it requires a massive violent 
force equivalent to a motor vehicle accident or 
a fall from a multistory building, (3) such injury is 
immediately symptomatic and cannot be followed 
by a lucid interval, and (4) changing symptoms in 
a child with prior head injury indicates newly in
flicted injury and not a spontaneous re
bleed.1-4·7·8·11 Using this reasoning, the last 
caretaker is automatically guilty of inflicted injury, 
especially if not witnessed by an independent 
observer. Also, it has been asserted that RHs of 
a particular pattern are diagnostic of SBS/NAI. 

Reports from clinical, biomechanical, pathology, 
forensic, and legal disciplines, within and outside 
of the child maltreatment literature, have chal
lenged the evidence base for NAI/SBS as the 
only cause for the triad. 5-

12 Such reports indicate 
that the triad may also be seen with AI (including 
witnessed short-distance falls, lucid intervals, 
and rehemorrhage) (Figs. 6 and 7) as well as in 
medical conditions. These are the mimics of NAI 
and often present as acute life-threatening events 
(AL TEs). 25•26 The medical mimics include hypoxia
ischemia (eg, apnea, choking, or respiratory or 
cardiac arrest) (see Figs. 2, 6, and 7), ischemic 
injury (eg, arterial versus venous occlusive 
disease) (Fig. 8), vasqu.lar anomalies (eg, arteriove
nous malformationf1{AV~- (Fig. 9), seizures (see 
Fig. 2), infectious or postinfectious conditions 
(Fig. 1 0), coagulopathies (Fig. 11 ), fluid
electrolyte derangement, and metabolic or 
connective tissue disorders, including vitamin defi
ciencies and depletions (eg, C, D, or K) (see Figs.1 
and 5; Fig. 12).2

•
4 

Many AL TEs seem:e,mttltifactorial and involve 
a combination, sequence, or cascade of predis
posing and complicating events or conditions. 4•25 

As an example, an infant may suffer a head impact, 

or choking spell, followed by seizures or apnea, 
and then undergo a series of interventiO~; 
including prolonged or difficult resuscitation and 
problematic airway management with subsequent 
hypoxia-ischemia and coagulopathy (see Figs. 2, 
6, 7, and 11). Another example is a young infant 
with a predisposing condition, such as infectious 
illness, fluid-electrolyte imbalance, metabolic 
disorder, or a coagulopathy, who then suffers 
seizures, respiratory arrest, and resuscitation with 
hypoxia-ischemia (see Figs. 10-12; Fig. 13). In 
many cases of alleged SBS/NAI, it is often 
assumed that nonspecific premorbid symptoms 
(eg, irritability, lethargy, and poor feeding) in an 
otherwise healthy infant are indicators of ongoing 
abuse or that such symptoms become the inciting 
factor for the abuse. A thorough and complete 
medical investigation in such cases may reveal 
that the child is not otherwise healthy and is 
suffering from a medical condition that progresses 
to an AL TE. 2•

4
•
25 

BIOMECHANICAL CHALLENGES 

The mechanical basis for SBS as hypothesized by 
Guthkelch, Caffey, and other investigators,27 was 
originally extrapolated from Ommaya,28 who used 
an animal whiplash model to determine the 
angular acceleration threshold (ie, 40 g) for head 
injury (ie, concussion, SOH, and shear injury). It 
was assumed that manual shaking of an infant 
could generate these same forces and produce 
the triad. Duhaime and colleagues29 measured 
the angular accelerations associated with adult 
manual shaking (ie, 11 g) and impact (ie, 52 g) in 
a 1-month-old infant anthropormorphic test 
device (ATD). Only accelerations associated with 
impact (4 to 5 times that associated with shakes) 
on an unpadded or padded surface exceeded the 
injury thresholds determined by Ommaya. In the 
same study, the Duhaime and colleagues 
reported a series of 13 fatal cases of NAI/SBS in 
which all had evidence of blunt head impact 
(more than half noted only at autopsy).29 The 
investigators concluded that CNS injury in SBS/ 
NAI in its most severe form is usually not c~\._jse9 
by shaking alone. Their results contradictElr~ 
of the original reports that had relied on the whip
lash mechanism as causative of the triad. They 
suggested the use of the new term, shaken
impact syndrome. More recently, Prange and 
colleagues,30 using a 1.5 month-old ATD, showed 
that inflicted impacts against hard surfaces were 
more likely associated with brain injury·tnal'l"-4alts-:: 
from less than 1.5 m or from vigorous shaking. 
With further improvements in ATDs, more recent 
experiments indicate that maximum head 



Fig. 6. Twenty-one-month-old toddler with triad and alleged NAI; also, history of prior head impact. Question 
prior injury with lucid interval versus hyperacute injury. CT (A, B) acute left convexity and interhemispheric SDH 
and SAH (arrows) with cerebral swelling, left more than right. T2* MR imaging (C) shows low intensity SDH 
(arrows) with T1ff2 isointensity (not shown). ADC map (0) shows asymmetric cerebral restricted diffusion (left 
> right). Autopsy confirms impact with acute SDH, SAH, and hypoxic-ischemic injury. 

accelerations may exceed injury reference values 
at lower fall heights than previously determined 

14).31 Critics of the Duhaime and Prange 
studies contend that there is no adequate human 
infant surrogate yet designed to properly test 
shaking versus impact.32 Other reports also 
show that shaking alone cannot result in brain 
injury (ie, the triad) unless there is concomitant 
injury to the neck, cervical spinal column, or 

,~rvicai spinal cord, because these are the 
weak links between the head and body of the in
fant. 33

-
35 Spinal cord injury without radiographic 

abnormality (SCIWORA), whether or not AI or 

NAI, is an important example of primary neck 
and spinal cord injury with secondary brain injury 
(see Fig. 7).35 For'e>fample, a failing infant experi
ences a head-first impact with subsequent neck 
hyperextension (or hyperflexion) from the force 
of the trailing body mass. There is resultant upper 
spinal cord injury without detectable spinal 
column injury on plain films or CT. Compromise 
of the respiratory center at the cervicomedullary 
junction results,JJJ;hy¥J~xic brain injury, including 
the thin SOH (see Fig. 7). CT often shows the 
brain injury, but only MR imaging may show the 
additional neck or spinal cord injury. 



Fig. 7. Twenty-one-month-old with triad and alleged NAI; also, history of 4-ft fall. CT (A, B) with high-density 
SAH and thin SOH (arrows) plus cerebral edema. Sagittal plane photomicrograph (C) from autopsy shows upper 
cervical spinal cord disruption (arrows) resulting in global hypoxic-ischemic injury. 

Fig. 8. Fourteen-month-old infant with triad and alleged NAI; also, recent infectious illness: dural and cortical 
venous sinus thrombosis with dural hemorrhage: CT (A, BY~bwS'~gh densities along the falx and dural venous 
sinuses (white arrows). (C) Gross specimen-reflected superior sagittal sinus and cortical venous thromboses with 
distended veins (yellow arrows); (D) photomicrograph of cortical venous thrombus with inflammatory reaction 
(black arrows) plus SOH with neomembrane (7-14 days old; not shown). (Pathology courtesy of J. Leestma, MD.) 



Fig. 9. Twenty-month-old infant with triad and alleged NAI. Left SDH with cerebral cortical and pial AVM at 
autopsy. CT (A, B) shows left mixed-density SDH and SAH (long arrows) plus interhemispheric hemorrhage (short 
arrows) with marked left cerebral swelling and shift. 

The minimal force required to produce the triad 
has yet to be established. From the current biome
chanical evidence base, however, it can be 
concluded that (1) shaking may not produce direct 
brain injury but may cause indirect brain injury if 
associated with neck and cervical spinal cord 
injury; (2) angular acceleration/deceleration injury 
forces clearly occur with impact trauma; (3) such 
injury on an accidental basis does not require 
a force that can only be associated with a motor 
vehicle accident or a multistory fall; (4) household 
(ie, short-distance) falls may produce direct or 
indirect brain injury; (5) in addition to fall height, 
impact surface and type of landing are important 
factors; and (6) head-first impacts in young infants 
not having developed a defensive reflex (eg, 

extension of a limb to break the fall) are the most 
dangerous and may result in direct or indirect brain 
injury (eg, SCIWORA). 

NEUROPATHOLOGY CHALLENGES 

In their landmark neuropathology study of 53 
victims of alleged SBS/NAI,36

•
37 Geddes and 

colleagues showed in 37 infants (ages <9 months) 
that (1) 29 had evidence of impact with only one 
case of admitted shaking; (2) cerebral swelling 
was more often due to DAI of hypoxic-ischemic 
encephalopathy (HIE) rather than shear or trau
matic axonal injury (TAl); (2) although fracture, 
thin SOH (eg, dural vascular plexus origin), and 
RH are commonly present, the usual cause of 

Fig. 10. Twenty-one-month-old infant with triad and alleged NAI. Pneumococcal meningitis, herniation, and 
hypoxic-ischemic injury confirmed at autopsy. CT (A-C) shows high-density thin SDH (arrows) plus cerebral 
edema. 

"' 
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Fig. 11. Nine-month-old girl with triad and alleged NAI; also, recent fall and coagulopathy (later confirmed 
platelet disorder). Initial CT (A) shows mixed-density right SOH (arrows) with right cerebral edema. Postoperative 
CT 5 days later (B) shows other cerebral and intraventricular hemorrhages (arrows). T1 MR imaging (C) 11 days 
postoperatively shows evolving right cerebral high-intensity cortical injury and hemorrhages. 

death was increased intracranial pressure from 
brain swelling associated with HIE (see Fig. 2); 
and (4) cervical epidural hemorrhage and focal 
axonal brainstem, cervical cord, and spinal nerve 
root injuries were characteristically seen in these 
infants (most with impact). Upper cervical cord/ 
brainstem injury may result in apnea/respiratory 
arrest and be responsible for the HIE. In the 16 old
er victims (ages 13 months to 8 years), the 
pathology findings were primarily those of the bat
tered child qr adult trauma syndrome, including 
extracranial injuries (eg, abdominal), large SOH 
(ie, bridging vein rupture), and TAl. Additional 

·neuropathology series by Geddes and 
colleagues38 have shown that SOHs are also 
seen in nontraumatic fetal, neonatal, and infant 
brain injury cases and that such SOHs are actually 
of intradural vascular plexus origin rather than 
bridging cortical vein origin. 

The common denominator in all these cases is 
likely a combination of vascular immaturity and 
fragility further compromised by HiE or infection, 
cerebral venous hypertension or congestion, arte
rial hypertension, and brain swelling (see Fig. 2). 
Although the unified hypothesis of Geddes and 
colleagues 13

·
14

•
39 has received criticism, their find

ings and conclusions have been validated by the 
research of Cohen and Scheimberg,4° Croft and 
Reichard,41 and others. In their postmortem 
series, Cohen and colleagues "described 25 
fetuses (26-41 weeks) and 30 neonates (1 
hour-19 days) with HIE who also had macro
scopic intradural hemorrhage (IOH), including 
frank parietal SOH in two-thirds. The IOH was 
most prominent along the posterior falcine and 
tentorial vascular plexuses (ie, interhemispheric 
fissure) (see Fig. 2). They concluded from their 
work, along with the findings of other cited 

Fig. 12. Twelve-month-old infant with triad and alleged NAI. Glutaric acidopathy type 1. CT (A) and T2 MR 
imaging (8) shows bilateral SOH of varying age (long arrows), wide sylvian fissures plus basal ganglia, and cere
bral white matter abnormalities (short arrows). 



Fig. 13. Home-delivered newborn with seizures at 1 week of age; also, no vitamin K given at birth. T1 (A) and T2 
(B) MR imaging shows acute-subacute left SDH (long arrows) plus right cerebral hemorrhage (short arrows); 
vitamin K deficiency confirmed and treated. 

researchers, that IOH and SOH are commonly 
associated with HIE, particularly when associated 
with increases in central venous pressure. This 
also explains the frequency of RH associated 
with perinatal events. 42 

From the current forensic pathology evidence 
base, it may be concluded that (1) shaking may 
not cause direct brain injury but may cause indirect 
brain injury (ie, HIE) if associated with cervical 
spinal cord injury; (2) impact may produce direct 

or indirect brain injury (eg, SCIWORA); (3) the 
pattern of brain edema with thin SOH (dural 
vascular plexus origin) may reflect HIE whether 
or not due to AI or NAI; and (4) the same pattern 
of injury may result from nontraumatic or medical 
causes (eg, HIE from any cause of AL TE). Further
more, because the observed edema does not 
represent TAl (which results in immediate neuro
logic dysfunction), a lucid interval is possible, 
particularly in infants whose sutured skull and 
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Fig. 14. Maximum head accelerations versus trauma mechanisms as correlated with injury thresholds. CRABI, 
child restraint air bag interaction; IRV, injury reference values. (Data from Van Ee C, PhD. Design research engi
neering. Available at: www.dreng.com. Accessed September 12, 2010; Leestma J. Forensic neuropathology. 2nd 
edition. Boca Raton [FL]: CRC Press; 2009; Mertz H. Anthropomorphic test devices. In: Melvin J, Nahum A, editors. 
Accidental injury: biomechanics and prevention. 2nd edition. New Y()!}_:,?.pringer; 2002. p. 84; Klinich JD, Hulbert 
G, Schneider LW. Estimating infant head injury criteria and impa~sing crash reconstruction and finite 
element modeling. Society of Automotive Engineers Paper# 2002-22-0009, 2002; CRABI 12 [a, b]; CRABI 6 [c, d]; 
and [e] Pellman EJ, Viano DC, Tucker AM, et al. Concussion in professional football: reconstruction of game 
impacts and injuries. Neurosurgery 2003;53[4]:799-812.) 



dural vascular plexus have the distensibility to Short-Distance Falls, Lucid Intervals, 
tolerate early increases in intracranial pressure~:f;;l,J:'lland Malignant Edema 
Also, the lucid interval invalidates the premise ___ ....;;.. ____ 
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that the last caretaker is always responsible in Hall and colleagues reported that 41 Yo of child-
alleged NAI. hood deaths (mean age 2.4 years) from head 

injuries associated with AI were from low level falls 
(3 feet or less) while running or down stairs. Chad

CLINICAl CHAllENGES 

In the prosecution of NAI, it is often stipulated 
that short-distance falls cannot be associated 
with the triad, serious (eg, fatal) head injury, or 
a lucid interval. Traditionally, it has also been 
stipulated that nonintentional new bleeding in 
an existing SOH is always minor, that SOH 
does not occur in benign extracerebral collec
tions (BECCs), and that symptomatic or fatal 
new bleeding in SOH requires newly inflicted 
trauma. 1-

4
• 
7

•
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·
11 Several past and current reports 

refute the significance of low level falls in chil
dren, including in-hospital and outpatient clinic 
series.43

-
51 There are other reports, however, 

including emergency medicine, trauma center, 
neurosurgical, and medical examiner series, that 
indicate a heightened need for concern regarding 
the potential for serious intracranial injury associ
ated with minor or trivial trauma scenarios, 
particularly in infants.52

-
74 This includes reports 

of skull fracture or acute SOH from acciqer1tal 
simple falls in infants, SOH in infants with predis
posing wide extracerebral spaces (eg, BECCs of 
infancy, chronic subdural hygromas, arachnoid 
cyst, and so forth) (see Fig. 4; Figs. 15 and 
16), and fatal pediatric head injuries due to wit
nessed, accidental short-distance falls, including 
those with a lucid interval, SOH, RH, and malig
nant cerebral edema (see Fig. 6). Also included 
are infants with chronic SOH from prior trauma 
(eg, at birth) who then develop rehemorrhage 
(see Figs. 1, 4, and 15). 

wick and colleagues45 reported fatal falls of less 
than 4 feet in seven infants but considered the 
histories unreliable. Plunkett56 reported witnessed 
fatal falls of 2 to 1 0 feet in 18 infants and children, 
including those with SOH, RH, and lucid intervals. 
Greenes and Schutzman57 reported intracranial 
injuries, including SOH, in 18 asymptomatic infants 
with falls of 2 feet to 9 stairs. Christian and 
colleagues63 reported three infants with unilateral 
RH and SOH/SAH due to witnessed accidental 
household trauma. Denton and Mileusnic59 re
ported a witnessed, accidental 30-inch fall in a 9-
month-old infant with a 3-day lucid interval before 
death. Murray and colleagues60 reported more 
intracranial injuries in young children (49% <age 
4 y; 21% <age 1 y) with reported low level falls 
(<15ft), both AI and NAI. Kim and colleagues61 re
ported a high incidence of intracranial injury in chil
dren (ages 3 mo to 15 y; 52% <age 2 y) 
accidentally falling from low heights (3 to 15 ft; 
80% <6 ft; including 4 deaths). Because of the 
lucid intervals in some patients, including initially 
favorable Glascow Coma Scale scores (GCS) 
with subsequent deterioration, Murray and 
colleagues60 and others expressed concern 
regarding caretaker delays and medical transfer 
delays contributing to the morbidity and mortality 
in these patients. 53- 56·58- 61 Bruce and 
colleagues54

•55 reported one of the largest pedi
atric series of head trauma (63 patients, ages 6 
months to 18 years), both AI and NAI, associated 
with malignant brain edema and SAH/SOH (see 
Fig. 6). In the higher GCS (>8) subgroup, 

Fig. 15. Five-month-old infant with the triad artct.ilfii!~AI; also, macrocephaly from birth, recent seizure but 
no trauma. CT (A) and T2 * MR imaging (8) shows large extracerebral collections with smaller recent hemorrhages 
(arrows). CT 3 months postdrainage (Q shows rehemorrhage (arrows). Diagnosis: BECC or chronic SDHG with 
rehemorrhage? 



Fig. 16. Sixteen-month-old with triad (right RH) and alleged NAI; also, short-distance fall with right scalp 
impact. CT (A) shows left sylvian arachnoid cyst (*) and right hyperacute SOH (arrows). T2 MR imaging (B) 
2 days later shows acute right SOH (long arrows) and smaller left sylvian arachnoid cyst (*) with subdural 
hygroma (short arrows). 

there were 8 with a lucid interval and all 14 had 
complete recovery. In the lower GCS (:::; 8) 
subgroup, there were 34 with immediate and 
continuous coma, 15 with a lucid interval, 6 
deaths, and 11 with moderate to severe disability. 
More recently, Steinbok and colleagues62 re
ported 5 children (4 <age 2 y; 3 falls) with wit
nessed AI, including SOH and cerebral edema 
detected by CT 1 to 5 hours post event. All expe
rienced immediate coma with rapid progression to 
death (see Fig. 6). 

Benign Extracerebral Collections 

BECCs of infancy (also known as benign external 
hydrocephalus or benign extracerebral subarach
noid spaces) is a common and well-known condi
tion characterized by diffuse enlargement of the 
subarachnoid spaces.65

-
74 A transient disorder 

of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) circulation, probably 
due to delayed development of the arachnoid 
granulations, is widely accepted as the cause 
and develops from birth. BECC is typically associ
ated with macrocephaly but may also occur in 
infants with normal or small head circumferences, 
including premature·m'Tanlff:"-As with any cause of 
craniocerebral disproportion (eg, BECC, hydro
cephalus, chronic SOH or hygroma, arachnoid 
cyst, or underdevelopment or atrophy), there is 
a susceptibility to SOH that may be spontaneous 
or associated with trivial trauma (see Figs. 4 
and 15). A recent large series report and review 
by Hellbusch73 ernP.Q:§l:!.i£~~ the importance of 
this predisposition and . cites other confirmatory 
series and case reports (30 references). Papasian 
and Frim68 designed a theoretic model that 

predicts the predisposition of benign external 
hydrocephalus to SOH with minor head trauma. 
Piatt's66 case report of BECC with SOH (27 refer
ences}, including RH, along with McNeely and 
colleagues' 72 case series are further warnings 
that this combination is far from specific for 
SBS/NAI. 

Birth Issues 

In addition to the examples discussed previously 
(eg, short-distance falls and BECCs), another 
important but often overlooked factor is birth
related trauma.1

•
4

·
75

-
89 This includes normal as 

well as complicated labor and delivery events (pi
tocin augmentation, prolonged labor, vaginal 
delivery, instrumented delivery, cesarean section, 
and so forth). It is well known that acute SOH 
often occurs even with the normal birth process 
and that this predisposes to chronic SOH, 
including in the presence of BECC (see Figs. 1, 
4, and 15). Intracranial hemorrhages, including 
SOH and RH, have been reported in several CT 
and MR imaging series of normal neonates 
including a frequency of 50% by Holden and 
colleagues,81 8% by Whitby and colleag~~ 
26% by Looney and colleagues,82 and 46% by 
Rooks and colleagues. 78 Chamnanvanakij and 
colleagues75 reported 26 symptomatic term 
neonates with SOH over a 3-year period after 
uncomplicated deliveries. Long-term follow-up 
imaging has not been provided in many of these 
series, although Rooks and colleagu~,~~~ 
ported one child in their series who developed 
SOH with rehemorrhage superimposed on 
BECC (Fig. 17). 



Fig. 17. BECC versus SDHG at birth (A) (long arrows) with SOH versus rehemorrhage 1 month later (B) 
(yellow arrows) on axial FLAIR MR images. (Courtesy of Veronica J. Rooks, MD, Tripier Army Medical Center, 
Honolulu, HI.) 

Chronic SDH and Rehemorrhage 

Chronic SOH is one of the most controversial 
topics in the NAI versus AI debate.1-·4,12,21,22,36-41 
Unexplained SOH is often ascribed to NAI. By defi
nition, a newly discovered chronic SOH started as 
an acute SOH that, for whatever reason, may have 
been . subclinical. There is likely more than one 
mechanism for SOH that has prompted a revisiting 
of the concept of the subdural compart
ment.12·40A1·90·91 Mack and colleagues90 hav~ 

provided an updated review on this important 
topic. In some cases of infant trauma, dissection 
at the relatively weak dura-arachnoid border 
zone (ie, dural border cell layer) may allow CSF 
to collect and enlarge over time as a dural intersti
tial (ie, intradural) hygroma. In other cases, there is 
bridging vein rupture within the dural interstitium 
that results in an acute subdural or intradural 
hematoma that extends along the dural border 
cell layer. Furthermore, traumatic disruption of 
the dural vascular plexus (ie, venous, capillary, or 
lymphatic), which is particularly prominent in 
young infants, may also produce an acute intra
dural hematoma. Some of these collections 
unde~~rption whereas others progress to 
become chronic SOH. Some progressive collec
tions may represent mixed CSF-blood collections 
(see Figs 1, 4, and 15). 

The pathology and pathophysiology of nee
membrane formation in chronic SOH, including re
bleeding, is well established in adults and seems 
sim~EJd.tfl~identical, to that in infants.83·92- 112 

Although acute SOH is most often due to impact 
or deformational trauma, whether or not AI or 
NAI, it must be differentiated from chronic SOH 

with rehemorrhage. Progression of chronic SOH 
and rehemorrhage is likely related to capillary 
leakage and intrinsic thrombolysis.S2·93 Other 
factors include dural vascular plexus hemorrhage 
associated with increases in intracranial or central 
venous pressures (eg, birth trauma, congenital 
heart disease, venous thrombosis, or dysphagic 
choking) or with increasea ·. meningeal arterial 
pressure (eg, reperfusion after hypoxia-ischemia) 
with resultant acute hemorrhage (or rehemor
rhage) in normal infants or superimposed on 
predisposing chronic BECC, hygromas, hema
tomas, or arachnoid cysts (see Figs. 1, 2, 4, and 
15-17).12,38,40,65-74,90,91 The phenomenon of 
acute infantile SOH, whether or not AI or NAI, 
evolving to chronic SOH and rehemorrhage, 
including RH, is well documented in several neuro
surgical series reports, including those by Aoki and 
colleagues, 97·98 Ikeda and colleagues, 99 Parent, 94 

Howard and colleagues,102 Hwang and Kim,95 

Vinchon,103·104 and others. 

Conclusions 

From the clinical evidence ~~ddition to the 
biomechanical and neuropathology evidence 
bases, it may be concluded that (1) significant 
head injury, including SOH and RH, may result 
from low fall levels; (2) such injury may be associ
ated with a lucid interval; (3) in some, the injury 
may result in immediate deterioration with 
progression to death; (4) ~disposes to 
SOH; (5) SOH may date back to birth; and (6) rehe
morrhage into an existing SOH occurs in childhood 
and may be serious. 



RH CHALLENGES 

Many guidelines for diagnosing NAI depend on 
the presence of RH, including those of a particular 
pattern (eg, retinal schisis, and perimacular folds) 
and based on the theory of vitreous traction due 
to inflicted acceleration/deceleration forces (eg, 
SBS).1

- 4 ·
113

- 132 The specificity of RH for NAI 
has been repeatedly challenged, however. 
Plunkett56 reported RH in two-thirds of eye exam
inations in children with fatal AI. Goldsmith and 
Plunkett132 reported a child with extensive bilat
eral RH in a videotaped fatal accidental short
distance fall. Lantz and colleagues 122 reported 
RH with perimacular folds in an infant crush injury. 
Gilles and colleagues 120 reported the appearance 
and progression of RH with increasing intracranial 
pressure after head injury in children. Obi and 
Watts 125 reported RH with schisis and folds in 
two children, one with AI and the other with NAI. 
Forbes and colleagues 126 reported RH with 
epidural hematoma in five infant AI cases. From 
a research perspective, Brown and colleagues 128 

found no eye pathology in their fatal shaken 
animal observations. Binenbaum and 
colleagues 127 observed no eye abnormalities in 
piglets subjected to acceleration/deceleration 
levels greater than 20 times what Prange and 
colleagues30 predicted possible in inflicted injury. 
Emerson and colleagues 129 found no support for 
the vitreous traction hypothesis as unique to 
NAI. The eye and optic nerve are an extension 
of, and therefore a window to, the CNS, including 
their shared vascularization, meningeal coverings, 
innervation, and CSF spaces. RH has been 
reported with a variety of conditions, including 
AI, resuscitation, increased intracranial pressure, 
increased venous pressure, subarachnoid hemor
rhage, sepsis, coagulopathy, certain metabolic 
dis,orders, systemic hypertension, and other 
conditions. 121

•
123

•
131 The common pathophysi

ology seems to be increased intracranial pressure 
or increased intravascular pressure. Furthermore, 
many cases of RH (and SOH) are confounded by 
the sequence or cascade of multiple conditions 
(eg, the unified hypothesis of Geddes) that often 
has a synergistic influence on the type and extent 
of RH. For example, consider the common situa
tion of a child who has had trauma (factual or 
assumed) followed by seizures, apnea, or respira
tory arrest and resuscitation with resultant HIE or 
coagulopathy. In much of the traditional NAI/SBS 
literature, little if any consideration has been given 
to any predisposing or complicating factors, and 
often there is no indication of the timing of the 
eye examinations relative to the clinical course 
or the brain imaging.113

•
114

•
119

·
130 

From the research and clinical evidence base, it 
may baancluded that (1) RH is not specific for 
NAI, (2) RH may occur in AI and medical condi
tions, and (3) predisposing factors and compli
cating cascade effects must be considered in the 
pathophysiology of RH. 

MEDICAL CONDITIONS MIMICKING NAI 

A significant part of the controversy is the medical 
conditions that may mimic the clinical presenta
tions (ie, the triad) and imaging . findings of 
NAI. 1

·
2 A·25

·
26

·89·
101 Furthermore, such conditions 

may predispose to or complicate AI or NAI, 
as part of a cascade that results in or exaggerates 
the triad. In some situations, it may be difficult or 
impossible to tell which of these elements are 
causative and which are the effects. These 
include HIE, seizures, dysphagic choking ALTE, 
cardiopulmonary resuscitation, infectious or post
infectious conditions (eg, sepsis, meningoen
cephalitis, or postvaccinial), vascular diseases, 
coagulopathies, venous thrombosis, metabolic 
disorders, neoplastic processes, certain thera
pies, extracorporeal membrane oxygenation, 
and other conditions.4

•
25

•
89

•
101 Regarding patho

genesis of the triad (with or without other organ 
system involement [eg, skeletal]) and whether or 
not due to NAI, AI, or medical etiologies, the path
ophysiology seems to be a combination or 
sequence of factors, including increased intracra
nial pressure, increased venous pressure, 
systemic hypotension or hypertension, vascular 
fragility, hematologic derangement, and/or a colla
genopathy imposed on the immature CNS, 
including the vulnerable dural vascular plexus as 
well as other organ systems.4

•
12

•
25

•
38

·
90 Although 

the initial medical evaluation, including history, 
laboratory tests, and imaging studies, may 
suggest an alternative condition, the diagnosis 
may not be made because of a rush to judgment 
regarding NAI.4

-
11 Such bias may have devas

tating effects on an injured child and family. It is 
important to be aware of these mimics, because 
a more extensive work-up may be needed 
beyond routine screening tests. Also, lack of 
co~ of a specific condition does not 
automatically indicate the default diagnosis of 
NAI. In all cases, it is critical to review all past 
records dating back to the pregnancy and birth 
as well as the postnatal pediatric records, family 
history, more recent history preceding the acute 
presentation, details of the acute event itself, 
r~~!'~~~~,n, and the subsequent management, 
air ()f · which may contribute to the clinical and 
imaging findings. An incomplete medical evalua
tion may result in unnecessary cost shifting to 



child protection and criminal justice systems and 
have further adverse effects regarding transplan
tation organ donation in brain death cases and 
custody/adoptive dispositions for the surviving 
child and siblings. 

Sirotnak's89 recent review, along with others', 
extensively catalogs the many conditions that 
may mimic NAI4

•
25

·
101

: 

Birth Trauma and Neonatal Conditions 

Manifestations of birth trauma, including fracture, 
SOH, and RH, may persist beyond the neonatal 
period. Other examples are the sequelae of extra
corporeal membrane oxygenation therapy, at-risk 
prematurity, and congenital heart disease. When 
evaluating a young infant with apparent NAI, it is 
important to consider that the clinical and imaging 
findings may actually stem from parturitional and 
neonatal issues. 75

-
112 These include hemorrhage 

or rehemorrhage into extracerebral collections ex
isting from birth (see Figs. 1, 4, 13, and 15). There 
may be associated skeletal findings of birth trauma 
(eg, new or healing clavicle, rib, or long bone frac
tures), particularly in the presence of a bone 
fragility disorder (see Figs. 1, 2 and 5). 133

-
137 

Developmental Anomalies and Congenital 
Conditions 

Vascular malformations are rarely reported causes 
for the triad but may be underdiagnosed (see 
Fig. 9). BECCs and arachnoid cysts are also 
known to be associated with SOH and RH, sponta
neously and with trauma (see Figs. 4, 15-17).65-

74 

Genetic and Metabolic Disorders 

Several conditions in the genetic and metabolic 
disorders category may present with intracranial 
hemorrhage (eg, SOH) or RH. These include osteo
genesis imperfecta, glutaric aciduria type I (see 
Fig. 12), Menkes' kinky hair disease, Ehlers-Oan
los and Marfan syndromes, homocystinuria, and 
others. 4 .s9,1 o1. 138-142 

Hematologic Disease and Coagulopathy 

Conditions in the hematologic disease an<f~'fil'
opathy category predispose to intracranial hemor
rhage and RH (see Figs. 11 and 13). The bleeding or 
clotting disorder may be primary or secondary. A 
more extensive work-up beyond the usual 
screening tests is needed, including a hematology 
consultation. Conditions in the category include 
the anemias, hemorrhagic disease of the-<tleW1:5l1ff'l 
(vitamin K deficiency), the hemophilias, thrombo
philias, disseminated intravascular coagulation 
and consumption coagulopathy, liver or kidney 

disease, hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis, 
and anticoagulant therapy. 4 ·

89
•
1 01

•
143

-
145 Venous 

thrombosis includes dural venous sinus throm
bosis (OVST) and cerebral venous thrombosis 
(CVT). OVST or CVT may be associated with 
primary or secondary hematologic or coagulo
pathic states.4

•
89

•
101

•
146

-
152 Risk factors include 

acute systemic illness, dehydration, fluid
electrolyte imbalance, sepsis, perinatal complica
tions, chronic systemic disease, cardiac disease, 
connective tissue disorder, hematologic disorder, 
oncologic disease and therapy, head and neck 
infection, hypercoagulable, and trauma states. 
Infarction, SAH, SOH, or RH may be seen, espe
cially in infants. High densities on CT may be 
present along the dural venous sinuses, tentorium, 
falx, or the cortical, subependymal, or medullary 
veins and be associated with SAH, SOH, or intrace
rebral hemorrhage (see Fig. 8). There may be focal 
infarctions, hemorrhagic or nonhemorrhagic, intra
ventricular hemorrhage, and massive, focal, or 
diffuse edema. Orbit, paranasal sinus, or otomas
toid disease may be present. The thromboses 
and associated hemorrhages have variable MR 
imaging appearances depending on their age. CT 
venography (CTV) or magnetic resonance venog
raphy (MRV) may readily detect OVST but not 
CVT. The latter may be better detected as abnormal 
hypointensities on susceptibility-weighted T2 * 
sequences but difficult to distinguish from hemor
rhage (SOH or SAH), hemorrhagic infarction, contu
sion, or hemorrhagic shear injury. 

Infectious and Postinfectious Conditions 

Meningitis, encephalitis, or sepsis may involve the 
vasculature resulting in vasculitis, arterial or 
venous thrombosis, mycotic aneurysm, infarction, 
and hemorrhage.4

•
89

•
101 SOH and RH may also be 

seen (see Fig. 10). Postinfectious illnesses may 
also be associated with these findings. Included 
in this category are the encephalopathies of 
infancy and childhood, hemorrhagic shock and 
encephalopathy syndrome, and postvaccinial 
encephalopathy. 4,89,1 o1, 153-158 

Toxins, Poisons, and Nutritional Deficiencies 

The category of toxins poisons, and nutritional 
deficiencies includes lead poisoning, cocaine, 
anticoagulants, over-the-counter cold medica
tions, prescription drugs, and vitamin deficiencies 
or depletions (eg, K, c, or 0).4,89,101,136,143,155-159 

Preterm neonates, and other chronically ill infants, 
are particularly vulnerable to nutritional defi
ciencies and complications of prolonged immobi
lization that often primarily effect bone 
development. Furthermore, the national and 

~ 

.. ~~ 



international epidemic of vitamin D deficiency and 
insufficiency in pr~@ant mothers, their term 
fetuses, and their undersupplemented breastfed 
term neonates predisposes them to rickets (ie, 
congenital). Such infants, who have also been sub
jected to the trauma of birth, may have skeletal 
imaging findings (eg, multiple healing fractures or 
pseudofractures) that are misinterpreted as NAI, 
especially in the presence of the triad (see Figs. 
2 and S).136,137 

Dysphagic Choking ALTE as a Mimic of NAI 

Apnea is an important and common form of 
AL TE in infancy whose origin may be central, 
obstructive, or combined.25 The obstructive 
and mixed forms may present with choking, 
gasping, coughing, or gagging due to mechan
ical obstruction. When paroxysmal or sustained, 
the result may be severe brain injury or death 
due to a combination of central venous hyper
tension and hypoxia-ischemia. It is this syner
gism that produces cerebral edema and dural 
vascular plexus hemorrhage with SOH, SAH, 
and RH (see Fig. 2; Fig. 18). Examples include 
dysphagic choking (eg, aspiration of a feed or 
gastroesophageal reflux), viral airway infection 
(eg, RSV), and pertussis, particularly when 
occurring in a predisposed child (eg, prematu
rity, Pierre Robin syndrome, or sudden infant 
death syndrome). 25• 160- 167 

IMAGING CHALLENGES AND THE 
IMPORTANCE OF A DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS 
CT 

Because of the evidence-based challenges to NAI, 
imaging protocols should be designed to evaluate 
not only NAI versus AI but also the medical mimics. 

Noncontrast CT has been the primary modality for 
brain imaging because of its access, spe,e@:,~.and 
ability to show lesions (eg, hemorrhage and 
edema) requiring immediate neurosurgical 
or medical intervention. 4,77,83--99, 102-·112. 168-181 

Cervical spinal CT may also be needed. CT angi
ography (CTA) or CTV may be helpful to evaluate 
the cause of hemorrhage (eg, vascular malforma
tion or aneurysm) or infarction (eg, dissection or 
venous thrombosis). A radiographic or scinti
graphic skeletal survery should also be obtained 
according to established guidelines. 179

·
180 

MR Imaging 

Brain and cervical spinal MR imaging should be 
done as soon as possible because of its sensitivity 
and specificity regarding pattern of injury and 
timing parameters.4

•
104

•
181

-
190 Brain MR imaging 

should include T1, T2, T2 *, fluid-attenuated inver
sion recovery (FLAIR), and diffusion-weighted 
imaging/apparent diffusion coefficient (DWI/ 
ADC). Gadolinium-enhanced T1 images should 
probably be used along with MRA and MRV. T1 
and T2 are necessary for estimating the timing of 
hemorrhage, thrombosis, and other collections 
using published criteria. 4 •

104
·
181 T2* techniques 

are most sensitive for detecting hemorrhage or 
thromboses but may not distinguish new (eg, 
deoxyhemoglobin) from old (eg, hemosiderin). 
DWI plus ADC can be quickly obtained to show 
hypoxia-ischemia or vascular occlusive 
ischemia. 4 • 

154
• 
189

• 
190 Restricted or reduced diffu

sion, however, may be seen with other processes, 
including encephalitis, seizures, or metabolic 
disorders, and with suppurative collections and 
some tumors.4

•
154

•
189

•
190 Gadolinium-enhanced 

sequences and MRS can be used to evaluate for 
these other processes. Additionally, MRA and 

Fig. 18. Six-m~Ji~~fant with triad and alleged NAI; acute choking event while feeding. C'f'~4·~ows 
bilateral cerebral edema with acute SAH and SDH {arrows), including along the falx, and tentorium. Autopsy 
confirmed the hemorrhages, a subdural membrane, and hypoxic-ischemic brain injury. (Courtesy of The Wisconsin 
Innocence Project.) 



MRV are important to evaluate for arterial occlu
sivett1ilisease (eg, dissection) or venous throm
bosis, although they cannot rule out small vessel 
disease. The STIR technique is particularly impor
tant for cervical spine imaging. 

Scalp and Skull Abnormalities 

Scalp injuries (eg, edema, hemorrhage, and lacer
ation) are difficult to precisely time on imaging 
studies and depend on the nature and number of 
traumatic events or other factors (circulatory 
compromise, coagulopathy, medical interven
tions, and so forth). 1·4 Skull abnormalities may 
include fracture and suture splitting. Fracture 
may not be readily distinguished from sutures, 
synchondroses, their normal variants, or from wor
mian bones (eg, osteogenesis imperfecta) on CT 
or skull films. 3-0-CT surface reconstructions 
may be needed. In general, the morphology of 
a fracture cannot differentiate NAI from AI and 
must be correlated with the trauma scenario (eg, 
biomechanically) (see Fig. 1). Skull fractures are 
also difficult to time because of the lack of perios
teal reaction.1 .4 Suture diastasis may be traumatic 
or a reflection of increased intracranial pressure 
but must be distinguished from pseudodiastasis 
due to a metabolic or dysplastic bone disorder 
(eg, congenital rickets) (see Fig. 2). 1·4·136·137 The 
·growing fracture (eg, leptomeningeal cyst) is not 
specific for NAI and may follow any diastatic frac
ture in a young infant, including birth related (see 
Fig. 1).1·2.4 Nondetection of scalp or skull abnor
malities on imaging should not be interpreted as 
the absence of impact injury. 

Intracranial Collections 

It should not be assumed that such collections are 
always traumatic in origin. A differential diagnosis 
is always necessary and includes NAI, AI, coagul
opathy (hemophilic and thrombophilic conditions), 
infectious and postinfectious conditions, meta
bolic disorders, and so forth.2.4,22,89,9o,1o1,1o6-11o 

It may not be possible to specify with any precision 
the components or age of an extracerebral collec
tion because of meningeal disruptions (eg, acute 
~~acute subdural hygroma [SOHG] versus 

chronic SOH, or subarachnoid versus thin 
SOH).1 .4,103,104,173-176,181 Vezina 181 has recently 

summarized the literature regarding the 
complexity of timing of intracranial collections. 
Subarachnoid and subdural collections, hemor
rhagic or nonhemorrhagic, may be localized or 

~.;,~~.~~~~ye and may occur about the convexities, 
interhemispheric (along the falx), and along the 
tentorium. With time and gravity, these collections 
may redistribute to other areas, including into or 

out of the spinal canal, and cause confu
sion.4·177·181·191 For exa~e. a convexity SOH 
may migrate to the peritentorial and posterior 
interhemispheric regions or into the intraspinal 
spaces. SOH migration may lead to a misinterpre
tation that there are hemorrhages of different 
timing. The distribution or migration of the sedi
ment portion of a hemorrhage with blood levels 
(ie, hematocrit effect) may cause further confusion 
because density/intensity differences between the 
sediment and supernatant may be misinterpreted 
as hemorrhages (and trauma) of differing age and 
location. 4• 

1 04·178·181 Prominent subarachnoid CSF 
spaces are commonly present in infants (ie, 
BECCs). This entity predisposes infants to SOH, 
which may be spontaneous or associated with 
trauma of any type (eg, dysphagic choking ALTE) 
(see Figs. 4, 15, and 17).4•65- 73 A hemorrhagic 
collection may continually change or evolve with 
regard to size, extent, location, and density/inten
sity characteristics. Rapid spontaneous resolution 
and redistribution of acute SOH over a few hours 
to 1 to 2 days has been reported.4

•
177·191 A tear 

in the arachnoid may allow SOH washout into the 
subarachnoid space or CSF dilution of the 
subdural space. 

For apparent CT high densities, it may be diffi
cult to differentiate cerebral hemorrhage from 
subarachnoid hemorrhage or from venous throm
bosis (see Figs. 2, 3, 6-11, 15, 16, and 18).4 Ac
cording to the literature, hemorrhage or 
thromboses that are high density (ie, clotted) on 
CT (ie, acute to subacute) have a wide timing 
range of 0 to 3 hours up to 7 to 1 0 
days.4

•
104·178·181 Hemorrhage that is isohypo

dense on CT (ie, nonclotted) may be hyperacute 
(<3 h) or chronic (> 10 d) (see Figs. 3 and 11). 
The low density may also represent pre-existing, 
wide, CSF-containing subarachnoid spaces (eg, 
BECC) or SOHG (ie, CSF-containing) that may be 
acute or chronic (see Figs. 3, 12 and 
15).4·103.1°4·175·181 Blood levels are unusual in the 
acute stage unless there is coagulop
athy.4·104·181·188 CT cannot distinguish acute 
hemorrhage from rehemorrhage on existing 
chronic collections (BECC or chronic SOHG) (see 
Figs. 3 and 15).4•66·~•173· 178· 181 Tradition
ally, the interhemispheric SOH as well as mixed
density SOH were considered characteristic, if 
not pathognomonic, of SBS/NA1.1·2·4·16B.171-173 
This has been proved unreliable. Interhemispheric 
SOH may be seen with AI or with nontraumatic 
conditions (eg, HIE, venous thrombosis, venous 

. hypertension, or d~~~hoking AL TE) (see 
Figs. 2, 6-10).178 Mixed-density SOH also occurs 
in AI as well as in other conditions (see Figs. 3, 9, 
and 11).178 Furthermore, SOH may occur in BECC 



spontaneously or result from minor trauma (ie, AI), 
and rehemorrhage within SOH may occur sponta
neously or with minor AI (see Figs. 1, 4, 15, 
and 17).4, 12,38.40,72,9o,1o4, 178, 1s1 

Only MR imaging may provide more precise 
information than CT regarding pattern of injury 
and timing, particularly with regard to (1) hemor
rhage versus thromboses (Table 1) and (2) brain 
injury.104

•
181

-
190 As a result, MR imaging has 

become the standard and should be done as 
soon as possible. Mixed-intensity collections, 
however, are problematic regarding timing. 181 

Matching the MR imaging findings with the CT 
findings may help along with follow-up MR 
imaging. Blood levels may indicate subacute 
hemorrhage versus coagulopathy. The timing 
guidelines are better applied to the sediment 
than to the supernatant. With mixed-intensity 
collections, MR imaging cannot reliably differen
tiate BECC with acute SDH from acute SDHG/ 
SDH, from hyperacute SDH, or from chronic SDH 
or chronic SDHG with rehemorrhage (see 
Figs. 1, 4, and 13-17).4

·
104

•
181 T2* hypointensities 

are iron sensitive but may not differentiate hemor
rhages from venous thromboses that are not 
detected by MRV (eg, cortical, medullary, or 
subependymal). 

BRAIN INJURY 

Edema or swelling in pediatric head trauma may 
represent primary injury or secondary injury and 
be acute-hyperacute (eg, minutes to a few hours) 
or delayed (eg, several hours to a few days), 

including association with short-distance falls 
: ~'D lucid intervals. 4•

53
- 62 The edema or swelling 

may be further subtyped as traumatic, malignant, 
hypoxic-ischemic, or related to (or combined 
with) other factors. Traumatic edema is related to 
areas of primary brain trauma (ie, contusion or 
shear) or to traumatic vascular injury with infarction 
(eg, dissection, herniation, or spasm) (see Figs. 3, 
6, 9, and 11). Traumatic edema is usually focal or 
multifocal, whether or not hemorrhagic. CT, 
however, may not distinguish focal or multifocal 
cerebral high densities as hemorrhagic contusion, 
hemorrhagic shear, or hemorrhagic infarction.4 

Focal or multifocal low density edema may also 
be seen with infarction (eg, arterial or venous 
occlusive), encephalitis, demyelination (eg, 
ADEM), or seizure edema.4

·
89

•
146

-
154 Also, MR 

imaging often shows shear and contusional injury 
as focal/multifocal restricted diffusion, GRE hypo
intensities, and/or T2/FLAIR high intensities.4 

Focal/multifocal ischemic findings may also be 
due to traumatic arterial injury (eg, dissection) or 
venous injury (eg, tear or thrombosis), arterial 
spasm (as with any cause of hemorrhage), hernia
tion, or edema with secondary perfusion deficit or 
seizures (eg, status epilepticus) (see Figs. 2, 6, 
and 11).4

·
64

•
154

·
189

·
192 These may not be reliably 

differentiated, however, from focal/multifocal 
ischemic or hemorrhagic infarction from nontrau
matic causation (eg, dissection, vasculitis, venous, 
or embolic) even without supportive MRA, CTA, 
MRV, or angiography. Also, similar cortical or 
subcortical intensity abnormalities (including 
restricted diffusion) may also be observed with 

Stage Biochemical Form Site T1-MR Imaging T2-MR Imaging 

Hyperacute ( + edema) Fe II oxyHb Intact RBCs lso-low I High I 
(<12 hours) 

Acute ( + edema) Fe II deoxy Hb Intact RBCs lso-low I Low I 
(1-3 da~s) 

Early subacute ( + Fe Ill metHb Intact RBCs High I Low I 
edema) (3-7 da:ls) 

;,~-,.-~oil~ 

Late subacute Fe Ill metHb Ly~e<f R'scs High I High I 
(-edema) (extracellular) 
(1-2 weeks) 

Early chronic Fe Ill transferrin Extracellular High I High I 
(-edema) 
(>2 weeks) 

Chronic (cavity) Fe Ill ferritin and ~~~~sis lso-low I Low I 
hemosiderin 

a Fe II, ferrous; Fe Ill, ferric; Hb, hemoglobin; I, signal intensity; lso, isointense; RBCs, red blood cells;+. present;-. absent. 
Data from Refs. 4

•
188

•
189 



encephalitis, seizures, and metabolic disorders. 
Therefore, a differential diagnosis<;;,its always 
required.4,154, 189,192 

Malignant brain edema, a term used for severe 
cerebral swelling after head trauma, may lead to 
rapid deterioration. 1 .4.54·55·62 The edema is usually 
bilateral and may be related to cerebrovascular 
congestion (ie, hyperemia) as a vasoreactive rather 
than an autoregulatory phenomenon and associ
ated with global ischemia. A unilateral form may 
also occur in association with an ipsilateral SDH 
that progresses to bilateral edema (see Figs. 3 
and 6).64 There may be rapid or delayed onset 
(ie, lucid interval). Predisposing factors are not 
well established but likely include a genetic basis. 
Hyperemic edema may appear early as accentu
ated gray-white matter differentiation on CT, then 
progresses to loss of differentiation. 

Global hypoxia (eg, apnea or respiratory failure) 
or ischemia (eg, cardiovascular failure or hypoper
fusion) is likely a major cause of or contributor to 
brain edema in a child with head trauma (eg, malig
nant edema).4·38.4°·54·55

•
62 HIE, depending on its 

severity and duration, may have a diffuse appear
ance acutely (ie, diffuse or vascular axonal injury) 
with decreased gray-white differentiation 
throughout the cerebrum on CT (eg, white cere
bellum sign) and then evolve to a more specific 
pattern on CT or MR imaging (eg, border zone or 
watershed, basal ganglia/thalamic, cerebral white 
matter necrosis, reversal sign) (see Figs. 2, 6, 7, 
10, and 18).4·189 It is typically bilateral but may 
not be symmetric. This more diffuse pattern may 
distinguish HIE from the multifocal pattern of 
primary traumatic injury, although they may 
coexist. Hypoxia-ischemic brain injury due to 
apnea/respiratory arrest may occur with head 
trauma or with neck/cervical spine/cord injuries 
(eg, SCIWORA) whether or not AI or NAI (see 
Fig. 7). 4·35·54·55·62 It may also occur with any non
traumatic cause (choking, paroxysmal coughing, 
aspiration, and so forth) (see Figs. 2 and 
18).4·25·160- 166 In addition to the diffuse brain 
injury, there may be associated subarachnoid 
and SDH without mass effect (see Figs. 2, 7, 10, 
and 18).4,38,40,54,55,62 MR imaging shows 

hypoxic-ischemic injury, dependi'R.~-e'A~ming, as 
diffuse-restricted diffusion on DWI/ ADC plus 
matching T1/T2 abnormalities as the injury evolves 
(see Figs. 2, 6 and 11).4·189 Other important 
contributors to edema or swelling include such 
complicating factors as seizures (eg, status epilep
ticus [see Fig. 2], fluid-electrolyte imbalance, other 
systemic or metabolic derange~~,:e(eg, hypo
glycemia, hyperglycemia, hyperthermia), or hydro
cephalus. 4 It is well known that many of these may 
also be associated with restricted diffusion along 

with other nontraumatic processes (encephalitis, 
seizures, and metabolic disorders).4

•
154·186·187·189 

Again, a differential diagnosis is required. 

SUMMARY 

An extensive review of the literature to date fails to 
establish an evidence base for reliably distinguish
ing NAI from AI or from the medical mimics. The 
medical and imaging findings alone cannot diag
nose intentional injury. Only a child protection 
investigation may provide the basis for inflicted 
injury in the context of supportive medical, 
imaging, or pathologic data. The duty of a radiolo
gist is to give a detailed description of the imaging 
findings, provide a differential diagnosis, and 
communicate the concern for NAI, directly to the 
primary care team in a timely manner. Radiologists 
should be prepared to consult with child protec
tion services; other medical and surgical consul
tants, including a pathologist or biomechanical 
specialist; law enforcement investigators; and 
attorneys for all parties as appropriate. Radiolo
gists must also be aware of certain conditions 
that are known to have clinical and imaging 
features that may mimic abuse. These should be 
properly evaluated, and the possibility of 
combined or multifactorial mechanisms with 
synergistic effects should also be considered. 
Furthermore, a negative medical evaluation does 
not make NAI the default diagnosis. A timely and 
thorough multidisciplinary evaluation may be the 
difference between appropriate child protection 
versus an improper breakup of a family or a wrong
ful indictment and conviction. 
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STATE OF ILLINOIS 
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE EIGHTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

DUPAGE COUNTY 

Randy Liebich, 
Petitioner 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Cir. Ct. No. 02-CF-654 

v. Post Conviction No. 

People of the 
State of Illinois 

AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL LAPOSATA, M.D., Ph.D. 

l. My name is Michael Laposata. I am a Professor of Pathology and Medicine at Vanderbilt 
University School of Medicine. I am also Pathologist-in-Chief, Vanderbilt University 
Hospital, and Director, Division of Laboratory Medicine and Clinical Laboratories, 
Vanderbilt University Medical Center. Before assuming these responsibilities, I was a 
Professor of Pathology at Harvard Medical School with clinical responsibilities at various 
institutions, including Massachusetts General Hospital (Mass General). I have an M.D. and 
Ph.D. in Biochemistry, Cellular and Molecular Biology from the Johns Hopkins University 
School of Medicine. My curriculum vita is attached as Exhibit 1. 

2. I have particular expertise in coagulation, and I teach and publish regularly in this area. 
When I was at Mass General (which is affiliated with Harvard), we found that some children 
with coagulopathies (bleeding or clotting disorders) were being misdiagnosed as victims of 
abuse. This is an easy mistake since it is frequently impossible to distinguish visually 
between bruises and bleeding caused by abuse, and bruises and bleeding caused by a 
coagulopathy. See Exhibits 2 and 3. 

3. I have been asked to comment on the laboratory reports for Steven Quinn. In addition to the 
laboratory reports, I have been provided with the autopsy findings, a brief clinical history, 
and hospital and autopsy photographs of various marks on the child's body. 

Lab reports 

4. Mt. Sinai hospital (2/8, 6:22 pm). The most striking abnormalities are the highly elevated 
amylase and lipase. The amylase was 3025 U/L (ref. range 20-120) and the lipase was 2368 
U/L (ref. range 22-51 ). These lab results confirm that the child had pancreatic damage but do 
not indicate what caused it or when it began. 

5. The glucose was high at 517 mg/dL (ref. range 60-100), and the urine showed high glucose 
(250 mg/dL), high ketones (15 mg/dL), high protein (over 300 mg/dL), moderate blood, and 
high red blood cells (16/hpf). These results are found in patients with pancreatic injury. 
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6. The elevated white blood cell count (19 .1 th wbc/microL ), high neutrophils (81%) and low 
lymphocytes (12.8%) are common indicators of infection and/or inflammation. 

7. The prothrombin time (PT) was mildly elevated at 15.3 seconds, the PTT was normal and the 
INR was mildly elevated at 1.9. 

8. The lab tests showed low amounts of acetaminophen and salicylate, suggesting that he had 
been given pain medications (e.g., Tylenol, aspirin). 

9. It is my understanding that an abdominal CT scan was scheduled but cancelled. 

10. Rush Hospital (2/8, 9 p.m.). The lab tests taken at Rush shortly after transfer show 
pancreatic damage and liver involvement with an evolving coagulopathy (bleeding/clotting 
disorder). 

11. The lipase increased from 2368 to 9598 U/L while the amylase decreased from 3025 to 1131 
U/L. The glucose decreased but remained elevated at 207 mg/dL. Liver function tests were 
very abnormally high (SGOT 5429 U/L; SGPT 2964/3130 U/L). The SGOT may reflect 
heart or liver dysfunction, or damage to other organs; the SGPT is more specific for liver 
involvement. 

12. The platelets decreased from 512 to 399 th/microL, with the likely explanation that they were 
being rapidly consumed and that the child had disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC). 

13. A neurosurgical operation beginning at approximately 10 p.m. did not find the expected 
subdural hemorrhage but found severe brain swelling to an extent nearly inconsistent with 
life. The abdominal CT was again cancelled. 

14. Subsequent labs. Approximately one hour after surgery, the child's platelets had dropped to 
118 th/microL, confirming persistent thrombocytopenia as found in DIC. Despite repeated 
transfusions, the low platelet count continued throughout the hospital stay, decreasing at one 
point to 71 th/microL. 

15. Coagulation tests taken at 5 a.m. on 2/9 showed normal results for PT, PTT and INR 
following two transfusions. The presence of schistocytes at 6:50 a.m. was consistent with a 
diagnosis ofDIC. At 11:25 a.m., all three coagulation tests were elevated (PT 18.4 sec, PTT 
41 sec, INR 1.67). 

16. A blood culture taken at 1:45 p.m. on 2/9 did not show growth of any organisms, suggesting 
that the child was not yet septic and thaM:he infection was likely limited to the abdomen. 
Antibiotics· had been ordered approximately half an hour earlier but probably had not yet 
been given. 

17. A penrose drain was inserted on the morning of 2/9 and 500 mL of serosanguinous pink fluid 
was drained. No cultures were taken. 
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18. There was no abdominal CT, no abdominal surgery and no culture of the peritoneal fluid, 
limiting the full assessment of the cause and/or timing of the abdominal findings . 

Clinical history 

19. According to the information provided, the child had cold-like symptoms and possible 
lethargy for some days prior to collapse. He may have had a stomach ache two or three days 
before collapse. The night before collapse, he cried and refused to eat, and this provoked his 
mother to spank him. There are conflicting reports on whether he ate later that evening. 

20. The following morning, the child ate some cereal but left the milk. At about 3 p.m., he drank 
orange juice and water, and ate some portion of a hot dog, on which he choked. This was 
followed by vomiting. Choking on a hot dog is consistent with a child who has abdominal 
inflammation/infection and whose stomach is unable to accept food. 

21. The mother returned home around 4:30 or 5 p.m. and noticed that the child was breathing 
oddly and appeared to be trying to vomit. The child reportedly vomited a small amount of 
greenish-black fluid. 

22. The child was taken to the hospital, with a stop en route at the boyfriend's work. The 
boyfriend's manager described the child as blinking and looking ill, with no evident signs of 
trauma. The child may have vomited on the way to the hospital. 

23. At the hospital, the child was initially viewed as ill rather than traumatized. However, the 
diagnosis changed to trauma when a subdural hemorrhage was identified on a CT scan and 
various marks and lines began to appear on the child's body. 

Autopsy 

24. The autopsy identified a necrotic bowel (7 inches) with a small bowel perforation (0.1 inch); 
peritonitis (inflammation in the peritoneal cavity surrounding the organs); pancreatitis; and a 
healing subcapsular hematoma on the liver. It is my understanding that only a portion of the 
pancreas was involved, suggesting that pancreatitis was a late development, possibly 
occurring at about the time of hospitalization. 

25. The autopsy also identified a residual subdural hematoma, a severely swollen hypoxic 
ischemic brain, and many bruises/discolorations, some of which were identified as artifacts. 

Comments 

·}-'. 26. Given the history and autopsy findings, the child's illness likely began with an ischemic 
bowel. As the walls of the ischemic bowel deteriorated, the contents leaked into the 
peritoneal cavity, affecting the surrounding organs, including the pancreas. 
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27. As the inflammation spread, the body would have produced additional platelets to help stop 
the process of bleeding. The platelets were consumed in the process known as DIC, which 
produces bleeding, bruising and thrombosis. 

28. A child in DIC may bruise spontaneously or from minor trauma, including medical 
intervention or handling. It is not possible to determine visually whether bruises or 
contusions are caused by trauma or a coagulopathy. Since the marks on the child were not 
apparent on admission but appeared during hospitalization, some or all were likely due to 
DIC and handling of the child as care was being provided, rather than pre-existing trauma. 

29. DIC also produces thrombosis, which can cut off the blood supply or return from arteries or 
veins, producing ischemia. If the thrombosis occurs in the arteries or veins that supply or 
drain the brain, this can cause a hypoxic ischemic brain. 

30. The most likely progression in this case is an ischemic bowel progressing to peritonitis and 
pancreatitis. The final stage (severe pancreatitis and a hypoxic ischemic brain) is likely what 
brought him to the hospital. Before that, he may have been only mildly symptomatic 
(lethargy, cold symptoms, refusal of food, etc.). 

31. Ischemic bowel, i.e., decreased flow of blood to the bowel, can result from many different 
causes. In my experience, ischemic bowels are most often natural in origin. In children, one 
relatively common cause is intussusception, a process in which one portion of the bowel 
twists into another portion, cutting off circulation. The most common symptoms are 
abdominal pain and vomiting. Since intussusceptions can resolve spontaneously, they may 
not be present at autopsy. See, e.g., LE Swischuk et al, Spontaneous reduction of 
intussusception: verification with US, Radiology 1994; 192(1):269-271 (spontaneous 
reduction of intussusception probably more common than generally thought); Mehran 
Peyvasteh et al, Intussuception at Atypical Ages in Children and Adults - 11 Years 
Experience, Przeglad Chirurgiczny 2011; 83(6):304-309 (predominance of males in 2-10 yr 
age groups; 36% of males had history of common cold or gastroenteritis, 84% had abdominal 
pain, 64% had vomiting; less frequent complaints included restlessness, diarrhea and 
anorexia, with clinical manifestations of 3 days or more in 52% of cases; the etiology was 
unknown in 38% of all cases in 2-10 year age group). 

32. Other causes of ischemic bowel include impacted food or thrombosis, i.e., formation of a 
blood clot in the blood vessels supplying blood to the bowel. Pneumonia has also been 
implicated as a possible cause, suggesting that an ischemic bowel may result from a reduced 
oxygen supply from any source. See, e.g., Rashmi Kabre, Bowel Ischemia Following 
Pneumonia in Compromised Children, Clin Pediatr 2008; 47(6):598-601. If a child has been 
kept on life support for some days before autopsy, it may be difficult or impossible to 
determine the source of the ischemic bowel since intussusceptions, impacted food and/or 
thrombosed veins or arteries may have been pnresel'lt and then resolved. 

33. An ischemic bowel may also be caused by trauma (accidental or abusive). This is more likely 
when the child presents with a history of trauma, abrasions, patterned injuries or the like. In 
this case, most if not all of the marks and lines on the child's body appeared after hospital 
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admission and likely reflect DIC with standard handling of the patient rather than trauma. 
The small bowel perforation may have occurred during hospitalization as the walls of the 
bowel continued to break down. If the process began with trauma, I would look for a 
traumatic event occurring at least a day before hospital admission and possibly longer. 

34. The best way to determine when the bowel became ischemic and the order in which these 
events occurred is to examine the pathology (microscopic slides). Since the process 
continues after hospitalization until the child is taken off life support, it is important to look 
for the earliest findings on pathology as these will provide the best indications of when the 
process began. The slides may also give some idea of relatiVe timing. 

35. Irrespectiv~ of the pathology, I would not expect this entire process (ischemic bowel, 
peritonitis, pancreatitis, liver inflammation and DIC) to occur within approximately eight 
hours of hospitalization. Instead, I would expect the process to evolve over a period of days. 

Conclusion 

36. The laboratory reports confirm pancreatitis and DIC. When viewed in the context of the 
clinical history and autopsy findings, it is likely that the process began with a mildly 
symptomatic ischemic bowel, leading to peritonitis, pancreatitis and a coagulopathy. The 
small perforation was likely a side effect of the ischemic bowel and may have occurred 
during the hospitalization. 

37. It is unlikely that this process began within 8 hours or so ofhospital admission. To more 
precisely determine when it began, it is important to look at the earliest findings on 

. pathology. From a clinical perspective, since pancreatic damage was already present on 
hospital arrival, the process likely began at least a day before hospital admission and possibly 
earlier. 

I swear under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 
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Escuder, Jaime 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

hkirkwood2@comcastnet 

Wednesday, April 04, 2012 11:54 PM 

Escuder, Jaime 

Fwd: Affidavit 

Attachments: Laposata declaration kirkwood march 30 20012,docx; Laposata CV.doc; Children With Signs of 
Abuse Article.pdf 

From: "Ondrea Simmons" <ondrea.simmons@Vanderbilt.Edu> 
To: "Heather Kirkwood" <hkirkwood2@comcast.net> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 4, 2012 2:01 :25 PM 
Subject: FW: Affidavit 

Hi Heather, 
Attached are the documents you requested. I am not sure the attached article is 
the one you were speaking of but take a look at it. 
Have a great afternoon, 
Ondrea 

From: hkirkwood2@comcast.net [mailto:hkirkwood2@comcast.net] 
Sent: Monday, April 02, 2012 6:29PM 
To: Simmons, Ondrea 
Subject: Re: Affidavit 

Here it is. Many thanks. H. 

From: "Ondrea Simmons" <ondrea.simmons@Vanderbilt.Edu> 
To: "hkirkwood2@comcast.net" <hkirkwood2@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, April 2, 2012 4:23:32 PM 
Subject: RE: Affidavit 

After speaking with Dr. Laposata today, I don't think he made any changes on the 
affidavit so could you email me a copy of what you sent him and I will try to get it 
notarized, then scan it and send it back to you. 
Thanks, 
Ondrea 

From: hkirkwood2@comcast.net [mailto:hkirkwood2@comcast.net] 
Sent: Monday, April 02, 2012 11:11 AM 
To: Simmons, Ondrea 
Subject: Re: Affidavit 

Could you arrange for him to get it notarized and scanned Thurs AM?? Thanks, H. 

4/5/2012 



From: "Ondrea Simmons" <ondrea.simmons@Vanderbilt.Edu> 
To: "hkirkwood2@comcast.net" <hkirkwood2@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, April 2, 2012 8:59:07 AM 
Subject: RE: Affidavit 

I am not sure what I am expected to do. I do not have a copy of the affidavit- Dr. 
Laposata did not forward it to me in the email and he is will not be back in the office until 
Thursday morning. 

Ondr<>A/ 

From: hkirkwood2@comcast.net [mailto:hkirkwood2@comcast.net] 
Sent: Monday, April 02, 2012 6:37AM 
To: Laposata, Michael 
Cc: Simmons, Ondrea 
Subject: Re: Affidavit 

We need a notarized copy to file Thursday ... Ondrea, ideas? Can scan and send. Many 
thanks. H. 

From: "Michael Laposata" <michael.laposata@Vanderbilt.Edu> 
To: hkirkwood2@comcast.net 
Cc: "Ondrea Simmons" <ondrea.simmons@Vanderbilt.Edu> 
Sent: Sunday, April1, 2012 10:48:36 PM 
Subject: RE: Affidavit 

This looks fine to me Heather - I am out of town till Wed late 

How do we do it from here? Ondrea is copied if we need her help 

Mike 

-----·~-----·--·--·---·~---·-·~·-----"'··-···-·----~--·----··-·--- --· 

4/5/2012 
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EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND 
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Education: 
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National Science Foundation. 1988-1989 

3. Special Reviewer. Biochemistry 2 Study Section. 
National Institutes of Health. October, 1990 

4. Special Review Committee Member for the National Institutes of Health 
to Evaluate Program Project on Alcohol Metabolism. July, 1996 

5. Special Reviewer. Alcohol & Toxicology I Study Section. 
National Institutes of Health. October, 1996 

6. Alcohol & Toxicology Clinical Sciences Special Emphasis Panel. 
National Institutes of Health. November, 1996 

7. Special Reviewer. Alcohol & Toxicology 1 Study Section. 
National Institutes of Health. October, 1997 

8. Special Reviewer. Alcohol & Toxicology 4 Study Section. 
National Institutes of Health. October, 1997 

9. Special Reviewer. Alcohol & Toxicology 1 Study Section. 
National Institutes of Health. February, 1999 

10. Ad hoc Reviewer. Special Emphasis Panel. Small Business Innovative 
Research Grant Study Section. National Institutes of Health. June, 2003. 

CLINICAL RESPONSIBILITIES 

Interpretation for the patient's medical record 
of>500 Coagulation Test Batteries with Complete Medical 
Consultation on 10-15 Coagulation Cases Monthly 

HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL SCHOOL COMMITTEES 

Chairman, Interdepartmental Clinical Laboratory Advisory Committee 
Massachusetts General Hospital 
2002-2007 

Innovative Diagnostics and Therapeutics Committee 
Massachusetts General Hospital 
2002-2004 

Committee for the selection of fellows for the Harvard Academy of Scholars 
2003-2007 
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Steering Committee for the Clinical Skills Assessment Examination 
(OSCE) Harvard Medical School 
1998-2002 

Pathology Executive Committee 
Massachusetts General Hospital (for the full period of its existence) 
2000-2006 

Anticoagulation Advisory Committee 
Massachusetts General Hospital 
2000-2002 

Pathology Resident Selection Committee 
Massachusetts General Hospital 
2004-2007 

Pathology Department Professors Committee to evaluate faculty for promotion 
Massachusetts General Hospital 
1999-2007 

Housestaff Committee 
Department of Pathology, Vanderbilt University School of Medicine 
2008 - Present 

Executive Committee 
Department of Pathology, Vanderbilt School of Medicine 
2008 - Present 

Chair, Laboratory Services Committee, Vanderbilt University Hospital 
2008 - Present 

Appointments & Promotions Committee, Department of Pathology, Vanderbilt 
University School of Medicine 
2008 - Present 

Emphasis Program, Vanderbilt University School of Medicine, Co-Leader of 
Section on Laboratory Based Research 
2009 - Present 

Chair, Pharmacy and Therapeutics Subcommittee on Pharmacogenomics 
2010 - Present 

EDITORIAL BOARD APPOINTMENTS 

American Journal of Clinical Pathology 
Associate Editor 
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Il Pathology Clinica: Journal of Molecular and Clinical Pathology 
Scientific Committee 

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 

College of American Pathologists, 1992-
Coagulation Resource Committee, 1995 -2001 
Vice-Chair, 1999-2001 
Massachusetts Society of Pathologists, 1993-
President 2001-2003 
Academy of Clinical Laboratory 
Physicians and Scientists, 1986-
Executive Council, 1993-1999 
President, 1997-1998 
Organizer and Host of the 1998 
National Meeting in Boston, MA 

American Society of Clinical Pathologists, 1990-
Chairman, Council on Resident Education 1995-1999 

Mid-Atlantic Lipid Research Annual Symposium, 
Program Committee, 1990-2000 

International Society for the Study of 
Fatty Acids and Lipids, 1993-
0rganizer and Host of the Fourth 
International Roundtable Conference 
on Fatty Acids in Cell Signaling 
in Chatham, MA in 1998 

Research Society on Alcoholism, 1996-2009 

American Board of Pathology 
Clinical Pathology Test Committee, 1996-2002 

American Society of Hematology, 2002-
Laboratory Hematology Committee, 2002-2004 

International Society on Thrombosis & Hemostasis, 2002-
Co-Chairman, Subcommittee on Control of Anticoagulation Therapy, 
2003-2008 

American Association for Clinical Chemistry, 2002-
Evidence-Based Medicine Planning Group, 2003 
Task Force on Laboratory Consulting, 2004 
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.. _....., 

ADVISORY BOARDS 

ChilDx- Children's Health Improvement through Laboratory Diagnostics, 
2002-

Board of Scientific Counselors for review of the Department of Laboratory 
Medicine 
National Institutes ofHealth, Bethesda, MD 
2005 

Clinical Laboratory Improvement Advisory Committee (CLIAC) of the Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 
(Appointment is made by the U.S. President's Secretary of Health and Human 
Services), 2002-2006 

Instrumentation Laboratory, International Scientific Advisory Board for 
Coagulation, 2004 -

National Advisory Board, BD Preanalytical Systems, 2006-

Co-Chair, Clinical Laboratory Integration into Healthcare Collaborative 
(CLIHC) sponsored by Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) on 
Integration of Laboratory Medicine into Clinical Practice, 2008-

INVITED LECTURES 

Lipid Biochemistry 

The American Red Cross, St. Louis, MO. 
December, 1983. "A Coenzyme A Synthetase Enzyme Specific for Icosanoid Precursor Fatty Acids." 

The Merck Institute for Therapeutic Research, Rahway, NJ. August, 1985. "Mechanisms for Icosawid 
Precursor Uptake and Release by a Tissue Culture Cell Line." 

The Lipid Club of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA. May, 1986. "Control oflcosanoid Production at the 
Level of Arachidonoyl-CoA Synthesis." 

The Tissue Culture Association, Philadelphia, PA. May, 1986. "The Reproducible Delipidation of Serum 
for Use in Tissue Culture." 

Academy of Clinical Laboratory Physicians and Scientists National Meeting, Philadelphia, PA. June, 1987. 
"Control of Prostaglandin Production by Fatty Acid Supply." 

Washington University School of Medicine, St. Louis, MO. July, 1987. "Control of Prostaglandin 
Production by Restriction of Exogenous Arachidonate." 

Case Western Reserve University School of Medicine, Cleveland, OH. January, 1989. "The Availability <f 
Cellular Arachidonate for Prostaglandin Production." 

Washington University School ofMedicine, St. Louis, MO. February, 1989. "Fatty Acid Acylation of 
Glycoprotein Ib and Glycoprotein IX in Human Platelets." 
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Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA. March, 1989. "The Availability of Cellular Arachidonate for 
Prostaglandin Production." 

Thomas Jefferson University School of Medicine, Philadelphia, PA. April, 1989. "Covalent Modification of 
Platelet Proteins by Palmitate." 

Thrombosis Institute, Temple University School of Medicine, Philadelphia, PA. May, 1989. "Covalent 
Modification of Platelet Proteins by Palmitate." 

University of Alabama, Birmingham, AL, August, 1990. "The Availability of Cellular Arachidonate for 
Prostaglandin Production." 

Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science, Philadelphia, PA. November, 1990. "Icosanoid Precursor 
Fatty Acid Metabolism." 

University Hospital ofDebrecen, Hungary. September, 1991. "Mechanisms of Fatty Acid Transport to 
Cells." 

Northeastern University, Boston, MA. March 1992. "Fatty Acids: Basic Biochemistry to Clinical 
Significance." 

T Cell Sciences, Cambridge, MA. July, 1992. "Fatty Acid Ethyl Esters: A New Biochemical Marker for 
Alcoholism." 

New England Lipid Group, Boston, MA. September, 1992. "Fatty Acid Ethyl Ester Metabolism." 

ASCP/CAP National Meeting, Multiple Sites. 1992-1995 (annually). "Lipids: Biochemistry to Clinical 
Significance." Half-Day Workshop. 

Basic Science Seminar Series, Tufts University School of Medicine, Boston, MA. January, 1993. "Fatty 
Acid Modification of Proteins." 

Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD. July, 1993. "Fatty Acid Ethyl Esters: A 
Marker for Ethanol Ingestion." 

Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, PA. May, 1994. "Fatty Acid Ethyl Esters: Biochemistry to 
Clinical Significance." 

Mid-Atlantic Lipid Research Symposium, Atlantic City, NJ. May, 1994. "The Covalent Binding of Fatty 
Acids to Proteins: A Metabolic Pathway of Increasing Complexity." 

Second International Round Table Conference on Fatty Acids in Cell Signaling (35 scientists by invitation 
only), Madison, WI. June, 1994. "Fatty Acid Ethyl Esters: Toxic Ethanol Metabolites." 

New York Lipid Research Club, New York City, NY. September, 1994. "TI:e Covalent Modification of 
Platelet Proteins by Fatty Acids." 

Institute for Scientific Applications, Lyon, France. November, 1994. "Fatty Acid Acylation of Platelet 
Proteins" and "Fatty Acid Ethyl Esters." 

Yale University School of Medicine, New Haven, CT. December, 1994. "Fatty Acid Ethyl Esters: Toxic 
Metabolites of Ethanol." 

Department of Pathology, Visiting Professor, Albany Medical College, Albany, NY. January 1995. "Fatty 
Acid Ethyl Esters: New Markers for Ethanol Ingestion." 

International Society for the Study of Fatty Acids & Lipids (ISSFAL), Bethesda, MD. June, 1995. 
"Thioesterification of Platelet Proteins with Saturated and Polyunsaturated Fatty Acids." 
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Baystate Medical Center (Affiliate of Tufts University School of Medicine), Sprhgfield, MA. September, 
1995. "Fatty Acids: Biochemistry to Clinical Significance." 

Division of Laboratory Medicine, Visiting Professor, Washington University School of Medicine, St. Louis, 
MO. April, 1996. "Fatty Acid Ethyl Ester: A Toxic Nonoxidative Metabolic of Ethanol." 

Third International Round Table Conference on Fatty Acids in Cell Signaling (35 scientists by invitation 
only), Maastricht, The Netherlands. July, 1996. "Fatty Acids Covalently Bound to Platelet Proteins in the 
Native State." 

Department of Gastroenterology, Warsaw Medical Academy, Warsaw, Poland. June, 1996. "Fatty Acid 
Ethyl Esters: Toxic Nonoxidative Metabolites of Ethanol." 

Medical University ofDebrecen, Hungary. July, 1996. "Fatty Acid Ethyl Esters: Toxic Nonoxidltive 
Ethanol Metabolites." 

20th Annual Arnold 0. Beckman Conference. New Orleans, LA. February, 1997. "Alcoholic Liver 
Disease: Short Term and Long Term Markers of Ethanol Intake." 

Biochemistry Colloquium Series. University of Massachusetts, Lowcll, MA. March, 1997. "Fatty Acid 
Ethyl Esters: New Markers for Ethanol Intake." 

Biochemistry Seminar Series, Chiron Diagnostics, Walpole, MA. March, 1997. 
"Serum Fatty Acid Ethyl Esters: A New Indicator of Ethanol Intake." 

Neurology Grand Rounds, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA. May, 1997. "Fatty Acid Ethyl 
Ester: A New Ethanol Metabolite Associated with Toxicity and Intoxication." 

Anesthesia Grand Rounds, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA. July, 1997. "Alcohol Abuse: 
Mechanisms of Toxicity and Monitoring Intake." 

Breakthroughs in Pathology, National ASCP/CAP meeting, Philadelphia, PA. September, 1997. "New 
Markers for Monitoring Ethanol Intake." 

Northeastern Chapter, American Association of Clinical Chemistry meetng, Waltham, MA. November, 
1997. "Chemical Diagnosis of Alcoholism." 

Department of Biophysics Seminar Series, Boston University School of Medicine, Boston, MA. January, 
1998. "Fatty Acid Ethyl Esters: A Missing Link in Ethanol Induced Organ Damage." 

University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine, Philadelphia, PA. February, 1998. "Ethanol Metabolism & 
Innovations in Laboratory Medicine." 

University of Florida School of Medicine, Gainesville, FL. February, 1998. "Ethanol 
Metabolism/Innovative Approaches to Diagnostic Testing." 

Ball Memorial Hospital, Visiting Professor, Muncie, IN. March, 1998. "Fatty Acid Ethyl Esters: A New 
Marker for Ethanol Intake." 

Scientific Group on Obesity, Boston University School of Medicine, Boston, MA. March 199& "Fatty Acid 
Ethyl Esters: Nonoxidative Ethanol Metabolites." 

University ofNorth Carolina School of Medicine, Chapel Hill, NC. April, 1998. "Ethanol 
Metabo !ism/Innovative Approaches to Diagnostic Testing." 

Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine, University of Arizona School of the Health Sciences, 
Visiting Professor, Tucson, AZ. April, 1998. "Fatty Acid Ethyl Ester: A Toxic Ethanol Metabolite." 
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International Society for the Study of Fatty Acids and Lipids (ISSF AL ). Lyon, France. June, 1998. 
"Covalent Modification of Proteins by Fatty Acids." 

International Society for the Study of Fatty Acids and Lipids (ISSF AL ). Lyon, France. June, 1998. "Fatty 
Acid Ethyl Esters: Nonoxidative Metabolites ofEthanol." 

Fourth International Roundtable on Fatty Acids in Cell Signaling, (30 scientists by invitation only) Chatham, 
MA. June 1998. "Fatty Acid Ethyl Esters: Ethanol Metabolites with a Role in Organ Damage and Ethanol 
Monitoring." 

The Cleveland Clinic, Visiting Professor, Cleveland, OH. January, 1999. "Fatty Acid Ethyl Esters in the 
Blood: A New Test for Ethanol Intake." 

The Food & Drug Administration, Tissue Engineering Course, Rockville, MD. February, 2000. 
"Inflammation and Implantable Devices." 

Vascular Biology Research Group, Tufts University School of Medicine, Boston, MA. May, 2000. "Fatty 
Acid Ethyl Esters: Nonoxidative Ethanol Metabolites." 

Grand Rounds, Pathology Department, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA. January, 2001. "Fatty 
Acid Ethyl Esters: Nonoxidative Ethanol Metabolites for Monitoring Ethanol Intake." 

24th Annual Meeting of the Research Society on Alcoholism, Montreal, Canada. June, 2001. "Role of Fatty 
Acid Ethyl Esters in Alcohol Induced Organ Damage." 

Cellular & Molecular Aspects of Omega-3 Fatty Acids and Cancer Symposium, Breckenridge, CO. June, 
2001. "Fatty Acid Metabolism in Chronic Alcoholism, an Induction State for Hepatocellular Carcinoma." 

The Fifth International Conference on Fatty Acids and Cell Signaling, Gargano, Italy. Sepember, 2001. 
"Fatty Acid Ethyl Esters: Their Role in Ethanol- Induced Cell Injury and Monitoring Ethanol Intake." 

The MGH Child Psychiatry Section, Boston, MA. March, 2002. "Omega-3 fatty acids and attention deficit 
disorders." 

The 4th Annual Frank M Townsend Lecture, University of Texas at San Antonio, San Antonio, TX. 
November, 2002. "Fatty acid ethyl esters: toxic nonoxidative ethanol metabolites." 

Gastroenterology Research Seminar, University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine, Philadelphia, lA. 
January, 2003. "Fatty acid ethyl esters." 

Pathology Grand Rounds, University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine, Philadelphia, PA. January, 2003. 
"Fatty acid ethyl ester: A toxic nonoxidative ethanol metabolite." 

Department of Pathology, Louisiana State University School of Medicine, New Orleans, LA. February, 
2003. "Fatty acid ethyl esters: How much ethanol is good or bad?" 

Dana Farber Cancer Institute, Boston, MA. April, 2003. "An overview of fatty acid metabolism and its 
implications for anti-cancer treatment." 

Conemaugh Valley Memorial Hospital, Johnstown, PA. May, 2003. "Ethanol: The good and the bad." 

Current Concepts in Clinical Pathology, Boston, MA. June, 2003. "Lipid Testing and the P~ediction of 
Cardiovascular Risk." 

Memorial Sloane Kettering Cancer Center, New York City, NY. July, 2003. "Fatty Acid Ethyl Esters: 
Toxic Nonoxidative Ethanol Metabolites." 

The 61h International Conference on Fatty Acids and Cell Signaling. Bethesda, MD. July, 2003. "Fatty Acid 
Ethyl Esters in Red Blood Cells and Platelets." 
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Alcohol Birth through Death Conference sponsored by the California Association of Toxicologists. Santa 
Rosa, Ca. August, 2003. "Fatty Acid Ethyl Esters as Postmortem Markers of Premortem Ethanol Intake." 

Ospedale Pediatrico Bambina Gesu, Rome, Italy. December 2003. "Fatty Acid Alterations in Cystic 
Fibrosis." 

Massachusetts General Hospital, Pathology Grand Rounds, Boston, MA. February, 2003. "Fatty Acid 
Alterations in Cystic Fibrosis." 

Basic Science Lecture Series, University of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston, TX. March, 2004. "Fatty 
Acid Ethyl Esters: Nonoxidative Metabolites of Ethanol." 

Department of Pathology Visiting Professor Lecture Series, University of Alabama at Birmingham, 
Birmingham, AL. March, 2004. "Fatty Acid Ethyl Esters: Toxic Nonoxidative Ethanol Metabolites." 

I?'h Annual Research Conference of the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation, Williamsburg, VA. June, 2004. "Fatty 
acid metabolism in cystic fibrosis: What have we learned in 20 years and whtre do we go from here?" 

University of Rome, Study Group on Liver Disease and Alcoholism, Rome, Italy. June, 2004. "Fatty Acid 
Ethyl Esters: Toxic Nonoxidative Metabolites of Ethanol." 

Tufts University School of Medicine, MD-PhD Research Seminar Series, Boston, MA. January, 2005. 
"Fatty Acid Ethyl Esters." 

Scientific Symposium, Hilton Head, SC. June, 2005. "Alcohol: The Good and The Bad." 

Scientific Symposium, Hilton Head, SC. June, 2005. "Evaluation of Cardiovascular Risk." 

12th Annual Massachusetts Prosecutors Conference, Boston, MA. March, 2006. "Operating Under the 
Influence" 

Research Conference on Autism, Boston, MA. October, 2006. "Fatty Acid Metabolism- Is It Relevant To 
Autism?" 

Case Western Reserve University Medical Center, Department of Pathology, Visiting Professor, Cleveland, 
OH. January, 2007. "Fatty Acid Alterations in Cystic Fibrosis- Moving beyond the Original Biochemical 
Observations and Understanding the Basis of the DHA Therapeutic Effect." 

Temple University School of Medicine, Department of Pathology. Philadelphia, PA. April, 2007. "Cystic 
Fibrosis: Fatty Acid Alterations and Fatty Acid Supplementation." 

Vanderbilt University School of Medicine, Department of Pathology. Nashville, TN. April, 2007. "Fatty 
Acid Alterations in Cystic Fibrosis: A Target for Therapy." 

Fatty Acids in Cell Signaling- 8th Symposium, Quebec City, Canada. June, 2007. "Fatty Acid Alterations 
in Cystic Fibrosis." 

21 81 Annual North American Cystic Fibrosis Conference, Amheim, CA. October, 2007. "A UnifYing 
Theory to Explain How CFTR Leads to the Lipid Abnormalities in CF and Altered Inflammatory Signaling" 
and "Introduction to Fatty Acid Metabolism" 

Gastroenterology Research Conference, Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, Boston, MA. November, 
2007. "Cystic Fibrosis: Fatty acid alterations and fatty acid supplementation." 

Loyola University School of Medicine, Pathology Grand Rounds, Chicago, IL. January, 2008. "Cystic 
Fibrosis". 
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22nd Annual North American Cystic Fibrosis Conference, Orlando, FL. October, 2008. In the session on 
Fatty Acids: Crossroads of Nutrition and Science, "Monitoring Adequacy of0mega3 Fatty Acid Intake." 

Clinical Pharmacology Grand Rounds, Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Nashville, TN. February, 
2010. "Fatty Acid Abnormalities in Cystic Fibrosis." 

Visiting Professor, University of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana, Champaign, IL. November, 2010. "Fatty 
Acids: Metabolism and Clinical Significance." 

Visiting Professor, McGill University, Montreal, Canada. November, 2011. "Fatty Acid Abnormalities in 
Cystic Fibrosis." 

Clinical Coagulation 

The American Red Cross, Philadelphia, PA. April, 1986. "The Diagnosis and Treatment of Coagulation 
Factor Deficiencies." 

Internal Medicine Board Review Course, Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA. 
April, 1987-1989 (annually). "Diagnosis and Treatment of Coagulation Disorders." 

Academy of Clinical Laboratory Physicians and Scientists National Mreting, Philadelphia, PA. June, 1987. 
"Monitoring Anticoagulant Therapy." 

Hospital ofthe University ofPennsy1vania, Philadelphia, PA. October, 1987. Critical Care Medicine 
Symposium "Coagulation in the ICU." 

Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine, Philadelphia, PA. March, 1988. "Aspirin Ingestion and 
Myocardial Infarction." 

Blood Bank Association ofNew York State Annual Meeting, Syracuse, NY. June, 1988. "Secondary 
Hemostasis." 

General Surgery Continuing Education Course, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA. September/October, 
1990-1995 (annually). "Preoperative and Postoperative Evaluation of Hemostasis." 

American Society of Hematology/International Society of Hematology, Boston, MA. December, 1990. 
"Clinical Utility of Platelet Aggregometry" 

Massachusetts Association of Blood Banks, Waltham, MA. May, 1991. "Acquired Hemostatic Defects". 

Ortho Pharmaceutical Corporation, Raritan, NJ. August, 1991. "Clinical Coagulation Test Batteries". 

Instrumentation Laboratories, Lexington, MA. December, 1991. "Clinical Coagulation Test Batteries." 

ASCP/CAP National Meeting, Las Vegas, NV. October 1992. "Platelet Aggregation Studies." 

Coagulation Resource Committee of the College of American Pathologists, Lake Buena Vista, IL. January, 
1993. "Bedside Testing in Coagulation." 

Anesthesia Review and Update Continuing Education Course, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA. 
1994-Present (annually). "Why Doesn't the Blood Clot?" 

Intensive Care Medicine Continuing Education Cotrse, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA. 1994-
Present (annually). "Diagnosis and Management of Coagulation Disorders." 

Annual Review for Dental Practitioners- Continuing Education Course, Harvard Medical School, April, 
1994-1996 (annually). "Coagulopathies." 

Grand Rounds, MGH Department of Medicine, Boston, MA. July, 1994. "von Willebrand's Disease." 
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Cardiovascular Anesthesia Continuing Education Course, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA. 
September, 1994. "Diagnosis and Treatment of Common Coagulopathies." 

Department of Pathology, Visiting Professor, Emory University School of Medicine, Atlanta, GA. October, 
1994. "Hypercoagulable States." 

Management Decisions for the General Surgeon Continuing Education Course, Harvard Medical Schml, 
Boston, MA. October, 1994. "Necessity for Blood Transfusion Therapy" and September, 1995 "The 
Diagnosis of Hypercoagulable States." 

Department of Gastroenterology, Warsaw Medical Academy, Warsaw, Poland. June, 1996. 
"Hypercoagulable States." 

Scientific Symposium on Anticoagulation Monitoring, Dedham, MA. June, 1996. "The Therapeutic Use 
and Clinical Laboratory Monitoring of Low Molecular Weight Heparin." 

Grand Rounds, MGH Department of Medicine, Boston, MA. December, 1996. "Hypercoagulable S:ates." 

Department of Anesthesia, Beth Israel Hospital, Boston, MA. January, 1997. "The Diagnosis of Commonly 
Encountered Coagulopathies." 

Youville Rehabilitation Hospital, Cambridge, MA. February, 1997. "Clinical Use and Monitoring of Low 
Molecular Weight Heparin." 

American Association for Clinical Chemistry/Clinical Ligand Society, Boston, MA. May, 1997. 
"Cardiology & the Clinical Laboratory: Thrombosis and Hemostasis in Myocardial Infarction." 

Penobscot Bay Medical Center, Rockland, ME. October, 1997. "Coagulation Problems in the Community 
Hospital." 

College of American Pathologists Concensus Conference on Anticoagulant Monitoring. Atlanta, GA. 
October, 1997. "Leader of Session to Formulate Recommendations for Monitoring Low MolecularWeight 
Heparin, Danaparoid, Hirudin, and Argatroban." 

Braintree Rehabilitation Hospital, Braintree, MA. March, 1998. "The Clinical Indications for Use and 
Monitoring of Low Molecular Weight Heparin." 

Massachusetts Society of Pathologists, Worcester, MA. March, 1998. "What the Pathologist Needs to 
Know about Coagulation Testing." 

Department of Surgery Grand Rounds, St. Elizabeth's Medical Center, Boston, MA. September, I 998. "The 
Pharmacology of Low Molecular Weight Heparin." 

Deaconess-Glover Hospital Grand Rounds, Needham, MA. December, I 998. "Commonly Encountered 
Problems in Coagulation." 

Department of Pathology, The Cleveland Clinic, Visiting Professor, Cleveland, OH. January, 1999. 
"Interesting Coagulopathy Cases from the Massachusetts Gene:al Hospital." 

Current Issues in Vascular and Endovasclar Surgery, Continuing Education Course, Harvard Medical 
School, Boston, MA. May, 1999 and May, 2000. "What the Vascular Surgeon Needs to Know about 
Coagulation Disorders and Anticoagulation Problems." 

Medical Grand Rounds, Faulkner Hospital, Boston, MA. August, 1999. "The Clinical Indications and 
Laboratory Monitoring of Low Molecular Weight Heparin." 

Rheumatology Grand Rounds, Massachusetts General Hospital, September, I999. "Antiphospholipid 
Antibodies." 
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Grand Rounds, Harvard University Health Services, Cambridge, MA. September 1999. "The Diagnosis and 
Treatment ofHypercoagulable States." 

Medical Grand Rounds, Healthsouth New England Rehabilitation Hospital, Woburn, MA. September, 1999. 
"The Clinical Indications and Laboratory Monitoring of Low Molecular Weight Heparin." 

Vascular Surgery Grand Rounds, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA. September, 1999. 
"Thrombosis in the Patient with a Hypercoagulable State." 

Department of Pathology, UCLA School of Medicine, Los Angeles, CA. October, 1999. "Hypercoagulable 
States: Diagnosis and Treatment." 

Advances in Rheumatology, Continuing Education Course, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA. October, 
1999 and September, 2000. "Hypercoagulability Testing: Current Practice to Assess Thrombotic Risk." 

Conference of Maine Physicians, Scarborough, ME. October, 1999. "Low Molecular Weight Heparin: 
When and How to Use it and Monitor its Effect." 

Orthopedics Grand Rounds, Carney Hospital, Boston, MA. November, 1999. "Low Molecular Weight 
Heparin: an Alternative to Unfractionated Heparin." 

The Kessler Rehabilitation Institute, W. Orange, N.J. November, 1999. "The Use and Monitoring of Low 
Molecular Weight Heparin." 

Grand Rounds, Holy Family Hospital, Methuen, MA. November, 1999. "The Diagnosis and Treatment of 
Hypercoagulable States." 

Department of Pathology, St. Louis University School of Medicine, St. Louis, MO. January, 2000. "The 
Hypercoagulable States." 

Rheumatology Grand Rounds, Brigham and Women's Hospital, Boston, MA. February, 2000. "Diagnosis 
and Treatment ofHypercoagulable States." 

7'h Annual Progress in Clinical Pathology, Dallas, TX. March, 2000. "Diagnosis and Treatment of 
Hypercoagulability." 

American Association for Clinical Chemistry, Connecticut Valley Section, Hartford, CT. March, 2000. 
"One of Five is Predisposed to Thrombosis- Are You One and Do You Want to Find Out?" 

Twelfth Annual Lectures in Contemporary Hemostasis and Thrombosis, Miami, FL. Mrrch, 2000. 
"Diagnostic Mistakes in Coagulation with Catastrophic Outcomes." 

Dade Behring Hemostasis Seminar Series, Boston, MA. April, 2000. "Hypercoagulable States: Diagnosis 
and Treatment." 

Dep'"artnrent of Anesthesia Grand Rounds, Tufts/New Englarrl Medical Center, Boston, MA. April, 2000. 
"Hypercoagulable States." 

Symposium on Anticoagulation Management in the 2 f1 Century, Brooklyn, NY. June, 2000. "Outpatient 
Management of Deep Vein Thrombosis Using Low Molecular Weight Heparin." 

Eo·<-:·.,_ 

Role ofthe Laboratory in the Treatment of Patients, Mayo Symposium, Prouts Neck, ME. June, 2000. "The 
Diagnosis and Treatment ofHypercoagulable States." 

The Wagih Bari Society of St. Louis Pathologists, St. Louis, MO. September, 2000. "Diagnostic Errors in 
Coagulation with Catastrophic Outcomes." 

The North Shore Medical Center/Salem Hospital, Salem, MA. October, 2000. "Hypercoagulable States." 
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Brown University School of Medicine, Department of Surgery Grand Rounds, Providence, Rl. November, 
2000. "Everything You Wanted to Know about Low Molecular Weight Heparin." 

Newport Hospital, Newport, Rl. November, 2000. "New Markers for Hypercoagulable States." 

Anna Jacques Medical Staff Grand Rounds, Newburyport, MA. January, 2001. "Hypercoagulable States." 

Department of Anesthesia Grand Rounds, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA. January, 2001. 
"The Diagnosis and Treatment of Hypercoagulable States." 

Distinguished Lecturer Series, Spaulding Rehabilitation Hospital, Boston, MA. January, 2001. 
"Identification and Treatment of Hypercoagulable States." 

Mt. Sinai Medical Center, Miami, FL. February, 2001. "Genetic markers ofhypercoagulability." 

Rheumatology Grand Rounds, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA. March, 200 I. "The 
Appropriate Use of Low Molecular Weight Heparin." 

Pharmacia Symposium for Healthcare Practitioners, Pittsburgh, P A. March, 2001. "The Diagnosis and 
Treatment of Hypercoagulable States." 

Mercy Hospital of Pittsburgh Medical Grand Rounds, Pittsburgh, PA. March, :J>Ol. "Low Molecular 
Weight Heparin." 

Rheumatology Grand Rounds, Roger Williams Hospital of Brown University School of Medicine, 
Providence, Rl. March, 200 I. "Hypercoagulability and the Antiphospholipid Syndrome." 

The North Shore Medical Center/Salem Hospital, Salem, MA. April, 2001. "von Willebrand's Disease." 

American Association of Clinical Chemistry, Review Course, Alexandria, VA. April, 200 I. "An Overview 
of Coagulation." 

Vascular Surgery Grand Rounds, Massachusetts General Hospital, April, :J>O l. "The New Anticoagulants." 

Symposium on Expanding the Horizons of Antithrombotic Therapy, Staten Island, NY. May, 2001. 
"Diagnosis and Treatment ofHypercoagulable States." 

Pulmonary Medicine Grand Rounds, SUNY Downstate Medical Center, Brooklyn,NY. May, 2001. 
"Heritable Causes of Venous Thrombosis." 

. ,..., 

General Medicine Grand Rounds, Massachusetts General Hospital, September, 200 I. "Hypercoagulable 
States: Diagnosis, Treatment, and Controversies in Long Term Patient Management." 

Transplantation Surgery Grand Rounds, Massachusetts General Hospital, September, 200 I. 
"Antiphospholipid Antibody Syndrome." 

Obstetrics & Gynecology Grand Rounds, Massachusetts General Hospital, September, 200 I. 
"Thrombophilia: Obstetrical and Gynecologic Issues." 

Grand Rounds, Memorial Sloane-Kettering Cancer Center, New York, NY. October, 2001. "The Diagnosis 
and Treatment of Hypercoagulable States." 

Surgery Grands Rounds, Massachusetts General Hospital, October, 200 I. "New Anticoagulants and 
Indications for Their Use." 

Medical Grand Rounds, University of Massachusetts Memorial Medical Center, Worcester, MA. October, 
200 I. "Sepsis, Anticoagulation, and a Drug That Connects Them." 

Lab Med 2001 Symposium, New York City, NY. October, 2001. "Genetic Markers ofHenustasis." 
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Massachusetts General Hospital Special Seminar, October, 2001. "Sepsis and Recombinant Activated 
Protein C." 

Medical Grand Rounds, Allegheny General Hospital. December, 2001. "Indications & Monitoring of Low 
Molecular Weight Heparin." 

New England Medical Center, December, 2001. "Inflammation, Coagulation, and a Drug that Connects the 
Two." 

Merrimack Valley Hospital, Haverhill, MA. December, 200 I. "Anticoagulation with Warfarin and 
Heparin- Basic Principles." 

Surgery Grand Rounds, Newton Wellesley Hospital, Newton, MA. January, 2002. "DVT Prophylaxis and 
Treatment." 

Audioconference for American Association for Clinical Chemistry. February, 2002. "Point of Care Testing 
for Coagulation." 

Emma Sadler Moss Lectureship, Louisiana State University Medical Center, February, 2002. "Bleeding and 
Thrombotic Disorders." 

Cardiac Surgery Grand Rounds, Massachusetts General Hospital, February, 2002. "A Review of 
Hypercoagulable States." 

Roger Williams Hospital, Providence, RI. March, 2002. "Low Molecular Weight Heparin." 

Palisades Medical Center, North Bergen, NJ. March, 2002. "A New Drug for Patients with Sepsis." 

The Massachusetts Society of Pathologists Spring CME Program. Newton, MA. April, 2002. "The 
Diagnosis and Treatment ofHypercoagulable States." 

191
h Annual Hemostasis & Thrombosis Update, Philadelphia, P A. April, 2002. "The Diagnosis & Treatment 

of Hypercoagulable States." 

The 16th Annual Northeast Region Meeting of the Clinical Laboratory Management Association, Clinica 
Ligand Society and American Association of Clinical Chemistry. Boxborough, MA. April, 2002. "The 
Diagnosis & Treatment of Hypercoagulable States." 

Department of Pediatrics Cambridge Health Alliance and Mount Auburn Hospital, Cambridge, MA. May, 
2002. "Hypercoagulable States." 

Anesthesia Review & Update. Boston, MA. May, 2002. "Why Doesn't the Blood Clot?" 

Lawrence Memorial Hospital, Visiting Clinician Program, Medford, MA, June, 2002. "The 
Hypercoagulable State." 

Massachusetts General Hospital, Department ofNeurology, June, 2002. "Hypercoagulable States." 

Cambridge Hospital, Department of Surgery Grand Rounds, June, 2002. "Low Molecular Weight Heparin." 

Exeter Hospital, Grand Rounds, Exeter, NH. June, 2002. "The Diagnosis and Treatmentof 
Hypercoagulable States." 

Pharmacia Sponsored Symposium, Portland, ME. June, 2002. "Low Molecular Weight Heparin: 
Mechanism of Action, Indications and Monitoring." 
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"Issues in the Treatment of Women" symposium of the American College ofObstetriciansand 
Gynecologists, Burlington, MA, July, 2002. The Johns Figgs Jewet Memorial Lectureship "Thrombophilia 
in Pregnancy." 

Neurosurgery Grand Round, Massachusetts General Hospital, July, 2002. "Hypercoagulable States." 

Greater New York Clinical Laboratory Management Association Program on the Early Diagnosis of Life 
Threatening Sepsis and DIC, New York City, NY, July, 2002. "Sepsis, Coagulation, and a Drug that 
Connects Them." 

54th National Meeting of the American Association of Clinical Chemistry, Orlarrlo, FL, July 2002. "Point of 
Care Coagulation Testing," "The Diagnosis of Bleeding Disorders," and "The Diagnosis of Thrombotic 
Disorders" (3 invited talks). 

Dade Fall Conference 2002, Waltham, MA. September, 2002. "The Diagnosis & Treatment of 
Hypercoagulable States." 

Hematology-Oncology Grand Rounds, New York Hospital/Cornell Medical College, New York, NY. 
September, 2002. "The Use of Low Molecular Weight Heparin." 

Rhode Island Blood Bankers Society, Providence, RI, September, 2002. "Factor VIII Inhibitors: Diagnosis 
and Treatment." 

Neuro-Oncology Grand Rounds, Massachusetts General Hospital, September, 2002. "The Use of Low 
Molecular Weight Heparin and Fondaparinux as Prophylaxis for Venous Thrombosis." 

Podiatry Grand Rounds, Massachusetts General Hospital, September, 2002. "Deep Vein Thrombosis: 
Prophylaxis and Treatment." 

Cancer Medicine and Hematology, Harvard Medical School Continuing Education Course, September, 2002. 
"Case Management Problems in Coagulation." 

Surgery Grand Rounds, Mt. Auburn Hospital, Cambridge, MA. October, 2002. "Low Molecular Weight 
Heparin: Indications and Monitoring." 

Birmingham Fall Hemostasis Symposium, Birmingham, AL. October, 2002. "Hypercoagulable States." 

American Thrombosis Institute, Public Educational Symposium on Thrombosis, Mountain Brook, AL. 
October, 2002. "Blood Clots- Am I at Risk?" 

University of Hawaii Pathology Residency Program, Honolulu, HI. October, 2002. "Hypercoagulable 
States: Diagnosis and Treatment." 

North Shore Medical Center, Grand Rounds, Salem, MA. November, 2002. "The Diagnosis and Treatment 
of Hypercoagulable States." 

Spaulding Rehabilitation Hospital, Boston, MA. November, 2002. "New Anticoagulants." 
Medical Grand Rounds, Massachusetts General Hospital, December, 2002. "DVT Prophylaxis and 
Treatment in 1978: When I Was a Caveman Clotter." 

St. Francis ,Hospital and Medical Center/University of Connecticut. Medical Grand Rounds, Hartford, CT. 
January, 2003. "Clinical and Laboratory Approach to Thrombophilia." 

Connecticut Society of Pathologists, New Haven, CT. January, 2003. "Clinical and Laboratory Approach to 
Thrombotic Disorders." 

Pathology Continuing Education Program, St. Francis Hospital, Hartford, CT. January, 2003. "Laboratory 
Testing for Thrombophilia." 
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Rheumatology Grand Rounds, Beth Israel Deaconess Hospital, Boston, MA. January, 2003. 
"Hypercoagulable States." 

Neurology Grand Rounds, Lahey Clinic, Burlington, MA. January, 2003. "Diagnosis and Treatment of 
Hypercoagulable States." 

2"d Year Louisiana State University Medical Student Lecture, New Orleans, LA. February, 2003. "A 
Review of Hemostasis." 

Safe Transitions in Anticoagulation Therapy Symposium, Boston, MA. February, 2003. "Overview of 
Normal Hemostasis and Thrombosis. 

Department of Anesthesia Didactic Course, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA. February, 2003. 
"Why Doesn't the Blood Clot?" 

Cedars-Sinai Hospital Grand Rounds, Miami, FL. February, 2003. "Inflammation, Coagulation, and a Drug 
that Connects the Two." 

Sylvester Cancer Center, University of Miami, Miami, FL. February 2003. "The Mechanism of Action of 
Recombinant Activated Protein C." 

Lowell General Hospital Grand Rounds, Lowell, MA. February, 2003. "The Diagnosis and Treatment of 
Hypercoagulable States." 

Texas Children's Hospital Grand Rounds Hematology- Oncology. Houston, TX. March, 2003. 
"Hypercoagulable States and Their Association with Malignancy." 

Houston City Wide Hematology Conference, Houston, TX. March, 2003. "Hypercoagulable States andthe 
200 I Consensus Conference Recommendations for Thrombophilia Testing." 

ASCP Resident Review Course, Hoffman Estates, IL. April, 2003. "Coagulation Overview." 

Professional Practice in Clinical Chemistry: A Review and Update, Arlington, VA. April, 2<D3. "An 
Overview of Bleeding and Thrombotic Disorders." 

Updates in Anesthesia, Boston, MA. May, 2003. "Why Doesn't the Blood Clot?" 

New York State Society of Pathologists, 341
h Annual Continuing Education Meeting, Binghamton, NY. 

May, 2003. "Hypercoagulability." 

New Frontiers in Vascular and Endovascular Surgery, Boston, MA. May, 2003. "What Surgeons Should 
know about New Heparins and Hypercoagulability." 

Conemaugh Valley Memorial Hospital, Johnstown, PA. May, 2003. "Hypercoagulable States." 

North Shore University Hospital, Forest Hills, NY. May, 2003. "Low Molecular Weight Heparin: 
Prophylaxis and Treatment of DVT and PE." 

Windham Hospital Grand Rounds, Willamantic, CT. June, 2003. "Diagnosis and Treatment of 
Hypercoagulable States." 

:.,;.<.;-'.::- •' 

Current Concepts in Clinical Pathology, Boston, MA. June, 2003. "Whom to Monitor for 
Hypercoagulability- Report of the CAP Consensus Conference on Thrombophilia Testing" and "Common 
Errors in Coagulation." 

Reproductive Endocrinology & Gynecology Seminar ~ries, Brigham and Women's Hospital, Boston, MA. 
September, 2003. "Hypercoagulable States." 
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Advances in Rheumatology, Continuing Education Course, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA. 
September, 2003. "Hypercoagulability Testing: Current Practice to Assess Thrombotic Risk." 

Cancer Medicine and Hematology, Harvard Medical School Continuing Education Course, September, 2003. 
"Case Management Problems in Coagulation." 

30th Meeting of the New England Society for Vascular Surgery, Newport, Rl. Septembe~ 2003. "Diagnosis 
of Hypercoagulable States." 

A Comprehensive Board Review in Hematology and Medical Oncology, Houston, TX. October, 2003. 
"Hypercoagulable States." 

Montefiore Medical Center/Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Bronx, NY. Visiting Professor. January, 
2004. "Diagnosis and Treatment of Hypercoagulable States." 

Cardiology and Cardiac Surgery Practice Management Rounds, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, 
MA. February, 2004. "The Pathogenesis, Diagnosis, and Treatment of Heparin-Inducted 
Thrombocytopenia." 

Anesthesia Grand Rounds, Newton-Wellesley Hospital, Newton, MA. March, 2004. "Anticoagulants Old 
and New." 

5th Annual Louisiana Coagulation Conference, Metairie, LA. March, 2004. "Diagnosis and Treatment of 
Thrombophilic States." 

Newport Hospital Grand Rounds, Newport, Rl. March, 2004. "What is New & Old in Anticoagulation." 

Cedars-Sinai Hospital, Visiting Professor Los Angeles, CA. April, 2004. "The Diagnosis & Treatment of 
Hypercoaguable States." 

ASCP Resident Review Course, Hoffman Estates, IL. April, 2004. "Coagulation." 

Harvard Medical School Anesthesia Review and Update 2004, Boston, MA. May, 2004. "Why Doesn't the 
Blood Clot and Why Does the Blood Keep Clotting?" 

University of Rome, Department ofExperinental Medicine and Pathology, Rome, Italy. June, 2004. "The 
Diagnosis and Treatment ofHypercoagulable States." 

Society of Hospital Medicine, 2004 Northeast Regional Meeting, Boston, MA. June, 2004. "Anticoagulants 
for the Practicing Hospitalist: Monitoring of New Agents, Pitfalls in the Use of Older Agents." 

Current Concepts in Hemostasis Symposium, John F. Kennedy Library and Museum, Boston, MA. June, 
2004. "Hypercoagulable States: Their Role in Thrombosis with Air Travel, Pregnancy, and Estrogen 
Supplementation." 

Westerly Hospital Grand Rounds, Westerly, Rl. September, 2004. "Anticoagulants and Thrombosis 
Prevention." 

South County Hospital Grand Rounds, Wakefield, Rl. September, 2004. "Anticoagulants: An Overview" 
and "Heparin-Induced Thrombocytopenia." 

Cancer Medicine and Hematology, Harvard Medical School Continuing Education Course, September, 2004. 
"Case Management Problems in Coagulation." 

Advances in Anticoagulation Symposium, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA. October, 200l. 
"The Coagulation Cascade and Patients at Risk" and "Heparin-Inducted Thrombocytopenia." 

Update in Hemostasis and Thrombosis, Lehigh Valley Hospital, Allentown, PA. October, 2004. "The 
Diagnosis and Treatment of Hypercoagulable States." 
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Massachusetts General Hospital Department of Anesthesia Grand Rounds, Boston, MA. January, 2005. 
"Hypercoagulable States." 

Children's Memorial Hospital (The pediatrics hospital for Northwestern University Medical Center), Grand 
Rounds, Chicago, IL. March, 2005. "Coagulation Disorders in Children." 

Emerson Hospital Grand Rounds, Concord, MA. April, 2005. "Anticoagulants: Indications and 
Monitoring." 

Spaulding Rehabilitation Hospital, Grand Rounds. "Heparin-Induced Thrombocytopenia: Diagnosis and 
Treatment with Argatroban." Boston, MA. April, 2005 

Coagulation Symposium sponsored by Diagnostica Stago, New York City, NY. May, 2005. 
"Thrombophilia." 

ASCP Resident Review Course, Hoffman Estates, IL. May, 2005. "Coagulation." 

Current Concepts and Controversies in Vascular and Endovascular Surgery Symposium, Boston, MA. May, 
2005. "What Surgeons need to know about Hypercoagulable States" and "HIT Syndrome: A Major 
Concern." 

Professional Practice in Clinical Chemistry: A Review and Update, Arlington, VA. May, 2005. "An 
Overview of Bleeding and Thrombotic Disorders." 

Anesthesia Review and Update 2005, Boston, MA. May, 2005. "Why doesn't the blood clot and why does it 
clot too much?" 

Harvard Medical School Continuing Education Course, Updates in Laboratory Medicine, Boston, MA. June, 
2005. "Anticoagulants." 

Scientific Symposiums, Hilton Head, SC. June, 2005. "Bleeding Disorders." 

Scientific Symposiums, Hilton Head, SC. June, 2005. "Hypercoagulable States." 

J. Heinrich Joist First Memorial Lecture, St. Louis, MO. September, 2005. "Hypercoagulable States: 
Diagnosis and Treatment." 

Harvard Medical School Continuing Education Course, Advances in Rheumatology, Boston, MA. 
September, 2005. "Coagulopathies." 

Harvard Medical School Continuing Education Course, Canrer Medicine and Hematology, Boston, MA. 
September, 2005. "Errors in Diagnosis: Thrombosis and Hemostasis Core Studies." 

Current Concepts in Hemostasis, Industry Sponsored Symposium, National Constitution Center Museum, 
Philadelphia, PA. October, 2005. "The Diagnosis and Treatment ofHypercoagulable States." 

Comprehensive Update on Vascular Disease for the Primary Care and Specialty Provider, Waltham, MA. 
November, 2005. "Hypercoagulable States: Update on How, Who, and When to Screen." 

Lahey Clinic Surgery Grand Rounds. Burlington, MA. January, 2006. "An Overview of Coagulation for the 
Surgeon." 

Brigham and Women's Hospital, Division of Rheumatology. Boston, MA. January, 2006. 
"Antiphospholipid Antibodies: What they are and What they do." 

Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, Division of Rheumatology, Boston, MA. March, 2006. 
"Antiphospholipid Antibodies and Antiphospholipid Syndrome: Description, Diagnosis, and Treatment." 
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The Hemostasis Scientific Advisory Committee 2006 Meeting, InstrumentationLaboratory, Lexington, MA. 
April, 2006. "Point of Care Coagulation Testing: What Assays Could Move Out of the Main Laboratory and 
Institutional Factors which Influence that Decision." 

The Knight Nursing Center for Clinical and Professional Development, Bcston, MA. May 2005. "The 
causes and common bleeding and clotting disorders and what to do about them." 

Harvard Medical School Anesthesia Review and Update 2006, Boston, MA. May, 2006. "Why Doesn't the 
Blood Clot and Why Does the Blood Keep Clotting?" 

Current Concepts and Controversies in Vascular and Endovascular Surgery Symposium, Boston, MA. May, 
2006. "New Age Anticoagulants" and "HIT: A New Major Problem." 

In Vein: Treatment and Techniques Symposium, Uncasville, CT, June, 2006. "Hypercoagulable 3:ates: A 
primer for the office based physician." 

American Association of Clinical Chemistry Critical & Poin~of-Care Testing Division, 41
h Annual POC 

Coordinators Forum, Chicago, IL. July, 2006. "Anticoagulation with Warfarin and Heparin: How the Drugs 
Work, How They are Monitored, and What the Results Mean" and "Point of Care Testing in Coagulation: 
Barriers to Effective Implementation." 

American Association of Clinical Chemistry Annual Meeting, Chicago, IL. July, 2006. "Coagulation Testing: 
The Role of the Laboratory Director in Optimizing Patient Outcome." 

Cancer Medicine and Hematology, Harvard Medical School Continuing Education Course. September, 
2006. "Case Studies in Hemostasis". 

In Vein Treatment and Techniques, Las Vegas, NV. October, 2006. "Hypercoagulable States: A Primer for 
Office Management." 

Life After a Heart Attack: A Lecture for Community Health Awareness (for the general public). Malden, 
MA. November, 2006. 

Critical Care and Trauma Symposium, Boston, MA. November, 2006. "Dilgnosing a Coagulopathy in the 
ICU." 

Sixth Annual Florida East Coast Point of Care Conference, Cocoa Beach, FL. November, 2006. "POCT in 
Coagulation: The INR and Much More". 

Visiting Professor, Ball Memorial Hospital, Department of Pathology, Muncie, lN. December, 2006. "An 
Overview of Thrombotic and Bleeding Disorders." 

Youville Rehabilitation Hospital, Grand Rounds, Cambridge, MA. February, 2007. "The Management of 
Venous Thromboembolic Disease." 

Melrose-Wakefield Hospital Grand Rounds, Malden, MA. January, 2007. "Hypercoagulable states, 
Anticoagulants, and Heparin-Induced Thrombocytopenia". 

Vascular and Abdominal Interventional Radiology Conference, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, 
MA. February, 2007. "Old Age and New Age Anticoagulmts: How They Are Used, How They Are 
Monitored, and How They are Reversed." 

Cedar-Sinai Medical Center Grand Rounds, Los Angeles, CA. February, 2007. "The Diagnosis and 
Treatment ofHypercoagulable States." 

Evergreen Hospital Grand Rounds, Seattle, WA. February, 2007. "The Diagnosis and Treatment of 
Hypercoagulable States." 
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University of Rome (La Sapienza), School of Medicine. Lecture to Medical Students. Rome, Italy. March, 
2007. "An Overview of Hemostasis." 

Massachusetts General Hospital Vascular Summit: A Comprehensive Update for the Primary Care Provider, 
Boston, MA. March, 2007. "Special Course Lecture: Hypercoagulable States: Update on How, Who, and 
When to Screen." 

New England Regional Chemistry Exposition (NERCE), Boxborough, MA. Aplil, 2007. "The Diagnosis 
and Treatment ofHypercoagulable States." 

Obstetrics and Gynecology Grand Rounds, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA. April, 2007. 
"Hypercoagulable States and Their Many Connections to Obstetrics and Gynecology." 

Professional Practice in Clinical Chemistry: A Review and Update. Washington, DC. April, 2007. 
"Coagulation." 

In Vein: Treatment and Techniques. Uncasville, CT. April, 2007. "What Do I Really Need to Know About 
Hypercoagulable States." and "How to Evaluate The Patient with Idiopathic DVT." 

ASCP Resident Review Course, Director of Laboratory Medicine Section and Lecturer. Chicago, IL. April, 
2007. "An Overview of Coagulation." 

New England Pathology Resident Forum. Boston, MA. April, 2007. "Coaguhtion Disorders." 

Anesthesia Review and Update, Harvard Continuing Medical Education Symposium, Boston, MA. May, 
2007. "Why Doesn't The Blood Clot?" and "Why Does the Blood Keep Clotting?" 

Pulmonary and Critical Care, Harvard Continuing Medical Educaion Symposium, Boston, MA. May, 2007. 
"Coagulation." 

Contemporary Practice of Vascular and Endovascular Surgery: What the Vascular Surgeon Needs to Know, 
Harvard Continuing Medical Education Symposium, Boston, MA. June, 2007. "Hypercoagulable States, 
Heparin-Induced Thrombocytopenia, and New Age Anticoagulants." 

Cancer Related Emergencies Symposium, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA. June, 2007. 
"Coagulopathies and DIC." 

Rheumatology Grand Rounds, University of Massachusetts Medical Schml, Worcester, MA. September, 
2007. "Antiphospholipid Antibodies: What They Are and What To Do About Them." 

Advances in Rheumatology, Harvard Continuing Medical Education Course, Boston, MA. September, 2007. 
"Coagulopathies". 

Vascular Medicine Continuing Education Symposium Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA. 
October, 2007. "Anticoagulation Pathways" 

Applying Anatomic and Clinical Pathology to Reach a Diagnosis. Harvard Continuing Medical Education 
Course. "Lymphaigitic Spread of Tumor and DIC" and "Patent Foramen Ovale and Hypercoagulable States" 

Hackensack University Medical Center, Surgery Grand Rounds, Hackensack, NJ. October, 2007. 
"Coagulation for the Surgeon." · - ; __ 

ASCP Resident Review Course, Director of Laboratory Medicine Section and Lecturer. Chicago, IL. April, 
2008. "An Overview of Coagulation." 

Vascular Medicine Annual Meeting, San Diego, CA. June, 2008. "Hypercoagulability in Vascular Disease: 
When Should You Consider This, and What Tests Should You Order?". 
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American Association of Clinical Chemistry (AACC) National Meeting, Washington, D.C. July, 2008 
"Overdiagnosis of Child Abuse Due to Undiagnosed Underlying Disease". 

Department of Medicine Grand Rounds, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, AL. 
September, 2008. "The Use and Monitoring of Anticoagulants". 

College of American Pathologists Annual Meeting, San Diego, CA. September, 2006. "Pitfalls in 
Diagnosis". 

American Academy of Pediatrics Premeeting Satellite Session on Diagnosis and Management d." Coagulation 
Disorders, Boston, MA. October, 2008. "Diagnosis and Treatment of Common Bleeding Disorders." 

XXXVIII Mexican Congress on Clinical Pathology, Acapulco, Mexico. October, 2008. Halfday 
symposium on "The Diagnosis and Treatment ofCoagulaion Disorders." 

Department of Pathology, University of Texas- San Antonio. Visiting Professor, San Antonio, TX. 
February, 2009. "The Appropriate Use and Laboratory Monitoring of Anti::oagulants." 

ASCP Resident Review Course, Director of Laboratory Medicine Section and Lecturer. Chicago, IL. April, 
2009. "An Overview of Coagulation." 

American Association of Clinical Chemistry, Professional Practice Course, Alexandria, VA. April, 2009. 
"Diagnosis of Coagulation Disorders." 

Anesthesia Review and Update, Harvard Continuing Medical Education Symposium, Boston, MA. May, 
2009. "Why Doesn't The Blood Clot?" and "Why Does the Blood Keep Clotting?" 

The Clinical Laboratory Management Association of Central New York and the American Association of 
Clinical Chemistry Upstate New York sections, Verona, NY. October, 2009. "Laboratory Tests in the 
Diagnosis of Bleeding and Thrombotic Disorders." 

Harold Bernard Stroke and Neurosciences Symposium, Nashville, TN. November, 2009. "Clotting Factors 
as a risk for Stroke." 

Visiting Professor, Ball Memorial Hospital, Department of Pathology, Muncie, IN. January, 2010. 
"Hypercoagulable states: Diagnosis and Treatment" 

Visiting Professor, Ball Memorial Hospital, Department of Pathology, Muncie, IN. January, 2010. 
"Anticoagulants: Clinical Indications and Monitoring" 

ASCP Resident Review Course, Director of Laboratory Medicine Section and Lecturer. Chicago, IL. April, 
20 I 0. "An Overview of Coagulation." 

Harvard Anesthesia Update 2010, Boston, MA. May, 2010. "Why Doesn't the Blood Clot?" and "Why 
Does the Blood Keep Clotting?" 

Tennessee Donor Services Medical Advisory Committee, Nashville, TN. April, 2010. "Disseminated 
Intravascular Coagulation in the Transplant Patient." 

University of South Florida, Pathology Grand Rounds, Tampa, FL. January, 2011. "Case Studies in 
Laboratory Management: Coagulation Disorders." 

ASCP Resident Review Course, Director of Laboratory Medicine Section and Lecturer. Chicago, IL. April, 
2011. "An Overview of Coagulation." 

Harvard Anesthesia Update 2011, Boston, MA. May, 2011. "Why Doesn't the Blood Clot?" and "Why 
Does the Blood Keep Clotting?" 
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AACC New York Metro Section, New York, NY. May, 2011. "Mistakes in Diagnostic Coagulation Made 
by Others- So You Will Not Make Them Yourself." 

ASCP Resident Review Course, Tampa, FL. February, 2012. "Coagulation" 

7th New Orleans Coagulation Conference, Keynote Address. New Orleans, LA. February, 2012. "The 
Diagnostic Management Team in Coagulation at Vanderbit: How It Works and Its Clinical and Financial 
Impact.": 

Laboratory Medicine/Clinical Pathology 

Association of Pathology Chairperson's Annual Meeting, Aspen, CO. July, 1990. "Why Medical Students 
Choose Careers in Pathology." 

American Society ofCiinical Pathologists National Meeting, Nashville, TN. March, 1991. "Development of 
a Residency Training Program in Laboratory Medicine." 

Hungarian National Academy of Sciences, Budapest, Hungary. September, 1991. "Laboratory Medicine 
Training in the United States." 

The Ontario Medical Association Annual Meeting, Toronto, Canada: October, 1991. "The Rapidly 
Evolving Specialty of Laboratory Medicine." 

University of Massachusetts School of Medicine, Worcester, MA. October, 1991. "Laboratory Medicire 
Training at the Massachusetts General Hospital." 

Academy of Clinical Laboratory Physicians & Scientists National Meeting, San Francisco, CA. June, 1992. 
"Laboratory Medicine Teaching Programs for Medical Students in the Basic Science Curriculum." 

Canadian Association of Pathologists National Meeting, Toronto, ONT. June, 1992. "The Role of the 
Clinical Laboratory in Patient Care". 

42nd Congress ofthe Hungarian Society of Clinical Pathology, Veszprem, Hungary. September 1992. "The 
Practice of Clinical Pathology in the U.S." 

ASCP/CAP National Meeting, Las Vegas, NV. October 1992. "Graduated Responsibility for Residents in 
Clinical Pathology." 

Department of Laboratory Medicine, University of Washington, Seattle, W A. December, 1993. Visiting 
Professor. 

Department of Pathology, University ofUtah School of Medicine, Salt Lake City, UT. December, 1993. 
"Training Residents in Clinical Pathology to be Effective Clinical Consultants." 

Department of Pathology, University of Vermont School ofMdicine, Burlington, VT. January, 1994. 
"Point of Care Testing." 

Department of Pathology, Cornell University School of Medicine, New York, NY. February, 1994. 
"Establishing a Residency Program and Consult Service in Clinical Pathology." 

Department of Pathology, Duke University School of Medicine, Durham, NC. February, 1994. "Alternate 
Site Laboratory Testing." 

Massachusetts Society of Pathologists, Framingham, MA. May, 1994. "Bedside Testing." 

Department of Pathology, Visiting Professor, Emory University School of Medicine, Atlanta, GA. October, 
1994. "Bedside Testing" and "Initiating a Consult Service in Clinical Pathology." 
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Northeast Chapter of the American Association for Clinical Chemistry, October, 1994. "Alternate Site 
Laboratory Testing."\ 

ASCP/CAP National Meeting, Washington, D.C. October, 1994. "The Introductory Rotation in Clinical 
Pathology Residency Training." 

ASCP/CAP National Meeting, Washington, D.C. October, 1994. "Stump the Stars: Review of Clinical 
Cases by Expert Panelists." 

ASCP/CAP National Meeting, Washington, D.C. October, 1994. "Should This Test Be Done: Lipid 
Screening Tests." 

Department of Pathology, Visiting Professor, Albany Medical College, Albany, NY. January, 1995. 
"Development of a Clinical Pathology Consultation Service." 

College of American Pathologists Symposium on Alternate Site Testing, Washington, DC. January, 1995. 
"A Successful Model of Bedside Glucose Testing." 

Fifth Annual Symposium on Coagulation Testing Sponsored by the Bi()Data Corporation, Philadelphia, PA. 
March, 1995. "Bedside Coagulation Testing." 

Department of Pathology & Laboratory Medicine, Hahnemann University School of Medicine, Philadelphia, 
PA. March, 1995. "PointofCareTesting." 

Ninth Annual Meeting ofNorthea>t Section of American Association of Clinical Chemistry, Clinical 
Laboratory Management Association, and Clinical Ligand Society, Danvers, MA. May, 1995. "Cost & 
Quality in Point-of-Care Testing." 

Baystate Medical Center (Affiliate of Tufts University School of Medicine, Springfield, MA. September, 
1995. "Development of a Residency Training Program in Clinical Pathology." 

ASCP/CAP National Meeting, New Orleans, LA. September, 1995. "Bedside Glucose Testing: The Facts 
and Nothing but the Facts." 

Division of Laboratory Medicine, Visiting Professor, Washington University School of Medicine, St. Louis, 
MO. April, 1996. "The Development of the Clinical Consultation Service in Laboratory Medicine at the 
Massachusetts General Hospital" 

Tenth Annual Meeting of the Northeast Section of the Clinical Laboratory Management Association and the 
Clinical Ligand Assay Society, Boxborough, MA. May, 1996. "Point of Care Testing at the Massachusetts 
General Hospital." 

Department of Welfare, Hungarian National Government, Budapest, Hungary. July, 1996. "The Clinical 
Laboratory Inspection and Accreditation Process in the United States." 

Department of Pathology, New York University, New York, NY. January, 1997. "The Development of a 
Residency Training Program and Clinical Consultation Service in Clinical Pathology at Massachusetts 
General Hospital." 

Biomedical Marketing Association, Boston, MA. March, 1997. "Maximizing the Output and Diagnostic 
Testing in the Clinical Laboratory." 

Laboratory Parameter Analysis Panel, Chicago, IL. March, 1997. "Clinical Protocols and Laboratory 
Medicine." 

ASCP Advisory Council Meeting. Chicago, IL. April, 1997. "Clinical Pathology: Its Evolution into a 
Laboratory Test Interpretive Service Indispensable to Clinicians." 
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Massachusetts Society of Pathologists, Framingham, MA. April, 1997. "Clinical Pathology- How to Do It 
and How to Get Paid for It." 

Northeastern University, Boston, MA. May, 1997. "Trends in Laboratory Medicine." 

American Association of Clinical Chemistry National Meeting, Atlanta, GA. July, 1997. "The Clinical 
Impact of Point of Care Testing." 

Controversies in Critical Care, Society of Critical Care Medicine Meeting, Boston, MA. September, 1997. 
"Does Point of Care Testing Improve Patient Care and Is It Cost Effective?" 

Integrating Point-of-Care Testing with Continuity of Care: Effects on Outcome, Meeting of the National 
Academy of Biochemistry. Philadelphia, PA. September, 1997. "Case Studies on Point of Care Testing." 

ASCP/CAP National Meeting, Philadelphia, PA. September, 1997. "The New Role of the Pathologist as a 
Direct Medical Consultant." 

Northeastern University Centennial Celebration, Boston, MA. November, 1997. "The Future ofLaboratory 
Medicine in an Era of Managed Care." 

Ball Memorial Hospital, Muncie, IN. March, I 998. "Value Added Services in Clinical Laboratory Testing." 

Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine, Dartmouth Medical School, Hanover, NH. April, 1998. 
"Value Added Clinical Laboratory Services: What the Clinicians Have Been Waiting For." 

Department of Medical Laboratory Sciences, University ofNew Hampshire, Durham, NH. April, 1998. 
"Providing Clinicians with More Than Just a Laboratory Test Result." 

Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine, Visiting Professor, University of Arizona School of the 
Health Sciences, Tucson, AZ. April, 1998. "Clinical Laboratory Medicine: New Roles in Health Care." 

College of American Pathologists Conference on Automated Information Management in the Cliri.cal 
Laboratory, Ann Arbor, MI. May, 1998. "The Pathologist as a Direct Medical Consultant." 

Academy of Clinical Laboratory Physicians and Scientists National Meeting, Boston, MA. June, 1998. 
"Narrative Interpretations in the Clinical Laboratory: The Basic Concepts." 

Biomedical Marketing Association, Philadelphia, PA. August, 1998. "Current Trends in Clinical 
Laboratories." 

Brazilian Congress of Clinical Pathology, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. September, 1998. "Redefming 
Expectations of Clinical Laboratory Services." 

Department of Pathology, Ohio State University School of Medicine, Columbus, Ohio. September, 1998. 
"Providing More than a Laboratory Test Result: A New Package of Value Added Services from the Clinical 
Laboratory." 

Association of Pathology Chairpersons- Northeast Section, Bermuda. October, 1998. "The Added Value 
of the Clinical Pathologist in the Practice of Laboratory Medicine." 

Department of Pathology, The Cleveland Clinic, Visiting Professor, Cleveland, OH. January, 1999. "The 
Value Added Clinical Laboratory Services at the Massachusetts General Hospital." 

Department of Pathology, The Cleveland Clinic, Visiting Professor, Cleveland, OH. January, 1999. "The 
Development of the Laboratory Medicine Residency Training Progran at the Massachusetts General 
Hospital." 
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Department of Pathology, Thomas Jefferson University School of Medicine, Visiting Professor, 
Philadelphia, PA. January, 1999. "Providing More than a Test Result: Redefining Expectations from the 
Clinical Laboratory." 

Department of Pathology, University ofTexas Houston, Visiting Professor, Houston, TX. March, 1999. 
"Narrative Interpretations in Laboratory Medicine." 

Department of Pathology, University of Texas Houston, Visiting Professor, Houston, TX. March, 1999. 
"Finding Your Place in the World of Pathology." 

Department of Pathology, University of Texas Houston, Visiting Professor, Houston, TX. March, 1999. 
"Laboratory Medicine Training at the Massachusetts General Hospital." 

Department of Pathology, Penn State-Hershey Medical Center, Hershey, PA. April, 1999. "The Value 
Added Clinical Laboratory Services at the Massachusetts General Hospital." 

Department of Pathology, Berkshire Medical Center, Pittsfield, MA April, 1999. "Redefining Expectations 
from the Clinical Laboratory." 

College of American Pathologists Conference on Automated Information in the Clinical Laboratory, 
Executive Briefmg, Ann Arbor, MI. May, 1999. "Enhanced Clinical Consulting: Getting Closer to the 
Sweet Spot." 

Fourth International Bayer Diagnostics Laboratory Testing Symposium, Tuczon, AZ. June, 1999. "A 
Clinician's View of the Future." 

Department of Pathology, University of Virginia School of Medicine, Charlottesville, VA. July, 1999. 
"Redefining Expectations from the Cfinical Laboratory." 

Associations of Pathology Chairs/Pathology Residency Program Directors Meeting, Boulder, CO. July, 
1999. Workshop entitled, "Training Pathologists to be Clinical Consultants: Providing Added Value-Let's 
Get Real!" 

Department of Pathology, University of Pittsburgh Medical Center, Pittsburgh, PA. September, 1999. "The 
Value Added Clinical Laboratory Services at the Massachusetts General Hospital." 

ASCP/CAP National Meeting, New Orleans, LA. September, 1999. "Clinical Pathology Nlrrative 
Interpretations- How to do Them and How to get Paid for Them." 

Department of Pathology, UCLA School of Medicine, Los Angeles, CA. October, 1999. "Re-defining 
Expectations from the Clinical Laboratory." 

Kaiser Permanente Medical Group, Los Angeles, CA. October, 1999. "The New Array of Services 
Provided by the Massachusetts General Hospital Clinical Laboratories." 

Advancing Pathology Informatics, Imaging and the Internet, Pittsburgh, PA. October, 1999. "The 
Pathologist as Digital Consultant The Enhanced Clinical Consultation." 

American Society for Clinical Laboratory Scientists 1999 National Meeting for Advanced Hematology and 
Hemostasis, Providence, RI. October, 1999. "Providing More than Just a Coagulation Test Result: The 
Value-Added Clinical Laboratory Servi~s at the Massachusetts General Hospital." 

Department of Pathology, St. Louis University School of Medicine, St. Louis, MO. January, 2000. "Value 
Added Clinical Laboratory Services- A New Approach to Laboratory Medicine." 

Pathology Education Institute, Snowmass, CO. February, 2000. "Re-defining the Role of the Pathologist in 
the Clinical Laboratory." 
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Department of Pathology, University of South Florida School of Medicine, Tampa, FL. February, 2000. 
"The Value Added Clinical Laboratory Services at the Massachusetts General Hospital." 

?'h Annual Progress in Clinical Pathology, Dallas, TX. March, 2000. "Redefming the Role of the Clinical 
Laboratory: Clinical Pathology for the New Millenium." 

Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine, Hartford Hospital, Hartford, CT. March, 2000. 
"Establishing a Clinical Pathology Consultation Service." 

Department of Pathology, Northwestern University School of Medicine, Chicago, IL. April, 2000. 
"Redefining Laboratory Medicine." 

Resident Physician Forum, American Society of Clinical Pathologists National Meeting, Boston, MA. April, 
2000. "Emerging Changes in the Field of Laboratory Medicine." 

New England Sunquest Users Group, Sturbridge, MA. April, 2000. "The Valu&Added Clinical Laboratory 
Services at the Massachusetts General Hospital." 

2000 Executive War College on Lab and Pathology Management, New Orleans, LA. May, 2000. "Clinical 
Pathology Professional Services for which Managed Care Companies will Reimburse." 

Evidence-Based Medicine: Optimizing Decision-Making to Improve Patient Care, Arlington, VA. May, 
2000. "The Role of Evidence-Based Medicine in Medical Decision Making-Case Studies in Hemostasis" 
and "Techniques to Improve Physicians' Use of Diagnostic Test>." 

The 51
h International Bayer Diagnostics Laboratory Symposium, Seville, Spain. June, 2000. "The Future 

and Ethics of Screening and Preventive Medicine." 

The Wagih Bari Society of St. Louis Pathologists, St. Louis, MO. September, 2000. "The Nuts arrl Bolts of 
Operating an Interpretive Service in Clinical Pathology. The Regulations on Reflex Testing, Performing 
Interpretations, and Billing." 

The Wagih Bari Society of St. Louis Pathologists, St. Louis, MO. September, 2000. "The Value Added 
Clinical Pathology Services Provided at the Massachusetts General Hospital and a Glance into the Future." 

Sharp Health Care, Educational Symposium for the Physicians in the Sharp Health Care System, San Diego, 
CA. October, 2000. "Reducing Error Through Appropriate Test Ordering." 

ASCP/CAP National Meeting, San Diego, CA. October, 2000. "Clinical Pathology Narrative 
Interpretations: How to Do Them and How to Get Paid." 

. Harvard Medical School at the Millennium: What's New and What's Happening In and Around tre 
Quadrangle, Boston, MA. October, 2000. "Demonstration of a Web-Based System to Assist Physicians in 
the Selection and Interpretation of Laboratory Tests." 

Illinois Society of Pathologists 2000 Fall Meeting, Rosemont, IL. November, 2000. "A CompleteRe
Defmition of the Services Provided by the Clinical Laboratory." 

Baystate Medical Center, Update in Diagnostic Pathology and Medicine Series, Springfield, MA. 
November, 2000. "The Value Added Clinical Laboratory Services at the Massachusetts GeneralHospital." 

~-.~h ... -. 

Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, Distinguished Visiting Professorship of Pathology, 
Baltimore, MD. February, 2001. "A Complete Redefinition of the Clinical Laboratory Service that Reduces 
Medical Error at the Massachusetts General Hospital." 

Mt. Sinai Medical Center, Miami, FL. February, 2001. "New Expectations from the Clinical Laboratory." 
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University of Miami School of Medicine, Miami, FL. February, 2001. "Redefining the Services of the 
Clinical Laboratory." 

American Association of Clinical Chemistry and the College of American Pathologists Symposium on the 
Clinical Laboratory Meets the Internet, Miami, FL. February, 2001. "Enhanced Clinical Consulting Meets 
the Web." 

2001 Executive War College on Lab and Pathology Mana~ment, Cincinnati, OH. May, 200 I. "Converting 
Lab Test Results into the Value Added Services Wanted by Physicians and HMOs" and "Doing It Right: 
How Clinical Pathologists Can Build Value-Added Professional Opinions into Lab Test Reports." 

Automated Information Management in the Clinical Laboratory Symposium, Ann Arbor, Michigan. May, 
200 I. "Enhanced Clinical Consulting: Moving Toward the Core Competencies of Lab Professionals." 

ASCP/CAP National Meetings, Philadelphia, PA. October, 2001. "The Clinical Laboratory Meets the 
Internet: Strategies and Solutions." 

International Conference on Laboratory Medicine- Continuous Education, Duties, and Responsibilities of 
Professionals in Medical Laboratories, Padua, Italy. October, 2001. "Enhanced Clinical Consulting: 
Moving Toward the Core Competencies of Laboratory Professionals." 

University of Massachusetts Medical School, Worcester, Massachusetts. November, 2001. "A Web-Based 
System for Patient-Specific Narrative Interpretations in Clinical Pathology." 

Louisiana State University Medical Center, Department of Pathology, New Orleans, LA. February, 2002. 
"A Complete Re-Definition of Services Provided by the Clinical Laboratory." 

181
h Annual Regional Meeting of the Clinical Laboratory Managers Associaton, Pittsburgh, P A. March, 

2002. "Redefining Expectations from the Clinical Laboratory." 

gth Annual Progress in Clinical Pathology Symposium, Dallas, TX. April, 2002. "Medical Errors in Reality" 
& "Evidenced-Based Medicine-Identifying Appropriate Tests for the Evaluation of Thrombophilia." 

Hawaii Society of Pathologists, Honolulu, HI. October, 2002. "Redefining Expectation from the Clinical 
Laboratory." 

University of Texas at San Antonio, San Antonio, TX. November, 2002. "Redefming expectationsfrom the 
clinical laboratory." 

XVI Congress Latinoamericano de Patologia Clinica VI and Congreso Iberoamericano de Medicina 
Tansfusion, Acapulco, MX. November, 2002. "Redefinition of Clinical Laboratory Services." 

Department of Pathology, University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine, Philadelphia, PA. January, 2003. 
"Redefining expectations from the Clinical Laboratory." 

Connecticut Society of Pathologists, New Haven, CT. January, 2003. "Establishing a fee for service clinical 
pathology consultation service." 

Department of Pathology, Louisiana State University School of Medicine, New Orleans, LA. February, 
2003. "Value Added Clinical Pathology." 

Department of Pathology, Baylor University School of Medicine, Houston, TX. March, 2003. "Redefiring 
Expectations from the Clinical Laboratory." 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Quality Institute Conference on "Making the Laboratory a Key 
Partner in Patient Safety," Atlanta, GA. April, 2004. "Reducing Medical Errors by Providing Expert Alvice 
in the Selection and Interpretation of Laboratory Tests." 
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Dade Behring Hemostasis Symposium, Raleigh-Durham, NC. May, 2003. "A Complete Redefinition of the 
Services Provided by the Clinical Laboratory." 

Automated Information Management in the Clnical Laboratory, 21'1 annual symposium, Ann Arbor, MI. 
May, 2003. "How to Tum Laboratory Consulting into a Revenue-Generating Operation." 

Conemaugh Valley Memorial Hospital, Johnstown, PA. May, 2003. "Redefining Clinical Laboratory 
Services." 

Federal Government Laboratorians Seminar (sponsored by Roche). July, 2003. National Liberty Museum, 
Philadelphia, PA. "Reducing Medical Errors by Providing Expert Advice in the Selection and Interpretation 
of Laboratory Tests." 

Washington G-2 reports, 21 '1 Annual Lab Institute. Arlington, VA. October, 2003. "Lab & Pathology 
Trailblazers: Early Adapter Solutions and Strategies." 

Centers for Disease Control (CDC) Executive Session on the formation of the Quality Institute for 
Laboratory Medicine, Atlanta, GA December, 2003. "Quality Enhancement of Clinical Laboratory Services 
-An External Perspective on the Issues." 

Montefiore Medical Center/Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Bronx, NY. January, 2004. Visiting 
Professor. "Finding your Place in the World of Pathology." 

Washington G-2 reports, Achieving Outreach Leadership for Lab & Pathology Services: Positioning your 
Program for Success, Atlanta, GA. February, 2004. "Succeeding in the Outreach Market: Applying Critical 
IT Solutions." 

Frontiers in Laboratory Medicine 2004: Changing Process, Improving Outcomes, Manchester, England. 
February, 2004. "Making Laboratory Medicine More Valuable to Physicians and Patients." 

Lab Infotech Summit, Las Vegas, NV. March, 2004. "Clinical Laboratory Consulti:J.g: Quality and 
Financial Implications." 

Department of Pathology, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, AL. March, 2004. "Finding 
your Place in the World of Pathology." 

Instrumentation Laboratories International Advisory Board, Cambridge,MA. April, 2004. "The Added 
Value of Patient-Specific Narrative Interpretations." 

Cedars-Sinai Hospital, Visiting Professor, Los Angeles, CA. April, 2004. "Finding your Place in the World 
of Pathology." 

Cedars-Sinai Hospital, Visiting Professor, Los Angeles, CA. April, 2004. "Redefining clinical laboratory 
services for improved patient safety." 

Association of Clinical Scientists, Abraham J. Gitlitz Memorial Lecture as Keynote address at 12~ Annual 
Meeting, Houston, TX. May, 2004. "The Future ofPhysicians in Laboratory Medicine." 

Department of Pathology, University of Texas, Houston, TX. May, 2004. "Finding Your Place in the World 
of Pathology." 

Department of Pathology, University of Texas, Houston, TX. May, 2004. "Value Added Services in 
Clinical Pathology." 

Department of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada. June, 2004. 
"Patient Safety: Have We Overlooked Errors in Test Selection and Interpretation of Laboratory Tests?" 

Clinical Laboratory Management Association (CLMA), Bay State Chapter, Boston, MA. September, 2004. 
"Laboratory Practices to Increase Patient Safety and Decrease Errors." 
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Michigan Society of Pathologists Winter Seminar, Ann Arbor, MI. December 2004. "Coagulation in the 
Clinical Laboratory." 

Top Challenges in Laboratory Medicine Management, American Association of Clinical Chemistry, Dallas, 
TX. December, 2004. "Clinical Utility: Making the Most of your Results." 

Diagostica Stago National Sales Meeting, Palm Springs, CA. February, 2005. "Characteristics of the Ideal 
Coagulation Laboratory Service Representative. 

College of American Pathologists, National House of Delegates Meeting, San Antonio, TX. February, 2005. 
"The Role of the Laboratory Medical Director." 

2005 Institute for Quality in Laboratory Medicine Conference. Atlanta, GA. April, 2005. "Ask the Experts 
Session." 

2005 Annual Meeting of the American Association for Clinical Chemistry, Orlando, FL. July, 2005. "Value 
Added Test Ordering and Interpreting Services Improve Safety and Effectiveness in Healthcare." 

2005 Annual Meeting of the College of American Pathologists, Chicago, IL. September, 2005. "Pathologist 
Physician Communication," a presentation as part of the Practice Management Institute: Service and Qmlity. 

Clinical Diagnostics: Creating Greater Value, Industry Sponsored Symposium, Boston, MA. October, 2005. 
"The Health Economics of Biomarkers in Cardiopulmonary Disease" (one of7 plenary session talks 
following keynote address by nobelist, Dr. Jarres Watson). 

Florida Society of Pathologists National Meeting. Orlando, FL. January, 2006. "What the Busy Pathologist 
Needs to Know about Running a Clinical Laboratory." 

Tufts/New England Medical Center, Department of Pathology, Boston, MA. March, 20ili. "Value Added 
Services in Laboratory Medicine." 

Molecular Pathology Meets the Business of Pathology, Spring Conference of the Illinois Society of 
Pathologists, Oak Brook, IL. April, 2006. "Value Added Clinical Pathology Services: What they Are and 
Barriers to their Implementation." 

College of American Pathologists Annual Meeting, San Diego, CA, September, 2006. "Practice 
Management Institute, Service and Quality." 

College of American Pathologists Annual Meeting, San Diego, CA. September, 2006. "Whatthe Pathologist 
Director Should Be Doing." 

Clinical Laboratory Improvements Act Committee Meeting, Atlanta, GA. September, 2006. "Narrative 
Interpretations of Complex Clinical Laboratory Evaluations". 

Commencement address, Medical Professional Institute, Malden, MA. September, 2006. 

The Ohio Society of Pathologists, Fall Meeting, Columbus, OH. October, 2006. "What We Are Doing or 
Should Be Doing in Clinical Pathology." 

Visiting Professor, Ball Memorial Hospital, Department of Pathology, Muncie, IN. December, 2006. 
"Value-Added Services in Laboratory Medicine" and "Finding Your Place in the World of Pathology: 
Mentorship for Residents." 

Visiting Professor, Case Western University Medical Center, Department of Pathology, Cleveland, OH. 
January, 2007. "Patient-Specific Expert Driven Narratives in Clinical Pathology- It's Time Has Come" 
and "Finding Your Place in the World of Pathology". 
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University Palenno, School of Medicine. Palenno, Italy. March, 2007. "Value Added Services in Clinical 
Pathology: A New Role for the Clinical Pathologist." 

The Annual Israel Michaelson Distinguished Lectureship, The University of Tennessee Health Science 
Center, Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine, Memphis, TN. June, 2007. "What We Really 
Need to be Doing as Pathologists in Laboratory Medicine." 

75th Annual Meeting of the American Society for Clinical Laboratory Sciences, Closing Keynote Address, 
San Diego, CA. July, 2007. "Going Beyond the Perfonnance ofthe Laboratory Test: What the Patiet1s 
Need that Only You Can Give Them." 

College of American Pathologists National Meeting, Chicago, IL. October, 2007. Moderator and Speaker at 
Half-Day Workshop entitled "Practice Management Institute: Adding Value- The Indispensable 
Pathologist". 

UCLA Medical Center, Department of Pathology Grand Rounds, Los Angeles, CA. October, 2007. 
"Providing Patient-Specific Narrative Reports for Complex Clinical Laboratory Evaluations: Why Can't We 
Do What the Radiologists and Anatomic Pathologists Do?" 

Lab Institute 2007 G2 Reports, 25th Annual Meeting. Growing your Lab at the New Frontiers. Arlington, 
VA, October, 2007. "Current Critical Issues: Molecular Diagnostics Testing." 

Opening Keynote Address, Business & Financial Strategies for Molecular DiagnoS:ics, Sponsored by 
Washington G-2 Reports, Cambridge, MA. May, 2008. "Molecular Diagnostics: Growing at New 
Frontiers". 

College of American Pathologists National Meeting, San Diego, CA. September, 2008. Moderator and 
Speaker at Half-Day Workshop entitled "Practice Management Institute: Adding Value- The Indispensable 
Pathologist". 

Tennessee Chapter, American Society of Clinical Laboratory Scientists, Nashville, TN September, 2008. 
"Advising Clinicians on Test Selection and Result Interpretation". 

l31
h Annual Anatomic Pathology Infonnatics (APIII), Pittsburgh, PA. Octobe~; 2008. "Why Not New 

Delhi? Is the Local Pathologist Dispensable?" 

Keynote Address for the XXXVIII Mexico Congress on Clinical Pathology, Acapulco, Mexico. October, 
2008. "The Indispensable Role of the Clinical Pathologist." 

Cleveland Clinic, Pathology Grand Rounds as Visiting Professor, Cleveland, OH. March, 2009. "Reshaping 
Laboratory Medicine." 

Keynote Address for American Society for Clinical Pathology Leadership Ex:hange, Philadelphia, PA. 
March, 2009. "Expanding your Role in Patient Care." 

Keynote Address for Clinical Laboratory Scientists of Alaska, Anchorage, AK. Ma): 2009. "Going Beyond 
the Laboratory Test: What Patients Need that Only You Can Provide." 

American Association of Clinical Chemistry National meeting, Chicago, IL. July, 2009. "The Indispensable 
Labpratory Director." r- : '· 

American Association of Clinical Chemistry Awards Banquet Speaker, Upstate New York section, Verona, 
NY. October, 2009. "The Role of the Laboratorian in Assisting Physicians in Test Selection and Result 
Interpretation." 

Visiting Professor, Ball Memorial Hospital, Department of Pathology, Muncie, IN. January, 2010. "The 
Rapid Transfonnation of Diagnostic Services and the Creation of the Diagnostic Management Team" 
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Visiting Professor, St. Francis Hospital, Medical Grand Rounds, Hartford, CT. February, 2010. "Cost 
Effective Strategies for Clinical Laboratory Testing." 

American Pathology Foundation Spring Conference, Las Vtgas, NV. March, 2010. "Clinical Pathology: 
Overcoming Barriers to Mainstream Implementation:' 

Keynote Address for American Society for Clinical Laboratory Scientists- Tennessee Annual Conference, 
Nashville, TN. April, 2010. "Why Doctors Find it Difficult to Use the Clinical Laboratory Effectively." 

FDA Symposium, Silver Spring, MD. May, 2010. "Cost Effective Laboratory Testing: New Programs to 
Help the Physician Choose the Right Tests and Correctly Interpret the Test Results." 

American Association for Clinical Chemistry 2010 Annual Meeting, Anaheim, CA. July, 2010. 
"Interpretive Comments from the Clinical Laboratory: Essential for Patient Safety. Clinical Consultation by 
Laboratory Directors: Impact on Patient Safety and Outcome." 

APIII and Lab Info Tech Summit 2010, Boston, MA. September, 2010. "Barriers to Clinical Lab 
Interpretive Reporting." 

College of American Pathologists Annual Meeting, Chicago, IL. September, 20 l 0. "Practice Management 
College: Adding Value- the Indispensable Pathologist." 

Washington G-2 Reports, 281
h Annual Lab Institute, Arlington, VA. October, 2010. "Getting the Best 

Results: an Evolving Role for Pathologists and Lab Directors." 

Clinical Laboratory Improvements Act Advisory Committee (CLIAC) Meeting,Atlanta, GA. March, 2011. 
"Update on the activities of the Clinical Laboratory Integration into HealthCare Collaborative." 

46th Academy of Clinical Laboratory Physicians and Scientists National Meeting, St. Louis, MO. June, 
2011. "Managing Send out Costs- What Have You Tried, What Works and What Doesn't" 

Keynote Address for Annual Meeting of the American Society for Clinical Laboratory Scientists (with Dr. 
James Meisel), Atlanta, GA. July, 2011. "Getting to the Right Diagnosis with Laboratory Tests as Fast as 
Possible- The Challenges and Essential Role of the Medical Technologist in the New Health care 
Environment." 

American Association of Clinical Chemistry National Meeting (with Drs Julie Taylor, James Meisel, and 
Paul Epner), Atlanta, GA. July, 2011. "Opportunities for Improvement in Physician's Utilization of 
Laboratory Testing for Better Patient Outcomes." 

College of American Pathologists National Meeting. Dallas, TX. September. 2011. "The Best of 
Futurescape" and "Antiplatelet Agents and Anticoagulants." 

APIII and Lab Info Tech Summit 2011, Pittsburgh, PA. October, 2011. "Improving Laboratory Test 
Selection and Results Interpretation." - "'· 

Diagnostic Error in Medicine 2011, 4th International Conference, Chicago, IL, October, 2011. "Error in Test 
Selection and Result Interpretation: A Major Source of Poor Patient Outcome." 

Academy of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine of Puerto Rico Fall Meeting, Caguas, Puerto Rico. 
October, 2011. "Coagulation Disorders: Thrombosis", "CoagulationDisorders: Bleeding", "Consultation 
by Clinical Pathologists on Laboratory Test Selection and Results Interpretation" 

20 II American College of Veterinary Pathologists/ American Society for Veterinary Clinical Pathology 
Concurrent Annual Meetings. Nashville, TN. December, 2011. "Diagnostic Management Team for 
Coagulation Disorders: The Expert is Always Available." 

Yale University School of Medicine, Department of Laboratory Medicine, Visiting Professor. January, 
2012. "Improving Test Selection and Test Result Interpretation." 
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G2 Intelligence, Pathology Institute, 2012. Fort Lauderdale, FL. February, 2012. "It Is a New World for 
Pathology Organizations: Is Your Practice Advising Treating Physicians on Laboratory Tests Selection and 
Results Interpretation?" 

POSTDOCTORAL RESEARCH FELLOWS SUPERVISED 

Ann Marie Connor, M.D. 

E. Elizabeth Furth, M.D. 

Catherine S. Manno, M.D. 

Laszlo Muszbek, M.D., Ph.D., D.Sc. 

Jun Teruya, M.D. 

Youssef Hallaq, M.D. 

Daniel Rubin, M.D. 

Claudia Villate, M.D. 

Kathleen M. Doyle, Ph.D. 

Zbigniew Szczepiorkowski, M.D., Ph.D. 

Hazem Nouraldin, M.D. 

Li Dan, Ph.D. 

Elizabeth M. VanCott, M.D. 

Ewa Sicinska, M.D. 

Rami Alharethi, M.D. 

Mohamed S. Kashalo, M.D. 

1986-1987 
Young Investigator Award of the 
Academy of Clinical Laboratory Physicians and 
Scientists (1987) 

1987-1989 
Awarded NIH Postdoctoral Fellowship Grant for 
1988-89 

1987-1988 

1987-1988, 1991, 1993, 1995 
(Visiting Scientist on Sabbatical Leave) 

1989-1991 

1989-1991 

1990-1991 
Young Investigator A ward of the 
Academy of Clinical Laboratory 
Physicians and Scientist 

1990-1991 

1991-1993 

1992-1995 
Fellowship Award of the 
American Liver Foundation 

1993-1994 

1994-1996 

1996-1997 

1996-1997 

1997 

1997-1999 
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Majed A. Refaai, M.D. 

Walter Zybko, Ph.D. 
Piyush Patel, M.D. 

Lizzy Andrews, M.D. 

Hasan Hasaba, M.D. 

Samir Aleryani, Ph.D. 

Sadik Sharef, M.D. 

Ibrahim Batel, M.D. 

Miguel Adan, M.D. 

Bassel Ericsoussi, M.D. 

Ragheed Alturkmani, M.D. 

Hani Habal, M.D. 

Bashar Ericsoosi, MD 

Kelly King, MD 

RESEARCH STUDENTS SUPERVISED 

Michael E. Arrasmith 
Eric J. Hartman 
Nicole D. Pilevsky 
H Douglas Fleishman 
Zbigniew Szczepiorkowski 
Ted Elvhage 
Ellen Villa 
Kendrick Goss 
Nor bert Gorski < ••• 

David A. Bird (Ph.D. program) 
Salih Al-Salihi 
Vickie C. Trace 
David M. Dube' 
Samir Lutf Aleryani 
Mouris Saghir (Ph.D. program) 

1997-2003 

2000 
2001-2002 

2002-2003 

2002 

2003-2004 (Fulbright Scholar) 

2004 

2004 

2004 

2005-2006 

2005-2006 

2006-2007 

2007 

2008 
(Master of Science in Clinical 
Investigation Program) 

1986-1987 
1987-1988 
1988-1989 
1989-1990 
1990 
1990 
1991-1993 
1992-1993 
1992-1993 
1992-1995 
1992-1995 
1992-1994 
1992-1994 
1992-1994 
1993-1997 
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Christopher R. Morse 
Agnieszka M. Heith 
Ayman Kabakibi (Ph.D. program) 
Paul Cannistraro 
Magda Szyfelbein 
Liana Vesga 
Thomas G. Bernhardt 
Alexis F. Teplick 
Saloua Mokrim 
Arina Hadziselimovic 
Charlton K. Byun 
Emily Blodget 
Elizabeth Gemba 
Azra Nanji 
Michael Walden 
Rose Dhaliwal 
Catherine Best (Ph.D. program) 
Ali Hasaba (Ph.D. program) 
Raneem 0. Salem (Ph.D. program) 
Britt L. Soderberg 
Rhoni Patel 
Simone Bethge 
Veronia Proios 
Steven J. Kirchner 
Katherine Marshall 
Joshua W. Russo 
Katherine M. Szyfelbein 
Bryan R. Foster 
Miho Teruya 
Ami Teruya 
Heather Magner 
ZiaKhan 
Joseph J. Bedway, Jr 
Rabie Alturkrnani (Ph.D. program) 
Khaled Alhomsi (Ph.D. program) 
Juanito Savaille 
Ryan Harrington 
Waddah Katrangi (Ph.D. program) 
Brian McKenna 
Sarah Njoroge (Ph.D. program) 
Rachel Lippert 
TwilaMason 
Obi Umunakwe (Ph.D. program) 

AWARDS, HONORS 

1993-1995 
1993-1994 
1994-1997 
1994 
1994 
1994 
1994-1995 
1995 
1995 
1996 
1996 
1997-1998 
1997 
1997 
1998-1999 
1998-2000 
1998-
1998-2002 
1998-
1998-2000 
1998-1999 
1999-2000 
1999-2000 
1999 
1999 
1999-2000 
1999 
2000 
2000-2001 
2000 
2000 
2000-2001 
2003 
2002-2007 
2002-2006 
2005-2007 
2007 
2008-
2008 
2008-
2008 
2008 
2009 

1973 Phi Beta Kappa, Bucknell University 
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1974 

1974 

1985-86 

1986-87 

1987-88 

1987-88 

1988-89 

1989 

1992 

1996 

1996 

1997 

1998 

1998 

Magna Cum Laude, Bucknell University 

Phi Sigma Award for Research in Biology, 
Bucknell University 
Faculty Honor Roll for Excellence in Teaching, University of 
Pennsylvania School of Medicine 

Louis R. Dinon Award for Excellence in Teaching, 
University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine 

Sheryl N. Hirsch Award of the Lupus Foundation of Philadelphia 
(included $10,000 for research support) 

Medical Student Government Basic Science Teaching Award, 
University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine (vote of graduating 
senior class selecting one basic science instructor) 
Christian R. and Mary F. Lind back 
Distinguished Teaching Award, 
University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine 
(two medical school faculty selected annually) 

University ofPennsylvania School of Medicine 
Commencement Speaker (one faculty member selected by vote of 
graduating class of 1989) 

Distinguished Service Award in Clinical Pathology bestowed by the 
Hungarian Society of Clinical Pathology 

Harvard Medical School Faculty Award for Distinguished Teaching to 
First Year Medical Students (Typically one awardee for each of the four 
years of medical school) 

Award for Distinguished Teaching to Pathology Residents, 
Massachusetts General Hospital 

The Stanley Wyman Award for Excellence in 
Teaching, Department of Medicine, Massachusetts 
General Hospital 

Award for Distinguished Teaching to Pathology Residents, 
Massachusetts General Hospital . 

A. Clifford Barger Excellence in Mentoring A ward, 
Harvard Medical School (Four awardees selected among hundreds of 
nominated faculty members) 
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1999 

1999 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2001 

2002 

2002 

2002 

2002, 
2003,and 
2004 

2003 

2004 

2004 

2004 

2004 

Award for Most Distinguished Teacher in the Preclinical Years, 
Harvard Medical School (One awardee by the vote of the graduating 
class) 

Award for Distinguished Teaching to Second Year Medical Students, 
Harvard Medical School 
"Mover and Shaker" Award, 5-7 leaders in the Laboratory Industry 
annually selected by a leading publication in the field. 

Award for Distinguished Teaching in the Preclinical Years, 
Harvard Medical School (Four awardees by the vote of the graduating 
class) 

Advocacy Award from the College of American Pathologists for 
Advocating Issues Beneficial to Patients, Clinicians and Pathologists 

Quest Distinguished Visiting Professorship of Pathology at the Johns 
Hopkins University School of Medicine 

Emma Sadler Moss Lectureship, Louisiana State Medical Center 

The John Figgs Jewett, MD, Memorial Lectureship, Massachusetts 
Medical Society for Maternal & Perinatal Welfare 

The Fourth Annual Frank M. Townsend MD Lecture, University of 
Texas, San Antonio 

Invited by the Nobel Committee of the Karolinska Institute to nominate 
candidates for the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 

Award for Teaching in Pathology to Second Year Medical Students, 
Harvard Medical School 

Harry J. Sacks, MD Lectureship, Cedars-Sinai Hospital, Los Angeles, 
CA 

Abraham J. Gitlitz Memorial Lecture at 1241
h Annual Meeting of 

Association of Clinical Scientists, Houston, TX. 

Gerald T. Evans Award from the Academy of Clinical Laboratory 
Physical & Scientists (ACLPS) for distin~uished service in the field of 
Laboratory Medicine, Presented at the 391 meeting of the society in 
Denver, CO. 

The Dr. R.E. Bell Memorial Lectureship, University of Alberta, 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 
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2004 

2004 

2004 

2005 

2005 

2005 

2005 

2005 

2005-2006 
2006-2007 
2007-2008 
2008-2009 
2009- 2010 
2010- 2011 

2006 and 2007 

2006 

2007 

2009 

2009 

Recognition by Centers for Disease Control and Prevention as 
Founding Partner for Institute for Quality in Laboratory Medicine 

Nominee, Prize for Excellence in Teaching (Years 1 & 2), Harvard 
Medical School 

Award for Excellence in Teaching to Second Year Medical and Dental 
Students, Harvard Medical School and Harvard School of Dental 
Medicine 

Award from the Institute for Quality in Laboratory Medicine (IQLM) of 
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) for "Improved 
Clinical Integration" of Laboratory Medicine Services. One of 10 
major awards in 2005 by the IQLM. 

Semi-finalist award for Massachusetts Institute of Technology 50K 
Entrepreneurship Competition (innovation team name is MedPacks). 

The Ward Burdick Award from the American Society of Clinical 
Pathology (ASCP) for Distinguished Service to Clinical Pathology. 

Award for Distinguished Teaching in the Preclinical Years (1 of2 
awardees selected by the graduating class), Harvard Medical School. 

J. Heinrich Joist First Memorial Lecture, St. Louis University 
Coagulation Consultants Symposium. 

Elected to Best Doctors for expertise as a clinician in coagulation 
disorders (Physicians identify fellow physician experts for Best 
Doctors, Inc.) 

Boston Magazine's Best of Boston Doctors (Top 100-200 local 
physicians among >5000 licensed doctors) 

Laboratory Public Service National Leadership Award from the Lab 
Institute at the 24th Annual Meeting of the Washington G2 Reports 

The Israel Michaelson Distinguished Lectureship, University of 
Tennessee Health Science Center, Memphis, TN 

American Association of Clinical Chemistry, National Award for 
Outstanding Contributions in Education 

The Norman P. Kubasik Lectureship Award, American Association of 
Clinical Chemistry Upstate New York section. 
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TEACHING EXPERIENCE 

Medical School Biochemistry, teaching assistant, Johns Hopkins University, 1977-1980. 

Medical School Pathology, lecturer, Washington University, 1983-1985. "Laboratory 
Diagnosis of Disease." 

Laboratory Medicine, Coursemaster of third year medical student course in Laboratory 
Medicine and lecturer, Washington University, 1984-1985. Lecturer on "Cardiac 
Enzymes." 

Medical School Pathology 100, lecturer, University of Pennsylvania, 1986-1989. 
"Hemostasis." 

Medical School Pathology 200, lecturer, University of Pennsylvania, 1985-1989. 
"Laboratory Analysis of Cerebrospinal Fluid", "The Diagnosis of Myocardial Infarction", 
"Coagulation Factor Disorders", "Deep Vein Thrombosis and Pulmonary Embolism." 
Medical Student Introduction to Clinical Medicine, lecturer, University of Pennsylvania, 
1985-1989, "Laboratory Diagnosis of Disease". 

Clinical Coagulation, 20 lectures repeated three times/year to pathology residents and 
hematology fellows, Hospital ofthe University ofPennsylvania, 1985-1989. 

Pathology 700, Coursemaster of one-month elective in Laboratory Medicine in which 
students rotate through each of the individual clinical1aboratories, University of 
Pennsylvania, 1986-1989. 

Medical School Biochemistry, Section leader of 4-session mini-course on Biochemical 
Aspects of Diabetes, University of Pennsylvania, 1988. 

Pathology 305, Coursemaster of two-week elective entitled "The Effective Use of 
Laboratory Tests," University of Pennsylvania, 1989. 

Clinical Coagulation, 5 - 10 lectures repeated 3 times/yr to pathology residents and 
hematology fellows, Massachusetts General Hospital, 1990-2007. 

Laboratory Medicine, Course master of third year medical student course in Laboratory 
Medicine for students on Internal Medicine Rotation and Lecturer, Massachusetts General 
Hospital, 1990-. Lectures on "Clinical Coagulation Testing" and "Cardiovascular Risk". 

Laboratory Medicine Resident Lecture Series, Initiated and developed as Coursemaster the 
. . . complete training program for residents in Clinical Pathology at the Massachusetts 

' c,, ' ·' .. General Hospital. Areas of specialization include: 1) Clinical Chemistry and Immunology; 
2) Microbiology; 3) Hematology/Coagulation/Blood Transfusion, 1990-. 

MedicalSchool Pathology, First Year Curriculum, Lecturer, Harvard 
Medical School, 1991-1992. "Prostaglandins, Thromboxanes, and Leukotrienes". 
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Clinical Hemostasis, 9 Lecture Course to Graduate Students ofNortheastern University, 
1992, 1994, 1996. 

Medical School Pathology, Second Year Curriculum, Lecturer, 
Harvard Medical School, 1993. "Interpretation of Laboratory Tests." 

Medical School Pathology, Lecturer, HST Program at Harvard Medical School, 1995-
"Acute Inflammation" (1995-2007), "Thrombosis and Atherosclerosis (2004-2007)". 

Immunity, Microbes, and Defense, First Year Curriculum, Lecturer, Harvard Medical 
School, 1994-1995. "Cell Injury" and "Acute Inflammation." Organizer of laboratory 
sessions in Clinical Pathology. 

Introduction to Pathology, First Year Curriculum, Lecturer ( 4 lectures), Harvard Medical 
School, "Cell Injury," (1996-2003), "Inflammation" (1996-2006). Organizer (with a 1 
hour introductory lecture) of laboratory session on "Diagnosis Using Clinical Laboratory 
Test Results," and "The Role of the Physician in Laboratory Medicine." 

Clinical Commons, Third/Fourth Year Curriculum, Lecturer, Harvard Medical School, 
1996-2003). "The Appropriate Use of the Clinical Laboratory." 

Mechanisms ofDiseases Processes, Pathology 210 for Graduate Students, Lecturer, 
Harvard Medical School, 1997. "Cell Injury" and "Inflammation." 

Laboratory Medicine Elective for 3rd/4th Year Medical Students, on Selection and 
Interpretation of Laboratory Tests. Harvard Medical School, Coursemaster and Course 
Founder, 1997-. 

Internal Medicine Resident Lecture Series, Lecturer, 1998-2007. "Bleeding Disorders" 
and "Thrombotic Disorders." 2006-2007 "Anticoagulants." 

Current Concepts in Clinical Pathology, Harvard Continuing Medical Education Course, 
Lecturer and Course Co-Director, 2003 and 2005. 

MGH Surgery Rotation for Harvard Medical Students, Lecturer, 2003 -2007. "Bleeding 
and Thrombotic Disorders." 

Laboratory Medicine Resident Career and Management Conference, Lecturer, 
Massachusetts General Hospital. "How to Give a Talk" (2000-2007), and "Performing 
Laboratory Outreach Testing" (2000-2007), and "How to be a Laboratory Director" (2005-
2007). 

- ---. :'"" - --

Laboratory Medicine Resident "Outs" Conference (2 - 4 presentations/yr), Massachusetts 
General Hospital, 2002- 2007. 

Harvard Health Sciences & Technology Program Biochemistry Cours~ Lecturer, 2003 -
2007. "Fatty Acids & Their Metabolites." 
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Harvard Health Sciences & Technology Program Elective in Pathology, Lecturer, 2005. 
"Laboratory Medicine and the Use of the Clinical Laboratory." 

Scientific Symposiums, Course director and lecturer, 2005. Updates in Laboratory 
Medicine, Hilton Head, SC. Five presentations on clinical coagulation, lipid metabolism, 
and alcohol metabolism. 

Applying Anatomic and Clinical Pathology to Reach a Diagnosis. Harvard Continuing 
Medical Education Course. Lecturer and course co-director. 2007. 

Disease, Diagnosis, and Therapeutics, Vanderbilt University School of Medicine. 
Pathology group co-leader. 2008 -Present. 

Pathology 351. Vanderbilt University School of Medicine. Interdisciplinary graduate 
program for PhD students. Lecturer (2008-11) and section leader (2008, 2010, and 2011) 
(cystic fibrosis) and 2009 (thrombosis). 

Coagulation & Transfusion Medicine for Anesthesia Residents, Vanderbilt University 
Hospital. 2008 - 2010. 

The Capstone Course: Basic Science for 4th Year Medical Students. Section Leader for 
"Thrombosis," with a presentation to entire class and organizer of 13 breakout sessions. 
Vanderbilt University School of Medicine, 2009- Present. 

Vanderbilt University School of Medicine Emphasis Program. (All medical students must 
perform a research project for graduation through this program): Advisor to 10 students 
and co-leader of laboratory based research section. 2009 - Present. 

Molecular Foundations ofMedicine. Lecturer, 2010. "Fatty Acid Metabolism," "Fatty 
Acids & Disease," "Phospholipids and Cell Signaling." 2010. 
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Abstract 
Child abuse is a problem that is frequently 
underdiagnosed. Recognition that underdiagnosis of 
abuse exists has produced a high zeal for identifying 
cases of child abuse, which has inevitably produced 
cases of overdiagnosis. Overdiagnosis of child abuse is 
as catastrophic as underdiagnosis. In this case, a family 
member is often accused of injuring or killing a child at 
a time when the loss is felt most deeply. This review 
focuses on 1 specific presentation of child abuse-the 
child with bruises and bleeding. Many children and 
adults have coagulation or vascular disorders that 
predispose them to bruise or bleed excessively with 
minor trauma. It is very easy for a health care worker 
to presume that bruising and bleeding is associated 
with trauma, because the coagulopathies that may 
explain the findings are often poorly understood. The 
clinical cases reviewed in this article show the need for 
an extremely thorough analysis for an underlying 
bleeding disorder in the bruised or bleeding child being 
evaluated as a possible victim of child abuse. 
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Correctly distinguishing between accidental and nonac
cidental injuries in children has critical ramifications. An 
overview of the literature regarding injuries in children indi
cates that many underlying diseases often mimic child abuse 
and that although there are some published guidelines to help 
clinicians evaluate social conditions that might suggest child 
abuse,1 there are not standard published guidelines to eval7 
uate a wide range of clinical" conditions that mimic and likely 
rule out child abuse. Certainty in these cases is a difficult 
goal; however, overdiagnosis and underdiagnosis of child 
abuse have devastating effects, not only for the child, but also 
for the entire family. Understanding the various ways these 
diagnoses can be reached incorrectly is critical to gaining 
better outcomes. Following is a review of many cases 
described in the literature; and 2 others in our case experience 
not yet published, that were misdiagnosed as child abuse, 
with information on how the correct diagnoses were missed. 
Because bruising is among the most common reasons a child 
may be evaluated for child abuse, a suggested standard evalu
ation for coagulopathies when a child has bruising and is 
being evaluated as a potential abuse victim is also presented. 

Sadly, many forms of child abuse exist. The National 
Clearinghouse on Child Abuse and Neglect Information, an 
office of the US Department of Health and Humans 
Services, categorizes abuse as follows: neglect, physical, 
sexual, and other (which includes verbal and emotional 
abuse). This review involves cases of suspected physical 
abuse and focuses on bleeding and bruising. Physical abuse 
is defined as "inflicting a non-accidental physical injury 
upon a child. This may include burning, hitting, punching, 
shaking, kicking, beating, or otherwise harming a child."2 In 
1997, a special report from the Federal Interagency Forum 
on Child and Family Statistics presented statistics indicating 
that in 1993, 381,700 (or 5.7 per 1,~00) children were 
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abused physically out of approximately:L:'(}:~i::al'l children 
who were abused or neglected. 3 

We found it impossible to find statistics on the number 
of child abuse cases that are overdiagnosed or underdiag
nosed. Anecdotal evidence appearing in the form of case 
reports is the only form of information indicating that both 
types of outcomes occur. The path to correct diagnosis is not 
easy. The sheer size of the medical knowledge base neces
sary to rule out other noninflicted possibilities and the nature 
of the legal system create impediments. In addition, the 
suspicion aroused by some presenting symptoms, in 
conjunction with "early evidence of psychosocial problems" 
in the family, may mislead a clinician into "protecting" the 
child and making "an erroneous early conclusion which may 
later adversely affect the physician's ability to intercede for 
the benefit of the patient and family."4 

The broad categories of symptoms observed in an emer
gency department or in a physician's office that might indi
cate physical abuse include burns, broken bones, and/or 
bleeding and bruising. Unfortunately for the clinician evalu
ating these types of symptoms there are many noninflicted 
causes, ranging from the common to the very uncommon, 
that must be ruled out. 

Several signs and symptoms that can be produced by 
assault along with selected disorders that can mimic them 
are shown in ITable 11. For bone fractures, a review of the 
literature showed the following disorders can mimic child 
abuse: osteogenesis imperfecta, metabolic bone disease, 
congenital insensitivity to pain, metabolic bone disease, 
multifocal infection, infantile cortical hyperostosis, clavicle 
injured at birth, scoliosis, osteomyelitis, congenital hydro
cephalus, Caffey disease, and osteoporosis.5-7 Impetigo can 
mimic cigarette burns. Impetigo is common, and cigarette 
burns are not_ Scalding, dermatitis, chilblains, drug eruption, 
mechanical abrasion, and accidental exposure to commer
cial grade vinegar are reported in the literature as being 
mistaken for child abuse. 5 

Bleeding and bruising can be especially complicated to 
understand when there is suspicion of physical abuse. 
Certainly it is true that a child with a bleeding disorder also 
might be abused physically; however, a child with bruising 
needs to be evaluated carefully so that any question of 
abuse is considered in the context of a bleeding disorder 
that might be present. Bleeding disorders are common, 
affecting more than 1% of the population.8 They often are 
inherited and misunderstood. If a genetic component exists 
with a mild bleeding disorder, the family is likely to 
consider excess bleeding (frequent nosebleeds, for 
example) normal and might not provide this information to 
a clinician seeking family history. Such information, if 
understood, could direct the clinician to evaluate the child 
for such a hemorrhagic disorder. 

SUD AmJCfinfatho/2005;123(Suppi1):S119-S124 
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lfable 11 
Symptoms That Suggest Child Abuse and Noninflicted 
Entities That Might Cause Them5-7 

Physical SymptomPossible Noninflicted Cause 

Bone fractures Osteogenesis imperfecta 
Metabolic bone disease 
Congenital insensitivity to pain 
Metabolic bone disease 
Multifocal infection 
Infantile cortical hyperostosis 
Clavicle injured at birth 
Scoliosis 
Osteomyelitis 
Congenital hydrocephalus 
Osteoporosis 

Burns and scalds Impetigo 
Dermatitis 
Chilblains 
Fixed drug eruption 
Mechanical abrasion 
Accidental exposure to commercial grade 

vinegar 
Bruises von Willebrand disease 

Hemophilia A and B 

leukemia 

Protein S and C deficiencies 
Idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura 
Thrombocytopenia with lymphoblastic 

Vitamin K deficiency 
Purpura fulminans 
Meningitis with disseminated intravascular 

coagulation 
Hemorrhagic disease of the newborn 
Henoch-Schonlein purpura 
Ruptured subarachnoid vascular formation 
Blue spots malformation 

A myriad of coagulopathies exist that can mimic child 
abuse. Unfortunately, cases are found in the literature 
involving families that have undergone the severe torment of 
being mislabeled as child abusers. von Willebrand disease 
affects approximately 1% to 2% of the population. Hemo
philia A and B affect approximately 1 in I 0,000 individuals.8 

Both of these diseases have been mistaken as child abuse. 
Idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura, thrombocytopenia with 
lymphoblastic leukemia, vitamin K deficiency, purpura fulmi
nans, meningitis with disseminated intravascular coagulation 
(DIC), hemorrhagic disease of the newborn, Henoch-SchOn
lein purpura, and ruptured subarachnoid vascular malforma
tion also appear in the literature misdiagnosed as child abuse. 

Review of Cases of Bleeding and 
Bruising Masquerading as Child Abuse 

Each of the cases that follow were found to not be 
child abuse because subsequent questioning, after the 
family was facing prosecution, revealed the true cause of 
the signs and symptoms. 
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von Willebrand Disease 

A 3-month old was brought to the hospital after 2 days 
of evaluation, first at the pediatrician's office and then at 
another hospital, with seizures, bilateral retinal hemorrhages, 
subdural and subarachnoid hematomas, a history of easy 
bruising, with no apparent bruising at the time of admission 
anywhere on the trunk, back, or arms. The father reported 
that he had dropped the child while feeding her a bottle the 
night before and caught her and pulled her upward sharply 
before she struck the floor. 

An initial review for coagulopathies was petformed. von 
Willebrand disease, thrombocytopenia, and disorders associ
ated with a prolonged prothrombin time (PT) and prolonged 
partial thromboplastin time (PTT) were ruled out. The physi
cian interpreting the test results was unaware that the trauma 
of a fall, such as the one described by the father, could. 
increase a low value for von Willebrand factor and for risto
cetin cofactor well into the nonnal range. 

The father was arrested for shaking his child and sent to 
trial. The mother was charged with neglect for leaving the 
child with the father, who had no violent or untoward history. 
The child was put into foster care and suffered continued 
bruising. At 6 months, the child was admitted to another 
hospital by the foster parent; the child had meningitis and a 
subdural hematoma. The bleeding history triggered tests for 
coagulopathies after the infection subsided. The child was 
diagnosed with moderately severe von Willebrand disease. 

The prosecutor and states' witnesses, with virtually no 
expertise in coagulation disorders, insisted that the presence 
of a moderately severe bleeding disorder in the absence of 
bruises on the trunk, arms, or shoulders did not rule out 
shaken baby syndrome. The prosecutor argued that the litera
ture was devoid of cases citing misdiagnosis of child abuse 
with underlying von Willebrand disease in a child with the 
exact constellation of presenting symptoms found in this 
child. The prosecutor further argued that retinal hemorrhages 
are pathognomonic of shaken baby syndrome. Cases of spon
taneous bleeding in the head or retina with von Willebrand 
disease were considered completely irrelevant. The father was 
convicted and incarcerated. The child has largely recovered. 
Treating physicians at the hospital where the meningitis and 
von Willebrand disease were diagnosed thought that the clini
cians who diagnosed shaken baby syndrome were 
overzealous in their pursuit of the abuse diagnosis. 

It is worth reviewing the specifics of shaken baby 
syndrome because it is largely a diagnosis determined by 
particular presentations of bleeding. Caffey9 introduced the 
whiplash shaken baby syndrome, now refen·ed to as shaken 
baby syndrome, as a diagnosis in 1972. The disproportionate 
size of the infant head and weak neck muscles allow for the 
signs and symptoms of this condition. This syndrome gener
ally refers to a constellation of symptoms that includes 
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':a.siitxru'far and/or subarachnoid hemorrhage and bilateral 

retinal hemorrhages. 10 

Two issues must be considered when making this diag
nosis. First, the bilateral retinal hemorrhages might not be 
indicative of shaken baby syndrome directly, as previously 
thought, but might be a result of increased intracranial pres
sure.10 Increased intracranial pressure can result from hemor-

~rnage-from major trauma to the head but also from other 
causes. The minor trauma reported by the father in this 
patient with von Willebrand disease could explain the results. 
The slow pooling of blood in the subdural hematoma in this 
case was highly consistent with the presence of von Wille
braud disease, which would pennit oozing of blood into the 
subdural hematoma, increased intracranial pressure, and 
resultant retinal hemorrhages. 

Diseases exist in which noninflicted events have generated 
unilateral and bilateral retinal hemorrhages. These diseases 
include retinopathy of prematurity, Coats disease, anoxia, 
cytomegalovirus, herpes simplex, endocarditis,11 X-chromo
some-Iinked juvenile retinoschisis,l2 aplastic anemia,13 and 
von Willebrand disease. 14 It is especially troubling that the 
concept persists that retinal hemorrhages are pathognomonic of 
shaken baby syndrome, because with clinicians who believe 
this to be true, the patient and his or her family have almost no 
opportunity to pursue the diagnosis of an underlying disease. 

A similar case involved a 1 year-old child who report
edly was playing with his 2 older siblings on a bed and fell 
head first a few feet onto a hardwood floor. The child 
suffered a subdural hematoma and subsequently developed 
bilateral retinal hemorrhages. Despite having cared for his 
children alone, daily, in the evenings while the mother was 
working for several years, it was detennined the father had 
assaulted the child, and he was accused of attempted niiltder. 
The initial evaluation for a bleeding disorder did not include 
any testing for von Willebrand disease. Evaluation of the 
child (twice) and his 2 older siblings (once) later revealed a 
diagnosis of von Willebrand disease in the child and in both 
siblings. When these test results were obtained, at least 6 
months after the event, the charges against the father were 
dropped. It should be noted that the first evaluation for von 
Willebrand disease of the child with trauma was performed 
at a time when the child had rhinorrhea and an elevation of 
acute phase reactants, one of which is von Willebrand factor. 
In this evaluation, the child had values that were essentially 
normal. If it had not been recognized that the von Willebrand 
factor level was likely to be much lower at baseline, the 
repeated study that established the diagnosis would not have 
been done. 

Hemophilia 

In 2003, a 7-month-old child was brought to the hospital 
by his single mother. The child was rep01ted to have hit his 
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___ .. b.~ a wall after a fall from his cradle while under the 

care of a sitter 2 weeks earlier. On the day before admission, 
the child became somnolent and had 2 episodes of vomiting. 
A computed tomography scan showed disjunction of the left 
lambdoid suture, a left parieto-occipital epidural hematoma, 
and a suggestion of bifrontal cortical atrophy. The child 
underwent a left parieto-occipital craniotomy. During 

_...,.._ .. "-Sttr-g~ry, a large epidural hematoma was drained and a left 
occipital fracture was found. No fractures were found on 
radiographs of the long bones. A diagnosis of child abuse 
was registered. Two weeks later, the child was brought back 
to the hospital for dehiscence of the surgical wound from 
drainage of a large subgaleal hematoma. While the child was 
still hospitalized, another subgaleal hematoma formed at the 
same site. Coagulation testing was performed, hemophilia A 
was diagnosed, and child abuse was excluded. 15 

Wheeler and Hobbs5 reported a case of a 3-year-old Asian 
child who was referred to the hospital for excessive bruising. 
The child subsequently was diagnosed with hemophilia A.5 

Schwer et al4 described a case of a 10-month-old child 
with severe bruising over all portions of his body and a 
healing clavicle fracture. The family had no explanation for 
the bruising and fracture. Child abuse was suspected until the 
PTT was found to be abnormal. The child abuse diagnosis 
was dropped when hemophilia was diagnosed.4 

Idiopathic Thrombocytopenic Purpura 

in 1997, Harley16 reported a case of a 2-year-old with a 
2-day history of unexplained bruising. A teacher reported the 
child's bruises to the police, and the child was taken by the 
police to an emergency department where no tests were 
done. The child was put into protective custody. The 
following day, the child was seen by another physician who 
observed petechiae scattered all over the body and multiple 
bruises ranging up to 6 em. A CBC count was ordered. Idio
pathic thrombocytopenic purpura was diagnosed, and the 
child was sent home after being stabilized at the hospital. 

Late Hemorrhagic Disease of the Newborn 

A 10-week-old child was brought to the emergency 
department, comatose and hypotensive, with a bulging 
fontanelle, large bruises over her buttocks and thighs, 
bilateral multiple hemorrhages, severe cerebral edema, 
subdural and subarachnoid bleeding, and an extensive 
gluteal intramuscular hematoma; brainstem reflexes were 
absent. She also had an elevated PT and a low factor VII 
level. She was diagnosed with nonaccidental injury. The 
coagulopathy initially involving the low factor VII level 
was attributed to the severe head injury because such an 
injury can produce DIC that Jowers the factor VII level. 
The initial conclusion was that the child was physically 
assaulted. However, as further medical history was 
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obtained, it was realJzed;~:child had never received 

vitamin K prophylaxis as a newborn, which also can result 
in a low factor VII level. Autopsy confirmed late hemor
rhagic disease ofthe newbornP 

Vitamin K Deficiency 

A 4-month-old brought to the emergency department 
was pale, emaciated, and il'fltable with severe developmental 
delay, recurrent episodes of vomiting and diarrhea associated 
with frequent changes of formula, and multiple bruises. 
Laboratory analysis showed DIC with sepsis and vitamin K 
deficiency. The child received vitamin K, and the DIC 
resolved as the sepsis was treated effectively. A casein 
hydrolysate-sucrose formula was introduced, and the child's 
general condition improved markedly. The parents were 
perceived to be poorly educated, in poverty, inexperienced as 
parents, with family environmental isolation. Child neglect 
was diagnosed. By chance, a salty taste from the child's skin 
was noted. A diagnosis of cystic fibrosis with vitamin K 
deficiency secondary to the pancreatic and gastrointestinal 
disturbances of cystic fibrosis was made, and the child 
neglect diagnosis was abandoned. !8 

Thrombocytopenia With Lymphoblastic Leukemia 

A 2-year-old child was found unresponsive by her 
mother, who with her boyfriend, rushed the child to the 
hospital where she died. The child had numerous bruises of 
various ages on her back and extremities, and the police were 
notified. Petechiae were present on her face, chest, abdomen, 
and labia majora. Focal hemorrhages existed on the anal 
mucosa. A previous police report existed from an anony
mous caller noting the child had been seen at a restaurant 
with numerous bruises. It was thought that the boyfriend was 
responsible for the significant bruising. Autopsy revealed 
that the child had undiagnosed, untreated lymphoblastic 
leukemia, and the bruising and hemorrhages were explained 
by the low platelet count associated with her leukemia.l9 

Henoch-Schonlein Purpura 

A case report appeared in 1998 by Daly and Stegel20 of 
a 3-year-old brought to an emergency department with 
multiple bruises on the buttocks and lower extremities. The 
child lived with her mother, sibling, and mother's boyfriend. 
The mother had a history of substance abuse. The sibling had 
cerebral palsy and severe developmental delay, a1legedly 
from shaken baby syndrome. With the exception of a 2-day 
history of nausea and vomiting the week before, the medical 
history of the child was unremarkable. Swelling and tender
ness were apparent over the left eye and on the right knee. 
The patient was believed to have nonaccidental injuries, and 
child protective services was contacted. The child was put 
into the care of a relative. During the next 2 days, more 
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ecchymoses appear*Jl:n¢$s time some of the purpuric 
lesions were palpable. Henoch-Schonlein purpura was diag
nosed. The child was returned to the mother, and more 
lesions continued to appear. The child was returned to the 
hospital for further evaluation, and Henoch-Schonlein 
purpura was diagnosed again. The author of the case report 
was impressed by the hospital's persistent efforts to prove 
child abuse on the s~v~it. despite a clear diagnosis that 
explained the bruising.2o 

Ruptured Vascular Malformation 

In some cases, the cause of bleeding is not related to 
anything in the flowing blood, but instead to a blood vessel 
that has ruptured. An example of noninflicted injury 
masquerading as shaken baby syndrome appeared in a 1995 
report by Weissgold et a1.21 This case involved a child with 
an acute intracranial hemorrhage and diffuse cerebral edema, 
coupled with optic nerve sheath hem01rhages. The parents 
were perceived to be remarkably stoic throughout the admis
sion and death of the child, and because of this, the pediatri
cian became suspicious that they had abused their child. 
When the child died, prosecutors were anxious to charge the 
parents criminally for shaken baby syndrome but waited for 
the completion of an autopsy. The autopsy demonstrated an 
unusual vascular malformation that had ruptured.21 

Legal System 

If the clinician has peen unable to rule out noninflicted 
sources of injury to a child with the expertise available at the 
time, "the dye becomes set and all the processes connected 
with the state system through which children are protected 
follows." 22 It is crucial, therefore, that the process of evalua
tion be as complete as possible and include a requirement to 
rule out other entities, which might not be within the exper
tise of the evaluating physician or local experts, that can 
mimic child abuse. 

At the point the case is reported, the legal and medical 
systems merge in an effort to sort out the evidence as fairly 
as possible, with maximal "protection" given to the child. 
Unfortunately, the 2 systems were not designed to work 
together all that well. Many issues related to jurisprudence 
inhibit the shaling of information, while the medical commu
nity optimizes clinical outcome by infonnation sharing. The 
problem becomes apparent in the evaluation of child abuse 
when the treating physician is unable to discuss the case with 
experts brought by the defense who indeed might have 
specialized knowledge not available to the physician making 
the diagnosis of child abuse. 

Because several clinical entities that can mimic child 
abuse are uncommon ~pd many more are rare, the likelihood 
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that a primary care physician or a local speciali-St comdamss 
one of these diagnoses is not small. Worse still, the practices 
in the courtroom to challenge the testimony of the opposing 
witness in an effort more to win the case than to reveal the 
true circumstances make many expert physicians, who would 
provide the best insights, unwilling to step forward. Juries 
for any case are not composed of medical experts, and their 
ability to determine the credibility of one pb.ys~aJJ:oOVer 
another often depends highly on the skills of particular attor
neys involved. In addition, the expert testimony the defen
dant can obtain often is very dependent on his or her finan
cial resources. A defendant of little means may be unable to 
bring forward a convincing and credible expert, let alone 
multiple experts, to testify on his or her behalf. Therefore, 
the ability to sort out medical evidence in a courtroom, while 
certainly possible, has serious limitations. 

Conclusion 

Coagulopathies can mimic child abuse not only by 
producing easy bruising, but also by allowing small bleeding 
episodes to become large ones, suggesting to a treating 
physician that massive force was applied to create the 
bleeding. Although children with bleeding disorders indeed 
might be abused, many articles describing cases of child 
abuse never mention that coagulopathies were ruled out, and 
in many other reports, the evaluation for coagulopathies is 
superficial, leaving much room for an undiagnosed bleeding 
disorder. Even if abuse might have occurred and been docu
mented by other clinical signs, in the presence of a coagu
lopathy, it might well be that the force applied to the child 
was not as excessive as the hemorrhaging would seem to 
indicate. Antiplatelet and anticoagulant medications also can 
exacerbate bleeding in a patient with a mild or an undiag
nosed bleeding disorder. For example, the use of aspirin in 
patients with mild von Willebrand disease can result in 
significant bleeding. 

Given the inherent challenge of differentiating child 
abuse from other noninflicted injury, hospitals should 
consider establishing guidelines for appropriate evaluation of 
suspected cases of bruising and bleeding in children, 
including consideration of noncriminal causes. Careful and 
structured testing for disorders that can cause bleeding and 
bruising should be established. In addition, a careful medica
tion history to identify drugs that impair hemostasis, 
including aspirin and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, 
is essential in the evaluation of a bruised child. 

A suggested list of tests to be considered at the time of 
admission would include PT, PTT, platelet count, fibrinogen, 
von Willebrand factor, ristocetin cofactor, platelet aggrega
tion studies by one of several available methods,. and assays 
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for factors II, V, VII, VIII, IX, X, and XI to:-.Adentif~ild 

factor deficiencies that do not prolong the PT or the PTT but 
might predispose to bleeding. In all of the cases described in 
this review, one or more of the aforementioned tests at one 
time or another in the course of the patient's illness revealed 
the underlying diagnosis. Other tests for more rare bleeding 
disorders also could be considered if the circumstances merit 
further evaluation. In the case of factors that ~ acute;.phase 
reactants, the information should be very clear to the treating 
physician, so a test for these factors is delayed or reordered 
to obtain the correct answer. 

Finally, another important reason that such tests must be 
performed on admission of the child with bruising or 
bleeding is that the child might die, and at this point, the 
cause of the bruising can rarely, if ever, be established. 
Although many in the court system might believe that the 
most definitive way to determine cause of death is autopsy, 
for coagulopathies, which require circulating, unclotted 
plasma from a living patient for diagnosis, this statement is 
not correct. Without a substantial evaluation for coagu
lopathies while the patient is alive, the worst-case scenario is 
that the family cannot get the truth and might be forced to 
live with the incorrect perception of guilt and possible 
punishment, in addition to the death of their child. 

From the 1 Department of Medicine and 2Division of Laboratory 
Medicine, Department of Pathology, Massachusetts General 
Hospital, Boston. 

Address reprint requests to Dr Michael Laposata: 
Massachusetts General Hospital, Room 235, Gray Bldg, 55 Fruit 
St, Boston, MA 02114. 
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STATE OF ILLINOIS 
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE EIGHTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

DUPAGE COUNTY 

Randy Liebich, 
Petitioner 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Cir. Ct. No. 02-CF-654 

V. Post Conviction No. 

People of the 
State of Tllinois 

AFFIDAVIT OF DARINKt\ MILEUSNIC-POLCHAN, M.D., Ph.D. 

J. My name is Darinka Mileusnic-Polchan. I am the Chieflv1edical Examiner for Knox 
County and Anderson County, Tennessee. I am also an Assistant Professor in the 
Department of Pathology. University of Tennessee Graduate School of Medicine, 
Knoxville, Tennessee. I am board certi:fied in anatomic and forensic pathology. 

2. I obtained my M.D. from University ofRijeka Medical School, Rijeka, Croatia in 1981. I 
did postgraduate study in Clinical Pharmacology at the University of Rjjeka from 1988--
1990. In 1999, I obtained a Ph.D. in Neuroscience from Loyola University, Maywood, 
Illinois. I also completed a residency in Anatomic Pathology/Neuropathology at the 
Department of Pathology, Loyola University Medical Center. I did a fellowship in 
Forensic Pathology at the Office ofthe Medical Examiner Chicago, Cook County, Illinois 
from 1998-1999 and remained as a full-time Assistant Medical Examiner at the Cook 
County iVIedical Examiner's Of:fice until May 2002. My curriculum vita is attached as 
Ex. 1. 

3. I performed an autopsy on Steven Quinn on February 12, 2002 at the Cook County 
Medical Examiner's Office. At that time, I had accepted a position as Deputy Medical 
Examiner for Knox County, Tennessee and was finishing my duties in Chicago. 

4. In February 2012, I reviewed the autopsy slides and medical records for Steven Quinn. 
These included a surgical report that establishes that the massive subdural hemorrhage 
that had reportedly been evacuated at Rush Hospital did not exist, laboratory tests 
confirming pancreatitis shortly after admission to Mt. Sinai on February 8, 2002, and new 
stains of the autopsy slides that establish that the child's injuries preceded February 8. 

Conclusion 

5. The autopsy slides contirm that Steven Quinn had myocarditis (damage to the heart), 
which would have reduced his circulation and increased his vulnerability to trauma or 
infection. This is a new finding that has not been previously addressed. 



6. The slides confim1 that the child had a healing hematoma in the area outside the pancreas 
that is at least 10 days old and is most likely 2-3 \Yccks old. This places it in the time 
period February 1 or earlier. I do not believe this injury \Vas addressed at the trial. 

7. The slides, including the new stains, confirm that the remaining abdominal injuries 
occurred before February 8. Since myocarditis and the peripancreatic hematoma would 
have made the child susceptible to trauma or infection, these injuries would not require 
major trauma and are consistent with a push, shove or inappropriate punishment 

8. There is no evidence of head trauma occuning on February 8 and no evidence of inflicted 
head trauma occmTing earlier. The forehead bruise is older (i.e., occurred before 
February 8) and is of unknown significance, and the large subdural hemorrhage 
reportedly evacuated at Rush Hospital did not exist. 

9. The findings that brought the child to medical attention on February 8- pancreatitis and a 
hypoxic-ischemic brain (a brain that lacked oxygen)·- arc a natural progression of the 
earlier injuries. They do not suggest trauma occurring on the day of hospital admission. 

10. The majority of the lines and marks that appeared during the hospitalization likely rei1ect 
pancreatitis and disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC). The exception is the 
bruising on the back, \Vhich is likely associated with the earlier abdominal injuries. 

Autopsv 

11. The Cook County investigative report stated that trauma was noted at Mt. Sinai Hospital 
on 2/8. According to the information provided. the child arrived at Rush Hospital at 8 pm 
with the diagnosis of head trauma and vvas found to have a ''Massive Subdural 
Hemonhage" and marks on the body. The subdural hemorrhage was evacuated on 2/8 
and life suppoti was removed on 2111. The mother reported that the child did not have a 
significant medical history. was not on any medications, and had a runny nose for a few 
weeks with no other cold symptoms. Ex. 2. The brief hospitalization report stated that 
the child died from head trauma. Ex. 3. 

12. At autopsy, it was difficult to assess the head injuries since the child had neurosurgery on 
the right side, reportedly to evacuate a large subdural hemonhage, causing miit~tcts. 
There was also an older bruise. a sub12alcal hernorrhaQe and a 30 Q (2 TB) subdural 

~ - ~ . 
hemorrhage on the left. There was diffuse subarachnoid hemorrhage, and subdural 
hemonhage along the spinal cord. The brain was severely swollen (edematous) with 
herniation. 

13. The neuropathological examination found extensive hypoxic ischemic changes (changes 
due to lack of oxygen) with superimposed respirator changes and extensive necrosis. 
There was 7 em contusion necrosis (tissue death) in the len cerebral hemisphere (cortex 
and subcortical white matter). The blood vessels \verc distended and congested, and 
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there were numerous petechiae throughout the white matter. The base of the brain was 
almost completely necrotic. 

14. There were many marks (lines and contusions) on the body but no fractures or other bony 
abnormalities on examination or x-ray. 

15. Although the investigative reports did not mention abdominal injuries, the autopsy 
revealed 7 inches of ischemic necrotic bovvel (bovvel that died from lack of oxygen) with 
a small (.1 inch) bowel perforation, peritonitis, peripancreatitis, pancreatitis, and a 
subcapsular liver hematoma. 

16. My rep01i on the tissue slides states that the pancreatic injuries were subacute (five days 
or more); the intradural and subdural hemorrhages were approximately day 5; the 
intramuscular and subcutaneous hemorrhages were approximately day 5; and the small 
intestinal wall hemorrhage, transmural inflammation and perforation were subacute (five 
days or more). Since the days are measured in 24 hour increments from the removal of 
life support, this placed the injuries in the period from noon on February 6 to noon on 
February 7. Some of the findings looked older; none looked more recent. 

Trial 

17. Before trial, I spoke with Dr. Teas. a forensic pathologist retained by the defense. who 
had dated most of the injuries to five days or possibly longer and wanted to confinn that 
this \vas consistent with my findings. I told her that this was consistent and that it was in 
my opinion unlikely that the injuries had occurred three days before death. 

18. Although it is routine to order medical records, I do not believe that I received the 
medical records on this case before completing the report and leaving for Tennessee. I 
did not have an opportunity to review the slides, photographs or medical records before 
testifying at trial in 2004. 

19. When 1 returned to Illinois for the trial, the prosecutor urged me to place the injuries three 
days before death or to testify that this \Vas possible. I made clear that this was very 
improbable given the stage of healing and made clear that my best estimate of timing was 
five days or slightly longer. The prosecutor understood my position and did not question 
me on the timing of the injuries. 

20. During my testimony, I vvas shown hospital photographs that I had not seen previously. 
In these photographs, some of the marks seen in the hospital had disappeared by the time 
of autopsy while other marks that were not seen in the hospital appeared at autopsy. This 
sug:g:ests that some of the marks mav have been associated with DIC. 

'-'- . 

21. I was concerned \Vhen I leamed that Mr. Liebich was convicted of assaulting and 
murdering Steven on February 8. Given the pathology, it was improbable that any 
injuries occurred on February 8. Instead, the child's collapse appeared to be the end 
result of a process that began days earlier. 

~ 
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New information 

22. In February 2012, I received additional information on this case, including medical 
records and stained slides. The new infonnation clarifies the progression of the medical 
findings and confirms that the child's collapse was due to injuries occmTing before 
February 8. 

23. My conclusion that the child suffered a severe head injury was based largely on the 
investigative report, which stated that a "massive" subdural hemorrhage had been 
evacuated at Rush. lVfassive subdural hemorrhages usually represent ruptured bridging 
veins (the relatively large veins that drain the brain) and are almost always caused by 
significant impact (accidental or abusive). 

24. In February 2012, I learned that the investigative report was incorrect. The medical 
records confirm that the child was taken to sunzerv for evacuation of a large subdural 

~ . ~ 

hemorrhage but that little or no subdural hematoma \vas found during surgery. The 
relevant portion of the surgery report states: 

Pre-operative diagnosis: Subdural hemorrhage 
Post-operative diagnosis: No subdural hematoma found 

The text of the report states that when the surgeon opened the skull, he found that the 
brain was under tremendous pressure, and he elected to perfom1 a decompressive 
craniectomy (removal of a portion of the skull to relieve the pressure). In so doing, the 
surgeon "found there was no large subdural blood accumulation. Although there was 
some subdural blood, it did not appear to be as severe as it appeared to have been on the 
CT scan that the patient brought in from Mt. Sinai HospitaL'' The report states that "[i]n 
summary, this patient had a severely swollen brain with a large amount of subarachnoid 
hemorrhage and a small thin subdural hemorrhage." 

25. This information is critical since thin hemorrhages in children may be secondary to a 
wide array of natural causes and medical events, including infection in other parts of the 
body. 

26. The laboratory reports reviewed in February 2012 further confinned that the child had 
pancreatitis on admission. I am quite certain I did not receive these reports before the trial 
as I would have noted and remembered the extraordinarily high levels of amylase and 
lipase present on arrival at Mt. Sinai. Since pancreatitis \Vas a late development, with 
most of the pancreas spared, this gives us a benchmark for timing the other medical 
findings, which were older. 

27. The lab reports also show that the child's platelets dropped rapidly after admission. 
When confronted vvith injury from trauma or infection, the body sends platelets to 
attempt to "plug" or repair the damage. Once the platelets are used up, the body loses 
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control of its ability to regulate bleeding and clotting, resulting in hemorrhage, 
thrombosis and/or easy bruising. This is known as disseminated intravascular coagulation 
(DIC). 

28. In light of the new information, I recently reviewed the hospital and autopsy photographs 
as well as the autopsy slides (discussed below). The autopsy report and photographs 
identify more than 40 areas of discoloration (contusion or bleeding under the skin). At 
triaL these were largely attributed to trauma. i-\t the time, it was my assumption that most 
of these marks \vere associated with abdominal injuries occurring approximately five 
days before the removal of life support. However, the hospital records and trial 
testimony indicate that most of the contusions vvere not present on hospital ani val. Based 
on this information, most of these discolorations \Vere likely due to DIC, pancreatitis 
and/or hospital interventions. 

29. The only contusions that are in my opinion most likely associated with trauma are the 
circular marks dovm the spine and a larger contusion to one side. These are not in a 
location that I associate with DIC. pancreatitis or hospital intervention, and it is my 
opinion that they are likely associated vv·ith the older abdominal injuries. Although these 
marks \Vere not noted on admission, it can be difficult to identify bruising on African
American children, and it is not clear that the child's back was examined thoroughly 
before the CT scan. These marks would have increased in size and deepened in color 
during the hospitalization as a result ofDIC. 

Slide review 

30. I also revievved the autopsy slides on February 16, 201:2 in light of the new infcnmation, 
including slides that had been stained with iron or !viasson stains after the trial. 

31. To time injuries, forensic pathologists look under the microscope for the types of cells 
that are sent to heal injuries. These cells appear and disappear in an established order. 
·rhe first cells to appear are neutrophils, follo\ved by macro phages (histiocytes) and then 
by fibroblasts. In assessing timing, the pathologist looks for the presence, absence and 
proportion of these cells. While this timing is imprecise, it is the gold standard for timing 
and is far superior to the naked eye. It is particularly helpful in allowing us to place 
findings in order, i.e., to detem1ine vvhich findings are older and which are newer. 

3:2. Since injuries continue to bleed and repair until life suppmi is removed. the presence of 
fresh blood or neutrophils does not determine the age of the original injury. For that, it is 
necessary to identify the oldest part of the injury and to determine whether older healing 
cells are present even in areas of what might appear to the naked eye to be fresh bleeding. 

33. For more precise timing, one can stain the tissue slides. lron stains turn the hemosiderin 
{iron) in cells blue. Since it takes some time for hemosiderin to develop. slides that have 
significant areas of blue staining are at least three days old, \Vith more intense and larger 
areas of staining indicating longer time periods. The Masson stain similarly turns 
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collagen (the substance found in scars) blue, making it more visible. Areas that appear 
bright blue with the Masson stain indicate injuries that are at least five days old. 

34. Stains are usually ordered \Vhen there is disagreement on timing. In this case, there did 
not appear to be any disagreement on timing since the defense pathologist reached 
conclusions similar to my own. At trial, I learned for the first time that the prosecutors 
disagreed with the timing on pathology. While I agreed that some of the bleeding and 
deterioration would have occurred during the hospital stay, I could not agree that the 
injuries that began the process occurred three days before the death. 

35. My recent review of the autopsy slides confirms that the child had myocarditis (damaged 
heart cells) and an older pancreatic injury (at least 10 days old) that would have made 
him more vulnerable to trauma or infection. There is also evidence of a traumatic event 
occurring approximately 5 days before the removal of life supp01i, culminating in the 2/8 
collapse. There are no indications of trauma on the day of admission. 

Brain slides 

36. The brain slides show a hypoxic ischemic brain consistent with the 2/8 collapse, with 
superimposed respirator brain and DIC. A fev,: areas suggest slightly older injuries. 

37. The 2/16/12 slide review established the following: 

Brain slide 1 (possibly brainstem). This slide shows a hypoxic ischemic necrotic (dead) 
brain. The damage is several days old and is consistent with the 66 hours between 
hospital admission and removal of life suppori (respirator brain). 

Brain slide 2 (basal ganglia). This slide shows a hypoxic-ischemic brain with some glial 
reaction. There is global damage (anoxic encephalopathy). This is consistent with the 
2/8 collapse and life support. 

Brain slide 3 (cortex). This slide shows hypoxia \Vith red neurons, advanced edema and 
breakdown around the blood vessels. This is likely a reaction to inadequate circulation 
and poor oxygenation. This is consistent with life support. 

Brain slide 4 (cortex/white matter/corpus callosum). This slide shows hypoxia ischemia 
and mild gliosis consistent with the period spent on life supp01i. There are no visible 
axonal spheroids that would suggest trauma. 

Brain slide 5 (cerebellum). This slide. which is from the back of the brain, is completely 
necrotic (dead). There is global hypoxia and the granular cells have died, \Vhich takes at 
least 3 days. Since the cerebellum and hippocampus are particularly susceptible to lack 
of oxygen, this part of the brain may have been affected for up to a week. This may 
present as lethargy as the brain begins to suffer from lack of proper circulation. 
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Brain slide 6 (cerebellum). In some areas, the tissue is completely necrotic but other 
areas are preserved or show early hypoxia-ischemia. There is no evidence of trauma. 

Brain slide 7. There is fresh thrombosis (abnom1al clotting) in the vessels consistent 
with disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC). 

Brain slide 8 (possibly temporal cortex). This slide shows thrombosis with minimal 
subarachnoid hemorrhage. 

Brain slide 9. There are thrombosed vessels \Vith surrounding hemorrhage. There is also 
subarachnoid hemorrhage. 

Brain slide 10 (basal ganglia). There is thrombosis with leaky vessels, possibly from 
increased intracranial pressure. 

Brain slide 11 (cortex). There is substantial hemorrhage in one of the lobes in the cortex, 
going deep into the white matter and extending through the full thickness of the cortex. 
There are red neurons, possibly thrombosed vessels and subarachnoid hemorrhage. 
There is some fibrin with fibroblasts, and the proportion has shifted from neutrophils to 
macrophages. On day 3, one usually sees neutrophils with some lymphocytes and 
macrophages. This slide has fewer neutrophils and more macrophages than one would 
expect from an injury that is 3 days old and suggests that this process may have started 
closer to day 5. This slide is complicated by the artifacts of the surgical procedure 
(craniectomy with removal of the bone f1ap) and dura resection, which allowed the brain 
to swell through the cranial defect and eventually infarct. 

Although this slide \vas initially a candidate for trauma, on review it is not possible to 
detennine whether this represents a contusion (caused by outside force) or infarction 
(caused by internal obstruction or deterioration). An infarction that surrounds a 
thrombosed vein may be confused with contusion. The picture is fmiher clouded by the 
presence of a coagulopathy (bleeding/clotting disorder), most likely DIC. On balance, 
the most that can be said is that this may represent thrombosis or hypoxia ischemia 
occurring in the 3-5 day range. 

Brain slide 12. This slide shows a hypoxic ischemic brain. 

Brain slide 13 (hippocampus/temporal lobe). There is clot in the vessels and a small 
amount of hemorrhage consistent with hypoxia ischemia and DIC. 

Brain slide 14. There are thrombosed vessels and focal subarachnoid hemorrhage with 
considerable artifact (air bubbles). 

Brain slide 15. This slide shows a hypoxic ischemic brain that is degrading. 
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Brain slide 16 (brainstem/little cerebellum/junction ofpons). This slide shows clustered 
thrombosed vessels in a peculiar formation. Since there doesn't appear to be anything 
unusual in the brainstem, this likely reflects the way the slide was prepared. 

Brain slide 17 (dura). There is a subdural hemorrhage with no neutrophils, some 
lymphocyies, many macrophages, some fibroblasts and beginning fibrin. This looks 
older than 3 days and more likely began closer to 5-7 days before removal oflife support. 

Brain slide 18 (dura). As the brain swells, it squeezes the sinuses (the large veins that 
drain the brain), causing insufficient circulation and thrombosis. This slide shows a 
thrombosed superior sagittal sinus with neutrophils (particularly at the periphery), 
lymphocyies, macro phages and some fibrin. The significant number of neutrophils 
suggests that it is approximately 3 days old but the fibrin suggests it may be a little older 
(3-5 days). This slide also shows an earlier bleed/clot in the peripheral areas of the dura, 
with lymphocytes, histiocytes, fibroblasts, fibrin and a thin layer of hemorrhage with no 
neutrophils. This looks about 5-7 days old. On its own, this injury is minor. 

Brain slide 19 (spinal cord). The spinal cord is hypoxic-ischemic with no signs of 
trauma. There is some subarachnoid and subdural hemorrhage, likely secondary to the 
brain findings. 

38. Conclusion. The slides show a hypoxic ischemic brain consistent with the 2/8 collapse, 
respirator brain and/or DIC, with no indicators of head trauma. There are some 
suggestions of earlier findings in the dura and cortex. 

Other slides 

39. The remaining slides confirm that the child had two pre-existing conditions, myocarditis 
and a hematoma with scarring in the area outside the pancreas (at least 10 days old). The 
bulk of the findings were in the 5-7 day range. 

Slides 1 and 2 (heart). These slides show myocarditis (damaged hemi cells). Since 
myocarditis is typically multifocal, it can be missed if multiple sections are not taken. 
Slide 1 has two tiny foci of myocarditis that could easily be missed were it not for the 
more extensive damage in slide 2. Since myocarditis cannot be repaired, these tiny areas 
would have developed scars over time. 

Slide 2 shows myocarditis with multiple foci and dying muscle in the left ventricle. 
There are white blood cells (mainly lymphocytes) between the muscles, and the muscle 
fiber is almost disintegrating. In some areas, the muscle fiber is being replaced by scar 
tissue with fibroblasts. Since it takes at least a week for fibroblasts to replace muscle, 
this is a reaction to something that happened at least a week earlier and probably longer. 

Based on slide 2, I would have no hesitation signing this out as a death from myocarditis 
if this \Vere the child's only finding. The damage suggests that the child would have been 
ill for several days to a \veek or so before his collapse. If he \Vas too young to verbalize, 
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he might have simply appeared less active and slo\ver than usual (e.g., talking less and 
moving more slowly). 

Myocarditis is similar to an autoimmune reaction and can be insidious in children. It is 
often preceded by an ordinary virus, such as an upper respiratory infection or 
gastrointestinal flu approximately tvvo weeks earlier. In some children, the body does not 
recognize the alterations in the heart caused by the virus and attacks itself days to weeks 
later. The child then becomes sick again, this time from the damaged heart. For 
example, in one of my recent cases, a nine year old girl and other family members had a 
viral infection from which the other family members recovered. The nine year old was 
"up and down" for a week or two, and became sick again on a Friday. On Sunday, she 
went to church but was not herselt~ didn't eat much, and \Vas sensitive to light. On 
Monday, her mother went to see if she felt well enough to go to school and found her 
dead. The autopsy established that she died from myocarditis. 

To determine the source of the myocarditis, one needs good information on the weeks 
before the collapse. Specifically, one would want to know if the child, his family or other 
children in daycare had an upper respiratory or gastrointestinal infection, possibly with 
dianhea. If the alterations in the heart elicit an immune reaction, which typically occurs 
a week or t\VO after the infection, the child may be sickly or lethargic for days to weeks as 
the heart became less and less etiective. Myocarditis can cause ischemia in other pmis of 
the body, including the bowel, making it more susceptible to injury or rupture. 

Myocarditis may also be secondary to sepsis (infection that enters the bloodstream). In 
this case, however, a review of the slides does not suggest sepsis. In any event, ifthe 
myocarditis were related to sepsis, one would see neutrophils rather than scarring. In this 
case, the heart was reacting to a subacute (older) insult. 

Slide 4 (bowel). There is considerable hemonhage in the mesentery vvith some reaction. 
From the outside in, the bowel consists of serosa, muscle and mucosa, with serosa on the 
outside and mucosa on the inside. There is hemonhage under the serosa and limited 
mucosal inflammation in one area. There is not much ischemia. There are many plump 
macrophages with some lymphoc:yies and no neutrophils. The fibroblasts are moving 
towards a scar. Since there are no neutrophils and the lymphocytes are more numerous 
than the fibroblasts, I would place this at approximately day 5. An iron stain shows more 
iron than one would expect on day 3, confirming this timing. 

Slide 5 (spleen). This does not look like sepsis as there are not enough neutrophils. 

Slide 6 (liverj. Liver damage is first seen in the area where the lobes come together. This 
slide shows some thickening of the venules with perivenular reaction. There is some 
reactive change in the p01ial spaces that may be attributable to inf1ammation or beginning 
sepsis. There are possibly minor changes from compromised circulation but they are 
insufficient to kill the liver cells. There is a small subcapsular hemonhage with many 
neutrophils, some lymphocytes and a few macrophages. These changes are occurring at 
the edge of the liver and are difficult to date. 
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Slide 7 (pancreas). There are some inflammatory cells in and around the pancreas but 
most of the pancreas is intact. One portion of the slide shows fibrinous necrosis of a 
vessel that has a clear thrombus \Vith rare neutrophils, some lymphocytes and 
predominantly macrophages. There is relatively little organization and only a small 
amount ofhemorrhage. There is necrosis and hemorrhage in the surrounding fat. The 
cells that secrete amylase and lipase are breaking down, which "\Vot!ld cause them to 
release amylase and lipase into the bloodstream. There is no suggestion of trauma. The 
vessels appear thrombosed with surrounding reaction/inilammation (neutrophils. 
macrophages and lymphocytes). This may have started on day 3 or a little earlier. 

,)'tide 9 (th_vmus). This slide shows nonspecific reaction. 

Slides 10 -14 (lungj. Two of the five lung slides shov,; segmental pneumonia in the lower 
lobes, which is ·where pneumonia typically first appears. This is consistent with 
respirator pneumonia (pneumonia that develops during life support) and is insut1icient for 
sepsis. Slide 10 shows early bronchopneumonia consistent \vith respirator pneumonia; 
most of the lung is clear. Slide 11 shows segmental rather than lobar pneumonia, 
consistent with respirator pneumonia: there is no indication of sepsis. Slide 12 shows 
minor focal bronchopneumonia with some congestion and edema; most ofthe lung is 
clear. Slide 13 shows segmental bronchopneumonia \vith many neutrophils: much of the 
area is clear. Slide 14 shows minor focal bronchopneumonia with edema and congestion, 
with no signs of sepsis: most of the lung clear. 

Slide 15 (sromach). The gastric mucosa has undergone autolysis. 

Slide 16 (pancreas/peripancreas). There is hemorrhage around the pancreas \Vith some 
neutrophils and what appears to be a capsule \Vith fibroblasts and possible scarring. 
Masson staining confinns a hematoma that is almost encapsulated and has a scar on the 
periphery fi·om a previous insult. There are fibroblasts but no macrophages or 
neutrophils. Typically, fibroblasts start around day 5, dominate on day 7 and then take 
over: macrophages start disappearing around day 10. This area of damage appears to be 
at least 10 days old and is possibly 2-3 vveeks old . 

..S'lide 17 (thyroid). 'J'here is nothing notable in the thyroid. 

Slide 18 (skin). Since there are not many hairs in this segment, it is not part of the scalp. 
There is deep bruising with organization and no neutrophils. This injury is most likely 
about 5-7 days old. Since the slides are not labeled, it is not possible to determine the 
source with certainty. This slide may have been taken fi·om the back 

Slide 19 (~~·kin). This slide shows a hair shaft and follicles. It is likely from the forehead 
as there are not many follicles, and it may be from the bruise on the left forehead. In the 
central area, there is a hematoma with some bleeding and a lot of sunounding reaction. 
There are no neutrophils, few lymphocytes (which typically exit around 3-5 days), some 
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macrophages and many fibroblasts. I would estimate the age at 5-7 days. Given the 
amount of iron in the macrophages in the stained slide, it is probably closer to a week old. 

Slide 20 (area of bmvel perforation). There is inf1ammation and necrosis involving the 
entire wall. At the periphery, there are macrophages, lymphocytes, fibroblasts and a 
great deal of fibrin. In the middle, there are more neutrophils, particularly on the surface. 
Since the healing and repair process continues until the child dies, neutrophils will appear 
until life support is removed. The oldest part of the damage appears to be approximately 
5 days old. 

This picture is clouded by myocarditis. When the child is ill, everything in the body 
sutiers, including the bovveL Since an ill child can act up, a parent may also be more 
inclined to slap or punish. Since the injured organs are anchored (rather than floating). 
this type of abdominal injury does not require a great deal of trauma and is seen in 
children who hit the handlebars of a bicycle or are restrained by an adult seatbelt. These 
injuries are also consistent with being slapped or punched in the stomach or pushed from 
the back, causing the child to hit a wall or furniture. It is not possible to determine 
whether the small perforation was caused by infection/ischemia or external force. 

Slide 21 (mesentery). These tl.ndings do not seem acute and appear to have occurred 
around day 5. 

Slide 22 (diaphragm). There is considerable hemorrhage around the diaphragm. The 
diaphragm separates the abdomen trom the chest and is a major muscle used in breathing 
and respiration. There are some neutrophils, many macrophages and some fibroblasts. 
This amount of reaction is consistent \vith dav 5 or slightlv longer and is inconsistent 
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with day 3. This hemorrhage suggests that a traumatic event occurred around day 5. 

Slides 23-25. 27 (mesentery). There are thrombosed vessels consistent with DIC and 
reaction, with no evidence of trauma. These findings likely occurred around day 3. 

Slide 26 (dura). There is a thin intradural/subdural hemoiThage with reaction. This is 
consistent with day 3. This finding also coincides with the surgical intervention 
(craniectomy). 

Slide 28 (testicle). There is no hemoiThage or trauma to the testicle. 

Slide 29 (bovv'el). This slide shows an ischemic bowel in the area of perforation. The 
bowel wall has been almost entirely replaced by transmural inflammation (inflammation 
that extends through the entire thickness of the bow·el). There is hemorrhage but the 
perforation does not appear complete. Since an ischemic bowel is susceptible to injury 
and can rupture with the insertion of a penrose drain, the perforation seen at autopsy may 
be an artifact of treatment. 
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Slide 30 (bmt'el). The area adjacent to the perforation is less involved. There is some 
ischemia with hemonhage on the serosa (outer lining) \Vith macrophages and many 
fibroblasts. This is approximately day 5 and is inconsistent w·ith day 3. 

Slide 31 (colon). The colon is not involved. 

Slide 3 2 (bo-wel). In this slide from the area of perforation, the bowel has lost its integrity. 
which means that it can perforate or fall apart without trauma. There is necrosis through 
the serosa. muscle and mucosa with hemorrha~e throug:h all three lavers. There are newlv 
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recruited neutrophils, many macrophages and fibroblasts. Since this is a continuing 
process, neutrophils will be recruited until the child is removed from life support. It is 
not possible to detennine what was caused by trauma and what was caused by DIC since 
the original findings are overrun and obscured by DIC. 

Slides 33-34 (bm·vel). These slides show a necrotic bo\vel with hemoiThage likely 
associated with DIC. 

Slides 35-36 (adrenal glandj. There is thrombosis consistent with DIC. There is no 
hemorrhage, suggesting that the child was not septic. 

Slide 37 (liver). There is a large subcapsular hemorrhage with inflammatory cells at the 
edges. There are no neutrophils, some macrophages and some lymphocyies. This 
suggests day 5. An iron stain is consistent with this timing. 

Slides 38-39 (kidneys). There is some thrombosis with no hemonhage. 

Hot dog incident 

40. It is my understanding that Mr. Liebich described a hot dog/choking incident occuning 
approximately three hours before hospital admission. I do not know the role of this 
incident. However. a sick child is unlikelv to be able to S\vallo\v and could easilv choke, . ... ... . 

turther reducing the oxygen supply and possibly triggering the collapse. This incident is 
also consistent with seizure. 

41. I am told that, according to ?vlr. Liebich, Mr. Liebich attempted to clear the child's airway 
and that the child bit dovvn on his finger when he did so. l'v1r. Liebich reportedly slapped 
the child's cheek to get him to release the finger. This v.muld not cause head injury. 

Progression of injuries 

4:t:·~, t:he new information makes it possible to provide more accurate inforrnatimron timing. 
It is particularly helpful in determining relative timing, i.e., which findings came first and 
which came later. 

43. The slide revie\v confirms that the child had myocarditis (damage to the heart), most 
likely caused by a vims 2-3 weeks earlier. This '~tould have damaged his circulation and 
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made him vulnerable to traumatic or hypoxic ischemic injury. He also had a healing 
hematoma outside the pancreas that is at least 10 days old and likely 2-3 \veeks old. 

44. Approximately five days before death, the child developed an ischemic bowel with liver 
involvement and hemorrhage in the diaphragm. While there are natural causes for the 
abdominal findings, the bruises on the lower back are suspicious for trauma given their 
location and extent. Given the pre-existing conditions, it would not have required much 
f{)fce to cause these findings. 

45. There is no evidence of head trauma and no evidence of any trauma occurring on the day 
of collapse. Instead, the events on the day of admission represent a natural progression of 
the earlier injuries, YVhich culminated in pancreatitis and a hypoxic-ischemic brain. The 
majority of the findings on the scalp, skull, meninges and brain were the consequences of 
surgical intervention on the evening of the gth. 

I S\vear under penalty of pe1jury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

/2 / 1"1 i> f'Gp 
-~--------
Darinka Mileusnic-Polchan, M.D .. Ph.D. 

Date: ~ o'f I .).0/2. 
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Loyola University Medical Center and VA Hines Brain Bank Project, under Dr. J.M. Lee's 
Directorship, 7/1995-7/1998. 

SYMPOSIA, PRESENTATIONS, LECTURES AND TEACHING: 

National Forensic Academy: Selected Topics in Death Investigation; Part 1: The Role of the 
Medical Examiner in Drug Abuse Deaths; Part II: Abusive Head Trauma of Childhood, 
Knoxville, Tennessee, October 2011. 

Third Annual Regional Forensic Center Conference: Forensic Connections -Toxicology, Part I 
and Part II, Knoxville, Tennessee, September 2011. 

Knoxville Area Health Information Management Association Annual Meeting, Key Note 
Speaker, Knoxville, Tennessee, August 2011. 

East Tennessee Prescription Drug Summit (Organized by the National Forensic Academy): 
Prescription Drug Issues in the United States and Greater Knoxville Area, Knoxville, 
Tennessee, July 2011. 

National Forensic Academy Best Practices Symposium; Case Study: Christian/Newsom 
Double Homicide, Nashville, Tennessee, December 2010. 

Tennessee Donor Services Regional Summit: Collaboration Between Medical Examiner's 
Office, Funeral Homes and Donor Services, Knoxville, Tennessee, October 2010. 

National Forensic Academy: Selected Topics in Death Investigation; Part 1: The Role of the 
Medical Examiner and Natural Deaths in Adults; Part II: Child Abuse, Knoxville, Tennessee, 
October 2010. 

Second Annual Regional Forensic Center Conference: Coordination of Death Investigation; 
Forensic Pathology II: Blunt Head Injuries and Child Abuse II, Knoxville, Tennessee, October 
2010. 

National Forensic Academy: Selected Topics in Death Investigation: The Role of the Medical 
Examiner and Natural Deaths in Adults, Knoxville, Tennessee, February 2010. 

First Annual Regional Forensic Center Conference: Coordination of Death Investigation; 
Forensic Pathology 1: Basic Autopsy Service and Child Abuse, Knoxville, Tennessee, October 
2009. 

Federal Bureau of Investigation Child Abduction Rapid Deployment Team Training 
Conference: Forensic Pathology of Trauma, Knoxville, Tennessee, June 2008. 

Federal Defender Services of Eastern Tennessee Regional Meeting: Forensic Pathology 
Pearls, Knoxville, Tennessee, November 2007. 
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University of Tennessee Law School and District Attorney General: Advanced Trial Practice 
Class, Law School's Advocacy Center, Knoxville, Tennessee, September 2006. 

Panel Member and Presenter for Physical Anthropology Session Entitled Working With 
Family Members of Decedents: A Discussion of Techniques for Forensic Scientists, 581

h 

Annual Meeting, American Academy of Forensic Sciences, Seattle, Washington, February 
2006. 

Sevier County Law Enforcement In-service Certification School: "Forensic Pathology Basics," 
Sevierville, Tennessee, November 2005. 

Knoxville Bar Association, Continuing Legal Education: Mock Trial Seminar, Knoxville, 
Tennessee, October 2005. 

The University of Tennessee Graduate School of Medicine Department of Continuing Medical 
Education - The 2005 John E. Sullivan, DDS Memorial Endowed Lecture: "Forensics of 
Substance Abuse," Knoxville, Tennessee, April 2005. 

The University of Tennessee Knoxville, Forensic Anthropology Center and Federal Bureau of 
Investigation Sponsored Annual Human Remains Recovery School: "Introduction to Forensic 
Pathology," Knoxville, Tennessee, March 2003; March 2004; March 2005. 

Forensic Pathology Basics: Collaboration Between Forensic Pathologists and Forensic 
Anthropologists, Forensic Anthropology Lecture Series for Graduate Anthropology Students, 
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee, August 2004. 

The State of Tennessee Annual Public Defender Investigator Training Conference: "Forensic 
Pathology Basics," Glenstone Lodge, Gatlinburg, Tennessee, October 2003. 

Northwestern University, Forensics Professional Development Program: "Asphyxial Deaths," 
Chicago, Illinois, April 2002. 

Forensic Pathology Workshop at "The Changing Face of Medicine" Student National Medical 
Association Region II Conference, Oak Brook Marriott, Oak Brook, Illinois, November 2001. 

Series of Lectures on Forensic Pathology and Medicine for Pathology Residents, Loyola 
University Medical Center, Maywood, Illinois, Scholastic Year 2001/2002 

Pathology Grand Rounds for Loyola University Medical Center, Department of Pathology: "An 
Introduction to Forensic Pathology," Maywood, Illinois, March 2001. 

Human Anatomy and Physiology Society and the Chicago Area Anatomy and Physiology 
Society Regional Conference: Lecture Entitled "The Disease Process," Triton College, River 
Grove, Illinois, February 2001. 

Forensic Pathology Basics, Lectures for 2nd Year Medical Students, Loyola University 
Chicago, Stritch School of Medicine, Maywood, Illinois, April 2000. 

Trial Practice Courses of the Kent Law School 1.1. T., Chicago, Illinois, March 1999/2000. 
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Trial Practice Course of the Chicago Bar Association, Chicago, Illinois, February 2000. 

Juvenile Law Class, Kent Law School: Child Abuse and Shaken Baby Syndrome, Chicago, 
Illinois, April 2000. 

Instructor in Forensic Pathology to Forensic Pathology Residents and to Visiting Medical 
Students and Resident Physicians at the Cook County Medical Examiner's Office, Chicago, 
Illinois, August 1999-May 2002. 

Illinois Registry of Anatomic Pathology: "Primary Peritoneal Malignant Mixed Mullerian 
Tumor," Chicago, Illinois, April1998. 

Illinois Registry of Anatomic Pathology: "Congenital Neuroblastoma: Primary Diagnosis in 
Placenta," Chicago, Illinois, April1997. 

Illinois Society of Cytology: "Collision Tumors: Diagnosis by Fine Needle Aspiration Biopsy," 
Chicago, Illinois, May 1997. 

Symposium on Sports Medicine: "Pharmacological and Clinical Implications of Beta Blockers," 
Crikvenica, Croatia, June 1989. 

ABSTRACTS: 

Evans, SR, Mileusnic-Polchan, D. Patterns of Breaks in Umbilical Cords by Different 
Mechanisms, Platform Presentation, Annual Meeting of the National Association of Medical 
Examiners, Cleveland, Ohio, October 2010. 

Hendrickson, BW, Mileusnic-Polchan, D. Polysplenia and Associated Cardiac and Visceral 
Malformations in a Case of Heterotaxy with Fetal Demise, Poster Presentation, University of 
Tennessee Medical Center Pathology Resident Research Conference, Knoxville, Tennessee, 
June 2010. 

Evans, SR, Mileusnic-Polchan, D. Patterns of Breaks in Umbilical Cords by Different 
Mechanisms, Slide Presentation, University of Tennessee Medical Center Pathology Resident 
Research Conference, Knoxville, Tennessee, June 2010. 

Bethard, JD, Marks, MK, Mileusnic-Polchan, D. Aquatic Taphonomy in a Lacustrine 
Environment: A Case Study from Southeastern Tennessee, Poster Presentation, 61 51 Annual 
Meeting, American Academy of Forensic Sciences, Denver, Colorado, February 2009. 

Bruker, CT, Googe, PB, Mileusnic-Polchan, D. Acrodermatitis Enteropathica: Is It an 
Underreported Cause Of Morbidity and-Mortality in Infancy in The United States? Poster 
Presentation, University of Tennessee Medical Center Pathology Resident Research 
Conference, Knoxville, Tennessee, June 2008. 

Zezulak, AC, Mileusnic-Polchan, D. A Case Report of Acute Splenic Sequestration Crisis as 
a Complication of Sickle Cell Anemia, Poster Presentation, University of Tennessee Medical 
Center Pathology Resident Research Conference, Knoxville, Tennessee, June 2008. 
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Mock, AR, Mash, D, Mileusnic-Polchan, D. Case Report: Dopaminergic Overdrive in 
Cocaine-Induced Excited Delirium, Poster Presentation, University of Tennessee Medical 
Center Pathology Resident Research Conference, Knoxville, Tennessee, June 2008. 

Trammell, LH, Marks, M, Klippel, WE, Mileusnic-Polchan, D. Cranial Histomorphology: 
Species Identification and Age Estimation, Poster Presentation, 60th Annual Meeting, 
American Academy of Forensic Sciences, Washington DC, February 2008. 

Mock, AR, Mileusnic-Polchan, D. Electromuscular Incapacitating Devices in Excited 
Delirium, Slide Presentation, University of Tennessee Medical Center Pathology Resident 
Research Conference, Knoxville, Tennessee, June 2007. 

Marks, M, Mileusnic-Polchan, D. Histopathology of Antemortem Infant Bone Fracture: 
Estimation of Time Since Insult, Slide Presentation, 59th Annual Meeting, American Academy 
of Forensic Sciences, San Antonio, Texas, February 2007. 

Marks, M, Tersigni, MA, Mileusnic-Polchan, D. Antemortem vs. Perimortem Infant Rib 
Fracture: The Histological Evidence, Poster Presentation, 58th Annual Meeting, American 
Academy of Forensic Sciences, Seattle, Washington, February 2006. 

Mileusnic-Polchan, D, O'Connor, S. Child Abuse by Another Child: Can It Happen? Slide 
Presentation, 5ih Annual Meeting, American Academy of Forensic Sciences, New Orleans, 
Louisiana, February 2005. 

Mileusnic, D, Donoghue, ER. Lucid Interval Revisited: Delayed Onset of Unconsciousness in 
an Impacted Infant, Slide Presentation, 56th Annual Meeting, American Academy of Forensic 
Sciences, Dallas, Texas, February 2004. 

Mileusnic, D, Lee, JM. Upregulation of CNS Neurokinin-3 Receptors in Alzheimer's Disease 
Brain and Following Amyloid-!) 25-35 Injections in Young Male Fisher-344 Rats, Slide 
Presentation, 29th Annual Meeting, Society for Neuroscience, Miami, Florida, October 1999. 

Mileusnic, D, Denton, JS, Donoghue, ER. A Review of 38 Cases of Strangulation for the 
Year 1996 in Cook County, Illinois, Slide Presentation, 33rd Annual Meeting, National 
Association of Medical Examiners, Minneapolis, Minnesota, October 1999. 

Mileusnic, D, Lee, JM. Differential Effects of Aging on the Neurokinin B System: Neurons 
versus Astrocytes, Slide Presentation, 2ih Annual Meeting, Society for Neuroscience, New 
Orleans, Louisiana, October 1997. 

Mileusnic, D, Jensen, J, Pierce, K, Reyes, C. Collision Tumors, Poster Presentation, 
Southern Medical Association, 91st Scientific Assembly, Charlotte, North Carolina, October 
1997 (Abstract Pubi1shed in Southern Medical Journai90:S94; 1997.) 
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Mileusnic, D, Lorens, JB, Lorens, SA, Lee, JM. Characterization of the Neurokinin-3 
Receptor in Human Brain, Poster Presentation, Annual Meeting of the American Association 
of Neuropathology, Vancouver, Canada, 1996. 
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Mileusnic, D., Magnuson, OJ, Hejna, MJ, Lorens, JB, Lorens, SA, Lee, JM. Neurokinin-3 
Receptor Distribution in Rat and Human Brain: An Immunohistochemical Study, Poster 
Presentation, 251

h Annual Meeting, Society for Neuroscience, San Diego, California, 
November 1995. 

Mileusnic, D, Magnuson, OJ, Lorens, SA, Lee, JM. Preprotachykinin B [Neurokinin B (NKB)] 
Immunoreactive Neuronal Processes in Human Brain, Poster Presentation, 23rd Annual 
Meeting, Society for Neuroscience, Washington DC, November 1993. 

Mileusnic, D, Simonic, A Effects of Nicotine and Lecithin on Spontaneous Motor Activity in 
Rats, Poster Presentation, Annual Meeting of the Croatian Pharmacological Society, Zagreb, 
Croatia, June 1990. 

Simonic, A, Mileusnic, D. Effects of Physostigmine and Neostigmine on Spontaneous Motor 
Activity in Rats, Poster Presentation, Annual Meeting of the Croatian Pharmacological 
Society, Zagreb, Croatia, June 1990. 

PUBLICATIONS, BOOKS AND BOOK CHAPTERS: 

Evans, SR, Mileusnic-Polchan, D. Patterns of Breaks in Umbilical Cords by Different 
Mechanisms, Accepted to the American Journal of Forensic Medicine and Pathology, June 
2011. 

Lochmuller, CM, Marks, MK, Mileusnic-Polchan, D, Cogswell, SC. Misidentification of a 
Transverse Occipital Suture as a Persistent Mendosa! Suture, Journal of Pediatrics [Epub 
ahead of print]; 2011. 

Marks, MK, Marden, K, Mileusnic, D. Forensic Osteology of Child Abuse, Chapter in Hard 
Evidence: Case Studies in Forensic Anthropology, Second Edition by Dawnie Steadman, 
Pearson Education, Inc., December 2008. 

Teplin, LA, McClelland, GM, Abram, KM, Mileusnic, D. Early Violent Death in Delinquent 
Youth: A Prospective Longitudinal Study, Pediatrics 115:1586-1593; 2005. 

Mileusnic, D. Lucid Interval and Delayed Onset of Unconsciousness Resulting in Sudden 
Death Following Abusive and Accidental Head Trauma of Childhood, In Preparation. 

Uschuplich, V, Johnson, M, Mileusnic, D. Pathologic Quiz Case: Progressive Fatal 
Encephalopathy in lmmunosupressed Patient with History of Discoid Lupus Erythematosus, 
Archives of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine 128:e1 09-111; 2004. 

~,:Pen~ton, JS, Mileusnic, D. Delayed, Sudden Death in an Infant FollowinQ.,6S9i~ental Fall: A 
Case Report with Review of the Literature, The American Journal of Forensic Medicine and 
Pathology 24:371-376; 2003. 

Mileusnic, D, Donoghue, ER, Lifschultz, BD. Pathological Case of the Month: Sudden Death 
in a Child as a Result of Pancreatitis During Valproic Acid Therapy, Pediatric Pathology and 
Molecular Medicine 21:477 -484; 2002. 
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Tatum, AJ, Mileusnic, D, Lifschultz, BD, Donoghue, ER, Greenberger, PA. Clinical, 
Pathologic and Toxicologic Findings in Asthma Deaths in Cook County, Illinois, Allergy and 
Asthma Proceedings 22:285-291; 2001. 

Hermann, ME, Mileusnic, D, Jorden, M, Kalelkar, MB. Sudden Death in an Eight Week Old 
Infant with Beckwith-Wiedemann Syndrome, The American Journal of Forensic Medicine and 
Pathology 21 :276-280; 2000. 

Mileusnic, D, Magnuson, OJ, Hejna, MJ, Krause, EJ, Lorens, JB, Lorens, SA, Lee, JM. 
Neurokinin-3 Receptor Distribution in Rat and Human Brain: An Immunohistochemical Study, 
Neuroscience 89: 1269-1290; 1999. 

Mileusnic, D, Magnuson, OJ, Hejna, MJ, Lorens, JB, Lorens, SA, Lee, JM. Age and Species 
Dependent Differences in the Neurokinin B System in Rat and Human Brain, Neurobiology of 
Aging 20:19-35; 1999. 

Thomas, C, Mileusnic, D, Carey, RB, Kampert, M, Anderson, D. Fatal Chaetomium 
Cerebritis in a Bone Marrow Transplant Patient, Human Pathology 30:874-879; 1999. 

Mileusnic, D. Neurokinin B System in the Rat and Human Brain: lnterspecies Differences, 
Effects of Aging and Changes in Alzheimer's Disease. Dissertation Submitted to the Faculty 
of the Graduate School in Candidacy for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy, Loyola 
University, Chicago. 

COMMUNITY WORK: 

Volunteer Work for the Car Safety Committee, Farragut Primary School, Knoxville, 
Tennessee, August 2005-April 2010. 
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5. The autopsy identified three types of injuries: abdominal injuries; head injuries; and bruising. 
The abdominal findings consisted of an ischemic necrotic bowel (approximately 7 inches) 
with a very small (.1 inch) bowel perforation; peritonitis (inflammation/infection in the 
peritoneal cavity surrounding the abdominal organs); peripancreatitis and pancreatitis 
(inflammation or infection surrounding and entering into the pancreas); and a healing liver 
lll]Ury. 

6. There were two medical findings in the head: a hypoxic-ischemic brain, i.e., a brain that had 
been deprived of oxygen for an extended period, and relatively small subduraVsubarachnoid 
hemorrhage. 

7. The external injuries consisted of a wide variety of marks (bruises, lines, etc.), most notably 
on the back. 

8. Given the complexities of the case, my initial focus was on determining the timing of the 
various findings based on the microscopic slides of the tissues. Pathologists time injuries 
based on the presence or absence of various types of"healing" cells that can be seen under a 
microscope. The progression of healing is established in the literature. To heal an injury, the 
body sends neutrophils to the injured area, followed by macro phages and fibroblasts. If the 
pathologist sees only hemorrhage or neutrophils, the injury is new, with the time measured in 
hours. If there are macrophages and granulation tissue with few if any neutrophils, the injury 
is at least 5 days or more since it takes that long for the fibroblasts to reach that stage of 
healing (granulation tissue). 

9. In looking at timing, it is critical to look at the oldest part of an injury. Once healing occurs, 
the delicate vessels in the granulation tissue can rebleed easily. Injuries that do not heal can . _ 
also expand, as occurred in this case. Thus, the presence of fresh blood does not tell you that 
the injury is new. Instead, to determine when the injury occurred, one must look at the oldest 
area of the injury. 

10. The healing in the initial slide review established that Steven's injuries occurred 
approximately five days before he was removed from life support. Since Steven was taken 
off life support at February 11 at noon, this meant that the injuries most likely occurred by 
noon on February 6 or earlier. It is also possible that the injuries occurred early on February 
7. Some portions of the injuries appeared to be even older, closer to the seven day range. 

11. Before giving my opinion, I obtained the handwritten slide review notes by Dr. Mileusnic, 
the forensic pathologist who conducted the autopsy at the Cook County Medical Examiner's 
office. These notes indicated that Dr. Mileusnic dated the injuries at approximately five 
days, or two days before Mr. Liebich cared for the child. I also spoke with Dr. Mileusnic, 
who confirmed>Mf-wri-tten opinion. u~··g~~- ~", 

12. After I gave my opinion, Mr. Ruggiero, the prosecutor, called me. In our conversation, he 
inquired about the part of the autopsy report in which Dr. Mileusnic had opined that the 
injuries were 5 days old. I pointed out pages in the autopsy report where the timing was 
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mentioned. At the time, it was my impression that Mr. Ruggiero had not been aware that the 
medical examiner had timed the injuries to a period before Mr. Liebich cared for the child. 

13. When I was consulted, I advised Mr. Holman and Mr. Casey that they needed to thoroughly 
understand how pathological timing is done, and I further advised them to go to Tennessee to 
review the slides with Dr. Mileusnic so they could understand the basis for her opinion. This 
would also refresh her memory since she had left the Cook County Medical Examiner's 
Office and would not have access to the slides or other materials. Since the medical records 
that I received were incomplete and in some cases illegible, I asked them to subpoena the 
records directly from the hospitals. Finally, I advised that they needed to establish that the 
child had been symptomatic in the days before his collapse, as evidenced by his weight loss 
and the Tylenol in his system. In my opinion, it would not be possible for a Court to 
consider the issues without complete information. 

Verdict 

14. When I learned after trial that Mr. Liebich had been convicted of causing the injuries despite 
pathological evidence establishing that the injuries occurred before the child was in his care, 
I advised the Court that the amount of reaction and healing in the tissues was inconsistent 
with injuries occurring on February 8 and that the child's 4-5 pound weight loss between his 
November 2001 checkup and hospital admission further confirmed that this process began 
well before February 8. 

15. In February 2012, I learned that the Court relied on my testimony to place the injuries within 
the time period that Mr. Liebich cared for the child. In her judgment, the Court correctly 
states that I timed the injuries to 5 days, plus or minus 1 day, based on my review of the 
slides. However, the Court went on to say that this timing places the injuries between 
February 4-8 or February 5-9 based on the healing shown on the slides. This was not my 
testimony and does not follow from the timing that I provided. Since the body does not 
recognize calendar days, pathological timing is measured in hours, with a day being a full 24 
hour period. 

16. Since Steven was removed from life support at noon on February 11, the 5 days of healing 
shown on the slides goes back to at least noon on February 6. With one day on either side, 
the timing for the injuries goes from noon on February 5 to noon on February 7. As I made 
clear in my testimony, the healing shown on the slides was highly unlikely to have occurred 
after noon on February 7 and likely occurred much earlier. The court's dating appears to have 
been a mathematical miscalculation. 

~_l.,I.,a!so just learned that Mr. Casey suggested in his closing argument th~d~was not sure 
whether I saw older injuries, i.e., injuries occurring before February 8. This was not my 
testimony. While pathological timing is not precise and in medicine one can rarely say 
"never," my testimony was that the healing and reaction seen in the slides represented 
injuries that occurred on or before the morning of February 7. This testimony was based on 
established pathological principles. 
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18. In the verdict, the Court relies heavily on the testimony ofthe neurosurgeon, Dr. Munoz, who 
timed the injuries based on the color of the blood seen at surgery. What is seen visually and 
what is seen under the microscope can, however, be quite different. The principles are the 
same in forensic and clinical pathology. Gross examination of blood or tissue is not a 
reliable method to assess healing or timing or pathology. A surgeon who takes a tissue 
sample from a breast does not rely on a visual review to determine whether cancer is present. 
Instead, the tissue is sent to a pathologist who examines it under the microscope. The same 
is true in forensic pathology. Often an injury that looks fresh visually may prove to be days, 
weeks or even months old when the oldest portion of the injury is viewed under the 
microscope. 

19. Since Steven continued to deteriorate in the hospital, I agree that Dr. Munoz would have seen 
fresh blood and a very swollen brain at surgery. I also agree with the treating doctors that 
Steven would not have been able to eat, drink or behave normally in the condition he was in 
when he arrived at the hospital since by then he had acute pancreatitis and a hypoxic brain. 
However, this does not indicate or suggest when this process began or what started it. For 
that, it is necessary to review the pathology, which in this case confirmed that the process had 
been ongoing for more than a day before hospital admission. 

20. I have been told that the Court emphasized that the damage to the bowel, pancreas and liver 
represented a straight line of force. While these organs are in the same area, the organs and 
injuries are not in a straight line. 

New information: slides 

21. Since the court's verdict was contrary to my review of the slides, I immediately double 
checked my work. I first took photomicrographs of the slides to a professional conference 
and asked several other forensic pathologists to review the slides and date the injuries. All of 
the reviewing pathologists found that the key injuries were at least five days old, with some 
suggesting that they were even older. 

22. I also had some unstained slides that I had not used before the trial since the medical 
examiner and I agreed on timing. Additional testing is usually done only when there is 
disagreement. Iron and Masson stains are two of the more common stains used to assist in 
determining timing. When a slide is stained with iron stain, hemosiderin from breakdown of 
red blood cells shows up as bright blue. While scattered iron may appear by 72 hours, 
significant areas or clumps of iron do not appear before 72 hours. The Masson stain makes 
collagen easier to see and appreciate by turning it bright blue. The presence of collagen 
indicates that scarring has begun. ~~1. .~;- ~ 

23. Since the trial, I have had stains done at my own expense to see if this would shed any further 
light on timing. The iron and Masson stains have confirmed that the injuries were at least 
five days old and that some were even older. 
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24. I have reviewed some of the photographs of these slides with Mr. Escuder, Mr. Liebich's 
counsel. As I am leaving for India tomorrow, I do not have time to prepare a presentation on 
specific slides but I am willing to do so on my return or at an evidentiary hearing. I can, 
however, identify a few of the slides that confirm older injury. 

25. On my initial review, slide #4 (bowel) showed many macrophages and very few neutrophils. 
Fibroblasts were attempting to heal the injury and beginning to form a scar. This placed the 
injuries at approximately 5 days, plus/minus 1 day. Recent iron staining shows significant 
iron, confirming that the injury was approximately 5 days old or even older. 

26. On my initial review, slide # 16 (pancreas) showed a large area of normal pancreatic tissue 
with an older injury in the surrounding connective tissue with fibroblasts and well
established granulation tissue (scarring). There was some continuation of healing, with a few 
neutrophils. This placed the injury at more than 5 days. Recent Masson staining shows clear 
blue staining (collagen or scarring), indicating that the area of granulation tissue is 
approximately 7-10 days old. 

27. On my initial review, slide #19, which appears to be forehead skin, had many fibroblasts and 
macrophages but no neutrophils. This placed the injury at approximately 5 days. The recent 
iron stain shows very heavy iron. 

28. Iron and/or Masson stains on other slides, including slides# 29 and #33 (bowel) and #37 
(liver) produced similar results, confirming that the significant injuries were 5 days old or 
older. 

New evidence: coagulopathy 

29. I have recently learned that, based on the laboratory tests, Dr. Michael Laposata, a national 
expert on coagulation, has confirmed that Steven had pancreatitis and disseminated 
intravascular coagulation (DIC) at the time of hospital admission. 

30. Since DIC causes spontaneous bruising or bruising from trivial trauma, including medical 
intervention and treatment, DIC would provide a satisfactory explanation for many of the 
bruises and lines that appeared on Steven's body after hospital admission. Other marks 
attributed by the State to trauma, including the Cullens sign (a bruise like mark around the 
umbilicus), are simply indicia of pancreatitis and were recognized as such in the hospital 
records. The only marks that are concerning to me as an indicator of trauma are the bruises 
on the lower part of the child's back, which could represent a push or shove, resulting in a 
crush injury. 

:..:~:~"-- ~ ~-

31. D I C may also explain the head findings, which consisted of a small subdural or subarachnoid 
hemorrhage and a hypoxic-ischemic brain. Both ofthese findings can be caused by a 
coagulopathy (bleeding/clotting disorder) such as DIC. Since DIC causes thrombosis as well 
as hemorrhage, the CT scan should be re-read by a qualified pediatric radiologist, with 
particular emphasis on possible thrombosis. 
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32. Based on the slides and history, it is possible to suggest the most likely progression of 
Steven's medical findings. Based on currently available information, it appears that the child 
had an ischemic bowel beginning at least five days before death, leading to peritonitis, 
pancreatitis, a small perforation and DIC, with rapid deterioration shortly before presentation 
to the hospital. The hypoxic-ischemic brain, small subdural hemorrhage and many of the 
bruises and lines on the child's body are likely secondary to infection and DIC. 

33. It is unfortunate that the abdominal CTs and treatment were cancelled since this would have 
provided more accurate information on the progression of the injuries and may have 
improved the chances for survival. 

Changes in the medical literature 

34. There have been major changes in the medical literature since Steven's death in 2002 and the 
trial in 2004. In the early 2000s, it was widely believed that swollen brains were caused by 
the traumatic tearing of axons (the nerve fibers that connect the cells of the brain) throughout 
the brain and that subdural hemorrhages were caused by the traumatic rupture of the bridging 
veins that connect the brain to the superior sagittal sinus (the large vein that drains the brain). 
It was further believed that such traumatic tearing would require a major force, often 
described as equivalent to a major motor vehicle accident or fall from a multistory building. 

35. In 2001, a position paper published in the journal of the National Association of Medical 
Examiners (NAME), the professional organization for forensic pathologists, adopted these 
hypotheses and suggested that the force was caused by violent shaking. (1). This position 
paper was not approved by the reviewers and was accompanied by an editorial caveat 
intended to make clear that it was not an official NAME position paper but rather represented 
the views of the authors. Despite these red flags, this paper became the foundation of many 
criminal prosecutions. 

36. While this case was not a shaken baby case, the Rush diagnosis included shaken baby 
syndrome and the state's key trial witnesses relied heavily on the underpinnings of this 
theory, as set forth above. 

37. Soon after the NAME paper was published, a series of research and review papers 
established that many of the assumptions in this paper were incorrect. Perhaps most 
important, neuropathological research papers published in 2001 confirmed that the brain 
swelling in infants was hypoxic-ischemic rather than traumatic and is also found in natural 
deaths. (2, 3) The same papers found that the subdurals seen in allegedly abused infants are 
small and:,.tJa~,-arnd are similarly seen in natural deaths. (2, 3) A third paper, also pubitshed"'" 
in 2001, found that short falls can produce the same findings, disproving the former belief 
that it required the force of a fall from a multistory building. ( 4) A 2003 paper published in 
the NAME journal found that there was no scientific or evidence-based research support for 
the shaken baby hypothesis. (5). The current consensus is that there are numerous accidental 
and natural causes for the medical findings previously attributed to shaking or abuse, and that 
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such findings may be secondary to other injuries or illnesses. (6, 7, 8, 9). There is also 
considerable consensus that children may have lucid intervals (periods of normality or 
relative normality) of up to 72 hours after a head injury that ultimately proves fatal. (1 0, 11) 

38. In October 2006, the 2001 NAME position paper expired and the NAME annual meeting 
included papers with titles such as "The Use ofthe Triad of Scant Subdural Hemorrhage, 
Brain Swelling, and Retinal Hemorrhage to Diagnose Non-Accidental Injury Is Not 
Scientifically Valid." (12) 

39. In 2009 and 2010, new research confirmed that the small subdurals seen in allegedly abused 
children are too small to represent traumatic bridging vein rupture (13) and that retinal 
hemorrhages are related to brain swelling and life support, rather than the traumatic rupture 
of retinal veins. (14) Other research has further supported the role ofhypoxia. (15) 

40. There have been similar changes in our understanding of abdominal injuries. Forensic 
medicine has long recognized that slow collapse from abdominal injuries is common. This is 
a well-known phenomenon in children who hit the handlebars of bicycles or are impacted by 
a seatbelt and who present with abdominal injuries a day or more after the event. (16). In her 
judgment, the Court stated that there is no lucid interval concept or theory with abdominal 
inj~ies and that there is an immediate onset of symptoms. It is my understanding that this 
was based on the testimony of a pediatric intensivist. In 2006 and 2009, however, the leading 
textbooks written or edited by child abuse pediatricians confirmed that abdominal injuries 
may progress slowly. (17, 18) 

41. In view of these major changes in the literature, the courts are beginning to review child 
cases from the late 1990s and early 2000s that were based on misunderstandings of the 
progression of injury and disease in children. (19, 20, 21) While Mr. Liebich was not 
accused of shaking Steven, the prosecutors and the prosecution witnesses relied heavily on 
the tenets of shaken baby syndrome to support their claims, including the outdated beliefs 
that swollen brains and subdural hemorrhages represent torn axons and ruptured bridging 
veins, requiring the force of a multistory fall or major motor vehicle accident, and that there 
are no lucid intervals for head or abdominal injuries. 

Conclusion 

42. The microscopic slides, including the new stains, establish that the abdominal injuries were 
five days old or older, putting them outside the period that Mr. Liebich cared for the child. 
Based on newly available information, including the new literature, it is likely that the small 
intracranial hemorrhage, the hypoxic-ischemic brain and many of the marks and bruises 

~~-·'"'-"'- identified at autopsy were secondary to hypoxia, septicemia, peri~nit1~abdominal 
infection/inflammation) and DIC rather than trauma. 
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I swear under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Date: CJ./ f1 ~~/ :2 
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~~~ 
Shaku S. Teas, M.D. 
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Affidavit of Shaku Teas 
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STATE OF ILLINOIS 
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE EIGIITEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

DUPAGECOUNTY 

Randy Liebich, 
Petitioner 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Cir. Ct. No. 02-CF-654 

V. Post Conviction No. 

People of the 
State of illinois 

AFFIDAVIT OF GEORGE R. NICHOLS II, M.D. 

I, George R. Nichols, II, under oath and penalty ofpetjury, state as follows: 

1. My name is George R. Nichols, II. After obtaining my M.D. from the University of 
Louisville School of Medicine in 1972, I did a residency in anatomic and clinical 
pathology at the University of Louisville and affiliated hospitals followed by a fellowship 
in forensic pathology at the Institute of Forensic Medicine, Cincinnati, Ohio. I am board 
certified in anatomic, clinical and forensic pathology. 

2. I was the Chief Medical Examiner for the Commonwealth of Kentucky from 1977-1997. 
I have held teaching and academic appointments since 197 4 and am currently a Clinical 
Professor, Section of Forensic Pathology and Clinical Forensic Medicine, Department of 
Pathology and a Clinical Associate Professor, Department of Pediatrics, at the University 
ofLouisville School of Medicine. I was on the staff in the Department of Pathology, 
Kosair Children's Hospital, Louisville, Kentucky from 1995-2007 and am currently 
emeritus staff at the same institution. I am affiliated with Commonwealth Medical Legal 
Services, Inc., 6013 Brownsboro Park Boulevard, SuiteD, Louisville, Kentucky 40207. 
My C.V. is attached. 

3. I have reviewed the following records relating to the fatal injuries of Steven Quinn (DOB 
4/17/99; DOD 2/11/02): 
(a) Records of the Office of the Medical Examiner, including the autopsy report; the 

neuropathology, radiology and surgical pathology reports; the certificate of death; and 
the investigation report. 

(a) 61 autopsy slides labeled 202-2-02. 
(b) Medical records for Steven Quinn, including Mt. Sinai Hospital records; EMS 

transport report; Rush-Presbyterian records; and pediatric records. I also reviewed 
Hinsdale Hospital birth records for Kenyatta Brown and baby girl Brown. 

(c) Hospital and autopsy photographs. 
(d) DCFS records. 
(e) Police reports. 
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(f) Report of Elizabeth Gilles, M.D. 
(g) Report of Shaku Teas, M.D. 

4. The contents of this report are based on extensive training and experience in clinical and 
forensic pathology. My opinions are expressed with reasonable medical and/or scientific 
certainty or probability. 

5. Based on my review of the above materials, with emphasis on the glass microscopic 
tissue slides and a recent review of the photographs, I conclude: 

(a) The child had intra-abdominal blunt force injury that was present at least 5 days prior 
to death. 

(b) The child had a hypoxic-ischemic brain and intracranial hemorrhages of 
undetermined significance, by history and radiologic examination, with extensive 
operative trauma and resulting anatomic distortion. 

(c) Cutaneous (skin) blunt force injury of differing ages. 

6. Abdominal injuries. There is acute inflammation in the pancreas associated with 
hemorrhage in the mesentery occurring at least five days before the removal of life 
support. The area of necrosis (dead tissue) in the small bowel occurred 5-7 days before 
removal of life support (slide 33). Other slides show healing responses of 5 days or 
longer. It is my opinion that the abdominal injuries were caused by blunt force trauma 
occurring at least 5-7 days before removal of life support. 

7. Brain findings. The brain findings reflect hypoxia-ischemia (lack of oxygen to the brain) 
with progressive cerebral edema. These fmdings are a delayed reaction to the abdominal 
injuries and have no independent significance given the extent of the surgery and the time 
on life support (respirator brain). 

8. Cutaneous injuries. The marks in the area of the spine and lower back are consistent with 
being hit on the back or with falling on the back after. being hit, pushed or shoved, and are 
likely associated with the abdominal injuries. Although they were not noted on hospital 
presentation, the hospital staff often does not examine the back thoroughly or at all on 
admission since the priority is to stabilize and treat the child. The absence of a report of 
an accidental injury of this nature suggests that the injuries were inflicted. 

9. The skin slides (slides 18 and 19), one of which appears to be from the forehead area, 
show reactions approximately 5-7 days old. From the currently available information, it 
is not possible to determine the areas from which these were taken or their significance. 

10. The other marks and lines on the child's body appear consistent with normal childhood 
bruising, abdominal infection, hospital interventions and/or a secondary coagulopathy. 

11. Conclusion. Steven Quinn died from abdominal injuries inflicted at least five days before 
removal of life support. Based on the histology, it is not possible that the injuries were 
inflicted three days before removal of life support. 
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I am giving this affidavit of my own free will. No promises or threats were made to me in 
exchange for making the statements contained herein. If called to testify, I would testify 
consistent with this affidavit. 

Date: fV1 G.( c.,l. 2"1 -;l. 1 ~o I z_, 

'&N:~(21JttuJf#~ 
George R i'Jf{;hols II, M.D. V' / 
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STATE OF ILLINOIS 
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE EIGHTEENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 

DUPAGE COUNTY 

Randy Liebich, 
Petitioner 

v. 

State of Illinois, 
Respondent 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Cir. Ct. No. 02-CF-654 

Post Conviction No. 

Affidavit of Dr. Peter J. Stephens 

I, Peter J. Stephens, being duly sworn, states as follows: 
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1. My name is Peter J. Stephens. My address is 100 Club Drive, Suite 135, 
Burnsville NC 28714 (tel. 828.:.682-7472}. I am a Board Certified Forensic 
Pathologist with over thirty years experience in hospital (clinical) pathology 
and forensic pathology. I was Acting Iowa State Medical Examiner from 
1984 to 1985 and a Deputy Iowa State Medical Examiner from 1985 to 
1995. As such, I testified in cases of child abuse. In 1997 I was consulted 
in the index case of a series of misdiagnosed alleged "Shaken Baby" 
cases in Iowa which were subsequently agreed by numerous other 
forensic pathologists to be due to non-abuse related causes. 

2. Since then, I have watched the evolution in-Evidence Based Medical 
: Science and the change~ that it has brought to the study of pediatric head 
injury. Since my retirement from full time practice in 2001, I have 
remained active in this field and have been consulted in four to six similar 
cases per year. My curriculum vit~e is attached. 

3. 1 have reviewed the following information for Steven Quinn (DOD 2/11/0_2): 
a. Autopsy report, with slides, photographs, radiology report, 

ophthalmology report, histology notes, and police and hospital reports. 
b. Records for Mt. Sinai Hospital (2/8/02) and Rush Presbyterian Hosp·ital 

(2/8/02.:... 2/11/0~). 
c. Photographs from Rush Presbyterian Hospital (2/9/02). 
d. Steven's pediatric records (no pregnancy or birth records available). 
e. Pregnancy and birth records for Steven's half-sister, Angelique. 
f. Trial testimony of Drs. Green, Boykin, Sevedn, Munoz, Mileusnic and 

Teas and nurses Letitia Beasley and Tammy Smith. 
g. Various- materials from police investigation, DCF investigation, fact 

witnesses, and court rulings. 
h. Th.e medical recor:ds~are AJJmbered M~ 1-4~5.:.<ilnd are r:~f~r?.g~d 
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accordingly. 

4. I hold the opinions expressed in this affidavit to a reasonable degree of 
medical certainty. 

Conclusion 

5. Mr. Liebich was convicted of beating his fiance's son, Steven Quinn, 
between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. on February 8, 2002, causing his death. Mr. 
Liebich and Steven's mother, Kenyatta Brown, took Steven to Mt. Sinai 
hospital after noticing abnormal breathing, arri'(ing around 6 p.m. The first 
E.R. doctor did not initially see signs of abuse and thought he was ill. His 
condition continued to deteriorate, resulting in brain death later that 
evening. He was removed from life support and officially declared dead 
shortly after noon on February 11. 

6. The medical records confirm that Steven had a severe abdominal infection 
(peritonitis), leading to systemic inflammatory response (SIRS), sepsis, 
septic shock and multi-organ failure involving the pulmonary, 
gastrointestinal, cardiovascular and ~ntral nervous systems. He also had 
hypoxic/ischemic encephalopathy (brain swelling due to -lack of oxygen), 
probably secondary to the abdominal infection. The abdominal infection 
was confirmed at the hospitals by laboratory tests and serosangous 

.. -dr.ajnage. fmm .the .abdo.minal_ama,. The ?tJJQpsy repq~ confirm.ed peri-. · 
pancreatitis (infection outside the pancreas), pancreatitis, liver damage· 
and a small pe~oration in the sfl_lall bowel. · 

7. Abdomin?l infections in a young age group ?re generally ~ssociatedwith 
impact, either accidental (often bicycle acciden~s with impact against the 
handlebars) or inflicted (e.g., punch to.the stomach). In this case, the 
younger age of this child Oust under 3 years) and reported rough 
treatment by the mother suggests inflicted injury, but accidental causes 
cannot be excluded. 

8. · Regardless of cause, the pathology establishes that the abdominal 
infection was present at least 7-10 days before death (4-7 days before 
collapse and hospital admission). It is not possible that it began as late as· 
February 8, 2002. This infection progressed until the child's collapse on 
February 8 and continued after hospitalization. 

·o.;v:·.::c" -9. As determined at autopsy, the injuries to the brain were hypf»<ic-ischemic 
in nature (i.e., due to lack of oxygen). This likely represented a natural 
progression of the abdominal infection, possibly triggered_ or aggravated 
. by choking on a hot dog around 3 p.m. on February 8, as described by Mr. 
Lie.bich. Choking on hot dogs is a well-recognized cause of death in 
children under the age of four. While the initial choking event was 
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apparently resolved, this incident may have set off-a chain of interacting 
hypoxic/ischemic events involving the abdomen and brain. 

10. I do not see significant signs of trauma in the hospital or autopsy 
photographs. Many of the signs interpreted as trauma are well-known 
indicia of abdominal injuries or artifactual (i.e., attributable to medical 
interventions). The only significant marks are a series of marks down the 
child's spine that were small at the first hospital but that grew in size- at the 
second hospital. These cannot be definitively identified as to causality but 
may have been caused by a fall, accidental or from a push, or other types 
of pressure. They may also represent hemorrhage from the pre-existing 
abdominal infection. 

11. At this point; it is not possible to determine the origin of the abdominal 
infection. -Based 'On the evidence, the most one can say is that it began no 
later than February 6 (and likely earlier), progressing into sepsis, shock 
and multi-organ failure, as documented in the hospital records. 

12. In diagnosing abuse, medical professionals look for disparities between 
the caretakers' accounts and the medical findings. In this case, the 
caretaker accounts of the child's reluctance to eat on February 7 and the 
choking incident on February 8 are consistent with the pre-existing 

.. - ___ --·--·----·- _ ____ahdominalinfu.ctio..n.Jollow.ed b~_hy_go~_i5!li~cherni~, · 

13. Because it is not possible to determine the cause of the abdominal 
infection, I would classify the manner of death as undetermined. Given 
accounts of rough behavior by the mother, one could also reasonably 

·--· .. ----·- -·- -oonGiude-thaU.f:le-abdominaJJnfectionJikely.Ar.ose from inflictadJr.aum~ 
occurring a minimum of 5-7 days before death. The medical evidence of 
inflicted trauma is, however, weak. 

Clinical histoty 

14. ·In diagnosing the cause. of death, it is necessary to review the child's 
medical records and clinical history, starting with prenatal records and 
continuing through autopsy. In a case that involves a· progression or 
combination of _findings, it is critical to determine when the process began, 
since this determination may have very different legal implications. 

15. Prenatal and birth records. Steven's prematal and birth records are not 
available. The birth records for Steven's half-sister, Angelique, who was 
born approximately 10 days before Steven's corlapse, indicate that the 
mother, Kenyatta Brown, received virtually no prenatal care, was suffering 
from infection at the time of Angelique's birth, and had a history of 
depression, treated with hospitalization and prozac. Med 339-40, 364. 
The labs confirmed infection and anemia but were negative for illegal 
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drugs. (Med 385, 394, 396, 409, 418-22). 

16. Pediatric records. Steven was born on April17, 1999. Initially, he was in 
approximately the 50th percentile for weight, length and head 
circumference. Med 224-5. At his four month appointment (9/1199), his 
head circumference was slightly over the 50th percentile but his height and 
weight had increased to well above the 95th percentile. This weight gain 
was considered excessive. Med 224-5, 227. Steven was seen for 
checkups and childhood illnesses, including rash, wheezing (treated with 
albuterol), congestion, conjunctivitis (pink eye), ear infection, possible 
speech delay, various bumps and rashes (forehead, neck, arms) and 
scalp lesions diagnosed as ringworm. It is unclear whether he continued 
to take albuterol for breathing difficulties. Med 219-271. 

17. Steven weighed 31 pounds on February 13,2001 and 35.5 pounds on 
.November 6, 2001. Med 256, 261. On hospital admission on February 8, 
2002, his weight was recorded as 14 kg or 30.8 pounds (50th percentile), 3 
kg less than his ideal weight for height and nearly 5 pounds less than his 
recorded weight three months earlier. Med 64-65. There are two 
possibiHties: either the hospital improperly recorded his weight, or Steven 
lost nearly 5 pounds between November 2001 and February 2002·. Since 
an error of this magnitude is possible but unlikely, this weight loss 
suggests that Steven was severely dehydrated and/or ill for some time 
prior to hospital admission. 

18. Caretaker reports. The records indicate that Steven was cared for largely 
by his grandmother and great-aunts, who reported no concerns, with visits 
to his mother and her boyfriend/fiance, Randy Liebich. There were no 
reports of physical discipline or violence against the child by Mr. Liebich, 
and various witnesses (including Kenyatta's mother) confirmed that Mr. 
Liebich and Steven appeared to have a good -relationship. 

19. There are multiple reports of possible abuse by the mother, with one 
report of shaking and slapping approximately two days before the child's 
collapse. On the day before hospital admission, the mother described 
striking the child with a belt over his diaper, hand slaps on the buttocks 
and possible "muffs" to the head (poking with four fingers} following the 
child's refusal to eat dinner and continued crying. The trial court found 
that the mother's actions were non.:abusive and that the witnesses who 
testifi~d to mistreatmenH~y the mother were not credible. The trial ~urt 
did not find evidence of prior physical discipline-or abuse· by Mr. Liebich. 

20. Symptoms prior to February 8, 2002. Abdominal injuries or infection may 
have no symptoms· at all, or nonspecific symptoms such as lethargy or 
df?preased appetite, for a substantial period of time prior to diagn~sis or 
coiJapse. · In thjs case, the autop.sy slides confirm thatthe infe_ction started 
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by February 6 and probably much earlier. While there is virtually no 
information on this time period, the information that is available confirms 
that the child was not feeling well by February 7, when he Was sent to his 
room because he refused to eat his dinner (pork chops and mashed 
potatoes) and was disciplined for crying. The child also had low levels of 
acetaminophen (Tylenol or Tylenol equivalent) and salicylate (aspirin) in 
his system on hospital admission;·suggesting that he had not been well.· 
Med 25. It is unknown whether these lab reports reflected small doses 
given on the day of admission or the half-life of larger doses given earlier. 

21. In a recent affidavit, Mr. Liebich indicates that Steven wasn't eating well, 
cried a great deal and was lethargic for at least the last few days of the 
February 2-8 visit, which Mr. Liebich attributed to jealousy of the new 
baby. The mother said he had a cold and always cried a lot. Mr. Liebich 
also states iha1 Steven did not·eafhis dinner on Februar}7 7 and that his 
plate was still in the refrigerator, covered with plastic wrap, when he.was 
taken to the hospital. The mother said that he initially refused his dinner 
but ate it later. Scene photographs may help resolve this issue. 

22. February 8. Mr. Liebich reported that Steven ate cereal ori the morning of 
February 8 but left the milk. He said he gave Steven a hotdog, juice and 
water at 3 pm. A police report indicates that there was a plate with a cut 

. --- ____ _:_~----Up-hot-.:d.ogjn..the...kitcben,..suggesting thatthe child did not eat much. 
. -

23. Mr. Liebich told the hospital staff and investigators that Steven choked on 
the hot dog at about 3 pm and that Mr. Liebich slapped him on the back·to 
dislodge any food and put a finger in his mouth to make sure his airway 

·· -----was-elear~-A-a-later interview,Mr....bisbicl+said-t.l:lat.:St.eV.en.clamped down 
on Mr. Liebich's finger, and Mr. Liebich slapped or tapped him on the side 
of his head to get him to release his finger. He then found vomit in 
Steven's mouth, which he cleaned with ·a paper towel. 

24. When Steven's mother returned from work after 4 p.m., Mr. Liebich and 
Steven's mother describe an abnormal breathing pattern. Steven's 
mother described finding some vomit in Steven's mouth, which· she 
encouraged him to spit out. 

25. When the abnormal breathing continued, Mr. Liebich and Steven's mother 
took him to Mr. Sinai. En route, they stopped at Mr. Liebich's work to say 
thaftfle~ere·taking Steven to the hospital. Mr. Liebich's employer fl:.·c~ ,_ 

described the child as blinking and having flu-like symptoms, with no 
noticeable signs of abuse. Laboratory tests taken shortly after arrival at 
Mt. Sinai confirmed that Steven had a serious abdominal infection . 

·-..,.--------·-·-·· -- .... ·····-----·· . ·····- _____ .L .. 



Hot dog incident and abdominal infection 

26. 

27. 

There are two known potential causes of Steven's collapse: the choking 
incident and the abdominal infection. Before addressing the hospital 
findings, I will briefly review each. 

Hot dog incident. What Mr. Liebich described is a classic case of choking 
on a hot dog. A 1980 report in the Journal of the American Medical 
Association found that half of the fatalities of children who choked ori food 
were attributable to choking on hot dogs. Childhood asphyxiation by 
choking or suffocation, JAMA 224 (12) (September 1980). The American 

. Association of Pediatrics therefore recommends that hot dogs and carrots 
be quartered lengthwise and then sliced into small pieces for children 
under the age of 4. See also Bren, L, Prevent Your Child from Choking, 
U.~S.-food and Drug A'(jministration (2005) ('choking on food may have 
delayed reaction; recommends keeping hot dogs away from children 
under the age of 4}; Roche, J., Dangerous Duo: Hotdogs and Toddlers, 
Parenting Handout, City of Davis (Nov. 2001) (every week, children choke 
to death on seemingly innocent foods such as hot dogs and apples; 
circumference of hot dog is nearly the same size as a child's throat; when 
a round slice or bite of hot dog is swallowed without being chewed, the 
piece can lodge in the throat causing suffocation, sometimes within 

··-·------ ___ minutes: children under age 4 are most vulnerable). 

28. Upper airway obstruction produces the abnormal breathing patterns and 
other symptoms described by Steven's mother and Mr. Liebich, i.e., 
changes in consciousness, choking, ·difficulty breathing, wheezing, 

... __ .... ______ ---CWWing.,....w.histling or other tlmJstJal breathing noises Compli.cations_. 
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include brain damage, breathing failure and death. See, e,g., Acute Upper 
Airway Obstruction, Penn State Hershey Medical Center (on-line). 

29. Since Steven was still breathing, albeit abnormally, on arrival at the 
hospital three hours later, it is obvious that the choking incident did not 
cause continuing total airway obstruction, which would have resulted in 
immediate death. However, it may have caused brief total airway 
obstruction and/or continuing partial airway obstruction, with. stridor 
(abnormal breathing from airway obstruction) and hypoxia/ischemia 
(reduced level of oxygen to brain and other organs). See Leung and Cho, 
Diagnosis of-Stridor in Children; Am. Family Physician (Nov. 1999} (stridor 

.. may_ be first sign of_~erious and even life-threatening ~or{ter; possible 
causes include aspiration of food and underlying infection). It is also 
possible that a brief or partial airway obstruction aggravated the 
abdominal infection and set off a spiral of hypoxic/ischemic damage to the 
brain and other organs. 

30. ·Abdominal injuries/infections. Abdominal injuries of the type identified at 
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autopsy typically arise from impact. In older children, injuries of this type 
are commonly caused by bicycle accidents, with impact against the 
handlebars. Symptoms can be immediate or delayed. For example, at a 
recent conference, a case was presented in which a 9 year old girl hit the 
handlebars of her bicycle, causing abdominal injuries. She was checked 
at the hospital and released, vomited that afternoon and the following 
morning, and was found unresponsive in bed approximately 24 hours after 
injury. The autopsy found a duodenal transaction with many other 
abdominal and head injuries, including a depressed skuil fracture. Abstract 
G42, Prolonged Swvival Time Following Duodenal Transection in a Child 
with Abdominal Trauma, AAFS (February 2009). Many similar reports are 
contained in the forensic literature. 

1 

31. Inflicted injury can produce the same results. Injuries to the abdomen can 
be-caused by a punch or kick to the abdomen, or any.type of crush injury. 
Absent witnesses or pattern injury, it is difficult if not impossible to 
determine whether an injury is accidental or inflicted. In this case, the 
balance may tilt towards inflicted injury because of the age of the child 
(just under 3) and reports of abusive behavior by the mother, who was 
caring for the child in the relevant time period. The trial court's · 
determination that the mother was not abusive may tilt in the direction of 
accidental injury, even if inflicted by the mother. 

32. Abdominal infections can also be natural in nature. While pancreatitis and 
other abdominal infections were once thought to be rare. in children, they 
have been increasingly diagnosed in recent years, with increasing 
numbers attributed to infection rather than trauma. See, e.g., Etiology and 
outcome of acute pancreatitis in infants and toddlers~ J .Pediatrics 
152(1):106-110 (2008) (87 children under age 3 diagnosed with acute 
pancreatitis, median age 20 months; pancreatitis associated with 
multisystem disease in 34% of eases, systemic inf€ction·in 16%, idiopathic_ 
in 15%, bilarydisease in 9%, and trauma· in 8%); Pancreatitis-in Children;' 
J Pediatr Gastroenteror Nutri 37(5):591-5 (2003) (214 cases with 11 

· deaths; pancreatitis attributed to systemic disease in 14% of cases, 
trauma in 14%, drug induced in 12%, bilary tract disease in12%, infectious 
in 8%, idiopathic in 8%); Acute pancreatitis in childhood: analysis of 
literature data, J Clin Gastroenterol37(2):169-172 (2003) (acute 
pancreatitis of childhood carries significant morbidity and mortality; 
etiologies included idiopathic, trauma, structural anomalies: multisystem 
disease, drugs and toxins, viral infeeikms, and hereditary or metabolic 
disorders). · 

33. Foreign ·objects such as fish bones or coins are also a relatively common 
cause of abdominal infection. While no foreign objects were found at 
autopsy, it is possible that an object was swallowed, remained in the 
bowel long enough to cause infectjon,or the beginning of a perforation, 
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and was either eliminated prior to autopsy or not discovered at autopsy. 
See Byard & Cohle, Sudden Death in Infancy, Childhood and 
Adolescence, Cambridge Univ. Press (1994), Ch. 2, Accidental Death, 
Foreign body impaction/migration, pp 28-32 (peak range for choking on 
foreign bodies is 2-3 years; round food such as hot dogs are most 
frequently aspirated; symptoms may subside when foreign body moves 

· into the bronchi; diagnosis may be delayed in 30% of cases; only 80% will 
have positive history for aspiration; chest x-ray may be normal and death 
may be delayed; with medical attention, foreign object may have been 
removed and autopsy may not reveal cause of death). 

· 34. Irrespective of cause, abdominal infections may initially have either no 

35. 

symptoms or nonspecific symptoms, such as lethargy, irritability or lack of 
appetite. The extent and degree of the symptoms depends on the location 
and the onset of infection. For example, ·an abdominal injury may be 
symptom-free until it results in infection or the release of toxic substances 
into the abdominal cavity. Similarly, pancreatitis may have nonspecific 
symptoms for weeks or months'prior to diagnosis. See, e.g., Pancreatitis 
in Childhood: Experience with 15 Cases, Arch Dis Childh 40:132-145 
(1965) {symptoms ranged from intermittent or mild to severe, with duration 
of days to months); Byard and Cohle at 66-73 (consequences of 
abdominal trauma include sepsis caused by peritoneal contamination, a 
late complication, and organ dy~functi()n, \Nhich may be early or late; 
repeatedc·abdominal trauma over weeks to months may have no signs or 
symptoms of ruptured viscera until shortly before death). · 

In the absence of abdominal imaging O( lab results, abdominal infections, 
~--l;.lpamculady__pancr:eatitis.,...mBY- be diagnosed by extemal.~igns, including the 

Bryant sign (swollen and discolored testicles), the Cullens sign {redness 
around the umbilicus), the Gray Turner sign (bruising on the hip or flank) 
or the Fox sign (bruising on the thighs). These marks can be dramatic ~n 
color and resemble the signs of a beating. Cullens and Turner signs are 
associated with a 37% mortality rate. N Engl J Med 353(13):1386 (2005); 
254(9):979-80 (2006). In this case, no abdominal imaging was done, but 
the abdominal infe·ction was evident from the lab reports (extremely high 
amylase and lipase) and the presence of the Bryant, Cullens and Gray 
Turner signs, as confirmed in hospital reports and photographs. 

36. The autopsy showed that the abdominal infection was largely contained in 
the area outside~1ttE?pancreas (peri-pancreatitis), with recent pancreatitis 
and a small bowel perforation. It is not possible to tell when the infection 
entered the pancreas or when the perforation in the bowe1 wall occurred, 
though one may reasonably assume that they occurred fairly late in the 
process; quite likely on February 7-8, when the child was refusing food . 

----------··· ··--········-··· .... ... . -- -- ...... ______ ! ..... . ---------------------------
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Hospital records: Mt. Sinai 

37. In the remainder of this affidavit, I comment on items of interest in the 
hospital records and trial testimony. 

38. Steven arrived at Mt. Sinai hospital at approximately 6 p.m., approximately 
3 hours after the choking incident. The initial history indicates that he was ·· 
brought in because he was lethargic, that he had gone to sleep after 
ch9king and vomiting, and that his mother was unable to wake him. Med 
5. The final E.R. report describes an irregular breathing pattern (grunting 
with periods of whining), posturing (a form of seizing), approximately 5 
small 1 em flattened red marks· on the abdomen, erythema in the lower 
back (L2 or lumbar region), and redness on the buttocks. Diagnoses 
included pancreatic disease, hyperglycemia (an indicator of pancreatitis) 
and intracranial hemorrhage (which can be traumatic or hypoxic/ischemic). 
Med6. 

39. The attending doctor, Dr. Green, ordered CTs of the head, abdomen, 
pelvis and spine and a baby-o-gram (skeletal survey), Med 12. An initial 
spot check showed exceptionally high glucose (blood sugar), which is · 
assoCiated ·with diabetes or pancreatitis. Insulin was ordered but 
reportedly was not given. Med 13. The skeletal survey and CT of the 
head were taken, but the abdominal CT was canceJied. 

40. The nursing notes indicate blood stains and bruising to the 'lips {not noted 
elsewhere), a reddened and bruised scrotum (the Bryant sign of"- · 
pancreatitis), a contusion on the back of the head, multiple bruises to th~_, 
back, and reddened buttocks. The ·notes indicate that a choking incident. 
was described, that the child was posturing and nonreactive, and that ,~
there was bruising on the back, legs and scrotum "from -obvious abuse". -
The posturing was continuing at the end of the stay at Mt. Sinai. Med R · 
-Medications were lidocaine, versed, ativari, mannitol, and succinylcholine 
(a paralytic drug). Med 10. - · .. 

41. The CT scan of the head showed subdural or subarachnoid hemorrhage 
on the right with a right intracerebral hemorrhage. There was no midline 
shift, fracture, or soft tissue swelling; Med 19. These findings suggest 
hypoxia/ischemia, with no specific indicators of head trauma. The skeletal 
survey confirmed that there were no skeletal injuries. Med 21. · 

$:-~-<.,;-',:~.-- . .;;~ . 

42:~"~ A trauma consultant-found bruises on the abdomen and an abr'a§mni>n 
the scrotum. with a head collar in place. Med 14. Based solely on the GT 
scan, a trauma doctor accused Mr. Liebich of beating Steven and 
arranged for transfer to Rush for evacuation of a large subdural 
hemorrhage. AsJfiscussed be-fow~:tnis w~s_a misread -ef~e.GT sean,-
-:WB!~h did.flot_s~awalarge subdur~bem-orrbage . 

. ' . -- - ... - - . 
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43. Blood tests taken at 6:22p.m., shortly after hospital admission, confirmed 
very high glucose (517, normal range 60-100), amylase (3025, normal 
range 20-120) and lipase (2368, normal range 22-51). These tests 
indicate abdominal infection, most likely pancreatitis. The lab tests also 
confirmed high BUN, creatinine, bun/creatinine ratio, white blood cell 
count and neutrophils, with low lymphs, indicating infection and kidney 
involvement. Toxicology tests showed low levels of acetaminophen and 
salicylate. Urine and prothombin (coagulation) tests were abnormal, with 
urine showing high protein (over 300), high glucose (250), ketones (15) 
and blood (moderate blood, RBCs 16). Med 24-38. 

44. Comments. Amylase and lipase more than three times normal are 
generally viewed as indicative of abdominal injury or infection, including 
pancreatitis. See, e;g., Increased Lipase Plasma Levels in ICU Patients, 
Chest 127(7):7-10 (2005) (amylase and lipase levels are markers of 
pancreatic ·inflammation and are standard tests to diagnose acute 
p~ncreatitis; Gl disease may increase lipase by 2-3 times normal level). In 
this case, these test results were closer to ten times normal, indicating that 
Steven was probably septic (i.e., the infection had spread into his 
bloodstream), placing him at risk of multi-organ failure. The extremely 
high glucose levels in the blood and urine indicate that the child was likely 
in hyperglycemic shock, which is associated with cerebral edema and 
multi-organ failure. 

Transport 

" · - ·· · --- ·--45: ---8teveA~.as-t.r.af-lspor-tecUo..Rush2r.est¢erian Hospital at aPJltoximately 8 
p.m. A pediatric referral note indicates that he had several intracranial 
hemorrhages (epidural, right subdural and intraparenchymal); a bruise on 
the temporal region; and small red marks on his abdomen, back and 
buttocks. He was g1ven manmffillfor ora1nswelllng), phenobarbttal\for 
seizure), ativan, lidocaine and another medication (illegible). The note 
recommended an abdominal CT scan as well as amylase, lipase and 
coagulation tests. Med 42. 

46. An 8:35p.m. transport ·note indicates that the parent(s) were being 
questioned by the police. The mother gave no history of trauma; said the 
child was minimally responsive with abnormal breathing when she · .::. 

'~~- '"" · returned from work, and indicated that the mar-ks:'-ofi'ttle chil~'s stomach 
were "old." The note states that the CT scan of the brain showed a large 
right subdural hemorrhage and intraparenchymal temporal hemorrhage.· 
Other notes, including an 8:50 p.m. pediatric nursing note, indicate 
bruising on the right side of the head, red diagonal lines across the back, 
marks on the inner thigh, and red swollen scrotum. Med 43, 45-46. 
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47. The transport notes indicate that the child was in a c-spine and c-collar 
with posturing and poorly reactive pupils; bruising over the right temporal 
and occipital regions; 3 horizontal "rope marks" on the lower back (approx. 
5-.10 em long); 2-3 em red patches in epigastric region; and ecchymosis 
(redness) on the scrotum, head, back, abdomen and inner upper thighs. 
All bruises appeared to be of the same age, with signs of extensive 
trauma likely secondary to child abuse. The child was sedated and likely 
to go to the operating room for emergency evacuation of the subdural 
hemorrhage. A CT scan of the abdomen was recommended, as well as 
an ophthalmology exam for retinal hemorrhage. The family history was 
positive for asthma and diabetes. Med 47-48. 

48. Comment. Once the CT scan was misread, all signs of pancreatitis and 
sepsis were misinterpreted as traumatic bruising. With pancreatitis, 
bloody exudates seeping from the pancreas cause apparent bruising, 
sometimes dramatic in nature, on various body-parts. As indicated, in the 
absence of CT scan and/or lab results, both retroperitoneal infection and 
pancreatitis may be diagnosed from swollen discolored testicles (Bryant's 
sign), bruising' on the abdomen in the umbilical area (Cullens sign), 
bruising of the flanks (Turner's sign), and/or bruising of the thighs (Fox's 
sign). In this case, the Bryant sign (discolored swollen testicles) was 
misinterpreted throughout the entire hospital stay, beginning when the 
trauma doctor at Mt. Sinai told Steven's mother that the child had been 
"kicked in the balls." The Cullens sign was correctly interpreted by one of 
the doctors at Rush but was r~peatedly misinterpreted as trauma by other 
medical staff. 

Hospital records: Rush Presbyterian Hospital 

49. 
-.-:~-

At Rush, the admitting diagnosis was head trauma, with no mention of 
abdominal injury or infection. Med 49. The grandmother consented t~,~ 
craniotomy with evacuation of subdural hemorrhage, placement ofAGP 
monitor, and possible craniectomy (removal of part of the skullj. Me.Wf?6-
7. The diagnoses on the billing form included subarachnoid and subdural 
hemorrhage, acidosis, convulsions, acute respiratory failure, retinal 
hemorrhage, multiple contusions; brain conditions, abnormal blood 
chemistry and child abuse, with no mention of abdominal injury or 
infection. Med 50. 

50. The pediatric admission assessment states that Steven was admitted to· 
Rush for subdural and intrap·arenchymal hemorrhage, again with no 
mention of abdominal injury or infection. His height was above the 95th 
percentile and ·his weignt was in the 50th per~ntile, 3 kg less than his 
ideal weight and 4-:5 pounds less than his -recorded weight at a pediatric 
visit·the.previous November. Bruises were noted on l;t~sJiibdomen (likely 

-:G.uJ1e.1J~ ~.!snJ, and liis urine was· orange co_iore.d. Med 94~2, 
.., . ·-·-
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51. Progress notes by a doctor (signature illegible) at 9:30pm state that 
Steven was severely beaten before hospital admission and was 
transferred to Rush for brain hemorrhage. The doctor was unable to 
examine the patient since the patient was taken to the OR by 
neurosurgery but recommended CT s of the chest, abdomen and pelvis, 
with labs (CBC, BMP, amylase and lipase). A note by another doctor 
(signature illegible) indicates that labs included amylase 1131, lipase 
9598, SGOT 5429 and SGPT 3130; plan was to send patient for chest, 
abdominal and pelvic CTS after surgery and stabilization. Med 73. The 
blood draw was at 9 p.m. The complete lab report also indicates high 
glucose (207), with high segs and bands and low lymphs. Med 182-183. 
A urine test showed abnormalities in protein (high) and blood (large) but 
was negative for glucose. Med 184. 

52. Pre--anesthesia assessment for the neurosurgery began at 9:20 p.m. Med 
80. A 10 p.m. note by Dr. Severin indicated a large right subdural · 
hematoma to be surgically evacuated, multiple bruises on the head, and 
lash marks on the back and buttocks, with no peritoneal signs. Med 75. A 
chest x-ray at 10:04 p.m. showed possible aspiration pneumonia and/or 
pulmonary hemorrhage. Med 197. 

53. The neurosurgeon's notes indicate that the CT scan showed subdural 
-· ·· ·-··- - -·------hem.oiibage_Dnfue...right and sub.~_racl]_nojQ_hemorrhage throughout, with 

biiateral ecchymosis (redness). Steven was to ·be imniecllately te~ken to 
the operating room for evacuation of the subdural hemorrhage. ivied 73-
74. Steven was transferred to the O.R. at 10:06 and returned to the PICU 
at 11:20 p.m. Med 80. 

··-·---·---·-··-----------·---------. 
54 Neurosurgery operative notes indicate a preoperative diagnosis of right 

subdural hematoma, with diffuse subarachnoid hemorrhage, severe head 
trauma and decerebrate posturing. However, the post-operative diagr.~osis 
indicates that no subdural hematoma was found. Other notes indicate a 
small thin subdural hemorrhage, significant subarachnoid hemorrhage, 
and a severely swollen brain. Med 77-7R Intracranial pressure was very 
high (over 90). Med 89 .. 

55. Comment. The operative report confirms that the original diagnosis of a 
large subdural hemorrhage and traumatic head injury was incorrect. 
Small thin subdurals of the type identified at surgery are found in48% of 
asympt&rfiatiC newborns and have many possible causes, including 'f~ ..... --.:~~ ..... 
infection and/or hypoxia-ischemia. These hemorrhages are not suitable . 
for evacuation. Subarachnoid hemorrhages are not generally associated 
with trauma and are not syitable for evacuation. Brain swelling is a 
nonspecific finding that has many possible causes., in(?.}uding~litfection 
.aAe~r,hypo~ia/ischemla. The l:lrain .~welling described in. th~ rt3P.Qft 
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56. 

57. 

58. 

indicates that Steven's brain had swollen immensely between hospital 
admission and surgery, and that he was functionally brain dead by the 
time of surgery. 

An 11 :45 p.m. note by the neurosurgeon indicates that Steven's eyes 
were fixed and dilated and that it was his decision to address the brain 
issues first Since Steven was very close to brain death, he did not fE?el 
that an abdominal evaluation would make any difference. Med 86. Later, 
a peritoneal (penrose) drain was inserted, and 500 cc of serosanguinous 
pink (bloody) fluid drained. Med 84A A note indicates that Steven was a 
candidate for organ donation, with child abuse and questionable 
abdominal trauma. Med 87. 

February 9. At about 3:30a.m., a nurse noted "red lined" marks on top of 
the ieft tout and ankle. Med 92. Dr. Severin diagnosed right subdural 
hematoma, respiratory failure and non-accidental trauma, and a _note by 
Dr. O'Brien indicates that the mother was to be taken into official custody. 
Med 94-95. 

A child protective services note referenced retinal hemorrhages, red 
marks on the scalp, subdural hematoma, extensive linear red marks, 
erythema around the umbilicus, and signs of intra-abdominal trauma. The 

.. ···- --. H- .child's instahility_p_re_cluded...lrruiJ;Jlog,J2uUh.~.Jjn~ar_m9~~-~- 011 the back were 

59. 

60. 

J...4"-...,~:o-';;.;.-... ~--

photographed. Med 95A. '· 

A chest x-ray confirmed a bent or kinked central line tip, with air space 
opacity possibly due to collapse, infiltrate pneumonia ·and/or pulmonary 
hemorrhage. Med 198. 

Hospital photographs. Hospital photographs taken around 2 a.m. on 
February 9 show: 

• Abdomen: reodened area around umbilicus (Cullens sign) 
• Testicles: swollen discolored testicle (Bryant sign) 
• Hip: deep red area on right hip and side (possibly also left hip) 

·(Grey Turner sign) 
• Back: series of discolorations down spine, with one to the side and 

larger mark in area of waist, connected by reddened area 
• Inner thigh: discolored lines 
• Under chin: reddened areas, possible line 
• Left foot and toe: dark red discoloration on toe and sOfEf"ofroot 
• Buttocks: reddened. 

Comment: The reddened areas on the abdomen, testicles and ·hip are 
well-known signs of pancreatitis. The other marks appear to be caused by 

. hospital treatment or intervention. The marks on the inner thigh appear to 
,-,., r be related to medical tubes or tape, which are visibte in the photographs. 
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The area of discoloration on the left foot and toe is likely related to the 
pressure cuff. The redness in the buttocks is nonspecific. I do not see 
any whip, lash or rope marks, though there are linear lines from the IV, 
catheter and other tubes that surround the child in the photographs. 

The marks of primary interest are the series of round marks down the 
spine, most of which appear to be the bony prominences. This suggests 

·that they were caused by a fall or pressure on the back, possibly caused 
during transport to or from Mt. Sinai, during the CT scan (which would 
have required restraints), or during surgery. Bruising·is common with 
sepsis. It is also possible that these marks represent retroperitoneal 
hemorrhage from the abdominal infection. 

61. Hospital notes indicate that a craniectomy was performed for a right 
subdural hemorrhage and that both parents were in custody. The chart 
notes ~periumbicial erythema" or "Cutten's sign", with no operat1ve 
intervention due to brain death. Med 96. Other notes indicate multiple. 
trauma, severe head injury and evidence of bowel injuries, with penrose 
drain (500 cc of fluid). Med 96A. 

62. The medical records refer to "traumatic brain injury secondary to non
accidental trauma - shaken baby syndrome," with references to · 
"bruises/whip marks" and elevated pancreatic and liver tests. A review by 
the house staff, CPS, neurosurgery, neurology and pediatric surgery notes 
the Cullens sign, abdominal drainage and "bruises and lash-like marks". 
Diagnoses are traumatic brain injury-child abuse (rule out shaken baby 
syndrome), and SIRS shock with multi-organ failure (CNS; hematological, 
pulmonc;uy, bowel, CV) (rule out sep.sis/septic.shock). Med 97-99. Blood 
products and antibiotics were given, with continued abdominal drainage. 
Notes indicate that child was sent to the OR for drainage of a subdural 

· bleed, and that brain death criteria were met. Med 101, 103-103A, 108. 

63. Neurology consult. A neurology consult indicated that the CTsGan 
showed right subdural and subarachnoid hemorrhage wi_th edema~ The 
history includes bruises all over the body with a large bruise on the right 
temporal region and whip marks on the lower back; retinal hemorrhages; 
ICP over 90; and fixed and dilated eyes post surgery. The diagnosis was 
severe blunt head trauma with right subdural and subarachnoid 
hemorrhage and increased intracranial pressure and probable 
countercoup injury on the left with massive left cerebral hemispheric 
edema and obliteration qf cisterns. A desperate attempt at lowering ICP 
by evacuating the subdural hemormage failed to halt the process. There 
was no eVidence of brciinstem function, with irreversible neurological injury 
and no significant chance of recovery. Med 105. 

64. ()_gqJt;Ja1mo1ogy consult An ophthalmology consult fovnd bUa,tera! retinal 
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hemorrhage, with diagram showing small blots. Med 106. 

65. Labs. Sputum collected at 1:45 pm showed many white blood cells, 
moderate red blood cells and gram negative rods, with heavy growth of 
klebsiella pneumoniae and enterobacter cloacae. Med 192-4. 

66. Social work consult. In a social work interview, the grandmother 
(Kenyatta's mother) said that Kenyatta told her that Steven started to 
vomit after she got home from work and that they took him to Mt. Sinai. 
She said she had never seen a mark on her grandson from Kenyatta or 
Randy, and that she was in shock that Randy might have done something 
to Steven. Kenyatta and Randy were being detained by the Dupage 
County Sheriffs Dept. Med 178-179. 

67. February 10. On 2/10, Steven failed a second brain death test, and it was 
decided that that organ harvest would not be pursued. Med 107. 
Transfusions were continued, with penrose drainage of a large amount of 
sangous and serosangous fluid. Med 108. 

68. The pediatric intensive care unit diagnosed brain death, respiratory failure, 
and SIRS shock consistent with multi-organ failure. Med 111. The 
·progress notes diagnosed traumatic brain injury secondary to non
accidental trauma- shaken baby syndrome. Med. 109. The left foot 
continued to h~ve re_d__!j_~~-r:n_9!~~-c_>_"-_ top: ___ ~~~-114. 

69. A social work note indicates that Kenyatta expressed a number of times 
that she would "never in a million years" have thought that this could 
happen to her and her family. Med 180. 

70. February 11. On 2/11, the child had thick white/blood tinged secretions 
from the nose, with extreme·swelling all over the body, head and 
extremities and a slightly swollen foot. The diagnosis was traumatic brain 
injury secondary to child abuse/shaken baby syndrome, with subdural and · 
intraparenchymal bleed, SIRS and multi-organ failure. Med 116-117. 

71. On 2/11, Dr. Scotellano, with CPS attending, repeats the information 
provided by the child's mother and Mr. Liebich and summarized the child's 
history, including-·"a large right subdural hematoma" and intraparenchymal 
bleed; bilateral retinal hemorrhages; extensiye bruising of the scalp, trunk, 
extremities and scrotum; intra-abdominal trauma; diffuse facial edema; 
scattered bruising or~f:lypeFpigmentation on the .back and buttocks; no 
chest lesions; red scrotum with healing abrasion; and swollen extremities 
with red lines on left foot. Dr. Scdtellano suggested a second review of 
the Mt. Sinai skeletal survey for fractures and stated that extensive 
cutaneous and intra-abdominal injuries without a history of trauma are 
coiJe(;!tiveJy diagnostic of chiJd abuse. "There. is no question that this child 

. .. 
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was severely beaten and sustained a head injury of extreme force. These 
injuries cannot be explained by choking on a hot dog." Med 118-119. 

72. Hospital notes indicated that the elevated lipase and amylase levels were 
likely secondary to trauma. Dr. Munoz told the family that the child was 
physically abused and brain dead. Steven was removed from life support 
at noon and pronounced dead at 12:24 pm. Med 120-122. 

73. Doctors' orders and medications and labs (2/8-2/11 ). Doctor orders 
repeatedly state that Steven was admitted for a subdural bleed. During 
his stay, he was given multiple medications, with blood transfusions and 
antibiotics beginning 2/9. Med 127-142,145-159. 

74. Discharge summary. The discharge summary repeats the history of 
abnormal breathing and choking on a hot dog ar.1d reports large 
erythematous (red) regions over the right temporal region and posterior 
occiput. Despite the surgical report, it continues to note "a large subdural 
hematoma" and brain edema secondary to severe head injury. The report 
indicates small somewhat ecchymotic (red) areas around themidgastric 
and periumbicial regions, a reddened and swollen scrotum, multiple whip 
marks on the mid to lower back and right posterior thigh, and redness on 
the buttocks. Lab tests showed extraordinarily high amylase, lipase, 

. SGOT and SGPT, with high BUN, creatinine, glucose and other 
'abnormalities. The urine contained high protein (more than 300) and
moderate blood. Fluids and blood transfusions were given for organ 
donation, which was cancelled due to medical·examiner priority. Med 60-
62, 70-72. 

75. Hospital diagnoses. Drs. Kramer and Scotellano agreed that the "large 
subdural" and intraparenchymal bleed with diffuse brain swelling and 
edema, bilateral retinal hemorrhage and abdominal injuries wer€ 
diagnostic of child abuse, and the mother and her fiance were detained by 
the OuPage County Sherifrs Department. Med 62. The hospital diagnosis 
was SIRS (systemic inflammatory response system) shock with multi
organ dysfunction involving the central nervous system, pulmonary, 
gastrointestinal and cardiovascular systems. Med 61. 

76. Munoz letter. In a letter dated May 14,2002, Dr. Munoz, the 
neurosurgeon, advised the DuPage County prosecuting attorney that the 
chiftrs~ihjtlries occurred within 6 hours prior to admission to Mt. Sinai. H~>r~:;c;

also said that if the child was talking and eating/drinking just prior to his 
mother's departure, the injuries could not have occurred prior to that time. 

77. Comments. The medical records from Rush confirm severe abdominal 
infection and pancreatitis, which also explain the brain findings and many 
of the discolorations. The retinal hemorrhages are consistent with the 
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raised intracranial pressure and of no independent significance. The 
original misinterpretation of the CT scan persists throughout the medical 
records, with repeated references to a large subdural hemorrhage that did 
not exist. As a result, there are essentially two final diagnoses: a 
diagnosis of child abuse by a child abuse team, and a formal hospital 
diagnosis of septic shock followed by multi-organ failure. 

Autopsy report 

78. The death certificate and autopsy report give the cause of death as 
multiple injuries due to blunt force trauma due to child abuse, with the 
manner of death listed as homicide. Med 272, 282. 

79. The autopsy report lists the height (39") and weight (44 lbs) as above the 
97th percentile, with swelling due to fluid accumulation. Med 273. 

80. There is no trauma to the lips or neck, and there are old scars or 
pigmentation changes to the neck,. shoulder, left hand, lower back, left 
knee and right leg. Med 273-4. There were superficial abrasions and mild 
to moderate swelling on the right scrotum, consistent with postmortem 
artifact. Med 274. 

-· ··- - · ·· --81-:-·----i::-iOOr-na~ evidef-lce.of-.injury included purple/brown contusions on various 
parts of the body, with clusters on the inner thighs and lower back, and 
more recent bruises, induding 7 purplefred linear lines ranging from 1.2 to 
1. 7 inches, on the ~eft foot and toe. Med 27 4-276. 

82. Internal abdominal findings were: 

~:·-::'~.~~-

83. 

~ 

. ' • ~ ,.. .. .,- r. 

-----·-----,--

• Peritonitis and contusions in duodenum and small and large intestines 
• Mesenteric, pericecal, peripancreatic· and pancreatic hemorrhage, with 

superimposed acute traumatic pancreatitis . 
• Thick peripancreatic hemorrhage with clusters of calcium soaps, 

possibly consistent with early traumatic pancreatitis 
• Foeal hemorrhages in the pancreas 
• Diffuse hemorrhage and perforation in small bowel, covered with fibrin, 

with contusion and necrosis -
• Hemorrhage and necrosis on 7" of jejunum, with fibrin deposits over 

several inches of jejunum and mesentery · · 
• Peritoneal hemorrhage in area of terminal ileum aqi!;_~CJJJTl 
• Healing subcapsular hematoma to right lobe of liver · -
• Blood-stained fecal material in large bowel 
• Thin layer of retroperitoneal hemorrhage tracking down to scrotum 

Internal findings on the head and related areas wer~: 
• Healing left sided subgaleal hemorrhage (3" in lar9,~~t~ifl!ension) 
• Hematoma and right sided subgaleal from surgical procedure 

-··---..1~7 _______ _ 
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• Bilateral subdural hemorrhage, with small amount of clotted blood on 
right and more on left (30 g), with diffuse subarachnoid hemorrhage 

• Contusion hemorrhages and necrosis on right cerebrcil hemisphere 
• Severely swollen brain 
• Diffuse continuous subdural hemorrhage in spinal cord 
• Bilateral optic nerve sheath hemorrhage. 
• Intact skull with no scalp lacerations 
• No hemorrhage or injury to neck or tongue; 

84. Additional findings included: 
• Heavy swollen organs, including tracheal and bronchial mucosa, lungs 

(with marked congestion), heart, liver, spleen and kidneys 
• Healing subcutaneous hemorrhages in right arm and wrist and left 

han9, lower back (lumbar region), right and left buttock extending· irito 
right hip, right thigh and leg, and left ankle and foot 

• Anasarca (generalized bloating and swelling) 

85. There were many artifacts, i.e., signs of medical treatment, including 
extensive subgaleal hemorrhage associated with the surgical site; an open 
dura with brain parenchyma oozing through the opening; and needle 
punctures, superficial impressions and abrasion on-the flank from tape. 

------ ·-----g-a:---r'leuropatnology consult~-=rile neuropathutrrgy co11sultiound-diffuse · 
subdural blood throughout the spinal cord, with no other spinal cord 
abnormalities. There was residual clotted blood on the inner dura and in 
the dural sinuses. The brain was severely swollen and necrotic (dead 
cells), with diffuse subarachnoid hemorrhage and contusion necrosis on 
the left. There were stnRing and extensive changes throughout the brain 
due to hypoxic/ischemic damage (lack of oxygen). The anatomic · 
diagnoses were severe brain edema (swelling); subdural hemorrhage; 
diffuse hypoxic/ischemic damage with superimposed respirator brain; and 
contusion necrosis of left cerebral hemisphere. ·Med 283-4. 

87. Radiology. The pre- ahd mortem x-rays showed no fractures. Med 281. 
There was possible edema (swelling) of the feet and right leg. Air space 
disease in middle and left lower lobes of the lung may represent 
Pneumonia or edema. 

88. Surgical pathology (eyes). There W~[~L§l!lall retinal hemorrhages in both 
eyes, with a large amount of blood'surrounding the optic nerves. 

89. Autopsy photographs. The autopsy photographs show: 
• Abdomen: small bruises of nondescript and non-patterned 

configuration; not diagnostic. . . 
• Back: reddened marks and lines down lower spine, possible faded 

marks on upper spine -
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• Testes: swollen 
• Thighs: red marks and indentations on inner thighs when diaper 

and tubing removed 
• Hands: possible bruise at crook of finger 
• Left ankle and lower leg: various lines (vertical, cross-crossed) 
• Head: various discolorations, swollen lip consistent with edema 
• Brain and spinal cord: no adequate gross photographs from 

neuropathologic examination. Insufficient for diagnosis. 

Comments. The swollen testes and marks down the spine are generally 
consistent with the earlier hospital photographs, though the marks on the 
spine appear to be .more linear, in different positions and lower on the . 
spine at autopsy than in the hospital photos. Some marks identified at the 
hospital have disappeared while new marks have appeared. This 
suggests that many of the marks were minor, old or caused by hospital 
interventions. The linear lines are most likely attributable to tubes and 
tape shown in the photographs. 

The internal abdominal photographs confirm that Steven had·a severe 
abdominal infection, including pancreatitis. The photographs of the brain 
are of little or no value in determining causation or timing since they were 
taken after extensive neurosurgery. 

90. The microscopic examinations (Med 289-96) showed: 
• Central nervous system (CNS): intradural and subdural hemorrhage 

with admixed macrophages, approximately day 5 
• CNS after fixation: edema & congestion; SAH; hypoxlc-is.chemic & 

vascular axonal injury; necrosis; early gliosis; recent SAH and SOH 
with signs of organization, approximately day 5; descending SOH 

• Healing sl.ibgaleal hemorrhage, approximately day 5 · 
• Intramuscular and subcutaneous hemorrhage wjth admixed 

macrophages, approximately day 5 
• Heart: ischemic changes and secondary changes due to sepsis 
• Lung: congestion and edema; bronchopneumonia 
• Liver: subcapsular healing hematoma with surrounding necrosis. 
• Pancreas: hemorrhage and numerous inflammatory cells consistent __ 

with subacute traumatic pancreatitis; focal necrosis & calcium salts in 
peripancreatic tissue 

• Spleen: change~ ypnsistent with early sepsis 
• Kidney: no major diagnosis 
• Intact testicles. 

Comments. In addition to the above findings, sections apparently frorri the 
vicinity of the porta hepatis (liver) show fibroblastic proliferation and · 
prominent bile duct proliferation typical of an ascending cholangitis 

~-~ ~-·.· -~-· 
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(bacterial infection) of a minimum 7 to 10 days age. 

Histopathological dating of disease processes and injuries must be 
interpreted with caution since wide variation in rates of healing may occur 
in the adult and pediatric population. 

91. Autopsy sketches. The autopsy sketches show minor marks on the body, 
including the marks along the lower spine. Med 299. There is also a 
sketch of the internal findings, consistent with the report. Med 302 . 

. 92. Medical examiner case report. This report indicates thatSteven was 
admitted to Rush with the diagnosis of head trauma and suspected child 
abuse, and was found to have a m?ssive subdural hemorrhage and other 
marks on his body. The subdural hemorrhage was evacuated on 2/8, and 
the child was declared brain dead on 2/11. The report indicated tRatwhen 
the mother returned from work, s.he found the child unresponsive, and the 
male friend told her that he had choked earlier on a hot dog. Trauma was 
noted at Mt. Sinai, and the child was transferred to Rush. The mother said 
the child had a runny nose for the past few weeks but no other cold 
symptoms. Med 297-98. 

93. Police and hospital report . This report indicates the child died from head 
trauma and that it is being handled as a child abuse case. Med ~03-304. 

94. Comments. Given the inform~tion provided to the medical examiner at 
autopsy, the conclusion of death from multiple blunt force injuries was 
reasonable, as are the timing estimates of5 d.ays pripr to· death, or 2 days 

-. r ----Piior-toJ:IOsp.UaLadmlssion However, it aP-J2ears that the medical . . 
examiner received an incomplete history and information. SpeCifically, it 
appears that the medical examiner was not told that no significant 
subdural hemorrhage was found at surgery, suggesting that the head 
injuries were secondary to the abdominal-infection rather than traumatic. 
It also appears that the medical examiner was not given the hospital 
photographs, which showed different markings than seen at autopsy, 
suggesting that many marks reflected abdominal infection or hospital 
interventions, rather than ·inflicted trauma. · 

Trial. testimony 

95~~..:.-,Atocfrial, the doctors gave widely disparate opinions on the cause a·aG:7 ~
timing of the medical findings. 

96. Dr. Green. Dr. Green, the attending doctor at Mt. Sinai, testified that 
Steven was assigned to the medical side of the E.R. rather than the 
trauma side. Dr. Green did not see signs of trauma on initial examination 
and thought this was pr()bably a metabolic probJem. The primary 
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symptom was abnormal breathing (whining and grunting), with posturing. 
Later, she noticed a flattened red mark on the scalp (sometimes described 

. as a knot), erythematous macular marks (small flat discolorations) 1 em in 
size on the abdomen, erythema (redness) in the lower back (L-2 region), 
and red buttocks. Dr. Green testified that the large round bruises or marks 
on the back, marks on the neck, and the linear marks on the back, legs 
and feet seen in the Rush photographs were not seen at Mt. Sinai. She 
confirmed that some marks seemed to be crease marks from bedding. 

97. Dr. Green testified that the child's extremely high glucose level (over 500), 
could be metabolic or traumatic, and that she was concerned that the child 
might be in diabetic ketoacidosis or coma. She also ordered head and 
abdominal CT scans. 

98. Dr. Green obtained the head CT results within 30 minutes of hospital 
admission. The radiology technician was alarmed that the CT scan. 
showed hemorrhage, and Dr. Boykin, a trauma doctor, confirmed the 
bleed. After the CT scan, the trauma team took over, and Dr. Munoz, a 
neurosurgeon at Rush, was consulted. Dr. Munoz wanted them to stop 
what they were doing and send the child to Rush for neurosurgery. The 
child was intubated after returning from the CT scan since·it was felt that 
he had a head injury. The abdominal CTwas cancelled. 

99. Dr. Green said that the history is critical for the diagnosis and that she 
wanted to know what happened just prior to the child's collapse. Mr. 
Liebich told her the "hot dog story," but she felt this was suspicious and 
went over the story repeatedly with him. She described Mr. Liebich as 

- ····- · -----r-estf-aiReG-aRG-respec-tf.Yl;-she--simpJy-did.-nolbeljeve_'~the hot dog story." 

100. Dr. Green indicated that the child's brain injuries resulted from ischemia 
(lack of oxygen to the brai·n), which can cause bleeding. Dr. Green said 
that choking on a hot dog could not cause a head bleed. 

1 01. Dr. Green spec.ulated that .the linear marks on the back, which she had not 
seen at Mt. Sinai, could have been caused by a plastic hanger ancl that 
the round bruises on the bac;k could be caused by an adult male punching 
a child on the b~ck, but noted that she is not a forensic pathologist. In 
medicine, she said, anything is possible. 

;O¥:,~... 1 02. Dr. Green remembered this case because any•IJieed--in a child is trauma. 
She indicated that a child with a head injury this severe would not be able 
to eat, talk, walk or play after the traumatic event occurred. 

103. Comments. Dr. Green was on the right track in.her initial diagnoses and 
treatment plan. However, the misread of the head·CT scan resulted in 
cancellation of the abdominal CT scan and postponement of the 
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evaluation or treatment of abdominal injuries or infection. Dr. Green is 
correct that the brain findings resulted from ischemia (lack of oxygen) and 
that choking on a hot dog did not explain the entire clinical picture. 
However, subsequent tests confirmed that the hot dog incident occurred 
on top of a pre-existing abdominal infection. It is not correct that any 
bleed in a child represents trauma. In fact, there are many alternative 
diagnoses, including infection and hypoxia/ischemia. Her comments on 
the severity of the head injury reflects the misread of the CT scan, which 
shows a small thin subdural of a type seen in 47% of healthy 
asymptomatic newborns, rather than the massive subdural described by 
the technician and trauma doctor. 

104. Dr. Boykin. Dr. Boykin, a trauma doctor at Mr. Sinai, testified that when 
she saw Steven entering the hospital, she thought he might be suffering 
from a febrile seizure. He was not initially assigned to the trauma side of 
the emergency department, but shortly after arrival Dr. Boykin confirmed 
that he was posturing. br. Green initially got a high blood sugar and 
thought that that the child's problem might be metabolic. However, a 
radiology technician said that the child's head was "full of blood," and Dr. 
Boykin agreed. Dr. Boykin did not know the results of the neurosurgery. 

. . . 

105. Dr. Boykin immediately confronted Mr. Liebich and told him that Steven 
had suffered a severe brain injury secondary to trauma and that it was not 
caused by choking on a tlot dog. She was very angry and told Mr. Liebich 
that it appeared he had been "sitting at home beating on. [the child] all 
day." Al one point, Mr. Liebich yawned, which confirmed Dr. Boykin's 
suspicions. Dr. Boykin did not ask about events prior to February 8 since . 
she felt Steven would have been dead if the injuries had occurred earlier. 

1 06. Dr. Boykin testified that if a child has severe abdominal injuries and blood 
is not getting to the brain, this would cause serious problems for the brain 
and other organs and that the child would likely suffer hypoxia (lack of 
oxygen) and hemorrhagic shock. She did not know whether much 
attention had been paid to the abdominal region. 

1 07. Comments. The radiology technician and Dr. Boykin misread the CT 
scari, which did not show a massive subdural, as confirmed in surgery. 
The radiology report has no specific indicators of trauma, such as skull 
fracture or soft tissue swelling, and is consistent with hypoxia/ischemia. 
Dr. Boykin is correct t_hat aodflm1rtal injuries would lead to shock and 
hypoxia, with secondary consequences for the brain and other organs. 

108. letitia Beasley, R.N. Ms. Beasley, an emergency nurse at Mt. Sinai, 
testified that Steven had abnormal breathing, but ·no· airway obstruction· 
was identified. She saw bruisingJn the scrotal.area and a bruise on the 
right side of the head with a knot formation. Ms~ Beasley testifi~g that 
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many marks in the Rush photographs, including the linear red marks on 
the thigh, were not present at Mt. Sinai. 

109, · When Dr. Green questioned Mr. Liebich on the events of the day, he said 
that Steven had eaten a hot dog, choked, and slept. She did not recall 
any mention of vomiting. 

110. Comments. The bruising in the scrotal area was a sign of pancreatitis. 
The reddened area and knot on the right side of the head are of 
undetermined significance since the mother reported that the child had 
pre-existing knots on both sides of the head. The absence of the linear 
red marks at Mt. Sinai indicates that these were probably from medical 
treatment, most likely tubing. The appearance and disappearance of red 
marks in multiple locations throughout child's hospital stay suggests that 
these were related to sepsis (infedion), .rather than abuse. 

111. Tammy Smith, l{.N. Ms. Smith, an agency nurse, helped transport 
Steven from Mt. Sinai to Rush and cared for him at Rush. Ms. Smith was 
surprised that they were transporting Steven to Rush since she felt he was 
already dead. Steven had a swollen scrotum, a reddened area on the 
side of his head, small red bruises on the abdomen, lines on his inner 
thighs, and two diagonal lines and some bruising on his back. At Rush, 

---- -----S_ome.marks-{includ.ing~doJs.:..OnJb.e_abdomen and lines_p_n_ltJ~jrm~r thigh 
and back) became larger or more defined during the night. Others 
(including a large mark on the abdomen, marks under the chin, and lines 
on the left foot) appeared for the first time at Rush. Ms. Smith testified 
that the transport team arrived at Mt. Sinai about 8 p.m. and left for Rush 

--~at-8.;§9,-ar-r~ving-arot~nd-9-p~.entJnta..surgecy_aro.und_10_p.m. 

112. Comments. Ms. Smith confitms the swollen testicles, which are the 
Bryant sign of pancreatitis. Her descriptions of red marks and li~s that 

--appeared at various stages indicates that these were associated with 
pancreatitis, sepsis and medical interventions, rather than abuse. 

113. o·r. Severin. Dr. Severin is a pediatric critical care doctor at Rush who 
had treated relatively few child abuse victims. He testified that Steven 
appeared to be critically ill and in shock on arrival at Rush, and that he 
observed posturing. There were long linear red marks along the left thigh, 
a very swollen scrotum (more on the right than the left), some bruises on 
the.back;amFa'.b_r_vis.e on the right side of the head. There was some ,,~,"~·""'~~ 
bruising on the abdomen but nothing out of the ordinary, and he did not 
think there were abdominal injuries. All bruises appeared to be about the 
same age. The major initial concern was with the head since the CT scan 
indicated that there was a Jot of blood in the brain and that he would die 
unless the pressure was relieved. 

~ .. ··.-·- ~ ·-· . -~ 
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114. Dr. Severin ordered lab tests, which showed very high pancreatic 
enzymes and poor liver function, raising concern with the abdomen. He 
also noted the Cullens sign (bruising around the umbilicus), which is a 
sign of pancreatitis. Dr. Severin testified that these findings were 
consistent with the abdominal infection identified at autopsy. He also 
testified that the abdominal injuries alone would have been sufficient to 
cause death. 

115. Dr. Severin testified that he would not expect a child to be able to eat after 
receiving these injuries and that the onset of symptoms would be 
immediate. He testified that the amount of force required to cause these 
injuries would be force such as falling from a 20-30 foot height, a motor 
vehicle accident, or blunt trauma such as a fist or foot. 

116. Dr. Severin testified that Steven's head injuries likely occurred within 4-6 
hours of hospital admission since he did not believe that anyone could 
survive for a day with these injuries. As a pediatrician, he was rarely 
called upon to time injuries, and this was the first time he had done so. He 
testified that lack ofoxygen in the brain could cause hemorrhaging, and 
that there was considerable pressure in the head. Dr. Severin testified 
.that, according to Dr. Munoz, Steven's head injury was very severe, and 
that the subarachnoid bleed was so large that it looked like a subdural. 
He testified that his opinion on the timing of injuries wou!d be unchanged 
even if the pathology showed the injuries were older. · 

· 117. Dr. Severin testified that the bruises were defused (i.e., none stood out 
more than others) and that they probably occurred within 1-2 days (24-48 
hours) of hospital aamission, possibly on the 61

h or ih. He testified that if 
the pathologist testified thaUhe microscopic sli<;les showed the injuries to 
be 5 days old, he would disagree since abdominal injuries~ do not take 
several days to become symptomatic. He agreed that the Rush 
radiologist felt that the chest x-rays were suspicious for pneumonia 
(possibly aspiration pneumonia), i.e., aspiration of food into the lungs. 

118. Dr. Severin testified that Steven's injuries were not consistent with choking 
on a hot dog. He also testified that the pain would have been e'fcruciating 
!f Steven had pancreatitis prior to eating on the 7th or 81

h. He therefore felt 
that-the pancreatic process had just started. 

~119. Comments. Dr. Severin recognized the signs of shock aOO=caBdemlnal 
infection (including the Cullens sign) but was misled by a misinterpretation 
of the CT scan, which was not in his area of expertise. His testimony on 
the head injuries is inconsistent with the pediatric head injury literature, 
which finds that symptoms do not necessarily begin when an impact 
occurs but when brain swelling begios, which ean be a~ much as 48-72 
hour$ later. Dr. Sevefin alse aS&Mrned th~t- tne head injurie~ were_ caused 
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by impact. In this case, however, they are more likely secondary to the. 
abdominal infection, possibly aggravated by the choking incident.· Dr. 
Severin's testimony that abdominal infections or injuries are immediately 
symptomatic is not supported by the literature, which uniformly states that 
abdominal injuries are often slow to manifest themselves. 

120. Dr. Mileusnic. Dr. Mileusnic, the medical examiner, testified that Steven 
was well developed,· well nourished and in the 9ih percentile for height 
and weight, though his weight was affected by anasarca (swelling and 
fluid accumulation from the hospital). 

121. Dr. Mileusnic went through the bruises identified in the autopsy report. 
She testified that she had not seen the hospital photographs prior to the 
day of testimony and that the differences between.the hospital 
photogra.phs and autopsy findings were peculiar. The bruises on the upper 
back and the larger bruise slightly above the waist shown in the hospital 
photographs were not present at autopsy. In addition, the hospital _ · . 
photographs showed linear bruising that was not present at autopsy, and 
the autopsy showed linear bruising that was not present at Rush. She · 
testified that the linear lines were consistent with being whipped with a 
hanger or narrow object. She suggested that perhaps the linear marks at 
Rush were superficial and had healed by autopsy, and that the marks at 
autopsy-wer-e-pessil3ly~eeJ3er-ar:td-took-Jonger.1o_arjseJmm within the 
deeper tissue. She noted that the lines on the scrotum were proximate to 
the IV and tape shown in the photographs and were probably artifacts. 

122. Dr. Mileusnic testified that there was a thin layer of subarachnoid 
.... ----- ----------nemorrhage ove1 the blain-;wit-h-a-larger-suaaHrai-Gf-1-tl:le-Jeft-that extended 

down the spinal cord. It was difficult to determine when these occurred 
given the neurosurgery. She testified that these findings were consistent 
with blunt force trauma to the head and seve_re brain injury. 

123. Dr. Mileusnic described the abdominal findings, including inflammation, -
peritonitis, a perforation in the small bowel, and healing r~sponses. She 
felt that the perforation caused peritonitis and hemorrhage in surrounding 
areas, and that it resulted from blunt force trauma. There was a healing -
subcapsular hematoma to the liver. There was also blood tracking down ·. 
from the abdomen to the testicles or scrotum, with no injury to the testicles 
or scrotum. 

124. Dr. Mileusriic testified that the cause of death was multiple blunt force 
trauma, but that the case was more complex because of the abdominal 
injuries. She testified that, with head trauma, there can be 24-48 hour 
delays before symptoms appear, and that brain swelling may be a late 
manifestation of a focal head injury. Dr. Mileusnic testified that it is easier 
to time head injuries, and that the pathology indicated that the 
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hemorrhages around the brain occurred approximately 5 days before 
death, plus or minus a day, maybe 2 days, but she was more comfortable 
with 24 hours before or after. She indicated thatthe injuries could have 
occurred on the 81

h but could also have occurred as early as the 51
h. 

125. Dr. Mileusnic testified that it is harder to time abdominal injuries since the 
bowel deteriorates rapidly after death and abdominal injuries are notorious 
for developing slowly, with late manifestations. Eventually, such injuries 
lead to compromised circulation, sepsis and/or shock, and brain edema 
(swelling), even without head injury. She testified that the abdominal 
injuries probably occurred around the same time as the head injuries. 

126. Or. Mileusnic testified that some of the head injuries were in the third level 
of healing, with fibroblasts, which would place them 5-7 days before death 
(i.e., on the 4th to 61h). The early pancreatitis coutd be·from blunt trauma or 
part of a natural process involving breaking of the cell membranes. 
Symptoms might not occur until rupture. 

127. Dr. Mileusnic was uncomfortable dating bruises based on appearance, 
with estimates generally given within a day or two. 

128. Dr. Mileusnic testified that hypoxia could aggravate an original injury, and 
----------- --tH-Ihat-ev.en...a..seemingJ¥-JDlld-jnj.u.ry...couldJead to later deterioration due to a 

cascade of reactions in the brain. She testified that it is well-known that 
hypoxia (lack of oxygen) can cause. thin layer subdural or subarachnoid 
hemorrhage and brain damage. However, in this case,. there was an area 
of impact,. specifically, a subgaleal hemorrhage (hemorrhage directly 

· · -- · ···· ---·-·-·---HUAdef-t-Ae-sc--atp~--GrHJ:ie-left-.t-Rat-was..appmximat.e!y15--daysnJd~n-9eneral, 
her best estimate was that the head injuries occurred 5 days prior to 
death, plus or minus a day or two. · 

129. Because there were so many interacting factors, she gave the cause of 
death as multiple -bltmt force trauma. If there was a head injury, she would 
not be able to tell if this was abuse or accident. She further testified that 
she would defer to the neurosurgeon on the timing of the injury and what 
he saw in the brain, and to the pediatric intensivist on what he saw in his 
examinations and learned in talking to the family. · 

130. Comments. I agree with Dr. Mileusnic that some of the injuries were 5-7 
days prior to death, or oftlef. 'Others may reflect the ongoing process of 
infection and hypoxia/ischemia. 

I think that some of the confusion in this cqse arose because Dr. Mileusnic 
· was not given the hospital photographs or told that the CT scan had been 

misread and no significant subdural hemorrhage was found during 
surgery. The appearance and disappearance of bruises and other marks 
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indicates that they resulted from medical interventions or the settling of 
blood, rather than abuse. The absence of a significant subdural 
hemorrhage indicates that the brain findings were secondary to the 
abdominal infection, possibly aggravated or triggered by the choking 
incident, rather than traumatic. 

I agree that a head injury may not become apparent for 48 hours after 
injury (sometimes longer) and that abdominal injuries may take even 
longer to become symptomatic. This is all well established in the 
literature. I also agree that the abdominal infection could cause the brain 
damage, and that the early pancreatitis and bowel perforation could be 
traumatic or part of the natural process of infection, which can result in a 
breakdown of the cell walls. Without abdominal CT scans and with the 
major changes in the brain caused by neurosurgery, it is not possible to 
determine the precise progression of the injury and/or infection. 

As Dr. Mileusnic's testimony suggests, ~there is no significant pathological 
dispute on the timing of the injuries. Some of the injuries are a minimum 
of 5-7 days old (closer to 7-1 0 days in area of the liver), with secondary 
findings in the 3-7 day range, consistent with an ongoing process of 
infection and hypoxia/ischemia. 

131. · Dr. ·Munoz. Dr. Munoz, the Rush neurosurgeon, testified that the child 
was posturing on arrival at Rush and that the subdural hemorrhage shown 
on the CT scan was highly suggestive of severe head trauma caused by a 
shearing of the bridging veins resulting from a mismatch between the 
movement of the brain and skull. In surgery, the brain was very swollen 
and started to come out of the skull opening, and the blood clot was 
"massive" and red. He testified that the brain swelling was comparable to 
that seen in chi.ldren who fall out of 3-4 story buildings or who are in 
horrible car accidents. 

132. He confirmed that in surgery, there was not as much subdural hemorrhage 
as expected but that the subarachnoid hemorrhage was massive and 
could not be evacuated. The amount of red blood meant it was recent. He 
testified that it was impossible for the injury to have occurred on the 
evening of the 7th as the child would have been unable to walk or talk. He 
also testified that it is impossible to have a head injury that would allow 
one to talk and later die. 

133. Dr. Munoz testified that visualization of the blood clot is superior to 
pathology and is the "gold standard" for timing. He testified that he can 
time an injury by looking at the brain and blood clots at surgery, and that 
his best estimate was that the head injury occurred within 6 hours of 
arriv~ng at Mt. Sinai. He also testified th.at all body pa$ are related, and 
that-wnat happens to the liver also affeeis theJungs,~nd brain. , .. ""'' ;-,,~,. ,_ 
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134. Comments. Or. Munoz confirmed that he did not find a significant 
subdural during surgery but instead found a vastly swollen brain and large 
subarachnoid hemorrhage that could not be evacuated. I agree with Or. 
Munoz that a child with severe brain swelling would not be able to walk or 
talk. However, brain swelling may not begin for 48-72 hours after impact. 
It may also be the culmination of natural processes, including septic 
shock, hypoxia/ischemia and multiorgan failure. I disagree that the 
subarachnoid hemorrhage was massive. As shown in the autopsy 
photographs and as Dr. Mileusnic repeatedly testified, the subarachnoid 
hemorrhage was thin. Since a subarachnoid hemorrhage cannot be 
evacuated, the autopsy finding is dispositive. 

In this case, the pathology establishes that the abdominal injury or 
infection began 5-7 days prior to d·eath, or earlier. The hot dog incident 
may have been a symptom of this injury since the child would have found 
eating uncomfortable. It may also have triggered hypoxia/ischemia, as . 
evidenced by abnormal breathing, with decreased oxygen to all parts of 
the body, including the brain. Lack of oxygen would have resulted in a 
hypoxic swollen brain and breakdown in the cellular walls of the bowels 
and pancreas, leading to sepsis and septic shock. 

· '"':, · --~ -·--- -------9r-o-Mt~noz..:..t-est.imor:ty-thaUhe..br.ainJ.indings are co.nw..afable to .w_hat is 
·· seen in children who fall out of 3-4 story buildings oFare struck by cars is 

misleading. Brain swelling is the response of a brain that is injured or 
deprived of oxygen.- It can certainly occur in major accidents, but it can 
also occur from minor impact or natural causes . 

. .. ···--------------------------------
Dr. Munoz is incorrect that it is possible to determine when an injury 
occurred simply b}l-looking at the brain or blood clot with the naked eye. I 
know of no textbook or literature that allows neurosurgeons or ·forensic 
pathologists to date an injury within hours or even days based on the color 
of blood.· Dr. Munoz is correct that, in a child, once brain swelling begins, 
the progress may be rapid and that the brain swelling seeh at-surgery 
likely began shortly before or after hospital admission. To determine when 
the original injury occurred, however, one· must turn to MRis and autopsy 
slides. In this case, no MRI was taken. However, the autopsy slides 
establish that the abdominal infection began at least 5-7 days prior to 
death, with secondary effects on the brain. 

135. Dr. Teas. Dr. Teas, a forensic pathologist, testified for the defense. Dr. 
Teas did-not challenge the findings of death from multiple blunt fqrce 
impact, which had already been conceded by the defense. Instead, since 
the issue was when the injuries occurred, Dr. Teas focused on timing. 
From a pathology standpoint, timing is based on histology, i.e., 

''"''"~;~:fc:r.. ~ microscopic examination of tissues to determine the h~t~oo ~~sponse~. 
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136. Or. Teas concurred with Dr. Mileusriic that the injuries occurred 
approximately 5-7 days prior to death. Based on the presence of spindle 
cells, granulation tissue, layers of fibroblasts and beginning capillary 
formation, Dr. Teas testified that the abdominal injuries appeared to be 5-7 
days old and could not have occurred less than 4 days prior to death. 

137. Dr. Teas testified that there may be some period of time before an 
abdominal injury becomes symptomatic. Following an abdominal injury, 
the tissue in the area of injury may become necrotic, causing a perforation 
in the wall and leakage of bowel contents into the peritoneal cavity, 
causing localized infection, which may in turn lead to sepsis and multi
organ failure. In determining when an injury occurred, it is important to 
look at the oldest part of the injury. Dr. Teas testified that, in this case, the 
abdominal injury could have been caused by punching -orhitting the 
abdomen, pushing from the back, or any type of crushing injury. 

138. Dr. Teas testified that head injuries similarly may not become symptomatic 
until the brain begins to swell. In this case, Dr. Teas suggested that the 
brain findings might represent different stages of healing. 

139. Dr. Teas noted that some bruises and marks were consistent with being 
-~smtruek-Oy--a-Gelt-Gr-:-l=la-Rger--hut---tbatsome__cm lid be from hospital_ equipment, 

including the pressure cuff and tubes. Dr. Teas testified that choking on 
the hot dog Was likely a symptom of the developing abdominal infection, 
which would have made it difficult to eat. 

140. Comment. I agree with Dr. Teas that, at the time of death, the abdominal 
infection was at least 5-7 days old (with some findings in the 7-10 day 
range), and that it could not have been 4 days old. This is consistent with 
Dr. Mileusnic's testimony, which found·the-subyateal hemorrhage to be 5-
7 days old and the abdominal injuries to be likely in. a comparable 
tinieframe. It is nof possible based on the medical evidence to determine 
whether the abdominal infection was caused by inflicted trauma, 
accidental trauma or even natural causes. Given the child's age and 
history, I would be inclined towards inflicted trauma; however, if the trial 
court's conclusion that the mother was non-abusive is correct, accidental 
trauma and/or natural causes are also real possibilities. The injury or 
infection may occurred earlier in the week when the child was with his 
mother, or prior to arrival on FebruarY' 2: · · 

General Comments 

141. In many cases, the pathology simply confirms what is already known, e.g., 
that the child died in a car accident half an hour before hospital admission. 
Other times, the pathology tells a dlfferootand sometimes surprising story. 
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In this case, several doctors were convinced that Mr. Liebich beat Steven 
on February 8, causing abdominal injuries, brain damage and death. 
However, the pathology establishes that the abdominal injuries and/or 
infection pre-dated February 8 by at least 2-4 days, and probably longer. 

142. There are, moreover, no significant signs of a beating. Significantly, the 
first people to see the child after his collapse- his mother, Mr. Liebich, Mr. 
Liebich's employer and the emergency room doctOr- did not see signs of 
trauma or abuse. Instead, they noticed abnormal breathing and thought 
he was ill. For the most part, the external marks were classic signs of 
pancreatitis or artifacts, combined with the normal accumulation of bruises 
and scars in active 3-year-olds, particul_arly those with dark skin, who have 
natural variations in pigmentation and scar easily. 

143. Since an abdominal CTwas not taken, it is not possible to accurately 
reconstruct the course of this chi1d's injuries or illness, particularly given 
the impact of neurosurgery. However, it is possible to say with certainty 
that the abdominal infection started at least 5-7 days prior to death, and 
possibly earlier. Since there is no significant evidence of head injury, the 
brain findings were likely secondary to abdominal infection and may have 
been triggered by hypoxia/ischemia caused by choking on a hot dog. 

· Problem areas 

144. The problem areas can be summarized as follows: 
a. major changes in the medical and scientific literature on pediatric 

head injuries over the past 10 years. 
b. the failure of the medical professionals to consider the. child's clinical 

history, laboratory reports and. autopsy findings. 
c. the lack of a considered differential diagnosis. 

145. I will discuss these problems in sequence and will then summarize my 
conclusions. References are attached. 

Changes in basic scientific understanding in the past 10 years 

146. Ten years ago, it was widely believed that subdural hemorrhages, retinal 
hemorrhages and brain swelling ("the triad';) were diagnostic of major 
impact or violent shaking ("shaken baby syndrome" or SBS). It was also 
believed that children who suffered head injury were immediately 
symptomatic, that short distance falls or relatively minor impacts could not 
cause head injury, and thal natural disease processes rarely if ever 
produced the triad. Given these beliefs, if a caretaker could not describe a 
motor vehicle accident, fall from a mtJiti-story building or comparable 
catastrophic event occurring immediately before hospital admission, it was 
assumed that th,~~Jal<er must have intentionally injured the child. 
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-147. In the past decade, these beliefs have been challenged and in many 
instances disproven. Today, it is well-understood that the triad is also 
found in accidental injuries and a wide array of natural disease processes. 

148. Shaking theory. The concept of shaking injury (was developed in the early 
1970s to explain a small subset of children dying of apparent head injury 
in whom no impact site could be identified. This concept originated with 
Caffey and Guthkelch as a hypothesis, but was never proven. This 
hypothesis was attractive to physicians because it was a simple but 
plausible explanation for unexplained findings. However, it was never 
accepted by biomechanicians or many leading forensic pathologists. 

149. For years, pediatric head injury theory was based on key SBS principles, 
namely, that: (1) subdural hemorrhages are caused by torn bridging veins, 
requiring extreme force comparable to fatal motor vehicle accidents or 
falls from multi-story buildings; ·(2) subdural hemorrhages indicate that the 
axons throughout the brain have been torn (diffuse axonal injury), 
requiring extreme force and causing severe brain damage; ( 3) the triad is 
cau.sed by extreme impact or violent shaking, with few if any accidental or 
natural causes; and (4) all head injuries are immediately symptomatic. 
These beliefs were never evidence-based, and they have all been 

~---edisc-r-efl~ted or disproven. 

150. Biomechanical studies. Biomechanical studies using computer modeling 
and anthropomorphic (CRAB!) dummies have repeatedly confirmed that 
even the most violent shaking cannot create sufficient force to cross the 

· · ·· ··- ·····- · -·· -·-injtiry--t-hr-eslwlcl-fer-subGtlrii~em~.bile..eY.e.n..mll:JprJmpacis_ .. 
(including short falls) do cross this threshold. Much of this information was 
available by 1987, but its significance was not recognized. More recent 
work has established that the forces needed to cause a subdural 

··hemorrhage through shaking would cause severe neck damage, which is 
rarely seen in allegedly shaken babies. This work is consistent with 
witnessed short falls causing fatal head injury. 

151. Neuropathology. The first neuropathological studies of the 6rains of 
children who reportedly died from nonaccidental head trauma were 
·published in 20(J1. The researchers expected to find diffuse axonal injury, 
but instead found hypoxia-ischemia (lack of oxygen). These studies also 

~-t,"-founa that the thin subdural hemorrhages found in allegedly abused~-=-, _..,. 
children were also present in children who died natural deaths. 

152; Onset of symptoms. The belief that all children with fatal head injury 
collapsed immediately resulted in the theory of "no lucid interval" and the 
assumption that the adult who was present at the onset of symptoms must 

.. c~~+Jave caused the injury or death. Since 1994, numerous medical iC>.VJ:Q~,I .. ,. 
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articles have concluded that there is considerable variation in timing, with 
no scientific evidence to indicate whether the symptoms would occur 
immediately or be delayed following any given impact. In 1999, Gilliland 
found intervals of 72 hours or more between head injury and collapse, 
often with nonspecific symptoms, such as lethargy. Similarly, in 2003, 
Denton and Mileusnic reported a child who initially appeared alright after a 
short fall but became symptomatic and died three days later. 

153. Radiology. When Caffey and Guthkelch developed their hypothesis in the 
1970s, the only x-ray procedures available to determine whether a child 
had a subdural hemorrhage were plain x-rays of the head or procedures 
that were so invasive as to be dangerous to the patient. With the advent 
of CT scans and MRis, however, it became apparent that there are many 
alternative (differential) diagnoses for subdural hemorrhages, particularly 
thin subdurals. Alternative diagnoses identified by Professor Patrick -
Barnes of Stanford University include accidental or birth trauma, hypoxia
ischemia (lack of oxygen), cardiopulmonary resuscitation, infection, 
vascular diseases, coagulopathies (bleeding disorders), venous 
thrombosis, metabolic disorders, neoplastic processes, certain therapies, 
and other conditions. These causes cannot be distinguished on CT scan. 

154. Child abuse literature. By 2002, an article by leading child abuse 
pediatricians listed the alternative diagnoses for the symptoms previously 
identified with abusive head trauma as accidental trauma; medical or 
surgical interventions; prenatal, perinatal and pregnancy-related 
conditions; birth trauma; metabolic, genetic, oncologic or infectious 
diseases; congenital malformations; autoimmune disorders; clotting 
disorders; the effects of poison, toxins or drugs; and other miscellaneous 
conditions. Many of these entities can be excluded or confirmed by 
careful history, physical examinations, radiological studies and( or 
·laboratory· testing. A more recent book on child abuse devotes two 
chapters to accidental and natural causes. 

155. Retinal hemorrhages. Until approximately 2004, it was widely believed 
that retinal hemorrhages were caused by abusive injury. This dogma still 
persists despite the fact that T erson identified increased intracranial 
pressure as a cause of retinal hemorrhages several decades ago. 

· However, by examining the eyes in every autopsy using postmortem 
monocular indirect ophthalmoscopy, Dr. Patrick Lantz of Wake Forest 
Medical Center confirmed that retinal hemorrhages-::arefound in a wide 
array of accidental injuries and natural disease processes. 

156. Brain damage. Until recently, it was widely believed that subdural 
hemorrhages were markers of brain damage. However, recent studies 
have shown that 4 7% of healthy asymptomatic newborns have thin 
subdural hemorrhages. It is unknown whether th~S@--.P~morrhages are 
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caused by birth trauma, hypoxia/ischemia (lack of oxygen) during birth, or 
some other cause entirely. These hemorrhages typically resolve within a 

. month and are not associated with brain damage. 

157. Bridging vein theory. Until recently, it was believed that subdural 
hemorrhages were caused by ruptured bridging veins. However, recent 
work suggests that thin subdural hemorrhages are not related to ruptured 
bridging veins at all, but consist of intradural leakage, possibly natural in 
origin. It is now believed that the paraphysiology involves some 
combination of increased intracranial pressure, increased venous 
pressure, hypotension or hypertension, vascul_ar fragility, hematologic 
derangement and/or collagenopathy, superimposed on an immature 
central nervous system. 

158. Brainswelfing. Brainswelling is a nonspecific response of a brain that is 
injured by trauma or lack of oxygen from any cause, including those listed 
above. In 2001, a symposium convened by the National Institute of Health 
concluded that we do not yet understand this process. This is equally true 
today, though we do know that once the process begins, it is likely to 
proceed much more rapidly than in adults. 

159. Lack of evidence base. Under evidence based medicine, the validity of 
-~t*-~h.eodes_andloLireatment plans is reviewed ba_s.ed on the quality of the 

supporting evidence. Reviews of the shaken baby literature in 2003 and 
later have established that existing theories of pediatric head injury, 
including shaken baby syndrome, are not supported by reliable evidence. 

- -----te9....-l-€EJat--imp!icatior-ts.-As..a..cesult.oine.w research aod the ap.pJkdllion of 
evidence based medicine to pediatric head iojury, some Courts are 
beginning to reexamine earlier convictions. For example, in a recent 
Wisconsin shaken baby case in which I testified, the Wisconsin courts 
granted post-conviction relief to Audrey Edmunds, who had been 
convicted of shaking a child in her care, causing death, holding that she 
was entitled to a new trial based on advances in medical knowledge. After 
reviewing the evidence, the charges were dropped. 

161. Convictions on pediatric head injury and deaths are also being revisited in 
the United Kingdom and Canada. In the Goudge Inquiry in Ontario, 
Canada, Justice Stephen Goudge issued a 1,000 page report on October 
1, 2008 finding systemic flawed·:pathology and mis~iagnoses of child 
deaths in pediatric head injury and shaken baby cases. In calling for a 
review of more than 200 convictions, Justice Goudge emphasized the 
advances in medical knowledge since the 1990s. 

162: In this case, much of the trial testimony reflects the accepted dogma of the 
late 1 990s, much of which is nu.Jpnger accepted o~ has _b_een disproven. 
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Specifically, it is now understood that Steven's brain findings, including a 
thin subdural hemorrhage, retinal hemorrhage and brain swelling, can also 
be accidental in nature or secondary to infection or hypoxia/ischemia. In 
addition, it is well understood that brain swelling -which is the real 
problem- may not occur for 48-72 hours after injury. 

Premature diagnosis: failure to consider the clinical history, laboratory· 
reports and autopsy findings. 

163. 

164. 

In this case, a premature diagnosis of child abuse led to a failure to 
adequately consider the objective medical data or investigate the relevant 
time period. Any diagnosis of child abuse requires a complete review of 
the medical records, laboratory tests, and clinical history, with 
incorporation of new evidence as it becomes available. In this case, the 
medical staff diagnosed abusive head trauma and a fatal beating within 
approximately 30 minutes of hospital admission based on a misread CT 
scan. While understandable, this diagnosis was scientifically invalid and 
did not take into account the objective medical data, which confirmed 
severe abdominal infection. 

The medical records further indicate that the preliminary diagnosis was 
never adjusted to reflect new evidence. For example, the initial claim that 
the CT scan showed a "massive~' subdurat.D_~morflt.99~-~n~inued 
throughout the hospital stay and into the trial testimony despite surgery 
notes showing that no subdural, or a very small subdural, was found 
during surgery. Similarly, despite pathology slides establishing that tf:te 
abdominal infection was at least 5-7 days old, several doctors testified that 

-------'twhaahdominal injuries had occurred within hours of hosP-ital admission. 

165. The- premature diagnosis of head injury immediately preceding 
hospitalization further limited the scope -of the medical-and lega~ 
investigations. Because the focus was on head injury, very little attention 
was paid to the abdominal infection, and virtually no testing was done. 
Without contemporaneous CT scans and MRis, it is very difficult if not 
impossible to determine the nature or progression of the abdominal 
injuries or infection. In addition, without testing, it is not possible to . 
exclude underlying hematological, metabolic or vitamin deficiencies or 
other factors that may have contributed to the child's death. The law 
enforcement investigation was equally limited. Since the investigators 
were told that4he injuries occurred on the day of hospital admission, the 
investigators limited their investigation to that day and did not investigate 
the preceding period even after the Medica1 Examiner concluded that the 
injuries likely occurred 2 days prior to hospital admission. 

166. What we do have, however, is a well-documented investigation of the 
events of Eebruary 8, including a 17 hour interrogation of Mr. Liebich and 
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photographs of the Liebich apartment, with numerous descriptions of the 
hot dog incident and photographs of the cut up hot dog. The medical· 
records also include descriptions and photographs of the child's bruises, 
which va,.Y considerably over the hospital stay. While the significance of 
this information was not recognized at the time, these records have 
provided a record for a more complete medical review. ' 

Lack of considered differential diagnosis. 

167. Good medical practice requires the consideration of all possible entities 
capable of explaining Clinical symptoms.39 This is known as a "differential 
diagnosis." A differential diagnosis should be careful, logical and include 
reasons for including or excluding· diagnoses. In any situation involving 
critical decisions, such as the decision to indict for a felony, this should be 
formal and in writing. The importance ·of differential diagnosis is sucti that 
medical students spend a considerable part of their education learning 
how to do this. Interestingly, one decision from the 8th Circuit Court of 
Appeals required a differential diagnosis in a civil case involving a 
physician's opinion on causation. One would hope that this standard 
would apply to criminal cases in which the required standard of proof is 
much higher. However, I find no differential diagnosis in Steven's records, 
indicating that none was done . 

168. Identifying innocent explanations and natural mimics of abusive injury in 
children requires a rigorous evaluation of all entities that may explain the 
child's findings. This type of evaluation is beyond the scope of most · 
cliniCians -and· most clinical educational programs --since it requires 
careful analysis of witness statements, scen·e investigation, competent 
neuroradiology and neuropathology, biomechanical examinations of any 
reported short falls (including consideration of force direction, impact 
surfaces, strength of skull bones), and the 1ike·. E.R. pediatricians-and 
neurosugeons are typicafly dealing with crises and rarely have the time or 
expertise to undert~ke this type of investigation. In practice, medical 
examiners also often lack the resources to·address ttiese·issues. 

169. In this case, the differential diagnosis presents special challenges. First, 
the child had an abdominal infection and/or injuries of unknown _origin 
occurring at least 5-7 days prior to death or 2-4 days prior to hospital 
admission. These injuries are sufficient to explain the death without head 

~ .. ~~""'"""" trauma. However, the abdominal CT scan, which would have1ftbl11red 
much better information on the abdominal injuries, was cancelled following 
the misread of the head CT scan. Second, by the tinie the child w~s 
transferred to Rush, the child's brain-had swollen massively, resulting in a 
craniectomy (removal of part of the skull). As the Medical Examiner 
recognized, a craniectomy causes major anatomical distortions· that make 

·.;r-m~~, .. it impossible to identify or interpret pre-existing head trauma. ,:r.J;Hr:d,.,these 
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evaluations took place in a time period in which many doctors believed 
that subdural hemorrhage, retinal hemorrhage and brainswelling were 
primarily or exclusively caused by head trauma, leading to an insufficient 
evaluation of other causes, including sepsis and hypoxia/ischemia. 

170. In this section, I briefly summarize the differential diagnosis for the medical 
findings in this case. 

171. Abdominal injuries/infection. The abdominal infection was most likely 
caused by accidental or inflicted trauma. However, absent specific pattern 
bruising, it is not possible to distinguish between accidental, non
accidental or natural causes without a thorough investigation of the 
appropriate time period, which was at least 5-7 days prior to death. This 
investigation was not done. However, since Mr. Liebich was not alone 
with the cll11d prior to February 8, Mr. Liebich can be excluded as a 
possible perpetrator of trauma. 

172. Head injuries. There are no specific indicators of head trauma, such as 
fractures or soft tissue swelling. Instead, the brain findings are 
hypoxic/ischemic (i.e., caused by lack of oxygen). These findings are 
likely secondary to the abdominal injuries but may have been triggered or 
aggravated by the choking incident described by Mr. Liebich. 

----------------------- -----

173. Bruises. The swollen testes, abdominal bruising and redness on the hip 
-and flank are typical signs of pancreatitis. Other marks are characteristic 
of hospital interventions, particularly in a septic child. With the possible 
exception of a larger bruise around the waistline on the back that was no 
longe1 visibfe-at-atJtopsy-btJH-Iwt-may be consistent-w~t.J::t-a-belt-buckle, 
none of the bruises suggest a specific agent causing the bruise (such as a 
beit, hairbrush, stick or other identifiable object), and they do not sugge.st 
a beating since they are small and lack any discernible pattern. 

174. Natural causes. While the child's history suggests that the abdominal 
irijury was likely caused by an abusive incide~t. the abdominal findings are 
also consistent with abdominal infection from any source, leading to 
sepsis and multi-organ failure. · 

Summary 

175. · In summary, my opinions are as follows: --,~,,,;, __ -. ~~ 

-------------· 

a. The abdominal infection and/or injury identified at autopsy were 
present at least 5-7 days prior to death (2-4 days prior to ·hospital 
admission), and likely longer. · 

b. It is not possible to determine whether the infection was accidental, 
abusive or natural in origin. 

c. The brain findings are secondary to the-at>dominal infection and may 
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have been triggered or aggravated by the choking incident. There are 
no specific indicators of head trauma. 

d. The bruises and linear marks that appeared at the hospital are related 
to abdominal infection, sepsis and hospital intervention rather than 
recent abuse. 

e. There is no medical evidence that any injuries occurred on the day of 
hospital admission. 

176. Should this case go· to evidentiary hearing and/or retrial, my opinions will 
require more space and/or detail. I will also consider any additional 
information that becomes available, including scene photos. In the 
meantime, should the District Attorney, Court or reviewing_doctors desire 
additional information or references, I am willing to provide this 
information. 

I swear under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this~ day of .-'l'/1 /111-L/-1-
. . . 

otary Public in and for the . 
______________ _,SO.JtLOalU:ie:i.JoUJfuN::~~.~o.Hrt.uh.u...Carofula__ ___ . ,-· 

My commission expires: g/-;;_~- d-o/IJ 
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I am Dr Waney Squier, Consultant Neuropathologist to the Oxford Radcliffe Hospitals and Honorary 

Clinical lecturer in the University of Oxford. I have been a consultant neuropathologist since 1984 

having trained at the Institute of Psychiatry and Great Ormond Street Hospital for Sick Children. 

During my 26 years in Oxford I have specialised in the pathology of the developing brain in the fetus 

and neonate. My other areas of interest are developmental causes of epilepsy and muscle 

pathology. I have been involved in research into the nature and timing of brain damage due to 

intrauterine and perinatal insults, the effects of asphyxia on the immature brain, correlation of 

imaging and anatomic pathology in the pre-term human brain and the neuropathology of cerebral 

palsy in children. I have published widely on these subjects in peer reviewed journals and have 

edited a book "Acquired Damage to the Developing Brain: Timing and Causation". I am a member 

of the British Neuropathological Society and the British Paediatric Neurology Association. I am a 

fellow of the Royal College of Physicians,(by election following membership by examination in 

paediatrics} and a fellow of the Royal College of Pathologists. 

In the last ten years my experience with infant brain pathology has extended to many forensic cases 

and I have written reports and given evidence in court for both the prosecution and the defence in 

many cases of sudden unexpected death in infants. 

My expertise is based on my experience in examination of the brain, spinal cord and dura after death 

and as such assists in the interpretation of the mechanisms of injury and the imaging of the brain. 

I understand that my overriding duty is to the court in preparing reports and in presenting evidence. 

In preparing this report I have attempted to provide an unbiased analysis of the facts of this case 

from the perspective of the neuropathology and based on the current state of scientific knowledge, 

the ~urrent peer reviewed literature and my personal professional experience. 

I have attempted to be as accurate and as complete as possible and my opinions are restricted only 

to those subjects which are within my area of expertise. I believe that the facts I have stated in this 

report are true and that the opinions I have expressed are correct. 

Dr Waney Squier MBCHB FRCP FRCPath 

Consultant Neuropathologist 

Honorary Clinical Lecturer 



Review of Brain Histology 

This report is based on limited information and material. I have seen 20 sections of brain tissue and 
dura which have been received from Heather Kirkwood. They are labelled 202-202 and stained with 
H&E. I have been asked to review these slides. I have seen no other materials. The history below 
was provided by Heather Kirkwood. 

"Steven Quinn was almost 3 years old and had been mildly unwell since the evening of 2/7/02 and 
possibly earlier. He was given a sliced hot dog at approximately 3 p.m. on 2/8 and choked on it. He 
was admitted to hospital at approximately 6 p.m. with reports of abnormal breathing. He had 
pancreatitis on arrival {per labs) and probably 0/C. The brain was immensely swollen at 
neurosurgery at approximately 10 p.m. He was ventilated for approximately 66 hours prior to 
removal of life support. Autopsy showed ischaemic bowel with small perforation, peritonitis and 
pancreatitis." 

Comment on Neuropathological Review 

(Detailed neuropathological findings are appended below.) 
The most significant observation is of a swollen and congested brain that appears to be normally 
formed and is consistent with the age. All the sections examined show the tissues are fragmented 
and show loss of cellular integrity. The cells stain poorly. There are no reactive cellular changes such 
as glial swelling, macrophage infiltration or endothelial thickening or reduplication. 
These characteristics are seen in babies who have been nursed on a ventilator with reduced blood 
and oxygen supply. 

It should be noted that only one H&E stained section from each brain sample was received and that 
full Neuropathological assessment is limited without additional special stains. 

Timing of the Findings: 

The absence of cellular reactions indicates that the pathology is recent and timing is consistent with 
origin 66 hours before death. It should be noted that timing of brain findings by histology is 
imprecise and may not be accurate, particularly when a child is ventilated. 

Many vessels contain small fibrin thrombi. There is a small thrombus in one dural sinus in section B. 
This appears old (2-5 days) as red cells have lost their integrity but timing cannot be assessed readily 
in free clot and certainly not without additional stains. Clot is best assessed when adherent as 
reactions of the vessel lining aid the timing of clot. When clots form and become adherent there 
may be a non-adherent tail or fragments may break off. It is therefore possible that more 
established clot exists in draining veins or sinuses elsewhere. The changes in the brain would be 
consistent with this. It is not possible to say whether clot preceded or followed collapse but the 
thrombus identified is all unattached and appears recent and consistent with origin at or shortly 
after collapse. 

Cause of the Findings: 

Several sections show patterns of fresh perivascular parenchymal bleeding. This is seen in 
association with subarachnoid and possibly subpial bleeding and surface vessel congestion. The 
parenchymal findings are consistent with contusion, but the surface congestion is not. All of these 
changes are consistent with venous outflow obstruction, including thrombosis. 



The thrombus identified is consistent with altered coagulation secondary to hypoxia/ischaemia. 

The bulk of the pathology is non-specific and consistent with interruption of blood and oxygen 
supply and also with "respirator brain". These findings may be seen in cardio-respiratory arrest of 
any kind, including choking. 

There is no evidence of primary traumatic damage but this cannot be determined fully without 
special stains. 

There is no evidence of malformation, infection or old acquired damage to predispose to collapse. 

The findings should be interpreted in the light of detailed clinical and autopsy information which is 
not available to me at the time of writing this report. As noted, these findings are consistent with 
cardio-respiratory arrest of any kind. Based on the limited available information, the findings are 
consistent with the history of choking and subsequent resuscitation and ventilation. Any previous 
abdominal injury or infection is not capable of assessment from the Neuropathology. 

Waney Squier 
Consultant Neuropathologist 
March 14th 2012 

Detailed Neuropathological findings 

1. Fragmented oedematous brain tissue. Many cells are pyknotic. There is a small amount of 
patchy perivascular bleeding. Red blood cells within vessels have lost their pigment. Nerve cells are 
pale. There is no vascular proliferation or other cellular reaction. 

2. ?Pons. Neurones are pale. The ependymal lining of the fourth ventricle is normal. No cellular 
reaction. 

3, 4. Fragmented brain - as 1. 

5, 6. Cerebellum. Mature consistent with age over 8 months. Fragmented, pale, no cellular 
reaction. 

7. Fragmented brain. Very congested surface vessels and fresh subarachnoid bleeding. Fresh 
thrombus is seen in a few surface vessels. 

8. Fragmented brain. Congested surface vessels with fresh intravascular clot. 
Pigmented leptomeninges. Fresh subarachnoid bleeding. No evidence of inflammation, infection or 
meningitis. 

9. -as 8. Very congested surface vessels. 

10. Fragmented brain. Focal perivascular bleeding into the parenchyma associated with 
intravascular fibrin. 

11. Brain with focal parenchymal bleeding in the immediate subcortical white matter and on the 
overlying cortical surface. Here the bleeding is probably subpial (this requires further stains to 
confirm), also subarachnoid. Blood extends around small superficial vessels into the upper cortical 



layers. The overlying vessels are very dilated and congested and are associated with thick 
subarachnoid bleeding. 

12, 13. Fragmented brain. 

14. Fragmented brain, congested surface vessels. 

15. Fragmented brain, small amount of fresh parenchymal bleeding. 

16. Swollen pons Neurones are eosinophilic with nuclei beginning to lyse. No other cellular 
reaction. The basal veins are extremely dilated and congested with associated subarachnoid and 
possibly subpial bleeding. 

17. Several strips of congested dura. There is fresh blood beneath the ependyma of the sinuses and 
a small amount of fresh intradural bleeding. The dural sinuses are congested and there is a small 
amount of fresh clot. 

18. Dura with large sinus (?superior sagittal). There is fresh clot in this sinus but in an adjacent 
smaller sinus there is a small fragment of clot which appears older. Accurate timing is not possible in 
most cases and any attempt at timing requires the use of special stains. There is no evidence of old 
subdural bleeding. 

26.Recut dura and bone chips. 

19. Four sections of spinal cord in dura. The cord is normally formed. It is swollen and congested. 
There is a small amount of fresh subarachnoid blood. There is no evidence of old subdural blood. 
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fN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE EIGHTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 
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Randy Liebich, 
Petitioner 

) 
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) 
) 
) 
) 

Cir. Ct. No. 02-CF-654 

v. Post Conviction No. 

People of the 
State of Illinois 

AFFIDAVIT OF RONAL[) H. USCINSKl, M.D. 

I, Ronald H. Uscinski, under oath and penalty ofpeljury, state as follows: 

l. My name is Ronald Uscinski. I received my :rvf.D. from Georgetown University, Washington, 
D.C. in 1968. After internship and service in the United States Navy, I completed a 
residency in neurological surgery at Georgetown and affiliated hospitals. I have been board 
certified in neurological surgery since 1978. 

2. During my can ... >er; I have taught neurosurgery at George Washington and Georgeto\vn 
University Schools of Medicine. [ am currently a Clinical Associate Professor in tl1e 
Department of Neurological Surgery, George Washinf,rton University School ofMedicine; a 
Clinical Associate Professor, Department ofNeurosurgery, Georgetown University School of 
M.edicine; and a Senior Adjunct Fellow at the Potomac Institute for Policy Studies, 
Arlington, Virginia. I maintain an active neurosurgical practice covering all age groups. 
Since the late 1990s, I have developed special expertise on shaken baby syndrome/abusive 
head trauma, and I have published, lectured and served as an expert v.itness on this subject 
on multiple occasions. My cun·iculum vita is attached as Exhibit 1. 

3. I was asked to conduct a blind review (i.e., a review without access to any significant history) 
of a 2/8/02 CT scan for Steven Quinn (DOB 4!17199) and to address the following questions: 

a. What does the CT scan show? 
b. Is surgery appropriate and, if so, what kind? 
c. What are the most likely causes for the CT findings? 

4. CT findings. The CT shows findings indicating an anoxic insult to the brain (i.e., a brain 
that has been deprived of oxygen, \Vith a breakdown of grey wh!te differentiation), more on 
the left. There is some subdural hemorrhage along the cerebclJuin and the occipital poles, 
very thin on the right side. l11ere is subarachnoid hemorrhage and possible blood in the 
ventricles. These findings indicate that there has been an anoxic insult to the brain that is 
likely irreversible and nonrecoverable. There are no indicators of trauma (fractures, tissue 
swelling, etc.). 



5. Surgerv. Based on the CT scan alone, I would not expect this child to survive. The critical 
factor is the anoxic brain~ not the thin hemorrhages, which are likely a side effect of anoxia. 
There is insufficient hemorrhage to drain surgically. If one wanted to try to attempt 
improving the situation, which is a natural but 1 \Vould tl1ink fruitless endeavor, one might 
insert an intracranial pressure monitor, use diuretics, hyperventilate, etc. A craniotomy or 
craniectomy on the left might relieve the pressure but would be unlikely to stop impending 
brain death. Realistically, I vvou1d not expect any neurosurgical procedure to affect the 
outcome. 

6. Causation. The CT findings are con.sistent with any process that deprives the brain of 
oxygen. Since the narrow airway in young children can be fully or partially obstructed by 
food or foreign body, one obvious possibility is upper airway obstruction. Other causes 
include heart dysfW1ction. respiratory distress (from any cause), and shock. 

7. Historv. After providing this preliminary review, I was told that: (1) the history is of a 
child who refused food the night before hospital admission and choked when eating/drin.king 
three hours before admission~ (2) lab tests taken shortly after hospital admission confirmed 
pancreatitis~ (3) the autopsy confirmed abdominal injuries and/or infection, including an 
ischemic bowel, peritonitis, pancreatitis and a liver hematoma; and (4) the pathology report 
indicated that the abdominal injuries and/or infection were approximately five days old (two 
days before hospital admission). The CT scan is consistent \Vith the history of pre-existing 
abdominal injuries/inJection, possibly aggravated by choking with critical oxygen 
deprivation to the brain. 

I am giving this affidavit of my own free \Viii. No promises or threats were made to me in 
exchange for making the statements contained herein. If called to testifY, I would testif)' 
consistent with this affidavit. 

Date: 

District of Columbia : ss 
Subl;lcribed and Sworn to befo 

this _ lt:- ... da -!(" 

otary Public, D.C. 
My commission expires () f - } 'i ~ ~ t1--

2 daze! A. Waters 
Notary r- Cistnct of CoHHnbill 
My Commission Expires t) 1 -- r Lf ~ 7.-01 r 
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OCcupation: .Physician 

Education: 

OFFICE 
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Fax. 30t.m4AM 

· CURRICULUM VITAE 

B.S .• Fordham University, New York:, NY. 1964 

M.D., Georgetown University, washington, D.C .. 1968 

1-'A(:il:. I:::Jl/l::l::J 

Internship. Bronx Municipal Hosp~l Center. Albert Einstein Univenlity Coli~ of Medicine, New York. NY, 
1~9 . 

Residency in Neurological Surgery, Georgetown. University and affilla1ed Hospitals. 1971-1975 

Military Experience: 

Medical Officer, United States Navy; served with UnitOO States Marine Corps, Parrie leland, South carolina. 
·and aboarx:l The U. S. S. Thomas A Edison (SSBN 61()c8) Atlantic SUbmarine Force, 1969-1971 

.Appointments& Positions: 

Senior Surgeon, U.S. PUblic Health Service, Medical Officer, Surgical Neurology Branch, National Institute of 
Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Strok.e, NIH, Bethesda, Macylaod, 1975-1976 

Instructor in Surgery (neurosurgeryfGeorgetown UniverStty School of Medidne. Wasfl;,tgton D.C .. 1975-
1976 . 

Coosultant in Neurosurgery, NIH. Bethesda, Maryland, 1~76-1977 

CJiniqtllnstructor inN~. Medical UniversitY of South CiJrolina, Char1eston, ~Carolina, 19n-
1980 

Clinical Assistant Professor, Dept_ of Surgery (Neurosurgery), Georget~ University School of Medicine, 
~ington O.C., 1980-2000 

Clinical Assistant Professor, Department of Pediatncs, Georgetown University SChool of Medicine. 
~ngton D.C., 1080-present. ....., 

Clinical Assistant Professor, Department of Neurological Surgery, the George Washington Unlvereity School 
of Medfdne. 1997-2008 

Clinical A.$$ociate Professor. 2008-prosent 

Adjunct Research Fellow: PoiPmac Institute fix Policy 6tudie5. Arlington, Va, 2004-2006. 
-Senior Adjunct Fellow,.2006-preseot 
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Certification 

American Board of Neurological Surgery, 1976 

Sodetle$: 

American College of Sur~s. 1980 
District of Columbia Medical Society, 1981 
Polish Society of Neurological SUrgeons, corresponding member, 1963 
R~ Society of Neurological Sl!rgeons, 1989 

Publfcations: 

1. Ventricular Septa in the Neonatal Age Group, Diagnostic Considerations of Et!Oiogy and Comparison of 
Sonography and Computed Tomography. SChellinger D. Gtant E,"H80Z H. Petranoa H. l:Jsi:jnsl<i R. AJHR: 
volume 7:1065-1071. 1987 · 

2. Periventrirular Leukomalacia in Combination with lntraveotJk;olar Hemorffiage, Sonog!Dphic Features and 
Sequelae. Grant E, Schellinger D, SmithY, Usdnsl<i R., AJHR: volume 7; 443-447. 1986 

3. The Shaken Baby Syndrome. UscinskiR., Journal of American Physicians & Surgeons: Volume 9, #3; 76-
77,2004 

4. The Shaken Baby Syndrome: An Odyssey. Uscinski R H., Newnlogia medico-dlirurgica {Tokyo) 46, 57-

61,2000 ·. 

5. The Washington Post, March 9. 2008: 808, Outlook; "The Larger Tragedy in an Unjust Aa:usation" 

6. The Shaken Baby Syndrome: An Odyssey II. Origins and Hypotheses. Usdnski R. H .• McStide D. K, 

Neurologia mEdico-chirurgica (fokyo) 48 (3). 151-155, 2008 

7. "I Stand with Humility" Uscinski R H .. Neurologia medico-dlirurgica (Tokyo) 48 (9), 423-424, 2008 

Presentations: 

1. Research Society of NeurOiogical'Surgeons. "The Repaired ~enlogoooele, and Its Relationship tp 

Tefherlng oftne Spinal Cord" June, 1989 · 

2. National Child Abuse Defense Resource Center, ChUd Abuse, 2000 and Beyond "Rebleeding and 
Sutxlurals and ChUdreo. • September, 2000 

3: National Assodation of Counsel for Ctlikfnm, 23cd ·National ChPdmtl's Law COM"erence-lmproving the 
Professional Response of Chilcken In the Legal System, Panel Disc:ussant ·Shal(en Baby Syndrome" 
November, -2000 

4. lotardisqplinary Problem Solving In Cnit'liai-MaxiHofacial Sucgery. Panel Participant, Washingtno D.C .. 
FebruafY 2001 

5. National Child Abuse Defense Resource Center, "The st1aken Baby Syndrome, an Odyssey" September, 
2001 

6. The Polish-American Health Association, Wsshington D.C., 2001~.$1~ Baby Syndrome, a Clinical 
· · Neui"'SU~cal Perspective· March, 2001 · 

7. Congress of the Polish Society of Neurosurgeon&, Rzseszow, Republic of Poland "The Shal<en Baby 
Syndrome, an Odyssey" Septembef, 2001 

8. Kings CoUege Hospital, london. UK, "The Shaken Baby Syndrome, an Odyssey," February, 2002 
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9. Addeolxooke Hospital, Cambrtdge Unlve(Sity, UK: "The Shak:en Baby and Newtonian Physics; February, 
2002 

10. The Radcliffe lnfifma!Y. Oxford Ullivemty, UK; llle staen Baby 5yndrome."' February, Z002 

11. The Neurosurgical Society of the VllYinias, 37th Annual Meeting Hot Springs; Virginia. January, 2003; 
"The Shaken Baby Syndrol118, Hist.oly, Mechanism, and Paradox" 

12. American Assodation of PhysiCians and Surgeons, Annual Meeting Portland, Oregon, October 2004; "The 
Shaken Baby Syndrome· 

13. Japanese SOCiety for Pediatric Neurosurgery Annual Meeting, InVited Guest Spoaker. Nara, Japan, May 
2005; •The Shaken Baby Syndrome: "Pediatric Neurolrauma" Ideas from the ArerYf 

14. Natiooal Child Abuse Defeose and Resource Coliodl, Annual Meeting. Las Vegas, Nevada. September 
eooo; "A Primer on Medical Recording" 

15. United States Air Force Judge Advocate Gooeral Schooi, Maxvoell AFB, Montgomery, Alabama, Guest 
·Lecturer. May, 2007: "The Shaken Baby S)'ndrome· 

16. Administrative Office of the Courts. State of Kentucky. September, 2007: "The Shaken Baby syndrome· 

17. King Falsal Hospital. Kigali, Rwanda. Special Lecture. January, 2008: "Neurosurgery, Medidne. and 
Sdentific Methodology" 

18. The Neurosurgical sodety of the Virginia&, 43111 Annual Meeting, Hot Sprifl9s, West Virginia. January, 2009, 
"'boorvations on Primate Birth" · 

19. Florida Public Defenders Association, 2009 meeting, Naples, Fla, --rhe Shaken Baby Syndrome: The 
Odyssey Tllroogh Time, Space, and Ontogeny" 

20. Howard University, Department of Communication Science aod Disorders, Annual Lecture, April 2010 
"EBMS and t1:1e Quest for Scientific lnregrity io Medicine" 

21. 31"'- Annual McKendry Boyer Lecture, Montgomery Genaral Hospital, June 2010, -rne- Snat<en Baby 
Syndrome. From the Mists of Prehistory to Modem Times: an Odyssey Through a Small Passage" 

.22. New York City Abusive Head Trauma SllakM Baby Syndrome Conference, Sept 23, 2011; "Anatomy of 
an AHT Diagnosis, Investigation. and ProseaAioo." panel discusser 
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STATE OF ILLINOIS 
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE EIGHTEENTH nJDICIAL CIRCUIT 

DUPAGECOUNTY 

Randy Liebich, 
Petitioner 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Cir. Ct. No. 02-CF-654 

v. Post Conviction No. 

People of the 
State of lllinois 

AFFIDAVIT OF NATHAN FELIX 

1. My name is Nathan Felix. My address is 10006 SW 44th Lane, Gainesville, FL 32608. 

2. I have served with distinction as a Non-Commissioned Officer in the United States 
military (US Anny and Air Force}, where I received an extensive education in the 
medical field. During the first year of the NATO peace keeping mission, I volunteered 
for service in Bosnia-Herzegovina, where I served as a medic and linguist. I also served 
three tours of duty during Operations Enduring Freedom and Iraqi Freedom as a flight 
medical technician. I continue to serve my country in the Air Force Reserve as a member 
of the 927th Aeromedical Staging Squadron (ASTS) where I continue to serve as a 
medical technician. I currently hold the rank of Technical Sergeant. 

3. As a line medic in the Anny, I performed essentially the same functions as a physician's 
assistant, i.e., I was responsible for diagnosis, treatment and minor surgical procedures, as 
authorized by the supervising physician. As an Aeromedical Evacuation Technician in 
the Air Force, I worked closely with doctors and nurses in cargo aircraft that had been 
converted 'into intensive care units for the transport of patients to appropriate faciliiies. 
Our job was to do whatever was necessary to maintain patient stability in flight. I also 
managed the unit's CPR and ACLS programs. In civilian life; I worked as a medical 
assistant at Country Doctor Community Clinic in Seattle, W A, a health clinic that 
provides comprehensive medical care. ·My responsibilities included most aspects of 
routine patient care and education. I currently work as a transfer center coordinator at 
Shands Hospital attached to the University of Florida in Gainesville, FL, where I 
facilitate incoming patient transfers from other facilities. 

4. 

5. 

A few years ago, while visiting her home on another matter, Heather Kirkwood asked me 
to look at lab results and hospital photographs for ii child, Steven Quinn. -

The lab tests showed extremely high glucose (over 500), indicating that the child was 
likely in hyperglycemic shock. He was also throwing off excess glucose in the urine. The 
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6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

amylase and lipase were extraordinarily high (amylase 3025 v. ref. range 20-120; lipase 
2368 vs. ref. range 22-51), indicating that he had pancreatitis or a severe endocrine 
problem. These fmdings would require emergency treatment, usually with antibiotics, 
insulin and an abdominal CT scan. I would not expect the child to survive without 
prompt treatment. 

The photographs showed oddly patterned circular and linear bruises or marks. Bruises 
can come from external impact or systemic abnormalities. In this case, the circular 
bruises looked too small for punches, and the lines were too thin for a belt. The lines 
could be from IV tubes or a hanger. However, the delayed timing- the linear marks 
seem to appear during the hospital stay - struck me as inconsistent with an earlier beating 
or beatings with a hanger. In addition, some of the lines seemed to be in different places 
in different pictures. 

Since there was some suggestion that the child had been hit repeatedly with a hanger, I 
suggested an experiment. Since my skin color is about the same as Steven's, I suggested 
that Ms. Kirkwood hit me with a hanger as hard as she could. She was initially reluctant 
but did so. She broke the hanger on the first hit. I then took the straight part of the 
hanger and hit my arm and leg as hard as I could several times. Lines from each of the 
hanger hits appeared within seeonds. Within minutes, there were raised welt-like red 
lines. Within 30-45 minutes, all marks had disappeared. 

The later lab results indicated that all of the child's organs, including the kidney, liver 
and pancreas, appeared to be failing. This was not surprising since all organs, including 
the brain, will have problems with these sugar levels. I was surprised that there appeared 
to be no effort to address the abdominal and glucose issues in the first hours of 
hospitalization. 

The records indicated that a Penrose drain was inserted to drain the abdomen the 
following morning. Ms. Kirkwood told me that a small bowel perforation was found at 
autopsy. This can occur with the insertion of a Penrose drain, particul in the presence 
of abdominal infection. 

I swear under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and co 
/~ 

Date: 
{). 1\,U <of- ~I" I \ I l.()rl.. 

{\1)~·. ~ 
~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!:!JENN~. !!!!IFER~TAI.lENT~i!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~ Cf?_.: .. _/ 

MY COMMISSION I DO 798486 
EXPIRES: Ootober 17, 2012 

8ondtd l11tV Nolaty PVAc UnderWriters 
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STATE OF ILUNOIS ) 
) 
) 

AFFIDAVIT OF RANDY LIEBICH 
COUNTY OF DUPAGE 

I, Randy Liebich, being first duly sworn on oath, depose and say as follows: 

1. My name is Randy Liebich. I was convicted of first degree murder in the death of 
my fiancee's son, Steven, based on medical testimony that Steven died from 
multiple blunt force injuries to his head and abdomen. Some of the State's 
witnesses said these injuries occurred when I was looking after Steven. Dr. Shaku 
Teas, who was Chair of the Aurora Child Fatality Review Team, testified that, 
according to the slides, the injuries were much older and could not have occurred 
during the time that I cared for Steven. Dr. Darinka Mileusnic, who performed 
the autopsy and testified for the State, mostly agreed with Dr. Teas. 

2. I did not hurt Steven and repeatedly told the hospital and the police that the only 
unusual event that day was that Steven choked after eating part of a hot dog and 
bit my finger when I tried to see if his airway was clear. A few hours after that, 
Steven was breathing oddly, and Kenyatta (my fiancee) and I took him to the 
hospital. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Since I did not testify at trial, there were a lot of errors in the testimony that were 
not corrected, and a lot of evidence that didn't get into the trial, including medical 
evidence that Steven was sick before February 8. I wanted to testify but my 
attorney refused to put me on the stand. My attorney seemed to think he could get 
in some of this evidence in through other witnesses, but the judge said he did not 
ask the right questions or ask them of the right people, so the information didn't 
get in. 

Relationship with Kenyatta. Kenyatta and I were going out for about two years 
before Steven died. Kenyatta told me she ran away from home when she was 15 
or 16 because her stepfather beat her and her younger siblings, and that her 
mother wouldn't do anything about it. Steven was born when Kenyatta was 16. 
He mostly lived with Keriyatta's mother and aunts but Kenyatta picked him up for 
visits. 

I did not lik~ how Kenyatta treated Steven on his visits. She often hit him, 
sometimes cuffing him on the head, hitting him with broken plastic hangers, 
pushing or throwing him, or poking him in the head or stomach with her fingers. 
Kenyatta was Very:upset about how her stepfather treated her siblings but seemed 
to think that how she treated Steven was normal. She would not let me interfere. 
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6. 

7. 

When Steven stayed with us for a month around July 2001, I asked Kenyatta to 
take him back to his grandmother and aunts because I felt that he was better off 
with them. 

When Kenyatta and I were staying with my mother, Kenyatta pushed my mother 
on her shoulder, causing her to fall backwards and hit her head on the comer of 
the door. My sister Denise and I were in the room. My mother was unconscious 
or groggy for a few minutes. She didn't want us to call 911, but she told me that I 
had to get Kenyatta out of the house, and we moved out. 

8. I never hit Steven, not even for discipline. He would usually do what you wanted 
if you asked him. Steven and I got along well, and I looked after him if Kenyatta 
was getting her nails done or working. I often looked after my younger cousins, 
so I had a lot of experience with kids. Steven was easy to look after. 

9. February visit. Our daughter Angelique was born on January 27, 2002. 
Kenyatta and I had moved into a new apartment, and I had just started work at the 
Patio restaurant. Kenyatta was working part-time at Carlene Research for my 
aunt. On February 2, we picked up Steven from Kenyatta's aunt. 

l 0. That week, Steven was quieter than usual. I thought he was a little jealous or 
depressed because the baby was getting a lot of attention: He also didn't seem to 
feel well. He whined and cried more than usual that week, often for no reason. 
He was always a little slow moving, but this week he was slower than usual. The 
last couple days, he wouldn't eat unless Kenyatta almost made him eat. 

11. During Steven's visit, I was working at the Patio on rotating shifts. I worked on 
the 4th and the 5th. On the 61

h, Steven didn't want to eat, and Kenyatta almost 
forced him to eat, which was unusual. Kenyatta and I took Steven and Angelique 
to visit my cousin Frank that day. When we were leaving Frank's, Kenyatta 
shook or hit Steven because he was crying or whining. 

12. When I went to work on the 7th, I found that I was supposed to have worked on 
the 6th (not the 7th), so I came home. Steven was crying in the bedroom but came 
running out when he heard me come in. I asked why he was in the bedroom, and 
Kenyatta told me she made Steven go in the bedroom because he wouldn't eat his 
dinner, which was pork chops and mashed potatoes. Kenyatta told Steven to go 
back in the bedroom, which he did. 

13. Kenyatta and I went in the bedroom a little later and shared a joint of marijuana 
by the window. When Steven wouldn't stop crying, Kenyatta took my belt out of 

~f(4H·, ·my pants, which were lying on the floor, and hit Steven with the belt overw@.is-.-., 
diaper. I turned away because I didn't like to see this. When he didn't stop 
crying, Kenyatta pulled off his diaper and swatted him on the rear end several 
times with her hand, telling him to stop crying. She also slapped him on the side 
of his head. Again, I didn't like this. 
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14. 

15. 

Steven didn't come out of the bedroom the rest of the night. Kenyatta had put 
plastic wrap over his food and put it in the refrigerator. The plate would still have 
been in the refrigerator when the police searched the apartment. 

When Kenyatta left for work around I 0 a.m. the next morning, Steven was still 
sleeping. Kenyatta put some cereal in a bowl and told me to add milk and give it 
to him when he got up. I did that. Steven didn't want to eat but I kept 
encouraging him to eat, just as Kenyatta had been doing for days. He ate the 
cereal but left the milk. I don't-remember how much cereal was in the bowl. 

16. After that, Steven played with the dog and we watched TV! We all fell asleep at 
some point. When both kids were sleeping, I ran across the road to McDonald's 
and borrowed a cigarette from a girl who worked there. I was gone less than 5 
minutes, and the kids were still sleeping when I got back. 

17. Around 3 p.m., I fixed Steven a hot dog. I cut it up for him and put it on a plate 
with ketchup. I had to coax him to eat. He drank some orange juice and ate a 
little of the hot dog, but then wanted more to drink. I gave him water but he 
started choking. When I put my finger in his mouth to see if he had some hot dog 
caught in his throat, he bit down on my finger. I told him to let go. When he 
didn't let go, I slapped him on the cheek to get him to let go. I did not hit him 
hard, just light slaps. I also patted him on the back to dislodge any food that 
might be stuck. 

18. When Steven let go of my finger, there was a little bite mark on my finger and 
some vomit in Steven's mouth. I cleaned him up and he seemed a bit dazed but 
more or less okay, so we watched a bit of Jurassic Park and he went to sleep. 

19. When Kenyatta came home around 4, I had a shower and got dressed for work. 
When I came out, Kenyatta said that Steven was breathing funny and that she 
wanted to use my car to take him to a doctor. At first I didn't think she really 
wanted to go to the doctor since she sometimes went out partying. However, 
when I looked at Steven, he was breathing oddly, and I agreed we should take him 
to the doctor. Since we didn't think it was an emergency, I took the dog out first. 

20. We left for the hospital about an hour and half after Kenyatta got home. We 
stopped at my work on the way, and I took Steven in so my manager could see he 
was sick. Since I had mixed up my workdays, I was afraid I would lose my job if 
[didn't show up or they didn't believe that Steven was sick. The manager told 
me to go ahead and take care of him. 

21. Mt. Sinai. Kenyatta drove to Mt. Sinai Hospital since that's where Steven went 
for his clinic appointments. By the time we got to the hospital, Steven's 
breathing was really odd. The first doctor, Dr. Green, seemed to think he was 
sick and said she would run some tests. She asked me what had happened during 
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22. 

the day, and I told her about Steven choking on the hot dog. We were all at his 
bedside when she examined him, and no one saw any bruises. 

After Steven had a CT scan, another doctor, Dr. Boykin, came in and said that 
Steven's head was filled with blood, and she accused me of beating on him all 
day. I hadn't touched him other than to try to make sure his airway was clear and 
to get my finger out of his mouth. Kenyatta hit him the night before, as I 
described. I didn't know if anything happened when I wasn't horne on that day or 
the preceding days. 

23. Rush Hospital. At Rush, I wasn't allowed to see Steven. None of the doctors at 
Rush asked me what had happened. 

24. Interrogations. The police began to interrogate me at the hospital and they 
continued for more than 17 hours. I was not allowed to leave during this period. 
I think they interrogated Kenyatta on and off,but she was free to see Steven and 
move around the hospital. I answered their questions and told them about the 
events of the day over and over, including choking on the hot dog. They kept 
telling me that Steven had been beaten and that I had to tell them what happened. 
I finally told them I wasn't going to answer any more questions without a lawyer. 
They ignored me and kept questioning me. The police reports on these 
interrogations contain many errors but also make clear that I never described 
anything unusual other than choking on the hot dog. I am providing a 
supplemental affidavit on the interrogations. 

25. On February 14, a television station ran a story saying in effect that I had 
murdered Steven and that I was on the run. I was not on the run; I was staying 
with my mother and stepfather, which the police knew. My cousin Dian heard the 
story and came to my mother's house. He was angry and upset, and we went to 
talk to our cousin, Robert, who is a police officer in Rosselle, Illinois. I barely 
knew Robert but agreed to talk to him to clear up that I was not on the run and to 
see if he could help figure things out. · 

26. Robert came to the Rosselle police station and put Dian and me in an 
interrogation room. He questioned me for about an hour, and I told him 
everything I told the police earlier. Robert was angry that I couldn't explain why 
Steven died, and it quickly turned into an interrogation. Robert asked more 
detailed questions than the police asked earlier about the hot dog incident, and he 
had me demonstrate what I did when Steven bit down on my finger. I showed 
him what I had done, which he didn't seem to think would have caused any harm. 
These were light slaps on the cheek, not hard, just to get Steven's attention and try 
to get him to open his moutltYT,:also11atted him on the back to see if that would 
dislodge anything that was stuck. I showed Robert my finger, which had a small 
cut at the bottom of the fingernail where Steven clamped down. 
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27. 

28. 

I didn't know much about DNA but I heard about it on TV shows, so I asked 
Robert if my DNA would show up on Steven's teeth (not stomach). Robert also 
asked me if I had told the police about slapping Steven to get him to let go of my 
finger. I didn't think I had because they weren't interested in the incident with the 
hot dog. Shortly after that, I was arrested. 

Trial preparation. After I was arrested, I was assigned a public defender, Ricky 
Holman. At that time, we knew that the pathologist and some of the hospital 
doctors were saying that Steven died from a beating, but no one other than Dr. 
Boykin said when the beating was supposed to have occurred. I think that Mr. 
Holman told the judge pretty early that no one was arguing about the cause of 
death, only about the timing of the beating. 

29. I didn't now what caused Steven's death other than, if it was a beating, it was not 
byrne. 

30. Later, Mr. Holman hired a forensic pathologist, Dr. Shaku Teas, to look at the 
medical information and determine when the injuries occurred. It took a long 
time for the State to give Dr. Teas the information she needed. When Dr. Teas 
got the slides, she said that based on the amount of healing the injuries occurred at 
least five days before the end of life support. This meant that the injuries occurred 
before noon on Februar;6'h or earlier. Since I wasn't alone with Steven and 
Angelique before the 8 , this meant that I could not have caused the injuries. 

31. I understood that the pathologist who did the autopsy agreed with Dr. Teas and 
that the 5 day figure was in her reports. After that, my attorneys were very 
confident since it seemed clear that I couldn't have caused the injuries. 

32. Based on this, I assumed that Kenyatta must have injured Steven when I was 
working earlier in the week. He could also have been injured before he came to 
our house. There were lots of kids at Kenyatta's aunts, who did daycare and 
foster care, and I wondered if one of them had fallen on Steven or something like 
that. I also wondered if Kenyatta had pushed Steven and caused him to hit his 
head or stomach, much like what happened with my mother, and did more 
damage than she intended. 

33. Since my attorneys said the only issue was whether I had beaten Steven or 
whether Kenyatta had beaten Steven, I gave my attorneys a lot of information 
about Kenyatta before the trial. I told them that Kenyatta had hit my mother and 
knocked her out, and that many people had seen Kenyatta hit or throw Steven. In 
the beginning, Mr. Holman had an investigator interview a couple possible 
witnesses:;-:Afier that, he didn't follow up. 

34. Trial. At trial, my attorneys assumed that the State didn't have a case since the 
pathology showed that Steven's injuries were at least five days old when life 
support was removed and that I therefore could not have inflicted them. When 
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35. 

the State's doctors testified that the slides did not matter and that the injuries 
occurred within hours of arriving at the hospital, my attorneys were not prepared 
to cross-examine them. I don't think they had spoken to any of these witnesses 
before triaL 

My attorneys also didn't meet with the witnesses who had seen Kenyatta hit or 
throw Steven before trial or go over their original statements with them. These 
statements were videotaped and taken by an investigator. Small parts of the 
statements were played at trial to impeach them. There were little inconsistencies 
in their statements, and the Court decided not to believe any of them. 

36. I also told my attorneys that Kenyatta had told me for years that her stepfather 
abused her and her younger siblings, and that her mother refused to protect them. 
This was also in her diary, and there were department of family services reports. 
My attorneys didn't use any of this at trial, and the judge decided that Kenyatta's 
mother would have reported any abuse by Kenyatta. 

37. I also told my attorneys that Steven wasn't feeling well the week he was with us 
and that he hadn't been eating much for a couple days before the 8th. I later 
learned that Steven had Tylenol or aspirin in his system, which showed up in the 
lab tests. l hadn't given him anything, and I didn't know that Kenyatta had given 
him anything. Since yve didn't have any children's medicines in the house, this 
meant that Kenyatta must have been giving Steven some of her own Tylenol or 
aspirin. My attorneys didn't bring this up at trial. 

38. The medical records also showed that Steven had lost 5 pounds between his last 
doctor visit in November 2001 and when he collapsed on February 8. My 
attorneys didn't introduce this evidence, either. As a result, the Court said that 
Steven was in good health on the morning of the 8th. 

39. Lots of the information that the Court was given was wrong. The State said that l 
had never been alone with Steven before the 81

h. However, Kenyatta and I had·
been together for two years, and I had often been alone with Steven since I looked 
after him when Kenyatta got her nails done or worked. Even Kenyatta's aunt told 
the police that I picked up Steven on my own. My attorneys never ii1T£oduced this 
evidence and left with the judge with the impression that this was the first time I 
had been alone with Steven. 

40. At trial, my attorneys were not prepared to cross-examine the State's witnesses. 
think that because they thought that the evidence on timing was conclusive, they 
did not prepare for this. Mr. Holman often seemed lost, and the Court often told 

~_,.+,,-,,._.,;. him that he was asking questions wrong or not using the right w~~~fter a bit 
of this, it seemed that he gave up. · 

41. I wanted to testify on my own behalf since much of the information that the Court 
was given was incorrect or incomplete. For example, Robert Liebich testified that 
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42. 

I said that I hit Steven when trying to get my finger out of his mouth and that I 
said I didn't hit him that hard, but he didn't say that I showed him what I did, and 
that he said this couldn't have hurt him. My attorney:; never explored this with 
him. My cousin Dion, who was also present, would also have confirmed this. The 
Judge said that Robert's testimony that I had hit Steven to get my finger out of his 
mouth was a key piece of evidence against me. 

Kenyatta also gave a lot of testimony that wasn't right. For example, she said that 
she and I stopped to smoke PCP in a park when driving Steven and Angelique 
home from her aunt's house. However, Kenyatta used PCP, not me. I have 
smoked pot since I was a teenager. I used heroin in my late teens, but stopped by 
going to a methadone clinic. I used heroin again as a pain reliever after l was in a 
car accident and hurt my back but went back on methadone before Angelique was 
born. I was not secretive about this, and I told this to the police when they 
interrogated me. The judge used my drug use, including use of PCP, to increase 
my sentence. 

43. At my trial, the police misstated what I had said or attributed things that Kenyatta 
said to me. For example, they seemed to be saying that I said that Steven couldn't 
feel it through his diaper when Kenyatta hit him with a belt. I never said that; that 
was what Kenyatta said. None of this was ever corrected. 

44. I asked Mr. Holman to have my statements to the police suppressed since most of 
them were obtained after I asked to talk to a lawyer and the police refused to let 
me do so but instead kept questioning me. Mr. Holman wouldn't do this and said 
it wasn't in my interest to do this. Since Mr. Holman wouldn't put me on the 
stand, this meant that I couldn't correct anything they said in their reports. 

45. Mr. Holman told me that he wasn't putting me on the stand since he said that the 
State could introduce my criminal record, which included a few misdemeanors 
but no felony convictions. However, the judge already knew this since it was 
discussed at the bond hearing. Mr. Holman also said that if I testified State could 
impeach me with the police statements, but these were the statements I wanted to 
clear up. 

46. If I had known that I had the constitutional right to testify on my own behalf, I 
would have testified. As it was, I was being convicted on testimony that was 
incorrect, and I wasn't given the opportunity to correct it. 

47. Post-trial proceedings. Mr. Holman and Mr. Casey were very upset by the 
Court's decision. They made clear that they believed I was innocent and that this 
was proven by the pathology. Dr. Teas alse:-wrote~ letter to the Court. I was 
disappointed when the judge refused to read Dr. Teas' letter and surprised when 
Mr. Holman told her that he agreed that she shouldn't read it. Mr. Casey was 
very supportive since he bdieved that the medical evidence proved that I couldn't 
have caused the injuries. 
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48. I filed my own post-trial motion on ineffective assistance of counsel. At first the 
judge denied the motions without hearing the evidence. Later, she had a hearing. 
One of the issues was my right to testify on my own behalf. Mr. Holman told the 
court that he told me of this right, and the court said she usually advised 
defendants of it, too. Mr. Holman may have believed that he told me this but he 
did not do so, and the trans~ript shows that the Court dido 't either. I would have 
remembered if anyone told me of this right since I wanted to testify. 

49. Appeal. After the trial, my mother cleaned houses to pay for a private appellate 
lawyer. The lawyer first said she would charge $10,000 for the appeal. Later, she 
said she wouldn't complete the appeal unless she was given more money. I 
believe that my mother raised another $5,000 or so. My mother was not well, and 
I believe this contributed to her early death. 

50. Even so, the appellate lawyer refused to argue that the pathological evidence 
proved that I was innocent. One of the appellate judges understood this from Dr. 
Teas' letter. The other two judges said, essentially, that the judge was free to 
ignore the pathological evidence in favor of doctors who were not trained in 
pathology. 

I swear under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my 
knowledge and belief. 

Subscribed to and sworn before me this~ day of {i;gfj~;:-o()f'4 
Mt.~ 

Notary Public in and for the State of Illinois 

My commission expires S-2D-1o,z_ 
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OFFICIAL SEAL 
SHERWIN K. MILES 

NOTARY PUSUC, STATE OF IWNOIS 
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES S.20·20t2 
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STATE OF ILLINOIS ) 
) 
) 

SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT 
OF RANDY LIEBICH 

COUNTY OF DUPAGE RE: INTERROGATIONS 

I, Randy Liebich, being first duly sworn on oath, depose and say as follows: 

I. My name is Randy Liebich. This affidavit sets forth the circumstances of the 
police interrogations that were used as evidence against me at my trial. 

2. February 8-9 interrogations (17 Yz hours). On February 8, 2002 at about II :20 
p.m., I was in the waiting room at Rush Hospital with my fiancee, Kenyatta 
Brown, our daughter Angelique, and several of her immediate family members 
when DuPage County Sheriff Detective Greg Figiel, Investigator Boris Vrbos 
from the DuPage County Children's Center, and nurse Tammy Smith told me to 
follow them to a conference room to be interviewed. When we entered the room, 
the detectives told nurse Smith to take my daughter, Angelique, from my arms. 

3. During this interrogation, I was in a small room with only one door and a long 
rectangular table. I initially sat down in the chair closest to the door, but 
Investigator Vrbos told me to move to the end of the table in the back of the room. 
Det. Figiel and Inspector Vbros sat on each side of me, which prevented me 
leaving. Several times during the interrogation, I attempted to stand to leave, 
telling them that I needed to get back to the family, but each time I tried to stand 
up, Investigator Vrbos physically pushed me back into the chair and told me that I 
had no family here and that he would tell me when l could leave. 

4. After about an hour of interrogation, Det. Figiel and Investigator Vrbos told me 
that I was not to leave the conference room, and they placed another police officer 
outside the door to ensure that I could not leave. They then left the room. 

5. 

6. 

About 45 minutes later, at about l :05 a.m. on February 9, Det. Figiel and 
Investigator Vrbos returned with a piece of paper that listed my rights. Det. Figiel 
told me to sign the paper, and I said that I didn't believe I should sign anything. 
Det. Figiel told me that signing the paper just meant that I had read it. 
Investigator Vrbos interjected and in an angry voice said, "Sign the damn paper 
and tell us what happened to Steven Quinn or I'll see to it that Child Services 
takes your daughter and you'll never see her again." I was concerned for 
Angelique and felt compelled to do whatever they told me to do, and I. signed the 
form. 

Det. Figiel and Investigator Vrbos continued to question me. Several times, I said 
I no longer wanted to answer questions and I tried to leave to see how Steven was 
doing. They stopped me, and Det. Figiel said, "No, you're not going anywhere 
near Steven Quinn." Det. Figiel and Investigator Vrbos finally left the room. 
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7. As they left, Lt. Szalinski and Sgt. Kunz opened the door to the conference room 
and took me to another room in the hospital. That room had a telephone, and I 
asked to use the phone to call my family to tell them what was happening and to 
ask them to contact an attorney for me. I made this request several times. Each 
time the response was "no." 

8. At approximately 2:15 a.m., Lt. Szalinski and Sgt. Kunz took me downstairs to 
the emergency room where the hospital staff was watching Angelique. The 
detectives told a nurse to bring Angelique to me and I was allowed to hold her for 
approximately three minutes before Lt. Szalinski told me to take a good look at 
her because it would be the last time I would see her or hold her unless I 
cooperated and gave a better explanation of what happened to ·Steven. Lt. 
Szalinski then directed the nurse to take Angelique from me. Sgt. Kunz then said, 
"Why don't we step outside and smoke a cigarette while you think about that." 

9. Sgt. Kunz and hospital security escorted me outside to where Kenyatta was 
smoking a cigarette. Kenyatta gave me a cigarette and I tried to speak to her. 
However, Sgt. Kunz intervened and instructed Kenyatta to go back inside the 
hospital. Sgt. Kunz then asked me more questions about Steven. 

10. After finishing the cigarette, Sgt. Kunz and hospital security escorted me back to 
the fifth floor, put me in an isolated room and prevented me from leaving by 
placing an offi.cer outside the door. 

11. At about 3: 15 a.m., I was taken from the isolated room and escorted to a room 
with Det. Figiel, Investigator Vrbos and Steven. Investigator Vrbos placed his 
hand on the back of my neck, squeezed hard, and asked me repeatedly, in an 
accusing manner, "What did you do?" "Why did you do this?" and "You had 
better give us some answers." I told Investigator Vrbos and Det. Figiel that I was 
tired of being intimidated, and I demanded a phone call to contact an attorney. 

12. I was then escorted to the waiting area and the officers were directed not to allow 
me to call or talk to anyone. At about 4: 1 0 a.m., after I signed waivers for 
Steven's medical records, I was told that Kenyatta and I were to accompany 
detectives to the sheriffs office for further investigation. Officers remained with 
me until approximately 7 a.m., when I was placed in handcuffs.and taken by Det. 
Figiel and Investigator Vrbos to the DuPage County Sheriffs office. On the way, 
they stopped to get something to eat. 

13. When we arrived at the Sheriffs office at about 8 a.m., I was taken to an 
...>:_i.';;: ·;:interrogation room where I remained alone until approximately 8:40a.m.,. when I 

began throwing up in a wastebasket. Officers entered the room, and I explained 
that I had been deprived of sleep all night and was extremely sick and was taking 
methadone. I told them that I had not had the medicine all night, and needed to 
get it. I was told that I could not leave. 
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14. 

15. 

For about three hours, different detectives entered and exited the interrogation 
room asking questions. I told them that I didn't do anything, that I needed to 
leave to get my medication, and that I didn't want to answer any more questions. 
I was told that I could not leave. 

At approximately 12:15 p.m., I was questioned by Officer Richard O'Brien, who 
identified himself as a polygraph examiner. I was told that I would be taking a 
polygraph that day. I told Officer O'Brien and the detective who was with him 
that [was extremely sick, that I didn't want to answer any more questions, and 
that I did not want to take any test under these circumstances. At that point, the 
officers asked me to sign a Miranda form. I told them that I would not answer 
any more questions and I refused to respond to anything further. Officer. O'Brien 
and the detective finally left the room. 

16. About a minute later, Lt. Szalinski entered the room and began asking questions 
about what happened to Steven. I told him that I didn't have anything else to say, 
and that I had already asked for a lawyer. He was persistent and told me that I 
wasn't going anywhere and that he knew I was suffering from heroin withdrawal 
and was in a lot of pain. He said that the longer it took for me to tell them what 
they wanted to know, the longer I would sit there and suffer. I felt compelled to 
continue to answer questions. I asked several times for an attorney, and Lt. 
Szalinski said no. 

17. At approximately 2 p.m., Investigator Ray Bradford entered the interrogation 
room and continued the questioning. I told him that I was tired of being accused 
ofhurting Steven and tired of being lied to and held hostage. I again demanded 
an attorney and the right to use a phone, and I refused to answer any further 
questions, and I gave them the same information, over and over. At that point, I 
had been detained and questioned for over 15 hours. 

18. Investigator Bradford brought me a phone, and I called my mother, Linda Liebich 
and stepfather, Walter Sikocinski, and asked them to try to contact an attorney 
and to come down to the DuPage County Sheriffs office. After the phone call, I 
sat in the interrogation room in silence and refused to respond to Lt. Szalinski's 
and Investigator Bradford's continued questions. Eventually they left the room. 

19. After I again asked for an attorney, Mr. O'Brien and my fiancee, Kenyatta, came 
in the interrogation room, and Kenyatta accused me of hurting Steven. I had no 
choice but to respond since I hadn't harmed Steven in any way. After a few 
heated exchanges, the officer removed Kenyatta from the room. Lt. Szalinski and 
Investigator Bradford continued to try and elicit addition1ft statements from me. 

20. I was finally released at approximately 4:40 p.m. after 17 Yz hours of involuntary 
detention and repeated assertions of my constitutional rights. 
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21. 

22. 

After I was released, I called my mother to ask her come to the jail to pick me up. 
My mother and stepfather told me they had gone to the sheriffs office when I 
first called them but were told by detectives that I had been charged with first 
degree murder and would not be going anywhere. The detectives sent them away. 

February 13 interrogation. On February 13, Det. Figiel, Investigator Bradford 
and Assistant State's Attorney Dave Imielski came to my parent's home and 
insisted that I accompany them to the police department. I told them that I did not 
have anything further to say to them and did not want to go with them. They told 
me that I had no choice and that they had an interview room set up at the 
Hanover Park Police Department. 

23. I was placed in the officer's car, and my parents followed behind us. I was taken 
to an interrogation room and questioned for 2 Yz hours. I continued to refuse to 
give statements, and Inspector Bradford threatened that if I did not cooperate and 
admit that I was the person responsible for the injuries to Steven, he would be 
forced to tell the Judge and the State's Attorney that I refused to cooperate with 
them and that l should think about how they would view that. I clearly stated that 
I did not harm Steven in any way and that I had nothing further to say. 
Investigator Bradford then asked if he could bring in a tape recorder and go over 
the events of February 8. I said no, that I wanted an attorney. At that point, I was 
released to my parents. 

24. February 14 interrogation (Officer Robert Liebich). On February 14, after 
hearing that a t.v. news chanriel was reporting that I was "on the run" from a 
murder investigation, my cousin, Dion Liebich, came to my parent's home in 
Hanover Park and told me that one of our cousins, Officer Robert Liebich, of the 
Roselle Police Department was trying to locate me. Dion convinced me to 
accompany him to the Roselle police department to clear up the insinuation that I 
was "on the run." 

25. After arriving at the Roselle police department, I told an officer that Officer 
Robert Liebich was looking for me but it wasn't clear why. The officer told me to 
wait and he would have dispatch call Robert in. Dion and I stepped outside to 
smoke a cigarette and Robert approached us, telling me to follow him inside so he 
~ould ask some questions. I said I'd prefer to stay outside but he said that they had 
a room inside. 

"----£6:----IWbeft-ptlt-tt~n-att-interr-cgatffinreGm and closed the door, and beg~-ing---~ ~~~ 
questions about what happened to Steven. No Miranda warnings or waivers were 
read or signed. I answered his questions, as set forth in my affidavit. There was 
about an hour of heated intetrbgati®. I was uncomfortable talking to Robert 
since, even though we were cousins, I had only met him a couple times 
previously. I told Robert I was not on the run and didn't know why he wanted to 
see me. I said that I wasn't comfortable being questioned by a relative, that I 
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27. 

hadn't signed any waiver of my rights, and that I wanted to know why l was in an 
interrogation room. I was then released. 

My sister Denise told me that at about I 0 a.m. on February 14, Det. Figiel asked 
her to locate me and to determine why I hadn't called about the polygraph 
examination. I contacted Det. Figiel and told him that I had contacted an 
attorney, Dennis Born, and he could call him at 847-501-3388. Mr. Born had told 
me that polygraph tests are voluntary, unreliable and not admissible, and that any 
attorney would advise me not to take one. I told the detective that I was not going 
to take a polygraph test based on Mr. Born's advice. 

28. Arrest. At about II :55 p.m. on February 28, I was arrested, and sheriff's 
deputies continued to elicit statements from me. I repeatedly told them that I 
wasn't waiving any rights and that I wanted an attorney present for any 
questioning. 

29. On March I, at approximately I a.m., I was brought by sheriff's deputies to an 
interrogation room. Sheriff's deputies, detectives and an assistant state attorney 
were present, and I was verbally read my Miranda rights. I said that I understood 
my rights and refused to sign the waiver. They told me to think it over, and left 
the room. A few minutes later, I knocked on the door. When a detective opened 
the door, I told everyone again that I wanted an attorney. The sheriff's deputies 
then transported me to the jail facility. 

30. Reports. I have attached three police reports by Det. Figiel (7 pp, 3 pp and I 
page); a handwritten report by Officer Robert Liebich (3 pp); a report by Richard 
T. O'Brien (3 pp); a waiver form dated I :05 a.m. on Feb. 9 (1 page); and a waiver 
form dated 11:20 a.m. on February 13 (1 page). 

3I. Requests to suppress. I repeatedly told my trial attorney about requesting an 
attorney and how they ignored my requests to use the phone, and asked him to 
suppress the reports. He said that the statements didn't hurt his strategy, so he 
wasn't going to challenge them. However, he never took the time to get into any 
detail about the case or to investigate anything until the weekend before trial 
started. At that time, he told me there were no legal grounds to challenge the 
statements and that he wasn't going to w~te time doing it. 

I swear under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my 
knowledge and belief. -

Stateville Correctional Center 
P.O. Box I 12 
Joliet, ILL 60434-0112 
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My commission expires 5:zo.2012-. 
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~ident # 02-4531 

~ TYPE OF INCIDENT 

0110 Homicide 

cod NAME: LAST, FIRST, MIDDLE 
• 
c Officer Sullivan John 

#8479 

w Officer Rlipiak Thomas 
#19723 

v Quinn Steven 

s Liebich Randy R 

w Brown Kenyatta M 

w Liebich Angelique Marie 

.w Ll Szalinski 

vv Det Delgiudice 
•· . '. DetSgtKunz 

~ )et Sgt Price 
r-
w Investigator Vrbos. Boris 

w Smith Tammy 
Registered Nurse 

w Dr. Severin Paul N 

w Dr. Munoz Lorenzo 
Pediatric Neural Surgeon 

w Assist S.A. Guerin Dan 

w Assist S.A Brennan Liam 

w Assist S.A Reidy Michael 

w Deputy Chief Bradford 
Ray 

w O'Brien Richard T 

I Clark Karen l 
. 

Herron Dorothy J 

DuPage County Sheriffs Police 
Follow up Report ORIGINAL 

Page 1 

DATE OF FOLLOW- TIME Complainanrs name 
UP 

2-8-02 1950 Chicago PO 
.. . -=~ 6 

ADDRESS CODE D.O.B. s R TX HOME TX BUS 

10th District Chicago PO 165 Adult M w Cell 773- 773-7 47-5028 
2259S Damen 203-1779 

Chicago PO 1 Olh District 165 Adult M w 773-7 4 7-5028 
2259 S Damen 

16 W 505 Mockingbird 793 041799 M 8 No Phone 
Apt204 

16 W 505 Mockingbird 793 071279 M w 330-1432 
Apt204 

16 W 505 Mockingbird 793 100683 F B 773-722-7976 Cell 708-
_Apt204 646-5801 . 

16 W 505 Mockingbird 793 012702 F No Phone 
Apt204 

D.P.S.O. 512 Adult M w 682-7279 

D.P.S.O. 512 Adult M w 682-7865 

D.P.S.O. 512 Adult M w 682-7278 

D.P.S.O. 512 Adult 682-7802 

DuPage County Children's 512 Adult M w 681-2432 
Center 

Rush Presbyterian St. Lukes 165 021964 F w 708-366-3635 312-942-6191 

Rush Presbyterian St. Lukes 165 Adult M w Pager 312- 312-942-6194 
333-4251 

Rush Presbyterian St. Lukes 165 Adult M w Pager 877-
665-4050 

DuPage County States 512 Adult M w 682-7760 
Attorney Office 

DuPage County States 512 Adult M w 682-7669 
Attorneys Office 

DuPage County States 512 Adult M w 682-7669 
Attorney Office . 

DuPage County Children's 512 Adult M w Pager 722- 681-2426 
Center 8582 

15 Spinning Wheel Road 796 Adult M w 325-4404 

714 S lndepenqence Blvd 165 101564 F B 773-722-7976 773-736-9636 

4937 W Augusta Blvd 165 111049 F B n3-379-9440 773-41~317 
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DuPage County Sheriffs Police 

Follow up Report ORIGINAL 
r,cident # 02-4531 Page 2 

TYPE OF INCIDENT DATE OF FOUOW- TIME Complainanfs name 
UP 

r--
0110 Homicide 2-8-02 1950 Chicago PD 

-'-'· ·-"" 

w liebich Denise M 1231 Prairie Brook Drive 999 040670 F w 847-991-0731 847-991-464E 
Palatine 

w Patio Restaurant 7440 Rt83 722 920-0211 

w Mileusnic Darinka Cook County Medical 165 Adult F w 312-666-050( 
Examiner 2121 W Harrison 

··-POLICEACTION:REFERTOSTATESATTORNEY( I COMP.SIGNED YES I I NO ( I ARRESTS: TYPE II OF PERSONS__ OTHER _ 

NAME OF ARRESTEE CHARGE STATE# I. R.# C.C OR TICKET# 
-

NARRATIVE 

Lead# 1 
2-8-02 1950hrs. This detective received a telephone call from Lt. Szalinski at the office and 

indicated that there was a.report of an injured infant, possibly a shaken baby syndrome case from 
Willowbrook. The child was currently at Mount Sinai Hospital in Chicago. The Chicago Police Department 
~~ ··~d our office and two Chicago police officers were at the hospital. It was requested that this detective 

>ne of the officers on his cell phone, an Officer Sullivan. 
2-8-01 2005hrs. This detective called Officer Sullivan who related what information he had at this 

point. The victim child, Steven Quinn, a two-year-old male black was in critical condition. This child had 
trauma to the head, scrotum and bruises throughout the body. It was indicated that the doctors could not 
tell if the injuries were recent. The mother of the child, eighteen-year-old Kenyatta Brown and her twenty 
two year old boyfriend, Randy Liebich transported the child to the hospital in their car. Steven Quinn is a 
child from a previous relationship of Kenyatta Brown not between her and Randy Liebich. Also in the 
company of this e,ouple was anpther 11-day-old female infant, Angelique Liebich who is their natural child. 
The explanation tlaQQ¥ Li~bicnfgave to the Chicago Police Officers in relation to what occurred was that 
he was at home in Willowbrook sleeping this afternoon. When he got up he fed the victim child a hot dog 
and Steven started to choke. After Steven stopped choking he laid Steven down and the child became 
unresponsive. The reason given for their drive from Willowbrook to Mount Sinai hospital in Chicago was 
that Kenyatta Brown felt more comfortable at this particular hospital. Randy Liebich was very vague with 
his explanation. Officer Sullivan related that he notified D.C.F.S. in this incident. It was also indicated that 
the Chicago Officers would stay at the hospital until personnel from this office arrived. It was further 
indicated that Steven may be transferred ,to Rush Presbyterian St. LukeS due to his serious condition. " 

2-8-02 2020hrs. This detective caifed Lt. Szalinski back and informed him ofthe situation. He 
indicated he would be coming to the office. 

2-8-02 2100hrs. At the office Lt. Szalinski paged A.S.A. Dennis Harrison who was on call. 
2-8-02 2115hrs. This detective phoned Officer Sullivan who related that Steven Quinn had already 

·"'een transported to Rush Presbyterian Hospital and was on floor 5 (Kellogg) in pediatrics. 
2-8-02 2120hrs. Lt. Szalinski contacted the OuPage County Children's Center and was advised 

an agent would respond to our:"office. ·.c. _____ _ 
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2-8-02 2145hrs. Criminal Investigator Boris Vrbos from the DuPage County Children's Center 
arrived at the office. He was advised of-the4ncident and he called Assistant States Attorney Dan Guerin 
of the domestic violence section to relate what had transpired and information known at the time. 

2-8-02 2150hrs. This detective and Investigator Vrbos left our office and rode together to Rush 
Presbyterian St. Lukes Hospital. Lt. Szalinski, Det Sgt Kunz and Det Delgiudice also drove out to the 
hospital. 

2-8-02 2240hrs. These investigators arrived at the John L. & Hellen Kellogg Pavilion pediatric 
critical care unit floor of the ho pita! and m with the Chicago Police Officers, registered nurse Tammy 
Smith and attending pnysician Paul Severin in a conference room marked 537. The Chicago Police 
Officers related further that the mother, enyatta Brown was at work all day and her boyfriend Randy 
Liebich was watching the kids at their apartment. Around 1500hrs the victim child Steven Quinn had 
choked for a short period on his hot dog and at 1700hrs the mother came home from work. It was at this 
time that they decided to take Steven to a hospital. The mother and boyfriend had Steven for the last 3 to 
4 days, prior to this the child was being taken care of by his grandmother. 

Attending physician Paul Severin spoke of the injuries the child sustained. It was indicated that 
there was a bleed in the brain on the right side. There was internal abdominal injury. The child was 
showing signs of severe brain injury. Steven had bruising about the head, he had marks on his back and 
o,.. the area of his inner legs. There was a little blood in his urine. He was brought into the hospital at 

'hrs and went into surgery at 2158hrs., he was still currently in surgery. Randy Liebich and Kenyatta 
d1 .1 originally brought Steven into Mount Sinai Hospital at 1800hrs. Nurse Tammy Smith related that 
Steven weighed aimost thirty pounds and when brought into the hospital the child had a low body 
temperature. The surgery was in an effort to reduce blood swell to the brain. According to DOctor Severin, 
the child was grunting and not crying, he was also posturing, meaning he had abnormalrru5vement. 
Doctor Severin demonstrated this type of movement by holding his arms at the sides of his body then he 
push~d his arms forward up around his chest. He said that this type of movement was consistent with 
severe brain injury. It appeared the child had injury of a vein that is below the outer portion of the skull 
and brain. There were no broken bones observed by a visual check. The bruising on his body looked 
relatively recent and all bruising appeared to be of the same age. Anlopinion b;t Doctor Severin which he 
indicted would be a guess on his part is that the bruising occurred sometime between 24 to 48 hours. 
None of the bruising stood out more than the other. Pediatric Neural Surgeon Doctor Lorenzo Munoz was 
performing the surgery. . 

2-8-02 2320hrs. Nurse Tammy Smith was requested to bring the boyfriend Randy Liebich to the 
conference room for the purpose of conducting an interview with him. She said at least she could get him 
away from Kenyatta Brown's family members who were making comments that he was probably involved 
in this. Tammy also noted that Randy Uebich clenched the infant Anglique close to him in his arms while 
at the hospital. J -: · .. ·. -

2-8-02 2325tis. Tammy Smith brought~andy Liebi~ into the conference room. This detective and 
investigator Boris Vrbos then conducted an interview with him. Randy Liebich related that he was 
watching Steven this morning. The child's mother left for work at 1030hrs., she works at Car-Lene Market 
Research inside the York Town Mall in Lombard. Randy Liebich said that Steven sat down at the kitchen 

and ate a bowl of Apple Jacks cereal but didn't drink the milk. Randy said that Steven didn't want to 
.ything yesterday. After eating his cereal, Steven then played around with the small dog they have. 
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Randy related he (Randy) was on the mattress in the living room and fell asleep around 1430hrs. and 
woke up at 1500hrs. When he got up he made Steven a .hotdog. Randy said that Steven only ate half of 
his hot dog. Steven had a glass of water and when he began drinking the water he started to choke and 
then threw up. Randy related that he patted Steven on the back because he was breathing funny, he wa~ 
wheezing. Randy asked Steven if he was OK, Steven verbally said, "Yea" and shook his head up and 
down. Randy laid Steven down by him on the bed which is on the floor. This bed is a mattress on the floo 
in the living room. Randy said that Steven moaned a little then he fell asleep. Kenyatta came home from 
work at 1600 or 1630hrs and woke him up. Randy informed Kenyatta of what happened with Steven. 
Because of the difficulty Steven experienced in his breathing they deCided to take him to the hospital. 
Steven at this time was not talking, he just looked around. Randy carried Steven to the car, Kenyatta 
drove to the hospital. Randy related that Steven hadn't been eating, he wasn't saying much and he was 
not as active as he usually was. It was indicated that he still moved around and played but not as much. 
Steven was at his grandmother's residence for two weeks, he's been back with Randy and Kenyatta for 
the last three days. The last time Steven was at the doctor was two weeks ago, this was a general 
examine and he was fine. 

Randy and Kenyatta have been living at the apartment on Mockingbird in Willowbrook for the last 
three months. Kenyatta's name is on the lease and they both contribute to the rent. They moved there 
because the rent is cheap, they only pay ninety-nine dollars a month. Before this, Kenyatta lived with 

1dy's parents in Hanover Park and then they moved to Palatine. Randy's mother didn't get along with 
r .'atta. Randy has known Kenyatta for the last two years. They-have plans on being married within the 

~· next couple of months. They met at a friend's house of Randy's in the city of Chicago, the friends name is 
Charles. 

Randy works at the Patio Restaurant in Darien, he has been employed there for the last two and a 
half weeks. Prior to this job he worked at Foot locker in the York Town Mall in lombard as a manager. 
He lost that job after Christmas. 

Randy indicated that Steven is an active kid and that he does cry a lot. His li~le girl Anglique cries 
too and sometimes Randy is unable to get any sleep. Randy said that Steven is a bed wetter. They place 
a diaper on him at night because he sometimes has accidents, usually they need to remind him to go. 
They have to ask Steven about going poop to, sometimes he goes in his diaper. Sometimes he goes on 
himself and other times not. 

Randy was asked what kind of clothing Steven had been wearing yesterday. It was indicated he 
wore black sweatpants and a blue Rock a Wear sweatshirt. 

The following were some points-that were gone over. Steven was still sleeping when Kenyatta left 
for work. When Kenyatta left, Randy called out for Steven to get up, he did and came over to the kitchen 
table to eat his cereal. Going back to the time Randy said that Steven threw up, Randy indicated he 
picked Steven up and Steven's body went limp into Randy. Randy did ask Steven if he was OK, Steven 

•• ""(lpdded his head that he was. Randy was asked if Steven fell or btfrt'iped' his head at all in the apartment. 
Randy related that Steven did not fall in the apartment at anytime that moining. Randy fed infant 
Angelique baby formula around 1 030hrs and again fed her formula when Steven was eating his hot dog. 
It was indicated that Anglique sometimes spits up her formula. Randy cleaned up Steven's throw up with 

'<ins and the napkins were thrown in the garbage can at the apartment. After eating his hot dog, 
~n laid down on the mattress in the living room and watched television. 
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Going over the story again, Randy related that everyone woke up at 1 OOOhrs. Kenyatta got 
dressed and walked out the door after filling a bowl of cereal for Steven. Steven did eat all of his cereal in 
about five·t<Ytim minutes. Randy knew about the times he has indicated because"th'ere is a clock in the 
apartment. Steven then sat down on the mattress in the living room and watched television and patted the 
dog. Around 1400-1430hrs. Randy fell asleep on the living room mattress with Anglique who was in his 
arms. Steven was still roaming around. Sometime around 1430hrs or just after, Randy got up from 
sleeping on the mattress and made Steven a hot dog. Randy cut the hot dog up and poured ketchup on 
the pl~te too because that is what Steven liked. Steven ate half the hot dog, he had orange juice in a can 
also. Randy held his daughter during this period. Steven finished the can of orange juice and Randy 
poured him a glass of water. Steven started to drink the glass of water and started to choke. Randy 
indicated that Steven was gulping the water down fast. Because of the choking, Randy patted Steven on 
his back. When this was under control, they all laid down ooJhe mattress in the living room and watched 
Jurassic Park 2 that was on tape in the recorder. The end of the movie was never seen, they fell asleep. 
Kenyatta came home between 1600-1630hrs and woke them all up. Kenyatta discovered that something 
was wrong with Steven and they all left the apartment at 1630hrs or shortly thereafter to go to the 
hospital. The ride to Mount Sinai was about thirty minutes long. Randy related that Steven never stopped 
breathing nor was he ever unconscious. Randy was asked if he ever left the apartment at all between the 
time Kenyatta left for work and the time she returned back. Just after the time Steven threw up and was 

fown on the mattress in the living room, Randy said he left the apartment to go to the McDonald's to 
d , girl there for a cigarette. He said he didn't know this girl personally but has seen her on occasion 
having a cigarette outside. He described this girl' as being on the chunky side who has blonde hair and 
was about 18 years old. This girl gave him a cigarette and he returned back to the apartment, he was 
gone for Jess than 5 minutes. Randy left the door unlocked to the apartment and both kids were asleep 
during the time he was gone. When Randy returned back to the apartment everything was as he left it. 
Randy was asked about his dog. His dog is the type that is friendly and doesn't bark at all. Randy related 
that he and Kenyatta had not been involved in any arguing recently, that they have been. getting along 
and were pretty much in Jove. The only two children at the apartment were Steven and Anglique. No one 
else stopped by the residence when Randy was there with the children, he was home with the kids by 
himself. Randy said he basically laid around the residence most of the day. He said he changed Steven's 
diaper that morning sometime after Kenyatta left for work because it was wet. Throughout the interview, 
Randy was asked if he wanted anything to drink and or eaL 

2-9-02 001Shrs. This detective and Investigator Vrbos left the conference room and were told by a 
nurse to view Steven who had recently come out of surgery. Steven was seen in a critical unit room, 
nurse Tammy Smith who was inside the room said that Steven was declared brain dead, he was on life 
support. 

2-9-02 0025hrs. This detective went to his unit and retrieved a tape recorder and cassette tapes. 
2-9-02 01 05hrs. This detective and lnvest~~tgrVrbos went back inside the conference room 

where Randy Liebich was seated and admonished him Miranda. Randy related-that he understood his 
rights and signed the waiver form indicating so. He agreed to speak with us about what occurred with 
Steven again. These investigators stepped out of the room again. A taco salad was supplied to· Randi__ 

2-9-02 0115hrs. These investigators went back inside the conference room and again spoke with 
·y, his story was gone over again. He had denied harming Steven. His story was the same except for 
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the following. Randy was told that the bruises on Steven's head were inconsistent with what he was 
telling us. Randy was asked how these bruises got there and if he ever fell. Randy said that Stey~n fell c 
his right side when he patted-him on the back during the time he choked on the water. Steveif'reTffiihis 
right side and hit his head on the floor but Randy indicated it wasn't hard. Randy was asked if Steven 
appeared OK prior to him eating his hot dog and having his orange juice. Randy indicated that he was. 

2-9-02 021 Ohrs. The interview with Randy ended. Randy wanted to go to the room where Steven 
was, he was instructed that he couldn't at his time. Randy then went with Lt Szalinski and Sgt Kunz to tht 
family area room. 

2-9-02 0230hrs. This detective, Investigator Vrbos, Det Delgiudice and Assistant S.A. liam 
Brennan discussed this incident in the conference room. 

2-9-02 0315hrs. Randy was approached again by this detective and Investigator Vrbos in the 
family area waiting area. Randy was brought over to see Steven and to view the injuries on Steven's 
body. Nurse Tammy Smith was also in the room. A conversation with Randy concerning the condition of 
Steven was conducted in this room. Randy was advised that Steven was clinically brain dead. These 
investigators questioned him as to why this happened and that his story on the events that occurred 
Friday were inconsistent with the severe injuries sustained by Steven. 

2-9-02 0325hrs. Randy returned back to the family waiting room. 
2-9-02 0340hrs. This detective, Investigator Vrbos, Lt Sza!inski and A.S.A. liam Brennan spoke 

·in in the conference room discussing this incident. Lt. Szalinski was on the telephone with Det Sgt 
who was at the Willowbrook apartment. . 
2-9-02 0405hrs. Hospital waivers were filled out for a full set of medical records on Steven Quinn. 

these were signed by Randy and Kenyatta. Based on the information received, A.SA. Brennan indicated 
that Randy Liebich and Kenyatta Brown were to accompany us to the Sheriffs Office for further 
investigation into this m~tter. 

2-9-02 0515hrs. This detective spoke with Price on the phone, he read small portions of Kenyatta's 
diary. Det Sgt Kunz had supplied information on this. He had spoken with Kenyatta who told him that the 
diary was in her purse inside the apartment and gave permission to retrieve it. 

2-9-02 0550hrs. This detective and Det Degiudice checked Randy liebich's car, a red 1989 Grand 
AM, Illinois plate of 218 5639, vin 1 G2NE54D81 C257240 parked outside in front of the emergency room. 
The keys were obtained from Kenyatta. Nothing of evidentiary value was located within. The·vehicles 
trunk would not open. Kenyatta had told us that the trunk would not open even with the key. 

2-9-02 0700hrs. This detective left Rush hospital with Investigator Vrbos and Randy Liebich. 
2-9-02 0750hrs. This detective initiated a stop for food at McDonald's on the corner of Rt 38 and 

County Farm Road in Wheaton. An orange juice and potato cake was purchased for Randy. After the 
order was made, Randy related that he didn't like McDonald's so we drove across the street to Burger 
King where Randy was ordered a chicken sandwich by his request. 

2-9-02 0800hrs. Arriv~..Mttne Sheriffs Office, Randy was provided with a seat in the intervieW<..: 
room where he ate. ~~ ·~· _.,.. 

2-9-02 0830hrs. A.S.A. Michael Reidy arrived at our office. Deputy Chief Ray Bradford from the 
DuPage County Children's Center was notified and was en route to our office. · 
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2-9-02 0840hrs. Randy threw up in a waste paper basket inside the interview room. Randy 
indicated that he was addicted to a twenty dollar a day heroin habit. Randy said that he has been on the 
synthetic narcotic Methadone for the last three-weeks and his supply was out. 

2-9-02 0900hrs. Lt Szalinski paged polygraph examiner Richard O'Brien. 
2-9-02 1 025hrs Richard O'Brien answered the page and indicated that he would be on his way to 

our office. 
2-9-02 1 045hrs. This detective paged Det Ledogar and spoke with him by phone. Det Ledogar was 

requested to stop by the McDonald's across the street from Randy and Kenyatta's apartment in 
Willowbrook and locate the chunky eighteen-year-old blonde girl who Randy said gave him a cigarette 
yesterday afternoon. 

2-9-02 1150hrs. Richard O'Brien arrived at our office. O'Brien was briefed by Lt. Szalinski on what 
had transpired in this incident. 

2-9-02 1215hrs. Richard O'Brien made his original contact with Randy Liebich in the interview 
room. Randy indicated to him that he didn't want to take the test today. 

2-9-02 1330hrs. Lt. Szalinski conducted an interview with Randy Liebich in the interview room. 
2-9-02 1355hrs. Richard O'Brien made original contact with Kenyatta Brown in the second 

interview room. It was decided by O'Brien that the polygraph test would not be given to Kenyatta today. 
Kenyatta did agree to take the test tomorrow. 

2-9-02 1400hrs. Investigator Ray Bradford from the DuPage County Children's Center joined Lt 
·'nski and Randy Liebich in the interview room. 

2-9-P-4 1455hrs. Kenyatta Brown asked Richard O'Brien if she could speak with Randy Liebich 
about what happened to her son. Richard O'Brien brought Kenyatta into the interview room where Randy 
was seated. 

2-9-02 1510hrs. Both were separated, Kenyatta returned back to the interview room she was 
originally in. 

2-9-02 1640hrs. It was decided by the State's Attorney Office that both Kenyatta Brown and Randy 
Liebich would not have any criminal charges filed against them at this time. They both left our office 
several minutes apart from one another. 
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02-12-02 0815hrs. While this detective was on the telephone with another party, Randy Liebich 

called and left a voice message. He said that he heard this detective wanted to speak with him and that 

he would call back in a little while. No phone number or other information was provided. 

02-12-02 1500hrs. After no further attempt was made by Randy Liebich to call this detective, a call 

was made to his sister Denise Liebich. She was found to be home and was asked if Randy was with her. 

Denise-said he wasn't and she was asked if she knew where he was. Denise related she didn't know 

where he was. It was asked if ne was in Chicago and Denise replied that she didn't think so. Denise was 

asked if she could get word to him that this detective wished to speak with him. She said she would. 

Denise was advised that this detective would be in the office until 1600hrs and that if she couldn't make 

contact with hirn today, to please have him call tomorrow during the day. Denise related she would have 
.. ~ 

, Randy call. The office number was supplied. ··,it .. 'c 

02-13-02 0930hrs. Randy liebich called this detective. He was asked if he would mind being 

spoken with in person. He indicated he didn't mind and related that he was staying with his stepfather 

'"''ally Sikocinski in Hanover Park at 1941 Hollywood. Randy related that his mother was also staying 

m .... re. This detective advised on being at his residence within an hour or so of which he was in agreement 
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02-13-02 11 05hrs. This detective, Ray Bradford from the DuPage County Children's Center and 

A.S.A. Dave lmLei~~went over to the Hollywood address and met with Randy. He wasFasked if we could 

talk over at Hanover Park PD. He agreed and the four of us drove over to Hanover Park PD. 

02-13-02 1120hrs. In one of the departments interview rooms, this detective and Ray Bradford 

spoke with Randy. He was admonished Miranda, he indicated he understood his rights and agreed to 

speak with us after signing the waiver form. 

Randy was advised of the medical evidence against him. That we knew he was responsible for the 

tragedy to Steven. That he was at the apartment by himself with the children. That he probably didn't 

think the injuries Steven sustained were as serious as they were. How this could have been an accident 

on his part and that he didn't intend for this to happen. That he was the only one who could help himself. 

Randy would sit and listen for long periods of time and on occasion when the subject of harming Steven 

was brought up he would say that he'd never hurt Steven like that. Randy would say that he loved Steven 

"· touldn't do that to him. Various other subjects were covered which included how a judge, a jury and 

th, cates Attorney would view him. How his family would view him. Randy was told that nothing could be 

promised to him and that we could not make any deals but that his cooperation and any regret on his part 

could be passed on to the prosecutor's office. This was the general conversation with Randy. It was 

discussed in a very repetitive manner, which lasted two and a half hours. In addition to denying he hurt 

Steven, Randy indicated that just before he and Kenyatta left for Mount Sinai hospital with Steven, he 

took his dog out to relieve itself. When he returned back to the apartment they left. 

02-13-02 1350hrs. Ray Bradford left the interview room, this detective stayed with Randy. The 

conversation continued on about how his family would view him. Randy was asked and indicated that he 

had only eaten twice since last Saturday and that he wasn't getting the proper rest he should. This 

detective expressed the fact that he needed to release this from within because it was built up inside of 

him, that he should to do this for his daughter Angelique and especially for Steven. Randy started to cry 

but continued to deny hurting Steven. , 

02-13-02 410nrs. Ray Bradford returned back inside the interview room, he asked Randy if he 

was wil1n o be wired when he spoke with Kenyatta, he related he would. (This was only asked to find 
o.· . 

hat Randy's reaction would be, there was no intention on going through with this). Randy was also 
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asked if he would take the polygraph today, Randy said he wouldn't take it today because he was still sick 

due to his heroin habit. Randy was,;<a~d if we could audiotape his account of events that occurred orr''c:~ 

Friday the 8th, he agreed to do this. This detective left the room to get the tape recorder, Ray Bradford 

remained with Randy. This detective returned to the interview room after a few minutes to obtain the car 

keys from Ray Bradford. The door to the interview room was opened and Ray Bradford indicated that 

Randy had asked for an attorney. 
- -----------------

· Randy was brought out to the lobby, his mother Linda Liebich was there waiting for him. Before 

leaving with his mother, Randy was asked if he would take the polygraph tomorrow. He related that if he 

could obtain his methadone supply he would definitely do so. Randy was advised to call this detective 

(supplied him a business card) tomorrow at 0900hrs so the examtR.e. could be set up. Randy said he 

would call. 

02-14-02 0955hrs. Randy Liebich had not called. This detective called the cell phone number of 

y Sicosinski, the stepfather of Randy Liebich. No one answered the Nextel phone. 

02-14-02 1000hrs.Denise Liebich was called, it was indicated that her brother Randy'didn't call 

this detective at the previously arranged time of 0900hrs. Denise related that she would call a neighbor by 

Wally Sicosinski's residence and have them go to their door to deliver the message to Randy. 

02-14-02 1010hrs. Randy Liebich called this detective on Wally's cell phone. He was advised that· 

the polygraph examiner was scheduled to be in our office between 1400-1430hrs today. Randy was 

asked if he needed a ride to our office, he related he didn't, that he had a ride. Randy related that he 

would be in at 1400-1415hrs. 

02-14-02 1419hrs. Randy Liebich called and related that he called an attorney, a Dennis Born 

(847-501-3388) who told him not to come in and take the test. Randy was advised that the test was 

voluntary, that the decision to take one was entirely up to him and any attorney would tell him not to take 

one. An offer was again made to supply him with a ride. It was indicated that even if he wasn't feeling that 

well he should take it. ~ jndicated that he wasn't going to come in today and that he hasn't been able 

to get his methadone. Randy was further advised that Kenyatta took the polygraph test when asked and 

that this detective wished he would reconsider. Randy related he wasn't coming in today. 
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Ric~ard T. O'Brien & Associates, Inc. 
15 SPINNING WHEEL ROAD 
SUITE 14-B 
HINSDALE, ILLINOIS 60521 

February 12, 2002 

LL Thomas Szalinski 
DuPage County Sheriff's Police 
Detective Division 
501 N. County Farm Road 
Wheaton, IL 60187 

RE: Battery of a Child 

CHICAGO (312) 236-4242 
SUBURBAN (630) 325-4404 

FAX (630) 325-4734 

On February 9, 2002, Randy R Liebich, was scheduled for a polygraph examinatio~ but 
on this date the subject refused to submit to the testing procedure claiming that he was 
sick and not in the mood to be taking the polygraph test at this time. The subject was 
given his Miranda Rights, which he read and signed, copy of which is incorporated as 
part of our laboratory file in this case. 

The subject stated in essence, but not verbatim that the victim's mother, Kenyatta M. 
Brown, got up on Friday morning to go to work. She had prepared some cereal for the 
victiw, and the subject claims that he did attempt to feed the child however, the child was 
not very hungry and did not eat much of the cereal. Later in the day at approximately 3 
PM, he gave the victim a hot dog to eaL He claims that the victim was choking on some 
water that he had given him and he patted the victim on his back, and the victim threw up 
at this point_ The subject claims that the victim fell over, but did not injure himself. The 
subject stated that he and the victim laid down for a while. The subject woke up wanting 
a cigarette and he left the apartment to run over to the McDonald's restaurant across the 
parking lot from his residence, leaving the victim and his stepsister alone in the 
apartment. The subject got a cigarette from a female worker at the restaurant, and 
smoked it in the hallway ofhis apartment. He went back into the apartment and laid 
down until approximately 4 PM when the victim's mother returned home, at which time 
it was determined that the victim required immediate medical attention and they drove to 
Mr. Siani Hospital in Chicago. 

The subject claims that he witnessed Steven Quinn being beaten with a belt by his mother 
·on Thursday night, and that the child's mother also "popped the victim in the head a few 
times". The subject stated that he was present in the room but looked away because he 
did not like to watch the victim being spanked. · 



Richard T. O'Brien & Associ~~es, Inc. 
15 SPINNING WHEEL ROAD 
SUITE 14-B 
HINSDALE, ILLINOIS 60521 

Page2 
February 12, 2002 

RE: Battery of a Child 

INTERVIEW OF: Randy R. Liebich 

CHICAGO (312} 236-4242 
SUBURBAN (630) 325-4404 

FAX (630) 325-4734 

At this point, the subject declined to make any other statements concerning this 
investigation, and the interview was terminated. 

Respectfully submitted, 

aL fj)~) 
Richard 'I O'Brien 
Polygrap Examiner 
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Miranda Rights 

Date !J- f-0:{ 

He has told me that r have the right to remain silent and that I do not 
have to agree to be questioned at this time unless I wish to do so. He has also 
told me that even though I agree to be questioned I have the right to change 
my mind at any time during the questioning and can refuse to answer. I may 
also request that the questioning be stopped and he will abide by any such 
decision. He has further advised me that anything I say may be used against 
me in court at some future ti1ne. 

l-Ie has fw1her advised me that I have a right to consult with an 
attorney or in ~he event that I can not afford to retain an attorney one will be 
appointed to represent me. I have a right to have said attorney present if I 
wish during the time I am being questioned. 

I fully understand what I. have been told and I hearby agree that I am 

willing to discuss the /\\ Jr' 
/16vvD 

I agree to be questioned at this time and I do not wish to consult with, retain, 
or have an attorney appointed to represent me. 

I have been requested to read the above statemen_t, which I have done, and 
hearby state that th .e 1as b n no interrogation about the 

to my having read and signed this ,statement. 
. ~ ~ .:_ -- ' 



_______ ......._~;...__........;._ ___ __:____:_...:__ ____ ~---. -

DU PAGE COUNTY SHERIFF 
FIELD INTERROGATION WAIVER 

A. You have a right to remain silent 
and do not have to say anything 
at all. 

B. Anything you say can and will be 
used against you in Court. 

C. You have a right to talk to a lawyer 
of your own choice before we ask 
you any questions, and also to have 
a lawyer here with you while we 
ask questions. 

D. If you cannot afford to hire a lawyer, 
and you want one, we will see that 
you have a lawyer provided to you, 
before we ask you any questions. 

E •. If you are willing to give us a state
ment, you have a right to stop any 
time you wish. 

F. Do you agree to answer our ques· 
tions here and now? ,.-.. ~-~""-

·- . 

YES ... L....... NO -------------··· 

G. ~-£~--~--------------------· 
. Signature 

Witness 

Witness 

Time and Date __ J_;_~S,__fl:!./!1: ...... ~.-:..1.:.<!! 2.., 

-·-·---· __ s_o_-oo_2_s~--~'....=..o..·--c--~---------~------··--- _. -----·~· . r T?-?J 
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DU PAGE COUNTY SHERIFF 
FIELD INTERROGATION WAIVER 

A. You have a right to remain silent 
and do not have to say anything 
at all. 

B. Anything you say can and will be 
used against you 1n Court. 

C. You have a right to talk to a lawyer 
_ of your own choice before we ask 

... you any questions, and also to have 
a lawyer here with you while we 
ask questions. 

D. If you cannot afford to hire a lawyer, 
and you want one/ we wi II see that 
you have a lawyer provided to you, 
before we ask you any questions. 

E. If you are willing to give us a state
ment/ you have a right to stop any 
time you wish. 

F. Do you agree to answer our ques
tions here and now? 

YES -~--X2------··- NO -----------·-··· 

S0-00251 

!-· 
I 

~ .. 

·- . 1 . ;_ '\_ 'Lll 

. . -··---· - -~-·· -··. 

-.• ccc.-. . : r· 0 If . \ 

------··------· .· 

. --~ --
-------.. -·····.- --- _____________ _.-c-------------------



JOHN E. ZARUBA 
SHERIFf 

u_l.. 
(JL 2. 

ilL 3. 

(JL4. 
fJLs. 
&6. 

OFFICE OF THE SHERIFF 
COUNTY OF DUPAGE 

DUPAGE COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE 
RIGHTS ADVISEMENT WAIVER FORM 

You have the right to remain silent. 

501 N. COUNTY FARM ROAD 
WHEAlON,ILLINOIS 60187 

ADMINISTRATION (6301 682-7269 
CIVIL DIVISION (630)682-7250 

Anything you say can be used against you in a court of law. 

You have the rightto talk to a lawyer and have them present with you 
during questioning. 

If you cannot afford to hire a lawyer. one will be appointed to represent 
you without cost before any questioning. 

You can exercise these rights at any time. 

A videotape providing a video and audio record of this interview is being 
made and I voluntarily consent to this recording. 

I understand all of the above rights and voluntarily waive those rights. 

S~ture: ---------------------

Name: 
(print) 

I 
Witness: _ _.___-'-r~~------ Date: --'?Sii'-· ..... .J}f.::....-:._-_.o_.rt.. ___ _ 

Witness: ____ _,_._ ______ Time: ___ /_:_~_~--'-'&"-'.'--~::....!.---· __ 

Case Number: ----------

S0-00267-B 

VideoRtsadwv.doc 

-· 
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Incident# 02-4531 

··'"'OE lYPE OF INCIDENT 

10 Homicide 

CXICI NAME: LAST, FIRST, MIDDLE 
e 

w Det Delgiudice 

w A.S.A. Guerin 

DuPage County Sheriff's Police 
Follow up Report 

DATE OF FOLLOW- TIME Complainant's name 
UP 

2-28-02 2350 Chicago PO 

CO-PY 
Page 1 

ADDRESS CODE D.O.B. s R TX HOME TX BUS 

D.P.S.O. 512 Adult M w -~-· - -·~-- 682-7865 

SA's Office 512 Adult M w 682-7760 
.. 

POUCEACTION:REFERTOSTATESATTORNEY( I COMP.SIGNED YliS (xI NO ( ) ARRESTS: TYPE_1_ #OF PERSONS _1_ OlliER 

NAME OF ARRESTEE CHARGE STATE# I.R.# C.COR TICKET# 

liebich Randy R First Degree Murder L29676919 154095 02-CF 654 

NARRATIVE: 

02-28-02 2355hrs. This detective was contacted by Det Delgiudice at home who indicated that 

-:-.,dy Liebich had been picked up on the first degree murder warrant by Deputies Dubeck and Josie. · 

03-01-02 0015hrs. This detective arrived at the Sheriffs Office and met with Det Delgiudice and 

A:S.A Dan Guerin. 

03-01-02 0045hrs. Randy liebich was brought into the interview room by Deputies Dubeck and· 

Josie. 

03-01-02 0100hrs. Liebich was spoken with after his Miranda rights were read to him. Uebich said 

he understood his rights but refused to sign the waiver fonn. In summary, it was explained that the 

evidence gathered in this case showed he was involved in the death of Steven. It was indicated that he 

could only help himself and that the time to do this was now. Uebich was given an opportunity to be alone 

and think about what he was told. He wanted something to drink and also to smoke a cigarette, a Coke 

and cigarette were provided. He was advised to knock on the door when he was ready to speak with us 

again. 

03-01-02 0210hrs. Liebich knocked on the door, he indicated that he thought about it and wanted 

an attorney. 

03-01-02 0220hrs. Deputies Dubeck and Josie brought Liebich to the jail facility. 

This case is cleared with arrest 3 

CLEARED 
BY 





STATE OF ILLINOIS 

COUNTY OF DUPAGE 

) 
) AFFIDAVIT OF DION LlEBICH 
) 

I, Dion Liebich, being first duly sworn on oath, depose and say as follows: 

l. My name is Dion Liebich. I work for 6-D Aluminum, which is located in Crest 
Hill, Illinois (phone 708-487-1855). I am Randy Liebich's cousin. 

2. In February 2002, I saw a television report saying or implying that my·cousin 
Randy had murdered his girlfiiend's son, Steven. I immediately called Randy's 
sister, Denise, who told me that she heard that Steven had been beaten when 
Kenyatta was at work and Randy was looking after him. 

3. When I heard this, I was extremely angry. This was completely unlike anything I 
knew ofRandy, and I could not believe he had done this. However, since he was 
the only one home, he had to know what happened. 

4. Denise, Randy's sister, told me that Randy was at his mother's, and I drove there 
immediately and grabbed Ran~ by the back of his neck. Before we talked about 
what happened, we decided to go to see our cousin, Robert Liebich, who is a 
police officer in Rosselle, lllinois. I don't remember whose idea this was but I 
thought this would let us figure out what was going on. I gave Randy a ride to the 
Roselle police station. It was a very quiet ride. Since Randy generally did not 
trust the police and wasn't close to Robert, I thought that Randy was going to 
confess or at least tell Robert what really happened. 

5. Robert took us in an interrogation room. Robert was very angry, and there were a 
lot of raised voices. There were no Miranda warnings or anything like that. This 
was a full interrogation, with a lot of anger directed at Randy. Robert and I 
wanted answers on how Steven died, and Randy wasn't giving us answers. 
Robert and I had kids, and we were angry with Randy for letting this happen to a 
child. We thought he had to know what happened since he was there. 

6. I let Robert do the questioning since he was a police officer and experienced at 
doing this. Ranoy said that Steven choked on a hot dog and that Randy put his 
fmger in Steven's mouth to see if something was stuck in his throat When he did 
this, Steven clamped down on the index fmger of his right hand. Randy said that 

. when Steven wouldn't let go, he hit Steven on the side of the head to get him to 
let go. Randy showed us a small cut by his fingernail where he said Steven had 
bitten him. 

7. Robert questioned Randy on how he struck Steven, and Randy illustrated. He . 
showed a tapping from a few inches away that should not have hurt anyone. It 
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9. 

was almost like a pus~ more pressing than hitting. Robert went over this with 
Randy several times. Randy's description seemed like a natural instinctive 
reaction, exactly what I think most people would have done if someone was biting 
their finger. It did not seem like anything that would have hurt Steven. 

The atmosphere in the room was very tense and filled with anger, almost hate, 
since nothing Randy described explained the serious injuries that we heard about. 
Robert kept telling Randy this but Randy kept telling the same story, over and 
over again. Robert and I were very angry that Randy wouldn't explain how 
Steven ended up dead. -

Finally, Robert asked Randy if he would swear on their fathers' graves that he 
was telling the truth and the ~hole truth. Randy was very close to his father, who 
died when he was a teenager. Robert's father had also died fairly recently. In our 
family, this type of oath means a lot. Randy said that he swore on their fathers' 
graves that he was telling the truf4. 

10. At first, Randy looked at the floor when he said this. I didn't put a lot of 
importance on this since Randy always looked at the floor when he was upset. 
When his father died unexpectedly, almost everyone was crying. However, 
Randy, who was very close to his father and the most upset, sat by hlmself with 
his head do"W!l·· Titat is how he looked at the police station. Robert, who doesn't 
know Randy as ~ell as t'did, asked the same question again, maybe in different 
words, and Randy looked Robert straight in the eye and repeated that he swore on 
their father's graves that he was telling the truth and that he had not hurt Steven. 

11. Randy talked about Steven not feeling well the week before he collapsed. He also 
said that Steven didn't seem that sick after he choked on the hot dog but that after 
Kenyatta came home they noticed that he was making odd moaning noises and 
they took him to the hospital. Randy said he took the dog out first. Robert and I 
didn't pay much attention to any of this since it didn't explain how Steven died. 

12. Robert was angry and frustrated because Randy kept saying the same things over 
and over and wasn't giving any explanation for Steven's condition. Since 
Robert's father died of a cocaine overdose, Robert despises drugs and looks down 
on people who use them, including Randy. He was very harsh, therefore, in 
interrogating Randy. He wanted a confession, and he wasn't getting it. 

13. l did not know what to believe. I knew Randy much better than Robert did since I 
spent a lot of time with him after his father died. Randy could be easily 
persuaded to do things, but he was never violent and he was really good with kids. 

14. Robert kept asking me things like, "what do you think?" I didn't know what to 
think. Robert said he was trained to know when people were lying and that he 
knew for a fact that Randy was lying. He seemed to think Randy was lying 
because he hung his head, but I knew that Randy did this when he was depressed. 
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15. Robert asked Randy over and over if he could have hit Steven hard enough to hurt 
him or kill him. Randy always said no. I asked the same questions, and Randy 
gave the same answers. When Robert asked important questions like this, Randy 
would look him straight in the eye and say that he didn't do anything that could 
have hurt Steven and that the only unusual thing that day was when Steven 
choked on the hotdog. He kept saying that he didn't know what happened to 
Steven. Robert and I were angry that a three year old had been killed and no one 
coul_d give an explanation. 

16. When Randy was going with Kenyatta, I helped him get ah apartment and a job. 
When I picked him up for work, he talked about problems -~th Kenyatta. I didn't 
like the situation with Kenyatta, and I didn't want to hear about the problems. 
. ,[)S J... 

17. When I visited Randy after Angeli!ltte ~~ bem, it was over ninety degrees in 
their apartment, and Kenyatta was frying chicken in the kitchen. It was much too 
hot for the children, so I went" out and bought an air conditioning unit and put it in 
the window. When Stevetl went over and started to play with the knobs, Kenyatta 
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grabbed him by the left arm, opened the door to the bedroom and chucked him in, I 
like she was throwing a baseball. 

18. I saw this· from the kitchen_ table, and I jumped up and started going after I 
Kenyatta, saying, "tttiw could you do this?" Randy got in the middle, and I yelled / 
at him too, saying, "how can you let this happen?" I told both of them I would 1 

call the department of child services if I ever saw or heard about anything like this 
again. I told my wife about this after I got home. 

19. Earlier, Randy told me that Kenyatta would use broken coat hangers to hit Steven. 
I dian't know why Randy didn't stop it but I don't think he thought he could. 
Kenyatta was a strong personality, and I don't think she would have listened to 
him. I was mad with Randy because I felt he was condoning it by staying with 
her. However, it may have been worse if he left. 

20. In all the years I have known Randy, I have never seen him hann or hurt a child. 
He has been around many children, including my own son, and he never showed.a 
mean streak and rarely showed impatience. When he and Kenyatta lived with us, 
Randy and Steven got along well, and Randy seemed to like to have him around. 

21. When we heard that Steven had been beaten, it occurred to me that if Steven had 
been beaten, it was more likely to be Kenyatta than Randy. We all knew that 
Kenyatta hit Steven, but no one had ever seen Randy hit Steven or any other 
child. I don't think that Robert knew any of this when he interrogated Randy. 

22. Months after Steven died, detectives came to my home. They told me that Randy 
had hit Steven on the head so hard that his brain swelled and there was bleeding · 
on his brain, and that this was the only explanation for his injuries. Since I was 

. --- --·- --
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present when Robert interrogated Randy and heard what Randy had to say, I 
thought that Randy's attorneys would also want to talk to me, but they never did. 

23. Randy and Kenyatta lived with my wife and me for awhile, and they had some 
fights. I never knew who started them or what happened. One time, when my 
wife and I were home, Randy and Kenyatta had a fight in the bedroom. Randy 
left the apartment, and Kenyatta came out crying and saying that he hit her. I 
gave her a hug because she was crying. She immediately came on to me sexually, 
and I walked out. She also had men come by in Cadillacs. I told Randy over and 
over that he needed to break off the relationship, but he wouldn't. This created a 
bit of problem in our relationship. 

24. In my gut, I always believed, and will always believe, that Randy is innocent. I 
couldn't see Randy hurting a child or not telling what he had done, even when 
interrogated. The only problem was that he couldn't explain why the child died. 
Since none of this made sense, I always wanted to know what really happened, 
and I never felt that anyone had the right answers. . 

I swear under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my 
knowledge and belief. 

My commission expires B-PI•'( o3 /JtJI/ 

OFFICIALSEAL . 
·MARLENE FRANCES SZAFRANSKI 

NOTARY PU8UC ·STATE OF 1L.UN0CS 
MY COAO.fiSSioH exPIReS:OWY!t 1 

-~ 
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE EIGHTEENTH JUDICIAL 
CIRCUIT, DU PAGE COUNTY, ILLINOIS 

PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS, 
Plaintiff 

v. 

RANDY LIEBICH, 
Defendant 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

No. 02 CF 654 

AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER LILLY 

I, Roger Lilly, under oath and penalty of perjury state as follows: 

1. I am an investigator with the DuPage County Public Defender's Office. 

2. On February 9, 2012, at the request of attorney Jaime Escuder, I, along with 
Chief Investigator Jason Harvey, went to 508 W. Columbia Ave., in Champaign, 
Illinois, to speak with Kenyatta Brown. Kenyatta had changed her last name and 
was going by the name of Kenyatta Harris. 

3. Upon arrival, we handed Ms. Brown our business cards, informed her that we 
were investigators for Randy Liebich's attorney, that we were not police officers, 
and that we did not work for the prosecution. 

4. Ms. Brown agreed to speak with us. 

5. Ms. Brown stated that she woke up late for work on the morning of February 8, 
2002. She checked in on Steven who sat up from his sleeping place on the bedroom 
floor, said hello, and then laid back down. Ms. Brown got dressed, gave Randy 
instructions regarding feeding Steven cereal and letting him watch television, and 
then she left for work. 

6. Ms. Brown said that Randy had never babysat for Steven, or for their newborn 
daughter, Angelique, before, but that she trusted Randy to watch both of the 
children. 

7. Ms. Brown said that when she returned from work that afternoon, she found 
Steven lying on his side, and he appeared to be regurgitating and making a 
"gurgling sound." Ms. Brown picked Steven up and tried to clear his airway of a 
"greenish/blackish vomit." She asked Randy what was wrong with Steven, and 
Randy said that he did not know. 
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8. Ms. Brown said that she decided to take Steven to Mount Sinai hospital, and 
Randy said he would come along, but he wanted to stop by his job first, in order to 
explain why he would not be at work. After stopping at the restaurant where Randy 
worked, they took Steven to the hospital. Ms. Brown said she chose to go to Mount 
Sinai because she had recently delivered Angelique there and she was familiar with 
it. Ms. Brown said that she did not think Steven's condition was not serious enough 
to call an ambulance, although she also admitted that she was "young and didn't 
know anything." 

9. At Mount Sinai, Ms. Brown said that she was asked about "knots" on Steven's 
head by one of the nurses. She explained that Steven's skull naturally had lumps. 
Ms. Brown then said that she felt two bumps, one on each side, of Steven's head. 
When she asked Randy about these, he stated that Steven had been playing with 
the dog under the table and may have bumped his head while doing so. 

10. Ms. Brown then stated that Steven was transferred to Rush Medical Center by 
ambulance, where she was informed that Steven's brain was too damaged to treat. 
After this she was questioned by the police at the DuPage County Sheriffs Office. 

11. The next day, Ms. Brown stated that she returned to Rush to pick up her 
newborn daughter, Angelique. While there, she viewed Steven's body and observed 
injuries that she had not noticed the day before. These injuries included dark 
bruises on Steven's ankles, legs, and arms, nicks on the skin of his fingers and his 
left big toe, and and a scrape and pinkness on his scrotum. 

12. When I asked Ms. Brown about Steven's health prior to February 8, she stated 
that, two or three days prior, Steven had been complaining about stomach pain. 

13. Ms. Brown denied knowing why some of the injuries in Steven's abdomen were 
in a state of healing. 

14. When asked, Ms. Brown stated that she never saw Randy hit or otherwise 
discipline Steven. She said that neither she nor Randy were in charge of 
disciplining him because Steven was not the type of child to get in trouble. 

15. When I asked Ms. Brown about her statements at trial that Steven was crying 
the night of February 7, 2002, she stated that Steven was continuously crying for no 
apparent reason, and that she tried to get him to stop. She admitted that she 
spanked him in an effort to get him to stop crying. She stated that she "slapped him 
on the butt," but he continued crying. Accor""ding to Ms. Brown, in response to this, 
Randy stated "he's laughing at you, he didn't feel that." Randy then handed Ms. 
Brown his belt and she administered a couple of "licks" to Steven's backside and 
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told him to lay down. After this, Ms. Brown stated that she went to cook and she left 
Randy with Steven. 

16. While cooking, Ms. Brown said she thought she heard a slap and Steven make 
an "I'm hurt" kind of cry. She did not see if Randy slapped Steven, and she did not 
ask him. The family then had some dinner, after which time, according to Ms. 
Brown, she and Randy smoked marijuana laced with PCP, had sex, and went to 
sleep. 

17. Ms. Brown said that Steven was being watched by her mother during the time 
that she was giving birth to Angelique, and that she had not heard any report about 
Steven receiving an injury while staying there. Ms. Brown stated that Steven 
seemed fine when she picked him up on February 2. 

18. Ms. Brown stated that she had received some notes from Randy after his 
conviction, but that, aside from that, she has had no contact with him. 

19. On March 29, 2012, again at Attorney Escuder's request, I called Ms. Brown at 
(217) 402-0066 and asked her if she would sign an affidavit relating our February 9 
conversation. 

20. I read the affidavit to Ms. Brown and she said she did not agree with it. I asked 
her what changes she would make, and she said that she would not,sign any 
affidavit that would assist Randy. Ms. Brown stated that that part of her life is over 
and she does not want to revisit it again. 

Subscribed and s'f,;r_n to before me 
this -Y- day of n..i1 2012 

dl.Q,u~&P ~ 
Notary 

·--~~~oFFICiAL SEAL" 
Marysol Diaz . . 

Notary Public, Sta.te of llhnots 
My Commi$Sion Expires 11/08/14 

~ 





IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE EIGHTEENTH JUDICIAL 
CIRCUIT, DU PAGE COUNTY, ILLINOIS 

PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS, 
Plaintiff 

v. 

RANDY LIEBICH, 
Defendant 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

No. 02 CF 654 

AFFIDAVIT OF DENISE FOSTER 

I, DENISE FOSTER, under oath and penalty of perjury, state as follows: 

1. My name is Denise Foster, and I am Randy Liebich's sister. My date of birth is 
April 6, 1970, and my address is 1231 Prairie Dr., Apt. 3A, Palatine, IL. 

2. Sometime after January 27, 2002, my aunt, Debra Minucciani, and I visited 
Randy, Kenyatta, Steven, and newborn Angelique in Willowbrook. . 

3. My aunt and I brought food to the apartment, but Steven refused to eat. 

4. I went into the bedroom and tried to talk Steven into eating, but he still refused. 

5. Steven was wearing a diaper and aT-shirt, and I saw no marks on his body. 

6. I nev;r saw Randy strike or slap Steven at any time. 

7. Kenyatta and Steven stayed at my home on occasion, during which time I saw 
Kenyatta slap Steven on the leg and back of the head in anger. 

8. I am giving this affidavit of my own free will. No promises or threats were made 
to me in exchange for making the statements contained herein. If called to testify, I 
would testify consistent with this affidavit. 

Signature~ f96V-> 
Denise Foster 





STATE OF ILLINOIS 

COUNTY OF DUPAGE 

) 
) 
) 

-DRAFJ 

AFFIDAVIT OF DENISE FOSTER 

.'1, 
I, Denise Foster, being first duly sworn on oath, depose and say as follows: f--v- IJ T. 

. . . tC, 4 1 f:I{).'-~L-0" ';:). J.!~.J'OJG~~-6 k. -... G 
I. My name 1s Demse Foster. My address 1s · , I 
~. I have worked at a daycare center at a health club for twenty 
years. I am Randy Liebich's sister. 

2. I testified at Randy's trial about Kenyatta's treatment of Steven. Kenyatta did not 
take care of Steven. She paid no attention to him, she hit him regularly, and she 
did not do the things that a mother would normally do. Since I work in daycare, I 
know how mothers and children behave, and Kenyatta did not have a mothering 
or nurturing instinct towards Steven. She expected behavior that was not age 
appropriate, and she would hit him to make him stop crying. This was all well 
known at the time of Randy's trial, and I testified to some of it. 

3. Before Randy and Kenyatta got an apartment, Randy lived with my mother and 
Kenyatta would stay with them, sometimes bringing Steven. When I went over to 
visit one day, Kenyatta and my mother were arguing. I don't remember what they 
were arguing about, but when I turned my back, I heard a thud. When I turned 
around, my mother was lying on the floor by the door. When I ran over, she was 
unconscious. Randy also ran over. 

4. l was going to call 911 but my mother came to quickly. My mother said that 
Kenyatta hit or pushed her, which was obvious, and she asked me not to call 911. 
I didn't call. From the way my mother had fall~n, it looked l~k<? sh~. had hit th\! 
door. 

5. After seeing this, I was very concerned about Randy's relationship with Kenyatta. 
Randy always wants to see the best in people, but sometimes he is wrong. He 
does not have a temper, I have never known him to hit anyone, and he generally 
backs away and stays out of potentially violent situations, as he did ~ith · 
Kenyatta. We have many cousins (II aunts and uncles on my dad's side, with 
more on my mother's side), so we had many family gatherings. At family 
gatherings, children always swanned around Randy. Steven did the same. Randy 
is very good with children, but I did not think he would be able to stand up to 
Kenyatta. Instead, he made excuses for her. 

6. The incident with my mother caused me real concern for Steven. We already 
knew that Kenyatta regularly hit and shoved Steven. My concern was that she 
would do with Steven as she had done with my mother, that is, push him, or shove 
him, or slam him into something, with serious consequences. The incident with 
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my mother, who was not a fighter, showed me that Kenyatta did not have much 
self-control and that she did not think of the consequences of her actions. 

l swear under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my 
knowledge and belief. 

Not 

My commission expires 01- o1- I L. 

~~-~ 
Denise Foster 

of Illinois 

"OFFICIAL SEAL" 
Roger B. Lilly 

Notary Public, State of Illinois 
My Commission Expires 9/09/12 
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STATE OF ILLINOIS 
4 • ~ -. ~ • 

Uv;,_\...l 
COUNTY OF..m:JPAGE 

) 
) AFFIDAVIT OF MARLENE SZAFRANSKI 
) 

I, Marlene Szafranski, being first duly sworn on oath, depose and say as follows: 

1. My name is Marlene Szafranski. I am Randy Liebich's aunt. My address is 
/f'lSs; F !l~iin hU!iit.J!1!'Bih"lt&tiA4filii!iLillinois (tel. 815-693-8943 ). I work for 

M.J.S. Transport Inc. 

2. In the fall of 200 1 and 2002, I was the office manager at Carlene Research, a 
consumer survey company located in the Yorktown Mall in Lombard, Illinois. 

3. Randy worked at the Foot Locker in the same mall, and he stopped by the office 
almost every day to eat lunch or visit. Sometimes he brought his girlfriend, 
Kenyatta, with him, and they sometimes brought Steven, Kenyatta's son. 

4. Randy asked me to help find work for Kenyatta, and I hired her to work for me 
part-time. She worked approximately 10-12 times in approximately December 
2001 to February 2002, usually for about four hours but sometimes longer. 

5. If Kenyatta and Randy were working at the same time and Kenyatta was only 
working a few hours, Kenyatta brought Steven with her as we had a room with a 
television and he was well-behaved. Since they only had one car, Randy and 
Steven often carne to the office with Kenyatta. 

6. If Randy had Steven for the day, he would sometimes call me the night before and 
ask me to bring children's videris to the office. He and Steven would watch 
videos together. Randy would pick up food for Steven and eat with him, then he 
would take Steven out in the mall to walk around and ride the train. Randy was 
good with children, and he and Steven got along very well. 

7. Randy had always been good with children. At family gatherings, the kids would 
pile on Randy and get him to play with them or read books to them. He enjoyed 
kids, and they enjoyed him. Randy spent a lot of time with my son, Vince, and 
with his sister's son, Jeffiey. Vince and Jeffrey adored him, and he never lost 
patience with them. 

8. I only had one significant problem with Kenyatta at work. Since I took weekends 
off, I assigned Kenyatta to work with Erin on a couple weekends. After one of 
the weekends, Erin told me that she wouldn't work with Kenyatta when I wasn't 
there because she didn't like Kenyatta hitting Steven. Around the time of 
Randy's trial(?), I tried to find Erin but she had moved and I couldn't find a new 
address for her. 



9. When Angeli que was born, Randy was excited and happy, and he and Kenyatta 
brought Angelique to my office. They didn't have many baby supplies, so we 
went shopping and I bought some baby clothes and other supplies. Kenyatta and I 
laughed at Randy because he fussed so much over the baby, changing her clothes 
and making sure he knew what to feed her. 

10. I was interviewed by the police shortly after Steven died, and I am told that a 
police report says that I didn't feel comfortable around Randy and didn't want too 
much to do with him. This is incorrect. I saw Randy regularly at family 
gatherings and at my sister's (his mother's). When he worked at the Foot Locker, 
I saw him virtually every day. Sometimes he came to eat lunch or visit, other 
times he brought Kenyatta to work and either stopped in or brought Steven in to 
watch videos and play at the mall. 

11. I was concerned about Randy's relationship with Kenyatta because she wasn't 
mature and didn't seem ready to settle down. Much later, my sister Linda 
(Randy's mother) told me that when Randy and Kenyatta lived with her, Kenyatta 
had pushed her and caused to hit her head and lose consciousness. Linda told me 
that she didn't want to make a report but insisted that Kenyatta move out. I 
believe that Linda told Randy's attorneys about this incident. 

12. Initially, I didn't think that Randy's relationship with Kenyatta would last, but 
they were together about two years. In the last months, they had a place of their 
own, Kenyatta was trying to work, and Randy was very excited about the baby 
and being a parent. 

13. When Randy was in jail I visited him and told him thatJ needed to know what 
happened to Steven. I told him words to the effect of, "you're not saying that you 
did it, you're not saying that Kenyatta did it, and this doesn't make any sense. 
Since you were there, you have to know what happened, and you need to tell us." 
He just kept saying that he didn't know. I told him that the family didn't see how 
he couldn't know since he was there. 

14. At the same time, what the police were saying didn't make sense either. Quite 
apart from the fact that no one could see Randy beating a child, I wouldn't expect 
a person who had beaten a child to death to take the child in to work to show his 
or her boss that the child was sick or to drive the child across town to see the 
child's own doctors. Since none of this made sense, I felt that something was 
missing. I also thought that if our family had more money, perhaps we would 
have been able to find the answers. 

I swear under penalty ·of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. ·"'f -.-



My commission expires f~{ Y> ,)-/ P,l) J) 
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE EIGHTEENTH JUDICIAL 
CIRCUIT, DU PAGE COUNTY, ILLINOIS 

PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS, 
Plaintiff 

v. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

No. 02 CF 654 

RANDY LIEBl CH, 
Defendant 

AFFIDAVIT OF DEBRA MINUCCIANI 

1. My name is Debra Minucciani, and I am Randy Liebich's aunt. My date of birth is 
October 24, 1953. My address is 86o6 Alden Rd., Wonder Lake, IL. 

2. Approximately three days before Steven went to the hospital, my niece, Denise 
Foster, and I visited Randy, Kenyatta, Steven, and newborn Angelique at their 
Willowbrook apartment. 

3- When we arrived, Steven appeared to be whining and crying for no reason. 

4- He was wearing a diaper and T -shirt, and I saw no marks on his body. 

5- We offered Steven some of the food from McDonald's, but he refused to eat it. 

6. I never saw Randy strike Steven in any way. 

7- I do recall an occasion in which I was riding in the car with Kenyatta and Steven and 
Kenyatta slapped Steven on the leg because he was crying. 

8. I am giving this affidavit of my own free will. No promises or threats were made to me 
in exchange for making the statements contained herein. If called to testify, I would 
testify consistent with this affidavit. 

~ate: 1J)3j;g_ 
(/;5Z_ - T I 

Subscribed and swor 
this J. 0 d 2 ·''- nurciAL SEAL" 

k. ... ;·'r 9. Lilly 
--h-?-~~~~~~~--PI.Qtary Publit<, ~o.J~ of Illinois 

My Colil,misSion Expires 9/09/12 

Debra Minucciani 





IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE EIGHTEENTH JUDICIAL 
CIRCUIT, DU PAGE COUNTY, ILLINOIS 

PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS, 
Plaintiff 

V. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

No. 02 CF 654 

RANDY LIEBICH, 
Defendant 

AFFIDAVIT OF RICKY HOLMAN 

I, RICKY HOLMAN, under oath and penalty of perjury, state as follows: 

1. My name is Ricky Holman. I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State 
of Illinois. My ARDC number is &. Jo Stls:t) . My business address is DuPage 
County Public Defender's Office, 503 N. County Farm Rd., Wheaton, IL 60187. My 
business phone is (630) 407-8300. 

2. In 2004, I was an Assistant Public Defender in DuPage County assigned to the 
defense team of Randy Liebich. My co-counsel was John Casey. 

3. At no time during my representation do I remember advising, nor do I remember 
Mr. Casey advising, Mr. Liebich of his right to testify at trial. 

4. I have reviewed my notes concerning the representation of Mr. Liebich and 
nowhere do they reflect that he was advised of his right to testify. 

5. I am giving this affidavit of my own free will. No promises or threats were made 
to me in exchange for making the statements contained herein. If called to testify, I 
would testify consistent with this affidavit. 

Date: J -2-C' /(__ Signature: ~~~ 
Ricky Hohikn 

Subscribed and sworn to befo e Il'!f>FFICIAL SEAL" 
this lC · './,-QI'l 20 ,2 Roger B. Lilly· · ' 

~otary Public, State of lllinois 
My Com.mission Expires 9/09/ll.._ 





IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE EIGHTEENTH JUDICIAL 
CIRCUIT, DU PAGE COUNTY, ILLINOIS 

PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS, 
Plaintiff 

v. 

RANDY LIEBICH, 
Defendant 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

No. 02 CF654 

AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN CASEY 

I, JOHN CASEY, under oath and penalty of perjury, state as follows: 

1. My name is John Casey. I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of 
Illinois. My ARDC number is 6~2. 9 /lfb My business address is 1725 S. 
Naperville Rd., Suite 200, Wheaton, IL 60189. My business phone is (630) 290-4252. 

2. In 2004, I was an Assistant Public Defender in DuPage County assigned to the 
defense team of Randy Liebich. My co-counsel was Ricky Holman. 

3. At no time during my representation did I advise, nor do I remember Mr. Holman 
advising, Mr. Liebich of his right to testify at trial. 

4. I am giving this affidavit of my own free will. No promises or threats were made 
to me in exchange for making the statements contained herein. If called to testify, I 
would testify consistent with this affidavit. 

Subscribed and sworn to befor·~·~ m, . .a~.~~~~§;;§;:~~ 

this 136L '-'! ((..Uj 201~ "OFFICIAL SEAL" 
-- Roger B. Lilly 

Notary Public, State of Illinois 
My Com!Jlission Expires 9/2.9/12 
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. No. Z--04-1238 

IN THE 

APPELLATE COURT OF ILLINOIS 

SECOND DISTRICT 

_, F~UTf~ ·~. 
• • •.. :--~ :...! ... • • 

DEC.t 2:2001 :; 
. ROBERT J, uANGA~, ~ . 
~PE~ TE COURT 2!1d DISTRICT 

. Rf;CEIVED 
OEC 1 3 2007-ii 

SAO 

_11IE.PEOPLE OF Tiffi STATE 
OF ILLiNOIS, 

) 
) 
) 
) . 

App.eal from the Circuit Court 
ofDu Page County. 

~laintiff-Appellee~ 

v. 
J 
} 

.Ydi::> 
SJI.D. 

No, 02--GF--654 

RANDY R LJEBICH, 
) 
) · · IiQncmilile 
) 

Defendant-Appellant. . ) 
Arin B. Jorgense11; · 
Judg·e,: Presidirig. 

. ~ 

. ~ULE 23 ORDER 

Defendant, Randy R Liebich was indicted on four counts of first-degree murder.(see·720 

ILCS 5/9-:..1 (West 2002)), one of which was later nolie p~~s~ed, arising out of the death of Steven ·. 
l ., • • • • 

' . . 
Quinn,. who was two yws old atthe time. Following a bench tna:I, defendant was conVicted and 

: . . 

~entenced to 65 years' i~prisonment. -~~ now.appeal~,~legi~g thefoilowing errors~e 
f . ~ •. . ! 

. ·contends that the trial co~rt failed to conduct an adequat·e inquiry into his prose cl;ums ofinetfectiye 
. . . . '· . . . . . . . 

. a~s~stance-of counse~e at~es that" he was_ not provenguiltY heyon<La reasona~le dou~t 

because 'the trial CoUrt ;eli ea .. on medicai .eVidence that was irtc6mpeterit, the trial CoUrt also matle 

· . kconsistent tindi~gs, and ·ihe Stai~ failed i~ ~ty the ~al-state ~enleni of the 6ffehs~ · 
. . I . . . . . . ... 

. he ~leg~s error k the admis~ion of ce~ o~irilon t~stimony ~f two ~hysidans who treated, St~v~~-
~IV h~ asserts !hat he ~as denied the effective assi~ee· of counsel. For the· reasons that foUo~, 
'~~ .: 

we affirm. 

I 
I 
I 
\ 
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-

· ·1No. 2--04--12~8 ' 

· · ·:·.I. ~BACKGROUND- , · 

At:th~ ,time ·ofth~ incident ·that ·led·-to ·the· ~eath· ·of. Steveri ·.Qui~ defendant resided· in:~-.;·: . . . 
• f. • • • 

. apartment in Willo~brbbk. ':Also_ -residing in ·the ·apartment. W~re:'K~~yatta .:Brown, defe~dantis:~[ ... 
. . - : 

gitlfriend, and Ang~Iiqu~ Liebich, th~ eleven'-day-old child-of d~feridarit and Keriyatta: From ilin~ to;. :_ .. : - . ·. 
. ·i .. . '; ' _: . ·. · .. · .··.-

time, Steven would ·also: stay at the' apartment. Steven was Kenyatta's child from· a•.previotis ~· . ; . .. .. 

relationship. O~Feb~~ 8,•:2004, St;ven:Was left in·$_e care ofaefendant.while his mother ~a; at - ·;' 
. . .· . : • • I . :. ;,_ .. ... _ .. 

w~rk: .. Defendant and K(myatta took .. Ste~e~~ to:-Mount~S~ai 'HosPI~'al -in Chicago later: that d~y·.'; __ 
· because ·Steven. was exhibiting :.signs i of :certain medica.L:pr~blems, !Whlch ~e will discuss iater.: .· .: 

. . . . :· ~ ·; . 

Subsequeritl~,. he was.tr~nsferred ~o-Rush Presbyterian;;Hospitai due 'to the·severity of.a he~.cnrijury~ ·, . . .. , . . . . . . 
= . ' 

he had ~~ffered: Steven Jas evenniatiy.taken off a:~entilator; imo he-died on·~·ebruary 11 ,1200·{ ~The.·:·!··- · · 
. ' . . . . ·: . . .. . . .· . . . ' . . . . . 

· balance of what follows is:tak~ from the·evidence adduced at· triaL - . ._. .... , 

. . 
The first witness to-testify for tQe.Stat~ WqsKareri Clark; ·-Kenyatta's mother. When Kenyatta: ._. ... 

• 
was i 5 years old, J(enyatta gav~ bir.th to·Steve~. He _was bom·atMount Sinai. FoUoWffig:Steven's' : 

. . ! . . . . - . 

birth, he and Kenyatta.resided with.Karen fo~ about.two or. three months. Karen never.obserycii-:..··· 
f • - . . . 

. . ~ . . . . 

Kenyatta exhibit-any_ violence tm:V~d St~ven. ·_,When Steyen was about four months old/Kal-en took:;:·;. 
. . . . !· . . . . ., 

over his primary care, as i\enyatta.was too young'ahd iminafureto raise:a child. Dorothy Herron:·· ... :· ... · 
; . . . . 
l 

Steven's ~reat aunt, also ptovided care. -~t~ven.Wotild;hqwever,-stay~With Kenyatta dUring w~ekends: ~: . · -~. ~ 
. ; . ' . . . . . . . . . 

~~<i ~o~etifl:le;.ror.~o:wfk5 at:~ ti~e. i<~~~·ne~er.o~se~ed ~y.mJ~ri~ to:~tev~n·whf!h.h~·-~~ .· -~ ·. :. 

• • ~ ~ • • ••• ; , • ,~ 1 f ••• .- • • • • :. • • ' • • . . • • • • • ••• •• •• _. ... : •• ~-- •• •• 

··returned to her- care ... On.·February·s, 2002~'~Kare~ !was :called to Mount-Sinai Hospit.al; Where ·she · :;: · '· · : ·· .. ; ' .. : ·.! .. · ·.·.·.·.. . ... ' .·. . .· . . . ... · .. · . \ \ .. 
· ·observed-Steven.· The child.was'.lying,in b&hvithhis dothes:olf ·Karen noted thathisright.testide . • 

• j . . . . 

. . . ~ I .. . . . .. · ... 

. was .swollen .and red; but did not note anytinust.ial markS on his. thighs.· Later, .after Steven had b~n ' . 
I 

. :moved to Rush Presbyteri.inHospital)Katen again obseivcil Steven:: ~ShJ noted marks on his thighs :i ·· · . . . , . 
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that were _not ~Sible a~ Mo~t Sinai .and -~xplai~ed . .''They ~lJSt ~tarted ·appe~g. II The' marks ~~re. 
# • • • t 

. • • • • • • t . • ·• 

i~l . . ~-. ·. ·:~~: W~j)-marks,,:red;~es p~· ~~ ~~s,~his fo~~~ his-~-~, '~~cfs.· ~~ros~ _his fP~h and ! ~*_on :his . 

1 : . . . . : b~ck.~.~Jike pr~ss.ur~· Ql~~ on his ~eck.'~- Dufi!lg cross eX1!;fi1ination, f\aren;acknowledg¢ that she : . 
Q .. : . ·: < • • . _.... • • ;'. •• • . • • • • • •• • • • : . . •• • • . • 

~~l ·. _..: · ~ad_,toJd-a,police o:ijicer that!~e.~yatta_ ~Cl$;?D."~xcelle~t liar.~'; F:urt~er;~Kareri·~aq never ~en 
q . . . . . 1 

.. _: .. _- ; :_ : .. · d~~e~<tlll.l~tbit-s~~r~~-'... . .• !::-. ;: ~: .; . .·--: , .•. ; ,. ··' - '· .. · · .. = ; ._ -.. -. ._ 

·.~ . i • 

. : .· · ThC? S,tate--n~--call~d S~die BroWn._ $~die ran·a d~y.,.cru:e ~usiness hut of:~-e~ hom'e. 'The .. :··.· .. · 
.. . . . . . . : . . . : . . : ~- . . - . 

. :· .. . ··.· -~ent_er ha9 been'-in opera~on sin~e I99q and i!)Jicensed-bythe Depaqment ~fChildrenand F~ly 
.• . ~ ~ . .. . . . ; . -.. .. . . . . .. :: . : ;: . . . . . . ; . . . . . . 

, ~eryi~~s (QCf..S). Sa~ie is_.~eny~t:ta1s aul)t.·· ·Sadi~ proVided· 9ay .care for '$tevetrwhen he was in 

, . · · 'K~en ci~rk!~·care, a$-~~r~~:h'ad--a-jop.- .. Du,ring:tJle·.time Sadie·wat~h~d St~v~~ he appeared·:~ell 
• • :. • • ·.' • • • ' • • • ~ t •• • • : • • : • ' • • 

. . . ·., ·.. . . . . . t 

I. 
I 

nou.rish~d artd 'she never, :had any ,reason-to believe he '"'as abused oi negiec~ed: . 
. .. . . : . ·. . . ~ . . . 

_~enya~(\ Br~~ te~tifi~d ~at·~he w~ Stev~n's m_other.-. She was 20 years. old at the time of 
• • I • • 

'the.tri.al: Steve~.w~·her chiHfr~m a prior~relatiQriship. <She-met defendant when she was 16 years 

old andf·~oye~ in. \\fith ·him s.oniethne tth~reafter. : Steven WOJ.lld either ·I~ve =with Kenyatta and 

·. def~nd~t.or -stay1with. per m~th~r or·au~t. At the ti~e of'Steven;s·death;1they :were livin~· in. afi· 
. . ·. : . . ; . . . 

, ··apaf4n~itt.-in Wi,llo~brook ... On· J~nu.ary 27; 2002, Kenyatta gave ·birth tQ.' a daughter;-Angelique. ·:·. . . ·. . . . . . . . . . . i . 
. . I 

- ·D.e(e~dant iwa~ :tP,y f(l~er.- . St~ven stayed wi.th Dorofby·Henoi;I while·K;enyatta ~CU! ip the_ ho~pital 

. ': : liivipg birth: Steve~ r~tu~ed to_!Q~:Willowb~oqk.apru;t~ent.on February 2;~e002. He app~ed tq . . . : ·.· ~ . .. :· ~ . . . . •. . . . ·.. . . : . . - . . 

·, : . · ·b·e in fi.t).e ~6ndition. ,Q.Il the "Yay back-fro-m pi~king up;Steven, defendant and;I(enyatta bought some · · 
.. 

. . ' . . I 

. :- .. _PC!>.-~nd stopp~d at a, Jlark.to.smqke'it. · T4e 'childreQ wer~present. Th~y_~e:ll pr~w~.to Willowbrook.· ·. 
. . . . :_. ·. . . . . . . . . . -. : ' . 

. .. · ., .... ;, . ·.At the- ~i.me··of Stev~n's death, i(~n:ratta w9rked. f~r•Car -~ene Reseru;ch. AS part of h~r job.' · 
. . . . ·. . . ; . ' 

she·t~ok'·s~eys at the YorktoWn ·¥an in· Lo~bard. 'Defendant got- ~enyatta the job through his . 
. • . • . • • ....... ;. .. i ·. 

~unL•;Sometim~~, Kenyatta ~ould-brfug Steven ·to work wi,th her; sometimes-her aunt or mother 
o • •" * • • I 

' 
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wouid watch St~ven. St~ven was never-left home,with' defendant: -Keriyatl;a teStified 'th~t "dufulg in~'. · · 
.. · : .. ' 

period froin Febt:Uary. 2,--2002, to Februai';' 6, 2002, Steven had a ru:n.riy ~ose-b~t·did n_oftequiie· i 

medical attention:- .Flli1:h~r,: during that period;·she-did not ~isCiplirte or hit Steven/ --:f·,· 

. -· j . .. . ·. . .. ·-
. :Whe~ at home,.St'even would typically:foUow Kenyatta around the house:_ -Kenyawi·referred .. 

to him: a8 her. shadow. This behavior annoyed. de~endant.- -· Som~tiiries~:,~heri detendarit' and' ·steven:·· 

·. w~r~ atone in ~ rooin together, Ke~yatta woulQ hear a "bci~~~ .. s~~d --~d. S~e~~ri '-woitld--~r).: · __ -, ' .. 

. On.Februaiy 7, 2002, Kenyatta was home with Steven and·Atl~elique. 'She f~d Angelique and . . . . . 

prep~ed. pork chops, mashed. pot~toes; and. com· for -dinrt'er . .- St~v¢n! ~te ·a :!ew bites or·pork and 

refused to eat anyino~e;_so Kenyatta sent-him to his room. Defend~~ cam~ home at'abci-ut 8~30-p.rn.~- . 
. . . 

. ~d-·Steven caine ~ut of tbe bedroom. Kenyatta testified that she bad qot struck Steven In ·any way 

prl_~~:to ihis ~_irne~ · befendant had ·purchased some marijua;na before co.niing ho~~.: Defendant sat at· 

tM tabie; roUi~g the marijLana into a. "blunt}' . Kenyatta noted' that if~fe~dant's eres wete·glazed -~frd· .. :· . . ; 

·his fa~e was ''droopy:" She b~lieved defendant was't.mderlhe:influen~e'ofheroin. •'t 

! .. 
. , Kenyatta ~~ed St~ven ifhe was ready to fil]ish his food.- 'S~even replied-~no~ ~~·so she sent him · 

, back to his room. Steve~- was crying., Defendant' went into SteVen'~ roo~- and kenyatili he~a a 

. ·. "holl~~"-sm.irld. Whert-defend~t.em6rg~'from the,bed~oo!l't; i<e~yatta·askii-hini ifh~'-llad hii · . . ... 
. ·.J 

·s~e~eh, D~fehtlant. stat~dltbat.he had .hot --i<-enyatta went into ~e bedr~oin~t~· t~ ~~ an~ d>rrlt~rt . _-; 

~~e~~~-· ·sh~~ly·~~~ea~J~ •. _defe~~~t return~ to the:b~o~o~~~:~~- hf!;·and}<~ny~~a:·s~ok~d -~~~, ·· . 

:_: "blunt/; Steve~ was -~~ng th~ ~hole_ tlnie .. -' Aftet'finisli.ing: ihe "blunt;;, .th~-~~ ·sat orl ·the floodo . -
• . • ! •• 

:smok~ a cigarette. Defendant ~aid,· "Shiittbe datnn?kid up/! ·kenyatta t~ea tti ~p~·toSteveri; bUt 
-· :· ' .. 

-·h~. -W~ ~~t ·p~ying attentibri .. :She; "muff~d;' him io get -ius: ~ttention.. K~nya~a e~pi~11~d:.tl1a~ 't<v:o~. -~, 
.: • t • j . •. I • • . • 

.'"· • • "! • 

. "muff'' someonewa.S to shove them with one's fingertips on t~e side oftlie head. She told Steven that 
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. .:.: :S..~~~tjme-l~ter; Steve!} fame,o.ut ofthe-~oorn.~d.§t<ott~d th~t·h~ wa~ ;eaciy_tq··~qt ·ws food:·· 
:- '• • , •· '•~ ,·• • ' , • . ' • l '• • • - • • • ' • I : '' '• • • . : ..... '· .. 

·' ··: . ·.. ,· ·: St~¥en -~~~ ~l?o~t -~qliofllis d~~r.- _.She l~t .flln.l w~tch .te~evision fo~·a -~h~rt ti;ne -~d theq put ~to 
: . . ... . . . . . - . . . . . . . ... . . ~ . . ~~ . . 

· · -.' ·· . .' · bed: ... steyen\l{as ~l?le to walk no~ally aphis-time, and:-.be,sJepuhrough th~·night. 
. . ·. . . ·. . - . . . . . . . . . . ·_ . . . . ~ . -

. ·. · ·._: · . . ~.he~~ ~o-~ng, Keny~tta _woke up at about 9:45.a.-n) .. beca~l?~ ;he fmd to got~ wqrk. She 
. . 

~h~s~d ,~d f~({Angelique.,: .At 10 a.Iri:, she .entered. St~v.en_'s ~oo_m, ,and ~~e .said, ··'\Mo·~-" He 

-'. · .. : ' · : app,~~dJim: .. I_<.eny~tta got.oress~ .. Before.I~~g f<?r work,·-~he made a bo~l of cerCaJ for Steven .. 
~ . . . . ~ . 

Keiiy~tta worked until 3 :30.p.m; and then she r~.s9me.errlllid~. · : 
. ·. . :. . . - . . . . ; ' . - . .- . - . . . 

··. · :. · · . · · .,; .K.~l).yatta ret4med .to the ~partn)ent at about 1~30. ::She set.-down SOine bags t~at ~!I~ was 
.· . ·. ·.· .· . . . . ' . . . .. 

can).ipg ~d ~k~d defend~twh~r~·_Steven w~. Defe~dant ipdi~te9 that Steven:was lying·qn the . . . .. . ' : . . - . 

. . 

. :. · ·' . ·. pic~~d.up.Apge(ique, w}:lp Q~d ~et herself_.,pe(endant-staq~ t<;l get readyt~ go to work. Kenyatta 
.· . ·. .· . . . ·. . . . :.. . ;_ .. : . . 
.... • ;•.· • '1. • 

·;··.·. . · .. ' ~PP[(?fl~~~(i ,~teven and no~~d-~h~t.-his.br~t!Iing -was·n.9t ·norwa}: . .-When s~e .folleq him ov~r, she · - . . . . . . . . . . . ... 

. · : .. ;··.~bS.~rVed Pt~t J!i.s eyes w~re~~'just:lik~ a c~l~.star~·~and th~t:he.had :vomit in Pi,s.tp.ot~th: She asked. 
• • • • • •• • ·... • • • •• : • • • • • • • • • • ' • • 0 • • ~ • • •• • 

. ' .. Stev¢~ -~b~t ~ wrong;-_but:.h~ did n~t answer; ~Sh~ asked 9efendant pow J~ng· SteveQ ·hag:.b~e~ in . 
:. • • •• • • • • • .. • • ! • ·.! . . . . 

t .:- : 

tlus cond!tiop.:.Oefenda.Qt said, "Abbut ap ho1,1rf Kenyatta saw.fmi~ small red,mMks, "-[a]b<;lut the 
' .... · . . . . . . ! . . . 
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size pf fingers,"" on;Stevb•s neck .. K~nyaWi asked ·defendant _what~haa happ~n~d tcr Si~~~n, and· ... · 
. . . ! • . .. . . . . 

defendant said. that he did not know.· . · ....... 1 

Kenyatta stated that she n~eded·to use the car to take Steven·to 'the· hospital 'and'tbafsHe' 

might be late picking de~eridanf.up from work. Defendant st~ted he wotd<lacc~inpany·lie~'to the 

hospital .. Kenyatta toi4·d~end:ilif that he·n~ed to go' to work,~but defendaritwas-msisterit .. _Wbe~" · ·. . ' . . :. . .- t· , ... · ·. .· . . . . . . . -.:· ·. 
Kenyatta pi~ked.' u·p ·st_e~~Il; ·she,' was· .surprised that' defendant ·had·,ch~ged: his diaper.· ,-:Kenyhia; :, . · · 

·:· . . . . 

deferid~t, s'teven, ·and ·Angelique:~inbar~ed:for:the hospit_ai. on··the way to the ho~pital; they.· ... 

. Stoppe<J _by defendant's.pl~ce ofeJl1ployment ·so defendant "could,tell his boss that·he was;not ·~O'nimt{: . . . .. 

ill to wo~k: When d~f~nditnt·;Went inside to .. do SO; he b~~tigbt Stev(m With him; sd his boss ~dUld 's~e .. 
. ·. .. ·: . . . . 

. . . . ~ i :' . :. .. . . . . . ; . : . . . . . . . .· . : . .': 

. bow sick Steven was .. ~ey then proceeded to,Mourtt"'Sinai Hospitai in ChicagO' .. Moiuit·Sink.i. was.·· . 

the ~spital where- 'Steveh wa.S bohi, ,arid, Kenyatta felt f~mihar with it ·During ... the; trip; K~Jy~tta. · 

ag~ asked defendant :what_happ~ned: Defendant.st~ted that he: had fed Steven and thai:stetfen.had ·. 

choked, on a hot dog, Defe.nciant stu.ck his fingers into Ste~eri's.mouth. Steven bit defenda~t's'·firlgef:· '? . . . _: . . 

befendant:stated tiuit h~-~a:s:goj~g io.-hlt. Steven;at~trus point;. but Steven:let g6'ofhl~·f1rig~i-_;· · :! . ·· ~ ~. < 
. ~ :· . . . : . ; ' . . . 

! . :. .. 

When they -arrived at.the enie~gency room, medical p~rsonneJ ·imlnediately started to treat!., · 
.· 

Steven. Subsequently;,a doctor asked about a iump on Steven's head. There wi;e·ais~ bruises on · .:· · 
• • • • :_ ••• • ... • • t . •• .• • • • . • • • • • 

Steven's back.: She no~ed t~e marksth~t· ~~~ad observed earlier on St~ven's neck had g6tteri·bjgger.:' :~ ·.· 

. .Kenyatta asked d.efe~d~t:about'the im~p on St~ven's· head,.:~d defendant·stated·he did not kribw·:i .,i :· 
' . . . j . . . . . . . . .· ·. . - -- '. . ·. . .· 

how Ste~eh gdt it. . Whep ,a :n~rse took off· Steven's 'diaper,: Keiiy~tta: noticcii that o:ne of his t~~ticle~ . •. . ~ . . : . . .. 

. . : .. 

~~arks continued to appea/after,th~ transfer:·--:-J<enyatta'~poke·:~th·Ia\V enforceme~t perso~e{fr6rif·~~-:· .·· 
• • • • • t 

' 
Du Page county during this time .. She .consented Jo' a· search of tbe,apart~~nt. ' .· ... 

~ .. ! .• 
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.. 
... , . )).~qy_~t~~ ~c~g.wi~P~~ that.sh~ would .• so~etiffies p_hysi~y discipiple.Steven. ·This wo~ld 

I ~ 
I {~.: ' 
I ·r.:·. ·,· att~ption ~.a .. r~f9fsuch diSc.ip)jt)e:•·>. '· ,. ': · ': · 

. ~v9lve striking· him ·ori. the han.d ·or bi.i~, · Steven n_ever sust~~d ~ inj~ or requireq rn~~: 

I t. . .. . p~g c\os!':"""'llination, )\.enjattaagreed that Steven spent most;of his !if~ staying with 
(~,: ;- . . . . . . . : . . ~ . - . '; . .. : . ·.. . . . . ._·. : . 

. ·' .. :·· -~ ·. · · ·fe~~.t~y~s .. $h~ r.~i~ei,"ated,tha~.F~~,rucpy 8, 2002,-was .. the.only;tlqle'Stc;:ven-h~d been ~~ft ·atone·With · 
·~ . • • • . : • • ·- : ;: :, ': • ' • • • • • . •' ' . • . I • • : • o 

. . : : . .. . . : . . . . . '. . :: ~ 

·: ·~ ... · · ·4~(~n~aJ;J.L.'She ~~lro.pwledg~q. that there:~v,ere·thn~s in the;pastwhen ~h~ ~~d-hjt ·Steven with her'·· 
·. :. : .· . . . . ' . . . . .. . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . l . t • • • 

. ~-· . Qrujd 9n:!he,butt,-)?l:lt de_nied ~v~r-hittiQg Qim:ori•the-he~d, striking him in' the face, _throw4tg hiJil, 
.: :. :· ~ . .· ·. . . . .. ··.: ~: . . . : . . . ·. . : . . . . :_ . . . . . 

. ; p-~~~~ ~m.;~P ,by 'one aim..:oi.:~hiticing:~.·- 'kenya~ ~i~o clarified that a :ih-1~!, w~s ~~ruiy ju~t ~ 
• .... • •• _t: • :- : : - :' 

toufh With .~p.:re~ f~rc;e.Q~bind it Kenyatta•a<;kl)owledg~.~aving:pleadeh·guilty t9:a charge of· ' 
• • • ' • • * • • . • • • • . ~ •• 

p;o&t.i~t~~·m)n;Viilmeg;~go Countf.-·She agr~oo !}lat she.~ad:nev~~-~e~n def~ndant strike Steven. · 
":: 

0 
•• .•" ,· 0 

0 

•: 
0 

o 
0 

, ' • • i I • 

.... .Jo.hn qeOrgQpplpus,,~·managet.~t-the··P~4o·Re~ta~~t1in :O~en; als~ ~esti~~ for the· State: 
. . . :. . . . : . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . 

G~9.rgopp.l9.4~ w~s w.orkjng dt,J$g the-~v~nl.ng ofF~bruary 8;'2002:;·Defen~ant had been workl~g .. . . ·. . . . . . . . 
. . 

· at.-th~. P~tio .for· about ·two -woolcs a.t .th~ thne.-· Shortly ~¢r 5 p.'~., ·defendant entered tile restaurant · 
: .. " . . .,... . . ,· . . . : 

:*.· 

· .. _. · holding a. child. P.~f~ndant .e~l~·eq that hls.girlfrie~d.;s child w(ls si~k, and::he'had 'to take it to the 
• • • • • • • 0 • :·. • 

. hospital. Gt!QfgQp~lous .sta,ted. ;tQa~ that was fine.· .'fhe <;hild appeared sick to: <Jci>rgopolous; but he 
. . . . . . . . , . I . . 

di4 .not opserve any marks, on the child. Nicolas·Brinias, another'manager; later testified that on 

Febf!.l~Y.' 5, ~002~ defend~t -had_ ~o leavework.early.because'of a_' sick child/ Also, on February 6, 

. 200+, g~fenQ.cp:lt.mjsse~ ;wo~k;. wit)lOut' explanation: . . ... 

. . The State ne,d·calledDr .. Paula Green. JGreen testifie~fthat·she is a physician wlto'specializes ... ..... .·. . ; . . . . -.. : . . 

! 

in em~rgen<;y-m~icme.' .~h~·was.worlQng ~the ePlemen~y·room at Mount'-Sinai on the·day·tha~ 
. ; . . ~ . 

~tev¢_n was l>r.oug~Uh~re. ~A~urse.asked.Green to-'exa.mlne"Stev~p. Green ~ti~y thou.ght St~ven 

was experiencing a febrile seizure, which can result from a high f~ver: Defep.d~t ?Ud Kenyatta were 
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present. Green :had ~-. ccmversation ·with ·defendant regardiiig_,what :had .hippened :t61 Ste~en:-: 
. . 

. DefetjQant stated:that·-s(even·had:choked·on a -hot dog and ·had··beeil'xn'the;~state ·if. \vhi~h tn-ey· · .. 
. ' . . i . . . . . : ·. 

: . . I . ._ . . . . ........ . 

broughi him to the·emergericy-ro~m ever since, Defendant said-t.hal·lie did not pat'·Steven didne' .' 

back whe~ :he. choked.aiid thit Steven had'Iiot falleirof.bump~d-hlS-li~ao:·~ ffieeil Stilted·_lliit\i\lfing' 

bet .prst examinati.on of ~~even,· she·did hot note ·any -~i~ ·or tiaunfa.i:A_: s~~ri· ~e l~t~r:."ffi~eH 1.'·· .•. 
. . ·;:·; . . . . . .. . . .. ·. :'·!·· ·._: .. 

performed wha~ she. termed a."sec6ndary··survey. ••· Anhis··point;· 'she not1c~d .some 'rii:irk'S:'· This'_: · 
. . . . ~- . 

I • " ' • 

indicated thai Steven's. c&ndition was tacute, ith~t. is;·•'isoinetliing fthat] ;has-just: octhtteCI·.';i ~Green:,; .· 
. i 

call~d~eny~ita over rujd,jasked her if she had· ever• seetl" a· m~k that··~as on 'S~e~~h's ~e-a(Jlb~"fof~~· . · ·. 

:Kenyatta turned to·deferidant and said/'.[W]hatldi? you do to -m~'baBy:" ·Steve~ ~its gazmg·to.the . ·. 

ie~·which is_indicative ora head injury",:ana be:had a'btuise o~ Iii~ lip~ thete·w~·a:~f!d~·Eruise·JH 
. . l . . . . ... : \" ..... \ 

Steven's abdomen. ·Tbe·roJor signified an'injtiry occurring within hours: There were alsq'roo marks . ~ . . 
i 

~n Steven's buttocks ~d back. ,,Green exain.ined· a'photograph'OfSteVeii that was tak~ii. after'Steveri ~-

.left-Mount Sinai. It sho~e~Hruising, particularly lateral markS on s·t~ven's legs and feet; tnafhad' ' 

appeai~d-·subsequent to·'~he:time. Green· examiited· him: . Green'"also ·rt(:>ted "pos~g" hl1.Sfe~eh.:: 
.. . . ·: . . . . ... 

_"Posturing;, is an involunt.iry--nexion ortM extreliiities and is a si~ oneveie braili inJury. ):>f(B6:Ykih ; · · 
• . . 1 . • • :. • .•. •• • :. 

began assisting Gre~n: A CAT scan·tevealed,a "bleed;" so'a nehra·surgeo!i,·Dr.·Muhoz,1Was'ci.Jled: · ·' 
• I • • ·, • 

Munoz w~s working at R~sh Presbyterian· Hospital that -night;:so St~verf~aS'ttansported tiidr~:·o!,!i · · -~· · 

· .. D~ring cross-exruilinatio~ Green agreed thaurm&ko~ Steven's back c~uld .have beei'fcau'sea ;, ·< 
. . . . ·. .· . . . ; .. 

by· a;b~lt; bt.icktei: · ._Simil~iy; ·the marks ·on :Stev~n's ·hutt6c~ 'could )1ave ·b~h ·~~seC;~' by §~fii~on~ 
. ·: : • ! -l . . . • .'. • • . . , :. 

. ; l ' . . . . 

.... ·· stclking· him forcefully in "t~a~ 'area.· Also;ihe·trauma te&n; ·which Vias caile<i in aftef tbe'tesults of the·· ::; ' 
. . ; . . . . . . . . ~. . ,, : . . . . . . . . . . 

CAT scan. were kriown,:did note ab'dominal bniising while.Steveri_wa's_ still at-MouiifSiiiai: Ofeen: , .. _ · 

further ~~eed that lethaf~;"-slurred speech,= initability;·naii~ei; lack::o~ ;ippetite, and flilicky.:eathlg: :_ · 
; . 
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co~ld.jb,~-sxwm<?.ptS pf!a. ~ead;iiljury (though ·dwjng redirect, she ~t,a~ed . .t,hat she;had,never seen a ·. . . . . . . . . . : ·.. . . 

pe~~~W ~~~- a·.qe~.Q..iltjt~fy'~qh~.~ey~rit:y.qf St~ye~'s waUcing,'t~g,.eating, ~f pl~ying). · Fufth~r;;. . . . .• .. -· . . . 
u' . . ·1·-' ·. ·. a.p~.r:~~n ~P.o~ h~ ~tref.e~t~ ~~9-injuzy.call,r~.mai!t ro~syious, .Gi-ee~·fotin~·defendant's'll,o~-d~~·. 
r., .. ·. : . . . . . . . . . . 
~;~· '· .... ··. · story incre_gt}lo~~:-.'.Sh~ di9, hq:w,ev~r,' ac~oyvledge tb<ctt a laypersoncoul~ confuse £~hoking incide~t '· · · 

~~§·· ··. . . 

: :_; ·:· : ~· 
· .¥,~. ~ ~(!~.~/ Gr~~n. ~e~tpie~. !hat .at th~ tim,e ~e~yatta -~~ed defen~~t wbai he had ~one to .st~ven, · 
• • • : • • • • • • ••• . • • • ·, . = ' • • • • ·_ ~ - • • . : • . : • • ,· • 

Qr.~~·h.~4j:Q9,t.yet.:i~qi~~ted. ~q .. K~nyatta:.tP.at ·she;.~specteq chlld;~bus~Jwas :~~6Ived. Green .. ···'·· ·- .• . . ~ ~ . . . . . . . . . : . . . . : ' . . . . 

·· _.·:·d~c!}~~d .. d.~feqq<mt's,,d~tn~9.r:,as <;~ an<l resp~qtfU] d~g th_e ~e.he·w~ at .. ~e ·el!lergency·:' · 
. . . . --~ ·: . . . . . ~ . . .. ; : . . . ~' 

:·. · · ·. · ro~m:.cJ~~~ite.bj~ 9e~g.i_q!c~qga~~:by-9octors and.-nur~es< :· ~ .: · · . . ..... ' . . ... ·. .. . ~ . . - . . .·· 

. · 

-- ... 

' .. . _. .. 

. . Dr. T!.!!CY ~pykin, the o_th_ef ~pierg~npyroQrnlphysician who t~eate4•$teve~ ·a_t Mou~t:Simti, 
. . . . . : .. ! 

.~e~e~ ,p~Jo~ .th~ State.: Boykig st~teq that :tvfpunt ~inaiiwas a Ievel·~ne trauma ·center, the 
• • ·: • • • 1 ' . . • • • : 

. . . ;,bi~he~t d~~pjtio.n Of<!. tr~~:~ma ce-nt~~-·: She is boarq certifie~ in·emergency medicine .. On the ~vening . 

9f E~f?~ary' ~' ~OQ2, _Boylirl was worlWtg ,~t. tll~ Mount: Sinai. ·.emetge~cy room .. She observed . . . •. .· . . . 

. : ·. · de~~~9";P.,t ~g,-Stey~n;~Qto t~e 4ospit~t-·Stey~n:wa~,Jimp.; .~oykill .. as~I?J.~d Steven.had had a 
. . : i 

.·. :·· ·.febri_f~,s.~i~~e .. AQout $ree.~o (ive DJiQut~s l~t~.r,:.~omeone ~e and told Boykj.n ~hat Green-needed 
I • • • • • • • •. • ' ; • 

: · f1er,~$.sisJaJ~ce. ~he v.:en.t .to Stev.en.'~ bedside .and inunediately. observe~ that .. he ·Was posturing. 

· · · Boy~·w~s ~caUed to !he CA, T scan roachjp~ in the radiology-department.· Xhe person .that sununoned .. . . 

. . : : 4er ~tat~~ #l~~ th~.resl!lts Qf the (:AT 'scan·were .really! bad.~d; that_ Stev~n's flea <;I ~as full ofbl<;>od. 
- . . . - _: .. . . . . . 

. . . 

· .,. : Jloyk.UJ tv~n-_I·~. ba*Jo the ~J11erge~cy-<;iep¥.tment aDd· ~<;>rined_ Gr~~n··of ~teve~'s.cong.ition . 
. : : . . . . t . 

• •t ••• : 

.. , .!3oyhln th~n.wenJ to fip.q-Kenyatt~ aQ<hJefep.d~L:;Boylcin st~ted that she 'was·angry at.this 
- . ' .· . . . . . . . 

.. t~'?:, ;~he i!~plaill,~d _t~at she was angry because ~~-Stev.ie ha~ oqviously suffer~ ·a _s~vere brai~ iiljury ' 

_secqn<;lary to.tr.~~ma, ":lli.ld tf1at ~'[i]t wasn't secondary to the-hot-dog that they said-he choked on' . . . . . - . . . 

. ' 
earli~r.~~. P~fendant. was. ".yery·~. n.oncb~~t,~:,-which .further.ang~red ~oylcin. Boykin told 
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defeqdant, 'Tilt doesn!t look like.Stevie choked bn;a hot :dog at-all; it lookS· like [you J had·b~en sittiiig~. · : . ·. . . . 

at ho~e-.beating,•him -aU ;day.".· Defenaant:;did: not:·say:.anything a:nd just shi:Ugg~d .. Boykin told'~~ 

. defendant_thatshe.was:g-~mg·t~ contact the-police•andcDCFS. At-thls!p~int;-·Steve~·-wis·br~ugbt·' 

.. : ...... 
'·· • J \ 

,.._.: .. 

., 

.. •. ( . • .. ·· .... ·. . -::. . : ··:-.: 

Duri~g cross..:ex~natioO:·~~)'kin-te~ed-thafSte~en'could not have:possibly eaten·a hot"·, 

. . 
. . 

would have wanted to.k.now.of.ev:ents'-,tr~piringthe ilight.qefore.:Steven.cariie into the:emergency1· ~- · 
! . . . 

. . ! . . . . . . . . . 
. rooni, -Boykin replied no· because, ·had;he.stisthlned the injuries at .that-time; StevenlWould;fiave:beet1 ''· 

: . : . . . . . 

. dead by the evetllng·~~hat-~·~e·treated~lii~ . . ... _.. ·· ·;: _·,' · 5 
.• :. · :·. • . ; . . ! . . • ;; : •.• · '• ; 

'· .;" . 
. . . The ne~ witne~s-· called by. the: State ;was ~lene ·s~anski .. '.-'S"zafrariski. was~ an office 

. manager at Car:..Lene Research,_ where Kenyatta .worke(L: She-.is :defendant!s aunt: Kenyatta ,a.Js<?· 

worked for Car-Lene-res~arch. Szaf!ariSki·testified that Kenyatta-wotild sometimes bring Steven to. 
I 

·work. On February 8, ~0~2-,:Kenyatta;arriyed i<~workatJ0:40a.m,and worked.tintil3:40 p.m.· She··,:. 

did not bring Steven;with:her.onJhat.day. · "· · , .·. · · .-:= . . ;. 
!. .: ' . .. · : . :: . . .·: ... 

Letitia Beas1ey,-·~as "W~riang ~s,a riiirse in.the erqergency·room:~t-the time Steven w~i:··.'. . . 
. . . . 

brought in. She.testified .. that.she ~valuated: Steven whim he. first arrived tneri Beasl~y-hot~d .that.:-\. · 
. . . . . . 

• ! • 

. . . : ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ ·, .. . . . . 
Steven was not breathing nonnally and that he was posturing. His eyes deviated to the left, and there·,._ .. 

• • • • . 7 • • • • • ~ • • • • ~· ·,-. : •• • • • ·' • • ' . • . • ' • • : : • • • • •• 

· . was a· bruise oQ.the· right-side ofliis heaa: :Sh~ fated~Steven 'tlrfour·on;the' Glasgow Coma Scat e.; The :· . . · · . -: · · . . . . . ~ 

· Gi~sgow Coma:Scale.is a:scale foKr~oralng~a,per~ons·'~riscio"u~-stat~iiwhich t~n~es frorri J·(mo§t,,;i .". _ :,. · 
. ·. : . . . . .. ·. . 

likely. dead) to l5:(normal;and.ohealthy): :•Steverl's:.teiilperattire'was 94~-1,t:le~ees~~ Th~re were bruises:~;: 
·. ·i· . . . . : . 

to Steven's-scrotum. ··Ho*ever;·linear·marks,_that were photographed after Steven had beenitnovdh:: 1 
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'. 
·._ _to';(t~$h·,Pr.e~byterianJ-Iq,spi~ w~re•not ~yi~ible, aUhe.-ti~e-~easl~y ;perf~nned -her ·ex~tion:. 

• • .:s • • • -·· • • • .: • • • • • 

.- .. _ Be~iey ~<:l~s~rv~d ~~ny().tt'l. ._speakin~ ~o: <JefeQdan,t:·, K¢nyatta ;wa_s tearful ,a~~ ·want~d,to -'call her ;_ 
·. . .... . . .· . . .· . . ; . . . 

t:: . . . 
. t,, _ - _ ,_ . ~o4.e~> ~.Pefepdam .. tol4 '~~r.qo~·.to 9<> so: ~.DefendanHt~q-a='~:very.·~at ~ecti• and wa~p10f tearful. 

··I:· .. . , ·. .· ·, , · · i · . g/, : . ' .•. -' .. -Ongo.~-~~ti~n;!;l~ey<~~tlprtdefe~ffi!ut'S demeanorwaf not paranoid, n<Wous, 

. · · .. or .fidgety; She al~<? testifit?d tha,t she !idmini.stere.d Ativ~_to Steven. Ativanis.a mepicatic,m use~ to· 
• : . . . . • • . . . - . . . • I • . : :.··: .. : '; .· 

' . ·. tr~*i se~es andto.J'~~~~*o~t ~~~ [o~ ~ dy~tonic reacti~n, .a tighten~ ri~d re~cti6~:" · 
. - . . ~ '~ . . . . . . ·! . . . . . . . : . . . . 0 : • ; • • • • • ' f . . . 

·. · · · .. ·. ~- ''-:, -.Jhe riext·-Witn~~s .~ed bit~e. ~~at~ ,w~~ Sergeant:Mich~el-Price.-' ~~ce:w~ 4Ivolved.in the · 
. . : . ~ . . . . . ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

,• • • ' I I ' " * • ' •• • •. • ~ • ! • • 

.. · · · .: inv~tig~tio]J.into ~e.:dea~h·of~~eve_n beginnifi.g in th~ early:moming ofEebfl!ary 9,.2002. Price was· . 
. . . . • . . . - .i . . 

•• *, :': .• ·• I 

.. · - .. · . di.spat_c;~~~o~Ru~Q'R~~sQit~rianto.p~ot_o8rapb.S~even.: ~e arrived'about 2·a:IP:, After pbotogr~phiog·· ·' 
. . . . .· .·.•. o,, . .. ...... : : : . • . . • • . . ! . . . 

. -~ . 

; ·.''. _'steveil,.P.rlc~ w~n~ to defe~dant's ap~ent and took:severalrp~oto8raphs:ofit as well. 
.. ·' ... '' . . . .. . .... ·. . . . . . 

-.. '·': -Lieuten~t-E<hvaJ.'d·Kl,l~ ofthe.l)u Page Countj.snerifi's office then iestified that he 'arrived 
. . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . . . 

at Rush P.resbytefia,il Ho~pitai.b~twe_en -H :30.-p.m:· and midn!ght on February 8,-2002_; Defendant was 

. pacing ~ lot. --~ A.t ·._one• poj_J1t, -q~f~n4ant· st~t~d $at he wanted a .cigarette an~ 'to -see· his dau~ter. 

Ke~y~~a,gaye defe~dant a cig~ette, anq'l<unz:accomparued defeJ.1dant-o~ts_idt? . .There, ,the tWo had . '· 
• •· •• ·-· • • * • •• . • • • • • :. • • • • 

·a· conv~rsation. Kl.Jnz told defe~darit that he ~ad a son ·about·tl)e· same age' as !:)!eve~J.. · Kt,mz asked 
. . . . ~ . ' . 

·defynd~t if:Steven's cry!ng;was aggravatmg to him .. Defendant r~plied, "[Y]es, very:".' Kunz asked 
: ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . 
. . .. -h<;n~;de(e~d~t .d~~t'wi~~ :Stev.eq's 'crying:~ Defend~t,statedJhat he nonnally. does not have to· d~ 

: ?': . • : . • .. ... •. ••• . •. . ' • • • • . ! . . 

! .. ~ ~ • • ~ . . . ,. : .- ~. 

' 

. ,: ·; .· P.efendant w~~ gr~ted ·permission~to call·R1,1ben ·Martinez:out of order. ··Martinez·t~ed.-
• • • . ! . • • • • 

·. ~hat,;~e-h~~ .knQWn d,efe~<;t~t for abot,~t $even ,;ears: Martipez had :witnessed :Kenyatta' strike St~v~n ·;·. ,. 

on ol_le o~as.ion. Aecor~g,tp';Martjnez,; Kenyatta struck Steven:one·iirne,-ba<:;k .. hanc;led~ in the hea,q. 
. . • • • I . . • 

• ' . -i 

Martine~thought.that this inciqent occiu;red·at Kenyatta!s auot's house,,but Martinez.could not--say 
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.. had visited defendant several tim¢s while defendant was In jail. • ~ ,• i ! o I l ··".·j .. _=:· 1 

i . 

: .· . The State neif. called Tammy S~th." .Smitli.is:a·pediatric.and-neonatalint~nsive ccve'nu~se · 
.' 

'who;wor~s;at Rush Presbyterian,;·She:was working·on=the·ev~runi'bfFebhiaiy S;~-4002;.afia'~a5::.·:· 
' ·• . • • • . ' • •. • .•! :' •• • • .: .• ' 

·involved in Ste:ve~'s t~eatment. Shetniveled to MoUn.t' ~inii·by ·&nbUiim.ee to tran$ott SteVen to·· :. · 
• •• • • t • • 

: : . ·.. l '. . . . . :. . . : . . ~· ... . . . .. · '. :· . . . . . ' 
Rush_.Presbyterian. ·A physician= aJso .accompanied her,. Smith'petf<?rined·an iriitial evaluatioh,.of·:·· 

.. 

Stey~n. H~; WaS. u~es'pdnsi~e;: his·;himds and feet were cold, and his ·body:: temp~ratlir~ w~~ Jd~.: ; 

There was a. fresh.bruise on the side of Steven's head,= and therewete als~:~ed bruises· on his aodoineb.: · :.; . . :· . .. . .· . . 

-Smi~h identified ·a bruise:~ a photo~ap~ ofSteyen that\v~not\risibl~·VIhen-sh~·fifsi·¢~ariil~ed:hiin' ·i_;· 

.. ·~{ ~oh~t Si~ru:·~ they left kvrount~inai at's;50 p:m and:atrived.ai R~~b ~~esb~erl~ii~t: appt~xiili~tely -~ .· . 
:9 p·:~.· _ .Ste:Yei{ werit.into ~u·rgery at about .lO"p:mdmd wasin surgery for:one·atl'd ,~ne4t~ hours~·: ~: 

·._Smith rein~ned with St~ven untiW:30 Ci,m:: She wa.S:pres~~twh~n·a potlqe-bffi~r:carit~:~a '-'.: 
.· 

j:>~o~ographe4;:~teven,' w.hlch was .approxi!Dately;_two .'hours .after :surgety:• Smith =rioted' addl~19nal · .' . 
. . . ' . ~ . . . . . . . . : . . . ;; 

marks that wete presehf jn the 'photogniphs that.were not preseht·-~hen;sh~·ex~~-·Steveri;~t=i ·!, ·: 
i •• • : - • . : . . • • . -· -· 

,. ' - . . '. J' .-.. . . ·.· ... : ·.·. . .. · .. 
. MouiiVSinai, and she told a-physician of. their- existence·becatise.they wer~-~ot'.there ~lie'r; -Also;-

.. bruises she-had .s~h -at Motin!:;Sinai.:on .. Steveh's·thigh.·had become njor~,d~.firiediin:tlie·jnteritm •) 
•• ; • ·: • • ; ; • p • • • •• • • • • 

slmilciriy, -~arks on Stevei:t's.bat~ had become rpore defined,r,~d b~ises bn his-~b4omeip¥e~~1nore: /· · · : . 
• • ' • : -: •• - • • • • • • • •• ' ••• "t • • •• ' • 

·pron6~n~d.- ·,A ~-~ki~nder;Ste~~n·s ja~j·-·which.-smith;~id,=not..~~~ic~ at~Motffit:.-s·i~~.::had aiso . 
~ . I • ;. . • • . ! . . .. .• • 

.app~ed· by .this iUn.e: .,~s.abdomen b~ame;distended.:)Thto~ghou(the nlgh~·;steve~'s'bruises.-·'·· .. ·: · ', 
I : • • • • • • • : . -~ ' • • ; • . • • .• .: '. • • ~ • ') • • •' • • • : • •; : • 

4~kei1ed.in color :aild wer~igerierafiy rri6r~ pron~u~c~d."i)n cro$s~ex~~a£i~~ snfith·a~kri~wletlged;; . .' ,{ .··' ... :. 
. . ~ . . . . . : . ;· .· . . . 

. . 
. that; other. than twb marks- appearing on-8teven's,foot,!she.did not make:~y entries~ :Steven!s··6hart: ··, · 

... . . . . ' . ' . : . . : 

. .. 
j :: ':: : ~.: i i · ••• ;.{·;H_ .... : 

' 
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(i;--: ._: · : · ~eg~~g_QJV~s~~ ch~ging tlrr~J:lgho.ut the night..rShe explained t~at=.~h~ wa~·ext_remely;busy during· 
. ; 

-~ ~ ·, · j~e latter portio9 of_llershift. · ·.; · ,., · ,,._ . · :• ;., ·· - · - ·: .;·· ·: 6 · .. _:_ ' . . . . 
J·,: · _ _'. _ ·. .' '· .i~. · -0.~g E~gjei~ ,whq :W~ preyio~sly ~mp.loyed :with the Du-~a&~:Cq~tY-~9-~rl#.'~ o@ce, testified 
():· . . . . . ... . . . .. '. ·: .- ...... _· . •.. . . . . . . . . . . . : : . '' . 

1~·:: ..... ·, -.. : .· ~e~ .. _ -~igi.~l ;~~ :ipy9l.~ed ~:the ii_westi~a~on.ofSteveri's death.:·: Figiel ~~ ;~~-ri~ :y ~.os .of the pu: : · 
. :.( . .. . . . . . ·. . . . . . ' 

.~:~.:·· .·:;-: :_: r~g¢;Co~nty·<;::hi,l.dre~is Adv~cacy,Ce9ter triry~Ied to.R~sh:rre~bytefi~:·at abou~ 10:40 p.m. 1Figiet 
• • •• ~: •• • • • • • . • . ! • • • • • • • i . . . . . 

:; ·-:,_ ·an{Vr~~.s,_had a· con~·ersation_.with.defendant at' B :kO·:p:n.i. in a _ca~~re~¢~ room:at ~tbe hospital. · 
. '· .. · .... :_ - . ' . . . . . . . .·_ . . ' ·; : . . . . . .--_:· ... l ·.' _:._; ... 
: .. ·- - · · .. T·y·$mith·Qrmig~t d_ef~Qqant to the room:: .D~feQd(!.rit,~tated.that;he was;w~tchii).g·Steven while · 

• .!; • • • ••• : •• .~ •• ; •• •• • •• ,. • •. • - • :'. • ••• j - ~ !' • . • 

·- ·. -·:-_·= ·: J<,eiJy~u~:~~s at ;wo.ric .. -st<?ven canie .iq:~be kit~h~1.1 uilit~ tbat-~o~g ~d: aie rus -~real. but d-id not 
::: ••• • • • 1 •• • ••• . • . • . • . . • ' . • • ., • : • • • • • i . . . . 

· .. _ .. · ·; ·: . . -~.~s-~~k;1 Stev.~~-then!played:with the.dog. :'Defe~dant tq~k~ -~~P' ip.·.t4e ·afternoon.·_ ·At 'apout- . 
... . · .• ·: .;= . • . : . • ~ . ·. . . 4 • • • • • 

·. hot 4Qg.;,~t~ven a.\s() h,ad.a glass ofyvater and, as he was drinking from the gla,Ss;-.he·started·to choke. · . .. : 

' ; 

on.thY,-ba¥.k::·E>efend,ant as~ed Steven:-if.he.was.all right St~ven nodded:i111d ~d. 11[Y]eah.!' S~ev~n .. . . . -

·. ~ep,.l~d -9Qwn.in the living room,. mqan~d _a few times, an9 f~ll 'asleep.'· According to. def~ndant, 

.Keqyatta- arriv.~d h_()pJe ··at 4:30. She .che.cked Stev~nc-and .determifled.tthat' h~ was ·-not breath,ing; · · . . . . . ;' . . . . . . ; 

· pr.operly, ._so .tpey.decideq:to.take Steven to -~he hospital:· Defend_ant also told~Fjgiel t~at Steven was 

:Pl~yi~~- tha~·.day;,butnot as hard'aS'he usually-did.i. ·.: ·,. · · · ·' · · 

: .... . _figiel aQdNrbo.s:went·o:ver:def~p.dantls story·with de(epdru:tt. ,figiel"aSk.:~d-what happened 
. : . . . ' . .• . . -!. 

' 

' · -:· .- · : .·after St~veQ v()mited.:.D.~fendant. sta~ed th~t he picked Ste~en:up, -and SteveQ went·.lfmp in hjs anns. . . . . . . . . ... ;. . . 

·. ; ~ ·., ~- '.-; : '· ~i~~J~~~~-~ "':h,at eau~ed St~~e~ to-go limp· and .whether Steven=liad fa.\lep. .ot: -¥t'his _heaq.:· '·Deferid~t 

· · · · ·answered ;thahSteven-.had not ~fallen ·that ;day. :·They :went ·over,. the·,~tmy a thin;Hime. Thi~ tirrie, · . . . . . 

defendant .stated that everyone woke up at 10 a.~. He also stated that he ~ad cut up the hot dog that 
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. he later .fed to .St~ven; .that -Steven .had a· ghtss.pf orartge:juiee: in .'addition to water; ·and-he-did· rtbt··:· 

mention anything about Steyen vomiting: This·interview terminated at about 12:.15 a~m. Figiel thi:m ,. · 
~ . . 

Figiel.met with-.d~fendant a,secpn~ .. time at'l :05 a. in. '(his meefutg tool~ place in the sam~- · 
. . . . . . 

collference room as. the previmis· mt~ryie~; ·aild d efen~aittJFigiel.aitd !V rhos \vere ·present,· Figiel . ·. 

testified that he,gave .defen'daiit·Miianda wamings.:;At tills point, someotie knocked on the door·and- ·. 

said that they had food fot. defe~dant. ·~ Def~ndant wa5 given a taco. sat ad; ,and the. officer~ left, him 

alone for.about 10 minutes tq.eat it:: They went-over defendant's story again. •FigieJ.told defendant 

··that h~ ~~d not believe th~t noihing!happened ~il the·apait~ent thai day;_given the natu·re ofSteveri;s'· · 
' ; . . ~ . . . - . . . . . ~ ' . 
· inju~es. Defendant then told Figiel that after he had patted Steven o~ the· back; ·Steven·h~d fallen· · 

head:-first t.o the.floor. .• -D.~fendant said that it was;not:a hard fall, ho~ever: ·:pigiet ~tat~dthat'~s is · 

the.first time defendant .m'entioned a falL . •. . l·' 
·, 

•;. . ~:~ . 

. . .. 

At about 7 a:.m.; according to .. Figiel; ·he,. defendantaild Vrbos ·left the ·hospital. in 'FigieJ's, ··· 
: : 

unrnarked.cax: .. r)efenda~t voluntafily,. a~compal).ie~ them.·. They 'stopped.-at McDbtiaid's td ·gef,;··; 

defend_ant ,orang~ juice an~ c:t· potatq.c~e ·and then at::Burger King,- because defendant also wanted · .. 
. . . 

. '·. . . . . . .. 
. a chicken sandwich. They ·tpen 'proceedeq.·.to ,the sheriffs ,office,\ arriving·at ·8 · a:rri. . They:.placed ·. · ·· . . . . . . . . 

defendant in an interview i:'Qom, At aboU.t.8:40,.defen~~:Yo~ted in a waste paper baskeFr.Fi~el.'•·f 

entered the room and asked defendant ifhewS$ all pght Defendant st~ted that h~.had a $20-a-<hty·· 

heroin ~abit. .. 

'.F~giel went. to Ken~atta's mother's hous~ on·February J 9; 2002: The pui-pos.e ofthe \risit~as.· · ~-: 
. . i . . . . . . 

to listen in on a teleph6!1e:conversation between-Kenyatta; arid .defendant:· Prior to this time; ,figieli ,_. 

had never mentioned ·to .d~fendant 'that a.dothes' hapger.,may :have .been i.ised ·as a weapon against > ; 
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St~yen .. -DurinR.the conyersation/defen$JIHold KenyattaJhat she !had. hit Steven _o~ the leg wi!li a 
clothes. h~9ar o.n February·7. .Sh~ repli~ •tbat,she did: not M.d that Vfas the: occasion· on· whjch ~~e 

.. asked defendant for a ~elt' to sc¥e St.ev~n. Defendant:then: stated; !'Well, you·came out of the closet 

. . . . . . ·.· . . . . . . . . 
. :: 

, ·· a·few !¢pute_s.Ia,tt.(U'HeJold_~e~y~~ that·l).e•·suspecteatbat s<;>myone=wcis:Iisteniilg.in OQ. their' 
,. . . ,.·., .. ·. . .. · .· ·. •. ·. .·. . ·. . ·. . . . : . 

. · co.~y~rsatipn,-.sQl(et;lyatt~··s~outd::swy'on;tf,le·llne·aqd.call him.' With a·different=phone at a different>·· 
• • • • •' ,• ._··. :_ • • • ': I,·. ,• • ·• •: • • • •. • : • • • • • 

. .· ~ :·:· numper.. '~e~ya~ta de_clined, ~d:th~-~~ c<?ntinued to speak: ·~In al~··def~.p.d+t·called Kenyatta njpe: ; 

. -
·times that 9ay. . ~ . - . . . ... · . . _:., · .. . ··.·- : 

· ; .. On .• cross-:exainin~ti9n, · Figiel. agreed that,'·~$: he .~d ·defendant -tep~atedly went over· the 

d~feqdant's story, t~e substance of'the story r~mained, for the; ~o~t p~, consistent. · Figiel ·also 

a~knpwledged that .defendant q.eve~ told him 'that ·f:!e ·s~ck Steven iii· any; way.. T}i~ ·court· also 
~ • • • • I • • . • o• • • • • • • • • •• • 

pe·rmi~t~d thc;::State to elicit,t~byt_taJ .. te~ony,.ou~'of~fder, from'Fig}et The ~ebuttal testimo~y 

conceme~ the testil)lqily~of~artirie~. •.Figieltest.ifled that' Martinez tQld .hinfthat Marti~ez had had 
. . . . . . : - . . . - ,. 

a conve.rsatiopw~~h.defendant.wher~in <lefendant stated that Keny<l~~ had'hit Steven with a clothes 

·· ·hanger. and that def'end~t-lta9 remov(!d ~e hangedrom!the apartment as he knew police would be 
. . .· . 

sear~qing the apartment.·;-. ·. · · 
I' • } •• 

f.: : I • • • • :.~ . ~ ·. .. . :. ~ ; 

Thomas Filipj~ ~Chicago· police officer? testified that ·he was dispatched to Mount 'Sin~ ·· 
. .. . . .. - . . . . 

Hospitalwith,regard .to an i!tjured ~hi.ld·o~f~bi:UarY'8;20Q7. :Child abuse w~s' susp~qed: He arrtved 
. . . . . .• . ' . ·. . 

at the, ~~e~gency· room aroun~ 6:30 ·p.m.'= Filipiak spo~e with defendant: .Defendant stated that 

Steven had ~hoked on a hot do&. and t}larh~·ha~ slapp~ Steven in the backin:an attemptto·dislodge 
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· ·it. Defendant denied s~g Steven iri-the head:· Deferidanfalso repliecl"no" ~hell asked ifthere~. 
• . . I 

was anyone else who could have harmed Steven. ·FilipiaJcd~Scribed:·defendant~s demeanor as··aloo~·: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . I 

~d nonchal~t,. As the eYeningprogressed and it became·clea.t that Steven's injuries were·seridusJ:.'. 
. ; . . . . . . . . :: . ,, ! 

tietendant "became very ~ery[sic] ~care<I."··Responding to .. qtiestidning.by'de~e~e·oouMe~ FilipiruJ · : ·. 

· ~cknowledged that he did not know how tri~ch inf<?nnation defen~ant pqssessed·regardhlg Ste\ren's · · ~ 

con_dltibn at the time h~ ippear~ ~onchalant and .aloof:· 

The State next:~ed Dr: Paul Severin. ·Seveiirds a physician·who:is board certified· in,.. 
. . . . : . . . . . ·. . . . . . . . . .··. _. .\ ' 

. pediatrics and; pediatric~ ~ritical care,. and the: court recognized him as an ·ekpert. in those areas. : . 
·, 

Severin proVided: treatni~nt to ;Steven after Steven was tnmsfeii~d. to· Rush Presb:Yterillfl. Severin· : . · 
~ . . ~ . . 

_ .. noted .. that Steven's Glasgow Coma Scale ·score was qujte low and that-Steven vlas-p'osturirig. ··Due· . ; . . . 

to the interventions provided by the doctorsat-Mount·Sinai;·Steven's Glasgow Corria ScaJe·srote-oid·· 
. . 

· · improy~. Severin explained that one ofthese procedures-was to-increase Steven's rate ofbteathirig·-, 

to relieve pressure in his head.· IncteasUig breathing causes more oxyg~n and less carbrirl aioxide· to · 

. , .. be present in fue blood. 'frus, in turn, causes an organ, such c;tS the brain;·to shrink its blood vessels; ·. 

whlch; in tUril, deer~a8es blood flow and· ptessrlre in the ·orgait' Severin fut:ther 'eXpla.i.Oed 'that 'such . · .. :: . : . . 

- "auto-regulation''·is··not- possible·'Yhere the brain has been· injured fo; a'proionged period oftlnie:- .. ~ ... _..... . . 
- •. . . .. 

Th~s, according tti Severin, that st~ven's:qrain was abl~·to,adjust indicated a· more tecertt'injury; ': · ·' . 
. ~ 

· Severill testified th:ai he observed numerous bruise~rand marks on·Steven's back;·scro~ and. : 
.. 

-~hi~. :The injurie~ app~~ed to-~~ ~i approximatety.'tb~ -s~e age:', .-St~ven.'~ right .pupii' ~as ilarg~f · . 
tliah his_. l~ft · 6ne, indicathig- tkt his brclin ·was ·about- to herniate .. · Sevei;i~ ·tater· tearrleci !'thaf the· 

pressure in Steven's head riteasured 9o .millimeters of inercuiy., The normaJ rang~ is between 15 ·an'd '·. · · ' 
~ . . 

20 millimeters of merc~ry .j Steven's abdomen was soft and there were bowel sounds which indicated ' . · · 
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IL~ · · . .that np abdqminl!l in~ wa; ti~ely . [lue to elevated enzyme Iev~ls, Sev~ order~ additioDal . 

'i tes~g. St~v~n·s P@Cfe(!~j~-~·e level. was in .the thousands, while the nqnwu level for. a chjld_ of. :' 
~~ . 
(L. . . t; .. ·. : bi~~g0is)9/l · ... ~ .. · .. · . . .. · . , . • . . . ! . . . 

t~·: .. · · .. : · · Se~erin .. ~n:~ue~ ~Q .p1:pvide _car~ tq S,teve~ on FebrQary ,9, 2902. H7' examin~- St~yen tha~ 
-~ ... · .··; . ·.· '. . . . .. • . . . . .. ' .. · .. · .. , : ,· .. ·. 

~;: ' · .... ' . . . .t:nQCJMng. St.~ven'.s~pdo.m~n appeared qi_s~e!lded and h~ had !'<lefu~e r~<4le~s aff,)U~d his.ll~lly button. II 

. ·.· ~- .·_. ~:.:. -~ -~t~~: ~J;~~~w)~h ~i~v~ted pancreatic .e~e,· ~o~~t~~:a l'tul~~n·~_-si~.·~~~ A~C~~e~'s: si8tt~-i~ -~- · 
~ ·. . . . .. : .. : . 

. . 
:. ·' . ·. ~d~~tion ofl)eql<)p-bagic pancreatitis. _At'tbis point,-Severin Could IiQJong~r·<;l~tect bowel SO\lnds. .. . . . . ... .. . .. . . -- . . ·: . ._ .. · .-

.. - . ·-· 
.. -':; · .. ·:·Sev.~{in.:~e~tWed that a ctrild that had sustaj!le<l the typ¢ o(injuries Steven naci'r~ei~~d.wouidnot be 

.,, .· .>. ~-·.>_':. _: ...... .- . . . ·. .· : . . . ··. , ; . . .. r···.. . . . . . : 
·.; · ·: .. ·al?~~;~~t.ea;1. A.~ b~t?'~~e ~hil<l,would.;thro.w.up aJ!ything.he ate:: Severin opin.~ ~t Steve~·s injuries ... 
: : . . \. -· . . . : . . .. . . ·. . . . . . ; . . . 

. . • . 

. re8ulted from nonaccidental, external trauma.,Additionally,· Severiri:stated.tbat they occurred Within ..... :· . . ... .. . ·: -~ ... . ·. -·. ~. . . . . . . . . ~ ' . . .... ~- . . . -. ~-; :. . . . . 
• I ,• • 

· · fo4~.tp ·~~:·hour~ p.tjof..to Stev~n·s admission-to Mount Sin~ .. Further, $eve~ opil)ed ~at Steveri'~ 
• ... ·. . . . . . . . .. 

. · injup~s~~q1,1}d Qot.hav~ b~en caused Qte,night.bef<;>re, as there was "1\o:.way l!llYbody would be able · 
• ! . • . • • . . . . . . ~. . 

. . 

. ::·· :-.- , :: .· c~nsistent ~th Steven's conditioll:. --- . . ... : ·- ......... ~ . . .. : .··. ·. . ' . . 

. :. 

... :: ·. D~ft?.qsepounsel then cross exaiiliped Severin.::Seyenn·acknowledgeq ~hat'·he-is·not typic~Iy . . .' . . . . . .. . . . 

·· c~~ llPO.n to determine the timing of ap j.njury .. Fur:th.er, .Seve@ agr~ed that the history J;eceiv~d . 
. :. . . . . .· . . . . . . . - - . ! . . . : 

:·. from. ~~-:f~mily_ i.s ~ "~ritical factor'~ in· dete~g. the ~imjng pf ~ lnji!ry! The bruj~e~ Severin 
.·- .• 

>·.-.-·:.:: · .. ::·. · gb~e~~<fon February;~ cocld·have occu~ed within the_l(l.st-48 ho~~; 4~~eyer, bruising is d~flif::ult 
.
: ·.;! •. •.. :; . ·.. . . . . . . ' : : . . : . . . . . 

. ·, .· 

·.· :· :, . ·. :~ :: -i~ ~e:. Al.so, e~e~ifStevenhad suffeted no head injury,·t~e injun~~ t~ ~s al,J~o~ep were poteJ_I!Jally 
·. ·' . . . 

. ·>' : · . .-. f~uJ:, S~veciil.furth~r~tated that the discovery.by the p~thologist~ Dr~Mil~ti~~~. ofsi~s of.h~~ng. . 
.. . . : : . - . . ' . . . ~ . . 

~ . 
· ·,- \Y'~W.q/npt cpange· his opinion regarding. the timing of the-inj4ries·due to ~s findings during his . 

' : •,• • •' • I J • 

.· phyS~9~ examinati.on of S~even and the acuteness,of.Steven's injuries. 
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. Janet David.thentesti.fied thatdefendant came-to the McDortald's where she work&fbetw~en •' . . : ~ ; . . . . . 

2:3~.p.m. and-3:30p.m, .JnFebru~:S,-2002{and,~'bumnied",:a:Cigai-ett~ &6in her. The·McDo~alcl's· ·, 
'· .. : . ·. . . . 

called Thomas Szalinski:- •· .· . . '. ;_, .... l' .• 
... 

. . ! . ~·:' ... . • 

:Szaiiriski teSt~ed _that iw had. been a law enfotceril~htloffieer .for•·1.9.It:iye~s.l!C-spoke with:/ . 
. - • . ~. I • • 

. . ·, . . . . :. : . - . . . . .·. . ,· . . . . 
defendant in an intetview:rooin atthe Du ~age County sheriffs ·~mce: Defendant told Szali.Q.Ski that>_ · 

·. on the night. of Fe~rtiary~ 7' he an~ K~nyatta w~re In 'Steye~is bedtoom and ·Kenyattli 'di~ciplincid. ' 

Steven because he was ~i-ying. Defenaant.stated that."Steve~was .wealing 'a diaper'and·Keny~tta 

· stni~k.~in a few times on.the buttocks with a- ~elt: i<.enya.tta did not ·strike Steven on any other. parr ='• . 
j . . . . -

of his body. .Defendant siatoo that, in -hi~:opmiol), .Kenyatta·\ya:~.~pt hitting. ·sieven 'bard ·en~ ugh; 'as'·. ·. . - i . . .·. . 

the discipline ~as not ha~ngi~s intended effecLD~fendant:statect ~at he did no~ thfuk Ste~en eould 

":• 

feel. it. Kenyatta then puiled the ,diaper down and: struck Steven:\vith·fier;bare hand:, At about =·· ·· .. 

. I . 

midnight, defendant told ~zalinski;Stevenwas crying ap.d he and.Ke~yatta:werit into Steven's roo'~:·:'· 

Kenyatta ::popped" Steve~ in the head. a few,ti~es. ;,By.11pop;-'~·defend~t.lne~t:a·.soit of sl~p .. ,~ith: ·· 
: ~ . . . . 

I 

· .the palm of the hand.· Defendant. denied. striking Steven.<;~~·· .. · ... . ... . .. ·, 

Defe~dant .r:elat~d that.the ~ext.liioming he and Kehyatta,.:woke about 9:30a.m . .Neither: 

.. disciplmed Steven, De_fendant:fed.Steven-breakfast (cereal, juice~ 1tnd watei:}afterKenyatta:lefiJor. . . . . . . .. . . 
. .. . . . . . . . 

. ·wo;k at .10 a.~-- Steven.aie all ofhls cer~al.and drrulk•·his or~ge;juice,:but did not tduch .. hls~~~tet.' ~,..~ · ,.: 
! . . . . . . ..• 

. . ~.eferid~qhe~-.t~ok~~lte+n, .oui-of.ru~~high!ch;m·:and. place~blii$.:~n :the' floo~:·:;'.~teven ia~er pi~yeci /-~ 

. . . . . . . ! . . . . : . . . . . ' : . . . . . . . : . ~- ·. 
··with, the dog. under th¢,kitchen table:· Szaliris~ asked ifSteveri could· have be~n·_mjured while.playiitg' :· 

. .. . . . . . ·. . : . . 

With the dog, and.defendant.stated,thathe did:not-thi.nk that that wa; PO$Sible.' Def~nd~t,chciliged· • .. 

·Steven'~ diaper, and. he did not observ~ any injuries while doing so.· Later;, defendant; Steven,' and, __ ,,·,··.· . 
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. Ci . ... · :A.Pg~lique watch~_d:_th~ televisio~:tpgether. :Steven appeared d?:Zcii: ·-~Defendant stepped oufto:get 

'i. .·· ·a <1igarette .. at"abo~t 1 p,m. while the.c~dfen w~re ·~leep.- Szalinski aske~fif anyone could'have been (:1 . . ·. . . . . . ·, . . . . . . . . : . . . i . . 

f · .: · . in'th.y.ap~e~t ;hii~ d~fendapt w~:go~e.:·Defend~~ ~ted $at he do~bied' sohecau-~e-he was 6nty · .. 
1.- -.. . ... - . . ··:: : . . .• : : . . . . . . - . . . . 
(·I .· . . . . ' . 
~~-:·; :. · .. ·: goQe five minutes and the c~g~~n·were Still sleeping when he r~rned. Szalinsk(testi.fied that 

9 ~.. . .· .defendanH<?ld.bhn thil!:. at about 3 ·p.m.;!he gaveStev~n a·hot-dog and-~ome water. ·Steven choked 
• ~ • • • • • 1 . • • • • • ., • 

,., 

" · · . ·on the :~vat~r., · ~Det~iv~· Ra;no~nd .Bradford;rwP,o the State ;~cilled'~~Xt:; th~~ en~ered the ~oom ana -
• ~ o •' • o • • • ~ • ! • I ' : o • o o ••' o • o • • o •• • J • • o • t 

took ,over $e interview. ·.•. , .. . ·: . .· . 

. · ·::. .J3radford t~stiij~ ~hat -.he ·was .ID;t··iJtvestigator- for ;the Du: ·page' St;Ite1s -Attorney's office. . . . . . . . -

· Bradf9I'd:.told. defend~t -~hat· P,e· ba~ 14st received: inforinatiqn tto~:.the hospital th~t =Steven ·li~ely 
. . .• '. c • . 

.. wo~~d, not survive-Iu~ injUries. ·~radforq:also stat~<l that. tb.ey were sure that Steven's injuri¢s occurred .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

whil~ St~~~l.1 had-been i~·hi~·c¥ct and ~t_d~fepdarit·waMesponsible for-~heni~ -'Defend~t stated ·that 

. he· had, not h~rt .Steve~. l;Defet)dant:was cryirlg: ~Bradford stated that he understood t~at things ~e 

thjs could happen by accident and that defe:ilq~t did not m~ ~o hurt Steven. 'J)efendant; resting his . ··' ,.. . ... : . . 

: head· in_- his 'hands, appeared-to· be Ji~enipgwery -intently and_·.nodded in agreement: Defendant then ·· 
. . . . . : . ~ . . : . . . . . . . . 

asked tq us~ the telephone~~ to s~ ~enyatta·; .. ·He:·was iillow~cl to do so: '>· · ·· -' · - .· . . ,. . . ·, . 

. -· · The State. then c~ea Robert· Liebich:J· Robert .. is ·a police of;ficer With ·the ·Roselle-police 

department and is :the cou~m of defend~t: -.At ab<;>ut 4:30 p~m: on FebrQary-• 1'4;·he·was on;patroland 
. . . : . 

·.··he r~ceived ·a_·,disp_atcb that:he ·h~d.'a· f~ly"meml>er -w~ting-fot·him in the._lobby· or'the ·police 
. . .. ' 

· departi:Jlent· .when-he arrived th~re,.·h~·saw·defe~cl~t:and<another cousin n~ed Dian_ The-tfuee· . . . .. . . . . . . . : . . 

·_ ·.;went in~q-a_private room. D~fend~f asked if,it was•~afe to talk 'in 'tbe'room, -~eaning was'the room 

"bugge_d: !JdRobert said thatitrw~ not:•. Robert ~sked defendant-about cr LEADS'inessage that mid 

. -

been sent o1,1t throughout-the State that~defend~t w~s missing and suicidal. ·nefendant stated that 
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he,had ~ot been running ~d;thai he had. in fact•been:speakirig'With ilie;'det~ctiv~s:inve~~g~t~g the 
~ - . - - . 

cas_e_ pefendant showed Robert ·a .. ~ni~ cut.on the,ri~tirt~ex fingkand tol~·Robert tha(Steven:had. ·-
-~ . - ·- -

'bitten. him arid dniwn biQrid. ,Robert sciid; 1' So what?:\:.Defendant_exj)Iained that he was wotried.aboi:it. · : - i . - - -

. ·his DNA be~g'inside St;,en's stomac~. Defendant also toJd Robert that he saw Ke~yatta·hlt:Ste~en ·: 
irt:the head . .four_ti,mes,beCai..se:Steven ~ould.not stay. in his·room.· 'the n~xt·m.oming Sf~veh,was·· 

Iyl~g.inhis bed .. awake; wlpch.is unusual b~se Steven usualliget~ rl~bt i:Jp. ·Later; w~en-_defertd1iflt · 

,.was feeding Steven a-ho~ dog; Steven started to.~choke.· Defendant hit :Steven?~ the·back"irilan: ·' 

. . . .i . - •.. . . .. . . . 
attempt to dislodge the f?od. -,When·that:di~·hot·.work, defendant inserted: his fingeri~to•St~ve~•s·.- ·. 

' 

J?Otith .. .It was at this po(nt that-Steven bit <Jefendai:JL;Defendant "smacked'.' Stevert'iwi~ Qn the right,·_ 
. . 

. side ot ~~ head. so :that. h~. would-let :t~o., As:derendanr reti10ved -his fing~;s frbm.' st~ven's··inoutk.:·. · · . 
_t_ ' 

. . 
Steven. ~onlited. -.Steven }v~~ ·"kind,<;>( di.izy; ·wasn't walking· right." ;,.Defelidant asked -~ob~ what ' . 

. . . 
Robert thought he shouid po. Rpbert advised him to tell the truth. During cross-exam1natiori:~ob'en· 

- ~ - : 
! 

:acknowledged that he askep defendant ifhe:y.rould "swear ort.his father's-.grave" artd thim defeildant 
_ _, ....,_ • • • I • • • • . 

·looked him.rlght in the ey{! and.stated that he did. riot- hit Ste~en that hard., · ·:·'-. .. . 

· .. D~, bari~Miieu~ni~_P.olchart;,a fore9sic·p·ath:ologist; testifieo nextfofihe State: . .Milrus~c. L 
i 

.. _: - . ! . . - - - . - .. 
. ·.explained. that. there wasj a· difference of-opirtion 'in.her<field· as tO·;Whether childfen:·sonietimes·:; 

. . - :: . - ; . . . . .. 

· ·experience a lucid intervil.l !folloWing~ tramliatlc-head i~jurj.prior t6 becoming syirlptomatic:,<S~dies· '~·; 
. . - ' . ~ . - - . . - : 

: that extrapolate from.cai:.accident; irre~ere~tlyfl_awed, as the mechanism ofirijuiy is quite·~iffer~ht : .. . 
. - . . . - . . . ' - . ·-. . ·.. - ;. --=· - . . 

· frotp-~hild .ab~se,.; Some ~tui;li~ .purpot;ting_to demonstrat~ that ~b .Jucili?tervatcan·:ocaJ~~if~r. ... :· · 
. •. · ... j · .. · ........... · .... ·. . .... = .. · .. _· .. ·· ... ,.- . . . ' .. 

from, tillS .or. si~Iar: .flaws: ' She .has·. twice; been· hired :to testify ;-[or .defeQdantS id . criinlnal .. ·case$:-. : ' 

Mileusnic,perfonned a postmortem exalnination .of Steven on February 12, 2002 . 

- -.- . • t-
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·) 

.. . _.: He(extemal.ex~ation; revealed.that·:Steven app~ed toJbe i":well-de~elop~a. well-:' 

') · no~sh~x:tctllld.:t ~he nqted·aih~g-contusion·.on tb.e· right· side ofSteven's forehead.· Dating the · 
• • • • • • • .• 0 :-

r'.'" I • . • o • 

injQry based.on.~pp~~cewas notp<?ssible. 'Therewas also lfcontusi01;1 on.the nos~ and tw~ on the. l' . 
tJ·. 
t~·. : · left:si~e.qfthe iu~ad as wetl·as· ~ne-on the inner aSpect of.the 'ear.· A :heating abrasion· was pres~nt'.on · 
(·I . . . .. . ., . . . 
(~ .' ... '· ·. . . . . ' . . ' . . . '. . . 

'"·. :::.~ ... · .. ,_th~~~iickiofStevep.'s,h~d: A sixth injury..:-a bruise-~sted_:<>n;the--~~t t~mple;':~d tpen~ was a · 
_ ..... : ; .~ . : .. . . : ·.- .: ~ . . ·__ . . . . . . . . . ·:. . . . . . . ;. . 

' .. . ·_: . ~evep$ near:the right ear. ·Therewer~_also bruises under Steven's chin .. Mileusnic note.d a·superticial . 
I • . . ' ' . ·. • . 

. abni~io11: on Steven~s neck. that appeared -~o have been ca~sed .by•'hls ~e<ijq~ treatme~t,' since it -was 
;. '• • ,• 4 • • •' •' ' • • : • ·• • • • ~ I. • • • • •• : • • • 

· ~ .. ·_-· · <:; ~u~4-~eshertlu~11 hi~ oth~r injuries. His right wristwas·b~is~!-Mi1eusrrlc'cciunted ~ve b~ises upon ' 

. . . ..... ·_· S~~~~n·~-iowef. ~ack. A-photpgraph ~en at Rush·-Presb~erian ~hoWe~.-~·!clu~er of bruises--on . 
. . . . . : . . -. 

·:··... .' .. ' . . . .. . . . . . . . l .· ' . . . . 
:. ... . < .. 'Ste..ven's~ba~k~thatvv.ere no longeriptesent at ~e time'·ofth~. a~ topsy.· In fac;;t;~:Mil~usnic testified that · ·.· : :_ ·- . . . . . . .... .. . . - . . . : 

.I ."'-: 

. -~~~~y,of:the injuries alf!-!ady.healed and was [sic] obscured·bithe time thit [shej saw Steven on the . . . . . . : . . 
' . 

12th:'!.:Hi$ s~rotul.fl was swoll.e11. ' ' 

_: · · :·_:! Mile~sQic docl}mented three injuries to-the right leg.~~one·:Wa~ a cl~ster·often brujses, the 

se¥Qn4 was a cluster of two larger. bruises, and .the-thir4 w~ -~~ther cluster of small~r'bruise~: ·She · 

alsd:fo~nd!.fo~r injuries to.;the-IetHeg;:'On the·trugh was ~i'cl4ster- offoilt':bfuises; ~hich:Mileusnic 

~iste~fas't~e'.'l 4th jnj~ry ~he found.~ Al~oi she•found a b~~e·on·the~inner side of: the left ankle; seven 

liqewtrui~s on·the Joot, and a bruise on the top 'of the foot. · 
. . . . 

, ·: ·¥ite~sn~v.was shoWJ1.a blue-plastic-clothes.hanger'-and ·asked wheth;er·b~ing whipped ·!Jyit 

· .. could:have·II!ade·ihe 'linear bruises found upon'Steven (such as were fo~d~o~ JUs back, thigb-·and· . . . - . . . ~ ·-

foot)>"Sb.e was ·of the opinion. that·it.cciuld:' Further,· the injuries ·would not he consi~ent with being ' 
" . . - . 

· ·struck.~~ll a belt. She did, ho~ever; ;note that there was one mark on Steve~'s-buttock which could i 

· h(,lve been made l;>y a belt. Outside of some preexisting marks on Steven's back and the abrasion 
' I .~ • 
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·caused by .medical treatment;: the· r~ ot the injuries 'appear to ·have· occurred at. approximafely the'. . 

same. time; ':!: .. ,, 'i 

Mileusrtic ,also ·.pbrfcmned ·an· · int~tnal: ;examinatio~ of. Steven::,. S~e. noted .,a tthfee··mch . · · 
,;' : . 

. he~orthage into .the-soft .tissue:under ·the-s~. of the :head.' .. This; is in&cative ·of some. sort 6t bl~nt . : : .. 

. : f<?rce:t~amha .. She aiso \no~ed.some,resid~aJ ~hdutal 'blood.in th~ cranial i~vity: On 'thff1eft side-~fr · · 

th~ ii~ad,: whi~h was nof tou~hed. by~the iSU;geon; i she' f6un<(·a I si~Carit st.ibdu~al .h'eqrorthage·::. I ' 
. . ! . . . . . 

Additionally, a .~ubar~chn~id hemotrhage.enveloped the b~ain{this 'c~inprued;a 'iliiri·Iayer). ~The-right 

. cerebral hemisphere showed a contusion; hemorrhage;· aild necroSis;}. how-ever,' she stated she dmld ·n-
. . . . . . 

not co~en.t on: the rele~an~ -~f.thes~ findings due .to··the ~gery ~erformed!~n -the right side' ~f ·-' ·. · ·. . . ·. . . . ., 

! . 

Steven's. brain. She found blood descend~g ,;passively along the ;dura2! doWn.wards', .. which is·:·' 
. . I . . - . . . . 

consistent with bltinf for~ trauma to-the hea<J·and a-'severe. brain injury_:: An. examination· of tne eyes . 

revealed. an accumulation iofblood, which is ·another· sign:ofsevere head trauma. ,·:, 

· An internaf: examination· of,Steven's body. cavity reyealed peritonitis; li'>fonn of infl~atlon .. 1• . . . . 
. . . 

Fihri.ri:d~posits,.which are:a·sign·ofheallng,:Were p~ese9t:ov~rthe pr~xnnal bow~l or.Jejun'uni. Tne. ··· 

·first segment ofthejejunum was perforated·and·:appeated,_hemorrhagic and ne~rotic: Th'ete was·· ·· 

blood,m th~ bo~el; whic~;was:in th~;ptocess of.dyitig: There .V(as'a hemoi:th~g~ around ihe'~ead ·of.· . · 

.. the pancreas. -.Mileu.sJlic·opined-that.these injuries were also:the result:i)f.bh.inrforce traiima;·-;'A.Iso, .. 
• 0 : • 

~- . ., - .. ': . -.. , .. ~:; ...... ~. ..:._ .. -.= • • • ·- ': ~, ; . • l • : • • ~·. . ,. -~ . -;:·. 

tiss'lle or organ, resulting _f!om irreve~~ible damage/'·.,,Stechnait's Medi~~ <Diction~ Ji85 (27th ·ed. ::, ; . 

. · . 2000). , .. : . . . . ~ -~ ! ... :_• 

· 
2 "Dura;'; shor:t for ,"dura mater,'~ ref~rs to .~'a: tough,. fib~o-qs:,ffiembrane f~rming-t~e o~ter: ... 

covering of the cental neiVous system." Stedman's Medical Dictionary ~~8 {27th ed. 2000). 
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_ . ;,ther~-w~ a.coll~tiol) ofblood under.the ~p~uHsic] qfthe liver that corresp.orYded to the same level·- · . . . . . - . . 

~- .... of injUry." The retmj>~Qn"=, (which i~ 11;0 sOft~ behiQd.the bowel that "Sort of interfaces'. 

f . . . ': .. petw~en-the a_bd9.Pel_i ~d-.the b~*?)-l,.ad~~l()od'tpl~kingdqWn i_t: In:fa~;-~h~t had been perceived 
(;I , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

-~ ;~s. ~iuising tQ Stev~n·~ te~icl~.:w~-~¢1aQy froq~ blqod:tr~cking·all the ~~Y d~-wn tp his scrotu~ fr~in l'l . . . . . . . ':-,·. . . . . . . .. .· . . . 

·. ~~~- . · · thi:r :an':a, .< Mue~snlc: ~~~~d' .¢~ t~sies_,.an4,~otil!d -~o bhmt-·illjciy ·to· ili~m·· dUring:·the ·~~topsy;- : · 
::. . .. . . . . - ... . . : :• . • - . . f . . ; .. 

· ·' : _ · · h~w,ev.¢r,'; shelater: s~~ed that Cl. 'pbotograph' of:Steven· neare~:to· tli~ ti~~ of;his admis~ion showed · · . _., . ... . ,. . ·. " . . . . -

. · 

." sw.~Uing,: ~ectii_e_ssianq;aJin~abra8iop· qn-the scrotUJ:p.'! ·Fu~_ennm;e;·thatthere w;lS hemorrhaging .. 

·. (?~- bo~li. ~e:~ght~~ :left ~i~e:~f ~te~ef''~ poqyJndi9atecf b~tmt f~rce trauma to .both side~·- · :fypicall;, 
. ' . ' . . . ..·· . . : . 

. the·l>.ciwel is_;'!pwdtan ~d glistenipg. ~-: Stey(:n~s bowel was dark red=~·a.reas m~licatjng hemorrhaging,· .. · 
.. : .· : ·. ·. . . . ' 

·--.·· ._.~dyellq~. whi~hsQ.o~s·!l~~r¢si~---l.~:. ;: ;;.· .. ~ •::.-'· _,., :. >".'':.' , ... ·. 

. . i 
' :· . ,.In~cases of:suspect_ed (;hild ~.buse, t;be usual practi~e is to'm*e ·ir)cisions through' the skin of. . 

the upper and low~r extre~ti~s-to look· for· b~ises. that are d~ep ·and not vis~ble superficially. Such· 

.. : . ~- e}!:~rp4l~ti.on ·re:v:eale~ t_ltree. are¥-.Of<.pe~orrQ_aging -in the' artl1S .and thr~e .. in .the--legs and feet. ~· · · 

examination. These injuries are. $o·mQicatlve.of.b.lunt fdrce traw.na.·:'Jv:l:ilet_.~~nicc.agreed that injuries . . . . . . . . ' . . . ·.. : .. . . 
·, 

'. 

j 
I 

I 
I L·.--

like thesiwould·Qotbe c~.u~ed by ~!n9nnal corporal.punishment, ·: but would require ·''something much '. 

more forcefuV::. Again, 'Miletisnic:was of. the opinion'that.;ul of'~_e_injurieSJlCCli.!l'e£La_t._aho.u.Lth~---
. • I • • • • • . -i . 

i - . 

I 
! 

sam~ time and that none were related to medical treat1;ne9~ _Steven received.: .. !'1oreover, these injuries 
. : . ~ . . . . . . . . 

. w~r~ .consistent with child abu~e· and with· S~~yen being· beaten to 'death. ·--Fmruly, ~Mileusnic. qpined 
• • : •" o • • • • I •. • . ··' .• . 

th~t Steven's death was caus~d bi~lunt fqrcetrauma. · '- ·· 

ori cross-ex~natipn, 9~fens~ co~nsel asked Mileusnic about an article upo~ which she was . 

working.-· One 'ofthe-'ptemises of the· ar#cle c~mcemed lucid U:.t~rvaJs in cases of child abuse. Head 

I : 1• ,: : .• , ,- • ,; • • 
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. trauma ,does not have .to. inailif'e8t immeai!itely .: . In the: ease of child abuse; a child· inay ·iJot become·.-: 

·significantly symptomatic fonip,to:48. hours: after the·injury:•.'fhe doctor.atso authored another ~se · ... · .. 
. - . . . - .. . . 

study,where a lucid fut~fYal.~~tred.where a child died :a .'!eouple·of.days'~ .f~llo~g·h~d tralima. ;;.· 
. ~ 

Mileusilic also e~plalned ihattheie:was:adifrere~ce of opinion in herfi.ela regardlng the•existeh~e ·of :' . . .. 

lucid ·intervals .. ·oiie~schoo);h61~s thai such interVals never OQCUr~· the:other;:Jess·!w~tf~deffueo, . . . ' .. ; 

que~io.tis the first ·scho~Jis teriet. :Tii~ fust'·schoot.·nonnatiy-·holds ~that the -l~t p~rson .~in a~¢~Id =. ·; 

whert symptoms Of a head injury manif~st is the perpetrator.of abl,lse.· Mileusriic finds this jn·opo~itiort < 
~ 

•• i- . 

ptoblematic ·and ··believes :that .Jrnowiitg :a ihistoiy' from a monmeoical source ·is :importanU She . . . 

case .. . : . ~ : . : .. . ::; . . . :· ·- ... _•. . . . -~;-, 

·. Mileusnic ·agreedihat tiini~g·is ~ issue;s.he•frequentiy~c~nfronts:a.S a·fcirensic·p.athoiogi~t.> 
. . . 

Generally, she gives timesiin terms of days and would never give ari1intervai for the timmg.of an injury' 

such as four to six hours.1 Moreover, giving ail interval requires .looking: atrmicroscopic evidence .. ·,··: : . 

. Mileuscic.did perform a rnicr~s~?pic exlimiliation durihg·h~r.autopsy ofStevert·:.-Establis~iF · · :-. 

when the abdominal injuii~s occur:red -wa~ problematic dutHo the degree of necro~is .. However; she · 
. : : . 

testifi.ed:.thaf:she.w~ J'mclre Comfortable" With regard to·the_head .injury as that.aiea rifthe·-body is. 
• . . . ! . . . . 

.!· 

. "kmd·ofsequ~ster.ed" an4 "not:·exposed to·.a Jot of.decay." Mileusnic opiried thatBteven's·l1~ao 

·injuries were·lnfli.cted apptoXi~~teJ~ fi~~;dayi: pius·or· iniriQs .a day, -ii-bril the.tiril~ ~ihl~ ·~e~th:.::She· .: · 
. • . • . . • !' • • . ·•· ·. 

later clarified that the' day of Steven's death.wouid count.as ·a day;s~, February 1,'plu$ or ~u~. i day, ... · . ·. ·= :. 
o o • • • • • • •: ' : • • • ' • I . f • ,:_' •' 

, was, In her opinlon, wh~n the injuii~s occutrecL :Mileusruc·b~lieved~he ~juries. "could nave octiltred 
: . . .. 

on the 8th;-but .t(l~y could··Have easily, ocC\lrred:.before;that, ~\.everi· as early as: the 5th::.Shediiiiher;;;.'!.: 
. . ; . . 

explained that abdomilial i?iuries often' were: slow to·marufest: The syniptoms ~~'pot--instait~ariebus · 

·. i . --~~ .. i .. . ~ .. 
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G.: ; . . . . . : . . ti· · . .- . : ... •, .. -~c,i,-t~~u~ th~re,wo~lq be P~-.a twoy~ old would ~ely=have diffi_c~lty CXpressin& wh~t ~e was .... 
. . , -

~ ~ ~: ;. '_ · : · g<;>!I}.g ~ou@, !Necrosis, ~leedin~/and pancreatitis woulqfollow !!hqut~ ~e~:th~:~jUry. 11 :Mileusilic r : . • ; . sa~.~~~fh~ in,Ste»en. On~·wou!d usually.see a fibriQ ~yd, withkte:~•day < 'Howev«, .. 
B. . . . . t · · · l.: ::.,-~.: .. ,_··. ~e,..perit9ne~~ ·('!a: _thin_ layer _·of.irre~ar; co~ective ·tissue[] -_that- .lin~~ jth~ --~9o~~--= cavity'~ 
<·1 ' . .. . . . ' . '. . . . ' . . . . . ! . . . . . ' : . 

:· ·.. · ' : _Ste4~~s M~<JicatDictiq~aiy p ~3 (27th ed. 2000)) respongs -tq ~ .4J.Jury :differe~tly. ··In Steven's · 
.'- : !•. . >a·. • •••• ~. -: •• !. • . • ., : • : . . . .·_: ; . . . . . : : . . . . . . ; .- : ~ -~ • . . - - :. . •• 

_::·-. ·.·. ·. ·:·· hea.6.'1~1ileusnic foimd mononuclear-cell fibrin, which-is~ '~third ki~d qf;level ofdefe~~e-that happens 
•

•,: .~ o • o o I : o : ' • • •: • : o • • • • ~-· • • • o • •' I • • 

'! • • ~ • ; 

· · .· ·,-_.:·-·:.in ~~_bp9y.'\(l:.'~ically, .. thes~ occur,five to seven days after.?fi ~ury ... ,. :.._ .. ; _: 
• ; • - ·: •. : •• : . ·- . . : : • = - . • . . .... i . . . 

. : ._' ··=:_~·.;:_·: · ._.· -.. >. Milt;u~tll,P·~gn!ed·that ~cky-eating, iack, of appetite;·inconsolat* ~ryipg·for~no ~pp~ent 

.· .: · · ·_·i~o~ •le~ru:gy~ ~d exce~siv~ ~ieep-~g coll1d ~I be symptom!H>fthe jnjurie~$tev~~-~4~tained_: ~e~d 
;, : - . ~ . . . . ' . :. . -

:, _. ... '. j~j\Jries could re~l.l~t in seiru_r~s, and clenching one's jaV.: i~ a sign pf a seizure. A ~e~re couid be ,. .. ·._ . . .. . - . 

. ~s~enfor,cpoking. ~owever, durit:lg r~direct~:she:e~plained that:it 'o/Ould he'd,if$cult for a person . . . . . -

to fqr~.e ~ ftn_g~r:b~tween the teeth of a child clenching,his.or.her jaw during ~-sej.zure~ Furthermore, 
·.. . . - . . . . . . ! . . -·. -

• ·:. . . - i 

. _.. · · such a. cb~ld wq_u~d be. experienc;:ing severe paur and·would be ~omiting -Within hours .. 'She :Would not 
; • _: • ". • • r ' • • • ~ • • • • • : •. : • . 

· ' ~ -~;pee~ ~ child ~:w~th these inj~es 'to· e~tbrea1cfast. if he-had· su_sta~ed t~e ffi.j~e$~the ·niibt before. ·. 

. . _. . The.filtal :Witfl:esS to testifyJor·the State was Dr: l,.otenzo M~noz_. · M~oz is il;>oard certified 

in l)etio~l,lrgery. Munoz;was on,ducy on February 8,-·2002, when SteVeRWaS.traJ)Sf~rred-to·Rush . 
. - : . .. . - . ~ . - . 

- -. ' . . 
· • .Pr~byterjan fro!ll Mount. Sinai .. Munoz was informed that Steven was··~~eurologically verj-sjck", that · 

. - . . . . . :- ; . . . - . 

. , :· . . · .. he ~~d re~~ited intubatio·~-~d that a'C'.f scan4 had;~~eaJed .a lo.t ·~fl)lood i~·W~ h~~- Munqz fii-st 
•* I •• • • • 

· ... -·,. 

;'o 

: .· . 

. ·:.t-;: =-· :· ;·-: ... - ... ;-; ~-- /I ~ .. .. 
·. 

· . ' ..•.. ? WilQped.ia defines !~fiqrin'',as !'protein involved in th~ clottin~ otbl.ood. :itis 11 fibrill¥:protein 

th~t, i~· .pol:Yroeris~d -to f<;mn a. 'mesh'. that forms,.a· · hemos_tatic: p1ug or -clot ~(in ~.c~njlln~ion·;~th . . . . - . 

}Jlat(!l~t~} ov.er,~ wound site/, ::See http J I en. wikipedia. org/wiki/Fibrin. .; 

4 Munoz explained that " 'CT' stands for computerized tomogram." 
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saw Steven at around 8-p,'m.·Qr 9 p.m.'·He conduct~d a gro~s:vlsuaie~atibn of Steven's head aiia' . 
. . 

observed bruises. ·steven' was noliresponsive but not m~dically pai-al}'Ze.d.; Munoz stated that it ~as 

. ·obvious· that.St~v~n had not been .. giveri 11_1edicationto rela?c his. muscles because he ~as poSturing. 

Posm'nng, acco~ding to Munoz, "is a very orhlnous sign ili~t ihere's $O~ething ·veiy bad goirig 6hwith . •' . 

. ·.the. centr~ .nerv:ous system .. " :The CT scan :revealed ~what .Munoz:beiieved: was·· a ·fi:"esh :sub~uraJ· '. 
~ : 

• • • - • . t • • - • - -~ '. • .. • • • 

. therewere othet_indications of generalized:swelling-and injury to th~. entiTe:brain::,MtiilO~'stated thai<·. 
, . • , I . 

Steven'~.q~ain 'Yas.~'eXt:re~ely_ swollen.". . . 
i 

. After exaffiiniiig.-Steven, MUnoz de~ided that surger;, 1y;s the.b~st-rourse .. Munoz testified:·' 

. that beeatise;Steven's pupils were reactive,:he felt,he had to "give this kid. a ch~ce.': Th~ goal was · 
. . 

· to decomin:ess ~blood clot and relieve th_e·press'ure on.Steven's brain. T_he operation comffienced at · · 

appro~ately,IO,p.m. Munoz:open~d:Steven~s s1cuiL The dura {the·outerinostJayer,oo~ering the_'. 

brairi),~~.taught. Upon ~opeQ}ng·the·dur~ Muno.z.'ob~eri,ed ·a:~bdural hematb!Jla .. Steve~'s.brain . 
. . -. : . ·. .· .· . 

. . . 
, was "red ~th:a· i:nassiye.kmint ·of subiD:achnojd;blood":and S\Vollen:· Theihrain.stahed. to.heinlate;· . 

. . . ··.· . . :· . . . . . : . . . 

· is ai~o ap ortunous sign "b~ca4se-that tens. you the braini~ so-sw6Uen ~~*~that jt's;tt}ting-to firia· a·way .. · · 
• . . .j . • ~· • • . ,· I • 

· ou(to d~~mpres~ liseit"j ·He co~tlnued; "Th~ problem;;\vlt~~that·:~s.th~t·,~s-:th~;b~rui~<stiirts=~ining~·:c~, . 
. . . "! • • • ... _· .... 

: ... . • 

out there is not much yo~ ~an d~.abotit it!at·,:that ~()inumYrrtore:·~.j·heblqod.Murioz'tibserved in . . . . . . . . :. 

Steven!s ·.head::Was bright' ,red~ ·as: opposei:t" to .:·c~rrant; jelly·:ooi6ii• of ~ril~ior.· olJ·leolor.~?./rhis'<" 
. - . .. . . . . . 

coloration indicated that th~ blood .constituted a fresh·clot. :Mmio~·ch~acterized the amount ofb!o6d:; · -·, . 

• <;•:"" ....... . '• 
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·~. 

;ts ··:.~assiv~. •: · In 1>4~qz's -experience, ·.'~the Jon~er·removed· the injury that b~gs ·about' the bleeding 
. . . . . . . . . . . i 

! . . : ~ .. -t· . , -:· ·.in ;your.bram is,:.the qarker.the·blood·lC?,9ks/' ~. '.i. ::.: ·. ·. · 
() . • . ' . 1 • ' • .· . 

( • . . ·. · · y Muno~ t~@~ t!Jat ~~ .ili,ig point;. 'thewWas •riO!'<nucb he 'could d?excq,t e~acuate the · · · 
(1 :' . . . . . . : . . .. · ..... ·. . ·. .•.. . . . . . . . . .:. . : ... 
~i · ·. · · s~bdl;lral:~lqod and clo.se up.S~_~v~n'l? ~~-:. -S~b¥B;chnoid ,blood is tqo int~a,tely"associated with the · · 

-~~·... . ' 
· br~ tq ·ber~n;t_oy€fd, · M.unoi.al$o·~~~d.a: ,;mtracr~ai·P~~s~e mo~tor bot~/. Which is a. deyice 

:; :: .. ::;·.~ .~:/_ tliat··rii~~~ure~ pre;~u~e ~sit;le;th~:·s~~ ~~~·e· deviGe gave.~~-;e~d~g ~f ~ver·9d,' whlch is inco~p~tible : 
: .·_ . - ·. . . . . . . . . . . . - ~ . . : . . : . . 

·:,~ ... :· . --'~tq··.life . .::.Mter sm;gery, Mupoi'ag~ evaluated S~evenF.Hj.s:eyes \vere fiXed and·were n·o longer 
. . . ... ·. • . - . . • - ·. . . : . . • . . - . -~ . • . . • . ~ ; i . . . • . . : • • . . . 

.. . . _reactive. to li~~-(Munoz !ater·~Xplain~ tha~."ilad·S~~en•s·eye5-been· f!xed prior to surgery~'Mul)oz 
. . . ·. . 

.... 
·. ~_kely .Wo1,1ld h~ve_ ~egarded ;;urgecy as ~tile). Su!>seque~tiy, S~eve~ .~as de~lared b~ain de~d by .the 

. pediatric·-~taff of the ~tensive:ca,re·~rlit..:H:e.wa5then tak;en offofhls ventil~tor!~d died. . 

_; ·. In tije courseoftreating Steven, MunozwM provid~ _a hi~tory that-h~d'been taken at Mount· 
• •' • o • : I • 

S~~- regarding· Steven choking _on a·not clog: ·:Munoz· testified that·that history :wa·s "impossible." 
. . . 

·'· -lie alsq opined that.Steveri!s "ip.j~ri~s w~re ~ot accident~l-$d that'they occurred no more th;m six 
; . . - . :. -. . . . . . . . : . . . . ·. . . 

hours prior-to tqe time S~~~~n arriv~ at.Mount Sinai:, Mui)oz fuJ,ther opined that it would have been 

hnpossibl_e for.Steven's.injuries ~o ha~e OCCliiTf.?d dufing·:the•everiing ofth~ day before he was: brought 

in to MquntSinai: Additionally,.MunQZ opined that Steven CQWd not"have:walke.<f, talked; eaten, or 

·drunk_ anything after su~taining- these 4tjwjes. He ·tater testified that it was hot possible that· Steven 
.• 

. :_ > · . ·. · had ·a .lucid inte~al ~after sus~a;ning hjs.·head injury. · · ... ·--~-· .. -·· 
' . . . : . . . ·. . . . . . . -~ . 

' .- ': . . : . ~ . . . 
_. ·_ ~--· :· -:: - . ; : ·.-Wbe~-crOs~ ~ed, Mu~oZ· acknowl<?dged that :he bad only bee~ -~oard. c~rtifi~d for mne 
· >./ ,._ · .. >" .... ~ ~ontb~· ~d that.tlns w~s~ fue fu.~ c~al ~se in ~hl~h he h~d: te~ifi~d. Ho~~ver, he had given his 

:· . . . . . . . 

· opi~on)n'apprpximately.si?':d,eposit.io~s regar<Ung:the timing of a~ injury.· Mu~'oz agreed that history 
• • '·• 0 "• •. • • I • • 

play~a large role 4t determining when ari injury occu~ed. By __ "history,"-he meant infonnation 
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ga,thered by_ 4ospital.staff·from fanilly :members -and eyewitnesses to the.:injury.·~HoweV~; Munoz. 

testified. that, in the instapt ease,: he really d~d not h~ve· t~·: look at_ any .hlstory becatis~. of the 

~ppearance-ofSte~en·~ br~ .. --The hist6ry that ·Munoz did ~nsider was;ih~t Ste"Ven wa5:"doin~ oicay~ . : . 

34 

. :Muno~ has conta~t~d .DCFS·. i~h~ndreds". ·o~ times regai'~ng s1.is~ecled · child abuse;·. ariil~o~. e~tii :·:.::-, . : .. 

· ·~·cc~s~on; .. rl'CFS pers~~kr ha~~-~k~ hun :t~ ~ve art opinib~ n!gar~in~ ~he ti~g. b~t~e·;~j-ucy·. >' .. 
. . • • • i. . ·• ~ • : . : ·. • ~ • • ·, • • . •. • 

When asked :Whe~~e~ he "~*apolate[dj.a lot of-[his]-oplni~ns·oriwhat happ~nedto. Steveil·fr~rircar_ ' 

accidents~!' Munoz ·repiieci; ''Nor'.] i e:kti.apoia~~ riw qpi~on from:haVirig seen.h~ndreds or child~eri · , · 
. • • • ·,, ;. • •. :. .· ... I . • • • :. • 

iike Steve. u However, he_ did ~isagr~e when a5ked whetherit was neces~arily scientifically mvali·d fo·=· ... · 
o • • • • ~I • ,. • • • 

• • 0 • 
0 

• ,;• • ~ • • 0 •; [ I !" 
0 

0 • • • • 
0 0 

, • ': • • ; 0 ' • ': • , • • :: , , 

equate head injuri~.resi.ilfirig from motor vehicle accidents with head injuries caused by al?use. , Later, · 
. . i . . . . . . - . ·, .. 

:' '· he a<ided that the rilajori~:of cases of. pediatric trauma he has seen arise out of atitomcibiie .aecid~rtt~ .': ''• 
I . . - . . .· . - . . . ·- .·.- . 
I 

rather than c~d.abuse, but ~oth involve si_iliilar mechanisms ~finjury: F~i1~y0\1unoz aW:eed-;that:·::· . · 

a se~re could be a s~ptom of severe 'hea<l trauma and ·that noriril~di~~ persoririel ~uld nliSt~e · .. ;.. , .. : 

a seizure for chokmi .Aftedvfu~o~js· iest~ohy conci~ded; tii~ ~tate offered its eXhibits· anit~st~d;. ·. :. :· 
. . : : . :· ~- . . ·. . . . . . . . -. . 

The first_ witne~s presented by c,lefendant (except for those. taken out of o~der fot sch~duiing.!·· · 
~ • • • • • • # • : • i . : ' : . . 

.. :. 

' ' 
reasons) was ~fi.5.c7r: :Fi&~l, who ba~ .te~ti.fied earlier for the St~te. Figiel sat in .on ;ru) inte~e\v. of .. 

. Kenyatta"Brown on·Febn;a,& is: 200~ ... Three otiie; lnd,ividuals W'ere also .preSent: ;Figiel ~estillit; .. : ' ' .. ~ . 
·.. :··. . . . . . ' . . .. :· 

and the State stiptiJat~d, to:.seyeral ~pe'a,~hi~gstatciments::. ~d-dition~Iy, Fhiiel te~tified that ·he·~~ok~· ;: ~~ . 

~th Dr. Severin at~tish p}~sbyte~~rfdu~g the late eveningofFebtuary 8,2002· .. ~eve~rt told.Ft~i~i ,:·· I :: _: .• <: .· 
. . . I . . . ' . • ' 

that Steven's injUri~s 'w'e;e~i4, to .48: h~uis;oid.· Howev~r; Se~erirl aiso characterized this estfuuite·as- . l .. 
. ._.. . . ~ . . . 

--·-· 
. _.:._ .;/-a guess .. : 

'· .! 
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· .. Defe~ruwt then called Jos~ph DelGiudice; a detect)ve from ·the Du Page ·co~nty sherifPs · · 
. . : . . . . 

. ; 

-~ffi~e. :.·.D~lGiuqice·intervi~wed·Kenyatta qn February-9, 2002,_ at·about I :1? ~-Ql. '"DelGiuqice also· 

._te~ed ~~g•~r4ffig sey&!ll in;tp~~~g _st~t~ments: DeiGiucU~ .spok~ with p;_ fueen. Gr~en· pointed 
~ ' . . . ~ ... ~· . . . ' . . . . . : 

· .. <.-:.: , D~feridant the~ call_ed·S~rgeant ·Michaei.Price; ruso off:4e D~ Page·~ouptJ sheriffs o~ce . 
<:. • • • • • • • • • ~ • 

.. : ·. 
·:·:, ~ tbe ~ly..moming of February 9, 2002, Pricew~nt'to the ap~men~ ofKeny~tta atid .. defe!ld~t. 

. •. . • • . =··· ... : . . . ~ • . . • • .· . . . . . 

•• • •• = 

... 

He·~~sel)red.~ vomit-stained-pijlow. Price t<~>ak a picture of(! closet in the bedroom.:. He'also visit_ed . . 

· the··~p¥tment·. on ·f.ebl."4~ :J 0, 2002, and took~more photographs,. prim~y of the _Closet area. 
. .. . . . ·. ·_ .·. . . . . i' . . . ·. . . : . 

Sev_er~ item~ .ofclo~g were missing. There were two ad~tional e~pty hangers in. tp~ clqset at tills 
. . . ~ . . . . . . : . 

·time. 

:Denise l;ioster next testifie~ on defendant's behalf. F-Oster testified that she is defendant's sister 

· . ~d had ~o~ d~fenda,nt for 24 year~.:: She stated that she had seen KenY~tta-~tnke Steven on t~o · 
•• • • • • . • • • • • • _! • 

pce~i<?ns.· One o<;$ion b~curr~ at Fost~rs home in't(l~·D~cember or Jan~_ary pre~~ing Steven's 

d~ath .. K~~ya#a:and Steve~. ~~r~ in. t4e bathr.oom. Foster-he;i~d Keny~tta· sp~ng. Steven and h~d · 

'si~;en :¢~g. _: ~~iding t~ Fo~ter, K~nyatta ·th~n _left Steven on:.the toilet for ·abo~t ~0· minu~es. · 

F osier alsq .~tnessed another, earlier incident. Kenyatta slapped Steven, back -handed, at least three · 

. :· ·· tim¢s because Steve.n was crying. During cross-examination, she ·denied. that she 9id n9t like 
' 
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K~nyatta. _She later clarifiedthat she.got along ,With Kenyatta-.fine; buidid not like the wa~htenyaft~ .. ; · 

treated Steven. ... ·:;_:. :< 

:· Def~~dant then cail~d frank B~lp~dio. -Belpedio is:defendrurt's cousin. .He· teStified that he 

observed-kenyatta-strike: Steven on three ·o~~asions,-.,Xbe fust-thrte w_as :~n· Jilii'e.or-Jul; .of 206}._;_.' '· '_. · 
• •. • I • . ' 

:.. . ' .. ·.· .. ::; . . . 
. back seat. Steven was:. crying, and Belpedio heard a loud ~lap. He theii looked in his rcitr~View Jrtirror- ·. 

. . . . . . 
.· 

and saw Kenya~ slap Steven in the.cheekanq shoulder. He sawXeriy~tta sttike Steve? -a ;eeon_d·.· 

time ·at Karen Clark's ap~ent The second· incident occutr~d,,aJew·.vi~eks\hll:er the fi~st·cme>·:·': 

Belpedio .was· sitting onr_the ~couch with Steven:.and -th.ree~othe{.thild;en:·;. Steveri Starle<rto cry. ' . 
. ,; . . . . 

Ke~yatta came intb the i~om, told ·him to be quiet,i-and slapped·him~tmce. ~One· sl_~P iandect '<>n ' 

.Stev~n·s head and the other on his back. The slaps were.-deiivered -~th ~ open h~d .. $t~v~n feU off; .. 
. . ' 

of the co~ch. The t~d.ffi:cident.happened soine~e-after Ahgelique w~ born;-about- three ·o~ four.,-

. d~ys before--defendant-· was -aJ!ested :{Beipedio ,als()· stated. i~' occorred i~ the summer of.200_l):· · .: 

Belp~_(> :testified:tl¥lt Steveri waS ccying. Kenyatta-walk~<i over to~- shook him tarising·ins head ~~' :. 

to flail ~bout, and slapped him. Belpedio heard.defendarit:a5k:Kenyatt(•~~hat.are yb~·doirtg that. . : . ' . 

.for?:', S}:le slapped Steven ·~[o]pen hand[ed);iight in.tlie face:" .Orl ~ros~-exfuru~ti6n;~·Be1pedio 
. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -

adrnowledg~ that he arid. defendant:would. "h~g out:' togeth~r.sociaiiy-ahci. thAt th~y ~er~--"tight!' ' 
. ; . . .. -~ . . . 

. ·Further, Belpedi~added that the tlurd incident-'left a nalf~iAch scratch upci~ Ste~en's -f~c¢. --.·,: ,~ ... · · 
·. . . . . . . . . 

·-tD~fendant next called Karen.Clark-:..Kenya~'s m'other> ~latk.tC$till~:tn~{st~ven sj>e~i half. ' · 

his life Jiving with her, and half of it iiving with hi~- great-au~t, Dorothy--Uerron>He··"iiever'"teally 
. . . . .. ~ 

. ' 
J)etfuanently" lived With·Kenyatta. ;CJark stated that.she had.never se~nJ<.enyailii:sla~ Steven•iri,tpe~." .... 

. . 

face.- However, she. acknowledged telling a detecti~e that:''Kertyatta.-slapped.Steven in_the face· a few: 
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-'> ·. Kenyatta dQ this. (;,: . . . t . ; . . . DerernJaDt the~ reCalled ;Qetective·D~Giu~ice. Het'esimed ~ h~ ~ke with Clark on 

~\ ·-F~b~<l:'Y. 8,_ -20Q2 ·~t--~sti ·P.resbyt~~~ui'."~·ab~!J~ -11:~0 p.m. ___ -~ ~t co~versat~<?n, Cl¥k·t9ld 
(~,' . . . ··. . . 

'.,. · '· ·; . ·Pe.lGiydic~ ~at ·J!l(eriyatia- slapp·e~J. Steye~ in ~he .fa,¢ a {ew tjrries iD $e_ pa5t;d~e'to. Ns whining .'and 
: : . : ' . ·. . . : . . . ~ . . . . - . . . - - . . ' 

._,; 
.··-.. 

: .: , . , · . ~ _. Foster-:; F ostet ,told him.th.~t ~she ·did n<:>t ·lik~ ~e~yatta and ~id· not.~ th~t _K.~tiY.atta. was -right-for-··· .. 
. ·. - . . . . . - . . . - . . . . . . . . . . ~- ·-

.. • . 

. - . . . . : - ~ . 

·her qrother:. When:a{)~ed_ to expiain:her~elf: _fost'er-decUned:to-·disc.uss the niattedurther. -· 
; . . ' ,- . - . . . . : .. ·. . ~ i . . . 

. . , · ~ry;stat:?:ei'~ (f9rrnerly ErysW;Hpldmann) .testifie<iinext. -She'had known de(epdanHor £ve · -. 
. . ·.· . 

· . : or s_ix ye~s. and she ~~o-Jrnew Stev_~,~ apd ~enyatta Z~i~· ~d h~r-b~yfrien~f~ved -~th K.enyatta and 
. . . ·. .· . . 

· ·-q~feJ?-qant .for.a, wbUe. Zyis s_a:w-:Kenyatta~s~e·Steyen·_on several·oecasion~.·- Qne.time, Keriyatta 
• • • f • • ; • 

. · ~- _tol~ St~yen_to.~hrowlli_s diaper away. Stev:~r:Hhrew it in-th~·kitchen'sink: ·l<~nyatta grabb_ed him py 

. '.the ~.-and :threw him ~ut oftne·~tcl)en.' After cl~gup th~ ·mess,:Kenyatt!l shoved St~v~rj. into 

· .... the:be.Qroom·and told~ to talce a·nap. · :zeis-smted that .~.bedjd.~ot-nqte any_injut:ie$.- · Zeis ~d9~d · 
.• . . •.• - . ' . • ! " • . : . .. .• ·. 

ti)at,.though she wou.ld J:lOt say thatJ(eny~tta ~truck:Steveri_ 9n a:daily b~is,' it did happen on a re~lar . . . . . 

~8;sis.or-{'quite-often. '' "Every time he di~ so.methi.Q~ wrong~'~ Zeis testjfieo~ "he ~nded up getting hit 

for _it.". 0:6ert,;this invqlv~d a.tl·Open-h!lnQ~ blqw to the si'd~H,lf'~ac~ -~fth~ h~ad: .Zeis never saw· 

: · Keny~tta use a11 object ~~ di.sc~pli.Qe ·S,teve~ ·bu.t· she did .o~se~e K~nya~ sirike ·_St~v~n on' various 

parts•ofhis.body including rus ~ack;but~ -~ ·legs;·and ··~herey~~_[she] cri~ld· reach at the time!' : 
·. . . . . .. - . . .. 

!'·· :On _another,occ~ion, ~eis·stat~:Kenyatta fl~g· St~yen~~ut oft~~ ftchen afleJ; he spi).led. 

some ju!ce. ~Zeis d~scribed yet another. incident wJtere'i<enyatta'tllrew a fan--~fllch landed about two . . : . 
' 

or threef~et fmm Zeis's daughter: Zeis·never:saw Rancl.y.-st~e Steven. Steven "always bad bruises 
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' on him." Zeis.,orice saW a mark, on. Steven's.back that looked.iike·.it was made by·a'ruler- or" sorrie. 
• t • -

similar object. On a· few ?ccasions. Zeis saw defendant attempt to intervene to· try to stop-Kenyatta:-: 

,;when_ she got out of naiid;:'·t>~t Keilyatta would ,yeU at him and tell: him thaf he was inof Steye~'s 

38 

'• -··. 

father so. he ~hould St~y. dut- of ii:. In re8po~se to ,queStioiung by the State, Zeis acknowledged that. 

shehad ~ated.deferidant ~ot-acshort tUbe.:. She further ayknowledged that she did not.likeKeny~tta·., . . - .. :. 
. . i . . . 

· Th~ last witrtess t~ testU}r fo;4efendru:tt~wasDt. Bhaku Teas. ·The trial court recogruzed.tr~;.:,: ·- .. _: : 

·as~ expert in. the area off~rensic.pathology.and child abuse. ·Teas had previously testifi~d for the·_ 
• • • • & • -

State "[p ]robably hun~eds of time~" ahd on behalf of defendants. only about 20 ti.nles, Teas reviewed'·· 

· Mile~snic's autoiisy rep~rt. photographs. ·and :histologyS. sl:ides. She also examiiioo the r~oo~dS" fr~ril 
. . 

Mount Sinai and Rush Pr~sbyterian.as well;asDCFSrecords; police reports, and witness•s·staiepiehts;:r 

Teas sp:oke with Mil(msnic prior to per tes.g .. R.egardinf~ the cause ofS.tev~n's death, Teas'aire~d -· 

with ¥iJeus~c's opihic;m that he died as a result of ptultiple blunt -"trauma injuries. Further; she.opi11ed ·. 

_that a combination~ofhead and.abdominaJ.injuries caused Steven's death. -. ... ·.!: 

' . t • • . • ... . 

Teas testified. that the tyPe ofinjury Steven sustained to his abdomen was caused by pun~hing;; :· '· _ 

hitting; )cicking, or $~m~ _sort. <;>f.crus~g q1echailism .. -A person. sustaining ~ch .ail .i.rijury, she . 

- . -
expla.i?ed, niight e~perienc~-pain fot ~ whl.Je and_ then be fine for. a while: Then, as the ulceration and·: 

;-

peritonitis "sets up," pain _w6~d b¢come more general and the person inight became septic and lose· 

consci~usness. Further~ a:person With such an injury would be able to eat, initially. "Injunes like ·thes~ -,- .. ' ... 
. . 'i . . ·:' . . . 

.. 
~ 

are-not neeessarily painful; a.persoh Jiii.ght_orlly feel!a little diseoinfort. -She later added that:it:i<tk~si·.< · ·- . :--_,- .. : 

. 
5 "His~ology ***is the ~~dy oftis_sU.e sectioned as_ a thin,slice, using a m.icrotome . .Jt. can be.~., 

- - - • : : • . !. • • . . ~ • • . . • •. . • • . • • . 

t 

described as microscopic anatomy.'; See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki!Histology. 
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.· an~l:tll~ onset .of symptoms. · Further; Teas felt t4at abdominal injuries-were rasi¢r to time~ ·head 

·•f" · : · .. :. )njurie$: '• · ; .: . . 
" 

: ... . ·,. 
' .! 

f(. 

f · · . ·. : >Re~ard!ng tll~ hea9 trau¢3; Tea$ stated -th~t·she·reviewed the CT-:sean fro~ Mount .Sillai · 
·t~ •· ·: ·:. . . . . .' 
l;· There was.no mention of"midline shift." '-"Midline ~hift" -refers to a state where "there is a· mass· lesion 
\~1· .. ·. . ·. . . . . . ' . . . . . . . -:· . . . . . .. 

. -~;. . ·,.': ·on_#J:ats~de ofth~fbr~ ~~ $O'i~'is:shifting'the brain t(j t,J1e Opposite·s~cte~:" ¥td_its·al;>s{m~ mdi~~ed 
• ;" - • '· • t ' • , I' , •, . . ,· , 

· · .. lhat: ther~ w~s· not "j~st -~Qe :t~~ilizea ~~:·''; Additionally, .histology slld~s ~f the· tes~icl~s rev~aled . 
. , . . . . . •. .. . . . ; 

: . . . . . . . . . . ..: . . 
·. . ... no -~yi9ence ·of trauma~..-T eas ,explained thaqhe' discoloration·in· the scrotum :was likely due to blood 

. . . . ·. . . :. . . -.. . •·.· ... - : . 

. · ·. · 'trlc~ing;~own to ~ha~·~e~ frorit··th_~ abdomen: ·.-
. . ,. . .· . :. . . .. 

~ • ~-~"' •• t I .• ~ . -.; 

: .... 

. . . : ;· .. :;, 'rea,s testifi~ th~t: (1$ a pathologist;:a.Ssessing thethrung ofinjurie~ is sorneth,ing:she .s famili~ 
! I • • • ~ ' • •. . • • • 

. \vith,dping._.--T~g -is "?Il iittegr~'p~of p~thology. II The,best w~y;: accor~ing. t~ T-eas, to ad~res.s .. 
. . .. ' . - -

. : ~-\i~¥::~~:.histology; however,· s_he did .also· ~ate that it is !!imprecise." · Th1,1s; ~stimates of the timing 

of_an injury ·are usually given •in tlays.: ;She testified thll,t she-w6utd never give, norlias she ever seen ... 

given ji) any te~bpok or p~per, an estimafe:in: ~e~ of hours> Sne·did·believe that a,ll of Steven's 
·' •• ••• •• : • • '. • • • • • .1 • : • : 

... :. T~ ·fou~d ~v.id~n~- of a~t~·inflammatgry[ceUs in ·steve~·~ 'gastrpjytestifl~ tr~<£· TI:tese ·· · 
.. . ! . . 

·. typiquly:-appear:.abo~t :u•,to 24 hours ¢fer an injury: She· did not ·reCall seeing a_ny·_in'tbe ·subdural 

·. hematoina,' however::: 0~ ·about th~ secopd qay following an ·injurj,"moilonudel!-f cells· (also ·caJI(!d · . . . . . ·.. . . . . 

.. ·. ~piri41e~$h~ped c~lls Called fibroblasts .begiit to lay doWn :colJagen: :As tiine p~s~es,. T~~s explamt:d, 

. . . . . . .·: . . . . . . . . ··. . . ; 

·'· i . 
layer~ .of fioro~last~:·increas7;· ~ence,--tp.e·more that·are present;·the older theJinjuty:-' Also,-:&t -~bol,lt 

·~he sarrie_t~~' new capillaries fo~:makiitg the surface_ofthe area very granular. In.Steven's,case, 

Teas saw' early granulation of tissue and several layers offjbroblasts. AA~r·betweep fo~r and five 
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. days; .there-are three ·t() :five layers of fibroblasts,- and· at 7 to I O'days;~.ihtf~pillanes~b~comevery .· 
. . . . . . . 

prominent,.;"Inthls.c~se;~.srud·Teas}you:could:almoSt:·see:the Capillaries:"?:····· .. i ·::' .. - ·· :.·· -_.·[;. ·-::·· 
' . .·. . '. . . . . ··. . . 

. . 

six days old :and it .. was'.possible ,that they -~ete=ohly four ·days: oltV · Howev~r;· hi. :h~i' opliiid!\:'d~eto : 

. . 

· w~. pronounced dead::on: Febtiiary·ll, 2002t,~t .. ab6ut-,;12:3o :piin:i.t:Disto~nting::~e _fti6hhat :Stev~h · 
~ . . ', 

:was ~n a respira~ot for :a· wllil~,;· which ·may have .. ~iowed 'heatilig,' :St~~~·s ;~j~ri~s. w6uid Lhavtr~ 
~c~rred, acci>rd.illg to Teas, "on. or around February 6:.'~ T~·te8tified1that Sh~:also; fcitind evidehee~· · 
of inj1,1nes that could· have been a month· old> In :a'hlstologicai.~lide; 'she foUnd a· new :blood -\Fessel . 

. .. :it ·:Wa~, thote: likeiy that: Steven;s-..injuries were, seven .day~:oid as -opp~sed to·:thf~e days qld.·. ;::tater, ,. 

·. ;~as t~stified that c~ldre~ h~al a bit .faSte~ thari adults;. b~t ·that .. would.;b~ o~sef by-.th~ ;espir~tb:t. · 

'·Teas further· testified· that Steven's purported :chotqhg'on-a.-hotdog c'ould;be'-'sec~rfdruj·to 
• • . , . . • :. ." :. ' : •.: I • • . 

either his abdomin·~·~lJri~s odlis·head ~j~·ries .. Shealso .. stated·t~at a-~eiiur~-:resui~ng frofu·aAiea'a·. 
. . . . . . . - : . .. . ; . . ~ .. 

, injury; c~uld;:r~sult.in cl~nching of the·.i.eeth: and' would invoi.Ve. shili~~:·iri·.'otli~r1ar~~·bf th~·:bddy. :· · ·. 
. ·. . . . . . . . 

. . .. A p~rsoi;I;~hols~ffered·the.type.ofhead injury exp~rienced:brSt~veh.'co\lld:~e~~ corisci~'U~~ '·Teas.;:~. · 

stateq i.ha:t:she ~e~ewed th~ pq~tope~ative rep~rts:ofMunoi,•~d th~y-Jid 'not ~h~~e her·b~1ruon·-thdt ,;1;.: •. 
•• • • • • • • • • • o • I , • • • • • ~ • , • . 

. ·. Stev:n ~uld ha~e .r~ma1hed c~riscious:=- Tii~t St~\ten's· ·irii~tcraniat .. pt'es~~~-;~~s··~~ ~(1-T~pidiy. ,·, ... 
p~~~~essi~g (normal i~ 16 to 20) was :tA>nsistent·~tl~ ·an injri~ ~&ti~~~ ·day~ -~~f~r~~-- ~s· i6~.~~ai~ .-:· :', .· 

does notnecessaril~ st~ to·swe~latthe time of an injury.:.'·:· .. ,, ..... 

... !-~ • ; : . _... • 
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f5\ ·. _:_·_ . _: .. :-:·:· N:s~?";p~~~-:a;.'.bi~t~~y. o(:~e injury :is; ~pot1ant •)n-~ det~rmining itiming.-; · Furthefll1ore, · 

_ i- . _ :· . :: extr~pola~ing. dat~ ~d opif,lj9~s,frqm aut~mo.bile ac_cidents an4 applying:it t~ ~ nonaccjdeqtal injury . · 
tl .. ·.. . . . ' . ' 

f' :-.· .. -··- is,- Bf.~M~~fl~~-.. T~,.~~p,Iliiped.thilt she·.~~cally.s~es.patte~:<?f·~j~es:tll~!:are '.i~ little ~ifferent" 
6 . . . '. . . -;- '- -- . . - . . - - ~ -
~;, . . ":-~ :.:. i~-:?-~~'!ycid_ent~_.and:jn~~~s of~_~d abus,e:;:-When·_asked agrupi~bouHiurg/feas'stated, !'T;he: 

<~, .. -.-. -_ . ".: . . - - . - -. '- - . . .- . - . . 
- -,_. · : : _ ~~b,Q~JI.:al::-I1c_M~t:s~y ~ythj~g;apotiphe~qther h~d5 injuzy,. ~-~t. ~e supdur~-)~d'abdoinin~•were.-
• . •. ; ..... • ~~ ;:· :; • • -~ • : .~ • . • ... ·_.: • . "": • . '; ~ '.: l -·. . . : • ,·: ••. c, : ' ' . -.~. . . , .c:: • • •·• ••· ~ • • ~ I . :' • • • ,l 

.. _ ·::- · : :P~A&is~C?-ht:·wi!~ ~ye_(lay~/: .niese·iPj~~~· ~Qy ~dded, ~~re the.cause o_fdeat:J! ... Red-lines on S-teven's· .-
~---·:··.-_:;.:_:_·,·:~··: :_ . _; · __ : -·.-.:· . -~ .. - . - .. 
·" ·_ · - . f9Qtm*~4. i!l.-a ~J.,l~h-Presby:teri~_.record ~o~ 3:3.0 a.m.:-.o~ February 2., according: ~o Teas, could-. . .~ . . . . . . . . : . .. . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . ~ .. 

-: .::~ ... ; -.-D~rjpg;cro~s~ex(Jlllin~tion, ifeas expl~ed that:~ru~ifi~atio~ (which she·obser:ved.in the dura) 
• • •t • - • • •• -~ • • • ' •• •• • • 

. · _: · . . . · cou_lc! jnQip~t~,that ~he injury js o'l~·eqh~ ~ne, pr~s~nce 'of fj.b-~obl~st_s w~mid)mdicate, IN;ould also_ . 
• !, • • • • • . :: • • -_ • • :. • 

~ .. 
:·-. 

.. 
·.{?e ~~9~nc~ ,of~ seccmd; ea.d~er injury: , Teas -a~knowledged·.that Mite_ul?ntC -was of the .opinion that .. . . . . . . 

. . . 
tp~ ~~~ifiqt!!OQ . was- <l:!l-art~ act of the sur~ery, on ·~e · rigl)t- side i of Stev~n's head. She ,fu!1her 

.:. -~aclqlowl~dg~d -~nat h,er rep,ort stated that.Steven W(clS transferred to Rush Pr~sbyterian' on February . :. .. -· . . . . . ·- . . 

·9, 409:2, ~t_-;) Ca.~.~; which is incorrect as to botJi date 89d tiJ!le. ·Teas.d~d·nqt·differentiate between·· 
• ~ •' •' • : • • ., • • • • I • '• • • ; o 

who ~ep~ned:¥f~a~ --inj~ry i!l·h~r_ -repop;~ tha~ is, the.-repoq, does ·not ~pecifY.th~~ cert_ain injuries that ' 

matlif~~tedJhernselves .l~te,r., were not apparent a~, 11)_~. time Steven- was. brought .in to;Mount-Sinai. 

L~~5!~, she:~~at~<:f.sh~- '!sort of~.*'!' .·tried to--separ~t~"-;Wh~t.was ~bseryed :at Ru~~'Presbytt?riari. ·she. 

I _ . . __ -~~~- ~?·lruned . t~at ;:t~er:e. w_er~- son:le .. discre~ancies, in ·the re~r~~ .of· the :~esthesiol_ogist and ·the 
I ... • . - . - . 

j_ .·_'_·.,. ·::·: .. · --~~f.~~'~ ·:_li9'?!'~~e~,-the~_e.discrepcm,~~es,did_ not"!affect her ?Pini<?n~;,-. Ac~.rding to Teas," posturing 

I _., -.-\·s·~:.typ~:qf·a se~r((. · .. Fo_llowing·Teast(!stimony,,defendant•re~ted.- · · · ... - -''·, . · · -. -· 
. ~ . . . . •. . . . . 

' .. The trial count found defendant guilty of: first-degree· murder (sye·720.ll..<;S· 5/9--1 (West' 
. .. :_ . . . - . . . : . 

200;2)) .. 'the trial court also found that Steven w~ uQ.der the age of 12, but ~ecli,:1ed to find that the 
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murder was accompailied-by.:exceptioriruiy:bruhil"and·heirious behavior 'indicative'ofwaiito"Ii-eru'elty"' .. 

(see 730 ILCS 5/S--5--3.2 (West 2002)) .. In so ruling, it made th~-folloWing flrloings: :-:si~V"~r{wa5 ;'· · 

born oh-Aprill7i -1999::and -w~,a<norfual,;!h~thy"chlid. _,,He 'had- been:raised J:;furiility -by his -
. . . . . 

had ~v~t:seen .ally·marks.or injuries ·on: Steven Indicative of child abuse aftfu..steveii'had 'r~~e(l fr6ili~~- : 

being _wl.th Keriya"tta .. : The cO\irt_ toti·n~ thein "extre~eiy credible." it.-aJso fo~iid,ihat. they' ct~iy ·.' 

lo~ed Stev_en-and ~'would-hav~:don~ e~erything.in their-power t~ -keep hlni from=K~rtyatfa·h~d-they . 

--.. : , •• t:,. ,. 

The 'cause 9fSte~~ri's death~ blurit trauma to ihe head and abdomen_; The courfstiit~d that'·;' . ' 
: .. : : ' . 

; .... 

.·.-

. ·;· 

. . . . ~ . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . 
the sole issue. ~as who :~'used _that trauma: _The coUrt 'explaiiled thaf the -defense's theory Was th~i: .: _ . · _ .. 

. . i . . . . . . . . . 
Ke_nyatta. beaf Steven 'SO fieverely that h~Was mortilly .woilhded early in the'week of Febriiar-y:,2;··< _ ... 

2002, -"p~rhaps as"~ly ~;the·4~--5th; ~r.6th:~~ ~ .Then;• Steven-experienced a "lUcid intefv~" ~'llicb-·_i.: · ·:· 

lapsed about an hour before Kenyatta- re4Jrned·-home otfiFebruary 8, '-2002.' Kehyatia's purporfed·: ;;- · · ,. · 
1 • • • •• 

history- of abuslng Steven ;was-,presented t_hrough:·the- testimony- of :Zeis,'·Martine~ and -Beldepio;Y~~; -

However, the,_trial:court expressly·foun~(.th~t two of·the wifness~s (Zei_s·and Belpedio) wei-e·Mt·i· .. :· 
... 

ciedibl~.- The.court,;eitenited that Clark;• BroWn; an_d Herron never observed ail ~iios·ofabtise·aft~r··:- ~ · · 
:: . . . . 

Steven was with Kenyatta.',·.The pathologists· that-defendant off<~red in stipport of his pbsition, 'dated;· 
. i. . . . 

''":. 

:. . . . . . ! . - . . 0 • • • : ~ - • • -; • 

Steven's irijuries,,based-mfthe rate ofhealingi as,occiminf? between the fourth and eighth:or het:Ween ~--., · ·. 

the fifth_ and ninth of Febluary .• -. 1Jle _:court_ observed. that-these estimates;- whlle ;,·h~rdly -an· ex~~t :-• ·: ,

measurement/ were.furth_er co~plicate<(by:·other~~actors_:that affect~dith(t~te of-h~irlg1such ·as~- :.--- .. 

oxygenation,-' Steve~'s yo~th; ·and the use of ~;respirator. If.is deai·-that.the· coti'ri did- not· find 'the_:·· : 

opinionS of the pathologists particularly u_seful and did not attribute great weight to them. in stim, 
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' /'~ . (; .. 
{: .. .- thy;!ct~:qJll.rtJoupq __ tb.?t "[t]he-eVideqre. ~~,~:;doeslnot;support any, alleg~ti~Ii .tha.t Keny~tta· BroWn . 
[:~. :. .: ·-. . . . ·' . . . . . . . :· . -- . . .. . . 

. . . 
'i ·' ch,rpQicC!lli.~bu~~d St~v~.-~:"~:,· ' 
.~: - •. ; . ~ . . 

(!f .. :" . . . ·. . ~ -- . . . :. . - . . . ! . . . . : . . 
-l:.· __ :. .. . , .. _. (.~J.\1~ :St~.t~:.s t~l;l~Qry, ,on' th~ ;othe~ ham,l, \Vas; that' St~;ven .was in- thej sol~· can~ of defeQdant ·· .. 

fl . . . . ,. . . . . ~: : . . •.: 
. ~i.- . > ... : ~-:li~CW~gat-~qo~t·~ ~ ~:m>on Fe~ruruy. ~,:2002. ·_:WheQ:l<~:yatta tefl for work ;t:t.4at:time, :steve? was 
\oj . ' .• . • . . . 

. : · ". :: · ·- .·.9eaUhy; ·,w.h,~p.sne .x:etHm-C4 .at 4 p.~:, ·Stey~n W!ls.:ilonrespo_n.si'.'e,·" 'br~thing ·funny,! -~·~,eyes locke.d . : ::: . ·:· : . . 

·:: <.:_: .· m~,<;.9j~:stfif~,:wi~.¥9.~l·.in_hisJri~uth ... - .·,.,_,.~. ·: .·''.- .·i· 1 

• : . • . ·•• .\ . :;,,' -~ee(Jj~ ·.a,;;;_ io~•-1J:e_i~ny Qf,the .il!~cal p~l)llcl. who treatt.J Steven-most 
'' . . . . . .· .. . . . . • . . .·. . j·. · . 

.. · ·; · ~ompell.il)g. By 6: 18·p.rit .. on Fei?fJ.l~ ~. 2002, Steven w~·post\.lring. ·•At this' time; :a treating nurse 

. ' · · cii~ ·~Qt. ~~~~~y,~l\s~~-.:-~te~ef\:s i-~~.o~,~~s: :Nurse·~nn~-:-~~--R~sh··Pre~byt~rl~ lat~r ~Q~~~ed 
... ,: .. : · ... - : ; ... ~ . . . . . . . . ·. 

' . ~- .. ;_ fre;4 t:~~tb~ises.~~q ~~~;~n ~teyen's.l~gs~, At·abouUJ :30 p.m., weltsweie.nqted on hls lett foot .. 
• • ••• • • 1 • • • • • • . -· ••• · • • 

·. · · '. ·_. _ ~9f~9Y.~; •tlJe mar~ wer<? ch_~ging and.geoot$g more d~fi11ed:·· -D~.: Gree,' observ~ re~ ~arks-on · 
•.. ! ·.. . . - . . - . -: 

'. · ~s~bel,ltl 'Th~tJtiey-;were. red, .she:.testified, ir}dicated:tha,t.they were fresh:· i.Or:Boykin testified that. 
• ·'I . • • • '; ' • ' : : 

. St~v~n c9Wc! not have ~ateri;a·h_ot dq_g, as'described.by defendant, after'he ~ust.iined;~hese inj'l:lries. 

· Be~!Js~ .. ~t~veihc9~Id _.nor h~ve eaten aft.er -$U!>taining- S!-fch inj.uri~s,-h~ _tmd :to hav~ su~tained -them 
. : . ~ . : . . . ·. : . . . . . - . . : . . 

afte.t .. l;le.la.l!t. f!.te .. : Furt~er, ·he. could.n9t)uive sustained these.:severe injuri_es ·on Feb~ary 7, for he 
.· . .. . . . . ' . . . . :. :' . . . 

wouJ4:pQt hay~suivived .until th~ time hew~ ln:·ought to··Mount Sinai .. At Rush }>resbYtenan, injuries. 
. ·. . - . . . . . : . .· . 

th<J.i.:w.¢r~ pqt.yj~i.Qle at· Mo~~~ Sinai continued to appear!· Ste_ve~_·s abdomen ~as·noi·<:iistended ~ntil 
. -.. . . - . . . : : . :. ._-· . :· 

th·e fQilqwipg ~pfi!Pig:· ·,Dr: S~venn QO~~rved that- Steve~'s.au~oreguiation system was intact qurip.g 
. • • . • • .1 :· ••• •• ••• • • • • • .• • • • • ••• 

the ~y~n,ipg,ofFebruary,&,~iPdicati~g-that·the~brain;injury.~as recent rather than: days old. Amyl(!.~e · 
•• • :· • • ••• •• •• • • 4 • • • i . 

•' 

. amqjp~iJ~y~li; had do~bled:'beny~en the time.blood ~ests,~¢re.taken at M9tmt 'Sinai and·Jater-~t 
•-'· . ..,. ~ . . . . .. . . . . . . : . . 

Rush J?resf?yteri~: Th~ only,ei~l~?tion fo~ suc~·an increase,-fou~d the trial:~ourt, was the recency 

•'t• .... : .r ! :·. • -· • 
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of the· mjury. A.Cullen's-sign·appearetLori the-moiilirig:ofFebniarY 9:;.Severln :st~ted that these 

appe~r relatively qili~kly _after_ a severe inJury to the pancreas . 

. . Dr.- Mun<iz observed· bright red blm?d; which aJs~ indicateci" a ~~eht ~jtlry. ·He add~ that ·.: 
,. 

· .. i~ was im~ossible for· the ~njury to ha~e been ·sus~ained oir ihe_pte~ous •ev~~~,: for •Steve~ w~uld. ·· 

.J •• 

. . : 

... :-

. . . ' 

.interval. . ~.. . - •• • 0 .; • ; ... ·~~-

. . . 

The .. court ndted ::that the·s~dden.appearance of. all of St~en's·-i~Jurie:;· on:tne eve~iig ."o};, 

February 8 Wa5 inconsistent With a chronic pattern of~bus~ by Kenya:tta:~Oiie W:mlld ~xpeci:.tb see··. 
. ~ : 

injuiie~. ofa <Jifferenrage.'~ The court ills~·noted. that.while defendant haij failed-to ch~nge' ~gellquejs ., 
. ; ·. 

: . . . . . ~ : . ·. . 

. diaper~ h~·did change Steven's: · It also relied up.on R6bert Liebi~h's testimony 1Jt~t-defendant toid ~m ·. · 
. . . . :: . . . . . . - . : .. . - .. 

· that' he ~'didn't hit the kid that ha.fd;''dlo_ting that· this was·.an admission th"at he did;-iri"fa~t;·-bit St~ven:·· 

. The court furthei"noted.defendant's changing demeanor-as the nightp.rogres~ed-:iind·the ~~·en.t of;,· . 

•. ·i 

.· , .; .On Au~st-27, 2004, the trial court heard defendant's motiori_.for_ a:new tiial.' At the b~~nJng-. 

or~at_.proceooing, <.iefe~se counsel inr~ifued. the, trial; court ·.thar dete~da~t was ·in= the proc~ss ·of · . 

attempting to hi.re private counsel because he h~d raised i~s~es pe~g to the ineffective a:ssi.stance· . · 
. . . . . . . . ·. . . ' .. 

~f ~unsel. Def~Iise courisel also told th~;trial.coui1 that the.attorneys-.def€~dant.contacted;would . . . . . : .. , . . 

· not" pr~ce~ ~ucless they_\.V~re eithe~-·tetaine&by defendant or appoiil.ted:by the ~urt. T.he.trial c:Ourt; · . ,. 
. i. -

~er a8kirig_.the·State for:i.pput,.simply sfat~d:;.. ,., .. ~ ! ·.. ...,, ;·; · 

. ·. :·, . - · . · .. . "-Tbe.Couft has appointed; the publicjd~fender··f6 reptes~nt··yotir and:if .the ·public'': .. ; 
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. . .. -~:· .. ·,.' o.wn attorney;.but the Court ~11 ~otgive·you an ad4itiortai~attomey~ecause ·yo~.di:) not Wish ·. 
• . . . ! . . 

. ~o proceed to4~Y:" 
1 

. . . ; ,: •; ·. •: l 'i . . . 
•t . . .. 

'('I : .. 

f .. · .. · .. :pe(~nd@t'~r~p~nded('!Okay:":,.-:The.court·tJJen.turned .. t~:~~h~ ~~pij~n for~- new;trlal, _whicii it 
(~I . . ..... , .: .. · .. · ... : • . . ; .. . . . . . . . .· . . : . . . . . . . .; . . ·. . . . 

~}; .. ·:. ~ :' . ·. '·.· .'· ·. ul~a~t;l1y den!~4: ·.Ill ~h~ ~~rse_ of ar~~g .. t~J.e motion,·defellSe coUD$el,·.at ~efendant's request, rais~ 

~· ·: · · :. ~~e:(~llq~gis~~~s r~~~~~-in~fr~tive.a.ss~sta.nc~ .<?f ~~¢i;:{l), t~at ~4n~el s~p~Id ~a~~ bro_ught 
• ~ .: • • • • • • • • • •• • :· : • • •• • • ; • • • • •• • ~-; :.: •• • • ; :. ' • • •• • • • • ~:. • • • • : • < • • •• • •• 

t" •• 

. . . : ·· ... ·· ~~~d~~iop;ai Wit!le.sses t~ i~peac:~ t<~ny(ltta regard4ig Jte~:~tuj>orted.ab~se ()~St~v~n; (2) tha~ ~unset 
-·: :. -~- -~· ·i:". .. -~~7--.. ~~ .:··, ... _.. . . ; .... . . ·_ . . . . . . .- ·.. . : . . ... · . . . . ! .··:.: . . . . . . . 
:. ·. . · · . shqul9 ·mtve ha9 ~.witness; testify .t)l~t defep~ant .had :chi!Qgeq :ste:ve~'s qiapers ·~the ·paSti(3) tpat 

I . · ·. :·· .. :· . ~q~~t· should. have· ~~ought: in. ~dqi~~n~·~witness~s·t~ ·t~~;~;:r~~~~di.n~ :·~·tq~r ~c;~sistencies in· ... 
I 

.··: .·. . ' . . .... • . :. . ... . . . . < 

. :~ ~ 

I . . . . ~~~y,~t~~;s i~s~~o;oy;.( 4) that oth~r d~tecti~es ~houl~l.i.a~e b~~~;c~e·d t~ .~e~fi~~-~ il:~4iti9n ~0 Figie}., 

I . :,: ::... ~r~~~d~g ·~ !'hopow ~oise".Kenyatt~'stated.~he.·h~llfd'whll¢:.~efelldll?t::w~ m:the.,bedroom·with. 

I ·. . . · Stey~h; ( 4) th~t co"m~ef shptJI<i: have copq~~~d more t~<;i~ough ~~rqss-e)!:~tiqlli;;;( 5) tltat ·counsel· 

I 

I 
I 

I 

.. ·· . . ·. . . ·. : . :_:. . . . . 

....... ~ Cot1.nsel tqe~ stated,· "I believe that ~overs everything t];lat .Mr Liebich ~ted ·us to brit).g up for 
; . . . . . . . . . . .· . . 

in~ff~ctiv~ as~istance:" ·Later during ~he hear-j.ng; wJ:len1defens~·cotihseJ was djs~ussing-the testimony 
.. _ . .. - . . . -. . . . . . 

.. · n<.>t·s(lid .. That was·never·cleared.up.~l. .· ' ··,. i· 

. · : . . 
.. .:- . 

' . . 

.t,. ·:Also; onAugust,~7~"2004;~e State ca1led to th~~rial·court's attention the fact that Dr, Teas . ,. .· . . . . _·. . '; . ·.· . . ·, - . 

had .sent Uie court a Jetter. ·Copies.were,also ~ent to the State and defense ~ouns~l. ·:T~e ·State ~sked . .· . . . . . . ': . . .. . . 

. ·· : ·. thai the trial co~ ~ot view it, as-it was an "improper ex parte com.rituQi_cation.1": D.~(ense,cqu~sel .·:. ·.· . . . .· . . . . : .: 

._' . .. . .. ~~~~d. :t'Jhe'·~urt 'impounded·th~ letter an~ made-it p~ .. ·~iilie:;~~i-d:' ~on s'ept~mbe~·9; 2004, the 
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Defendant-~by co~nset .... fiied·a-moti~p to reconsider sentence. He also filed a pto se·motion ·_ · 

alleging the ineffective assistan~ pfoounsel. The latter· motion was filed on Noyember 8, 2004:. On-·{·_· · · 

that he want~ ~ew co~nset ~d ;,hopefuny" ~·new ina~.· 1n a hearing ~" Novembet- 29, th~ tri~-court , __ : 

. stated to defendant, "[Y]~u'v~ llidicated io your B;ttomeythat yo~ wish to make y~~r argum¢nt ~ ,· 

~ting,. aDd yoU have;. ~py?0 . Def~antr<jilied ~:the•copy ~~ ill"'iible ·. The ~~ oou~ ;lien. , . 

made arrangem~nts for dbfehse cou~se~ .t<? make and file a legible.copy. 

On D~cember 7, !2004, the finat .. h_earing in this cause WaS held ... The tnal court asked. 

~efen~ant about the papers· he had filed and whether they constitti~ed. separate motions. Defendant 

explai11ed. that one was ~ ~otion, and eyo packets were argumeQts in -s~ppon ofthat ·motion .. 'Th<f · , 

_following colloquy .then ensuei;l between.deferi~ant~arid.the-triaijudge: '. 
I . . 

''THE COURT: -What is yqur position then 

M).t,. LIEBICH: I just feel that i di<;il}'t receive a fair trial because my attorneys ,weren't ~ 

~lly pre~at:ed ~o tfy-tp.is_ ease: And.I,pretty much stand on ·my written argument. : 

.tHE COVRT: A lot of what you 'say in. there are conclusions,.Doyou have ~ything :· 
' ~ . . . 

to back. up those donctusion~? ., . 

MR. LI;EBICH: No.· 

. . . 

1iffi ·COURT:-Ifyou say someboqy ~asn't prepared. what do you m,ean? , .. 

. . 

.. present inost of this evldep.ce-that :was critical to niy defense. Mt: Ho~an wa5n't even: aware/ . ', 
·I 

of a iot of the sfu~ th~t I ~r~ught to hts ~ttentiori duiirig th~ trial. So I don't fe~I ther~'s ~~y, ; .· 

way he could have; been fully prepared no~~knowing:about this informatio~. ; .. , 
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t\ ' K:< . ... ·.· THE COURT! Again;::(Io;:you have-any examples? I read your; -the longer 

-:-. · _presentittion. . ·.: 

··:. 

.= ... _. 

- .. , -~ L_J;ImiCl:l: :aasi~y a lcit ofit's-jush~0den~- that he pjdn't bring1fonvard. $at 

-. --~ was ill dis~overr. _ · -' -· . :' . . . ' - ' : - ~-

: 1JIE. C.OVRT;:Fc)r example? _, 
•• 0 • 

; -.· 

,_,_ ''; ·' :MR:.L~BICI{:-l,.et's s.ee. Tfi~rewere other-possible' witnesses that should have been· 
. .. • . . . . . : '. 

brought 'fonv~q $at h~ _ d~dn~ ·Qill. . . ·.· · .. ·· ·-·· ·' 
,, 

;_--to?'';·-

. -

Tiffi col)R.~;.iFor_ e~~pl~>who would that be and wP,at w~~Jd th~y have testified 
: ~ . . . . . . 

-··--. ·-· ~ -· 

. Defe~d~t iiwn listeq the f9ti6V-i_ng p~rport~ defid~ncies: .( 1) coun~el faile4 to call Richar~ 'O'Erien, 
: . . . ~ . . . : - ... 

. :a _po~ygrapnet, to te$tjcy ~at J(e~yaUa ~d~t.ted-_striking Steven with a belt ().nd comb;· (2) -counsel 

.- .r~e4- to cliliDion Liebi~h to imp~ch Rpp~rt Liebich by test.ifyipg th,~t defepdant never asked Robert 
;. :·· . . . . . . . 

. wlietheqhe fOO~·in the Ro~eiJe police station was}~bu'gged~ during their conversation; (3) counsel . 
. . . . . . - . . .. 

:~fayed -~cd)ririg: (oith --~vide11~e -frqm Kenyattri's diary that Lee· Cl~k (Kar~n's husband) beats the 
• . '··= : .. ·. .. . • . . : . 

-:~hilqr~n iP i:li~ C}ark ~~~e arid Kar~~ (iqes not-inte.tfere, to•underrnine the notion, cited by the trial . . . . . 

court in its adjud~cation of guilt, t~at Kwen would have do~~ anything to proteyrSteven; ( 4) counsel 
. . . . . . . . . . . . ~ 

- -

· f~led to f;>fingf<:>fth -~yid~nce th~(~teye~ h~d Ty,l~n9J.~d aspirin in his_ $ystem.'to upd~fmine -th~-
··: . : : .··· . . :·' . . '. . . . . _; . . . . . 

· · · .. --~ _:- -_ propo~ition that Stevep:w~ feellilg-~e-prjQt to Feb~~ 8; Z002; (5) ·coun~e~ f~ed-t0 bring forth 

- ·_-. -~vide~R~tha:~teve~I·o~tfi;~-~ouri~~-b~~ee~~ovember,6;200I, ari~Feb~~~, 2002; (o) co~I1$el 
.· .. . . ·. . :· . . . . . . . . 

· · · . · -.- ·' failyd ;t6 b$g f<;>rth eviden6e that' Steyen ha~fb~n given-drUgs to sedate him pri_or to-the time he was' 
. ., .· '• ~ . . . . . . . . . : ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 

~st'exainined at Rush--Pr~~byteriap,-'which caused:-his:stomach to be soft and not distended; (7) 
. . . .. . - ' . . . 

(;()uns~) failed c?ll Dorothy Herron to testifY-tha~ F~brua.ry- 8;:2002 wa.S not-the first time Steven w~s 
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ieft home alone With defendant;:._ and (8) .counsel -taiied·{to bring forth·-·eviden~ or. _mvestigate·. · 

inform~~-on regarding _a:chiJd inRockfo~d; .whose mother~ na}lle was Kehyatta BroWn; i~myste~o~sly .. : · . 

end[i.lig] up With a broken.leg.!' . . . . . ; 

·~ . .. : ;: .1 •• \. =· ·,·; . 

.: 

After defen4ant set forth these complaints, the. trial judge _asked, ~Anything else?.". Defend~t . 

replied, -~'T~at:s. pretty muc~ it, your.-,Honor,:i• ' The trial·.COUrtitheii incjuked ofone· of.defenda~t's· .. 

attorney~-J ohn ·ciisey--regarding whether he Wished to address ariyofthes~ i~s~~s .. Casey st~t~d-th~t .... 
~ . . . . . . .. · 

th~ f;:tcts d~fendant.' set forth were correct; :however, h~·maintai_ried ·that; the' decision; regardi~g: . 

. 'whether to presenfthem \vas:a matt.er oftn~ StJ:ategy ... The,coui{then requeSted;tha~·defendant's· :. 
~ . . . . 

.other attorney, Ricky Hpiman, be brought to the court room .. '! •• .·, .... l .. · •• l ·=:. 

. The comt th.en a~ked Holman whether:h_e ~shoo to offer. any explanations r~g1irding the 

issues raised by defendant Holm~ explained, that,,.as the,tijal;~iirt.had p~e~ot,isly observed, it·. 

would ~e,~nreasonable to' expect him to·call defense ~iP1esses_ t,o offer additional impeayiunent after 

; th~ C0ui:t.~ssessed .test~dny pf cerlain_statewitnesses, particul~rly.yvhere those ~te:wtrnesses :Were-;;: 
• "':'.? • j . . . . . ~- - - . . - . .-

.. ; iri'fatt 'irttpeached .. ~otmko.stated .that ,he reviewed ~epoi:fs from additiprtalwitness~s and made a :'1: .. 

' sirat~gic,deyisi~n not, to ;present them. ,EVidence _of aspirin ~d Tylenol wa~ eoi:tt~.n_ed ~ Teas's ex:. 

part~ .tett~r. and. .thus, . .though tie was_ now -aware. of it,. ,lie, c~ut~t. ·~a: .tcipge~, us~; thi~~·eVidence.: .. . ~ . . . . . - . . . . -

inve~~igators from ~oth th~ public-defender's office and the State det~rmin~ that th~ Kenyatta Bro~. ·, · · . . . . . ~ . . . .. . - . . 
. i 

. in Rockford was·.nof:the ~arne, person ,as the.Kenyatta Brown in~olved ifl· this trial: : ' ; '·. ·,; .... ' 
~ • -=· . . . • • 

: .-~~ ~al court.t~~n ·aske~LHol_man~wheth_er _he·faileq t~_'.cbilunuhicate:~:plea: agre~~eh~~~o: :_-. .. 
aefenqant. Holman state~ th~t he did ~ommunicate one P?sttn~· offer. to d~ferldani~ ,whlch they\~,;: 

agreed to tejeet Prior·totrial; said·Iiotman/ no:offerswere,made,·artd·defendant~afid Hoiirian aw~d .. . .. : : . . . . .. 

[ . . . 
to .maintain defendant's innocence-' • Holman: did tell·defendant :that the· .State -had made overtures 
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t~: .. ··,,.. :.~~~~dmg ~·pie~ even {hou~ no firm o~er. W;lS ~ver=rnaqe: :The co~rt ~so inq':lire~·ofHcilrnan: 

:~ .. : .. ·. . i~g~ding. ,d~feh4ant wis~g :~o teStify, !which·~Holrna:n :denied. The :coUrt th~n rcled,;··find.~g that 
(:\ :.. . • . . • . '. : ·: .. <. ·. · .. ; . . . . . . ; . . • . . .. ·. . . ; ; . . . ~. . . . . . r ... ·.:; /·~: ..... ?"·:·.d~f:~n9~t~~ ~ega~i<?ns.P.~rt.ru~~ :t? ~vidence thaf. :'~ c.~ulati~~ •. collater~~.or·~9t ofa~y parti~iai' 
·t~ :· _. ..... _(· :~;el~~~ce:: .. rli~·~o~~:8Iso tound,.that no ~~er was made before triat It 'ih~~ rUled that if was ~o~ 
·~: ':: .:·:.'::; :,.::; ... :_·~ .. ·.· .. : ...... : ........ ' . . . ·. -..... ·. · ... ··~ .... :, : · .. · . 
··.t·:. .: ... :-. · rt~c~~lU)';to :.!lPPOint new .coliQSel;' an<! jt d~niechiefeQciant's pro s~ m9tion: i lt further ordered ·~at · 

• • ' 'I ,· •.•'' ~ . • • : • •. . . . • • ; • : •; • 

·~ :: .. :·· ;: .::;.> ~.~f~nd~t;~. pr~ se motion· be ~eorpo~~t~d iitto defend~~;s,.bngin~ 'po~ttriill.:motiq~ ·rcir· ilie purpose 
:. .. .-... . : . . . . : .... 

,. . . . . ; . . : 

. · .::. -' .. ' .. ;:., :Q~j~~tect t~.:ihl.s•final:~g, and.neither·s~de;did:= It·also ~~nted defend~t~s iQotion to··:reconsider the 
•• •• ~ •• •• ; • : ~- • _._;. • : • • •• - • • • : • • • • • p. - •• ; •• • • • 

.. :; 

:' ; 

.. . 
'· 

·,· ~- . : . 

. sent~nc~.it had impos~d. Defendant now appeals .. · .. : · ... 
•·. ·! 

.. f1. _;.·· . · . ·" · · ·-n .. ANALYSIS : · ;. :: .:;. 

• ,.:.. ' . ·~ · · ·.: pefendant raises a nurn!Jer ofissues'bn··appeal.'·'Fi~st;·~e ~serts th~Hhe tri;u court did n~t . 
. · \ :. . . . . . - . : 

. congu.c~ an adequate-inquiry ·int9 his pro se aliegation5\~f ineff~c~ve assist~ce of coQnsel and that . 
. ;~~ ~~~~e:•shoul~lbe remanded for such an ~guiry:cNeXt;·he cop,ten<;i~ that.h~ 'Yas n<?t pro'v~n guilty 

' : · .· .. ·- . b~yond a reas<?qable doubt beca~se ( 1) ~he ttiai court.con.si4ered evid~nce·that\yas iliad.rriissible ~nd¢r 
. : :< : . . . . . . . . 

.. Frye·v.·lJnited States, 293 F. I013.(D.C:'Cif..')923);.·(~) t~e·State 'faile(,{.:·to prove 'the e~sential 
. . 

. elements·of.first-degree murder·and·instead only proved involuntary·mans~a~ghter; and (J)·the trial 
:£- •• • •• - • • • - • 

· ·. ·. · .. : . ·. ·. rourt ~ade: inconsistent findings regarding defend~t's memru $t~te .. Third; defend~t argiles th.at the· . . .· · ... : . . . . ·~ . . . . .· . : . . 

~. ·. : . testi~~~y, of Dr. Mun<?z an9. :Dr, Severin .. :shmild,no1 }l~ve been adtnitt~d ~aer:Ftye. Fourth, : 
_ _-r. .. ~- .. · .. · . . , . : . . . . . . . .. · . . . 

·.. ·. ·, ·.: :' . 'd~fe~dant yl&i~s trial counsel was ineffective: 'We Wilhiddres~ tp(fse argument$ as' defendant presents 
" ... - ·.· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

; .... ~-- . : .. . . . 
< . . ·: ·them,ffi his.brief ·: = .. • ·:· • 
. .. ·. . ... : . . 

. ~ .f;: '.) ;' .. .... : .. , ·- .. ~ . _; . " 

'.·' ·• . · \f·!.'l.~,·, ····'/\.: ADEQUACY~OFTHE INQlliRYINTQ DEFENDA1.'ff!SiJ>RO SE 
. .. . ,. . 

.ALLEGATIONS OF·INEFFECTIVE ASSIS'fANCE'OF COUNSEL'·· 
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. Defendant first argues:thatthe trial.courtdid riot. conduct rut~deqtiate'inquiryinto.~s prose;~ 

~la,ims· of ineffective ·assistart_ce of.counseL . See:P.eople N. Moore.-.207 TIL 2d 68,- _8t.(2003).' < 
Defendant pointout that,' on AuguSt 27, ·2004, he made;an ·oral'tnotion for. a· new trlal.allegingJri~-.; .. 

counsel's ·ineffectiveness .. :; l'he triaJ,cou.~, after asking mily the State for -input~ stated: . , . 

"The, Court· has. appoi]lted-the. public· defender, .to. represent y~U, B.I1d :if ¢e:pubUc ··. --
. : . . . . . . . 

.· . 

defe~der --If yo~ ~hose to to [ ~ic ]dismiss the public-defender; y6u have the right to hire yom ;; . 

oWil attorney; but the Court wi)l not give you !ID additional attorney. because-you do not wiSh . ·: . 

to proceed today." . _ . : ... 

The trial court made no ~qtiicy of defendant, .or, for that1 matter; ·d~fens~ coimseL ·· . . . .. ~ . 

When a defendajtt!ma.kes a pro.s~ charge ormeffeciiye a:ssistanc~ of couriset; the appouitmenL_--_. . ·,: 
. . . . . . . . 

of new counsel is not atwiys necessary. ,Moore, 207 lll. 2d at 7i Instead, the trial court mu~ 
. . : . . . -· . . 

conduct·an inquiry into the factual basis of the defendant's claim. -Mobre; 20_7 Ill.-2d at_77-78. Where 

a claim lacks meritor:oti.ly touch~s Upo·n-ttiai strategy~· new cotihs~I-need not be-appoihted. People"._·--~-. . ·- . - . . _. 

v. Williams;-147 ll1.·2d 1 ?3; .is-t-(1991). · Onty-where the cla1m·shows possible·neglect of the· case·-,--·.· ,. · 

is new counsel necessary.i~Willlams;··I47 Iii. 2d:af25L ·. . .. · ::_ .. -:: ' 

. : . ... . . . 

Orr review; the inquiry focuse8 upon the·adequacy ofthetrial-COurt1s inquiry into-a defetid~t's .. --_,. 

Claims. People v. Johnso~: 1_59.lll:·2d 97; liS-(-19_94) .. The inqtiiry:may·take thiee fotms~ .Typic~lly,;· ··:; 
. . 

some discussion between th~-~lfiil· court:' and ;trial ''Coun5el; .including· counsel simply answerifig·r,._: 
, I . .. . . . : 

. -: . ~ . . . 

questions·and explaining: the ci.rcumStaiices sutrotinding:defeiidant's allegation5; is'usiiruty·necessaiy.:, '· i" · 
. . : . 

Moore~- 207 .nL 2d.at-78. -Additionally,:ihe·trial:co~rlmay discussthe atteg:itions·With the deferidaiiL 7~' . 
.. . . . . ~ - . . . . - : '- . - : : 

.. Moore; Z07ill. 2d ·at 78:' k'urthet ;.the ~al-coiut.inayteJy-on it~·ownteoolle-ction·of defei:ise'oounselis· 

performance. Mo"ore; 207 Til. 2d at 79.1 A;deferidant's allegations may.also"be insufficient-on theii· 
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fac~,. ,Moore;-.207 .ru. -2d at Q~: ~-w_h~ther- the trial court~mad~-an ·adequate·inquiryinto ·a defend~t's 

I 
I 
I 

I 

. · ;_.· .. 
. --. 

pro se'cl~ of ineffective assi~~ce pf c~unsei.pte$ents a.questiot)' oflawsubject to' de;novo review. . . _.. ·. . . . . ·.· . . : . 

-:· . 

. Jn.this ~e,'.the trial ~~~:did not discusS 4efepdant's allegations With either defense counsel ·. ·-': · 
. ; . . . . . : ~ . . . . ~ . 

or defepq~(d~g ilie·h~g-on A~gu5t 27{Z004. :·1'hends~als~ Iio indication 'in the record that .. 
. , ·.·. . ·' ... ";·_ .. , ·-· .. -. . . . ·, . ' . 

it _was. ;elyixig. Q~ itS o~ ~e9~~egio1l'of defens~ counsel'S'perfomiarice. The record· d~es· not rev~, 

a~d·Jb~;Stat~ ~o~s'~9t-'·.s1_1gg~~~ 'that.the'claims';,ere facially itisuffici~nt.' ·. IPdeed; 9efense coup~el 
.-. ' . -· .. :; , . . . ' . . 

_,-_: 

. . :,: -:'Informed the eouit that defendant \Va~ raisiflg the issue ofmeffectiveness, bl)t counsel.·did norrelay 
.. - . _,. .. ' . 

. t9 .the COUrt'th~·n~ttii-~ .~f-~~S~ Claims tUtd .the CO!lrt did not make any inquiry into;what; pteci~ely,;· . . . . . . . . . I 

I ,; -they ~e!e, much le~s their factu~ b~is:f Th~ trial C()urt si¢ply dismissed thedaim; stating•defe~dant · .. 

;: r" - ! .; ·. ~ 

. . 

· ... : ~JnJhis se.c_tion ofhis bti~f; d~f~I\d~t st~tes th.at !~many or most of[his].pro se claims dealt 

. · . · wi~h ~<?ll!lsel's failure to. d~thil~~.at,qial, 'su<;;b ~call witnesse$;·~o it-is-~clear how the trial court's ·· • 
_. . ; ··-- . .... . . . ; 

_:. 

·re.~qJ]~ctipn w~;mld s4~ ap.y)igb~ on.this'i~e;" ·La~er during tpe hearing, after the-trial court denieq 

defendant's motio~ d~{ell$e co~sel set forth defend~t's claim~ with _some specificity. These issues . 
- ' . .. . . . : -~~-

were (1) lhat CQUI\Sel.~hoW,d )lave brought j.n add.itional;witD;essr~to impea~h-Kenyatta, r~garding her 

pUfp9Jt~ _ab4s~ :of St~ven; {2) .that cou~eJ shot.1ld have had·. a witness testify that defendant had 
- . ; . . . . ~ . . . . . 

ch~9ged. Steven's dia,p~rs in·_~e;past;, (3) thf:l.t counsel should have brought in:addjtional witness~s to· .. 

. testicy;rega_rding <;>therinoo_Q$~t~pc\e~ irrKe!Jya~a's testimony; .( 4) that other' detectives ;shoulq have· , 
• • 0 • 

been called.Jo;testifY ~reg~dip.g:~ ~hollow.noi;;e!~~~epyatta··stated' she.heard:while 'defendant was dn .... 
. . . . . . . . . . 

. the.bedro.om with:Steven; ( 4) that cou~el shoul4 .h11.ve conducted more thorough cross.,examinati0ns; 

· . ( 5) that counsel-failed to· prese~t· eyj,deilce that no cl<>.tq~s hangers were found in th.e' garbage on 

February 9, 2002. The trial court-expressly directed that these issues, though presented orally, had 
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had .an attorney,_ had; th(tright t9 hire priva~~ _counsel;-but.w6uld not ;be ,apj>9~ted ~n ,additional·;. 

attorney ... The State ·agreesthat-.the trial-court,9jg notma,ke an:adeq~ate inquiry;into;defendanti~_-. .-:~ 
. .. . . . : . .. . . . . - . 

clairns_during theAugust 27, 2004,·hearing . 
. . ·: . ; . 

. . ·-·However,, the_ State contends._that,. under: 1the.-uniqu~ facts .afid, citcuinst~ce; -~f-~his' ca~e~_a.~· ·. -.. . · . 
. . . : : •· _;. . . . .. 

~eni_and. is not ~~essary:.. )'he, Stat~., points .-outjhat. ;defendant fiiea ;a, Written m.dtictri hlieging·~· .. 

iiieffective.assi~tance of counsei .. on November 1 O, 2004 ... Ori.thatdate, th~ .State ~eminded the ~uit;~ · 
. . :. . . . ' . . . ·, . . . . ' ··_. 

• • 0 • • • •• ~ : •• • :-- •• • .. ( • • • •• 

ofits oblig~tion·to exarriine thefacturu basis.of defend,ant's !illegatio'ns,-.Ah~aring was:uliimatelyheld ;: ;; ' . . 
. .. . .· . . . 

on ,d~f~ndant's -motion ~~ Oecemb~r. 7~. 2004 .. ;During. this. hearing~-. the. iriai _ ~uit ·C9fidu~~q .an.:: · 
. • . : . . :·'!- . 

extensive _inquiry into. d~fertdantis a.llegations, · ·asldng d~feridtmt to cl~ ·acid·_ e)!:~th~l}fY. -thenLb, · 

Defendant, in fact,.:ai;ti~at~d ~ight-disti~ct:oompJ;rints··abou~ def(!nse co~~s~Jis -~onduct .. -After.· · 

· de~endant ·specified his _cbm'plamts,,th~ tri~ judge .aske~;. ;, An~~n~,;el~~?:', .-~~f~nd~~·,_ ~s~~~~~.-' :,., 
· .... 

~ . . . 
. "That's pretty: much,.it, Y.9ur-Honor." The.triaJ cour:faisq,.!flqu~r~d·~;()fhoth: o(defendarit's::tria} · _· 

. - ,attorneys .. The S~te asserts that this inquiry cured· any c;leficiency in the trial court's .earlier haridlihg~; · . 
. -:.,~ . ...;. . . . . ' ' . . ' . . . ::. 

:Essen~ially, defehdahtris ~kllig that we remand this cause,so_th~ttiai eoui-t cim:as~·i·.Anytiilii~~~---
. . . ·.·· . . 

el~e?~·.,ye~ one, more time.: T~e r~medy. where a trial CQUrtJails-tQ.make'ai:l adequate: inqu'ir)t·;~nto•a:--~:,. 
. . . : ·. -:;.. ..... ·- '· . 

claim of ineff~ctiveness.is' a.remand:to allow the cburt to _tnaice' :the, proper inquifi. _Moor~; -2Q7. Ill.-i .:·. · 
• - 0 • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • : •• • : • • • ~ • 

not the. appointment of n~w oounsel.to. ~id_,in the· inquiry is :recjQ.tre<L-; Moore~ itn :ilL 2d,:at-,.81 -8i!;;~_;; . 

. On December 7; 2004;~~e trial: courtinquired; defen~ailt e~laine~ :~~.fac~ii~~b~~s· fot his.tlaim~: :. · .,-
• . '. 
! 

. defendant stated: that there were no-.~dditlonai .issues: he-wished to ~~aise; arid the.cciu~-niled:·:, Irt~bfur . . . . ·. .• . . . .. . ' .. . . . . .. 

i: :.~ '; 

_ been sufficiently raised and preserved. 
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b -~ . . . ·. .· - . . . ' . . .. .-. . . 
. t5 ._ ·· · .:_ :· ·. -~~--~effective~es~.'i~-~nQemed;-"it is nQ~ appart:nt to ~~ ho_w a He~~. ~n re~an~ woUld differinany· ., . 

'i·.· .. -· ~- ... a~pf~~ial>le-~a~-·.from;the-~e~irconducted on ·De~emb~r·7:~ Defenqant ~~sed:alfthe issues he 
~ •• t l . ·-.··. ··.. . . . - . . • . . • . . . ·. .· 
lJ . .·· . . . . . . · r ·:. . _: : .' Y'~~ed tQ at that t~~. _as he ~di~ted when ~e $tated, ."TQat's prettt~4ch it._ ... , A ~~~d so thafthis·_' ~. 

. . g: · . .- .-;~. ,~: ---~~SU~~q~d ·be:reQ~S~ed ~ne'inor~ time_would -~~d)o~ 'a!me~gJesi ~estur~'ilnd a·~~te of judicial 
- l'r , '-: ·.. . - ·. .. ·. .. . . . . , . - . . . . . 

. : ~ -~ ;'::·;~ :··-~-.;~s-~i!rfes~ ··:fh~-tii~::tQiicl cili:~ady.fliled!on:~e:iSsuei:qefendant·r~~ed;··i;nd. defendant: provjdes no . · 
:::. :-,: ··; .. ~ .=--;_:\·.··: _ _, .. -.:: ·.--:·-·-_.· .. _·;: -:: ~ ..... ' ... : .. ·: . :-.. _·. . . · .. : .. ; ·_: .. · ·.' .... ··- .. ·. 

· · :b~is:f9r.suppos~g that:a'diff~rent'resUlt\vouid·obtain,onre~d. ·see~Peopte·v: Blair, 215 ill. 2d· . . . . .. ·· ;· · ... :. . . . . .. ; . . . . . . 

.· ;-_ . _·.: . :.: :4~.V~'!4~6A!_7 (2qOS) :("~o l).Ql~ otherWise, we woul~ '~e-forcipg c9urts:to wast~·jud~ciafresour~s by 
o • • ,: :_ .~ o o -, • ':, • • ' • • • ' : ' • o I ' . • • 

· ~~rely· <;l_el~~g ·th,e dismissal: of a' petitiqn which:tl;le judg~ igtpws' ·c6uld n~ver 'bear fiuit' for the· 
I ; • • , ' • • • • 

..... 
. ·;, _ _..:. :··. _. _.··. p~rlt}~ner!!f.: . · ': ';.- i -: :1 . _; . ·.' ;··· :· . . 

. ~ . 

. : ·_. ·_: ... ·. . . . .:-' :·-~ :rn sp9it.' ;'V~~~ \vill' not engage in such. ia me~gless gestUre. :As. d~fendaq.t was given an ', 
- . ·-:. . . ·. -... -_ · .. ;_.. . . . . . _- . ·' . . . 

· .. , .. .- .... _- ·~deg~ate·ppport~tyto .Rr~s~Qt-his.claims to the triakourt an~ fi1dicated fu~t·he was Sa.tisfi~ that . 
• t' • • • • - •• • • 

. · . . ~ . . . . . 
:. . _:.he h~<;l p~es~~ted ~em a~, and further because.~he trial ~urt made' art ·e?ct~llS~ye inquirfof defendant 

. . . . 
·. and;,l;>oth'(lls tfi!ll:·at~orneys,cwe conclude-that any error resyjting•from~the:·trial court's ·summ¥}' 

;'. · ... ·- . .. .· .- . . . . .. 

::: . . : .. : ., ·. di~~ss~ m AugUst ~as cure9 in the Dec~mber hearing._:'No r~m~d-is'n~~s~·_be~use thetljal l 

. ~ . . . . . ..... ; . . -· . . . . . . . . . : . ... . . 

· .. · court.~re~dy rna~~ the::inqujry we would be direeting it to ~ake ·~n rem~(i: ~~ally, we·:(ind no ·erro; 

... reg~ding·.t\le;trial couifs detenninatio~ that-nev/cbunsehvas not necessary.· :FoUoWing a proper 

.. · _. ~~ui'r<s~_cl)·a·d~cisi<?n will be disturbed onJy·ifiris Qlanifestly.err~neous (People v. Young, 341- lll. . 

. \' · · · _:.-: :· -t\pp_;·; ~Q ·;3 79; ·3 S2' (2003 ).!. Rete, the 'triaf c~urt' s'pqi,nt~by.:.p~int 'expl~atio~: of i.ts re~ons f~r not· · · 
;_ ·.r • • : • • J. • • • • .•. • 

::. ·: ·. ·. · ~pp~inting new eounsel are,cl_early- ~uffide_nt.under~hat1 st~nd¥.d, · · . 
. . .. :-- . - -

.... ·. . .. ; ;, .. ~ .· 

·: . · . ~ · -Defendant makes three ?Tgull).ents as to-why he was-not proveJ1 ~ilty-beyond a·reasonable-

· doubt. He argues that ~he trial court considered inadmissible evidenye, that.the State failed _to prove 
- ' 

:.: t. 
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address these contentions in rum.· 

.:t: 

. . :.' t . . ·. .·. . . . . · .. ·..• . . . . . 
. While defendant chanicteriies;this argUment' a 'Fcyi isrue{see.Frye.v ;Uruted:States,;293 -F.· ·· 

1:013 (D.C. Clr. "19:i3)),.i~·actualicy,_he is:siiliply ~kiilg that we r~weigh.the e~dehce and accepl the.·. 
. . . . -

· Upon whom the ·trial court relied .. Frye is,:m·fact; oniy. cited ·once,. in the· course· Of a· thtee.:serit(mce: .·. 

discussion, and its tenets ate.not discussed-or applied· in a suSta.i.ried_·or c~herenf forin .. i :, :· 

... · Defendant begi~s this argilment·b;:settmgfotth.the·strengths ~fth~ two.:favorable experts..:..··· . 

Dr. Mileusnic Poichan and-Dr. ·Teas.·. ~otlt·-arefoteiisic patiioi~~Sts With.iinpressive credent1ais"and 

are. certainiy ;qu;ilified to opiz1e as tO• t~e' timing Q{the' iiljuries.!nflicted 'upon Steven.': Further/both 
! . 

relied upon.hist()log!c~l analysis, a weU-accepted-m~thodology; in· coining. to theii--_conClusions. 
I 

Before ·proceedin~ further,..: we· no~e that: Miieusruc, stated: that . the injuries· '!could ·have 

occurred on the 8th," ~~~h i~ eo~istent With the State's positibn and t.h~·testi~ony·of Dr: :Mun~z ·, ·; . 

·. and Dr.:Se'-verin .. Shus, even if.we w~re.to accept:defendant'~ invitation to<rea.Ssess_ th¢.evide~ce, if·,, 

. is unclear to:vhorn weiwould deem Miie~sruc's testiinonyfavorable:- ... fu addition to:seft_iilgfofth thi' . . _. . . . . . . . . . . 

credentials and testimony bf'Miieu~nlc·artd:Teas; ,d~ten~~t- ~so.·poi~ts·out that -ilo ~~~e~ .saw him , ; ··. . . . -· - . . . 

54: 

, ·strike Steven arid no .physfbai _e\,ide~~e l~s ~~ to .. St~Ven·~:d.e~th:(w~caim~t.h~lp btl~ ·note that ~u~h. · 
. . . • ' . . • . : ' • : ; • • • . . ' ' . ; • . • ,-.. :: • . : : ... •I •,: . •• : ... ~ . • .. • . ' • • • . . • • • • . • · •• 

. observations have nothing ..to do with the prqpfiety ·of, the. testimony .of Munoz: ana. Severin:tmder 
. ·_. --_~· -... -- '·: ·:- . .. ·_: .. ·. ' .... :-;_ -~·~-~- -_:· .. _ --.:~·-:· .. -·~ .. ---~<-_···-: -·-:···-- :- :·-

, Fty~. which.retnforceS" the'nqtion thai. defendant Is a$ally asking.us to:re~eigh.this.evidence)'. We 
. . .. · • ~ ~, . • • ; • ~ . . . ."' :.. • . . .·•• : :. ·.. . . . . . . . :. ! -~ :· . .! • • ·• :· • . :. . . .· . 

. also note the Miieusnic st.~ted thafshe -~9uld.~~f~r to a tt~ting ·P.~ysi~i~ on'the issue.~ftiniing and 
. ; __ '-.. -i ~; .. :- .,.., ·-~·~- ·-~-~ ~--- ·.·-~~"i · .. -:.; .··-.·.~-- . ,!• ... • •• !· ... 

....... ! ... ·-:· 
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.with Qef~qdant for oyer sbi: hpurs ~d mjureq after that ., i ·, . 

. ;· 

pefendant a~ckS M~o~'s,·qu~~tiomHto .determitle the· timing of an injury, incorrectly · 

. $Ui_tipg-mat~MW19.i?.· ·:!91feri.9t ~o:~xpert:·e~~rien~- ht ·de~epilining the timing of·inj~iies." · To the . . ·. ·· ... - . •. . . . . . . . . .. . . . : ·, . . 

. 'cohtrary ;:MU1192; ·~<rstui~d PCFS:had<co~s~lted·.wi~· hl.~; ".hondr~_d.s'! 'oftirrles regarding suspected ·· 
. . .' . ' . .. . . ·.. ~ ·;· . '. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. :~. , . . ' . . . . . . .. : . 

. clllld abuse, an,d .0~· e(I.Ch O,C~SiOD, he Wa~ asked to give an opinio~ regardingfue ti.rQing of the injury'. · · 
. . ., . ~ . ·. . .. :: :·. . :. . . . . . . . ·. . . . . ~ . . . ; . . ; . . : . . . 

J)efe.nda~t al~d.dising~m.io~sly states: that nei~~r Munoz p.or Severiil iiha,d ever testified in court-~bout ' 
. . .. · . . . ·. . 

the -~iming of injuries b~fore.-" : (Emp~~is o~~ed and. a<,idedYMunoz, ip. ~ct, testi~ed thiit ·he bad 

Ji.i~en.~~- opi~o~ 'in. sbi: -d~po~itjons· preYio~ly: · Whlle, t strictly ,·speaking;· th~~e: opinions were not 
: l ' 

gi~eri ;"in ,court,'' -.t4~y were ;ob-0Qusly ;giy~ll.' fu, the.courseJ.of I ega{ proceedirigs. '. . : · ... ! . 
. ··. · ... :.. . . . . .. . . . .· 

:~ . 

· : .··;Defendant d9e~· ~mpl~ ofM~oz'~ testimony regai'qhig the timing of Steven's injuries ba,sed . 

. op the color of the blood :M;u~oz found when ):le. operied Steveri1s head: The;color of the blood was . . . . . . . 

bright red,'whichJvJuQO?: took as-a ~ign.of ~;r¢cent injury. The S~te asserts that this deduction i$ nor: 
. =: • • . . . ~ ' • . • • • . ~ 

. subjec~ to'Frye .. Sti~ntUic evi<,ienceis·that:wbich deriv~s from tht! !'ap_pij~tion of.scientific pri_ncip_les, · 

rather. than o~ slcill or·expei,ienc~d.:.based .observations,:for·the basis-ofhis·opinion." ·Jackson v. Seib, 

372·llLApp. ;3<H-061~ :1~73 _(20(>7):- The, S~h <:::ircuit•Federat Court ofAppeaJs·ilhlstrat~ the 

distinction b~tween $Cientifi.¢ and :nonsci~nffic opinion evidence thusly:, , 
. . ~ . . . . : . 

· · "'· ;. '~,"The rdistincu~n.p~eep:.s¢i~~tific ~~d no·n.:~dentific' ~xp~rt testimony 'is a critical 
. .. .. . . . 

. . . . ·. 

' . . . . . . .... ;. '... . . : . ·':.. . . .. . -~ :. .. . ..... ·- . "" .. ~ . ··~ .. - ::..- -.. . . . . . . . 
. · ah'·'aeronauticai· engineer .thight"·be· a lielpfui' witness. ··sm.ce flight pnnciples:have some· 

. . : . : . . 

•• •. ~. ·.' • ;·; .• ) :. ,,.:... :-:. : t •• ... • • • - •• :"'. !. • t· .. • ~- . : ' ' • . • • .. : • • . 

': universality,'--the expert·· could :applY' ~eneral pnnctpfes to the case of ·the bumblebee. 

Conceivably, even ~h.e h~d p.evet seen a bumblebee, he still would be qualified to testify, as 
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long_ as-he wasJ~ar with its component parts.--··.. _ .. ~ ·. 

:- 0~ the _other,hand; if one wanted. to prove that:bunible~ees always.t<tke off into·the_-:· 

· . Wind, a:be~k~eper_ ~th no s~iep.tific .ti-airiing at :all·~qtlld- b~ _aluiceeptabie :e}cj,ert ~thes~ -~ . :· 

-. · :a. proper f~~ndatiori-were laid for his co~clusions. · The founda~on woUld ndt7elate t~ :his; . _. -

.. -.~-forhial training,. but to his firsthand obseiviltioiis. In otQer words~·the:.beeke~per ,d9es:not·:·-
.::- . • •. . .. ~ : -' . . ~ ' • • - -:. I •.: . ; - :'; .. <; '·;, ·. :> ,l::; ... : : o • •. ·: • • 

. Know, any -in ore about flight principles. than the jtirors,; but: he haS seen a lot rriore buinblebees- . 
. . . . . •. . 

- . 

·Jh~:they ha.ve.;~··,Benyv,_:City ofDetroit-25-F:3d 1342,·JJ49-:SO (6th_.Cir-.-··t994). :- ...-.. , .':·· 

Munoz i~ mor~ like th~ beekeeper.· His e'xpeitise is ~ot derived froin: the abstract ~ppfl·britiori· of_ -. . . . : 
. . . . 

scientific prineipl_e~~- rather, it. is based upo~·,what he has observ~din._his yeafs -~a d<;l~tot::-.ifen~, -. 

_- hls ob~ervati~n- th~t- b~gbi ~~d ·.bloo~ is indi~ative of a r~ent inju~ is .noblu~je~ t~ Fry~ ~ecause it : .: 
. . .. . .. : 

i~ gi-<?~~ded-in. his··awn eicPeri~~~--- ber~ndanty..ras, o:f course, fre~ t~_attack _M:u~oz's experi_en~e . . . .• - . ~ . . 

.··· .. 
regardiJ)g whether it was a suffiCient b~isto ren~er ,this opinion, :but such,B:rglimeiits-go _oi_Uy to the 

. . . : . . . . . ~ . . ... ; . . . . . .' .. . : . . 

. ·weight to whfch th.e opinibn is entitled, not_its adniissibilit)r .. People v, si;a!t 36S ni.App. 3d-614, . 
. . •' . l . . . ~ f • • • • • • • . • . ~ • • : . • . :I • : 

. - 633 (2006). 
~ I .. 

. Deferidan:t attacks ·severin.to.the extentthat he relied upon Munoz's coridusiofis.- As we have . . 
• '• •• . • • • ~ I : "' '1 • • ~ ', ' . ,• o : • •. • • • 

; .•· ,; : 

-d(!ternlinecl that Mun~i/s t~stirito~y was proper, defendant'~ derlvativ_e_atlack uprih;Sev~rin-niusfillso .. 
• . • . . . • . "; ·f .• t· '.··.. . . . . . . ·-~.;. . : '·. . .•. 

fail~-· A~ordlngly; w~ ~ndl-def~ndant's assertion that the trial ~o~rt _rdieci on testi~b~y_ th~t was -~ot. 
. . ~ :: ; ' : . -:.·. . ~ . . . -';. . •' .. . .. .· .. . : . · .. ··: . . •. . 

. admissibie tinder Frye ill f~url<led~ ·Mor~dver, to the extent thai tQe opinlbns ofMrtrib~-~d Sev~iio 

-; 

· tonflict~d with. tho~e-~f~eustri~ and :te~~: it~~~ -~or ~~~ t~~ ~~rt: i~ '~:~~ -~~~t ~~:;~~e;.to· ~~·soive ·:-· 

..·, 

.•. 

-_ ·. :_ ·_ ',· , .... --·-~;- -- ·- '·:. - ' · .. -- · .. ; .. ··:_:~-.-·_ ... ·:··:.-,;;,:·:·: 
'that cohfliCt, (People v. Harrison, _366 llLApp. 3d 210, 219 (2006)), and its resolution of thi_~ i~Slie_ :' . ·_ 

"t. ~ • ~ • •• ~ • ~ ••. ·= • • . ·. 
is ·amply rupported by the;evidence . 

. ,.;: •: { • • •;I: • . :· ... ! 

2: Elements of First-Degree Murder· 
• i· ··~ . . ;: ) • .. 
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Defeo,dant next asserts that the Staie failed.toprove•him guilty"offi.rst:degree murder. In 

.. ~ ,. . . ·· · r~vi(f~g tb.~ s~cie~cy of;the evidence ~o sustain a verdiCt we ·mu.st constni~_the record jn th_e light 
~~f : >·:·. ;~· ·. . . .. ·· ' . . . . . ... ·. . . ": : . . . . . .. ; . . . . 

·. 1··· : : · p:tQ§~.f~vp.t:able.to theBtate. ·d?eople'v; Tabb~'374 Til. App. Jd.68o,-·69l{7Q07).:lAtissue is whether 

:, ·~ :' ·':~ "~:~ti~D!!Ltri~ ofJ'aa rou\d•ha~ foufidthe essential elem~ts'of~~ cri~~beyond a 'reaso~le ·6·; ·., ·. ·: .... ·.· .... _:. ·. . .· : ' . . . . .. :, ·.. . . . ... · : "·:. . ·. . 
... 9._;.,.;_' .. ·4~$t:l'.,;P.eopJe.y. Bush, 214 _lll. 2d"318,326 0005).· A reViewit:Ig cotlrt.-will.not set·aside a ·. : · .. ·> .. :::-~~ ... · ~ ·, ·' . ·:: : .. ·· . . . .. . . . . '· .· . . . . ... · ' . . i . . . . 

·:·.:.- _.·_,. ·;":"- conyicticin:·unless: the eyi~ence.-is so unsatisf~ctory or'tfJe;possibility of;a "9efenciant's guilt so 
• •• :: ~ -~-" ••• # '·. • • • • • • • • • ~. • • ~ • • • • • 

· · ":_. .... _.:· .: i.J;I}.ptoba!:>l~ aJ!· to raise. a -reasonabl~ doubt" regarding th<l;(gililt .. :People v. McGee,-~ 73· ill. App·. 3d . 
•. • : l • • • -~ . • •. • : . . . . • ' . - . ·. . . • . . • . . 

: l • - ·: ~ 

... ·.·. 

•• r. 

·:·. ·:· ... 

... :_ 1 ,Pefendan~-f,oci.J$~s·his argument upon .. the State's evid~o,ce conc~rni.ng mens rea. The first- · 

· degr~~ mqrder·~atute pr.ovides: ·' , . 'i ~ 

· :··· ;>:···· ,;·A pe~so~·vJho kills an mdiVidual ~thout.ia~ijustificatio~ cornniits first..:degi-ee . 

; . 

. murder if, in peifoirning the ·acts which cause the death: 

. ; 

. (1) ~e either mtepds to' kill or.do great bddily"hai-rii to that ~ili~du~_or ;inoth~r, or 

kno\¥s that. such acts will cau:;e death to_ that individual or aii,~ther; or 

. (2)"he ~oyvs that su~hacts create a strong probability pf dea~ or gre!ltbodily l;larm 

tq' that individual or another;. or 

. . •· •' . 
murd~r.·" 720 ILCS 5/9:..-1 (West 2002). 

:. :"! •• .:· •: ·i . 

-::·.· .. · .... · Defe~d?Iit wa:~·:in 'fact indicted on four counts of first-de~ree mur~er: J;n~ fir~.t C9Unt ~eged 
. . . . 

.: . , . 
• n .. . . . 

· · ' defendant 11cted ~'knowing sai<i act would cause the d~th of Steven Qu~. "· Th~ ~econd cou.nt . . . : . ' . . . . . 

~lleged that defendant intended to. do great bodily hann to Steven. ~~third count alleged that 
-

defendant icne~ his actions created a str~~g probability of death. · Finally, the fourth count aUeged 
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defendant knew his actions crea~ed a -strohg·probability:ofgreat bo-dily 'harm. -The $tate app~entiy ·- . 

. nolle prossed the first ~~nt, and the trial. court convicted defendfult on the· remrururtg counts but . 

merged -t~e laSt :two into the s~cond for. purj)oses of sentencing: Relevant here~; "itltenti•. is detihciJ a5 · -

_ "wh~n -[a person'si co~sCious- objective ·or purpose.is.to aec6mpli~h $a(result-or ~~gage-in th~~ . .-- .

conduct." . _720 ILCS 5/4-4 (West 2002).- "Knowledge" witli r~spect to the result of conduc~ .eXistS. ·: • 
• ' • ' . . . - - ·• . • ;! : 

wh~n--a person is ~ consci~tisly awai-e. that' ruch result is p~actic~y certalrt· to'· b:e caused by. his· ' . . . . -

: conduct." 720 ILCS 5i4-:-5(b) (West 20_02). 

. Defendanf contenos that the State ani~ prov~"recklessiies~. ~Whh is d~fiheC:i as'fbllow~: --~ --: 

"A person is reckless 6r 'acts redldes~iy ~-when. h~-oon~6i~u;iy -disreg~ds ~ Substantial- an<J 

unjus~iliable risk that cirrurnst~ces"~xist or that a r~sul~ ~1fr~lio~, descrlbed·b~:~h~--~~te . -
. . . - . . . 

defining the offense; and_ such-disregard con~tin.ites a 8ross deviation froni the s~~d~d-()f 
I . ' • • • • • o • • • 

care which a ~~ascmabie per§on would 'exercise iri 'the situation. II 12o'·ILcs 514--6 (West . 

2002). 

- . . ' . 
. . . , Defendant contends that t_he trial court has an independent duty to ascertain whether a defendant is · 

·. :, 

guilty of a lesser -included offense, even if defense courisei did not-advance such an argilment. Iild~ed, 

the law is cleat that, in a bench, trial, "the judge detemiines froiD the eyide~ce whether the defendant 

is guilty of murder or of some lesser inciuded offense, and the defendant has no 'right' to restrict the -
• • • : • • • , • •• • : • : •••• • .. •• •• 0 • • =.! 

j~dge's deterniinatloil to the question ofQis gui_lt o'r jnno~riC:e of murder:". People V. 'G-atcici, 188 ill. 
. . ! . . . . .· . . . . . '·" . . . ~ . . . 

l . . . . . -· . . ; . . -: . . . . . . . . . . ·. -. :. . 
_2d :265, 273 (1999), quo~ing People v. Taylor. 36 lll. 2d 48~, "4_88..:89 .(1~67); see also People v . 

-~ :' ~..__ 

Turner, 337 Til. App. 3d 80, 90 (2003). 
·.: 

· In support of this argument~ defendant points to th-~ trial court's flriding~ that he w~s calm,: 

nonchalant, aloof and relaxed,.rathedhan tearful or ner\Tous during the initial period, after arriving 
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at -¥~~p,t~ §~: It){mhe~--~~tyd. that_h~ -ha~ · a;l'·fJat · affict: ·~:. ;\t-this time; the ~cotirt observed, the. 
. - ~. . . i. . ' . ·_ • • ~-. \ • .• . ;: . . . . -~ . . . . 

'seo~~sne~~- ~f;S~eve~'s.illjuri~s· ~d-not·.b~~n .Conim~cated .to defendant: As defendant learned of . . - . . . . . . . . . . - . . .. . . .. 
., . . . 

St-~~~nic9~cii~pn,:l~~ b~e.s~ed.~~-hi~ qe~~or cb~g~d.· !he-court ~s~ n9ted d~fendant's 
. . . . . . . . ~ ~ . . . ~ . . . . . - . 

1 
l 
~~.- . . st~i~ment t9,bis ~~~W:- o~:cer; ~obert Li~bi~ll, ~t he:''di~n!t~bit·the kid tha~ har~. II This statem~nt, · ... 

~ • (;I • . . . ·.· : ·· • ::: • · I . • . ,' .· '. .. ' • .' . :. . , .. ' ·. •. _. • · . . -~. .. ' ·' . , • • ' I ~ .. · · · ·<. .· )!!~ ·@(liHoll¢, '·W..S .co~l'tent :wjth.·,defelldant~~. !ack of conce!l) ·wbeD tl)ey first arrived at the 

j . .·· . ' .. · ~~~~+•• ~ ~~ ~+:Pui 11.-~tt.~.~ ~~~Why he.va: ~o: con~~ed, ~~ally, beingat 

~~~ ._. '. ·_ . : ·,. ;v.to~~~ .~ill~i ·?Y.?~~~i~}~ ~s ;~~~-e~-h~--ru.~·t hit·~~e- ~d. th(!t.h~d;.what could b~· wrong.'" 

_:: ·fi~~~~-~~.aq.~of~in& t<? -d~~e~~tw~ ~~9~;?:~~t~~~~,s,s.~~s.- . 
I ' . . . ~ 

These 

.:, 

-."I;h~ State ·cqunter~ that it j~ s\lfficient to pro~e Ulat defendant "v9luntarily and willfully 
• ;.· • : .1! • • ·- ~ • • • • • • •, • ; i ::. ·, •. . ' .. ~ s•. • • • . ·: . . : ' • • : · • 

. : .. _.: comnritted ~ ~ct~ the ~attirah~q~e~cy o.fwhic~ is to 4estioy another. pers~n·~ life, with the intept 
-:. ., : ·-: :; ..... ·. :. .. :: .. : -- -. . . . : 

·· .. bein.g imp-lied. _from the ~har~cter Qf _the.11ct. apd the d~~parity in siz~ an_d strength between the 
: .·, • • ~ •. : . I •,. '. ' 0 I : 

0 

• , • • : ',• • • • ,:; • ,; : 

0 

• 

0 

~ 0 ~ • •, • ~:: • 
0 

• ' • ; : ' 

. defendant' and. t~Je VictiQJ.. II Se~ People v:. R~ves, ;i28 m. App. 3d 788,; 798 {1992). Furth,er, 
. . . . : ~ . . . . . . . ·.. . . :. . ~ . . . . . 

. . 
· · knowledge is often pr<>ven by circ~stanti~ eyidet:tce rat~J:er than direct proof. People v. Brogan, 3 52 
. . .... '.. - . . . - . . . . . . . . 

. :·Ill·.· App. 3d 477, 493 :·(2004). ·The Stat_e point~ to the quap.titY and severity of the injuries Steven 
. . .. .: . . . ' 

· stistamed, and we agrey that, frqm this al~ne, it ~s possible to infer an intent to ~1 or do gr~t bodily 
. : . . ', . -.. 

. h~· ,as well ~s knowl~d&e Qn defendant's part that his act~ ~reated a strong probability of ~eat 

· . · J:>odily haf_m. See People .v Tye. 141 iii. 2_d 1; 16 (1990) ("~ the present case, the ·defendant wa8 an 
... 

. adt!lt male, and the victim_was !i ~Qre(!-year-old child. In b~a~~g the child, t~e defendant used first 
. . ·.. ·. . . . . . . . . . . . • .· . i ! 

·~ -·bett and then ~ extension cord. .A~~ding to the defendant's .own state~ent, the beating lasted 
.. ' .· . . . :- . . .. : . : . ; .· ~. . ·. . . :. . . 

. about.- an,. h9~r. rh~. -~j~ri~ s~s_taineq. by .t!le chil~ ~er~ severe and too ~ume;ous to count. 
I • • •: • 

Con~idering.the disparity in size.b~twee~ the·_~efendapt.and th~ victim; the brutality and. duration of 
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the p~atin&·. and ,the seveljty. of the victinl!s injuries,: :we -~neludethat the trial judge·could infer _that.,' . 
- . . - - . . .. -

the defendant acted With;th~ netessary.~eiital.-state.-iitbrihgmg·about tbe,child'~ death").,_"····· · ,.,i· .•. ·" · 

. io People v .. Rodnguez, iJs nt App. 3d 274, (1994), the First District of this appellate co\frt· ;._ .• ... 

confi:ont~. a. situation siillilar to the orie present.h~re. Rodriguez ~volved tbe:beathtg oeath of~ 
• • " • I •• • t: • • • 

:three-y~ar .. old.~hild.perp~trat~d by. an adult ·mrue., .the _medical-exarriillet:tekfied th~t ·during the . :. 
. . 

· autopsy, he .~bseive<fnu~~rpus brui·s~~,oh the ~hild~s .faee~:_ears, ba~k,. ieft butt6cK; aims~- and iegs .. 
. . . . . : . . 

Th_e ~~tim's; stomach ~a.S.diSte~ded, :and the medi~ examiller_disoovered a large amount o(blood 

in her abdominal cavity .. There wer~ thr:ee_Iaceratioils to the child's intestines.· It wbuld:iuive r~quired : ·. · 
·. . ·. . - - . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . ' 

significant .forc_e to inflict such}njuries, opln~;th~ i:ned~carexariti~er.~!-Additionhliy, muitiple areas of· .. 

bieedirtg .v,.;ere d~sco~er:ed in"the so~ tissue qver the victim's shill.. 1'here w~s e\ride~ce th~t defe~dant 

· s~ck th:e ,Victim twice~~~ abdomen,With an open hand:: Unlike this·case, th~te was~~~ ~vidence 

of previous abu~e by the derendant; how~ver, th~ Rodriguez ·court expr~ssly noted th~t ifw~u]d.ha~~ · 

come. to the same cbnch.ision eve~ without such-evidence .. Rodrigue?, 275 .Ill App. ·3d!at 286.~ .· -

Si~arly, ther~ was,"evid~nce that-the defendant· had .stru~k the victim -out of.-anger, ,hut" the~ooun>'. . . . ._ . . .. ·· _: .. ·. . 
foun~hhis,to be additionai, ~u~pOI:ting.evi9eri~e-i$odrigueZ, i7sm. App. ~d at 2ss: :• · , . · _: 

Relevan~ for out ,puQ>oses,i$·.the.Rodriguez,court's analysis of the Victim's injuries as .it :bor~ ·.; :' 
! ·. . 

upon th~ _defendant's mehtal ~tat~." the· rourt began .. by obserVing;' "With :respect; t~ whether ~ ... ' \ 

defendant intends to,idUoi- knows that-his actions.are.pto~able t<;> cause death or·.great bodily:harm, , . : 
- . . . . ! . . . . . . . . -... . . . : . . ~ 

. ~ri accused's ~te~t or kn~wledge.t;m be. t~onably -inferred. froffi,>.and ·ate. oft~h ptotred by, the:·:',, ·. 
- . . . . . . . . : .· . . ·- . '. . . : . 

circiun~tances su,rr,b~~dirig t~e inCident. iiiciudirtg·the;nature .arid ·severity ofth~ vi~tim;s, injuiles.';•::·:: ·., 
. . . - . : - . : . .. . . 

i 

Rodriguez, 215 TIL App: ~d. at ~84.:-_Ari i~¢rehce.that a!def~nd~t _intended or ~ad Jai6wi~dg~1ha( ;·.f: 
. . 

his actions created. a sttong.probability_,of.death "~ses·whe.ti a defend~t stri.kes ·a.blowiwith-.a~bare'·( :. :. 
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: -JI~_?:wh~:~fgre~t (ijsparity:in·size and•sttength exists behveen hmr~d ~he Vi:~~Pl ~yen ttiough a·bare 

') 
I'll • I • 

(:1. . .. 

J·· · __ )ut:¢~r_.re~on~d: ··.:, ·. _ '': ' . · · -

g-- . _ -::. -· ., ·: ·.-''[T:Jh~J!,d!Jllssibl_e'evi<;Jence ~~this'.case overwhelmingiy ~rqved-~i:tJte defen9ant possessed ·Q . . -... ,. -. . · .. - . . : . . 

-~·_::·;:_ · ::·. _'·_-': .:· ··::· _:~e~.~q~i~iW!llentaJ s~at_e f~r ~rst;_degree-~uraer at'tbe.~ime qf~~Jn~g- A:ir~at dispanty . :~ ' ._ . - . . . . . . . . . . - : . . . .' ~ . : . . . . .· 

·-- - . :·. : in~~~ .. ~~ 's~e~gth -~~~ou~ly e1sted b~tween· tfi~:three ~eai ~ld~ -tln:ee fooft~~ ihlrty ·pou~d-
- . _- ' . : . . ' . . . . . . 

h~9 i:? not ordinarilyregarde4 as a d~dlY weapott '!. \RodrigUg!275 Ill. Ap~- 3d ~r284_ The ciiun .. '· . . - . . . . . :-. - . . 

· .. · .. ' 'I •:.:} 1 

. ,._ .. .. . ;;_victiili ~d th.e ~efen<fan.t, who a~~.ed to striking:~o blows .to her:abdomefi: [Citation_] . -~ _._ . . ·.. . . . . : . . . . . •: . . . ·. ~ . 

· - ~ .... ['fhe mooi~aJ-~aminet] tes_tified; thaf ~significant force' WOUld ~ye be~~ Oe~S$My -tO pr~duce 
. .-.. .··. - - . - . . : : . 

··~. _ .,Pie:i~juries to the m~entery.whicl) r~sulted in 1the vic$;U's·.q~ath and Detective Wmistor[er. 
. . ~ . . : . . .. . . . . . : : 

. _ .. 

-~, _ _-;two .forceful blows' with the:palm ofhis-open hand.which 'reverberated iii the room and on · ... ·. . . . . . . ._;_ . . . .- . . .... - . . . -· . . .. 

· ·,- · th~ wall.' •: ··Rodriguez; 275" ru_ App. 3dai.285:··. · ' . :. - . . 

; . 

-_: - . . - --~~ Yitai p-~ of the vi,c~im;l? body to which the fatal blo-~s-wer~--struc~·imd ~h.~- testimony suggesting. 
. . . .. . : . . . . . . . . 

--lt tb~n fle~d: 'This. evid~nce showing the gt~af disparity in size between t~e viftii? ~d-the ~efenqant, 
. . ·. '. - , . . . . . 

-. - .-_that ~ey V{ere i~ fl!-Ct forct;ful~-together create a ·strong inference that' tbe def~pd~t ~itbe,r knew th~t . ' . ·_: .· . . . 

-_ ' . -· -.- lii.s a~ts 1cfe.ated a ·substantial pn;>bability of; or that he intend~d·,to• cause; dea¢ or great boOi]y harm." 
~ . : . . 

_ -- .- _ ·Roarlgyez. 21s.ut App. 3d,at 2ss.. . -
... · . . . ..;: ·: . . 

·-= :: 

· '·. -' -:: -: ~: .. ;.;·:Rodriguez -provides sound guidance{or·the resol_utiOl).:6fthis"issu~- .Like Rodriguez, in .the·· . . . . · ... --, .·. . . . . . . . 
~ . . 

--_ · .. :. , . pre~~I!t c~se~·-. defe11dc¢t is ~ adult. and Steven -was' a clrild, s6. there· "Y~s· a:·gi:eat ~iS.p~rity in s~ze 

b~tw.~rt·d~fenqant-~d Steven:· -F~rther, a -number of the bfows ~ffereq by St~v~11·~ere directed to . : ... . .. : . . 
·' : 

hi~ head,!and; as.in Rodriguez, 4is abdomen~ 'These are vitaJ;p~s 6fthe'respective Victims' bodies.'· . . . . . . . . 

·in R?driguez, the medical examiner testi~ed·that-"significantforce:was requir~~ ~Q infllcfth~injuries_ 
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_-In- ths 6ase;:.Mileusruc st~~ed:.that 'the' ~uri-es- mfficted:tipon •Stev~rf~otil<L~o~b~ ~~~s~- by:~orniaJ · _ 

~rpdral puiushment, ".but- would. requrre·~somethjng much more force~l:" .. In ruin,' kilowi~dg~· artdl 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ·. . ' :, . -~ : . . . . 

. -

intent can.both be-infeh-ed:from th~ severitY-tmd· quantit}i':of th·e. irijuries idefehd~t lmtlltt~dil.ipon ;; ... . . . . . 
. . • . 

. Steve.ih. As we ~ted.,preyiously, ~a,:con\Jiction::t~ill~riot.'be·.~R:a5id{on ·.gr6uiid~~of:~sufnCieht ··.: . 
• • • • • . .. • • I .• • :- • ·• '. • . • ' • 

tMde~ce unl~ss:the.proof-is:so improbabie 6r.un·satisfactory_that.~heie r~mfiiris ~--;easo'riable~dohbi-;.-: · :· · :; 

~ io thi defe~~t'S guilf\ Pciii!le v• ~~iU7I.IIt Aj>p.'·jH:I3), iiJ; (zi>o7) ~~;,~ ~s•riot'ih~: c.;.,· .. · ... 

. here:.· " .. ; '! :·. ·. '·- ... 

·. . ~. . l.Inconsi8tent Fuidings-... ,_,, ::.· . :-. • .. 
. . . 

• . . : t . . . . • . . • . • ~ • . ·• . . . • • "' . 

· DefendaJ:Itne~ as-serts, that the triaLcourt.made'incon~iste.nt fih~mgs in that ·it foiirid he,did::f: 

noi ap~re~iatethe'wav1tyb£th-e.slruatiori "t:Vhen he,·first·amve~;at;ivfo~t sili~.--rlie.triat·touit noted,-:- . 
• • • ~ • • • • • I • • • • • • • • • • • • • . < '· 

that;defe~daiit's demean~r-changed as :the night-.ptogresse9;,~<i;;as.he be~anie aware of~St~ven's.- ·._ 
. I .. 

condition; defendant becafne scared. The court point~d to Rob~rt LjebiCh's te~tlmony that defendan~-
' : . -

~old him he II didn;t hit the kid that han:P. nus, according,to th~ triai eourt,' explained his nonchalant 
. . .-; . .. ·. . . ·.. . . 

I 

demeanor. when he.first arfived at the h9SJ)it~::·~'it .is his beliefth~t he didn't hit the ldd that hard; what . . . . . . 

: equid ~~_wrong.,_;_ Thls finding; actx>I:.dilig to;defendant/ is inoonsi~ent With the·tri~-court's finding . ~ . - . . - . . . . . . . . 

that he_ acted knowln,gly .and-. intentionally .when.he Jcilled.·Steven.:-: In•sti_pp6rt;:.•defendant'relies':, · 

·. p~marii~.op cases inv~~~~g·incon5i.sterifye~diets (see,~;g_.;·-~~~ie~.-Hoffer\;:'to~ hi:~~ i8~.(~985);·', 
.:. _::-.· --~-· .·- ... : .. '·:. ;·.-_':. '.: ..... :. · .. · ... ·. ··-::.: .· ... · ........ · ... .-, 
· '· People . .v.,Speats,J l2!nJ .. :2d396 (1986));-'which'are notdirectly:o.ripoint here. Unlik:e:tliese:~ases;'' '· · ; ~ .· ·. : :·· . ·, '! .. , .:· .~_ .. _ .. •.' _f: ..... i .. .-~·· .. . =·_.·. •. ~ ·.~· ., , .··• ·-· ..... - .. 

· .. the' trial' ~otirt never niached verdic~s .that; were .not 'ronsistent_. . .Instead, :what defendant is,.-,:. 
. . 

. ·c~inptai~~g about is ill1 ~p~arent.dis'e:~epancy;betw~~n--o~e of the triaJ,~urt'~-fl~di-~gs·and its ~ltiinate · 
- . ; . ~ - : . 

. verdicts. ·, •. ·r .... : .. '.I 

. · ~ 

·.!. . ·'·. .... ·. 
• .: f ' ; ·.:.·,;.; 
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; '·. . -Ini~cilly, :_we" _nqte :.the :finding o£ whi~h.d~fend~t. complains is. non~ntirely mconsist~nt-with .. ·. 
. . . . . .. . . . . - . 

~~qf.t~~·:verdi~s in;.thi_s ~e.:· pefendani poiiits;outthat> ".it is l~gally· ijnpe~ssible""·to fing that a 
. . . . _: . .· . . 3 . - . . . 

-.:.: :defe~panf~.men~-~t~t¢·is.be>th·l~~~~~~o~g an~·~oWing~!l •fu·Hoffei_: I06:ru~:2d at:I~~. for-. 
. . ! • . -· •• : • - • . . 

:. 

. ·. 
: xp.an~la~ghtei: precl!Jded J~e -~stence of the mental ·state.ne<;essary Jor a ~u('der co~viction. · This is , · 

• • • ; • -_- - • t • • • • _: : ·._ • • • . . !· . . . . ; . • . . . . . • . . . . . .· . • ~ . : . . ·. . - •. . . . . . . 

· becau$e involu~truy:fl1.~.slau~ter js def4t~·as"the uni~t~ntional killing of~)~ufl1.an being caused b~ . 
. . . . . . . . ~ . . :. . : . : . . . ·. '· : : . . . . . . ... 

. . · ac~s that are per(orrped re~ldesSIJ.. '.fhus," it expressly ·excludes ~ jntention~' killing from its scope. 
. . . . . ~ . . . . :· . . -~ . . . . ' . . .. . . . . ; . . . . . 

Further, since recklessQe~s .is ~etll;led a_s th~ (!Onscious·ldisre~ard "of a substantial risk (People v. 

Barham;331.ill. App. 3d 02l;l130(4903));a.Qd 1'knoyiledge" f<?rthe plirpo.se.ofthemurderstatute . . . . . . ·- . 

·.requires a~~en~.s~ of: a !~~ong prqb4biJ.ity" of death or) great bodijy-haim (see 720 ll£S 5/9--1 . . ~ . . - ' . 

. (West-2002)); these ~en~al ~te~ are.~~tu~y ~xclusjve. in. that they require awareness of different 

.fevels .of.risk. However, in ~his case; the trjal.court 9id•not find·defendant guj.Ity ofin~oJuntary 

mwslaughter, it .simply found; he was \J.ria~¥e of the'• grayity of::tne· situation :when he arrived at 
,.. . . . . .. -

M~unt Sinai., In other :wor<ls," the-J_i.v.qit:Ig:at,-issl,le m·cases 'like.tioff~r --that the defendant was guilty:: 
. ·. . . ·- ·. . . ; . 

. ofirn~oluntary .~anslau~ter7-en.tc»Is.a:finding that tbei~ing.,wa~ u$tyntional, .as per the stai!Jtory. 

definitio~ o(.th~;:.~ruite. In1ffis:~e, !lletfiaJ.co~rt made no finqing regarding defendant's intent, and, 

. ':· . · ~qre i~pqrtantly; its pnd.ing t.{@tqefenrdl!D:i ~ic;tn9t compr~hend the s~riQU$ness of Steven's condi!ion 
.· . . -·. . - . . .- : . . . . -

... 
1· : ,.··.·.· :'·:.; · .do~s ~ot preciud~aJi~~ing~}J.~t'~~fend~t 41-tended.to_cause Stev¢n·great b9dily harm atthetime·he 

1· . . . . ~ct~ :~~: n~en~~rs ~gllm~t, ·• m ~ s~· ooffip~es provero~: .apples and ompges 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
! 
j 

I 
L-"·-----

Defendant's mental state at Mount Sinai c~ncem~ th4tgs that had already h~ppe11ed, that is," the paSt· 

consequences of past ~ctions. :The relevari,t ~ental state for determining guilt is that mental. state that 
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a~omparued the·actions'that cotistituted the·criine:,'People·.v: .• Grever;·353 Iit App. Jd 736~·7s7·· . ~ . . ; 
. , .. 

(2004), tev'd ·oh other::grbunds;; 222· TIU id: 321 (2006) ("Cririii~al 'liabilitY requfres the conjtirictiori· 
. . . ; . . . : . 

·~ :: 

of a cuipable·mental state.(at c~.inm~n ,iaw;,tne.,inens :rea}·;ihd a~pWrlshable.aCt or offiiss1oci .(at" 

. , c6nirooQ ·law;· the .. ~ctus-<reus)"). ·. Thus,::e:iefend~t'S: -~oncha_iance, ~t: Mount 'siiiiti.;may 'have. been 
- .· ·- . . . .. ; . . - . -.·. '· 

beta~se he. did. ridt b~iiev~ ·he ·djd anythlrtg· sufflderit~toJulfil his;uiteht td'kill !Steven"" :$itbilarly~ :his ·· .· 
. . . . . . . "\. . . . . . . . : ' . . . : ., . : . . . . . . -. . .· . . :. . ~ . . . ' 

~tatement.to Robert l:.icilich:that:i!he.didn't:lut the kld:that·hard," could be based. on Jus ·assdsmeni" · · 
• • • • • • ! 

. thehtselves.">. Thils;·tlieJiihl eourt's fuldjrlg··_~s.not ·in~on~lstenfWith;a·firidirtg of.intent>. · · ,., · .. · . . :·: 
• ': _· : • • • • • • • : • • f • 

. ~~st. tibre~d~t-:ciharge ':th~t:· we ··are rdoiligyi1¢thing' _.more;,ih~re ~than eng~ghlg-~in'~-rii~~li~ : . ' 

:hwo.~eticaJ spec~;a~oii; 4~:'P9tnf out. th~ foliowini-.D.efe_ndant is rei.)ring on ·ca~es a~out.in_~onsisie~t .:. ·-~ : .·.:. 

~erdicts .. , s·uch cases ;®i~_ally -i~volve a· certhlfl,amou'n.t ·of'speculatiori:regardink possible ·ba5es :r?t'. · .. · ' · 
. the y~dicts, and; if th.ere i~ soine.plausible basis that doeS not requirethe finding of the:eXisteft~ antl --~; · .. ·. :. 
. . . ,. ·. . i : ·. ·_· .... · ... :' ' ·.· . ' ... · ... · _. - . > . .':: . . ·.-:.··-::::.: .' .· 

rioijexisteilce ofsonie.ele~ent ofthe·crirjl~s, the verdicts aie,hllowe<:f:to stand.::See People v.Wo1eY:·: .· .. 

. 152 Til :Ap; __ Jd J54;~·3s7.·(-~ 98J) ("~ iri-Mil~da;, the.verd'i~ts could .haVe be~n base~ on co~p~~~i~~-;: --~ :: .:· ::. 
. ! . . .. : . . . ·. 

. . ... , . . .· . ' . 

. or an exercise oflenity. lti:adciitio"il, defend~t. presented some.evidence whlch't~~d~(hci ilidit~te' th~i ~,. : -~- : 
. . .· .. · . • • . . ; . . . ·. •. .. : . • ; . ·. •.: ·=··I 

the bre~thalyier reading-.~a.S-inacc4riite. · Thus~~theJuiy.rtught:ha~e disregarded:it ~ntii(!ly, yet s~ttl · .· ·. · .- · } 
' . • • •. - • ' . . . . l : - -- .. ~ • ! 1 : . -. . . . • - : t .- ... :-: __ 

found. stiffl~idit:oth.er eviden.ce to fuel defe~daht guilt}' of driving .tinder: th~ .. irifl~erice 'ot'-'hlcohoi·~ ·" .. ; . . ., 

( emp~;s -a~~ded)): -~:.;.~opl~:.~:·;~~iid~~,:~~34 ~b App;~~d ·9;·~ -~ -~76-7,7 ( 1·9~5), :t~~: :c~i;;~~;.;·.~·-·:.·, -: ·: :';. 
. . . .. . .. . - ·'·· . - ·.. .· :;; :·· - - :.-· .. -'- . . . . . !~ .. ·.. . .. · - . -. .: ·, . . . . . . . . : ·. . : : ,. : ·. . . ; . . . . . :: . . . : . .-; .. · ~ .. ' ~ 

. tonsi4ering:a ·number of possibl'e::teasons for two s~eriling]y eoiiflicting .vefdiets; including~;leri.ityr : :, :. 
• I ' •: • • : l • • o • o • ..:. •• • o • 'I 0 o ' 

compromise; and confusionr~eld:·· .. :- •,, • • • •) ~I • • . <: i! : . 

~ '• o: : I :#. . t. i ;,. •,! • .-
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.2· · . · ·. · ·: ·.. ..-. _.;_ cprrect;:the fac:t :rem~ that <i;efenqant bas nqt carri~d his burdep t~ 4emo~fate the acquittal' . r ' ' •. ;~j' ;;~~;~~ar¥;~~r4on,a~~ ~.~4·~0·~ttommnul rape.:~ d¢en~~tbus· 
= ~? . . · ·.: · = ·. i_i · . ·. :· 119t:.d:eJU9nsQ:~t~ a !~gal. inconsi,s~~ilcy·{)fthe:;verdicts,::collatenil.estqppeLcazWOt ·be applied 

>:·~~ .:<;·:. ;. . . .. ·. ·-~·· :'. ·. • ,::. •. •; ~ ·. • . .· , ·. . . II ·.• . - .. ;-' . . . . .' 

< ·.. . · · ':'. '- ... ~d:~~:retq~ fo.u~std.enuatl~u.rglary was proper.· : .. :r•· . ·, ::." ·:-', ; :., .. : ·'' · . 

. . ':·, .. '; ?·: #,e)\1~;da.v,coo~ .;,.ol~~ the ii~e. b~.entireJy. oriipossible;,;~~··~~·.;ould .exp]~ 1he 

.. · .· . , ... ::~ :~~~p~~tit -;~J;lf,li~t ·petween ~-~ twq .verdicts ·at issue, .. · Th~;>, !w~. cat;t Xf~,th~-,s~e. ,here .. Siflce, .as 
• I ; ' ' o :. • • • • • i: ~ • • ~ • ! •. • • ': • .• • :. • • o • o • • ' • • 

, .' · _:· ::: .· :· '-~~P.l.~eq.'~boye,_·th~· trla,l cou.rt.'i factual flndipg:based:on.defepdant~~.-d~~~~~r:at.Mo~t·Sinai is.not . 
. :- . _:· _.··· . :_; · .... -:.:. : .. _ . . .· .·;. . ' . . . . . : . 

· ;:,;; . ·:_:· .. (, 4ics>~Sj~t~ht' with ,a;·~qi.J].g ;pfjntent;:rcase:law•re~ardi.ng jp(?opsist~n.t:.v~~d~cts· ·~s ·:of •no help to · 
. . . . . . . . . . .· . . . ' . . ·- . . ~ . 

: . . ·. ·_·: .. : (Jef~ii~~t,:;F!.!~~f!JlOre, as the trial C.<?~rfs fit;tding·~,did not_preclu~e .conviqti~ms bas~q :on intent, an9 
: ··. . .,:,; ·~-: ·:': . . . . . : . .; . . . . . . . . . . ·. . .-~ .. . :_ ~:._·~ . . .. : ': 

·. · b~~4se all. ~o4.nts were mer:ged,· ~y.complaint:regarding the knowl~dge~~ased-co~pts. ~e ~oot. · See~ . .. __ ... ' . . . . . . ···. . . . . . ' . -. •. . -__ ·;. . . . :. . . 

People v,:Hemphill, 2~9.lll.App. 3d 453,•468 (199~)('1NeXt, Mcfucyr~·E,~Igue~·that his due process· . 
. . . : . . -~ .· . . . . . ·. _· . . . . . . . .. . . 

_. righ.~~-~w~r~.·viplat~_l,~use··heiwas·.not pJ;O\fedtguilty•of.consplf.~cy·of;armed robb~ry Qey<?nd a·. 
l. ·• . . ·.. . . - .· • ••• . • . 

· -. · re~~~~J?.J_e _ _<!~pl?t~ ~- MCintyie _;w~s found :guilcy. of;arl1led robbery ·agaiflst· JapJ<;son~· 'The. trial cour( · 
• . ! . . ' . . . . . . . ~ . - . . 

. ;_ . · ' .. siat~d: that J.be .~O.Qspira~y ccmviqtjOil· m.etged with the .u-m~d JOlJlJerJ cpnvjctio~ ana on}y Sentenced . 
.• • • . . .. : "::.-1· .. ,. . . . ·. • : ... • • • ; • :. . 

M¥IntJre~(9t~th~-~.ed:ro_bbery:copviction;·{hus;>tj}is i~~~e-iS. p}oot"):· ·,_, :.< : ,. · 
· : ::. · · Ac~rd4tgiy; th~ -tri~Vcouit!~ fi.ndirjg~· regarding,defendan~~~ .behayjot: at ~e .hO$pital. do not .. ' .· . . . . . .. . . 

· · · preclude·a.findiUgJ.hat.def~.nda.nt·intend~d,~okilLordo,gr~t-b9dily harm . .to :stev{fp.= FinaiJy, to the · .· :. . . .. . . . . . . ' . . . . .. . . : . 

: . . .. ' . , ex.te11t thc;t.~videnee regarding .defendant's behavior at Moun!'c~inaflweig~ iit favor of. an acquittal,' · 

· .:·: :·.: _: .' ·, \~-~.e~~~~ ~r;~ated:~·evi~~ntiariconilict for-the trial court to resolve. -Pe~p~~w. R~b~s,:J74 ~-: App. 
; •• . t •·. : .. . • • • •• ~ ·: .: • . • • . • • . • • .. 

. / . · ·. ·._· Jd-~90, 497-98 (2007). ·Substantial evide.qce militated fora finding of gliiJt;_ not-the least of which'·· 
. . : .: . . : . ...... ": . . . ' . . . .• . . . 

was .J(e.qya~'s testimonythat. Stev~n was fine when she left for work, Stev~':l spent the day ~one 
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. with.defend~t,· ~d when K.enyatta return~d;' Steven,.was,·:severely. mjured.: ·Non~ ~of defendant'~·:. . - . --- . . -

argument~ persuad~ us that he was not proven guilty beyond a reaSonable doubt. 

C-ADMISSffiiLrrY OF-EXPERT. OPINI0N·1ESTiMONY · 

.. ·.·. pefend~t neXt alieges .error in the.tr:ial court's adniission:ofthe·opinion·testhnony regardilig ;·': 
. - . . . . . - -

- . . -

the timing ofSteven;s 1rijuries·ftomDr. Munoz and -Dr: Se~~rih: :Defendant ~~~s that.theyha~hto ·:· 
. - . . : ~- • • • • . • ! .. 

tr;unhig and. possessed .n~ :expertise reiardmg timing .. He also rontends that· their cipinions :i~cked ~ · . . . 

~·scientifitaliy-recog'nized(fOundation. n. The adniissibilityof ?h expert·opiition is a .inatt~r eominitted. 

to the discr~ion of the t~ai. court, ·andia~cotirt ofreVi~~~wm iioi ~tetfeie,.with. an(exercis~'of.that; .. ·. 

· · .. discreti~n sc;dong).s ltjs.not abused . . )iol~e.v, IKO Jndustries,.)Ltd.;,327_-ll1. App. ·~d · 56i; si6 
. . ~ : . . . . 

(2002), ·:. ,; . • : ~ ·~ . ~ . ~- -r· . ~ :_ .. 

. ,Defendant first b~dly,and incorrectly;asserts.that; "Sinee" neithenMtinoz:nor Seveiin=had any: 
.I . . . . . • 

. . . 
prior experience with respect to establishing the time ofan.iiijmy, theffi'ojliruorts on. that issue should 

not have.been,admitted..'',~This statem·ent issi.inply.false:.·M~oz-.testifi~d that he:.ha5:beeidnvol~ed:. · . . . . .· - . . .-

in "hundreds II of cases of ~spected.child :abuse,. arid :in each case; DCFS ,pe~sorioel ,have ·a~kect ·hlm ' :. 

to giv~.an opinion. regarding the. timing ~f.the.injury.' S~e~ri/on .the·other.hand;·.;t~tified.that .. 

. sometimes> authorities,· J?CFS pe~sonneli :other. health ,·care worke~s, or }ndividtials _fro~ • Child.· . 

Protective Se~ces ;(tHih -would ,someti~es as~. him. to. :"~orr~late;:their .exam .with,finain~s· of,·· 
. ! . . • . . . ... ·.. . .· 

progression of the disease:" Howev~r ,'he did.ac~owi~dge that;he.had never beerl ask~'for,such. ~,; 
. . :: .. '{ .. 

· .· -~~at~jn any.. of the 20 bhilct-.abuse cas~s:in.whicQ.he.h~ beeb.inv~lvoo. Jiowever~:to·s~trte·thflt:· 
. , ' .. : . ·.· . . 

~ . . 

neither .~:if.these-doctors had any·experience-is ;pure hyp'erbdle.~ Wbcillier·th~y:h~d. ~~tid gil: ~xp~rlenc~: .: 1 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

to rendef,SU~h _opi~ons '}s ;a .djffereht;questiort:..Defendanf:¢iteS no' c~e··!a:w·regafdiiJ.g:the qu-.ifltum=· , ... 

of expeljencenece~sary·to render an opinion, ..In .fact; ,defendant 'cites nch:::a·se la~.wl;latsoever ih .. ., 
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- ~UP.PO.rt o[.this CiFS'lll~~p.t, which wajves.th~ issue. -.See People'¥: Acevedo, J91 llJ..App. 3d.364, 366 

(1989). ; . -: -. '· t :: .. '· ·. .f: ; 

... D~fe.nd~t (IC~i~~seqs •I\1lin6z:ari4::Severin\~relied. on: faulty· infonn~ti.o~·~· ill forming their 
. . . ' . ·.• .· .· . . . ,· . ·r .. 

R> . - . · ~pjpions: · rD_efeqdant: points· out~ t~t)v.~~oz, upon reVie~g-~he· CAT~ s~~ ·from Mount SinB:i_. · · 
0 . '·, . : . . . . . 

. 9 · .. ·. ~eljey_cil:tpef~W~ a)arge sub_dura1 hemato~a in.th¢.;righ~'side ofSte~en's bead: .-Munoz did not firid · _ 

·. /. , -•· .;;~ :.11 ,~ju.; ;~etl ~e .~i~.;~tiy :~Perated;OPori St~~ ri.fepd"'lt states, "So· Munoz'S · . . 

. con.9l~sion ab_o!Jt.th~ f~~ thaffuere"W<lS ~ ·s~gnific~~ stibd~ra.I her:natom~ on t~e right' side ofth~·brain · · 
, ··.=~- ·_: :.--~ ';. '· .. _- : ~._;· ~ .... ~ _-.· •. :: : .•...• -~ · __ .. _-- . . . ... '· ·., ~ . ; . • • • . 

.. \· .. , : . · :. _proy~<(to:.be it:Joorr~·::~ii\Ve:(aiLto·see-tJ:teielev~ce of¢~se obs~rvations_;· Murtoz presumably did 
• • •. • • • • ' : • •. ~ • I o • • ' • • • • 

· ··. ··: .. ·: . :_ .. -~~t form~late hi~ 4l~~te opinio-n ~~~;att~r:heperfonned.surgeiy.· It fs·a dubjous suggestion indeed, 
. . . .. . . 

and ohe we find compie~ely unpersti~i.ve,. tha~ Munoz re~~ on his ir?.terpretation of the CAT scan . . . . . . . 

: •.. _.: .. ·:· . _rathe~ !h'?lw~H~~ Ieained dyring stirg~ryitJ: coming 1o the·~onclusio~;to ~pich he testified at trial . 
. . ... ·... ... . . . - . . . . . . 

_. .... Cf. J.en:~~s v. ~ein~er, 1~~ Til, App.' 3~ 8_77;882{1985)'('-'Th~refore~ any po~sibility,that Dr. Fossier 

. ·. : b~¢d ·his :opinion on an· incorrect. assump·ti9n.,was ~~e~:when:.the · def~n~ants [ subseq1,1ently] 
.:._-_! ·:·._·: • ·.; 

' =·d~ed:the situ.ation on cro~~.;.e~tion~). Defendant atsc)·argue~ that-Ml,l;iio?: believed that, prior 
• I . • ·• i • • • . •' • . •! 

;: . 

to surgery,:Steven:wa~:not -paralyzed iii. any way. Dr1·~el!S'~ ~~port indicat~ ·that.recor~s from 

I -
Mo.l1nt Sinai show thatBteven had.Qeen given medici.Qes to paralyze'his abdomen. ·Defendant does 

. - . ; . . . . ~ 

.Q.ot:explai.n· how. this gap· in ~noz's'-knowleqg~ ~ected· his opinioO: · or;foqha~ m(ltter, whether he· 
. . . . . . . . . . 

:· was·BtiU unaware of~he use of.th~s~·rnedications at•the time ,he rendered· his ~pinion: Moreover, our · 

l I . ; . ~= .-.. :- -~-- -~preme court.."h.as held that •!the l?asis for a witness' opinion:ge~era11y"_do~s· not ·affec~ his stand~g as 

I 
~ ~~rt;·such JP~rt~.rs go. onlY·to:th<} ,we1ght ·of. the evidence, not its stifficiericy: "· Snet~on v: ·Kamm, ' 

-. . : . . . 

. 204·11L2~· t 26:(7003 )~. T~a~ principle contr~ls !here~: and it was .fQr· the trial 'court to.determjne how 

I ... 
I·.: .- . ~y s~th omissions affected the weight tq whj~h Muno~'s te~timony was entitled ~eople v. Harrison, 
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366 J11..App. 3d.2ib, 219 (200())) .. D~fendant attaciss Severin's opinion tin: thi~·same basis,:··and:we·· .. 

. . . 
find the attack no more persuasive her~ than when it .was directed against Munoz. . ~-·. ~ 

. . . ' ~ . . . . . ~ . - . . .· . . - . . . . . . . ; . . ·: . . .. 
Defendant cites People~v.· WI1hoite, 228.lll App . .Jd.J2,(199I)l,for the prop~sition that an.· · · 

expert's ~pinion mus_t b~ aisregarded'-~her~:it is_.withoui p~oper foundation.; Irldeeti,· th~ e~~:-·· .... : , ' 
: . . . . 

.Ja.Dgti.age.from Wilhoite i~: ·"if.tlie ·exp~rt·s· opinion is 'Yithou~·iptoper·foundation; .partieulatly:wher~:J : . ·; 
- ·- -~ ~ . ~ . . - . . - . . . ~ - ' ·. . . . . : . . . 

he fails to_.take. iilio,_conside~il~io~, atifessentiai,factor.~ that -cipinio~.'l!i""of hO! w~ight anchnust:t)·~ ··I : ~ ·. . . .·· _. . . . ' ·-·. . _.·.. . ... 

. . . 
569(i) at 609 .. The, Wilhoite court,~poke·of~an essential factor.,; Defendant, aside from pointing 6ut ' ... - . . . - . . . ' . . 

· th~ allegt?d flaw~ m th~ ~~e~. ofMurtoz'~ and S~verin•s oplriio~; m~es no .atte~pt tc>'shb~ :Why th~·e: · / . ·. . · - . . . . ' -· .. . . 

event, we hold that they were _the._latt_e~ .. . ; . ' ,I • • ,•' . • , ... ~ •• • 

. Finally, defendant.,cbntends that.Munoz.ahd. Se~eri.ti offered no scientific bases for their ; . . . . 

opinions that would comport with ~e Fr\re stand~. See Frye, 293 F. 1013 .. · .Defe~dant agB.ifi ... · · 
• 

complains that :Munoz based .hi~. opiruori ori . .th~ color of the .blood in· Steven's -head. Defe~dant ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. contends that this _is no~ an .. a~pted~sdeiJtific methoqology. : V{e ~gree. :,In fact,· ~s we ~xplained !· ;··: . . . . . . . ·- _- : - . . 

earlier, this was not a_ SCieht~c methO~(?lOgy a~. all,.: lt-is ~Ot derived frofu·. the '~application of Sclentlfic 

. principie~;: but fro~ NunQz'~ ,own.:skill_,aQd experien~e based .. upon hlscobser\ratioris. made:·.in th~ ·. : . 
. . . :· . . . .. ~ . . ; - . ·. . . .. . . . ·. . ... ··. .. . . . .. . ' . :;_ . ..... ·. . : . 

course of.his Ca.feer: .Jackson,:~72;lll:.JWp: 3d at 1.073. Moreover;:"(s]imply because;scientific·, < · · . . .. . . . . . . - . . . -. - - . . .. 
principles ~elate t6 aspecit~ of. an opinion;~tness's. testimony. does not- transform· thatte~timoriy. into·.·-~'. . . . : 

·s~i~rt~c~. t~it~o~y:~' ,-·1~tk~o~·.:372)ll. -AP~ ... ~d at.I073, :';Defend~~ atso·pbints to a ~~~et ~/.;>~·:· ~ :.: .... :_ 
• f : 

alleged defects in .Muno~'.s opi~ons:.here;,sucti as the fact that;much of Mt:inois experi~nee ·Was,,' _ _::: ... . . . . . 

deriv_ed froin car .accidents r~ther.t~~ child _abu_se .. and ~s failqre .io consider the effect of Steven;s,~·,:.' · 
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a~doiQirul]injury on his head injury. Stich thing~ go to·weight; not admissibility: Harrisori; 366 Ill .. 
. ~ . . ' . " . 

":. .·. 
0 ,· . . .. . . . 
J, . ·: . ;;_ -', !{egardirig:· S~veri.p,·.,(l~fen~t; states/!Severiri likeWise. offerecP,~no ·scientifically-based 
t_.. :·:- ·... . . . . . 

_g. -: .. ·· ·,, -~?Cpj_~ati?~ :regard~~-~pwJI~s-estim:at~fthe timing ·of. the bruises 01f ~teveri;·~ bod~ ~mp~rted With 
0 . ·' ·.· '. ·_ .. - ' . - ·. . . ' 

. 9: ._·. ,·_ ·. :· ~s_.!~teres~ate of~~e~tllping ?fth~ injurie~."· Tbe._abs~nce ofa "sCien'tifiyaUy-based e~lanation''·· 
. -.. ':·\! . . . ' . ' .·.' . • ! •• 

·.· :_- .-;~-i~:~~i a ~-~si~.fo~ obj~~~~g''to--~~v~ri.n's-'opi~on.-·,.Seveiin·:is:bo~d ~rtified in pediat~-c critic~ care.·· 
. : . :. . : .. .~ ~ : ~ . . 

•:' .·· 

..... ... ~~~~L~t;I h)str~g an~· e?CP~~e~ce, h.e::was c,ertainly:e~titled'~o'·o~-~~·reg¥~i-~te\ieri's inJ~es: · 
. . . . . .. . : .. ~ ; . 

i ' . 

·. :·: ~ ,_;:·scie!Jtifi~--t~sting may:.hav~ provid~d additional support. for;Severi~'s op~on,-'bi.lfs~ch.additional 
•• •• • • • 0. • • • • : ; • • 

· -s~P.l>9ti .\va~ not nece$sary.fQr.th~ trial ~ourt tQ consider the op4llon. ·rnde.~a,.de(end~t presented· 
: • • . :• • • • l -~ ~ . ' ·, • • .. : • '. • • 

.. :: . 
~ . ~ . . . . . . : ... 

> .. <· ._·, \ci>tJP.t~ailiPi-sci~nti1ic,e~qetjce{t4e·histology slides), and it.was for·the. triafcotirt toxesolv~ the 
• . • • . t, ...... ': .. ·: ·• '.' . . : . .· . . . . . ,.. -·. · .... _r . 

,COn{lict i,>etwee~ S·~ve$'s testjmony and that scientific eviden{!~ just &'S tt'WouJd'havi~ been for-the· · 
. . . . . : : ; .. · ' . ·' . . ~. ' ·.·. . .· . . . ,,. . 

· tpa{col!~ _to l!.ltrib\lte addition~ we_ight to Severin's:opinion had it been :supprirted by ·corroborating 
. . . : . ·• . . .. . . . . . . . 

~ . 

·. ·." .. :4t ~urn, :Muno:z's and Severin's te.~~i,Inony was cl~ly admissible. The ~oits··ofthi_ng~ ·of ~hich 

, defendant~c)~pl~ns typically are II)att~rs ofweight.\!Therefore, w~ rej~ct llls argiun~nts art this point. . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : . ; . .· . . 

. . . ' . 
Defe.Qdant .m,~e~·five dis~inct argnments as·to w}ly his counsel Wa$' in~ffe¢ve: First; he .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . 

. : . : po~t~ ._to . coun~el~'-failure•to ·intetpo~e a; Frye objectiOn' to .the testimo~y--o( Munciz ·~d Sev~rin. 
;. . : . . . . .·. . . . ·. . . . . . 

' . ~ .. ;' . .' B.~~~to~ ·our:discussio~ ofthis issue ~hove, ·any,such ol?j~tion would have I?een·futiJe,'artd we'will ' .. 
: ·... . . . . ·. ,• . . . . . . . . . . 

·. · .. :~ot cO:ns~4er, the i~s~e further. .' S~ In re Ottinger, 333 Til. App. 3d.·l .14/118 (200~) (~'The· f~ure of ·· . 

d,ef~qd~t's; coun$el to'· rriake : a :futile· objection does '·n9t · const~rute ·fundamentally deficient · · 

· . pe~o'nnance").· Second, defendant complains'qfhis trial attorneys' f~lure to argue. that a lettedrom 
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Dt.-Teas t9 the c.oort that was received afterthe trial ,had rondudeQ.-.shoWd be ~nsldered . .'rieretili~::· · 
couri~el actually agreecJ ~th the -State thauhe letter Shou1d'be.irilpounded. · Tiiir<(- <teferiCtanradserts : . · : . . . . .. · 

!bitt trial courts~l should have argued thakhe was :guilty''of, a lesser-inclqd'e~l.:offenSe, .nameiy . -. . . . 

involunt~ in~sla~ghter. Fourth, defendant clauns that"~-[ d]efens'e:rounsel ~gi~ct~ to eff~~dty '· ' -
. . . . . . . . . . ., ... 

: eross-examin~. arid impeach several wi_tnesses," Defendant's. entire arguffient. on thls pohtt. eorisl~ts 
. . ... . . . . . . . 

· oftlie foiiowing:. "TheRecord (sic] contains multiple instances Of defense eciurtSelfailihg to effectiye)y . . . . . . . . . . . . 
;: . 

. impeach_ proseCution witrtesses. "· this statement is follow_~ by a string citation tci :five·ptaces in-th~', 

record, -but contains no- reference to·Jega1 authority .. As has oft been -stated, -~'A reViewing cciurt is----· 

entitled to have the. issues before it clearly'defined and is ndt-sinipiy a tepo~itriry In which· appellants -

.m~i d~rrip. the burden. of ~gliment and resear~h; -an appe~ant'~ ~ailtire to ·prop~dy -p~~sen~--his -d~.: 

argt.Iment~ can amount to \vaiver of those claims on ~ppeaL Peopl~ v~ Chaiffiati;: 3 S7 I11: App,' 3d 695 '. ! . . 

703-(200~). We deem that to be the case here, and·weWill riot giv:e thi~ l~SU~~er consideration. 

· -· Fifth; defendant contends that a Role 604( d) (188·D1.:2d R :604(d)) certificate· file<f by trial counsel . ·· _ 

cbntained .matenal imiccuracies. 

To succeed on a -claim.of:ine:ifective a5sista_rlce of co~n,sel, a defendant' niu.st shovi:that his\' · 

,attorney's ·_performance _fell below ·an .. ;objettive level or·· reason~bl~hess_-.in light. of ·p~evailing'.' 
pr~fe$sionalnorms-and Jhatthis deficient perfonnance prej~dit~d .. th~:defehda~it: People v.~ Ramrrez, · · ·. 

• 4 : -· • • •• • • 

· .. 371 ni: App. 3d.738, 744 (2007): In ord~rto-establish·d~fi~i~n~~peffoririance, ~-(fer~~dant_',,;rriuSt; 
. . : . ·: ~ . : : . . . . . ' . . . :. ; ·.... : . . ·. . . . . 

· ~vercom'e.th~ ~r6ng.pteslihiption that thechaUenged<ac~i(?n··~r iii~ciio;.t migtii··have be~h ·the. protkict 

. --.. : ~f s.ound .trial s~~t~gy.'~ -~eople-.Y:·Jaclcson, 20~·---~. ·2d,:247,:'25~--~2oo'n.-:·_ i~--sho~-:pre;udic~,~:a-'~-'-· 
defendant niust show :a reason~bJe probability .tha( but for_·cotihsei's. ;e_rrors, the ,outcofui.-or' the ' . . . . : . . ; . .. . . 

proceeding would have heen different. Jackson,205 Ill:'2d at 159::-A'!reasonable_probabilit-y;~_is otie : 
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..... -- ·····-·-· ·-·-·· - ·············-···· . - -----· ---------.. - --- ·- -----------------------·· ·-----· ------ --· 
f ) 

. . ''··: r..: : · .. ·'. :·-tf<?.2-,-04--q38 
~1- . - . . 
~~\- ·- '.~ .. :· _: ... :. · .. ' . . . . . . . . . : . l~ 
!r· ·: ·:··::, .. - -.:-~~-~~~?t.t9 up~ennm~ co_nfi,e!en:- ~the result of~e ~roeeeding,_ -P~op1e v.jH~s. 206 Til. 2d 293, 

- - - ' 30.4 (4002).-.. Sometiples,. it i~ easier. to. dispose ofa cJaini em ~e prejudice prong of the test, and; in 
... , . . .. ·•.. . : . • . . . . . . . ~ . . . . • f 
.ct' · .. t • • • ' ; • • 

p < '·. _;- ~- s~tA-~~~.s; "~u.n~~l·~;p~rronn~~·P.~~- ~ot _l?.e-evatt,~~t~d._'~-·:p~Il'-~ y:;sro?ks. 'J~iw: 2d,9l,I37 -
1,:: ·_ . ·. ·_ -_ .. ·.. : ' _.· . . . . . . . . . . . ' . .. . ·-.. -~. . . . . ; .' . . 

I . 

~( :·: .-- ·, ___ :(1~-~~).' ·wi~ t~e~e s~an~t!fds:~-~~ ~~·-:Will-.nowtu~·t<?-the·~:~~~'ofdeferid~t's_-arguments. · 

~~·;: .,. .. : -:. .. . _ .. , . ·_ .. _. _.- . h p~._";~~~~s.I:~ri~r::. -. . . , 
_:_ '':. .. ·:_ .. -, 

. . Mer the tr.i~ had ropcl~q~! r~~-s~nt a:-J~tter-ito:tht{_tri~Lc~urt . .-~ The letter set forth a 

lll:IJnPCCof purport~. exculpatmy fact~ th~twere suppQsedly no~ ~r~tight ~ut.-by def~e COJ.lilsel 
• • • • • • • .; • ; !_ • • • ' ~ • ! : . • . ' . . ; ~- ~ . . . . . 

-'_ ·c~~rin~:tll~ tria( She c~~cterized~thes~ facts-~ -~sigQifi_~ant fWd~ngs in the :m.edicaJ iecords. "- ·She. -
- . . - - . :· ... • . . . ; . . . 

-.-
. ,: . . • ' . • . I. •. . . . 

.sent:copi~s:of!theJetter~to,the_:Stat~. ·.d~fense counsel, -~d Dr;:Milc;:us~c,: Defense counsel agreed . . . - . . . ~ ' . : . . . . . . . . . . : . - . -' ' . 

-. ·: -- ~thtiu~;staietbattheJette.r ~n:?titute4·an!iinp_roper.ex··pkt~-~omm~cati~n,and that it should be 
.. • . ! • • • . 

. .. . .· 

impoun<,ied iQ ·the_record ... ; . .-
. •": 

_l)~fend~nt now claims trlaJ ~o~~el was ineffec;#~efor not s~Jcing to have the l~tter admitte_d 

~to;~Yid~!lce:.I~efei?fJa.tlt,: citing Black's Law Dictionary, 591 (7th.ed: 1999);-contends that the letter · .· 

:' is' ~ot "an ex parte communica~ofl, since i~ ~as sent tq all p~es .. ~ceepting t~s a~sertion as .true, 
. .• . . .. ! . 

_ ._ cJef~~d~~ qoes not e~p~ain howthe_l~tt~~is·otherwi$e a~ssi~le. F9r ex~p!e;-the statements in the 

Jett~r app~-to be hearsay. See:Pecipie v: Douglas; 36~ lll;·APp. 3q 65, 70 (2005) ("Hearsay is an . . . . . . . . . - . 

. out-:pf,court statement offered to Pf9Ve the trutl} of the matter asseq~d"). A.related"proplem i~ t~t. 
' . . .~·- -· . .. ·- ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . : : . . . 

! .. 
1 · • ;: · , :/ .-. _ ~ye~; thqugh .. the _St<tt~ received a copy or"~e, l~tter;· it:\Va~ uriabte· to· cr~s_s-ex~e Teas regarding 
! . . . . ; . ·: ·:··. ~. :" .· ... . ~ . . 0.. ;. • :· ••••••• : 0 : • • : • •• • • •• • • 0 ~. •• • • • • • • • 

I _ .-._.--· :, : · ~ _ ·. i~s GQnt~9t_s. ;M<?reover,·the I~tter-w~ r~ived!weU ~er:the trial. had ~-!ldud_e~. Whetfler to reop~n 
I .... _ ... 

I -< .. : -, ·_··.' ~~oo,fs i~ ~ ~~tt~~-co~tt~d ~o t~~ ~scre4on-oft~¢'~ri~ cou~~ P~~p~e ":~en: 344 IlL App. 3d 
I . . . 

l. 
! • .. 

-,_ 949;-953 (200~). Defendant make~ no attemp~·to show th~t.the·.tri~ co1,11.1 w~ml~ have granted such 

a motion,_ partiCularly given .the he~say character:ofthe lett(!r. 
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To. th~ extent theJett~r mignt serve as evidence. ofiheffecti~eness; the relevant question is;, 

wh,~~er defense col.ms~~~ fail tire to brin~ out this evidenc~ 'at trial constituted ineffectiveness. In tlii~-;. 

regard, defendantJ~as n()t'e~tabli~hed,~at.he was;prejudiced bytheseputj>orted.failures .• w~ se~·no>- · 

_reasonable pro~ability thJt the; oUtcome ofthetrial woilld· hav~ been-different had this eyideriee beeri'

prese~ted. ·Teas's letter addresses four main })oiiits: { i) Teas states that all autopsy fin·cilngs indicate ,: -: . 
. . . . . . . . . 

tissue reaction take at least s~verai days to·develop/'/'[t]hey do.not occur in 3 ·or everi4 days;"-(i)~ 

Ste~en had aspiD.n and a~eta.mlnqphen inJijs system, which undercuts the notion thal·he~'wa~·feeiiiig · ·. · 
! . . . : . ' . 

fine.prior ~o the.incirnirtg ~fFebrq~_S; O):Steven lost four.porthds betWeen November 6; 200.l; aiiQ " 

February· 8; 2oo2; (4)--St~ven was--sedated-.before his abdomen w~s eiaffiined·at Rush·Presbyteriart;< ;. · . 
. . . . . ' . 

which would have initiatly-masked:signs;ofabdomirial·disttess and made the injury ap·peat to.be· '· 

evolving to.someone.Q..e.~. Severin) not aware of the sedation ... . ·::., .. !··. 

The first pointapJear$ t~ be.~.recapitulation of:Teas's trial-testimony, which was,,ob'~ously,.·_;·:.·- . ~ .. ·. ~ . ,::. 
. . . . . . . . . ~ . 

presented,at triat. The r.e~runirig.tllie~jpoints were:called tothe.att(mtion of the tri~Pcourt:~duting·;:-.; ···:· . ·, '' 

posttrial proceedings. S~e-cifically, ·defendant raised -them -in his pro se motion· alleging,in.~ff~ctiv~ .-:,. · 

assistance of counsel;'arid :theitrial'colir_t expressly· addressed two of them ~ its,ruiirtg on the motion~· . 
. . : : ' . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . 

The trial. court siateq.th~t the ~eight·'loss:was 'noLreievant in·that Steven .w~s·irt the distady~~f"i;: · . · : .. 
. . . .· .. 

Dorothy Herron for most.ofthe thne.betWee~·November 6, 200I,:,and Febtuary:8; 2002· .. ;~ fo~;,the .h . -·, .. ·_'. . 
. . . . . . . . . . '· . . . . . '. : . . . :·· . .-. 

medication that ~ay have affected ·O.bserv~tions of.Steve~'s .abdomen at- R~sh P~esbytenari, the 'tri~ :',. _._·. ' .·-
' ~ 

couitstated "I think fat m6re.critical were the·ihitial.observatioh.s .ofthe·.abdornen:at Mount-Sinai;_::::. ·. 

HoSpital .when Steven y{a~ initially;:brought in." Furthennore; v.re note that this eyidence Would ha:v(f '.- .. . 
served ,only to impeach S~verin regrading timing~arld. there: -Was·. considerable other evidence:on this;:··., 
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. issu~ •. M()~tnot~bly ~ the trial CC>Urt pla~Eigreatweight on the tes~ony· and ~bservaiiqfis ~fall of .. 

_.-; .. · · the trY.a~g ni_~ca} personriel, including ~~oz;s opinion. ··Nur~e·S~th and Dr. Green both te-stified · ,, . 
(:!-'. .. . . . . . .. ' . ': 

·j: ·:-. ·_. __ ... , ih~t_:.~~ey-pbs_erved :fresh_b~j.ses. Dr: B<?ykin testified: to the:inipos$ibility ofSteven eating a hotdog-· 

· ~:·_- , _..:_··_<;·'~~r~st~~thes~i;Ijuli~s.~'TI,iey m~St:~~e·oecurred, ther~for~~·~er.St~ven last ate, ·According 
~L • .. .', ·_. ·_· .. ·.. : :-· . ·. . ; . .. . . . . . . - - ... · . . : . . . .. 

· ·~~ . ·. .. ;, .. _.:._to :~~fe~<J~~·s ~t~t~tp.e~ts Jo officers_,Fi$ieL~d SzalinSki; •Stevenlasr-~te af F9ut -~ ,p.m., long after ' 

. -.-.~: ·:; :- ·. _:,_ · : · \ ~~~y~t~~- ~eP.Uo •·w~;k: .',~ · f~ct~;.4~~endi1Pt' iold_Keqyatt.a -~~(Steven ·~aq ~een._exhlbiting; signs ~f-
.. 

' 

·. ·, ·:' : . . -, '· inj~rj~s for .. abou~ 'an holjr- pzjor t9 the tim¢-~J(~ny~tt~netunied_ fh:>m. work OQ Febfl!a_ry: 8. Kenyat_ta 

.. :. :- .:_ · ;·:···_ ·t_~·~im~~: .~~~tBt~v~n ~as. ~~.wljen-she :~~~--in-the ~ohlini· b~t·:9ot .w~~·:~~~;:fetu~e~- after be was : 
. ;_,; ·' .. r ;-- ·, .. . ·. . ,· '.' ' . . . . ·. _· .... , -~-·. • .. ·:· ~ : . 

-. · lefl>in th,e;_exc~'4~ive car'~ of·defen.dallt:·:Mtinoz confinned't~at-Steven-roi.Il<;l nofw?-1.1<:, talk. eat, -or 
•. r . : . '· .. • =. • . • -: . - , • .. . -· - • : ~ . . : : . • . • .. 

--~iriOic after-s~st~lsuch injuQes· and that a head. mj~ry ofthis ma.gnitu<;ie :would pre~lu~~ a lucid . . ':· -- . . . .. 
. :-

. inte.;alt ·;· St~y~n·s·< a~ylase ~d lipase ~levels doubled -foUowffig< ius: 'admi~slon =to Mo~nt Sinai. 
·. . -· 

NuJ!ierou~ wit~e~ses t~tifi.~ r~garding injtil_ies 'anq-b~ises that continued to :appear throughout the 
.. ·. . . . . . - . . . . 

· r:llght of:F~bruary~. S.everin observed :that Steven's autoreguia~ort s~st~n,l wa$ still funct_ionmgduripg 
. . . . . . ' . - - . . : 

. . 

·_ phy~i~ian o~ -$~ ~ssue of ti~n~. ·reas is not a. treating physic~a~. 

,, · w: li~ht_.of all ,(>f.tWs :eViden~. we- see no -reasonableiprobability;that. u~derminin~ 'a portion 

- . of tb.e -bas~s for Bevenn's :opinion would have led to ·a different result at trial-.- . Similarly,. that Steve~ . . . . . ; . . - . ·. 
_· h~d:tak~4 a:p·ain killer-at some.point.(we d{) not know .when) certainly do~s not_s~pport art inference 

• • • • • ·: • 0 • • : • 

ih~t Steven h&d ·~stained these. 111a.Sslv~ injuries at' an earlier ti111e ih~m·is in~cated· by the :weight of: ·: · 
-.. : . . . . . . . . : 

~e:€?v.i.~ence.:-::{\s soo_n as·~e~yatta observed the state·that;Stev~n was.inl:lpoil her-rerum from w9rk, 

· she.rwahted: ;t~ '.take lllm ·to. :ail emergency. roon(- not giye, him an o~ei--tlle-eount~r pain killer. · · 
·. . . . :. ' .. . : . 

Furthermore, two doctors-testified that, after receiving suc.h injuries, Steven wquld not have been aple 
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,to eat. Ifhe could not eat~ he could not swailow aspiriil..or acetainindj:>hen. ;Thds,:he rrnist:hav~ taken ·; 
. ~ . . . . . . . 

thes~ d!ilgs_prior to. sustaining these injuries, and their presence in·· his. syStem likely had· nothlngcfo · . 

. d? with the mjuries:thaf.manuested-themselves:on February_S.-atMotint S~ai ancf~sh1>re·sbY,teriihl .. ·: .. 

. 'we ~her note that -Ke~y~itta testified "that: Steven had. a ~tuly ·nb'se~i~ the' d~y~ ·leadihg··utho-his: 1 

de~~~whlch could·expl~ the~ pre~~~ce. A~ain, defend~t h~s-not sho~ ·a iriasohab;e pr~bahilit)i · ; . 
. ':. . . . . . .. 

. fuat had this e~dence be~ri pre~·enh~d, a differ~nt OUtC<?me\¥ouid -have: fO~OW~: : 
. :. .. . .. 

. . 
' .. · .. 

:Fimilly,-.we ~ote:that even if:We were to conclude that d~fendant had satisfied th6·vrejudiCtr ,;. 

prong .of tl:te ,irteffeetive-~ssistance:-of-counseL test;.·we. are not clinVinced: that ,any -purport~ erro:r. :; ·. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

regard~k-the·•pfesentation of the ,fuaterial,iti '(eas's:letter would.· fit:.~thlri the_.ttefirulloh:,:~r;·. . . 
. -! 

l 

.ineffectiveness con tamed in the first prong:of the1test. ;SeeR.ainii-e~' 3 71: ill,!App. 3d' at 7 44 .. '_Exeepf . . . . . . . 
! ·; . -. . 

in extreme cases,,de~ision~ regarding what witnesses to call arid 'o/ha~·~vidence tb p;eseht-are'eypi~iy· · ·. - . . . . . . . - . . . . 

· . matters of trial str~t~gy.· People v,.Enis,) 94·I11. 2d 361.,:378 (2~00);· Peoplei·:;Ward,''37~ .ni. App_: .. ;: 

3d· 382, 433 (2007); .· M~tters of trial strategy are )'outside the:scope;~f review· for purposes· of;-: 
---.... ·. . ' 

e~tabljshing iricampetenc~ of counsel}~ Pe.ople.v:.Mednmo,·2?l·ill. App.' 3d 97; ioi (199$). : 
. . 

, . -:Accordihgly, V.:.e hold th~t:trialcounsel's frulure to present .the,.material.in tea~'s:ietter does 
. . : . . . 

not constitute ~neffective· assistance' of counseL.·· , . ·, · .. . .. '• ' . : i· 

; . - .. . .2. Lesser)Qcluded-Ofrense,, i_;:· .. :.: .. : ... .. - ·: -.-· .: : . •. ':' .-:· t : 

.· . . 
. .D~fend~nt:.~~xt. ar~e~-tha~ trial counse~ was inea:ec~ive.fot. failing t~_argile:~hat ~~ was ~iity ·.·., . 

'ofthe I~S~r-i~~lud~d ~ffe~se ~fmvollintary marislau~hter c.n~:·IT..CS 5/~---3·CW~t .. ioo2)):' fud~d; . . . . . .. ~ 

· . . · ·involuntary manslaughter: is. a -lesser -induded · offeri$e ·of. first -degree:muider .with ·a -less: tuipable"'· <: · . . . . . . . ! . . . . . .· . . . . 
. . 

' mental state .. People.v. Robinson, 374 Ill. ~pp. 3d 949, ~ 8?i N.E.2d 73; 7?'(2007}-.ThougJi this •: · .. 
- . 

cas~ involved a bench triai, we believe that the bestlguidanc~ fof!the resolution ofthis:lssue conies-··'' . 
' . . . ' " . . ~ . . . . . . 
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B ' : • ·. ~~ ~J}Q~Ql~ .the ~ecisiqq•)9 .ternler. a. jury IDstruCtioq <>D t lesser included :offellse. Jury . '" 

· m~~l}l~tigp~_ph:~~e an ts~:ue.before a jur-y.-~d ·.ask the Jury ,to:resolve 11.- See Drinkard·v. Johnson. 97 
•') . . . . ' . . . . . . .. 
·(~ . . . . . . ' . . i 

.1 , . , · :f.3q}5.(, ?6.1 ~-(~th. <;;ir. 1996) ('~Th~'challe~g~d instructio_n.itself ~lcs the.jliry to:c9ns_ider whether r .. ·~A~~~~tem.porarily~~e (or, ~~e"Pe~caDy,'di~ not~~w ~s ,ondu~ ~a. wroqg') ·.· · 

j . ~.' , . , ' ~ .~ r~.t, ~f, iotol<i,'!lion'at.the,ti.llle Of. tb~ commission <Jf w;, off"'!"''' ') In ~.bench trial; counsel 

I _ :,, ... :·: .: .· : P.i~~e~ ~ :iss!J~ ~ef~r;e;ilie ~~ -b}nargiting: t~~ isrue: · !fu~o~ai--~s:Jlll}'··mstiv~tio~s are; ~?ncemed; it 
I 
1

111 

.· ·· ..•. :. . · -~is-,~~ij,est~?,li~h~ th~-~-;t~~, ~ecisiQ.~ t~;t~nd:-r a jury instru~~n ~n·~ le~s~r -~11ude9 ojfense is· one of 

· · . triaJ.~trat~gy, .-Pe~ple v: Evans. J69,lll .. App.;3dr369)83.(2006);:·Poople v. Mcintosh; 305m. App. - . . . . . . . . . . . ' - . . . ~. . ' 

I ' ·; . . . ', ~d·.~64 41,((1 99.!1); Pea pi~ v. B~ue. 256.oDJ:' App. jd o'/63 9:ii. (19\>3) •('!Wl>ether to tender an 

' '· : · ; . ~str.licti_qp=o~ .a ·l~sser~~cluded <?~~Qse i~·.$nost ~w~y~:a qu.estiq~ or"trial strategy!'). ·Similarly, in 

I . ': · · ' ... · tlli;. ~e,,~9JU1.j;,l's ~ec~o~ nQt to,•argue•d~~ was only guiltj, Qfinvo)~taJYmanslafighteF was 

1
j · · ~sq_a,matter ~ftri~ ~!~ategy_,_,As.such, ,this-purported f~g qy .defen<_l~t·~ trial attorneys cat]llot 

I 
I 

I 

I 

~;-. ~' 

! 

I 
I. 

. ~ ~ . -. : . . . . . . . ~ . . . 

$uppprt,_a.~laim ofineff~ctiy~ assistan_ce Of counseL Medrano; 271' ill. App .. 3d at 101. 
•; . "\ . ... . . . . . .. .. 

· ··: ·,, ,·. 3,:The :R~i.e.6.04(d}C~J;ti1icate · . . .. . .. ,. 

· ... Defend<mt's fjnal contentiord~ th~t d~fertSe,CQl1~elwas-i~eff~tive -for filing a certificate . . . . .. . 

· pl}rsuant .to Rul~ 604(d) (188 ill. 2~ R 604(d)) thaJ ·<;;ontail!ed ·:!'mat~nat ··prisrepreserit?tions." 
- • 0 ;, 

. p~feu.dan~ charges th~t 70 p~ges of the transcrip~s !wer_e ~ot·~ciuded in tl!e .record. The "material 

, _- misrepr~~_ntation'.' ·defendant f~fers to··is COl;}ns~l!s cert!fi~tion that .he·h~d r~viewed the (ecord, as 

· s~t fq!#.l ill the rule. SeeJ~8 Ill. 2.d R}601(d) .... T.Q,echief!pro~ieini~fh defendant's ¥gun:tent is that 

' :: /-~llie: 6~4t ~) d~es not· ~pply in.tJlls-~e: T)le;~le-appli~s1o app~s·follo~g ~a judgm~~t~en~er~d on -
. . . . ~- . . . . . . . . . . 

a guilty p,lea. People Y. Willis~· 3 I3 Ill,. App. }9. 553, 556 (2000). ·'The-instant appeal follows a trial. 

Thu~. it. is hard. to· see how.defendant could. be prejudiced by' Counsel's nonc<?mpliance with Rule' · 
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60~( dLwhen he. w~s. not entitled to .th~,,rotections··of the TUle -ill the first piace:. :. m"aiiy:~ve~h·· .. 

defendant does notattempt to expl~~ho~ be~ prej~diced despite t~e:fact thai the State·:ciilled.hls ,,.; ·. 
. . . . . . . . 

attentlqn to this pomi.ih.its brief:~.: .. ,.' . . . .· . 

. . .. ;. ~ ' . ··. .· ~ 

. ~~. -·~ .. 
. . 

:- .. :·rV-:·CONGLUSION .. ·:..-·: .. -:. · 

Affinned. · : .. . , . ~ : .. . '·.:·. . . : !":•: 

. . -,GROMETER J:;~With,·c.ALi~ 1.; concurring. 

· b_'MALLE_Y, J., dissentiQg, ·,.· 

·' • • • • ".J-·. -~-~?· · ...... _. : . 

·, •.:.·.- .. .. ·;:: ·· ... 

;. " As the ,majqricy .c_orr~ctit _n~t:s, l when' a defe~d~Linakes a •ptti ,se· claim: of :~~ffect~~e· · ·. · 
·:, 

assistance of tri-~~ counsel, a· trial:CoUrt:niust .conduct a thres·h~lo lilq~iiy -into. the ·defehdantis etaihl ·•,.:. · 

to. deteinllne. if the claimtlacks ~erit -or~:touches upon trial. strategy. ' If soj:the claim :siidutd. h~' '·;·· 
. . . . . 

·dismissed; and, if not; the ;trial court_ shou)d•appoint:counsel t~·argile defendantis claim·.·. S6e: slip:op. ,,::: ... 

at 44 .. I dis~gree .With the,.r.najority'.s co.(lclusio!l· tha~ ihe trial .. cqurt did not·err in its ·decision· not ·to>..;:· • 
. ; . . : . . · .. 

appoint new w~nsel to: pfesent,defendruj.t's· cictim .of ineffective-~~sistance· of triat cotuisel: ·: · . · · ·· : .... · · · 
• • • • • 4 4 • • ~ • • • • : : 

. Fiq;t, thou~-1~ do: not'dispilt~lthe. nuijotjty's-:COiT~ct ·citation ofthe. ruie ·that a tri~ judge's~. : . 
: . . .. ·. . . : . . . . . . 

decision· not to appoint.c~unsel.wi~ .. ~e~distUrbed "only ifit is manifestly erroneous,'' (slip-op~-a~·4i~'; '·: 

citing Young, 34I.TIL-Apj>, .. Jd.at 3~~), I:question.the:appropriateness of that standard,· J.tf~ce•thb;': · .. ·. .. . . . . :. . 

.. 

"manifestly erroneo!Js'~ ~anda.rd· to .the::tl~islorhin People ~- Jackson;• 13 I Ili:·.App·, ·3·d ·_12~/ 1 ~0' -:', : . .-. ' ... : . · 
• o • • • • • ! • • • • • • • - • • • ·: : • • • ,,: •I 

( 1985), i~ whl~h the C~!J~ -after Sii~an~ng.the poSttri~ conte~tion;ofineffe~tiveries~ t;used:oy t~e:: ;!: ·. 
: ... · . . . i . . . . . . . . .. ·. . . .. . . . . . . . ·: ·. . . . . .. . . ' , ..... 

defendant, .concluded!·hYisaying. t~~ Jhe t~. eourt's;;deCision:·was ·not ~'niahife~tly~·erroneous~'j,, ·:·· . , 
'• . . ... - . ; . . . . 

No~here,in.the case law_do l~d.a ratio~rue for applying this· standard on appeal. :Whi.le'·ibs·.t~tie' •>·:: · 
. . . . . .. ·- ... 

that a trial court sits ill a superior positioolo ~wer the above-described threshold questions, 'r am· 
. ' .-. _. . . . 
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·;, (~ .·.: :• ·. ~~~:~nVW-~ :tha($~_ tri~ :C9.iJ.~!~ ;~"o/er is ·~ntitied to.:th~ hlgh level-of defer~nce the .'!~est· 
- ~ .. . . . . . .. :. ' . . ' . . . . . . : 

( .• · '·· [ .:• .-
j [) 0 

4 ••• e~~;.~ ,f.lJJ~_impli~s.<f~s w.~.of~osw-ial ~oti~n -~9 a·petitio~ ~der·t_he Pos~convi~tion Hearing'Act 
0 

0 

:,. .-.·.·- • • ; •.•. ·. •• .• . • • . • .' •... ! . . . • . . . .. 
. .. . 

t~1 :. ·: .. ('?2.~ ·JLCS S/I~i~-l :~!_·seq: cW~t 200C?)) ~e quite s~ar{With.the adriuttedl; irnpo~ant difference. -- . 

1 
• • • • •• • 'I - 0 ! ( • I • .'· 0 • • ; o 

'. • :·: . '-! •. :·- . k , -Jhat: tli~ tri~ ju9g~- here, unU~e a cypiyal pos~conVi~on judge_: had recently presided over the trial), 
·6'; .·,_o',:·'· ... ·:.-.-:·:",o_· ,_·_.··_.· • _::·.-..•.•. ·.·- .. · . 0 • ·, ,-' •• ~. : •• • •• •••• :· 

~~ _· . ,: -: . · al)d itj~-~~Jl,.(!$t~W.s!I~q :t!J.at. a :reviewing q>urt wiJ] :determine de novo wheth~r a tri~ eoll[t corre~tly 
~~· .· ... ·:, -.~::._/' :_· .... : ·._'_ :~<--'·:::-;-. . \.· :··.·· .. ·:··_ ·: ... ·_·.: ' . ·, ,. - 0 

••• 

0 

; 0 ,, ,;-. • ! 

: •• ': 

0 

••• :-_·. d~snftss~4. a, postc;o~yic;tio;Q'·p~ti~Q.il wi~hout _app~inting ~i.m~el to argue '~;~~de~epdanfsoclaim ~ 
·:·:.:··,-;: _< .. _;,_·:··:· 0 ·_ ~--_. __ ·"_:·_;::_:··-. • .. _: •• '0 ••• 0 :·. 0 .. • • : •• : •• : 0 \ _.· 

.: :~ :·People v. Cole':Jlan,::}~3 •J!I.. ·7d ~!?~, 38~-~9.:.(1998)) .. In my .view, thi~·similarit}r.'warraht~ 'more · 

0 
:_:: __ •• : : :_·~~~~~~-.;eyi~~,th~;e~~~r~r"~~~sterr~~-·... . ·.. . . . .. 

• • ,• • • o - o I • ~ 

. :' , \. ·. : .-/ ::i.-<iJ,owevei.:.ey.yn ~n~.~r.t~; '!maooest ~or'~ st~d~d,- t'disagre~'wi.th the't~?]·eourt's decision 
. . .. : . ·. ·.. . . :·· .. _: . . : . . - . . . . . 

· .... ·;: ~·- ::·- -};J.~f.~·':-:~~f;o .<iefenq~tiS ;epny_ict~pri, 'I)r;. 'f:eas ;sept; a ·Jett~f .~etruling·what she :\.riew¥d. 'as ·releV(lllt; 
. ; -~ .• . . . •.· • • • • •. i . . . • . • .• • . • . • • ·• • . • . . 

. : ,._ : ·.·. ·. ~x~uJp~t9hi. inedi~al eViqe;:oc_:_e that W~ nc,>~ adduced at: trial: she;wo~dered -why Steven had aspirin in · · 
~. . ~ : . . . .· . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 

,_.-.. ··.his bl9Q.(}.i.fh.e had .. been feel..ing•weU;·:s~e wondered·'wlw Steven had: lost fo~. poun<Is in the fou~· 
; . . . ._-... ·. .·. : -. . ... _·. . : . 

__ 1 , 
0 

m~~~~~ pri9Ft?Jti$:~-e.~th, .she ~o,ted that: some of~~ drugs do~t?r~·a,dmiiliste;~ t?Steven may have· 

·.· .. caus~. hi~ ab,donie~ t_o be"·sqft~··;pl~ ~he n~led:that it:was not uncommop:for ~y~ptoms:'of (fhi1dren's. 
-· : - • ! • • • • -._ -- ·-. • • • •• • • • : ' • : • • ~ • • • . 

abdQJWP;ll. ipjuqes to ~be=~el!iyed <8:5 niuch.~.-2-3 d·ays after.th~;inj~ry, :.:.To ·me; ·9efenqant;~ alleg~ti9~ 
. . . ~ ... ~:; . .- . ; . . . . . . .. : 

-- ':i 

. · th~t ;cotJn~¥Lign9red .'th~~e: ·ra.cts: ~r:esents a po~eptially m¥ritoriou~ ·claim ·of .ineffective a~si'sfance 
.- ·. : . . . . . . . . . . ··. 

su.fficj_eni to·withstan~ the trial-~ourt'§·thre~h~ld:irlquiry.: T~ough counseJ ge~efallyasserted·that:any-
• • • - • • • : • ~ J' . • • 

yhaij~pged:·dec~siol,l~·wei-e ~iatt~r~:Q,f.ll.i.~:str~tegy,.c~unsel ad!ID~ed ~eing:unaw.;~--~fat ~~stone · 
: . . . : . - . . ·: . . ~ - . . - - ~~- . . . . . . . . ~ . 

:~-< :_ ofth~~e:i~~cllc~ fa~tsA~~pi.te D~_;r~~s asserti~~:,lh~~ i~-~~·~the·~_edjcaiTf~~ds:·: See·~Iip op, -~t 
:. · .· .:·_.:··:.; 42{'~Evid~~c~.of¥~i~~-and 1'yi~~~I ~as cqq~ai~ed,in<feas's ex:~arte letter/and th~s, though hew~· 

o : 0 ; • : • ·;·' • ' ' •: : • : o ; o • I • • • o • • ' • • 

· n.ow~~:ware ofit, h~ ~uld;no longer1,1se the evidence'D·. As for,tbe· remaining f~cts, I beiievethey·rais~· 
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enou_gh doubt that.qeft~ndant:sh~uld have an opportunity-to argue·their: e~c~u~ion·w~; ~oi ·a:m~tter 
. . . . . - . . ' . . 

of reasonable trial strategy. . 

1 w0~d remand this cituSe for the trial court io 3jip0irit coimsei to mine det~~·i claims . . . : . : . . . 
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August 26, 2004 

Honorable Ann Jorgenson 
DuPage County Court 

Shaku S. Teas, M.D. 
1123 Ashland 

River Forest, IL 60305 

Re: Randy Liebich 

Dear Judge Jorgenson: 

I was saddened to hear that you found Randy Liebich guilty for the death of Steven 
Quinn. I am concerned that your determination may have been based, at least in part, on 
testimony that strongly suggested that Steven's injuries occurred on February 8, 2002. 

The autopsy findings indicate that all of Steven's injuries were at least five days old at the 
time he died. The healing and repair process, identifiable when portions of his brain (subdural 
hemorrhage) and abdominal (pancreas and gastrointestinal tract) injuries are examined under the 
microscope, was well established at the time he died. The specific characteristics of St~ven' s 
tissue reaction take at least several days to develop. They do not occur in 3 or even 4 days. Five 
days or 120 hours from the time of death would indicate that the· injuries occurred on February 6, 
2002 or earlier 

Dr. Mileusnic indicated in three different sections of her written autopsy report that the 
injuries were at least five days old. The Assistant State's Attorney was not even aware of Dr. 
Mileusnic's determination until he read my report. I had to show him where Dr. Mileusnic had 
recorded her observations regarding the timing of the injuries when he called me to inquire about 
it. ' 

There are significant findings in the medical records that were not discussed at trial. For 
example, why did Steven Quinn have acetami~ophen (Tylenol) and salicylates (Aspirin) in his 
blood if he had b~en feeling well until the morning or afternoon of February 8th? Why was his,. 
weight more than four pounds less on February 8, 2002 than it was on November 6, 2001? (His 
weight on November 6, 2001 was 35.5 pounds and on admission to Presbyterian- St. Luke's 
Hospital, the weight was recorded as 14 kilograms or 30.8 pounds.) He was sedated with Versed 
and Ativan, and paralyzed with succinylcholine, before his abdomen was examined at 
Presbyterian-St. Luke's. The sedation and paralysis are the reasons that he did not have signs of 
an acute abdomen and that his abdomen was soft, even though he had peritonitis at the time. It is 
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not l.inusual for signs and symptoms ofabdominal injury in children to be delayed for as much as 
2-3 days after the injury, especially if there is no associated blood loss. In fact, children with 
documented accidental blunt abdominal injuries often have misleading clinical signs on initial 
presentation to medical personnel. The body does not differentiate in its reaction and responses 
to accidental or inflicted injury. Forensic pathologists learn and extrapolate !iming and 
mechanisms of injl.U)' from known accidental injuries. 

Timing of injuries is difficult and not precise. However, the best method_ava.ilable at this 
time is histological examination. that is reaction of the body to the injury at a cellular level. The 
amount of reaction and healing seen in the dura mater (brain) and gastrointestinal tract (small 
bowel and pancreas) tissues of Steven Quinn are inconsistent with the injuries having occurred 
on the morning or afternoon of February 8, 2002. 

Fi.D.ally, I am enclosing copies of the medial records where the transter dates and times 
were incorrect, and the anesthesiology records indicating the incorrect date of the craniotomy. 
The two copies of the CT scan read by the radiology department do not indicate that the subdural 
hemorrhage was "large". The term "large" is perpetuated in the physician notes from Rush 
Hospital. In fact, the operative report states that" there was no large_subdural blood 
accumulation, 

Thank you for considering the above facts. 

Respectfully, 

Shak:u S. Teas M.D. 

cc: Ricky Holman/ John Casey 
Joseph A. Ruggiero 
Darinka Mileusnic 

L 
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OFFICE OF THE MEDICAL EXAMINER 
COUNTY OF COOK, ILLINOIS 

REPORT OF POS1MORTEM EXAMINATION 

Steven Quinn 202 of February 2002 
NA}{E ____________ ~~---------------CASENO. __________________________ __ 

AGE 2 ~ RACE Black SEX Male DATEOFDEAm February 11, 2002 ---
ADDRESS ____ ---'7'-=1""'"'4::.._..;S""'"'.:....,.....::I=n.:;.:::d::..::e~p:;..::e:..:n=d::..::e:..:n.:..:c:...:e::...._~ DATE EXAMINED February 12, 2002 (8: SOam) 

-
CITY & STATE ___ C_h_i_c_a_;;g'-o_,_I_l_l_i_n_o_l_· s ___ EXAMINEt> BY Darinka Mileusnic, M.D. 

. 

EXTERNAL EXAMINATION: 

The body is received unclothed. A disposable diaper is present 
over the hips and buttocks. 

The body.is that of a well developed and well nourished male 
child appearing the stated age of 2 ~ years. The body measures 
39. 0 inches in length, which is at the 97th percentile for age. 
The body weighs 44 pounds, which is above the 97th percentile for 
age. 

The body is cold to touch. Rigor mortis is present to an equal 
extent in all joints. Postmortel!l lividity is fixed and well 
develop~d in the posterior dependent portions of the body. The 
body isfa moderate to severe state of anasarca which is mani
fested by bloating of the face and swelling of the subcutaneous 
tissue and the viscera due to accUmulation of fluid . 

; The crown/rump length is 25.0 inches. The head circumference is 
20.5 inches. The chest circumference is 21.2 inches. The 
abdominal circumference is· 20.2 inches. 

The head hair is black and v~ry ·short. The scalp is very soft 
and edematous. The eyes are closed. · The eyelids are edematous. 
The irides are brown. The cornea are· cloudy. The sclerae and 
conjui;}ctivae are edematous. There are. no petechiae ;i.n the 
sclerae or the conjunctivae of the eyes. The external ears are 
well formed. The skeleton of the nose is intact. The lips and 
frenula are atraumatic. The teeth are natural, deciduous and in 
good repair. The hard pa~~is intact. 'The neck is not 
hypermobile. On the right posterior neck, there is a slanting 

. scar, 0 . 8 inch long. 

The body is clean. The chest is symmetrical. The abdomen is 
slightly protuberant. The external gen.i.talia are of a ~orma~ 
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Steven Quinn 
#202 February 2002 Page 2 

EXTERNAL EXAMINATION: (Continued) 

circumcised male child. On the right scrotum, there are multiple 
superficial abrasions with no surrounding vital reaction 
consistent with postmortem artifact. The scrotum is mildly to 
moderately swollen. 

The anterior and posterior upper extremities are without special 
note. On the back of the left shoulder, there is an oval 
pigmented scar, 0.3 inch in greatest dimension. On the dorsum of 
the left hand, there are two pale oval scars, each measuring 0.2 
inch in greatest dimension. The fingernails are short and clean . 

. Except for bruising, the back and buttocks are without special 
note. On the left lower back, in the lumbar r€gion, there is a 
cluster of six small irregular pigmented scars which range in 
size from 0.1 to 0.4 inch and cover an area of which measures 2.0 
x 1.5 inches. The anus is patent and displays no evidence of 
trauma. 

': 

On the anterior and posterior lower extremities there are scat
tered contusions. On the medial left knee, there is a slanting 
scar, 0.4 inch in greatest dimension. On the back of the 
proximal right leg, there is an oval hyperpigmented discolor
ation, 0.8 x 0.3 inch. The soles of the feet are without special 
note. The toenails are short and clean. 

EXTERNAL EVIDENCE OF INJURY: 

1. On the right forehead, there is a healing ~urple/brown 
contusion, 2.0 inches in greatest dimension. 

2. 
··-

On the right and proximal nasal bridge, there is a 
healing purple/brown contusion, 0.25 inch in greatest 
dimension. 

3. On the left side of the head, posterior and slightly 
superior to the pinna of the left ear, there is a 
purple/brown healing contusion, 0.9 inch in greatest 
dimension. 

4. On the superior and inner aspect of·the pinna of the 
left ear, there are two healing purple/brown 
contusions, 0.2 and 0.3 inch in greatest dimension. 

5. On the right back of the head, there is a qealing 
abrasion associated with underlying purple/brown 
contusion, 0.4 inch in greatest dimension~. 
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Steven Ol.linn 
#202 February 2002 Page 3 

EXTERNAL EVIDENCE OF INJQRY: (Continued) 

6. On the right temple, there are two faint healing 
purple/brown contusions which measure 0.2 and 0.7 inch 
~n greatest dimension. 

7. On the right back of the head, inferior and posterior 
to the pinna of the right ear, there is an ill defined 
healing purple/brown bruise, 1.6 x 0.7 inches in 
greatest dimension. 

8. On the right neck, there is an irregular superficial 
0.4 inch abrasion surrounded by minimal skin reaction 
and appearing fresh, consistent with a treatment 
artifact. 

9. On the posteromedial aspect of the right wrist, there 
is a purple/brown healing contusion, 1.0 x 0.5 inch in 
greatest dimension. 

10. On the lower back and extending into the lumbar region 
and slightly to the left, there is a cluster of five 
purple/brown bruises which range in size from 0.4 to 
1.3 inches and cover an area of 4.0 x 2.7 inches. 

11. On the medial and distal right thigh, there is a 
cluster of ten purple/brown bruises which range in size 
from 0.2 to 0.4 inch and cover an area of 4.0 x 3.0 
inches. 

12. On the anterior proximal right leg, there are two oval 
purple/brown bruises which measure 1.2 x 0.8 inches and 
0.4 inch in greatest dimension. 

13. On the medial aspect of the proximal right leg, there 
are three purple/brown bruises which range in size from 
0.2 to 0.4 inch and cover qn area of 0.8 x 0.7 inch. 

14. On the medial and proximal left thigh, there is a 
cluster of four purple/brown bruises which range in 
size from 0.3 to 0.4 inch and cover an area of 1.4 x 
0.9 inches. 

15. On the medial left ankle, overlying the medial 
malleolus, there is an int,ense purple/brown bruise, 1.0 
x 0. 7 inchJ}.t./ 
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Steven Quinn 
#202 February 2002 Page 4 

EXTERNAL EVIDENCE OF INJQRY: (Continued) 

16. On the medial aspect of the left foot, radiating from 
the medial malleolus distally and anteriorly, there are 
seven linear purple/red bruises which range in length 
from 1.2 to 1.7 inches. 

17. On the distal aspect of the dorsum of the left foot, 
proximal to the left great toe, there is a 0.2 inch 
abrasion surrounded by a purple/blue bruise. 

INTERNAL EVIDENCE OF INJURY: 

1. On reflecting the scalp, over the left frontoparietal 
region, there is a healing subgaleal hemorrhage, 3.0 
inches in greatest dimension. 

2. On opening the cranial cavity, there is a residual 
bilateral subdural hemorrhage. A small a~ount of 
residual clotted blood is present over the right 
hemisphere. A larger amount of clotted subdural blood 
is present over the left hemisphere, medially, along 
the falx, 4.0 x 1.0 inches and 0.3 inch thick. 
Approximately 30 grams of clotted blood are recovered 
from th~ left side. The subdural hemorrhage extends 
into the interhemispheric fissure and caudally along 
the entire length of the spinal cord. 

3. Over the bilateral cerebral hemispheres and the 
cerebellum, there is diffuse subarachnoid hemorrhage. 

' 4. On the lateral aspect of.the right cerebral hemisphere, 

5. 

there are contusion hemorrhages and necrosis. The rest 
of the brain is severely edematous with evidence of 
subtentorial and cerebellar tonsillar herniation. 

On opening the abdominal cavity, over the proximal 
loops of the small bowel and adjacent mesentery, there 
are diffuse hemorrhages and superimposed localized 
visceral peritonitis. Fibrin deposits are seen over 
the proximal several inches of the jejunum and the 
adjacent mesentery. Approximately 7.0 inches of the 
proximal jejunum are hemorrhagic and necrotic with a 
0.1 inch small perforation covered by fibrin which is 
located at the mesenteric .aspect of the bv•:el. Another 
focus of visceral peritoneal hemorrhage and the~ 
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Steven Quinn 
H202 February 2002 Page 5 

INTERNAL EVIDENCE OF INJURY: {Continued) 

adjacent soft tissue is found in the area of the 
terminal ileum and the cecum. Blood stained fecal 
material is present in the large bowel. 

6. In the area of the head and body of the pancreas, there 
is ~o~eripancreatic hemorrhage. Focally in the 
pancreatic tissue itself, there are small hemorrhages. 
Surrounding the body of the pancreas, there are small
clusters of bright yellow calcium soaps, nossibly 
consistent with early traumatic pancreatitis. 

7. On the inferior aspect of the right lobe of the liver, 
close to the anterior margin and the fundus of the 
gallbladder, there is a healing subcapsular hematoma, 
1.0 x 0.4 inch. 

8. In the right and left retroperitoneum, there is a thin 
layer of hemorrhage which tracks downward in the pelvis 
and then along the right spermatic cord into th~ 
scrotum. The right and left testicle are intact. 

9. The section of the skin and the subcutaneous tissue on 
the front and the back of the body reveals multiple 
foci of healing subcutaneous hemorrhage: 

A. In the right anterolateral arm, there is focal 
hemorrhage. 

B. On the lateral aspect of the right wrist, there is 
extensive hemorrhage. 

c. On the dorsum of the left hand, there is focal 
hemorrhage. 

D. On the lower back, in the lumbar regi9n, crossing 
the midline, there are multiple confluent foci of 
healing contusions. 

E. Over the right and the left buttock and extending 
into the right hip, there are multiple and focally 
confluent foci of subcutaneous healing contusions. 

F. On the posterior right thigh, there is a focal 
subcutaneous hemorrhage~ 
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Steven Quinn 
#202 February 2002 Page 6 

INTERNAL EVIDENCE OF INJURY: (Continued) 

G. On the anterior right leg, there are three foci of 
deep subcutaneous hemorrhage. 

H. On the left medial ankle and foot, there is 
extensive hemorrhage. 

EVIDENCE OF. MEDICAL TREAIMENt: 

1. The head is wrapped in white dressing. On the right 
aspect of the scalp, there is a letter C-shaped stapled 
surgical incision, 9.5 inches long. The incision is 
protected with adhesive tape. The surrounding scalp is 
bruised and markedly edematous. On reflecting the 
scalp, there is extensive subgaleal hemorrhage asso
ciated with the surgical site, 5.0 inches in greatest 
dimension. The craniotomy has been left open, creating 
a 4.0 inch defect in the skull. The dura is widely cut 
open and hemorrhagic, necrotic and diffluent brain 
parenchyma has be~n oozing through the opening in the 
skull and under the scalp. A large amount of hemor
rhagic pasty brain substance is collected from the 
surface of the skull. 

2. The right portion of the scalp has been shaved. In the 
vicinity of the surgical incision and within the shaved 
area, there is a smaller inc1s1on with in-situ intra
cranial pressure monitor. 

3. A naso-gastric tube is presen~~n situ and inserted 
through the left nostril. 

4. An endotracheal tube is present in situ and secured 
w.ith adhesive tape around the mouth. Associated with 
the endotracheal tube, there is an ill defined bruise 
on the lower lip in the midline. 

5. In the right inguinal region, there are multiple needle 
punctures with two in situ catheters. 

6. In the left inguinal region, there are multiple needle 
punctures. 

7. A pediatric Foley catheter is present in situ. 

8. A rectal probe is present in situ~ 
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EVIDENCE OF MEDICAL TREATMENT: (Continued} 

9. On the right upper chest, in the infraclavicular 
region, there are multiple needle punctures. 

10. On the right lower neck, there is an irregular abra
sion, possibly associated with the medical treatment. 

11. The wrist and ankles have been loosely tied in t~e 
hospital for transportation purposes. The underlying
skin demonstrates criss-crossed shallow furrows. 

12. On the dorsum of the right hand, there is a needle 
puncture. 

13. On the right lower abdomen, there is a horizontal 1.3 
inch surgical incision with in situ drain. The 
incision is protected by numerous layers of gauze which 
are secured around the lower abdomen with adhesive 
tape. On the flank region, the tape leaves small 
superficial impressions and abrasion. 

INTERNAL EXAMINATION: 

BODY CAVITIES: The body is entered by a Y-shaped incision. All 
organs are present 'in their ordinary anatomic positions and 
present their ordinary anatomic relationships. In the upper 
abdomen, there is localized visceral peritonitis and hemorrhage 
due to blunt abdominal trauma. In the retroperitoneum and 
tracking down in the pelvis and the right scrotum, there is 
hemorrhage. Pleural, pericardia! and peritoneal cavities display 
an increased amount of transudate. 

NECK ORGANS AND TONGUE: The anterior muscles of the neck reveal 
no evidence of hemorrhage. The cartilages of the larynx, 
including the epiglottis are intact. The hyoid bone is intact. 
Examination of the tongue reveals no evidence of injury. 

RESPIRATORY SYSTEM: The tracheal and bronchial mucosa are pale 
and mildly edematous. The right lung weighs 220 grams (expected 
average weight for age 88 to 89 grams). The left lung weighs 181 
grams (expected average weight for age 76 to 77 grams). The 
pleural surfaces of the lungs are smooth and pale. rhe lungs are 
pale tan anteriorly and purple/red posteriorly. The lungs are 
heavy and hypocrepitant. On cut section, the lung parenchyma 
displays marked posterior congestion and generalized sever~ 
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INTERNAL EXAMINATION: (Continued} 

edema. No nodules or granulomas are palpable in either lung. 
The pulmonary arteries are unremarkable. 

CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM: The heart weighs 97 grams (expected 
average weight for age 56 to 59 grams). The epicardial surface 
is smooth and epicardial fat is adequate. The superior and 
inferior venae cavae return to the right atrium. There are no 
atrial or ventricular septal defects. The ductus arteriosus is
closed. Th~ coronary ostia are present in their ordinary 
anatomic locations. The coronary arteries pursue their ordinary 
anatomic course. The valves of the heart and great vessels are 
without special note. No congenital anomalies are noted. The 
myocardium displays no focal pathologic change. The pulmonary 
veins return to the left atrium. The great vessels at the base 
of the heart are unremarkable. The aorta displays no 
abnormalities. 

HEPATOBILIARY SYSTEM: The liver weighs 578 grams (expected 
average weight for age 418 to 516 grams). The surface of the 
liver is red/brown and smooth. The margins of the live-r are 
sharp. On cut section, the hepatic parenchyma is uniformly 
red/brown. The gallbladder and biliary tract pursue their 
ordinary anatomic course and display no evidence of pathologic 
change. 

HEMOLYMPHATIC SYSTEM: The spleen weighs 54 grams (expected 
average weight for age 37 to 39 grams}. The spleen is 
purple/blue and soft with a wrinkled capsule. On cut section, 
the splen1c parenchyma is red/brown and uniform. No abnormal 
lymphadeng~athy is noted. The thymus gland is uniformly pink/tan 
and weighs 44 grams. On cut section, the thymic parenchyma is 
tan with no evidence of petechia. 

GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM: The esophagus is without special note. 
The stomach contains approximately 40 ml of green thick liquid 
material. The mucosa of the stomach has the usual rugosity and 
displays scattered petechiae. The duodenum, small and large 
intestines show evidence of contusions and focal peritonitis as 
already described. The appendix is present and shows no 
pathological changes. 

GENITOURINARY SYSTEM: The right kidney weighs 56 grams (expected 
average weight for age 48 to 58 grams). The left kidney weighs 
62 grams (expected average weight for age 49 to 56 grams). The 
kidneys are red/brown with smooth and lobulated surfaces. On ~ 
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INTERNAL EXAMINATION: (Continued) 

section, the renal parenchyma is red/brown and congested with 
well demarcated corticomedullary junctions. The renal calyces, 
pelves, ureters, ahd urinaiy bladder with prostate display no 
abnormalities. Traces of urine are present in the urinary 
bladder. 

ENDOCRINE SYSTEM: The thyroid gland displays no abnormalities. 
The pituitary gland is soft and hemorrhagic due to head trauma.
The pancreas is firm with surrounding and focal int~arenchymal 
hemorrhages. The adrenal glands are soft and slightly dark 
yellow discolored. 

CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM: Th~ scalp displays no lacerations. There 
is a large hematoma associated with the surgical procedure. On 
reflecting the scalp, there is right-sided subgaleal hemorrhage 
associated with the surgical procedure as well as a healing left
sided subgaleal hemorrhage which is located over the left 
frontoparietal region. The skull is intact. On entering the 
cranial cavity, there is residual bilateral subdural hemorrhage 
already described._ The leptomeninges show diffuse subarachnoid 
hemorrhage. The brain weighs 1438 grams (expected average weight 
for age 1141 to 1191 grams). The brain is very soft, hemorrhagic 
and focally. necrotic and falls apart easily on removal from the 
cranial cavity. There is severe brain edema as manifested by 
flattening of the gyri and uncal and cerebellar tonsillar 
necrosis. The spinal cord is taken out and displays diffuse 
subdural hemorrhage which is continuous with the intracranial 
bleed. The brain with the covering and the spinal cord are saved 
for further neuropathological-examination. Both eye~ have been 

,enucleated and demonstrate extensive optic nerve sheath hemor
-~rhages. The eyes are sent ·to the eye pathologist for further 
:examination. 

MUSCULOSKELETAJ.. SYSTEM . AND . RADIOLOGIC .. EXAMINATION: 

1. Ribs, long bones and vertebrae are intact to palpation. 

2. 

3. 

Perimortem and postmortem x-rays of the entire body 
fail to reveal any overt skeletal injuries. The x-rays 
are sent for additional evaluation by a radiologist. 

Incisions into the skin, subcutaneou~ tissue and the 
muscles of the anterior anp posterior body arid 
extremities reveal subcutaneous hemorrhages as already 
described~ 
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ANATOMIC DIAGNOSES: 

1. Healing contusions of the scalp, -back, buttocks, and 
the extremities, multiple. 

2. Subgaleal hemorrhage. 

3. Subdural hemorrhage. 

4. Subarachnoid hemorrhage. 

5. Cerebral contusions, hemorrhages and necrosis. 

6. Brain edema, severe. 

7. Small bowel contusion, necrosis and perforation. 

8. Mesenteric hemorrhage. 

9. Peritonitis, localized. 

10. Pericecal hemorrhage .. 

11. Peripancreatic and pancreatic hemorrhage with super
imposed acute traumatic pancreatitis. 

12. Subcapsular hematoma of the liver. 

13. Blood stained fecal material. 

14. Retroperitoneal hemorrhage. 

15. Optic nerve sheath hemorrhage, bilateral. 

16. Anasarca. 

OPINION: 

This 2 ~ year old Black male child, STEVEN QUINN, died of 
multiple injuries due to blunt force trauma which was a 
consequence of child abuse~ 

MANNER OF DEATH: Homicide~ 

DM:lcc 
2/21/02 

~I 
D~INKA MILEUSNIC, M.D. 
Deputy Medi~al Examiner 
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Office of the l\1edical Examiner 
County of Cook 

MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION 

·Case No. lJ)- J..- OJ.. Pathologist Darinka Mlleusnic, M.D., Ph.D. 

Heart: 

Lung: 

Liver: 

. Kidney: A'ft lfl6 

CNS: 



Office oftlie l\1edical Examiner 
County of Cook 

MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION 

·Case No. liJ2 -,2- [).,6 . ' • . 
-.t Pathologist Dannka Mileusnic, M.D., Ph.D. 

Name ~,-;"-- e~ ... -~t'-- . 
----~--~--------~~~----~--~ 

Heart: 

Lung: 

Liver: 

Pancreas: / 

.. / 

Spleen: 

Kidney:/ 





~SINAI 
Sinai Hospital 

-lAME 
QUINN, STEVEN 

;ex 

M 
BIRTHOATE 

.04/17/99 

(7731 542-2000- Emetveocv Oepettment (7731 257-6438 .,: ., ••• ~~···· 
AGE 

~ooo1o563S8J? ' ax 09M · 
Green, Paula B . ·M . 
Non-Staff Ph ~· i 04/1~/99 

EMERGENCY SERVICES Reg: 02/08/oi ~MRc ~ 
0013 . ~. 89281 

DATE 
02/08/02 

TIME 
1821 

ACCT. NO 
000105638837 

2Y 09M 
PRIMARY CARE PHYSIOAN 

Non-Staff Physician 
ARRIVAl MOOE 

Parent Arms 

Immunologic 
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~RUSH RECORD OF OPERATION Original 
~A'l'IEHT NAME' QUINN I STEVEN PROCEDURE DATE /02 MED. REC. NO.' 550-05-84 ___ ... ..,.,. 
,. -..mJ:NO SURGEON• BASS, KATHRYN D PAT. HOSP.~-

~. ~"" SURGEONS t -NONE- ?- II ,o L-
.SSIS'l'ANTS: TREDWAY, TRENT L M.D. 

· ... :. ~ 
·=-~::·· 

PREOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS: 

Multiple trauma with severe head injury. 

POSTOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS: 

Multiple trayma with severe head injury. 

PROCEDURE: 

Abdominal drain placement. 

DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURE: 

ANESTHESIA: 
None. 

INDICATIONS: 
The patient is a 3-year-old who was brought to the Rush Children's 
Hospital from Mt. Sinai for emergent neurosurgical intervention of a 
closed head injury. He had decorticate positioning at Mt. Sinai and 
decerebrate positioning on arrival at Rush. He was brought to the 
operating room emergently under Dr. Munoz' care for an evacuation of 

.a right-sided subarachnoid and subdural bleed. F9llowing the 
·-procedure, the patient returned to the ICU with fixed and dilated 
pupils~ He currently has no response to pain, and has had an apnea 
test which showed no respirations at 14 minutes. 

A request for a peritoneal drain placement was initiated by the ICU 
team in order to maintain appropriate ventilation. 

PROCEDURE: 
The patient was prepped and draped· in a sterile fashion in the right 
lower quadrant. A 3-cm incision was made through skin, subcutaneous 
tissue, and fascia of the external oblique. The muscle was then 
spread. The internal oblique was incised and spread. The 
peritoneum was opened and a large amount of serosanguinous pink 
fluid was drained. A total of 500 cc drained. ·There was no 
evidence of succus. A l-inch Penrose was inserted, and three 3-0 
silks .were used to secure the Penrose bilaterally. A 4 x 4 dressing 
was placed . 

• :,:·1;_""'- <. - . 
The patient tolerated the procedure well. No response occurred to 
painful stimuli. No improvement occurred in ventilation. 

The patient remained under the. care of the ICU team with a 
preliminary diagnosis of brain death. ROBI will be contacted for 
organ donation. 
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q;RUSH RECORD OF OPERATION 

~ATIBNT HAKE • QUINN , STEVEN PROCEDURE DATEl2/8/02 

"NDING SURGEON: BASS, KATHRYN D M.D. 

SURGEONS: -NONE-

.SSISTANTS: TREDWAY, TRENT L M.D. 

···: 

cc: Paul N. Severin, M.D. 
Lorenzo F. Munoz, M.D. 

Dictated by: BASS, KATHRYN D M.D. 

Electronically Approved by:BASS, KATHRYN D M.D. 
On:Feb 20, 2002 
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Q}RusH RECORD OF OPERATION Origin I 
PA'l'i'bt IQQ(R I QUJ:NN , STEVEN PROCEDOllB DATB J :2 I 8 I 0 2 Jail, R.EC. NO. I 550-05- 4 

_DI:KG BURGEONr MUNOZ, LORENZO F M. D . PAT- HOSP.SB:RV1 WPl: 

( l SURGEONS• -NONE-

ASS XS'TANTS 1 TRBDifA Y, 'I."RBN'T L M • 0 • 

·~""::. -. _ .. 

PREOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS: P.+.- Q,;ec 
1. Right subdural hematoma. 
2. Diffuse subarachnoid hemorrhage_ 
3. Severe head trauma. 

;) -- J}-. ()2__ 

4. Decereb~ate posturing. 

POSTOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS: 

1. No subdural-hematoma found. 
2. Diffuse subarachnoid hemorrhage. 
3. Severe head trauma. 
4. Decerebrate posturing. 

PROCEDURE: 

Right frontal temporal parietal craniectomy for decompression of 
severely edematous brain. 

DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURE: 

INDICATIONS: 
This is the case of a 2.5 year old boy who was emergently 
transferred to our service at Rush after he presented to Mt. Sina 
Hospital with mental status changes and abnormal posturing. At t at 
time he was readily intubated. A CT scan was performed which 
revealed the aforementioned findings. For that reason, we will 
transfer the patient immediately to Rush for further care. 

The patient came to the pediatric intensive care unit where good 
· vascular access and an arterial line were procured. At that time 

the patient was having decerebrate posturing but the pupils were 
equal, round and reactive to light. Upon looking at the CT scan, 
~here was a question of a rig-ht frontal·-parietal -subdural hematom 
However, it was also thought that this could also be a rather 
profuse subarachnoid hemorrhage. Furthennore the patient-had 
ecchymosis in the right frontal parietal part of his head. For t 
reason, an after talking to the patient's mother and grandmother, e 
brought the patient to the operating room in order to undergo the 
aforementioned emergency procedure. 

TECHNIQUE: 
The patient was brought to the operating room and the patient was 
placed in the supine- position after the head was secure in a 
horseshoe head holder. This was done after the usual pressure 
points were addressed. Upon shaving the right side of the head, w 
were able to readily visualize areas of ecchymosis located in the 
right frontal parietal area . 

.. ·-··. 
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IDRusH RECORD OF OPERATION Origin I 
PATI:ZNT IUKS:• QUINN • STEVEN PROCKDURB DATE•2/8/02 MRD. REC. NO. I 550-05 84 

~ DDfG StJROEON r MUNOZ 1 LORKNZO F M .. D . P.I\.T. HOSP.SSRV: WPI 

(. .t SURGl!ONS I -NONE-

U:SrST.r.NTS• TREDWAY. TRENT L M.D. 

.(:.~~ . 
•'"' :; 

At this point, we proceeded to perform a standard trauma flap o the 
right side. Raney clips were then applied to the scalp and the 
scalp was then reflected anteriorly. Using the Midas MB, multip e 
bur holes were placed along the circumference of the scalp flap. 
The underlying dura was then readily coagulated. Using the Mida Bl 
we then proceeded to perform the aforementioned large right fron al 
temporal parietal craniectomy. 

Upon elevating the bone flap, which was done without lacerating he 
underlying dura, we were able to realize that the brain appeared to 
be under tremendous pressure. The intraoperative judgment was m de 
that in order to give this child a chance we will proceed to per orm 
an opening of the dura throughout in order to perform a 
decompressive craniectbmy. 

Upon doing this we found there was no large subdural blobd 
accumulation. Although .th~;re W~fi! fJQme su,bd'Ural blood, it did no 
appear to be as severe as it app~ared to have been on the CT sea 
that the patient brought in from Mt. Sinai Hospital. However, t 
was a _large and significant amount of subarachnoid hemorrhage __ t---AA'-&1 

throughout indicating ~~eve~;._.~.~ry .n· Also in spite of our best 
medical efforts in the operat~ng room the brain was severely 
swollen. At this point after having performed the aforementioned------~ 
decompression, we then proceeded to close the scalp using a ~ 
combination of inverted 3-0 Vicryl for subcutaneous tissue and a 
running 2-0 and 3-0 nylon for the skin. 

At the end of the procedure, the .:instrument and sponge count was 
complete. For the estimated blood loss please see anesthesia not 

In summary this patient had a severely swollen brain with a large 
amount of subarachnoid hemorrhage and a small thin subdural / 
hematoma. The brain appeared to be tremendously edematous. 

Dictated by: MUNOZ, LORENZO F M.D. 

Electronically Approved by:MUNOZ, LORENZO F 
On:Feb 12, 2002 

RU 104/"6'0oa4 
0:02/09/2002 
T:02/09/2002 
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..,,.. .... -rl!Ul..,Dn:.,;tuAN-lH'.LUKE'S MEDICAL CENTER 1653 W. CONGRESS PARKWAY, CHICAOO,IL 60612-3864 (312)942-5000 

DISCHARGE SUMMARY Original 

PATIENT NAME' QUINN I STEVEN 

JMISSION DATE: 02/08/02 

ATTENDING PHYSICIAN: SEVERIN, PAUL N M.D. 

CHIEF COMPLAINT: Abnormal breathing. 

MEDICAL RECORD NO: 550-05-84 

DISCHARGE DATE: 02/11/02 

::, ..... ; 

HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: The patient is a 2 1/2-year-old male with 
no significant past medical history, who was initially brought to Mt. 
Sinai Hospital~by his mom secondary to abnormal breathing and behavior. 
Mom reportedly left for work at 10 a.m. and returned at 6 p.m. on 
February 08, 2002. She had left her son in her boyfriend's care, for 
the first time in several days. She was returning to work after being 
postpartum for approximately 2 weeks. On arrival at home she found 
that the patient was minimally responsive with abnormal breathing. Per 
mom's boyfriend, the patient had "choked on_a hotdog" approximately 12 
p.m. Mom immediately took the patient to Mt. Sinai Hospital where he 
was found to be unresponsive, grunting and having abnormal posturing. 
He was intubated with initial vent settings of Fi02 of 100%, rate of 
40, tidal volume 150, PEEP of 5. He reportedly had seizure-like 
activity so he was given Ativan X1. Per report from Mt. Sinai, as the 
patient was being examined and found to have a right erythematous 
region over the right temporal region~ mom immediately turned to her 
boyfriend suspiciously. An emergent CT scan of the brain showed a 
large right temporal subdural and intraparenchyrnal bleed. 

~; 

PAST MEDICAL HISTORY AND SURGICAL HISTORY: As above. 

MEDICATIONS: None. 

ALLERGIES: No known drug allergies. 

SOCIAL HISTORY: The patient had been living with his mom and her 
boyfriend and their 2-week old daughter. 

FAMILY HISTORY: Noncontributory. 

INITIAL PHYSICAL EXAM: Vital signs: Temperature 95.7 rectally. 
Respirations 40 on a vent rate of 40. Heart rate is 196. Blood 
pressure is 93/77. Vent settings were rate of 40, tidal volume 150, 
PEEP of 5, and Fi02 of 100%. General: The patient is unresponsive. 
His right; ___ temporal and parietal areas were erythe£Ra,tous. There was 
~·~~ a 2 to 3-cm diameter area of erythema over his posterior occiput 

as well. HEENT: There was no Battle sign. No rhinorrhea. Pupils 
were equal bilaterally, approximately 2 mrn, but the left pupil was 
noted to be sluggish. There were no raccoon eyes. His Tms were clear 
bilaterally with no evidence of hemotyrnpanum~ Mouth: He is orally t;, 
~tubated. Lungs: Clear to auscultation bilaterally. Heart: /l 

J.'achycardic. No murmurs. Normal Sl, S2. Abdomen: Soft, 5~ \ 
··nond-istended, hypoactive bowel sounds with small red and somewhat 
.. G.,_..,..h,rm"'f-~,.. :a....-a:ao :)...-n11nn h;o rn;Ac1""'\;,...,:aof-,...;,.. ~nn 't"'\a..-;,,tnh..;1;,...:a1 ,.-o,..,..;nno 

" ;. 
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~ {i}RUSH DISCHARGE SUMMARY Original 

PATIENT NAME: QUINN I STEVEN 

<;' .1-DMJ:SSION DATE: 02/08/02 

ATTENDING PHYSICIAN1 SEVERIN, PAUL N M.D. 

MEDICAL RECORD NO: 550-05-84 

DISCHARGE DATE: 02/11/02 

C"-'-L.&.~Ul'-'L...L\.... O...&..C::O.O Cl.L\.JUJ..&.U J.L.L.O ltl~\...A.C::f:J..L.=:JO.OL-..1....-L\..... ClLJ.'-A. !JC:.L...L.UHU...I-L..L..J..\.-U-L .L.C:::;j.J..'-'J.J.O. 

There was noted scrotal erythema as well as edema, right greater than 
left. On his back there were multiple whip marks over his mid to lower 
back as well as right posterior thigh. His buttocks also had some 
erythema, right·· greater than left. Extremities: Capillary refill is 
less than 2 seconds. Pulse is 1+ bilaterally in the radial pulses and 
2+ femoral pulses. Neurologic exam: The patient is unresponsive. 
There is some decerebrate posturing with extension of the wrists and ~.~ 

feet. He was hyperreflexic to approximately 3+ throughout with some ~~ 
increased tone. ~ - ~ 

His initial laboratories were signifi~gnt-~ . ~ine of 
25 and 1.2 respectively an~l .. a.glucoseof 5J.7·-: His white coun 
19.1, hemoglobin 12~_6.,-·tien;:atocrit 37.9,,. ... pfatelets 512. His urine drug 
screen was negat..i:.ve. Tylenol and a-sp1rin levels were negative. H s UA 
showed greater(than 300 protein and moderate blood. Li s 95, 98, 
and amylase was~ His SGOT was 5429 a was 3130. 

--~-~----·-----

HOSPITAL COURSE: 
1) Neuro: Upon arrival to the PICU, the patient had primary and 
secondary survey as described above. Head CT scan was reviewed and 
showed a large subdural hematoma involving the right frontal temporal 

·and parietal areas. He was emergently taken to the operating room 
following placement of a right subclavian line as well as a right 
femoral A line. In the operating room-· his intracranial pressure was 
noted to be greater than 90 with evidence of subdural subarachnoid 
hemorrhage as well as edema secondary to· severe head injury that he had 
sustained. Immediately following his craniectomy .pupils were then 
noted to be both fixed and dilated. The patient did not receive any
sedative medications over the course of his hospitalization and his 
neurological exam remained unchanged. Specifically, on February 09 and 
February 10, 2002, he was noted to have absent corneal reflexes 
bilaterally, fixed and dilated pupils with absent gag reflex. He was 
unresponsive with no movement noted to deep pain, except with lower 
extremity spinal reflexes. He was also without dolls eyes reflexes, no 
response to cold calories, and he had a positive apnea test off the 
ventilator for 5 minutes with no spontaneous respirations noted. As a 
result of the above findings, brain death criteria .were met on February 
·09·'and·'·Febrtiary 10, 2002, and the patient wa§ pronounced brain dead on 
February 11; 2002. Brain death a~ prognosis were discussed 
extensively with the family and the patient was removed from the 
ventilator at 12 p.m. on February 11, 2002, and pronounced dead at 
12:24 p.m. An ophthalmology exam on February 09, 2002, was consistent 
with bilateral retinal hemorrhages. 

) Social: Given the degree ... .<:>t._.~ey~J;ity .. o.f .the injuries that·' the 
pat·i-ent-nad· .... sustained ,-non"'".accidenta·~·-;dl.ead ,·---as · -wel1.,as~ . ..abdominaL .trauma 

- . Page 2 of 3. . - '- all_ s~(., 
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. WRUSH DISCHARGE SUMMARY Original 

PATIENT NAME z QUINN , STEVEN 

-· lU>MI:SSION DATE: 02/08/02 

MEDICAL RECORD NO: 550-05-84 

DISCHARGE DATE: 02/11/02 

·=----'-;:· 

ATTENDING PHYSICIAN: SEVERIN, PAUL N M.D. 

was strongly suspected. Child protective services, DCFS and the 
Chicago Police Department were all notified. Both Dr. Kramer and Dr. 
Scotellaro both agree that given the evidence of the large subdural and 
intraparenchymal bleed with diffuse brain swelling and edema, resulting 
in brain death, bilateral retinal hemorrhages, extensive cutaneous 
injuries, and intra-abdominal injuries, collectively were diagnostic of 
child abuse. ~Both the patient's mom and her boyfriend were detained in 
Wheaton by the DuPage County Sheriff's Department. 

3) SIRS shock with multi-organ dysfunction. The patient was found to 11 ·1 
have multi-organ dysfunction involving CNS, pulmonary, GI, and /\, • 
cardiovascular systems . As described above, the patient had a .. large .J 
right subdural and subarachnoid hemorrhage and met the criteria for 
brain death. His initial lipase and amylase were 9,598 and 1,131 
respectively. His SGOT was 5429 and SGP~ of 3130. Pediatric surgery 
was consulted on February 09, 2002, and placed a Penrose drain into the 
right lower quadrant of the abdomen with return of approximately 500 cc 
of serosanguinous fluid. In addition, on February 09, 2002, ROBI was 
consulted for possible organ donation. The patient's blood pressure 
and urine output were monitored closely. He was given fluid boluses as 
well as packed red cells and fresh frozen plasma to maintain his 
hemoglobin, hematocrit and his blood pressure in anticipation of a 
possible organ donation. In discussions with Pam Nelson of ROBI, they 
decided not to pursue organ harvesting in this case secondary to 
medical examiner priority. The patient was weaned off dopamine and as 
described above, ventilatory support was withdrawn on February 11, 
2002. 

DCFS, central DuPage authorities, as well as the medical examiner were 
notified of the patient's death at 12:24 p.m. on February 11, 2002. 

DICTATED BY: CHENG, LEON Y M.D. 

Electronically Approved by:SEVERIN, PAUL N 
On:Mar 11, 2002 

RU 144/ 64301 
D: 03/08/2002 
T: 03/11/2002 
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RUSH-PRESBY'T'EfUAN-ST.LUKE'S 
MEDICAt:'tENlER · 

CHICAGO, llli~OIS 60612 
PEDIATRIC TRANSPO.RT REFERRAL FORM 

'· 

HISTORY: 
Date· <vf&Lill; _ · _nme~-4(f'-. 
Name: Q~" , ~ 
ooo:.1:ifuSex:_11_ Welgtt: -l4b-

---1------''1--+ if {>~~ ~ ' ~-\tot <ia;) ~ chQ-:) -·_ 
~ 3~, o (\_~(tiM>.'{~, 0~ "' r .. ~~~ ,\,(.k1~r~\l'o1---
if> ('l'"'j~ ~ 1-,~ ~~. 
e~ ® ~ rt<Sv.- . 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ 

Parent(guardian): ______ ...J 

Refemll MD: ().. • ~~ • 

MD Phone: (fti) 'Kbl-4\ 
Refemll Hosp: M\-: ~ . 
Hosp. Phone: -------
Cly: Unl:: _ ___,.. __ 

Diagnosis: W./1. ,() ~'kd · 
~,~~ ~ c.Y\ ~/lD-r.A-1 6~ 

PMH: MEOSGIVEN: FLUIDS: 

~ 
Maiflt~(Sofotions. Rate) 

i~ 0 PIV 0 PIA 0 Central 

BOLUSES:(Solution, CCJKG) 

0 <\ \o(S l?~ . 
LINES: 

Aftergies: ).!¥Jut. ,,vU.1'.;..;;{ 0 lntraoueous 0 eutDov..n 

-~~====~~~~~~~====~==~--~~==--~~~ 
PHYSI~ ASSessMeNT CAROIOIIASCUl.AA RESPIRATORY VENT PARAMENTERS NEURO STATUS 

--Vb....--1 S-IQM---.· ---i MUfmllf_____ MNl A«ation flCz \ o<fj • . 
Of{ L Rhyhn _____ R~ ·-----I PIP/PEEP :;o {<; 

J-1..---:--J----f---i Color ·--------1 TV l $D C:V 

p -1~4 Ra~. __ __,_ ____ Rat.. ~0 

------
R ?(:;. P"'-•---~- V'r'Mez:es.__,_ _____ t(ETT4.~ 0 Trach 

1--L..o...f.-f~;;.,..~~~-~-~ Cap I"IITime.____ Supplemental Oxygen }i('Sedated ~aralyz.ed 
""" fl/1 U..C Olc)ven s.tut.tion Olher. ________ 

1 

Mental Statua ____ _ 

Seizures _____ _ 

Focal Signa. _____ _ 

Gl .. cowComa Soore, ____ 
1 

Olher, ______ _ 
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S(VfP.IU•' P,!.Ul 

NEUROLOGICAL 

RfH1S $( 

LOC: ~ ~x----~~-
Lethargic Stuporous_Unresponsive~ 

Movement S=Strong W=Weak ~ 
Upper Rt u___; Lower RL_ U:.._ __ 

RUSH-PRESBYTEiUAN-ST. LlJKE'S 
MEDICAL CENTER 

Rush Chlldren's Hospital 
Chicago, IL 60612 

Pediatric Transport Nursing Note 

RESPIRATORY '>( 
Pattern: Regular: Irregulat: 
Quality: Easy X ~----
~~-----------

Breath Sounds: . 
Clear Congested Wheezing Absent Speech: WNLfor a~ Noovabal___ 

PupiiSi.ze:Rt 4 ~;ReactRt OS u .:173 Sk.t"~:>J-iU 
Lt 

± _.;._· -----
• • • • e • • 
2 3 4 5 6 7 

Lt 
{C)p p N 
'-G F(€N 
G~PN 

8 

F=Fair 
P=Poor 
N=~~il 

9£ __________ /0ood«W~--------

~-----------------------
~«~-=~--~~~---ThM~-----

Yellow: R.ereiving H05pftal 

Other _____ --"'----~-
Cough: Productive ~~--

~ 4.So4mdL___ Other __ _ 

~~~-----------
ABG~/T~~----------~-----

pH RD}. K>l"k-·----
H<X>3.- BE DlSat.___ __ -=--

Vent: ~~FiO} (,00 
®PW 150 ma>_-t__,___.5_,_ __ 

Type of 
Dr~ge 
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~ : TRANSFER DATA 
Depart RPSLMC 
Arrive Referring Hosp. 
Depart Referring Hosp. 
Arrive Receiving Hosp. 

TRANSPORT INFORMATION Referral Diagnosis 

Aefemna Unit Aecelvlna Hosoltal 
Aefemna Hosoftal · - Aecelvlno Unit 
Aefen1ngMO Transport MD 

,_,!' MD Transport AN 
PRESENT COMPLAINT: 

PREVIOUS MEDICAL PROBLEMS: 

' 
ll ': 

" I 

IFPREVIOUS SURGERY: 
':1 
'r • 
li: \' 

ALLERGIES: 
TIME VITAL SIGNS RESPIRATORY THERAPY 

T:pt) tfl NBP ART F102 PIP TV Device 

T env) ffi Rate PEEP Mode Flow 

_<f~ '14:J'~ )\~4 q11Jt6 I 10{) ISTJ - I~ II 1\.Jt>. 4c; 5 in~ 

(' I"" 

RUSH-PRESBYTERIAN-ST. LUKE'S MEDICAL CENTER ·· 
Rush Ch.iidren's Hospital Chicago, IL 60612 

Pediatric Transport Summary 

PATIENT INFORMATION 
Name I IM F I 
Date DOS Age IWT 
GA BWT Recent infectious exposure? Y N 

nme otBirth I'VlK? y N Specify: 

Aooars 1 5 10 Info given to parents? Y N 
Neonatal Screen? Y N Eye Care? Y N Consent? Y N I Chartlx-rays? Y N 
Mother's blood? Y N Com blood? Y N Call to family? Y N refening hospital? Y N 

LABORATORY DATA MOST RECENT BLOOD GAS 
Na a BUN Ca Time I Tvoe 
K C02 Cr Glue pH I PC0-:2 I P02 
Hg 'NBC s B HCOJ IBE I 02Sat 
Hct Pit L M ON VENTILATOR SETTINGS 
CULTURES OBTAINED Rate I Fi02 11 time 
Blood Urine CSF I Sputum TV I PIP I PEEP 
IV/SOLUTION/ADDITIVE CONCENTRATION RATE SITE 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 

MEDICATIONS GIVEN DOSE TIME 
1. 
2. 
3. -4. 

NEURO MEDICATIONS INPUT OUTPUT 

GCS Type/Dose A B c D Urine Stool . QllJ!!. 
LOC Routemme 

1-1- q-7/_.,. 

~ 
. 

Totals 

~ 
.. 

Tltle p,mFam~281SPIIt1 900 Total In/Out 

wt'lfte: FIPSLMC SeMc& Venow: ReceMno H~ottal 
Cll"\&to• ,..,.~ ..... ...,....,,..,,.,. .,.,....,_ t",_..., ... ..._t_ 
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Additional Comments: 
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RUSH-PRESBYTERIAN-ST. LUKE'S MEDICAL CENTER. 
. Rush Children's Hospital Chicago, ~ 60612 

Pediatric Transport Summary Continuation 

Patient Name: S·k>·J (_v-\ Q. \...CCIV'\. V\. 
Date: n - ~I B Page Number: ---

AY"n~cl vv'- tV\4 ~nCu 02_ -f1j ::b~D-t __ /\V~ \v"ctl.Ul·X[~.<l--4 \'Y\{t'.d.iliLL'-U.CaLU~-
W.l~lnVt:L "Pt: -t'C V\t,\.1..,-e._ fif(Jl."l"_br"a--lf" 'I'Y'Ic')~~'Y'--{!Ji)..~l ('){. (Li))v''\1\.0. IV\u.Jltnl.i. V!YIJIS-t il'\.··,l)'l_rlc:_< 
t/IOfrLl {Xl CUY:t ro ~i,[i ~--()[ ~l..({i(J-. -~a VV'\Cl.Yte-S C.::.L~JJ l'"l.rWr~ ()n......J~lLLL Cf- <f-5--=tt·\J..q~, 
~~~~~ ~l ~·f ~7e a r~s. 'octc ,¥.- 7. bq . .y\c.,rc~ _5.>-\Xz·?,vvncd. 1Mit4 f:-.),\..\:!.LU ·=-- u !t\i!J<?;' ttc ·=if c\.-eY: ·m'( ~ _[u~, __ .LJb.P __ .'f:t'\i_ a'_-t?i ou ~ ·1w u ::c aY'\ m L'l"':<)j,tlvi vv\ ... <"f\, ·n")r· 
""' -+-<":!Lt~s.-env..H" r-r -h.:> ~p<., LMC -tsr LLl s ~1.l.c_e_ .. ·\±· ' , 

C ··(t:f?· I _:__-..._ . .._ ::::;;:;:: ~22JJj1-1J?W~_XJ1J "C~ ~ c:;; 
J .. ~ -•· . . j-

TIME I VITAL SIGNS RESPIRATORY THERAPY 
T(pt) t ~ I NBP I ART R~ I PIP I TV I Device 
T(env) t RR Rate I PEEP I Mode I Flow 

_____ , I 

NEURO 

GCS 
LOC 

MEDICATIONS 
Type/Dose 
Routemme 

A 
INPUT OUTPUT 

B I C 0 Urine I Stool I Other 

"l--4---l-_.,_ _ _.,__-+---l---+--+--+---+----·----!--+-+--+-+---+---+--i 

~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~ 
.(;' 
~~-~---~~--~--~~~----~--~------~----~-----+------~T~o~ta~l-s------~--,_--~--t---r----r----t---~ 

~ ' MRFam\'lb.26'15P!It2,006 Total in/Out 

White: RPSLMC Service Yellow: Receiving Hospital Pink: Transport Team, Supervising Attending 
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RUSH-PRESBYTERIAN-ST. LUKE'S 
MEDICAL CENTER 

Rush Children's Hospital 
Chicago, IL 60612 

Yellow: Receiving Hospital 
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DuPage County Sheriff's ~olice 
Follow up Report COPY 

') (' lr-ident # 02-4531 Page 2 
:l -

TYPE OF INCIDENT DATE OF FOLLOW· llME Complainanrs name j 

1 
1~10 

UP 

Homicide. 02-12-02 0815 Chicago PO 
f 
~~ 02-13-02 1105hrs. This detective, Ray Bradford from theDuPage County Children's Center and 

A.S.A. Dave lmielski went over to the Hollywood address and met with Randy. He was asked if we could 

,talk over at Hanover Park PD. He agreed and the four of us drove over to Hanover Park PD. 

02-13-02 1120hrs. In one of ~he departments interview rooms, this detective anQ Ray Bradford 

·spoke with Randy. He was admonished Miranda, he indicated he understood his rights and agreed to 

speak with us after signing the waiver fonn. 

Randy was advised of the medical evidence against him. That we knew he was responsibl~ for the 

tragedy to Steven. That he was at the apartment by himself with the children. Th~t he probably didn't 

think the injuries Steven sustained were as serious as they were. How this could have been an· accident 

on his part and that he didn't intend for this to happen. That he was the only one who could help himself. 

Randy would_sit and listen for long periods of time and on occasion when the subject of harn1ing Steven 

was brought up he yvould say that ~-e'd never hurt Steven like that. Randy would say that he loved Ste~ttn 

"· /QUid n't -do th~it~ him.-V.Brlous -~ther--s-UbjectS-were:cevere<f"whfeti :incfuded -hoW :a-judge;· a-jury and 

th, £ates Att~rney would view ·him. How his family would view him. Randy was told that nothing could be 
. . . 

·promised to him and that we could not make any deals but that his cooperation and any regret on his part 

. ~~uld oe-pas-secforrtotne·prose-cotor's-·office:-rhis·was-the·general conversation with Raody....Jt.was 

discussed in a very repetitive manner, which lasted two and a half hours. In addition t9 denying he hurt 

Steven, Randy indicated that just before he and Kenyatta left for Mount Sinai hospital with Steven, he 
. . 

~og-outtcrref~eve-itself.-Wh~n-he-r-etur-nee~aek4o-the-aparunent-they'-~lee'ftrt:.,----------

02-13-02 1350hrs. Ray Bradford left the interview room, this detective stayed with Randy. The 

conversation continued on about how his family would View him. Randy was asked and indicated that he 

had only eaten twice since last Saturday and that he wasn't getting the proper rest he should. This 

detective expressed the fact that he needed to relea~e this from within because it was built up inside of 
him that he should to do this for his daughter Angelique and especially for Steven. Randy started to cry 
• I 

bufooritiriuealodeny-llurting -steven. · · ·· ·· 

·---------- ·--------------------··---·-·- -------------------·---

14j 
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DuPage County Sheriff's Police 
Follow up Report COPY 

:( ·~.-.ident # 02-4531 
::t 

I Page 3 
I 

TYPE OF INCIDENT DATE OF FOLLOW· TIME 
1. 

Complainanfs name 
UP-

1~10 1 
( 
( 

Homicide 02-12-02 0815 Chicago PO 

~~asked if he would take the polygraph today, Randy said he wouldn't take it today because he was still sick 

·due to his heroin habit. Randy was asked if we could audiotape his account of events that occurred on 

,friday the 8th, he agreed to do this. This detective left the room to get the tape recorder, Ray Bradford 

remained with Randy. This detective returned to the inteiView room after a few minutes to obtain the car 

·keys from Ray Bradford. The door to the interview room was opened and Ray Bradford indicated that 

Randy had asked for an attorney. ------
· Randy was brought out to the lobby, his mother Linda Liebich was there waiting for him. Before 

leaving with his mother, Randy was asked if he would take the polygraph tof!lorrow. He related that if he 

could obtain his methadone supply he would definitely do so. Randy was advised to call this detective 

(supplied him a business card) tomorrow at 0900hrs so the examtM could be set up. Randy said he 

would call. 

02-14-02 0955hrs. Randy liebich had not called. This detective called the cell phone number of 

• -·- -·ysicosinkki;ihe-stepfatherofRandytiebrch:-Nu-orie-answeredihe-Nextel-pho-rui. -:: ~---~-:. .. - · -

02-14-02 1000hrs. Denise Liebich was·called, it was indicated that her brother Randy didn't call 

this detective at the previously arranged ti111e of 0900hrs. Denise related that ~he would call a neighbor by 

·- ~~Waif~a)ioosinski~s . .r.esidence.and.ha~e .. them_goJoJheiDJooTICDieliv.eulle..messagelo:Ranay.--

02-14-02 1010hrs. Randy Liebich called this detective on Wally's cell phone. He was advised that 

the polygraph examiner was scheduled to be in our office between 1400-1430hrs today. Randy was 

asked if he needed a nde to our off1ce, he related h---e-tlldnl,that he had-cnid~andy related that he 

would be in at 1400-1415hrs. 

02-14-02 1419hrs. Randy Liebich called and related that he called an attorney, a Dermis Born 

(847-501-3388) who told him not to come in and take the test. Randy was advised that the test was 

~oluntary, that the decision to take one was entirely up to him and any attorney would tell him not to take . 

one. An offer was again made to supply him with a ride. It was indicated that even if he wasn't feeling that . 
. . ~~u h«? -it19.~tCij~l{e-#.: B?.!:i.~¥Tnaicat~~ Jtl~. ~~ ·wii~~'f9.o!!Y9.t<?." oom~ !~ ~99~¥.. ~-flq tD.~rh~ h~~n·~ b~~ ~bt~ < ,·~.i 

· .... ~~P,~t ~i-~ -~~-t~-~~Jo~ Ran~~ ~~~--t,~~h-~~- ~~~i~=~-~a~-K~~~~~~ t~~ -~o~~~p~ t~~t v.:'.~e~~.~~~ , ..... 
~.·c-that-this ,detective.wisheclbe-would . ..reconsider ... -Randy.J.elatedhe,wasn!t.,.coming,iRAoday..~_,. __ ,...,...,. __ ~~--~~ · 

.......... ···--·---··---- ··-·_·· ~··~-....... ::~=· 

I OFFICER #1( 

'-------·--- -- ---·----------·--
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Miranda Rights 

Date R-Cf-O:{ 

He has told me that r have the right to remain silent and that I do not 
have to agree to be questioned at this time unless I wish to do so. He has also 
told me that even though J agree to be questioned I have the right to change 
my mind at any time during the questioning and can refuse to answer. J may 
also request that the questioning be stopped ~d he will abide by any such 
decision. He has further advised me that anything 1 say may be use~ against 
me in court at some future time. 

He has further advised1m~ that I have a right to consult with an 
attorney or in ~he event that I can not afford to retain an attorney one will be 
appointed to represent me. I have a right to have said attorney present if I 
wish during the time J am being questioned. 

1 fully understand what l have been told and I hearby agree that l am 
willing to discuss the - (}/{; 

. . ttrti~ ; 
1 agree to be questioned at this time and I do not wish to consult with, retain, 
or have an attorpey appointed to represent me. 

1 have been requested to read the above statemen_t, which ll1ave done, and 
hearby state that th .e as b n no interrogation about the 

---,.,--...,.,..,..-~---.. = .. =--=--==····-=·. ··::: .. ,-. -•. --

I 
t_ i 

-------------------- ..,... __ -------------------------- f 
------- --------- --------- I 

---- ·- --- ~-------.J 
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DU PAGE COUNTY SHERIFF 
FIELD INTERROGATION WAIVER 

·A. You have a right to remain silent 
and do not have to say anything 
at all. 

B. Anything you say can and will be 
used against you· in Court . 

C. You haye a right to talk to a lawyer 
of your own choice before we ask 
you any questions~ and also to have 
a lawyer here· with you while we 
ask questions. 

D. If you cannot afford to hire a lawyer, 
and you want one, we will see that 
you have a lawyer provided to you, 
before we ask you any questions. 

_E.: If yo_l)_:are willing ·to give us a state
·-·_ .. ment, .. .you have a right to stop any 

time you wish; 
F. Do you agree to. answ~r our ques· 

tions here and now? 

Witness ___ _ 
~----~--~---~·-------4 

Witness .......... -------·-·····-·----····-···-------------

Time and Date __ j;_~S..fl!l!J..:.~ .... £.:1:.~ :;_, 

: : -.. •; :_-- :_-,_-
-.-.. 

,· 

·-

. . 

S0-00-251 ~~=--~~c . ; . . -~ ~ '2. 
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~ident # 02-4531 

TYPE OF INCIDENT 

DuPage County Sheriffs Police 
Follow up Report ORIGINAL 

Page 1 

t~· ~ :;TE OF FOUOW- TIME 

Ul---+---------p------t----t-----------
1950 Chicago PO 2-8-02 ~:~ 

• 

0110 Homicide 

cod NAME: LAST, FIRST, MIDDLE 
• 
c Officer Sulrrvan John 

#8479 

w Officer Filipiak Thomas 
#19723 

v Quinn Steven 

s lieblch Randy R 

ADDRESS 

10th District Chicago PO 
2259S Oamen 

Chicago PO 1 Olh District 
2259S Oamen 

16 W 505 Mockingbird 
Apt204 

16 W 505 Mockingbird 
Apt204 

W Brown Kenyatta M 16 W 505 Mockingbird 
_Apt204 

W Uebich Angelique Marie 16 W 505 Mockingbird 
Apt204 

W ll Szalinski D.P.S.O. 

w 
,. 

w 

Det Delgiudice 

OetSgtKunz 

Jet Sgt Price 

Investigator Vrbos.' Boris 

Smith Tammy 
Registered Nurse 

O.P.S.O. 

O.P.S.O. 

D.P.S.O. 

OuPage County ChHdren's 
Center 

Rush Presbyterian St Lukes 

- -W- -9r.Severin-P..a•" tJ 

CODE o.o.a 

165 Adult 

165 Adult 

793 041799 

793 071279 

793 100683 

793 012702 

512 Adult 
···-· 

512 Adult 

512 Adult 

512 Adult 

512 Adult 

165 021964 

W Dr. Munoz lorenzo 
Pediatric Neural Surgeon 

Rush Presbyterian Sl Lukes 165 Adult 

W Assist SA Guerin Dan DuPage County States 
Attorney Office 

.. 
W Assist SA Brennan liam OuPage County States 

Attorneys Office 

512 Adult 

512 Adult 

512 Adutt .. --
:--:··~ . .:--.:;.~· ~':"'" ... 

S R 1X HOME 1)( BUS 

M W CeU 773-
203-1779 

M W 

M B No Phone 

M w 330-1432 

F B 773-722-7976 Cell 708-
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TYPE OF INCIDENT DATE OF FOLlOW- TIME Complainant's name 

g 
~~ 

ra110 

UP 

Homicide 2-8-02 1950 Chicago PO 

w Uebich Denise M 1231 Prairie Brook Drive 
Palatine 

999 040670 F w 847-991-0731 847-991-4646 

w Patio Restaurant 7440Rt63 722 920-0211 

w MUeusnic Oarinka cook County -Medical 165 Adult F w 312~66-0500 
Examiner 2121 WHarrison 

.. 
• 01' f'lORSOHS__ ·OllER 

NAME OF ARRESTEE CHARGE I.R.f C.C OR TICKET I 

NARRATIVE 

lead# 1 
..... _______ 2=8:-_02 1950hrs. Thl~. detective received a telephone call from ll Szalinski at the office and 

indicated that there was a-re.port -of aiiinjui:ed infant, -possibly a -sfiaken l;>apy_syn9r.om_e· q1$.e:·trom 
Willowbrook. The child was ·c-urrently at Mount Sinai Hospital in Chicago. The Chicago Police Department 
r.' ··~dour office and two Chicago pol!ce officers were at the hospital. It was requested that this detective 

me of the officers on his cell phone, an Officer Sullivan. 
__________ _z,&Qj_20.05hr:s_._l])J~.Q~J~cti~e called Officer Sullivan who related what infoffilation he had at this 

-----point-T-he victim chiid, Steven.Quinn, a {Wc;::yeai-.:Oid.male black was in cntical condition. This Child had 
trauma to the head, scrotum and bruises throughout the body. It was indicated that the doctors could not 
tell if the injuries were recent. The mother of the child,_ eighteen-year-old Kenyatta Brown and her twenty 
twq year _old boyfriend, Randy liebich transported the chfld to the hospital in their car. Steven Quinn is a ·· 

·-cfii1a1'~eviotJs-relati~Aship-ef-KeAy.atta-Br.own-noLbetw.een...ber_aru:LRandy..Liebicb...AJsoJn.the..___ 
---compaAy-ef-this-peuple..was-anpthet=-1:-1-day--old...femaleJnfant,-Angelique.Uebi~hoJs..thek.natural..child 

The explanation[Wogy LjebicbJgave to the Chicago Police Office~ in relation to what occurred was that 
he was at.home in W!llowbrook sleeping this aft~moon. When he_got up he fed the victim child a hot dog 
and Steven started to choke. After Stev~n stopped choking he laid Steven down and the child became 
unresponsive. _The reason given for their drive from Willowbrook to Mount Sinal hospital in Chicago was 

·that Kenyatta Brown felt mo·re comfortable at this particular hospital. Randy Liebich was very vague with 
his explanation. Officer Sullivan related that he notified D.C.F.S. in this incident It was also indicated that 

• the ,_CJJ[cag_o Officers would stay at the hospital until personnel from this office arrived. It was further 
indicatecnnat -sreven m-ay-b~- tr;~n~ferred· to-Rush .Presbyterian-Sl-lukes -due-t~-his-serious-condition. 

-'--·:.:-· ·::._· _.CJ2-8.:02-2020hrs.J:bis.:d.elecfive called-l.:l·Szalinskf-·back-and~infenned-him-of-·the·situatkm;--He :;, ':f ''"· 

---· _Jodicated be would be coming to the office. 
2-8-02 21 OOhrs~At llie-offioo=tCSzafinsRfpagea ·A.-sx··oennJs=HaTJjson wnowas·on· calL·-- ---- ----· ·= 

- ·- -- -- · ---2~2 ·2lt5nrs: lhlsaerective phoneo\Jfficer·smuvan·wno· relate<nnarSteven·Qu1nn·haa·atrea-dy 
· · -- ·--been transported ·tORustrPreshyteTian-Hospital-and-was--on-floor-5-(Keflogg)-in--pediatriGs.----- -- ---

____ _-___ -_:.-:2~f2120h..S:--Lt:Szafinski-rontacted--the-BuPage--c-ounty-'Ghildren!s~nter-an&was-advised----
an agent would respond ~o our office. 

/) ~1\ 

------- ------------------ --·-~---~ --- ------·--·------- ··---- ---··------· -------
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! 
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~ UP 
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( Homicide 2-8-02 1950 

~ 2-8-02 2145hrs. Criminal Investigator Boris Vrbos from the D~Page County Children's Center 

~ 0110 Chicago PO 

arrived at the office. He was advised of the incident and he called Assistant States Attorney Dan Guerin 
of the domestic violence section to relate what had transpired and info011ation known at the time. 

2-8-02 2150hrs. This detective and Investigator Vrbos left our office and rode together to Rush 
Presbyterian St Lukes Hospital. Lt. Szalinski, Det Sgt Kunz and Det Delgiudice also drove out to the 

_hospital. _ 
· 2-8-02 2240hrs. These investigator-S arrived at the John L & Hellen Kellogg Pavilion pediatric 

critical care unit floor of the ho pita I and m with the Chicago Police Officers,_ registered nurse Tammy 
Smith and attending pnysician Paul Severin in a conference ·room marked 537. The Chicago Police 
Officers related further that the mother, enyatta Brown was at work all day and her boyfriend Randy 
Uebich was watching the kids at their apartment Around 1500hrs the victim child Steven Quinn had 
choked for a short period on his hot dog and at 1700hrs the mother came home from work. "It was at this 
time that they decided to take Steven to a hospital. The mother and boyfriend had Steven for the last 3 to 
4 days, prior to this the child was being taken care of by his grandmother. 

Attending physician Paul Severin spoke of the injuries the child sustained. It was indicated that 
there was a bleed in the brain on the right side. There was internal abdominal-injury. The child was 
showing ~jgns of severe brain injury: Steven had bruising about the head, he ~fid marks on his back and 
0 .-. •he area of his inner legs. There was a little blood in his urine. He was brought into the hospital at 

'hrs and went into surgery at 2158hrs., he was still currently in surgery. Randy U~bich and Kenyatta 
.~, .1 originally brought Steven into Mount Sinai Hospital at 1800hrs. Nurse Tammy Smith related that 
Steven weighed almost thirty pounds and when brought into the hospital the child had a low body 
temperature. The surgery was in an effort to reduce blood swell to the brain. According to Doctor Severin, 
the child was grunting and not crying, he was also posturing, meaning he had abnormal movement 
Doctor Severin ~emonstrated this type of movement by holding his arms at t!1e sides of his body then--he 
pushed his arms forward up around his chest He said that this type of movement was consistent with 
severe brain injury. It appeared the child had injury of a vein that is below the outer portion of the skull 
and brain. There were no broken bones observed by a visual check. The bruising on his body-looked · 

= relativelY recent andallorutsing~nppeare-dio--be-of1tre-s-ame-age;:.Anlgmrno~tOL"SeY~ 
indicted would be a guess on his part is that the bruising occurred sometime between 24 to 48 hours. 
None of the bruising stood out more than the other. Pediatric Neural Surgeon Doctor Lorenzo Munoz was 
performing the surgery. _ . _ 

2-8-02 2320hrs. Nurse Tammy Smith was requested to bring the boyfriend Randy Liebich to the 
conference room for the purpose of conducting an interview with him. She said at l~ast she·could get him 
away from Kenyatta Brown's family members who were making comments that he was probably involved 
in this. Tammy also noted that Randy Liebich clenched the infant Anglique close to him in his arms while 

at the hosl)itcJkoo- . J+ - -
· · ·- ---- 2~!b2'1325hs. fariirriy Smith brougntfB<iridy uemcu into tlie~conferenee roomiffils detective--arid 

-investigator-Boris-Vfbes-then-eonducted-ar:l-intetvleW-with..him...Randy.JJebicfu.elated..that-he-.was.---
~Wa1dilng~StevenJnrsJJf6J1ill:ID:.1Jj~J~h1t(!.:s.~m9Ib,§J:.rW12r.V!~-~ -~1.JQ3Q~rs.~~..§..li~eW9.fk~t,C~r:!:-~o~"M~_ftg,l~--
. Research--inside~the-Y-ork-fown-Mafl~in·l:ombard;-~andyi:iebich-said"that·Steven'"Sat-dowrrarthelOtCherr·--· 

and ate a bowl of Apple Jacks cereal but didn't drink the-milk. Randy said that Steven didn't want to 
.. _ ~c -~ -~:~ing,y.esferda¥-.After~-eafing. fils: cerea( . .Sleyen::tJlen_playe~..ar.ound::wiffi=tfle-sm~ll~eg :tfiey--flave~- --:--

,)1£{)~~V -· ~ ,_, \,."~ • •c •• 

I r.l f'ARFO .. - ~ I I 
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0110 Homicide 2-8-02 1950 Chicago PO h g Randy related he (Randy} was on the mattress in the living room and fell asleep around 1430hrs .. and 
woke up at 1500hrs. When he got up he made Steven a hot dog. Randy said that Steven only ate half of 
his hot dog. Steven had a glass of water and when he began drinking the water he started to choke and 

• then threw up. Randy related that he patted Steven on the back because he was breathing funny, he was 
wheezing. Randy asked Steven if he was OK, Steven verbally said, "Yea• and shook his head up and 
down. Randy laid Steven down by him on the bed which is on the floor. This bed is a mattress on the floot 

• in the living room. Randy said that Steven moaned a little then he fell asleep. Kenyatta came home from 
work at 1600 or 1630hrs and woke him up. Randy informed Kenyatta of what happened with Steven. 
Because of the difficulty Steven experienced in his breathing they deCided to take him to the hospital. 
Steven at th~s time was not talking, he just looked around. Randy carried Steven to the car, Kenyatta 
drove to the hospital. Randy related that Steven hadn't been eating, he wasn't saying much and he was 
not as active as he usually was. It was indicated that he still moved around and played but not as much. 
Steven was at his grandmother's residence for two weeks, he's been back with Randy and Kenyatta for. 
the last three days. The last time Steven was at the doctor was two weeks ago, this was a general · 
examine and he was fine. 

Randy and Kenyatta have been living at the apartment on Mockingbird in Wiflowbrook for the last 
three months. Kenyatta's name is on the lease and they both contribute to the rent. They moved there 
.because the rent is cheap, they only P.~ (line_ty-:nioe ctoll_ars~a mon~. Before this,_ Kenyatta.lived with 

··-·----rdy's-paremts-in·f=fanover·Park and-then they moved to Palatine. Raridys mother-didri;tget along with 
, · •atta. Randy has known Kenyatta for the last two years. They have plans on being married within the 
next. couple of months. They met at a friend's house of Randy's in the city of Chicago, the friends name is 
C~rl~: . 
--:------ ---Randy-wor.k?-~!:tf]e_Patio Restaurant in Darier:-~~-has ~~e~:employe?-lhf?..re-for-the-fast twQ..<~.nd a 

--·-na~rweeks.Pnorlo tfi1s JODne won<ed at Foot Locker m the York Town Mall1n Lombard as a manager. 
He lost that job after Christmas. 

Randy indicated that Steven is an active kid and that he does cry a lol His lif!le girt Angfique. cries 
too and.sometimes Randy is unable to get any sleep. Randy said that Steven is a bed wetter; They place 
a diaper on him at mght1lecaust:'ne sometimes has accidents, u~uall the need o remtn 1 o 

ey ·ave o as even a ou go1ng poop to, sometimes he goes in his diaper. Sometimes he goes on 
himself and other tim~ not 

_ Randy was asked what kind of clothing Steven had been wearing yesterday. It was indicated he 
wore black sweatpants and a blue R9ck a Wear sweatshirt. 

_ The following were some points that were gone over. Steven wa~ still sleeping when Kenyatta left. 
·for work. When Kenyatta left, Randy called out for Steven to get up, he did and came over to the kitchen 
table to eat his cereal. Going back to the time Randy said that Steven threw up, Randy indicated he 

". L -~~~}~:d s~~~it:!~;r~tt;;~·-~:~~~~i~~~J]:;~~1l-r~~~';~"~:~-M!fi~:~ -~t~i~n~dJ~~p~~~:~l . 
-· · ·Randy-re"iatea-that-steven-did-not-fall-in-the-apartment-at-ar-~y.time-that-moming.-Randy-fed-infanintt----
~-··-Af'lgeliqtJebaby~omlt:JI~;§tittJ~sf;;tf>.a9Jlf§:gog;agf31oi~~tfQmJQla~~n:Steyen;:wa-s:ea1ing.n•s~hot.aog •.. ____ _ 
.. ·, Jt-was.JodicatedJhatAngfique.someti~es ,spits,up-her~fonnula~Randy-deaned-up~St~ven!s1hrow-up-witfr· 

- '<ins and the napkins were_ thrown i~ the garbage__can at the apartment. A_~er eating his hot dog_. _______ _ 
·:·· · :m laiQ_d9Yfl.lOfl the ~a!fress in the Jiving roofT!and watch~d tel~yi~i9n. . .·----~~ _______ _ 

·- -· -·- --w--- r', ...... , / 
V:J.~ ~ &>_,-

f OFFICER I ClEARED -/71 '#,_ 

---- ---------------- ------- --- -------------·--·---' 
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f~ Going over the story again, Randy related that everyone woke up at 1 OOOhrs. Kenyatta got 
dressed and walked out the door after filling a bowl of cereal for Steven. Steven did eat all of his cereal in 
about five to ten minutes. Randy knew about the times he has indicated because there is a clock in the 

. apartment. Steven then sat down on the mattress in the living room and watched television and patted the 
dog. Around 1400-1430hrs. Randy fell asleep on the living room mattress with Anglique who was in his 
arms. Steven was still roaming around. Sometime around 1430hrs or just after, Randy got up from 

·sleeping on the mattress and made Steven a hot dog. Randy cut the hot dog up and poured ketchup on 
the pl~te too because that is what Steven liked. Steven ate half the hot dog, he had orange juice in a can 
also. Randy held his daughter during this period. Steven finished the ~n of orange juice and Randy 
poured him a glass. of water. Steven started to drink the glass of.water and started to choke. Randy 
indicated that Steven was gulping the water down fast. Because of the choking, Randy patted Steven on 
his back. When this was under control, they all laid down on the mattress in the living room and watched 
Jurassic Park 2 that was on tape in the recorder. The end of the movie was never seen, they fell asleep. 
Kenyatta came home between 1600-1630hrs and woke them all up. Kenyatta discovered that something 
was wrong with Steven and they all left the apartment-at 1630hrs or shortly thereafter to go to the 
hospital. The ride to Mount Sinai was about thirty minutes long. Randy related that Steven never ·stopped 
breathing nor was he ever unconscious. Randy was asked if he ever left the apartment at all between the 

/ ___ . _tirne..Kenyait~_left fqr .Y!.o£"!<_ ~n~--t~-~-!i~~ _she returned back. Just after the time Steven threw up and was 
, . - ----fown-on--the-mattress-1n -the-livJng . .r.Oom,=Raildfsakl he:l,efrttie-~partnrenrto-grrto:the-MCOonald's to 
I d , girl there for a cigarette. He said he gidn't know !his girl personally but has seen her ·on occasion I having a cigarette outside. He described this girt as being on the chu~ky side who has blonde hair and . 
/ was about 18 years old. This girl gave him a cigarette and he returned back to the apartment, he was 

I. ----goneJoues.s_tban..5.minutes. Randy lefl the door unlocked to the apartment ·and both kids were asleep 
during·the-time·he was go~e. When-Ran¢y -returned baa<Tollle apartment..eve;ytfiing...was..as:he:Jeff it 

/ Randy was asked about his dog. His dog is the type that is friendly and doesn't bark at all. Randy related 

1

/ that he and Kenyatta had not been involved in any arguing recently, that they have been. getting along 
and were pretty much il) love. The only two children at the apartment were Steven and Angfique. No one 

-else-stopped-by-the-r.esidence...w.ben.Raogy was there with the children, he was home with the kids by I --olri1Selt:nandy-saidilei>asicalfyi~id-around-the-r-esidenee-mest-ef-tAe-Gay:-.f=fe-said-he-Gf:taAged-Stev~ 

II

/ diaper that morning sometime after ~enyatta left for work because it was wet. Throughout the interview, 
Randy was asked if he wanted anyt~ing to drink and oreaL 

2-9-02 0015hrs. This detective and Investigator Vrbos left the conference room and were told bya 
nurse to view Steven who had recently come out of surgery. Steven was seen in a critical unit room, 
nurse Tammy Smith who was inside the room said that Steven was dedared brain dead, he was on fife 

support. Th" · h. it d t · ed t d · · 2-9-02 Q025hrs. ts detectrvewent to IS un an re nev a ape recor er and cassette tapes. 
2;.9;..Q2·0105hm-;~This detective and Investigator Vrbos wen.tback.io~ict~.tb.e_gmfeJ~D~.f.Q9ffi. ... 

____ .wher.e.Raru:IY- Liebicli was· seated and ad&d.ftished him Miranda. Randy related that he understQod his 
__ .. rjghts-and..signecitbe.waiY.e.t.fo.J:mJndi~o. He agreea1ospea1rwittrus-aboutwhat-occurred·wiHI ___ _ 

st~~~o ~~9~in~··rf.i~~e.·,ny~_s!ig~~2.~~eee-~=!>u.!:<?.~·the.-~?.!-?.~-~~~0.~~~~~~~a-~=~~-~~~up~1~~~~~!3~~~~-- =~:-· 
2-9-02 0115hrs. These rnvesbgators went baCk 1ns1ae ftie conference room ano agau1 spol<e witfi 

i .• · · ·y;-ms-story·was-gone -ever again;-l=fe-had. denied.harming_S.feY.en.J:fis_s_tozy_wasJhe same except for . 
--~ ~ ·- . ~---.:-·-. -. :···--· ·-·-·--·----···-·--··. -- .. ··----- ... ------···- --

fOFF~b-V I~ 
··-·--· ·-·--··(J!Olf____ I 

DAl<*L I I 
I -----· ··-····-- ---------------------------- I 

--------- ----------~-
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~~: the following. Randy was told that the bruises on Steven's head were inconsistent with what he was 

telling us. Randy was asked how these bruises got there and if he ever fell. Randy said th~ll Steven fell 0 
his right side when he patted him on the back during the time he choked on the water. Steven fell to his 

. right side and hit his head on the floor but Randy indicated it wasn't hard. Randy was asked if Steven 
appeared OK prior to him eating his hot dog and having his orange juice. Randy indicated that he was. 

2-9-02 0210hrs. The interview with Randy ended. Randy wanted to go to the room where Steven 
• was, he was instructed that he couldn't at his time. Randy then went with Lt Szalinski and Sgt Kunz to tht 

family area room. 
2-9-02 0230hrs. This detective, Investigator Vrbos, Det Delgiudice and Assistant S.A Uam 

. Brennan discussed this incident in the conference room. 
2-9-02 0315hrs. Randy was approached again by this detective and Investigator Vrbos in the 

family area waiting area. Randy was brought over to see Steven and to view the injuries on Steven's 
body. Nurse Tammy Smith was also in_the room. A conversation with Randy concerning the condition of 
Steven was conducted in this room. Randy was advised that Steven was clinically brain dead. These 
investigators questioned him as to why this happened and that his story on the events that occurred 
Friday were inconsistent with the severe injuries sustained by Steven. · 

2-9-02 0325hrs. Randy returned back to the family waiting room. . 
· ,· 2-9-02. 0340hrs. This detective, Investigator Vrbos, lt Szalinski and A.S,A Liam Brennan spoke 

·in in the conference room discussing this incident. Lt Szalinski was on the ;telephone -with Det Sgt 
· who was at the Willowbrook apartment · ." 

2-9-02 0405hrs. Hospital waivers were filled out for a full set of medical records on Steven Quinn, 
these were signed by Randy and Kenyatta. Based on the information received, ASA. Brennan indicated 
that Randy Uebich and Kenyatta Brown were to accompany us to the Sheriffs Office for further· 
investigation into this m~tter. 

· 2-9-02 0515hrs. This detective spoke with Price on the phone, he read small portions of Kenyatta': 
diary. Det Sgt Kunz had supplied information on this. He had spoken with Kenyatta who told him that the 
diary was in her purse inside the apartment and. gave permission to retrieve it. 

2 =9=02-cl5'""50hrs;-:This-detective-and-Bet-9egii:Jdiee-vheeked-RaAdy-biel3iGh~-Gar,-a-r-ed--1-989-Grafld
---A-M;-tllinois-plate-of-2-'1-8-5639,vin-1-G2-NE54984-Gl57.240-parked-e~:~tside-in-fr-eflt-of-the-emer-gency-room. 

The keys were obtained from Kenyatta. Nothing of evidentiary value was loeated within. The vehicles 
trunk would not open. Kenyatta had told us that the trunk would not open even with the key. 

2-9-02 0700hrs. This detective left Rush hospital with Investigator Vrbos and Randy Uebich. 
2-9-02 0750hrs. This detective initiated a stop for food at McDonald's on the comer of Rt 38 and 

· County fann Road in Wheaton. An orange juice and potato cake ~as purchased for Randy. After the 
order was made, Randy related that he didn't like McDonald's so we drove across the street to Burger 

. ,tSilliL.~ere Randy was ordered a chicken sandwich by his request 
· ·"'·__,,.. -z:g.::o2·aaoon~~m~ed·anhe Sheriffs--office, -Randywas provide<t·.wnh~ crseaUn the in~~ 

-r-eenrwhere::he-a . . . . .... .... . . w:"~"·r-

---· __ 2-9-02_ QJP9Jl~-~ ~--~,·.1\-_M~-~ael Reid:t~~ at ~ur office. Deputy Chief Ray Bradford from tOO_ 

_ __D~P~~- <?.?~~!¥. f~ildr~~~!£~~~,Cw~S.--~2!!f@,.~~~~~~~!~i!!!~~~2.Er. .. ~f!i~· -~----- -:_:·:.~~::_:-~--~-~ · :·?:·:·_:·~~~ 
_----- --,All£- ... : --,.]_ _____ _ 

··-------- --- ··-----------· -.:...~-- ... 

----- ·------:;.· 

------ ------

l.'iV 

i ----------------- ----- ____________ J 
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~· 2-9-02 0840hrs. Randy threw up in a waste paper basket- inside the interview room. Randy 
~ _indicated that he was addicted to a twenty dollar a day hero~n habit. Randy said that he has been on the 

synthetic narcotic Methadone for the last three weeks and hts supply was out. 
2-9-02 0900hrs. lt Szalinski paged polygraph examiner Richard O'Brien. 
2-9-02 1 025hrs Richard O'Brien answered the page and indicated that he would be on his way to 

our office. · 
. 2-9-02 1 045hrs. This detettive paged Det ledogar and spoke with him by phone. Det Ledogar was 

requested to stop by the McDonald's across the street from Randy and Kenyatta's apartment in 
Willowbrook and locate the chunky eighteen-year-old blonde girf who Randy said gave him a cigarette 
yesterday afternoon. . 

· 2-9-02 1150hrs. Richard O'Brien arrived at our office. O'Brien was briefed by Lt. Szalinski on what 
had transpired in this incident. . 

2-9-02 1215hrs. Richard O'Brien made his original contact with Randy Uebich in the interview 
room. Randy indicated to him that he didn't want to take the test today. 

2-9-02 1330hrs. Lt. Szalinski (;onducted an interview with Randy liebich in the_ interview room. 
2-9-02 1_355hrs. Richard O'Brien made original contact with Kenyatta Brown in the second 

interview room. It was decided by O'Brien that the polygraph tesfwould not be given to Kenyatta today. 
Kenyatta did agree to take the test tomorroW. .•.. · 

· · ·· 2-9-021400hrs. lriv~~!!m!t_<?.r..J3~YJ~ragforQ.JrgmJb..e_Q..uPQ~~ .CO.unty. . .Cbildren~.--Cer-~ter. joined1H 
:'ns"i((ancf·R-andy-Liebich in the interview room. _ 

2-9-02 1455hrs. Kenyaija Brown asked Richar~ O'Brien if she could speak with Randy Liebich 
about what happened to her son. "Richard O'Brien brought Kenyatta into the interview room where Randy 
was seated. . 
----··· --2~9.dl2JKio.bis_._ 6oth-were separated, Kenyatta returned back to the interview room she was 

originally in. . . 
2-9-02 1640hrs. It was decided by the State's Attorney Office that both Kenyatta Brown and Randy 

Uebich would not have any criminal charges filed against them at this time. They both left our office 
several minutes apart from one another. 

·-:--=-·- ---: ...... -~---
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Follow up Report 

DATE OF FOLLOW-UP TIME 

020802 2012 

ADDRESS CODE D.O.B. 

16w505 Mockingbird 793 041799 
#204 

16w505 Mockingbird #204 793 071279 

16w505 Mockingbird #204 793 100683 

714 S. Independence #3ft 165 101564 

ocso 512 

1653 W. Congress 165 
Parkway-622 Murdock 

4937 W. Augusta Blvd 165 111049 

16w505 Mockingbird #204 793 012702 

POliCE ACTION: REFER TO STATES ATTORNEY I I COMP. SIGNED YES I J NO I I ARRESTS: TYPE 

I NAME OF ARRESTEE CHARGE STATE# 

I 

-

L 
NARRATIVE: 

LEAD6 

020802 2330hrs 

ORIGINAL 
Page 1 of4 

Complainant's name 

.Chicago PO 

s R TX HOME TX BUS 

M 8 None None 

M w None 3237427 

F 8 None 7051303 

F 8 7737227976 773-736-
9636 

N/a 

312-942~ 

6194 

F 8 7733T99440 Cell-773-
419-8317 

F 8 none None 

II OF PERSONS OTHER 

I. R. # C.C OR TICKET# 

Sgt. Kunz and myself interviewed Karen Clark, Steven Quinn's grandmother and Kenyatta 

Brown·~ mother, in an empty exam room on the 5th floor of the Pediatric lnten.sive Care Unit at Rush

Presbyterian- St. Luke's Medical Center. 

Karen said she first learned of this incident when Kenyatta called her when they arrived at Mt. 

Sinai Hospital in Chicago this evening. She was asked what Kenyatta and Randy Uebich had told her 

ibout how Steven had received his injuries today. Karen said Kenyatta told her when she arrived home 

rom work this afternoon she found Ste~~n unresponsive ana'Kel1yatta said he appeared to be very 

ick. Kenyatta indicated Steven was lying on the floor on a blanket at the time. His eyes were rolling 

round and he had thrown up. Kenyatta also told her mother Randy was alone with the two children 

'=fCER#f 
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L 0 Murder 

DuPage County Sheriff's Police 
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DATE OF FOLLOW-UP TIME 

020802 2012 

ORIGINAL 
Page 2 of4 

Complainant's name 

.Chicago PO 

(Steven Quinn and Angelique Liebich) all day. Karen said Kenyatta worked from 1000-1600hrs today at 

Car-Lene's Marketing Research in Lombard. Karen said Kenyatta told her that when she found Steven 

unresponsive, she asked Randy what had happened to him. Randy responded by saying he had no 

idea what happened to Steven. Kenyatta also told Karen that Randy fed Steven a 'hotdog for lunch and 
~ 

Steven choked on the hotdog, but that was all she knew at this time. 

Karen said Kenyatta was 15 years old when she had Steven and Steven had a trace of 

marijuana in his system when he was born. Karen became Steven's legal guardian due to the 

circumstances. Karen also said her sister-in-law, Dorothy Herron, helped take care of Steven for the 

past 2 years. Dorothy would watch Siev:en up to 2-3 week-s-at a--time. Kenyatta-woufd see the child and 

have him for a couple of days at a time, but either Dorothy or Karen would take Steven back to their 

residences. Karen said Kenyatta had her newborn child (Angelique) at Hinsdale Hospital. Karen last 

cared for Steven approximately 2 weeks ago. Since then, Dorothy and Kenyatta had taken turns caring 

him. Karen spoke to Kenyatta via the phone on Thursday (020702) and learned Steven had been 

'ler since Saturday (020202) when he was picked up at Dorothy's residence. Karen said Kenyatta 

sounded fine when she talked to her. 

Karen was then asked about her relationship with her daughter, Kenyatta. Karen indicated 

Kenyatta had a behavior problem when she was young and she ran away a lot. Kenyatta had become 

an "excellent liar" and got into trouble continuously. As of late, their relationship had progressed in a 

positive way. Karen said they would talk and see each other on a more frequent basis. The last time 

Karen saw Kenyatta was on Sunday (020302}, when Kenyatta had come to her house during the 

afternoon hours. They met in the hallway when Karen was leaving to run an errand. Karen said 

Kenyatta looked real funny like she had just been fighting with Randy. Randy was in his carwith 

1\ngelique, although she did not see Steven because she did not go over to the car to talk to Randy. 

<enyatta went into the residence to retrieve some food and Karen went on her way. That-was the last 
!<~t:- ..: • ~ ~ :; ~-'F-~<i~~ 

ime-she saw them untU today. '1~ "'" · 

Karen told us Kenyatta and Randy had been together for the past 2 years. At one point, they 

iere separated for approximately 3 months. Karen could not provide the approximate dates of their 

:cER#1 
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.Chicago PO 

separation. She went on to describe their relationship as a violent one. She said Kenyatta had called 

her several times during their relationship complaining about Randy beating her and physically abusing 

her. Karen said she did not see Randy hit Kenyatta at any time while she was around them. Kenyatta 

told her about an incident at their Joliet residence in the summer of 2001. Apparently, Kenyatta told her 

Randy had either tied her up and beat her or locked her in a closet during a fight Kenyatta described 

to her how she had to climb out of a window to escape Randy's violent advances towards her. Karen 

believed the Joliet Police were summoned for that particular incident. Kenyatta also told her about 

another incident in Joliet involving Steven. One morning Kenyatta woke up and found Steven's face 

swollen and she described iLas_if_someone-had-beateA-him. Kenyatta-cunfronted Randy about the 

situation and he told her the dog must have injured Steven. Karen did not see Steven's face at that 

time. Karen said Randy has a bad temper. She has observed him yell at Kenyatta and seen him get red 

faced when he is upset. Karen said Randy has no patience and is very possessive of Kenyatta. One 

ample she gave of his impatience was when Randy came over to Karen's house on one occasion to 

... ve Kenyatta, he pressed the doorbell and kept ringing it until she came out. 

I asked Karen if she ever observed or knew of either Kenyatt.a or R-aREfy-ever physically striking 

Steven in any way. She said Kenyatta has slapped Steven in the face a few times in the past due to his 

whining and crying. In regards to Randy, she never saw him hit Steven. She remembered one occasion 

when Steven cried and did not want to go with his mother because Randy was with Kenyatta when she 

came to pick him up. Her explanation for his outburst that time was because he saw Randy hit his 

mother in the past and he was afraid. She went on to describe Steven as a calm "cuddler" type. She 

said he was not "wild" but he did cry and whine a lot for whatever reasons. I asked her if she has ever 

:;een any injuries or bruising on Steven when he came back from staying with Randy and Kenyatta. 

(aren said no. The only marks she knows about are the faded pink spots on his lower back that were 

here Yfhen he was born. I then asked Karen what she believed happ~o~.d to Steven to cause _the 

~xtensive injuries he suffered. She thought Steven may have been crying and Randy beca~~?upset 
nd could not deal with it and he hurt Steven. 

CER#1 
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At this point, Karen could not think of anything else to add, so the interview ended at 1220hrs on 

020902. 
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POliCE ACTION: REFER TO STATES ATTORNEY( I COMP. SIGNED YES ( J NO ( I ARRESTS: TYPE II OF PERSONS OTHER 

NAME OF ARRESTEE CHARGE STATE# I.R.# C.C OR TICKET# 

~RATIVE: 

LEAD #19 On 02/09/02 0020 hrs. I spoke to Dorothy Herron, Steven Quinn's Great Aunt. in an 

~mpty room on the 51
h floor of Pediatric Intensive Care Unit at Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke Medical Ctr. 

·,y advised me that Kenatta and Randy picked up Steven between 1900- 2000 hrs on Saturday 

t21 J2. Dorothy advises that when Steven left with Kenyatta and Randy, Steven had no scratches or 

•ruises. Dorothy advised that she had Steven with her for approximately two weeks prior to Kenyatta and 

tandy picking Steven up. Dorothy advised that in her opinion Steven seemed a little apprehensive to go 

rith Kenyatta and Randy. Dorothy also advises that in the past Steven has made statements such as 

~andy Fight' or 'Randy hit'. Dorothy is not sure which statement Steven said. Dorothy advises that 

hen she does have Steven, after he has been with Kenyatta and Randy, she doesn't remember seeing 

1y bruises, but does remember one time when Steven had a scratch on his neck. Dorothy doesn't know 

hat caused the scratch, but did add that it wasn't very big. Dorothy states she hasn't talked to KeJ1¥atla 

Randy since they picked Steven up, but added that this is nonnal. Dorothy advises that she has heard 

:mdy has a bad temper, but she has never witnessed it. Dorothy advises she has never seen Kenyatta 

Randy hit Steven. Dorothy states she thinks Randy !I§~SJ:frugs, because he ·"sometimes looks 
~;,_~;~--.-:.· -- -

acey". Dorothy advises that while in the Family waiting area in the hospital, she asked Randy what 

ppened to Steven and Randy said, "'I don't know, he fell". Also while in the Family waiting area, 

~rothy states that family members were questioning Randy about Steven's condition, Randy stated to 

ta 'why don't you tell them you whooped him the other day?' Dorothy also adds that while in the 
~- ...<O==--

-€g_~i~i~~s~ 
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TYPE OF INCIDENT 

Homicide 

DuPage County Sheriffs Police 
Follow up Report ORIGINAL 

Page 2ot 2 

DATE OF FOUOW-UP TIME COMPLAINANrS NAME 

02/14/02 1000 Chicago- P.O. 

Family waiting area; Kenatta observed what appeared to be blood on the infant's (Angelique) blanket. 

Kenyatta asked Randy, where the blood came from? Randy stated, "That's not blood, that's make-up." 

The evidence technician collected the blanket. Dorothy had nothing more to add. Interview concluded at 

0100 hrs. 

c".:__• 
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NAME OF ARRESTEt CHARGE 

I DATE OF FOLLOW-UP: I TIME OF FOLLOW-lJP: 

NARRATIVE: 
LEAD #3 

2/9/02 1330hrs 

ORIGINAL 

D.O.B. S R TX HOME TX BUS 
071279 IM w none 920-0211 

784-3727 

·-----·--

I c.c. OR TICKET # 

I met with Randy Liebich in interview room 2095 at the S.heliff_s.Office. lntrod~:~ct~ens-wer-e-made-and i 
asked Randy if we could review the events of Thursday evening and Friday. Randy agreed and the 
following is a summary of that interview: 

~andy was asked about the usual routine for getting Steven to sleep at bedtime. Randy advised that Keke 
Keke is the nickname that Randy used for Kenyatta) takes care of Steven and specifically mentioned that 
If" · ~s not change diapers. On Thursday evening, at about 8pm Randy was in the bedroom of their 
t. ~nt ~long with Keke and Steven_ Randy advised that Steven was crying and that Keke was 
lisett- --·ling him by striking him with a belt across the buttock. Steven was wearing a diaper at the time and 
was Randy's opjnio.n tbaLSteven was not feeling the str-ik-es due to- the padding of the diaper. Steven 

ould not recall how many times Keke struck Steven other than to say "a few times". Keke then removed 
1e diaper and spanked Steven on the buttock with her bare hand. Randy was asked if Keke struck Steven 
nywhere else on his body with the belt besides his butt and he said that she did not. Randy also advised 
tat Keke did not strike Steven anywhere other than his butt. Steven then was left alone until around 
1idnight when he started to cry again at which he and Keke entered the bedroom. Randy then offered that 
~ observed Keke "pop" Steven in the head. When asked what he meant by "pop" Randy demonstrated a 
otion similar to an an open hand slap but with the impact coming from the palm of the hand. Randy said 
at Keke gave a few strikes of this type but could not be specific on the number of strikes. Randy said 
at during this time Keke did not strike Steven anywhere else on his body other than in the head. Randy 
!vised that he considered the earlier strikes with the belt and the. open hand spanking as normal 
;cipline, but that the "pops' in the head made him uncomfortable. Randy advised that he did not strike 
even at any time . 
. · 

:ndy advised thatb(3.and Keke awoke around 9:30am and Keke was getting read{to<go to work. Keke 
: just before 10am. Randy was asked if Steven was disciplined by himself or· Keke on Friday morning 
fore Keke left for work, He advised that he did not and that he did not see or hear Keke discipline or 
erwise strike Steven on Friday morning. 

:ed: 2/21/2002 Incident 02-4531: Page 1 of 3 



ORIGINAL 

~ advised that Keke had put a cereal bowl out on the kitchen table and told Randy that he should 
fee... even. Randy advised that shortly after Keke left the apartment he picked up Steven and put him in 
the car seat that they have on a chair at the kitchen table. Randy poured milk into a bowl of Apple Jacks 
cereal which was in front of Steven. Randy also said that Steven had a glass of orange juice and a glass 
of water at his place with the cereal. Randy was asked specifically how much of the breakfast Steven ate. 
Randy replied that Steven ate all his cereal, drank most of the orange juice, but that he did not drink the 
Hater. Randy estimated that the breakfast lasted only about five minutes. Randy advised that he cleared 
:he table of the dishes and lifted Steven out of his chair and set him on the kitchen floor. 

\fter breakfast Randy advised that he went over to the area of the living room where he and Keke sleep on 
l mattress on the floor. He had turned on the TV and a VHS tape which contained a recording of Jurassic 
'ark 2 and some other movies. Steven walked over to where Randy was, sat down and the two of them 
1egan to watch the video. Randy estimated that approximately 30 minutes into the movie, he dozed off for 
.pproximately 30 minutes. When he awoke Steven was under the dining room table with the dog. I asked 
tandy if Steven could have hit his head on the table or been pushed into it by the dog and he advised that 
e did not- think so-and-that St-even-was- qt:fiet--and-wasiust__Kchilfin with the dog." I asked Randy if the dog 
ad a leash that Steven could have gotten tangled in. Randy said that they don't own a leash and don't 
se one when the dog is let outside. At this point, Randy advised that he changed Steven's diaper. I 
sked if he noted any marks on Steven while he was changing him and Randy said that he did not. Randy 
1id he gave Angelique a bottle and that he lied back down on the mattress in the living room with her and 
>ntinued to watch the movi~. Randy said Steven walked over to him and sat down and was watching the 
c ~s well. I asked Randy how Steven was. Randy advised that Steven seemed "dazed". When 

1 explain what he meant by "dazed" Randy said that Steven had been quiet all day and that he was 
st ~ .. llg up with his eyes open staring at the TV. 

mdy said that he must have fallen asleep again while the movie was on. I remarked that Jurassic Park 2 
Jst have been over at about that time. Randy said other movies came on after Jurassic Park 2 but that 
could not remember what they were titled or what they were about. Randy said that about 1 pm he 

•oke and Steven and the baby Angelique were sleeping so he decided to go out for a smoke. Randy 
d he went over to the near-by McDonald's Restaurant were he saw a girl whose name he did not recall. 
1e Detective Ledogar's report on LEAD#S) Randy described her as a "neighbor" and said she gave him a 
arette. Randy then returned to the apartment and found the children still asleep in the same position as 
en he left. I asked Randy if he locked the apartment door when he departed to smoke and he related _ 
t the door does not lock. I asked if he thought someone might have entered the apartment while he was 
ay at which he said that he did not think so because he was only gone five minutes and the children 
·e asleep as they were when he left. 

ked Randy what he and the children did after he returned from the""trip_ to McDonalds. He said that he 
e-8teven a hotdog and some water at about 3pm and that Steven started choking on the water. I told 
1dy that we would talk about the 3pm meal, but first I wanted to talk about what he and the children did 
1e almost two hours between the time he got back from the McDonalds and the 3pm hotdog meal. 

~= 2/21/2002 Officer 1: Incident 02-4531: Page 2 of 3 
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2/9/02 1400hrs 

At this point Investigator Ray Bradford joined me in the interview room. In summary, Bradford said that he 
had heard form the hospital regarding Steven's condition. Bradford told Randy that Steven was not 
expected to survive and asked Randy to help explain Steven's injuries. Bradford told Randy that there is 
no doubt that the injuries to Steven had occurred during the time that he was caring for him and he 
rsradford) needed Randy to explain how they occurred. Randy denied that he caused any injury to Steven 
and further stated that he ffas never struck Steven. Bradford told Randy that the evidence is clear and that 
1ow is the·time to tell us what really happened. Randy listened intently to Bradford and leaned forward in 
1is chair and put his face in his hands for a short period. Randy's eyes welled with tears and he turned his 
1ead down and to the right in an apparent attempt to wipe a teary eye on his jacket collar. Bradford 
"X>ntinued to ask Randy to explain how Steven was injured and that we (detectives) know that he didn't 
nean to hurt him. Randy was still slummed forward and was nodding his head as if in agreement but 
vould not confirm or acknowledge his involvement in Steven's injury. 

/9102 1415hrs 

.fter several minutes of interview by Ray Bradford, Randy stated that he wished to talk to a lawyer at 
415hrs and asked to use a telephone. I left the room to obtain a phone. Shortly thereafter I handed 
radford a phone and left the room. Randy made several telephone calls and then asked Mr. Bradford if 
:il 'd see Keke. 

~9/UL 1437hrs 

r. Bradford left the interview room. 

/9/02 1456hrs 

. O'Brien brought Keke into room 2095 where Randy was seated. In summary, Keke implored Randy to 
·her what he did to Steven. Randy repeated several times "I didn't do all that to him". This went on for 
teral minutes with Keke cryiryg and asking Randy to tell her what happened. Randy continued to say he 
not hurt Steven and told Keke that he needed to hug her and said that he loved her. Keke declined the 
J and continued to asked Randy to tell her what happened to no avail. 

ro2 1512hrs 

O'Brien and Keke left the room. 

Szalinski #176 
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· LEYrER- RECEIPT OF FILINGS - CR/fR. 
I I 60 (Rev 05/06) 

OFFICE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT CLERK 
CHRIS KACHIROUBAS, CIRCUIT CLE;RK 
18th niDICIAL CIRCUIT COURT- DU PAGE COUNTY 

4 1 1 t09 

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS 

vs 
Randy Liebich # R34940 

Defendant 

Case No. __ o_2_C_F_6_5_4 _______ _ 

This letter.will acknowledge receipt of the following: 
Letter I Supplemental documents 

which has been filed in the record in the above captioned case on·_· __ 4_1_·1 __ ~_:.......=. 
have been forwarded to the following: · 

0 The Honorable Ann B. Jorgenson, Chief Judge of the 18th Judicial Circuit Court 

0 The Honorable Kathryn E. Creswell, Presiding Judge, Felony Division 

0 The Honorable_..:.J::..:o::.:.h.:.:.n:.._:;K;=i~n=s=el::;l::.:a::........;(:.....4:..:0:..::0~0.L) ___ , Trial Judge 

.[il The Honorable Joseph E. Birkett, State's Attorney ofDuPage County 

O ·The Honorable Lisa Madigan, Attorney General of the State of Illinois . 

[il DuPage County Public Defender 

0 Sent to the Second District Appellate Court 

P ... ...,._..,.-----'-----------------------.:-'--....;...._~-__._ __ 
fo.r their further action pursuant to the laws of the State oflllinois or the Supreme Court Rules. You will be· 
advised of the outcome of those proceedings if required by law or rule of court. 

Sincerely, 

--------·- ·--·---------DuPaie-COUutj JUdicW Ceater --·--

505 N. County Farm Rd. Wheaton, lllinois MaDing Address- P.O. Box 707 Wheaton, lllinols 60189-0707 
C.ndomerServic:e..C.ircuitflerlc/Q)dunat~~ecn_nnr . 

.. 
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this case become the subject of federal habeas proceedings. I expect to file several expert 

affidavits or reports, most Iikeiy from Professor Patrick Barnes, Professor of Radiology at 

Stanford University and Director of Pediatric Neuroradiology at Lucile Salter Packard 

Childrens Hospital; Dr. Peter Stephens, a forensic pathologist; and Dr. George Nicholls, 

fo1.}!~~~-Jv1~9ical Examiner for Kentu~k-'),__'· ___ ---------~-- ___ -----~-~--------------~ 

11. Since I am without any income or assets with which to retain counsel, I 

ask that counsel be appointed to represent me in this proceeding. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Raridy Lielffch · -· · 

I.D. Number 34940 
Stateville Correctional Center 
P.O. Box 112 
Joliet, IL 60434 

.'"")"? ~-:-; -) 

____________ Subscribed to and sworn to before me this .L.?""ua3.y of fc:l"'tl;,;{.'>Jfili../, 2009. 
- -

----~-----

! 
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I SWEAR THAT THE FACTS STATED IN THIS PETETION 
ARE TRUE AND CORRECT IN-SUBSTANCE AND INFACT. 

14 



STATE OF ILLINOIS 

COUNTY OF DUPAGE 

) 
) 
) 

AFFIDAVIT OF DENISE FOSTER 

-----l,Denise Foster. being first duly sworn on oath, depose and say as follows: 
-------------

1. My name is Denise Foster. My address is 1231 Prairiebrook Drive, Apt. A3, 
Palatine, IL 60074. I have worked at a daycare center at a health club for twenty 
years. I am Randy Liebich's sister. 

--
2. -rl:estified at Randy's trial about Kenyatta's treatmentofSteven. Kenyatta did not 

take care of Steven. She paid no attention to him, she hit him regularly, and she 
did not do the things that a mother would normally do. Since I work in daycare, I 

- . know how mothers and children behave, and Kenyatta did not have a mothering 
or nurturing instinct towards Steven. She expected behavior that was not age 
appropriate, and she would hit him to make him stop crying. This was all well 
known at the time of Randy's trial, and I testified to some of it. 

3. Before Randy and Kenyatta got an apartment, Randy lived with my mother and 
Kenyatta would stay with them, sometimes bringing Steven. When I went over to 
visit one day, Kenyatta and my mother were arguing. !don't rerpember whatthey 
were arguing about, but when I turned my back, I heard a thud. · When I turned 
around, my mother was lying on the floor by the door. When I ran over, she was 
unconscious. Randy also ran over. 

4. I was going to call911 but my mother came to quickly. My mother said that 
Kenyatta hit or pushed her, which was obvious, and she asked me not to call911. 
I didn't call. From the way my mother had fallen, it looked like she had hit the 
door. 

5. 1\fter seeing th!s, I vlas "'er:,' ccncc:ned abcut Randjt~s relationship \YiU'l Kenyutta. 
Randy always wants to see the best in people, but sometimes he is wrong. He 
does not have a temper, I have never known him to hit anyone, and he gefierally 
backs away and stays out of potentially violent situations, as he did with 
Kenyatta. We have many cousins (11 aunts and uncles on my dad's side, with 
more on my mother's side), so we had many family gatherings. At family 
gatherings, children always swarmed around Randy. Steven did the same. Randy 
is very good with children, but I did not think he would be able to stand up to 
Kenyatta. Instead, he made excuses for her. 

6. The incident with my mother caused me real concern for Steven. We already 
knew that Kenyatta regularly hit and shoved Steven. My concern was that she 
would do with Steven as she had done with my mother, that is, push him, or shove 
him, or slam him into something, with serious consequence~. 11le incident with 

. - ... -· ---------------------- -------·------------~-----



--" .·-":-- -· '--

my 111other, who was not a fighter, showed me that Kenyatta did not have much 
self-control and that she did not think of the consequences of her actions. 

I swear under penalty of petjury that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my 

knowledge and belief. 

-~ . '· 
---~------,----~-- -=-----l~,----.----

<_ \ \)_iGD s:: r&,J:t0 
Denise Foster 

Subscribe1_to ~~d sworn before me thisJ.t/~ay of~2008. 
c;:::__LL _A_, :d · 

Not~ Public·~~ 
My commission expires_ thoJ;zooy ''OFFICIAL SEAL" 

GUADALUPE MUNO.Z 
Notary Public, State of Illinois 

My Commission Expires 9/30/2009. _ 
. ' . . 



STATE OF ILLINOIS 

COUNTY OF DUPAGE 

) 
) AFFIDAVIT OF DION LIEBICH 
) 

-----~L __ Dion Liebich, being frrst duly sworn on oath, depose and say as follows: 
~--~------~-----~-

1. My name is Dion Liebich. I work for 6-D Aluminum, which is located in Crest 
Hill, Illinois (phone 708-487-1855). I am Randy Liebich's cousin. 

2. In February-2002, I saw a television report saying or implying that my cousin 
- Randy had murdered his girlfriend's son, Steven. I immediately called Randy's 

sister, Denise, who told me tliat she heard that Steven had been beaten when 
Kenyatta was at work and Randy was looking after him. 

3. When I heard this, I was extremely angry. This was completely unlike anything I 
knew of Randy, and I could not believe he had done this. However, since he was 
the only one home, he had to know what happened. 

4. Denise, Randy's sister, told me that Randy was at his mother's, and I drove there 
immediately and grabbed Randy by the back of his neck. Before we talked about 
what happened, we decided to go to see our cousin, Robert Liebich, who is a 
police officer in Rosselle, lllinois. I don't remember whose idea this was but I 
thought this would let us figure out what was going on. I gave Randy a ride to the 
Roselle police station. It was a very quiet ride. Since Randy generally did not 
trust the police and wasn't close to Robert, I thought that Randy was going to 

-. - .. .c.onfess_or..at.le.ast tell_Robert.wh'!t J:e~ly_hap~I!_ed. 

5. Robert took us in an interrogation room. Robert was very angry, and there were a 
lot of raised voices. There were no Miranda warnings or anything like that. This 
was a full interrogation, with a lot of anger directed at Randy. Robert and I 
wanted answers on how Steven died, and Randy wasn't giving us answers. 
Robert and I had kids, and we were angry with Randy for letting this happen to a 
child. We thought he had to know what happened since he was there. 

6. I let Robert do the questioning since he was a police officer and experienced at 
doing this. Randy said that Steven choked on a hot dog and that Randy put his 
finger in Steven's mouth to see if something was stuck in his throat. When he did 
this, Steven clamped down on the index fmger of his right hand. Randy said that 
when Steven wouldn't let go, he hit Steven on the side of the head to get him to 
let go. Randy showed us a small cut by his fmgernail where he said Steven had 
bitten him. 

7. Robert questioned Randy on how he struck Steven, and Randy illustrated. He 
showed a tapping from a few inches away that should not have hurt anyone. It 

,.:._ 

. ······--··-······---·--··--·--------- ---------···--



was almost like a push, more pressing than hitting. Robert went over this with 
Randy several times. Randy's description seemed like a natural instinctive 
reaction, exactly what I think most people would have done if someone was biting 
their finger. It did not seem like anything that would have hurt Steven. 

8. The atmosphere in the room was very tense and filled with anger, almost hate, 
----- -----------------sinc--e-netrung-Ranccy_desc · x lained the serious injuries that we heard about. 

Robert kept telling Randy this but Randy kept telling the same story, over an 
ov~r again. Robert and I were very angry that Randy wouldn't explain how 
Steven ended up dead. 

9. Finally, Robert asked Randy if he would swear on their fathers' -graves that he 
. was telling the truth and the whole truth. Randy was very close to his father, who 

died when he was a teenager. Robert's father had also died fairly recently. In our 
family, this type of oath means a lot Randy said that he swore on their fathers' 
graves that he was telling the truth.· 

I 0. At first, Randy looked at the floor when he said this. I didn't put a lot of 
importance on this since Randy always looked at the floor when he was upset. 
When his father died unexpectedly, almost everyone was crying. However, 
Randy, who was very dose to his· father and the most upset, sat by himself with 
his head down. That is h_gw he looked at the police station. Robef4 who d<;>esn't 
know Randy as well as f did, asked the same question again, maybe in different 
words, and Randy looked Robert straight in the eye and repeated that he swore on 
their father's graves that he was telling the truth and that he had not hurt Steven. 

11. Randy talked about Steven not feeling well the week before he collapsed. He also 
said that Steven didn't seem that sick after he choked on the _hotdog but that after 
Kenyatta came home they noticed that he was making odd moaning noises and 
they took him to the hospital. Randy said he took the dog out first. Robert and I 
didn't pay much attention to any of this since it didn't explain how Steven died. 

12. Robert was angry and frustrated -because Randy kept saying the same things over 
and over and wasn't giving any explanation for Steven's condition. Since 
Robert's father died of a cocaine overdose, Robert despises drugs and looks down 
on people who use them, includingRandy. He was very harsh, therefore, in 
interrogating Randy. He wanted a confession, and he wasn't getting it. 

13. I did not know what to believe. I knew Randy much better than Robert did since I 
spent a lot of time with him t1fter his father died. Randy could be easily 
persuaded to do things; but he was never violent and he was really good with kids. 

14. Robert kept asking me things like, "what do you think?" I didn't know what to 
think. Robert said he was trained to know when people were lying and that he 
knew for a fact that Randy was lying. He seemed to think Randy was lying _ 
because he hung his head, but I knew that Randy did this when he was depressed. 

--------------
----------·---------. ---------- --------------------------------------



15. Robert (lSked Randy over and over if he could have hit Steven hard enough to hurt 
him or kill him. Randy always said no. I asked the same questions, and Randy 
gave the same answers. When Robert asked important questions like this, Randy 
would look him straight in the eye and say that he didn't do anything that could 
have hurt Steven and that the only unusual thi.Qg that day was when Steven 

--H-------ch-oked on the hBtaeg.-Ik-kept-sayingJhat be didn't know what happened to 
Steven. Robert and I were angry that a three year old had been killed and no one 
coul_d give an explanation. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

When Randy was going with Kenyatta, I helped him get an apartment and a job. 
When I picked him up for work, he talked about problems with Kenyatta. I didn't 
~ike the situation with Kenyatta, and I didn't want to hear about.the problems. 

When I visited Randy aft0r A Qg{~q.tl€ 'NaS hom, it was over ninety degrees in , 
their apartment, and Kenyatta was frying chicken in the kitchen. It was much too 
hot for the children, so I went out and bought an air conditioning unit and put it in 
the window. When Steven went over and started to play with the knobs, Kenyatta 
grabbed him by the left arm, opened the door to the bedroom and chucked him in, 
like she was throwing a baseball. 

I saw this from the kitchen_ table, and I jumped up and started going after 
Kenyatta, saying, "how could you do this?" Randy got in the mjddle, and I yelled 
at him too, saying, "how can you let this happen?" I told. both oftherri I would 
call the department of child ser\rices if I ever saw or heard about anything like this 
again. I told my wife about this after I got home. 

19. --Earlier,.Randy told 111e that Kenyatta would use broken coat hangers to hit Steven. 
I didn't know why Randy didn't stop it but I don't think he thought he could. 
Kenyatta: Was a strong personality, and I don't think she would have listened to 
him. I was mad with Randy because I felt he was condoning it by staying with 
her. However, it may have been worse ifhe left. 

20. In all the years I have known Randy, I have never seen him harm or hurt a child. 
He has been around many children, including my own son, and he never showed _a 
mean streak and rarely showed impatience. When he and Kenyatta lived with us, 
Randy and Steven got along well, and Randy seemed to like to have him around. 

21. When we heard that Steven had been beaten, it occurred to me that if Steven had 
been beaten, it was more likely to be Kenyatta than Randy. We all knew that 
Kenyatta hit Steven, but no one had ever seen Randy hit Steven or any other 
child. I don't think that Robert knew any of this when he interrogated Randy. 

22. Months after Steven died, detectives came to my home. They told me that Randy 
had hit Steven on the head so hard that his brain swelled and there was blee<Jing 
on his brain, and that this was the only explanation for his injuries. S~ce I was 

. - --···--- --·-·--·--··- ----



present when Robert interrogated Randy and heard what Randy had to say, I 
thought that Randy's attorneys would also want to talk to me, but they never did. 

23. Randy and Kenyatta lived with my wife and me for awhile, and they had some 
fights. I never knew who started them or what happened. One time, when my 
wife and .I were home, Randy and Kenyatta had a fight in the bedroom. Randy 

-----·-'---~__]eft the apartment, and_Keny_atta came out crying and saying thafhe hit her. I 
gave her a hug because she was crying. She immediately came on to me sexually, 
and I walked out. She also had- men come bx. in Cadillacs. I told Randy over and 
over that he needed to break off the relationship, but he wouldn:t. This created a 
bit of problem in our relationship. 

- r 
24. In my gut, I always believed, and will always believe, that Randy is innocent I 

· couldn't see Randy hurting a child or not telling what he had done, even when 
interrogated. The only problem was that he couldn't explain why the child died. 
Since none of this made sense, I always wanted to know what really happened, 
and l never felt that anyone had the right answers. . · · 

I swear urider penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my · 
knowledge and belief. . · 

r- ~----~~ · Dion Liebich · · · · 

Subscribed to and sworn before me this fl day of ftJ!> , 200 .. 1 

~ 

My commission expires 9/}, · / 3" d dCJ 1/ 

<"""''""'"··· .............. ,.,. ....... '~-

l 
OFFICIAl SEAL . 

MARLENE FRANCES szAFRANSKl 
NC"MI" PIJBUC Sf.ATE OF ILUNOIS 

vv · ·•·l'-''SStON EXPIRES;04103/11 
.-.,.__..... · ....................... -....... ....._....,.) 

.. --.. ------·--··-. -- -----· ------------------------------·------
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DU PAGE COUNTY SHERIFF 
FIELD INTERROGATION WAIVER 

A. You have a right to remain silent 
-.. ·and do not have to say anything 
at all. 

B. Anything you say can and will be 
used against you in Court. 

C. You have a right to talk to a lawyer 
of your own choice before we ask 

"' you any questions, and also to have 
a lawyer here with you while we 
ask questions. 

0 •. If you cannot afford to hire a lawyer, 
and you want one, we will see that 
you have a lawyer provided to you, 
be~~re we ask you any questions . 

. _:E7=n~y:o~u=:·are w-Hiing -to-·g·ive-~s O'·state- - .. 
mef.lf, you have a right to stop any 
time you wish . 

.. c -''""'C.p~ ... Do .}tQ_~.::_.Qgree to answer our ques-
tions -here and now? . -- -- · -- --4#-

)(J:!i -~--~--·-·-··- l'lc:> -~----·----·-··· 

----------·-··--- - ------ ---------------··------------------------- ·--------------------------------------
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I 
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JoHN E. ZARUBA 
SHERIFf 

501 N. COUNTY FARM ROAD 
WHEA10N. IlLINOIS 60187 

ADMINISTRATION 1630) 682-7269 
CIVIL DIVISION 1630)682-7250 

{1_ 1.

{il_ 2. 

/lL 3. 

'fl_L 4. 

~5-
&6. 

OFFICE OF THE SHERIFF 
CoUNTY OF DUPAGE 

DUPAGE COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE 
RIGHTS ADVISEMENT WAIVER FORM 

You have the right to remain silent. 

Anything you say can be used against you in a court of law. 

. You have the right to tallc to a lawyer and have them present with you 
during questioning. 

If you cannot afford io hire a lawyer, one will be appointed to represent 
you without cost before an,r questioning. 

You can exercise these rights at any time. 

. A videotape_providing a vi!=l~o and audio record of this interview is being 
made and I voJu1fianly consent to- this recordu:ig.-- ---- - --

I ~nderstand all of the above rights and voluntarily waive those rights. 

Signature: 

Name: 
(print) 

I 
W·tness· Date· ~ • ~ 4) "L 1 • _....~--___.J._,...,:::-T\--~---- • _ _.!7~"""'~~------

Witness: ----~--'-_;,.---'--- Time: __ .:.../_!_~_0--=.!9.£..:.... "YY~----

Case_NJIP.J~ ---------

--------------------'--
- . -,-.._-,-- -------------·:----·-======-====:-::====-=-=== ··- -··· ..... ·.···-:· ·:· •.• - -. . .----~---..,·-·· -. _,-r·"":~ - . . .•. ·-:-;- . . :·-· --·:' .• 

---~-----------

--~--

. --------------- ---
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· LEITER- RECEIPT OF FILINGS - CR!fR 

4 1 1 /09 

OFFICE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT CLERK' 
CHRIS KACHIROUBAS, CIRCillT CLE;RK 
18th JUDICIAL CIRCUIT COURT- DU PAGE COUNTY 

+------------------------·---· 
THE PEOPLE OF Tiffi STATE OF ILLINOIS 

vs 

Randy Liebich # R34940 
Defendant 

CaseNo. __ o_z_·c_F_6_5_4 _______ _ 

This letter. will acknowledge receipt of the following: 
Letter I Supplemental documents 

which has been filed in the record in the above captioned case on·_. __ 4_1_1 ____ _.:. 
have been forwarded to the following: · 

0 The Honorable Ann B. Jorgenson, Chief Judge of the 18th Judicial Circuit Court 

0 The Honorable Kathryn E. Creswell, Presiding Judge, Felony Division 

--f3-=-3?he--Ht6fllhle-l\1iehaeJ-J-Bm=k-e,-Rr-es-id-ing ... Judge,--M-isderne-aoor..-and-Tt-affiG--D~vi-sions · 

89 The Honorable_....;J::...;o:;.:h.;.;;n;;_.;;.K=i=n-"-s""'"el""'l""a;;;..._(,_4'-'0....;.0_0..._) ___ , Trial Judge 

1160 (Rev 05/06) 

.[iJ The Honorable Joseph E. Birkett, State's Attorney ofDuPage County 

0 ·The Honorable Lisa Madigan, Attorney General ofthe State of Illinois . 

.... , 

[i) DuPage County Public Defender 

0 Sent to the Second District Appellate Court 

CJ .. _,...,..,.---'----'-------..,-------------------.:....:..-....;.._--'-.,...--~--
fo.r their further action pursuant to the laws of the State of Illinois or the Supreme Court Rules. You will be· 
advised of the outcome of those proceedings if required by law or rule of court. 

Sincerely, 

·-. ···-· ---·-···-··-----------·· .. ·····-----------

==:-:;:::::::::=::::::=~::::±t:=.:=:=::::=::::_=···=···=····=··-=-=--=-=-=-=····=--:;D=uP;:a=g=ec:;;--o=u=o=tY:::;;J=ud:;:icial:;-;'":;:;c=en::::ter=:=====-=· ==-=-===================---=-=='------·-
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this case become the subject of federal habeas proceedings. I expect to file several expert 

affidavits or reports, most likely from Professor Patrick Barnes, Professor of Radiology at 

Stanford University and Director of Pediatric Neuroradiology at Lucile Salter Packard 

Childrens Hospital; Dr. Peter Stephens, a forensic pathologist; and Dr. George Nicholls, 

_______ _f<?EI!~~L~~_9ical Examiner for Kentucky. 

11. Since I am without any income or assets with which to retain counsel, I 

ask that counsel be appointed to represent me in this proceeding. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Randy Lieb'?ch 
I.D. Number 34940 
Stateville Correctional Center 
P.o: Box 112 
Joliet, IL 60434 

________ Subscribed to and sworn to before me this;_3;:'~~y of !7.:(/r.{;/.fi£.,/, 2009. 
/ 
i 

·· .... --"! ;"":. ~ (:"'. ~~ 

\ .. ;V i i / i Ill t J . {w OFFiCIAL -SEAl 
~:::.~L \~ .... ; v \JV'-'\ !: SHERWIN K. WlllES 

Notary Public for the State o~ 1'-ldlir~gUBUC, STATE OF ILLINOIS 
~ !!:'! C'QMM!SSION EXPIRES 5-20·2012 

---·-'----···....,.~-~-"<r~...,_,~~ .. ~ 

I SWEAR THAT THE FACTS STATED IN THIS PETETION 
ARE TRUE AND CORRECT IN-SUBSTANCE AND INFACT. 
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STATE OF ILLINOIS 

COUNTY OF DUPAGE 

) 
) 
) 

AFFIDAVIT OF DENISE FOSTER 

--,----~I,Denise Foster_, being first duly sworn on oath, depose and say as follows: 

_,._ ' 

I. My name is Denise Foster. My address is 1231 Prairiebrook Drive, Apt. A3, 
Palatine, IL 6007 4. I have worked at a daycare center at a health club for twenty 
years. I am Randy Liebich's sister. 

-
2. -!testified at Randy's trial about Kenyatta's treatmentofSteven. Kenyatta did not 

3. 

take care of Steven. She paid no attention to him, she hit him regularly, and she 
did not do the things that a mother would normally do. Since I work in daycare, I 
know how mothers and children behave, and Kenyatta did not have a mothering 
or nurturing instinct towards Steven. She expected behavior that was not age 
appropriate, and she would hit him to make him stop crying. This was all well 
known at the time of Randy's trial, and I testified to some of it. 

Before Randy and Kenyatta got an apartment, Randy lived with my mother and 
Kenyatta would stay with them, sometimes bringing Steven. When I went over to 
visit one day, Kenyatta ·and my mother were arguing; l don'l remember what they 
were arguing about, but when I turned my back, I heard a thud. Wlien I turned 
around, my mother was lying on the floor by the door. When I ran over, she was 
unconscious. Randy also ran over. 

4. I was going to call911 but my mother came to quickly. My mother said that 
Kenyatta hit or pushed her, which was obvious, and she asked me not to call911. 
I didn't call. From the way my mother had fallen, it looked like she had hit the 
door. 

5. .l\fter seeing th!s, I Vlas ''ery ccncemed about RandJ~~s relationship '\.Vith Ken~{atta. 
Randy always wants to see the best in people, but sometimes he is wrong. He 
does not have a temper, I have never known him to hit anyone, and he generally 
backs away and stays out of potentially violent situations, as he didwith 
Kenyatta. We have many cousins (11 aunts and uncles on my dad's side, with 
more on my mother's side), so we had many family gatherings. At family 
gatherings, children always swarmed around Randy. Steven did the same. Randy 
is very good with children, but I did not think he would be able to stand up to 
Kenyatta. Instead, he made excuses for her. 

6. The incident with my mother caused me real concern for Steven. We already 
knew that Kenyatta regularly hit and shoved Steven. My concern was that she 
would do with Steven as she had done with my mother, that is, push him, or shove 
him, or slam him into something, with serious consequences. The incident with 



my IJ10ther, who was not a fighter, showed me that Kenyatta did not have much 
self-control and that she did not think of the consequences ofheractions. 

I swear under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my 

knowledge and belief. 

,.___ ., 

Denise Foster 

Subscribe~_!o and sworn before me this}.6/4:Jay of~2008. 
. ~-LZ_d" :£ · · 
Notary Public-~~~ois 

My commission expires. th ~?;oaf "'OFFICIAL SEAL" 
GUADALUPE MUNOJ: 

Notary Public, State of Illinois 
My Commission Expir~s 9/30_12009 .. 



STATE OF ILLINOIS 

COUNTY OF DUPAGE 

) 
) AFFIDAVIT OF DION LIEBICH 
) 

-----~~- Dion Liebich, being first duly sworn on oath, depose and say as follows: 
-----------------

1. My naine is Dion Liebich. I work for 6-D Aluminum, which is located in Crest 
Hill, Illinois (phone 708-487-1855). I am Randy Liebich's cousin. 

2. In February-2002, I saw a television report saying or implying that my cousin 
- Randy had murdered his girlfriend's son, Steven. I immediately called Randy's 

sister, Denise, who told me that she heard that Steven had been beaten when 
Kenyatta was at work and Randy was looking after him. 

3. When I heardthis, I was extremely angry. This was completely unlike anything I 
knew of Randy, and I could not believe he had done this. However, since he was 
the only one home, he had to know what happened. 

4. Denise, Randy's sister, told me that Randy was at his mother's, and I drove there 
immediately and grabbed Randy by the back of his neck. Before we talked about 
what happened, we decided to go to see our cousin, Robert Liebich, who is a 
police officer in Rosselle, Illinois. I don't remember whose idea this was but I 
thought this would let us figure out what was going on. I gave Randy a ride to the 
Roselle police station. It was a very quiet ride. Since Randy generally did not 
trust the police and wasn't close to Robert, I thought that Randy was going to 

-- __ ---COnfess_ out least telLRQbert_yy:haJt:eC~,Uy_}!ap~J!ed. 

5. Robert took us in an interrogation room. Robert was very angry, and there were a 
lot of raised voices. There were no Miranda warnings or anything like that. This 
was a full interrogation, with a lot of anger directed at Randy. Robert and I 
wanted answers on how Steven died, and Randy wasn't giving us answers. 
Robert and I had kids, and we were angry with Randy for letting this happen to a 
child. We thought he had to know what happened since he was there. 

6. I let Robert do the questioning since he was a police officer and experienced at 
doing this. Randy said that Steven choked on a hot dog and that Randy put his 
finger in Steven's mouth to see if something was stuck in his throat. When he did 
this, Steven clamped down on the index fmger of his right hand. Randy said that 
when Steven wouldn't let go, he hit Steven on the side of the head to get him to 
let go. Randy showed us a small cut by his fmgernail where he said Steven had 
bitten him. 

7. Robert questioned Randy on how he struck Steven, and Randy illustrated He 
showed a tapping from a few inches away that should not have hurt anyone. It 

-- ·---···· ------······- . ·-------------- ···-------------· --------- ------··-··-·------------------ - ---· -··-··-·--·----------



was almost like a push, more pressing than hitting. Robert went over this with 
Randy several times. Randy's description seemed like a natural instinctive 
reaction, exactly what I think most people would have done if someone was biting 
their finger. It did not seem like anything that would have hurt Steven. 

8. The atmosphere in the room was very tense and filled with anger, almost hate, 
----- ------ ------- -----sinc--e--aothlng-Raney_d.esc · lained the serious injuries that we heard about. 

Robert kept telling Randy this but Randy kept telling the same story, over an 
ov~r again. Robert and I were very angry that Randy wouldn't explain how 
Steven ended up dead. 

9. Finally, Robert asked Randy if he would swear on their fathers' -graves that he 
was telling the truth and the whole truth. Randy was very close to his father, who 
died when he was a teenager. Robert's father had also died fairly recently. In our 
family, this type of oath means a lot. Randy said that he swore on their fathers' 
graves that he was telling the truth.· 

10. At first, Randy looked at the floor when he said this. I didn't put a lot of 
importance on this since Randy always looked at the floor when he was upset. 
When his father died unexpectedly, almost everyone was crying. However, 
Randy, who was very close to hisfather and the most upset, sat by himself with 
his head down. That is h.QW he looked at the police station. Robert~ who dC?Csn't 
know Randy as well as I did, asked the same question again, maybe in different 
words, and Randy looked Robert straight in the eye and repeated that he swore on 
their father's graves that he was. telling the truth and that he had not hurt Steven ... 

11. Randy talked about Steven not feeling well the week before he collapsed. He also 
said that Steven didn't seem that sick after he choked on the pot dog but that after 
Kenyatta came home they noticed that he was making odd moaning noises and 
they took him to the hospital; Randy said he took the dog out ftrsl Robert and I 
didn't pay much attention to any of this since it didn't explain how Steven died. 

12. Robert was angry and frustrated ·because Randy kept saying the same things over 
and over and wasn't giving any explanation for Steven's condition. Since 
Robert's father died of a cocaine overdose, Robert despises drugs and looks down 
on people who use them, including Randy. He was very harsh, therefore, m 
interrogating Randy. He wanted a confession, and he wasn't getting it 

13. I did not know what to believe. I knew Randy much better than Robert did since I 
spent a lot of time with hirn after his father died. Randy could be easily . 
persuaded to do things; but he was never violent and he was really good with kids. 

14. Robert kept asking me things like, "what do you think?" I didn't know what to 
think. Robert said he was trained to know when people were lying and that he 

. knew for a fact that Randy was lying. He seemed to think Randy was lying .. 
because he hung his hea<[, but I .knew that Randy did this when he was depressed. 

--·----------··----
-··----------------------- -- -------

-----------··---~----------



15. Robert (lSked Randy over and over if he could have hit Steven hard enough to hurt 
him or kill him. Randy always said no. I asked the same questions, and Randy 
gave the same answers. When Robert asked important questions like this, Randy 
would look him straight in the eye and say that he didn't do anything that could 
have hurt Steven and that the only unusual thing that day was when Steven 

---- -- -------choked--en-the-hooleg.-Ik-kept-sa¥in.gJhat he didn't know what happened to 
Steven. Robert and I were angry that a three year old had been killed and no one 
coul.d give an explanation. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

When Randy was going with Kenyatta, I helped him get an apartment and a job. 
When I picked him up for work, he talked about problems with Kenyatta. I didn't 
~ike the situation with Kenyatta, and I didn't want to hear about. the pmblems. 

When I visited Randy after A Q:e~'IUG was bom, it was over ninety degrees in , 
their apartment, and Kenyatta was frying chicken in the kitchen. It was much too 
hot for the children, so I went out and bought an air conditioning unit and put it in 
the window. When Steven went over and started to play with the knobs, Kenyatta 
grabbed him by the left arm, opened. the door to the bedroom and chucked him in, 
like she was throwing a baseball. 

I saw this from the kitchen_ table, and I jumped up and started going after 
Kenyatta, saying, "how could you do this?" Randy got in the mjddle, and I yelled 
at him too, saying, "how can you let this happen?" I told' both oftheni I would 
call the department of child services if I ever saw or heard about anything like this 
again. I told my wife about this after I got home. 

19. ---Earlier, _Rapdy told 111e that Kenyatta would use broken. coat hangers to hit Steven. 
I didn't know why Randy didn't stop it but I don't think he thought he could. 
Kenyatta: was a strong personality, and I don't think she would have listened to 
him. I was mad with Randy because I felt he was condoning it by staying with 
her. However, it may have been worse if he left. 

20. In all the years I have known Randy, I have never seen him harm or hurt a child. 
He has been around many children, including my own son, and he never showed _a 
mean streak and rarely showed impatience. When he and Kenyatta lived with us, 
Randy and Steven got along well, and Randy seemed to like to have him around. 

21. When we heard that Steven had been beaten, it occurred to me that if Steven had 
been beaten, it was more likely to be Kenyatta than Randy. We all knew that 
Kenyatta hit Steven, but no one had ever seen Randy hit Steven or any other 
child. I don't think that Robert knew any of this when he interrogated Randy. 

22. Months after Steven died, detectives came to my home. They told me that Randy 
had hit Steven on the head so hard that his brain swelled and there was blee4ing 
on his brain, and that this was the only explanation for his injuries. Since I was 



present when Robert interrogated Randy and heard what Randy had to say, I 
thought that Randy's attorneys would also want to talk to me, but they never did. 

23. Randy and Kenyatta lived with my wife and me for awhile, and they had some 
fights. I never knew who started them or what happened. One time, when my 
wife and .I were home, Randy and Kenyatta had a fight in the bedroom. Randy 

--------~_jeflthe_apartment, andJCenyJltta..kame out crying and saying that he hit her. I H· 

gave her a hug becauseshe was crying. She immediately came on to me sexually, 
and I walked out. She also had· men come b:r. in Cadillacs. I told Randy over and 
over that he needed to break off the relationship, but he wouldn~t. This created a 
bit of problem in our relationship. 

- r 
24. In my gut, I always believed, and will always believe, that Randy is innocent. I 

· couldn't see Randy hurting a child or not telling what he had done, even when 
interrogated. The only problem was that he couldn't explain why the child died. 
Since none of this made sense, I always wanted to know what really happen~ 
and I never felt that anyone had the right answers. . 

I swear urider penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my , 
knowledge and belie£ 

~--- ~ :;;:::::-:~ 
Diori Liebich · · · · · · 

Subscribed to and sworn before me this /7 day of feD , 200 . 'l 
/' A _ / I 

Vh/ . ";;:~ ~_p1 

My commission expires fiRe,· / 3 i- d dCJ J / 

(""»'"""·"'- ----- ---- ......... _ 

l 
OFFICIAl SEAL 

MARLENE FRANCE,S SZAFRANSKI 
;•;()'Af=lv i'IJBUC STATE OF ILLINOIS 

vv ·•·l'''SSIOI\i EXPIRES.OII/03111 
,.;., . ....,.._ ............ .._· -""-A.-._) 

. ------·-·-· ·---
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DU PAGE COUNTY SHERIFF 
FIELD INTERROGATION WAIVER 

A. You have a right to remain silent 
and do not :have to say anything 
at all. 

B.. Anything you say can and will be 
used against you in Court. 

C. You have a right to talk to a lawyer 
_ of your own choice before we ask 

... you any questions, and also to have 
a lawyer here with you while we 
ask questions. 

D • .If you cannot afford to hire a lawyer, 
and you want one, we will see that 
you have a lawyer provided to you, 
before we ask Y<?_u any questions. 

--· --~E7=ff~y-o~u~::o-re w-Hling ···to--g-ive----us a'·sta'te· -
mer:1t, you have a right to stop any 
time you wish. · 

__ -'-'-- _J; ... Do y.9U...:_ 9gree to answer our ques· 
tions ·here and now? - ·- - -- --~ 

)'J:!) -~--~--·---··- 1\lc:> -------------··· 

c:;. 1F.------~~--~-----------------·----
~ ' Signature 

. 
I . 

' ; 

, 
,.j 

! 
i 

W1tness ___ --- . __________ :... ~----· _1 _ 

W~tness~- ---- . ---J~------·····~ .. ---n-··· 
I . 

j ·.. : i Time and D te _ _L_~_?:f?._~-=------b-:.LJ!.:.. 6 
1-- i ': • '<: ·<~· -- . .... ---- ~:~~5~:--~-~=-~~-= ~ . -m ....... --- --c~- ---,-~-·n-~--- •. 

·:··~--··:: __ :_ ::~--~--~~~=~--: -... ·~=--2~~~~----~:--~ _:_._-_-__ ·-~~_. __ -_-~::_. __ ·_=-__ ~--~~:_·~ -

·-·- ---------------. ---- -----~------..-------- ------·---:-:~----- . 

__ . .,-,-~_----.:-. ... - .... . . 
···-----,.-- - ----·····------------------------------------

-------------·-···--- -- ---- -- ------ --- ---------~- ------- ---- -- -- - - - ---------- ------------------~ 



JOHN E. ZARUBA 
SHERIFF 

OFFICE OF THE SHERIFF 
CoUNlY OF DuPAGE 

DUPAGE COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE 
RIGHTS ADVISEMENT WAIVER FORM 

You have the right to remain silent. 

501 N. COUNTY FARM ROAD 
WHEA10N. ILLINOIS 60187 

ADMINISTRATION 16301682-7269 
CIVIL DIVISION (630) 682-7250 

Anything you say can be used against you in a court of law. 

Youhave the right to talk to a lawyer and have them present with you . 
during questioning. 

If you cannot afford io hire a lawyer, one will be appointed to represent 
you without cost before any questioning. 

You can exercise these rights at any time. 

__ A videotape proYiW.ng a vid~o and audio record of this interview is being 
made and I voJu'irtanfy consentto tills recording. . .. - -. 

I ~nderstand all of the above rights and voluntarily waive those rights. 

Signature: 

Name: 
(print) 

I 
W·tness· Date· ~ • ~ 4) "L ) . --J-~~~--~-------- . ---~~~~~~----------
\Vitness: -----:>..L----'-_..;,-----'--- Time: ___ ..:_/_!_tt-_o-"-!J'-=-. ~..:.....:.... ___ _ 

CaseNPP.i~ ---------

---------·-------------

S£:\_AI\tl . .C.!'LD .... -.-.·· ··· ····· ·· 
Ci~U~7-.v··· 

VideoRrsadwv.doc 

.. _ .. ·-___ -___ --___ -____ --:--~-:: --_____ -__ -__ -___ -_-_-_-__ - __ -____ -___ -___ -_-__ =-_--=,.~-:: •.. -=-.=-~c-=:-==..,..,..,= ·····-----··· .... ·:o::--

-----·. -- --------·-·-'·----------····· ________ ·.· .:, _______ : _____ . ____ ··. . 

··-----···-··· ·····------···----· ---
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STATE OF ILUNOIS ) 
) ss ( ·, 

COUNTY OF DU PAGE ) i_=? __ ':._•.\ 
~t~Cl: · .... 

2~~-E·~ 
fN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE EIGHTEENTH JUDICIAL G~UIT 

DU PAGE COUNTY, ILLINOIS ~~~ ~ 
-;::..;; !' '-

PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS, ) 
Plaintiff, ) 

) 
-vs- ) No. 02 CF 654 

) 
RANDY LIEBICH, ) 

Defendant ) 

~Q:; ~~ 
=;:..:~I 

:-., "' .;.-· , .. . :: 
~~ 
.', .. · 

AMENDED PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF 

--<-c: 
z 
I 

a:> 

-u. 
::X: 

':-?. 
w 

"' 

NOW COMES the Defendant, RANDY LIEBICH, by his attorney, JEFFREY R. 
YORK, DuPage County Public Defender, through his assistant, Senior Assistant Public 
Defender JOAN L. PANTSJOS, and requests that this Honorable Court to grant him 
relief under 725 ILCS 5/122-1, et seq, and in support thereof, he states as follows: 

INTRODUCTION AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY. 

I. The Defendant was charged in the above-entitled cause with First Degree Murder, was 
convicted of that offense on July 16,2004, following a bench trial, and on September 9, 
2004, was sentenced to 65 years in the Illinois Department of Corrections. (See Exhibit 
1, attached.) 

2. The defendant filed a timely Notice of Appeal. His conviction and sentence were 
affinned on December 12, 2007, and a petiJion for rehearing was denied on January 17, 
2008. The Defendant then filed a Petition for Leave to Appeal to the lllinois Supreme 
Court on February 29, 2008; that petition was denied on May 29, 2008. (See Exhibit 2, 
attached.) 

3. The defendant filed his prose Petition for Post-Conviction Relief on February 23, 
2009, which he adopts and incorporates herein. On March 9, 2009, the defendant sent 
certain exhibits to the Clerk of the Circuit Court for inclusion in his prose Petition for 
Post-Conviction Relief, which he adopts and incorporates herein. On April 22, 2009, the 
defendant filed a Motion to file supplemental exhibit; and an affidavit of Dr. Peter J. 
Stephens, which he adopts and incorporates herein. (See Exhibits 3, 4 and 5, attached.) 
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FACTS: 

t. This case arises from the death of two-year-old Steven Quinn, the son, by a previous 
relationship, of the Petitioner's girlfriend, Kenyatta Brown. Although Steven did not 
reside with the couple on a permanent basis, he stayed there from time to time. 

2. On February 8, 2002, Petitioner and Brown took Steven to Mt. Sinai Hospital in 
Chicago. From there, he was transferred to Rush Presbyterian Hospital, where he died on 
Febwary II, 2002, after being removed from a ventilator. 

3. The prosecution presented expert testimony regarding the cause and manner of 
Steven's death. The defense presented expert testimony which accepted the prosecution's 
experts as to injuries to Steven, but disagreed as to the timing of those injuries. 

CLA!il1S OF ERROR: 

A. THE PETITIONER WAS DENIED THE EFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF 
COUNSEL WHERE HIS ATTORNEY FAILED TO INVESTIGATE AND 
LITIGATE A MOTION TO SUPPRESS STATEMENTS WHERE THE 
PETITIONER WAS INTERROGATED DESPITE HIS REQUEST FOR 
COUNSEL AND INVOCATION OF HIS RIGHT TO REMAIN SILENT. 

I. The Amended Post-Conviction Petition adopts, as the facts supporting this claim, the 
matters set forth in the Petitioner's Supplemental Affidavit RE: Interrogation, attached to 
his ProSe Petition for Post-Conviction Relief. 

2. The Petitioner made these facts known to his trial counsel. Despite the fact that the 
events as presented by the Petitioner supported to a Motion to Suppress Statements, his 
trial counsel failed to file any such motion. 

B. THE PETITIONER WAS DENIED THE EFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF 
COUNSEL WHERE HIS ATTORNEY PREVENTED HIM FROM TESTIFYING 
AT TRIAL. 

1. Following the State's case, the Petitioner informed his attorney that he wanted to 
testify to correct false information that had been presented to the court. However, trial 
counsel said that he would not put the Petitioner on the stand. He never told the 
Petitioner that he had a constitutional right to testify or that this was the Petitioner's 
decision to make. 

2. A defendant in a criminal case has an absolute right to testify in his own defense, 
under Article I, section 8, of the Constitution of the State of Illinois, and the Fifth, Sixth 
and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution of the United States. It is his own 
decision, not his lawyer's. The refusal of trial counsel to allow the Petitioner to testify 
thus violated his constitutional rights and denied him the effective assistance of counsel. 

2 



C. THE PETITIONER WAS DENIED THE EFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF 
COUNSEL, WHERE COUSEL FAILED TO INVESTIGATE AND PRESENT 
AVAILABLE DEFENSES. 

I. Counsel failed to present evidence that would have contradicted the testimony 
of the State's experts regarding the cause of the death of Stephen Quinn, and the timing of 
onset of the abdominal injuries/infection. (See Exhibit 5, Affidavit of Dr. ~eter J. 
Stephens) 

WHEREFORE, Defendant prays this Honorable Court to grant him an evidentiary 
hearing on his Petition for Post-Conviction Relief, vacate the judgment herein, and set 
this matter for trial. 

Joan L. Pantsios 
#100077 

Office of the Public Defender for DuPage County 
503 N. County Farm Road 
Wheaton, IL 60187 
(630) 407-8300 

S nior Assistant Public Defender 
ttorney for Randy Liebich 
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PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT#l: 

Sentencing Order, September 9, 2004 
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s~~?~ .L·· 
~~ Q !C.HIMINAL SENTENCE FORM 2152 (Rev. 11/99) 

If~.~ ")O\ :.,,STATE OF IL INOIS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

~~ (II IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE EIGHTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

~ 
J L COUNTY OF OU PAGE 

. ~0/11 
J J) ~ jl CASE NUMBER 0 

!
i l\;.,\1 ~l9 I 5 ,;}__ c_F {6 y .~~-J ""\ ~ ~ i"i\1J P£0PLE OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS ;.·~ ~ u U 
: 1!~'1· ( 11 DCNNUMDER ~S:P \'!' ~ :::::::::2 
:QiV'-1"0 ( I• ~=M ~ I "-::;::l 
':~ 'l~y .,, -03 ._ -:::=:- ~ -.:> 
(f) :--: :-~ ' ~" 

· ~;; ~~; -vs- ~ Indictment ~ ;~~ ~ ~ 
'~~~ ·, ~ n 'l'-l!.tc •1 0 Information ~s ~ ~ 

i) '{ f-.- t.-- c.. u n ~-~ w 
r\ ' 0 Complaint .c-
t'; 1 Defcndanl 

0 <; 
.t 

Resentence File Sump Here 

PLEA: ;(.NoT GUILTY 0 GUILTY FINDING OF GUILTY BY: pi! COURT 0 JURY 

It is hereby ordered Chat the defendant is sentenced u follows: 

TYPE OF SENTENCE 

0 FINED TOTAL AMOUNTS::----~-- which includes court 
costs. p~ltics and fees as provided by Jtatute.· 

)tl FINED $ (J/ plus .tatutory court eo~u and fees and the 

l
owing pcnalt<C: _ 

Criminal Surcharge 0 !urt Sentence Monitoring Prog~am 
Driver's Education Fund VIolent Crime VIctim Assistance 

0 COURT SUPERVISION· END OAT 

0 PROBATION months END DATE -------

0 CONDITIONAl DISC !lARGE END DATE --------
0 COUNTYJAIL DAYSTOBEGIN ______ _ 

0 PERIODIC IMPRISONMENT 

\J. 0 Work Release Program 0 Weekend 0 YAWC 

~ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS- foCj ''f aufS 
0 Boot Camp ~\ cte9~\- ~\ ~.MO <;eN~ <;.'~ 

0 CUSTODY Of TilE U.S. ATfORNEY GENERAL ~- \·C'Z-

0 SIOO SECOND OFFENDER 01.11 FEE (S' ll.CS S/.S-1101) 

0 $ CANNABIS ADDITIONAL ASSESSMENT 
(720 ILCS .S.S0/10.3) 

SENTENCE: 

w 

0 s ______ CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE ASSESSMENT 

(720 I LCS .570/411.2) 

0 $100 ADDITIONAL FINE FOR DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 

(730 ILCS .S/.S-9-U) 

0 SIO ADDITIONAL FINE FOR DOMESTIC BATTERY 

(730 JI..CS ''.S-9-1.6) 

0 SJOO ADDITIONAL FINE FOR SEXUAL ASSAULT 

(730 ILCS .5"·9-1.7) 

0 SiOO ADDITIONAL FINE fOR TRAUMA CENTER FUNDS EMS 

ACT (730 ILCS S/S-9·1.1 0) 

0 $100 ADDITIONAL FINE FOR DUI TECHNOLOGY 

(625 ILCS .5111-SO I{J)) 

Ct.srATES ATTY ALLOWED {0 DAYS PER DIEM FEE 

OAMENDEDCHARGE----------------------

~0 CREDIT FOR GOOD TIME 

0 NO CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED 
(Crtdlt wilJ be clvcn unless this bo• b cbtckcd) 

Disposition of companion cases (not sentenced) ---------------~-------------------

State's Allorney ______ _...~~-+-><-.t..=-----+-------

Dcfensc Anorney _________ ~;w.....:=~--~--~;..:.<..""-''---~ 

Deputy Clerk -------------------'fiUriJu..=:~------
Reporler -----------------.,,.,.-~-----------
Boiliff ______________ @......;,~------

ruDGE --------7t~~---,~----------------
DATE 

-------1~-r--~+-~--------------
0 Sentence Stayed 

0 De rend ant rduttd from .-oucody --------------

0 Appearance on Return Date Required -------------

JOEL A. KAGANN, CLERK OF THE 18TH JUDICIAL ClRCUIT COURT<!) SEP 1 0 200& 
WHEATON, ILLINOIS 60189-0707 

ORIGL'\',\L- CIRCUIT COURT CLERK COl'IES. STATE'S ATTORNEY- DEFENDANTS AITORJI/EY • BAlUffiPROBATION- DEfEJoiDAl'o'T 

1--------------~____J 

I 
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Rule 23 Order 
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No. 2--04--1238 

lNTHE 
'· ! . 

APPELLATE COURT OF ll..LINOIS 

SECOND DISTRICT 

_,F~(Gf~--
DEC.l 2:2007 

. ROBERT J. MANGA~-. ~ . 
~E~TE COURT 2l_Jd DISTRICT 

. Rf;CEIVED 

OEC 1 3 20U7,) 

SAO 

_THE.PEOPLE OF Tiffi STATE 
OF JLLiNOIS, 

) 
) 
) 

Appeal from the Circuit Court 
ofDuPage County. 

~laintiff-Appellee: 

v. 

) 
) 
) 
) 

.y/:0:) 
SJlD. 

No, 02--GF--654 

RANDY R. LJEBICH, ) 
) 
) 

· H9nonible 

Defendant -Appe1lant. 
. ~ 

RULE230RDER 

Aiin B. Jorgense11; -
Judge, Presidirig. 

Defendant, RandY R Liebich was indicted on four counts of first-degree murder.(see-720 .. 
; 

ILCS 5/9-=-1. (West 2002)), one of which was-later nolie prossed, arising out of the death of Steve~ ·. 
r ' - • 

, . . 
Quinn,. who was two yeais old atthe time. Following a bench tnal, defendant was conVicted and 

: . . . 

sentenced to 65 years' imprisonment _J:Ie now.appeals,~legi~g thefoilowing errors@5)e 
t - ~ .. . 

• -: I 

. 'contends that the trial court failed to conduct an adequate inquiry info his prose claims ofinetfectiye . ' . . . . . . 

assistance. of counse~e argtie~ that' he was not proven guilty beyond a reasona~Je doubt 
-~ .. .. 

because'thetrial court relied on medical evidence that was i.noompeterit, the trial couit also made 

i~consistent findi~gs~. and··ib~ S~at~ failed to satisfY the mental-state·e~ement oft~e o'~~hs~ · 
. ' - . ! . : . . ... ;• 

he alleges en_-or _Ui the admission o~ certain opirllon testimony ~ftwo physicians who treated Steven. 

eh~ asserts that he 7' denied the effective assistance of counsel. For thti reasOns that fOllow, 

weaffiryn. 
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· ·1No. 2--04--1238 

·-:, _ · · ·:·. I.:BACKGROUND- ,· 

Anhe time ·ofthb incident that-led--to·the·death·of.Steveri:.Qui1111; defendarit iesided.-in· fui·:: _ · 
r. • . . 

. apartment in Willo~b~obk. ,_. Also_. residing in the -apartment. w~ie:·"K~_nyatta )3rown, d~feridantis ;;!_ .. 
. . . . . . . 

- . gitlfriend, and Angeli que Liebich, th~ eleven~day--old child. of d~feiidarit and Keriyatta. From ·tiri,~ tb; .. _ 
. . . . . . . . . . '. 

. . ·i ,. . •, ; ,.· ·. . .· ...... · · .. · .·· .. 
tiine, Steven would also: stay at the' apartment. Steven was Kenyatta's child from'a•.previotis'i· 

. ; . . . .· .. 

relationship. On FebruarY 8,·,2004, Steven was left in·th.e care ofdefendani.while his mother..;;~ at -
. . .· . . : • ' . . . I • . . :. . ;, . 

.;: 

. -··.: 

w~rk: .Defendant and K(myatta took._Ste~e~~ to:Mount~s~ ·HoSJ)ifai .in Chicago·later:that d~y··, -. 

· because ·Steven. was e.,iliibiting :.signs i of :certain medicaLpr~blems, !Whlch V-te will 'discuss iater.= .· .: 
. . . . :· ·• ·; 

S~bsequently,.he wastr~sferred to· Rush PresbyterianHospitai due "to the·severitY ofa he~unnjury:. ·, ... 
. . he had ~~ffered; Steven vJas eventUatiy.taken offa:ventilator; ~d he-died oh·~ebruary 11,:200i·>rhe ·:~---

. . . . . 'l . . .·. . ·.· .. ' ; _. . -
balance of what follows is ;taken from the·evidence adduced aHriaL · · _. · ··, 

The first witness to-testify for the.State w~ Kareri Clark, ·.Ke~yatta's mother. When Kenyatta· ... '·-

was IS years old, J(enyatta gav~ birth to· Steve~. He_was bom·atMount Sinai FolloWing Steven's' : 
. . I . . . . 

birth, he and Kenyatta.resided with.Karen for about.two or. three months. karen never.obser-ved-:."· 
~ . . . . . 
I. 

. ·' . . .· . . : . 
Kenyatta exhibit-any_ violence tow~d St_even. ·_,When Steven was about four: months old, 'Karen took;:•. 

. . - ! . . . . 

over: his primary care, as Kenyatta-was too young'aild iminafureto raise:a child. Dorothy Herron:··.· ... '. ' 
: . . . 

Steven's ~eat aunt, also piovided care. ·Steven:WouJd,:hqwever,.sfay-WithKenyatta dUringw~ekehds: ~: . - -._. :. 
. :. : . . ' . . . . 

·.·_ ~nd sometiines.fortwo.wJ~ksat·~ time. K~~n'never,observed any.injurie~ to~Steven·wheh.h~w~ '_-, . __ :. ,. - .. 

---rerurn~d t~- he~· ~ar~. : On ~ebni~·s: 2oo2>Kareri wa~':caUed' to Mou~LSma1 t-Iospifal,-'~~ete :~he' -;: . ..: .. ·:- ' '· :' l . - . . . . . . . . ' 
:' ~ . 

· · obs~rved -steven.- The clll~d w~~.i}ringjnbed -~th his tlothes:off)'<~en not~d that .his right.i~sticle . 
... 

. . . ! -- . . ' . . . . ' -
was .swollen and red, but did not note any'i.musual marks ori his thighs.· Later, .after Steven had been , . . . . 

. moved to Rush Presbyterian Hospital; ~Katen again observeo Steven .. : ~ShJ noted marks on his tlughs :i · · · . ' 
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. that were :not visible a~ l\1oupt Sinai ·and ·~xplai~ed .. "They 11:1st ~tarted ·appe~g." The marks were. 
. . . . . . . . : 

. - . ! · .. 
"like. whip marks, :red ;lines pn: his tNghs,-:his foot;:: bis,ankle, :neck,· a~ross }tis Stomach and ~ * * on his 

•• • ' 0 • • • • • • • • • • .. 0. ! . . 

.. ·. backw.dJike pres~ureQiar~ o~ his neck:.':. Duf4lg cross e~~tion, :Karen:ac~o~tedged that she .. 
. . . . ~ . . . ~ . .: . . . . . . . . : . ~ ~ . . : . . . . : . 

. :'' 

: . ~ 
:· ,._ ·.· . i ;_ ! 0 ~- • , • ..:.:. • : i . . . ~ --

~ 

: .·. . . .· _: · Th~ State. ne~ ·call~d S~die. BroWn .. ,S;tdie ran·a dl!y-cru:e ~usiness put ~f. her honre. The 
.. i . ·. . . . . . . .• . : . . : .. 

. :· ... · · ·. ~enter ha~ b~en:in opet:a~on since 199~ and i~-licensed by the Depa.J1ment ~fChildren and Family 
. : ~ . . . . -- :. . : . . . . 

\ 

. ~eryic~s (UC;F~). Sa~ie is ~eny~tta's au~t:<Sadi~ proVided· 9ay .care for ·~teve~ when he was in 

.' . · · 'K~etlCI~k'~·care, ~ I(are~:had·ajo9, .. Du,ring:t)le'time Sadie·watch~d St~v~n, he appeared·well 
. :' ... , .. ' -· .. : ·. . .·: . . . . : . ' . . 

I 
. . . ' . . . . ... ' 

nourished and she neve[;~ad any -reason·to ,believe he ¥{as abused 6i neglec~ed: 
. . .. : . . . ., . . . 

l(enyatt~ Brown te~tifi~d ~at· she w~ Steven's m.qthe_~- -. She .was 20 years old at the time of 

:the.tri.al, Steve~.w~s-her chiHfrom a prior:relatiQriship. 'She.met ·defendant when she was 16 years 

old and.,moved in. with ·him ~oniethne •.th~reafter. : Steven wo!Jld either ·Jive'_with Kenyatta and 
•• 0 

. . . 

· def~ndap.tor.stay,witb per m<;>th~r or·au~t. At the tiiJ.le of·Steven's·death;{theywere living in an· 
. . . . I . . 

! 

. . . . ·apa{tll1~nLin Willowbrook. ': On Ja.n~ary 27; 2002, Kenyatta g~ve ·birth tq: a daughter,. A.ngelique. I' .. 0 

i 
·. . · . · I 

· Defendant iwa~ the father, · St~ven s~ayed with Poro!)wHerroJ:I.while·.K;enyatta wa~ in the hospital 

. . .' wving bllth: Steven returned to the:W"tllowb~oqlc apan~ent on February 2;~1002. He appeared to . . . ~ . : . . . . . . . . . ·.. .. ; . 

·, : .· ·b·e in fi.oe tondition .. ·011 the vray backfroin picking up•Steven, defendant and;l(enyatta bought some · · 
. . - . 

' . , I 

, · .... PCP. and stopped at a parkto.sm<;>ke.it. · The'childretl were present. .Th~y_then :dr<;>veto Willowbrook. 
. : . . . . ! ~ 

• 
· . · ·.; ·At the- time o:f Ste~en's death~ Kenyatta ,w9rked. f~r:Car -Lene Research. As part-ofh~r job; · 

. . - ·. - . . . . . . ' ' 

she to9k 'sUJ,Veys at the Yorktown ¥att in· Lowbard. '·D~fendant got- J(enyatta the job through his 

~unL.-,:SoiJ}etime~, Kenyatta ~ould-brfug Steven ·to work wi.th her; sometimes.her aunt or mother 
. . 1 
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No. 2--04--1238 

,:j i. L 

\jj) 

wouid watch Steven. St~ven was never left home with' defendant: .Ketiyatta teStified 'that ·di.ttilig the~ 

period froin Febr:uary' 2, 2002, to February 6, 2002, Steven' had a rumiy QOSe b~nlid n.onequire· i 

medical atlenti~n:- :Further, during that period; she .did not ~isCiplirte or hit S~even. ··· . ·:" ·'. 
' . . l . . ~~ .· -,-_ , . . . . . . . . . ... 

· :When at-home;:Steven would typically-follow Kenyatta around the house.: -Kenyatta referred-· 

to bini as her shadow. This behavior annoyed. de~endant.- . Somctunes::.~heil detendant' and' Steven···. 

. wei-~ alone in a rooin together, K~nyatta would hear a "h~UovJ-" so Wid -~d S~e~eri ·-wotild' cry: . : . . . . . . . 

. o~·February 1, 2002, Kenyatta was home with Steven and Angell que. She fed Angelique and 

prepared_pork chops, mashed. potatoes;· and corn·for .dinner.: st~ven' ~te ·a few bites of'pork and . . . . . . 

refused to eat anyino~e;_so Kf.myatt<i sent him to his room. Defend~~ cam'~ home at 'abo-ut 8~30 p.m.',- . 

· and . .Steven caine ~ut of tbe bedroom. l(enyatta testified that she had ~ot struck Steven In ·any way _ 

pri~~:to this t_ime: -befendant had ·purchased some mariju~a before conling ho~e.: Defendant Sat ·at

-~h~ t~bie; rolli~g the marijLana into a "biunt}' Ke~yatta noted. that il6r~~dant's eyes wete -~azed -~d- · · :·. 

his face was "droopy;" She b_~lieved defendant was:undertheinfluenc_e.ofheroin. 
I 

. ' 
. . K~nyatta asked Steven ifhe was·ready'to fil)ish his food.- 'Steven -replied ;,no~~· so she sent him . 

I • • • • ' 

, back to his room. Steve~ was crying.· -Defendant' went into Steven's room; and Kenyatrlt heata a 

.. ·. "holl~w". soutid. Whert -defend~t. em6rg~ 'from the: bed~oop1; l<enyatta ask~d him if he',had hii · 
. . . . i • ~ 

·ste~eh, D~fe~dant stat~d !that' he had no~~ ·-Kenyatta went into .the bedr~oin. t~: t~k ~than~ t6nifort . ·; . . . . . . . . . -

's~e~~n.-. Shortly 'the;ea~~;,,a~re~a~t r~tumed to the :beotoo~··and· h(!'·andk~nyatt<dmokM ·th~' ... 
. · . ·- ·.. . . . .. 

·Sinok~ a cigarette. Defendant ~aid,- "Shiit the damn: kid up, i• ·i<enyatta t~fxltti ~P~- to Steve~ bUt 

.he_ .W.is ~~t ·p~ying attentih~. -she; "muff~d'' him to get ·hls ~ttention. Kenyatia e:ipt;un~d-tha~ 'tO"'"· :' 
• • I • . • ; . . ·. . o • • • 

f • -t 

. "~ufl'' someone WaS to shove them with one's fingertips on the,side ofthe head. She told Steven that 
. . ' 
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···: 

.. sh~:~~s,gojngto .~pap}{:~~· if he did ppt,~topcrying. She testiped that she ~as trying to scare.~ 

. ·, into;si.oppipg- crying on hi~ o~. :She ~ed.defendant for. his beJt:' ~he stffi~kStevert three ~es on· 

~-:_:_·~-th~djapei ~~{~~-~elJ,~hi~h.w.~fol~~ ~v~~ ~t-t~~:fune .... ~t~~~~·w~ ~:ccyin~·~. so·Kenyatt~ 
• . ~ ·• . . . . . ·. . . - • ··t • . ... . 

·.· .. :· ,rem~v~d~st.~~e~'s ~i~~ei: artd tolqhim~h~wasgoingto.spank~:.:sheth.en ~Jappeel him. on,t4~ bu~ . 

. · :· .. Wi~·,M·~P.~~-~~d.: She p~~ the'djaper b~~k on~and_ sizggest~~tlui(~he ~d.~efend~~·j4~t l~~e.~.e : · 
• • • • .. . • ; • r • • • _... • :· • . • • : • • . : • • • .~ • . • ·• • .'. . 

;-·... .. 
·· ,:· :r~()~,'whic~ .. t4ey._did:' -~t~v~n .stopped crying: .; . · :,.·, 

. . .· .· . . . . . ·. . . 
: ·. 

-; ' 

r.: :~.om~tjme-l~ter; Stevel), 9aiD~·Ol!t oftheroorn and,~U,lt~d th~t·h~ was readyJ~··~~t ·w.s food:· . 
. ·· •. . . .• t .·~ • •· . . . . ' • • . • . . . . ' • • • . . • • 

·'· .. ·. 

•,. 

. . 1?4e ~e~ ~orning, Keny~tta woke up at about 9:45 a.-n1 .. because she had ~o go to wqrk, S.he 
: . . . . . . . . . 

~h~ged ,aPd f~.cl ·Angelique .. ,. At 10 a.m:, she .entered St~ven's ~oom, ·and:he .said, ··'!Mo~." He 

··. · .. : · · : app~ed.Pn~·· I,<.eny~tta got.9ress~ .. Beforel~ving f<?nvork;-~he made a bo~l of cereaJ for Steven.· . . . . . ~ . . 

Kenyatta worked until 3 :30.p.m~ and then she ran some.err~ds: ..... · .·. ·. ; . . . . - .. 
. . . . . . . . : 

· · .. .-.K.~I;lyatta .ret~med .to the apartment at about 4:30. ':She set-down some bags t~at ~!I~ was 
.• . ·. . .· .· ' . . . . . . . . . . . 

ca.rr)ripg ~d ~k.C?d defendartt where .. Steven w~. Defe~dant indi~ated that ~teven~was lying· on the 
. . .. . ' ... - . 

pooi ~ the living room.. Steven .was, in f~c~ covered wi~~ ·a bhmket and fa~g.#u?wa,IJ. .Ke.nyatta .. 
' 

. . ·. pic~ed. up. ~getique, wh_o had wet herself ·Defendant ·started to ge~ ready t~ go to work. Keny!!tta 
. • • . • . • • ~ j • ; . • • 

... 
·"'i. 

. · .... ~pp.t;qf!~~~d .~teven and no~~dJh~t -his. breathing was·not noffi.laL When she .j-olleq him ov~r, she . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. ~··.~bs~..Vea #l~t ~~ eyes w.~re.~'just-lik~ a col9 ,stare": and that.he Jl~d vomit in hi,s mouth: She asked · 
• o' '·, .. ~. • • o • • • ' • • • ' ' • I ' ' t ~ • o • 

.. Stev¢~ .~h~~ ~?S Wr-ong;·.bui-.h~ did not answer.• ~She asked defendant pow Jong· Steven ·haq-:been in 
: . . . . . . . . . ~ . . ' . . . ~ . . . . 

this cond!tiop.: . .Oefenda.Qt said, "Abbut art ho'!lr:!• Kenyatta saw. four sma11 red,marks, ".[a]bout the 
' : .: I • • • • • ! • ~ • 
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size of fingers," on; Stev~n's neck. . Kenyatta· asked defendant what :had happ~n-~d to Si~v~n, and·. 
• • • I ' . 

. defendant said. that he did not know.- .. : 

Kenyatta stated that she needed ·to use the car to take Steven ·to the hospitaJ'and'thafslie · · 
t.J;;;, 

might be late picking de~eridant·up from work. Defendant stated he -would·accornpany:li~~;to the 

hospital._ Kenyatta toid d~fendant that he·needed to go·towork,~but defendaritwa:s-hisisteik Wbeit -· · . . . . : . ·:· ! .- .. . . . . . . . . . . "_ . :· ·. 
Kenyatta pi~ked: u·p Ste~~n, · she;?~as· .surprised that defendant ·had•·.ch~ged ihis diaper.· !·:Keny~tta; ':. --

defendant, Steven, -and -~gelique_ einbarkecLfor: the hospitai. bn··the way to the ho~pital, they.·. · . 

. Stoppe<:\ by defendant's:place ofempl~yment ·so defendant .c?uld,tell his boss th~t-he was:not 'tb'niin!{: . 

m. to 'wo~k: When def~~d~twent inside to.~o SO; he_ brought Steven With him; so his b~ss ctiilld.she. 
. . ; . i -~ . . _· . . . . ·. . : . . . . . . ·. : .': 

how sick Steven was .. Uley then proceeded to-Mourit1Sinai Hospitil.l in Chicago·. Molint· Sihru_ was . · : _ 

the ~spital where. Steve~ wa5 bohi, -and Kenyatta felt famitar with iL :During the; trip; K~Jy~tta,

agafu asked defendant .what_happ~ned.· Defendant.st~ted that he: had fe~ Steven and thai:ste~en.bad ·. 

choked, on a hot dog, Defendant stu_ck his fingers into Steveii's.mouth. Steven bit defenda-~t's·fulgei-:- "· .. 

befendant:stated that h~-~as:go~~g to:hit.Steven.at;trus point;.btit Steven:let g~:ofhis fi'il~~i-_.·· :' ·· :.· _.: 
. ; :·. : . . . . .. 

_. When they -arrived at .the emergency room, medical p~rsonnel ·i.minediately started to treat_;_, · 

Steven. Subsequently;.a doctor asked about a iump on Steven's head. There w~re'·aiso bruises on · _,. · 
• ' • • •• I • • 

St~v_en's back.-. She noted the ~arksth~i· ~h~ bad observed earlier on St~v~n's neck. had g6tteri bigger_:' :. · . 

. . Kenyatta asked d.efe~dant:-aboutthe l~p ori Steven's head,..and defendant·stated he did not knbw·: .,i. 
. . . i . . 

f • • • • ·• • 

• . . . . . ' I . . . . . .. ' . . . .' . . . . . • .· . . . .. ,; ... :. , 

how Steven got it. When .a :nurse .took off-Steven's diaper,: Kertyatta: noticed that o·ne of his tdtides . •. . : .. 

marks continued to appea/after,th~ transfer:·.::Kertyati:a·$poke.:With·la\V enforceme~t perso~el;fr6rif~:·:·· · .. . . . . . . 
Du Page county during this time .. She consented .to· a· search of the.apartment. ' . . .. . . . . ~ ·-:. 
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. , . J(eny(itta (lck:pgwled,g~cl that.she wol.ild.someti.riles p~ysically discip~e-steven. ·This would 

. ~V()1Ve striking hirn ·on, th.e hand or bti~,. Steven n_ever SU$tam._ed ~ inj~,ry or require4 mediciil 
i 

·. . 
att~rition ~-a .rt;Sl.llt9f such disc.ip]jne: ···'. , . ,. · ' : . · ' · 

_pilljng c\oss-:examiflmion;,Kenyatta agreed_ th~t Steven spent most'-of his life staying with· 
. . .. . . . . . . .. 

·.:relatives. She reiterated.th~t Februar}-.8, 2002,.was .. the.oniy;time;Steve~--had been l~ft·alci~e·With 
• : : ••• _:. .. : ••.. -· •• : •. ! . ·;. . ' . ~ ••. f: : . . :. . . - ... ·.• . . •· . . . : . . ·. . . . • 

. . · · · d~f~nqanL She ~Clcn()Wledg_ed: that ~here ~ere·thnes in the lpa_st when ~he h~d -hit ·Steven wid~ her' · · 
. . . . . . . '.· . . . '.. . . .. . 

·llal!~ !:m:!hl"!.but:t,-.. l?J.Jtdenied ;v~r -hittii]g Qim :ori•the_.be~d, strilditg him in· ~e face, throwing him, 
·. .:· ; . :· . . . . ·. ·.· . . : ... : . . . . .. •.. . . : . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . : .. 

. . p·i~!illtg ~m ,up by ~ne aim._:oi:sh~g~him.' ·Ke~yatt~ ~iso clantied that a .'~m~!. was reruiy ju~t ~ 
. .... . .. . :. .. :' 

• I 

tou~h with _n9_ .real force. !?~hind it. Kenyatta ;ac~owledgeq. having: pleaded 'guilty to: a charge of · 
. . . . . ; . 

p;o~t~tutigp,~:Wiillleq~go CountY.· She agr~ed ~at she:Qad:neve~.~~ri def~ndant strike Steven. · ·. . . . . .. , . . . . i' . 

·: .. _ .1 ol}rl cre~rg<;>p()lpus, '~ manager -~t -the·Pa~jo· Re~ta~a:fit~in l)~en,· ats~ testifj~d f~r the· State: '· . . . . . . . . . .· i .. 

. . 
· at.th~ Patio_for· about ·two -weeJcs atthe time:· Shortly ~~r 5 p.',n.;defendant entered tile restaurant · 

' -·. . . .... . . ,. . .· : 
.. 

holding a cWld. D.efendant _expllu~-eci-that ius. girlfrie~d.;s cP.ild W'!-S sick, and;he' had 'to take it to the 
. . . - . . . . . ; . . 

. hospitaL G~()f89P~lous .stated •tila~ that was fine.· .The ~hild appeared sick to: c;korgopolous; but he 
·, ,. • . . . ' J . • 

-~ 

di<i .not opserve ~y marks, on the child. Nicolas ·Brini~s, anotiler;ffianager; later testified that on 

Febf!.illl)'. 5, 2002, defendant ha<i ~o leave work.early.because'of a: sick child/ Also, on February 6, 

. . . 

. 200~, g~fen(l<!flt mjssed wo~lqvithout explanation: . 

. The State next. called Dr. Paula Green. 'Green testi.Q<?d:that·she is a physician who'specializes 
.. .· : . . . . 

! 

in em~rgeiu,;y.m~didne: .Sh~·was.working ~the emergency'room at MouniSinai on the·day·tha~ 
. . ~ . ~ . 

Stev¢n was br.ougl1tthere. ·.A~urse.asked.Green to':exam1ne·Stevep. Green ~tially thought St~ven 
. . .. . . . 

was experiencing a febrile seizure, which can result from a high f~ver: Defend~t ~d Kenyatta were 
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present. Green :had a·· ~onversation ·with defendant regardiilg.'what :had hippened :toJ SteJen:< 
. . . 

. Defendant stated:that·st'even-had.·choked·on a -hordog and ·liad·beert' fn·the·:state ·iri \Vhich th~{ ·. . , . I . . . . 

·brought hlm to the ·emer~ericy-ro~m ever since, Defendant s~d tha:t·he did ·riot pat "Stev~h didhe i · • 

back whe~ -he. choked. aild th~t Steven· had 'riot fallen'<W-oump~d- Ills· h~ad:· ~ Green· itat'ed·llia(dufing' 

. . . . ;,; . . . .-· . : -,. . 

performed whatshe.tenhed a~"~ec6ndary,·surv~y."· Atthis:point;-She noticed some 'm'~rk's~·· ·ntis·_:· . - . . . . . . . 

indicated thai Steven's. c~~dition was tacute, ith~t. is;·' •isotnething [that] :hag ju.st: 6ccl.Jtte(f;i ~iilieen: '' ·. 
. i 

; 

call~d ~enyaita over arid_jasked her if she had·ever•seezl" a·m~k-tha(~a's on 'S~ev~fi's hdia!iJefofe~' . 

Kenyatta turned to·deferidant and sai.d/'[W]hatldid you do to my'bai)y;'' .Steve~ was gazing·to the 
- . ~ . . . . 

ieft~·which is ,indicative or a i:tead injury/and he had a· bruise on hi~ iip~ thete·wa:~·a:~ed'·Eruise·<iri 
·._ 

. . . f . . . ~ . . . . . .. . : ;• .... t 

Steve~'s abdomen. ·The·c?lor signified an' inJurY occurring within hours: There were also'r~ markS 
~ 

on Steven's buttocks and back. ,,Green exainined a'photograph'OfSteVeii tliat was tak~ii afler'Ste~eri ; · 

left-Mount Sinai. It sho~ed,bruising, particularly lateral markS on Steven's legs and feet; tllafhad: ' 
. ' . 

appeared ·subsequent to··tJ"te~time. Greet?· ~xammed· him: :Gr~en:·also ,it(;Jted "posturing" hl'.Steveh.:: 

"Posturing;' is an irivolunt~r}r-·flexion of the extreliiities and is a sigh of severe braiii injury. Df(Boykih :-. . . . . . . .. 
. i . 

began assisting Gre~n: A CAT scrurtevealed,a "bleed;" so·a neurb-su·rgeon,t>i.-Muhoz}'was'crul~d~ · · · 
' 

Munoz w~s working at R~sh Presbyterian· Hospital that night;:so St~veri'~a5't;~sported tiidre:··!·" 

· . During cross-exanllnati~n, Green agreed thaUfrnarkort Steven's b~ck c~uld .have beehcau'sea :· ·:". . . . . . .· . -

by· a: b~lt; buckle;·· .Simil~iy; ;the· marks ·on 'stev~h's,buttbcks could·_ hdve ·b~n ·~use~- by §~ib-~n~ 
. . ·' ·;. . . . .. . ' ·.-

strllclng· him, forceful1y in ·t~at 'area.· Also,·the·trauma fe~ ·which was cailed ·41 aftef the 't~sults of the·· ::; ' 
•• : • • • ; •• • #' .:1! . . .· . . .. •· 

CAT scan, were kriown,:did note ab'dominal b~sing while.Steveri was still at-Mouiit:Siriai: Green:,.. · 
. . : . . 

. . 

further ~greed that lethatgy;·-slurred spee~h,: imtability;·hauSea'; lack:or ;ipp~iite, and fuiicky.:eathlg: . · 
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. I . . 
cot,~ld.jb,~.SJ.WP.~9~ gf!a peadjnjury (though during redirect, she stated.tbat sh~.had .. never seen a·. 

. . . . . : .. . . . 

pe.r;~9.9 ~W. a· h~d._ipju!Y ~f ~h~ .. ~ey~rity, of Steve~'s wal)cing, 'tatkmg,. eating, ~r pl~ying). · Fufth~r;; _. 

ap~.r:s!Jn ~A~ h~ :;;lJtrefed;.a :h~~-injury.caq,r~,ma4l c6nscious •. Greenfotind·defendant's,b,o~-do~·. 

· -~~tory incregl}Jo~~·-. _Shef di9, hoYr,ev~r,; acfmowledge that a layperson could rolifuse ~::choking incide.tW'. 
o•o • 'o • • • • • ' I • 

· -~~ ~ .s~~F.~.-: 9f~~n. ~e~!fje~_ ~at .at ilie tim,e Ke~yatt~ _asked .defen9~t whai he had ~one to .st~ve~ · 
. · ... · ....... ·_.. . . .. , . '. . . . . . .. ; .. _:_ ... . 

. . - Q1:~~'k41:t;t9t, yet.:inqi<;:~teq. tq .. K~ny~ttathat she,-~specteq child ·abu~~Jwas :involved. Green .. 
••• , "!.; .••• •• . • • : •• · : . • • • • 

.. :·de~crj_~~d ~.Yfeqq<!Qt's:,d~~~q_r,as c~ and respeGtful d~g th,e time.he·wa& ~t..the ·e~ergency·~· · 
; --~ :· . ·. . . . . . . ; : . . . . 

;_ · .· ·. · roqp:t.:9~~~~t~.4i~. t>e~g_i_Q!~fTQg~~~d:by.'goctors andnurses.; :- . 
. · .• !,· . : . . . .• . . . . . . '_., .. 

' 

. . Dr. ,'fD\CY ~~yk:in, the 9.ili.er ~ptergen~y.roQmlphysician who treateci•Steve~ a~ Mou~t: Sinai, 
• . • • t 

. ~e~@e4 ,pe~Jo~ .th:~ S~ate,· : Boy~ stated that M~unt ~inai iwas a levez·~~e trauma ·center, the 
• ·: • • . l . . . - . . ! 

. i•bigge~_t de-9ojti~.n of~. tr~IJma ~.qte~. '! She is boar4 certified in emergency m~dicine. · On the ~vening · . ' . 

\ 

I 
~-

9f F:~l;m~ary· _8, ~09.2, _Boy~ was -worlci.ng :at. the Mount· Sinai ·emetge~cy room .. She observed . . . .. .. . . . 

. _. ·. · de~C?~d~t ~~g;S~ey~n;~mo t~e l!ospit(lL Stey~n. waey:limp.; _Boykin.as~~-¢ Steven.had had a 
·-. ; 

· ·. ·_re~ri.l~,~ei~~e .. AQout $ree.~o Q':'e !Wnut~_s later,:~omeone came and told Boykin ~hat Green· needed \ ..... 
I . • • • • ' • . • : • 

I 
: . . 

Q.er, ~si~WJ~e. .she w;en.t .to Stev.en'~ be4side .and. immediately. observe~ that-.he was pqsturing. 

I 
Boy~-w~ paned to the C.t\T sC<lll roach,in(! in the radiology department. ;The person.that summoned 

• '• I • > • • • 

.. ; : Q.er siat~9 t:h1l:t th~.resl!lts ()ftQ.e CAr 'scan·were .reaiJy:bad.~d;that Stev~n's fleac,l \yaS full of blood. 
. . . . .~ ; . 

\ _· '· · ·.,. ·. JJoyk.in !Q~tl_r~. bac~JQ th~ ~~erge.qcy·dep¥tment apd. ~<;nmed Gre~p-·of ~teven's,congition. 
I:·" ··-· 
i 
I 
\. 

I 
I. 

\ 
I 
I 

I 
\ 
' ! 

.... BoyJ9n th~n;wenJ to fip.d.-Kenyatta an,d~ciefendanL:Boylci.n stated that she 'was·angry at.this 
· .. : . . ' .· ·. . . . . . . . . 

.. t~t?:, ;She ~~pl$t:d _tf!at she was angry because '~Stevie ha~ obviously suffer~ ·a _s.evere brain injury ' 

. _se~ri.c,lary to .. tf:~~m'7 "~al;l~ that ~'[i]t wasn't secondary to the-bot-doa that ~ey said·he choked o?-' 

earli~r.::. P~fendant. was. ".yery·~. n_qncbal~t,~:"which .further.ang~red ;Boylcin. Boykin told 
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defendant, 'TI]t doesn~ look like Stevie choked bn a hot dog at-all; it lo.okS-Iike (you J had.be.en sittilig' . · · .. 

at ho~e .beating .. •him -all ;day.".· Defendant_,did: not say:anything and just s}u:l.igg~d.· :Boylan told"·: 

defendant.that: she .was .gomg• t~ contact the -j>ollce;and.:DCFS. Atthls ;point; ··Steve~··was· br~u&?t' 

back to ~he emergency del:nuiment; where he ~rui intubal~.:.The Chicago poli.ce·iirnved aiabouitlfi_~-~-": . · ·· 

time. .... ·: : · · , . ; : · · ...... · .· .. ·· ··::· ~- . ,. . .. : ; . 
• '"•• I· . .' 

During cross..:ex~nation:· Bo)rkin··testified -thafSteveh ·could not have :possibly eaten.·a hot··., . . . 

9og afte~ sustai_ning ·the,iri]uries that•she·\Witnes~:' Whe!l·-asked by ~efens~ cotihsel whether sh~ . 

would have wanted to· khf~w._of.e~ents·,tr~piring the fiight.~efore~Stevert.cariie into the: emergency~·:. · 

. . ! . ·.. . . . . .. 
. rooni, Boy kin repl.ied -no· ~ecause, ·had ;he .stisfuined the injuries at .that ·ti~e; Steven 1Would· have:been· '· · 

dead by the everung·~~hat-~~e treated>him~ . . . :' ,. ·;: I . ' ...... : . ;· , · !• . ;•: ... · ·. ' 

I, ;' 

. . . The ne~ witne~s-· called by the State .-was ~~~ne ·s~aniki. .. .:SZafraristci. was~ an office 

. manager at Car:.Lene Research, where Kenyatta ·Worked:.: She .• is :defend~t!s aunt: Kenyatta ·als<?· 

worked for Car-Lene-research. Szafranski·testified that Kenyatta-wotild sometimes bring Steveri to_ 
I 

· work. On Feb~ary 8, ~002;:Keilyatta;arrived t~ workaL10.:40-a.mand worked.tintil3:40 p.m.- She-·.:. 

did not bring Steven,with:her.on.that.day. · '· ' .·. · · .. ._ ;: :· : ... ; . !.! • . . . 

Letitia Beasley,-·Was Working !{S.a riurse in.the emergency room;at-the time .Steven wis!:···. . . . . . . ·. : . . . . 

brought in. She.testified:.lhat.she evaluated: Steven iVihim he. first arrived tlieri .Beasl~y-hot~o -that: . .-!_: · 
. . :. . 

. .i . . . . . . . 

Steven was not breathing honnally and that iie was· posturing. His eyes .deviated to the .left, and there·;, .. 
• • I o ' 

• I • 

·, .·· .. 

16 

. was a-b~ise o~.th~·right-side ofhls heaa::;Sh~ fated''Steven~~four·on•the'Glasg6w Corha.Sccile.; Th~ .. _: . ·. ·:: · 
• . ·• . • . • • • • • • • .· • • •. , I 

· Giasgow Coma:Scale.is a:scale for:r~ordl.ng:a,persons·coriscious state~iwhich ranges frorrt 3·(mo~t,,;; · .. 
. ·. ; . . . 

likely dead) to l5 :( nonnal~nd:healthy): ':•Steveri's·.tefuperature'was 94\-1,tiegrees: ~ -Th~'re were bruises··;~: 
. i . . . . 

I . 

to Steven's-scrotum. ··Ho~eve~;lineanharks,_that were photogi-aphed after Steven had beenitnovdk 1 
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"f~: ) . 
. to, ;Rpsh ,pr_esbyterian):fospital w~re• not :yisible: at. the .-p~e · B_easl~y . perf~nned . her ·examination: . 

[) ; . 

'i 

(~ : 
t:: 

Be~iey,0~served J<.~nyatta.speaking to:<Jefeudanb K¢nyatta ;was tearful-an~ want.ed'to 'call her : 
. . ., . . . . . . . . . . ' . . 

~o$.er:. ,_pefe~uial)t..tolq l~~r-QoNo qo so: : .. Defendandl~<la:'\,ery.:tlat affect!' -~d wa~p10ftearful. · 
'. . ·. . . . . . . . ·.· . '· i "l~( .. 

··I • · .. . , · . · i , .. 

\r:.:·::· ··: ··, .. · .. ·· .. ·'.: On cr,oss:-ex~natio,n; .J?~asl~~.t~~t.Qat.4efen~~t's·demean~rwaf not paranoid, nervous; 

. or fidgety. She also testified that she administered Ativ~ to Steven. Ativan.is.a medication used to· 
• • f : • • ~ • • • • • • • • • •• • • . • • • • • •• • . • • • • • • ~ ! . . . . . . ~ . 

:.-- -.: '; •' 

.. ·· tre~~ seiwfes and.to,!':b~e* o~t ;!!.~~ [o~:a dy~tonic reacti~n, ~·tight~n~d; ri~d re~ction:" · 
. . . . . . :, . . . . . .. ' . . . . . : . . ~ . . . . . . . . . ' . . . 

. ··.. ·. ·· · · ... :.···-: .Jhe riext·-witn~~s.cap.ed bitpe_ ~tat~,w~~ Sergeant:Micb~el_.Price. 'J:'nce:was 4Ivolved-in the 
. •\ . .· : . .. . . . . . ; . . . . . . :. · ... ·. . . . . . . : . ; 

... .. · ·. . · inve~tiga,tion.into the:d~ath·~f S~even begm'nm.g in th~ early. morning ofFeb~ary 9,. 2002. Price wa; 

... ·. :.' · .. ·. ·.· di.sp~t.ch~ ~oiRu~Q--~re:~~~r.i~t~·_ppoto8rapb-~~even.· ~~-aflived·about 2·a:~:. After phot~graphing •- · .. 
.. 

. -~ . 

. • . • . . . .• ~ . .. • . . .. . ~ ~ ! : • • . • • •. . . ~ . . 

·' · · _·Stever1,":price went to defe~dant's ap~ent and took:several!p4oto8raph~:~fit as weU. 
~ .~ . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . 

· , • "-Lieutenant Edward -Kunz ofthe.J)u Page Count)' .sheriff's -office then testified that he 'arrived 
. . : . . ~ . . . . . . : . . . . . . . : . . ' 

at Rush Presbytefian Hospitail)~tween -lil :30.p.m;·and mi_dnjght on Febfl!.ary 8, 2002_; Defendant was 

· . pacing a. lot ·.:.At ·.one• poj_nt, def~ndant· st~t~d $at he wanted a cigarette an4 to see· his dau~ter. 

Ke~yaf1:a.ga_ve defe~dant a cigarette, and.l<unz:accompa:nled defe;n.dant-o~ts_idf?. There, the tWo had. ·· 
. . ·. . . -· . . . . . . . . - . . . . ~ . . . . 

·a-co~versation. Kunz told defe~dant that he bad a son ·about·tl}.e· same age'as ~!even.· Kun.z asked . 
' ", :, ; • I ' 

·def~ndant ifSteven's cfYi:ngwas aggravaWJ,g to him .. Defendant r~plied, "[Y]es, very:"-' Kunz asked . ~ . . . . . . . . . . 

. . .. -h9w;,defeJ?,d(!.Jlt .dealt-with :Steven's ·crying.-.. Defend~t~stated-.that he nonnally. does nor have to· deal 
! /: • • . • • .... ; ,·. •. • ' • • • • . ; • • 

·· . h .. · .. K .. d · ... ·· · ... · · ·· ···· · · .: .. Wit_. ~t~·Slllce. eny~tt~. oes. · ·· _. ..... ~. !'.'' ..• · .. = ..... : .-. · :.· .. • ·~ ~ ~ ~ I • I . 
•, ; . . 

' 
. : .... 

. ,: , D.efendant wa~ grantedpermission~'to call·R\lben·Martinez:o~:~t oforder. ··Martinez-~estified-· . . . : . . . 
. . ' -~: ~ 

· ~hathe·hi;icJ knoWn ~efe~Q~t for about seven ,years.· Marti~ez had :witnessed Kenyatta' strike Stev~n ·;·. r 
. . . . 

on ol)e occas_ion. Aecor9ffigt9\l\4art_inez/Kenyatta struck-Steven:oneiin"te,.back~han~ed~ in the heaQ. 
• • • • 0 1 • . • 

. -i 

Martine~; thought. that this inciQent OcCUrred a~ Kenya~a!s aunt's house,- but Martinez.could not·-say 
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. when. Cross-examinatio~ reveaied thm·Martinezand defendanrwete•gooo fiiends:imd tliatMartiilez-·. 

had visited defendant several tim_es while defendant was in jail. • ...... i ... ~:· 

. : .. The State nert call~d Tammy S~th.· .Smitli.is:a-pedi~tric~and neonatal·int~nsive cate'n~rse · 

'who ,works, at Rush Presbyterian, i' She :was working· ontlie-evertm~ '(;f F ebhlary S;~ido2; ·aftch~a5'!··:·. 
. . . - . ~ ~ . . 

. involved in Steven's t~eah~ent. slietiavded to Mount~inai·by·affibUiim.ee to trailS~ort Ste0en to··:-· 
. : .. . .· ·. j ' . . ·. . . .. . ..· . . . .. ·. :. .. -· ..... • · .. ', _.'. : . . . . . ' .. 
Rush_. Presbyterian. ·A physician• also .accompahied her, Smith' performed· an initial evaluation-'of· _.., 

Steven. H~,-WaS-U~eipdnsi~e;•his·;hands and feet were cold, and his ·bodY:·temperaitir6 W~S ·ldw.: ; 

Ther~ v.-:as afresh. bruise on the side ofSteyen's head; and there-were al~o:red bruises· on his abqorneit:· :.; 

-Smith identified a bruise:~ a phot~graph ofSteyen·that.was-not\.isible·VIhen sh.e·fitst·¢~ariilned:hitn·, {. 
. . . .. . . . . : . . : . ' . -· . . .. 

.. · .. 
. at Mo(Jnt Sinai .. Tbey left ;Mount Sinai· at-8:50 p:m and:atrived.at R~~h Pr:esbyteriai1·atapproXifuately ·_ .' . 

. · ·. ; : . . . 

. 9 p-~~-- .·Ste~en;wetit into ~urgery at about .lO"p:mdmd.was 1n surgery for:onean'd·~ne41~hours~-· ~: · 

· .. Smith rein~ned with St~ven untiW:30 a.m:; She wa5pres~~twh~n·a police·offi~er,tarne ~ci ··'_: 

ppo~ographed -Steven,' whlch was .approxi~ately:_two.•hours aft'er:surgefy} Smith 'rioted' additional · ' 
. ' . . . ,. 

marks that wei-e presehf jn the 'photogr~phs that.~ere not preseht ~hen,'sh~ e'x~ed-·Steveri ;~t:;i · !, 
' :· ' . . . . j ' . . . . . . . ·. . . . . . .' . . . . . 
. Mount--8inai, at-1d -shetoJd a-physiCian of.thei.J: existerice·because.they wer~-~or.there earlie'r; ·'Also; 

.. bruises she-had .seen -at Mount-;SimiL·on .• St6ven's·thigh,·had become nior~:,dbfuediiir:thejnterimi· · •·:: . . ; . . 

. pronb!Jnced.. ;f\. milfk iU~aer: Ste~en's jaw i' which.-S~th;did•Iiot.. no~ic~ at ~M:otffit ·.-siri~;:had also 
:_ - ~ . ~ ~ . . . . . ~ . . . . ~ ·. _.. . 

.~ppbared by .this t1me: . ,:His .abdomen b~e:di~tended., JThto~gho~t· the night,; $teve~'s, bruises.-; · ·. · ·: . ·, 
. . - - . ~ . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . 

d~ke~ed .• n color ~d wer~ig~rieratiy triM~ pron~u~c~d.'·.On cross~ex~nai~o~ Srrllth·a~~~WI.etlg~;; \; -~-· .. ·_,. · .. ~ . 
. ·' 

. that; other than twb marks· appearing oi1Bteven's,foot,:she did not makea~y entries~ :Stevenls-·thiut: ·, · 
~ . . . . . . ' . : : 

. _; '/ ;.-··: ,JI •:: . :_ ... : ' .. 
t I •• i-:1! .. ~.: 
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t t'l .. . . . 
1•1· . 

t;;· : ..... ~ 
h_:··: . . : · reg~clingb111ise:~ ch!illging throJJgho~tthe night.o~She explained that=she was·extremely;btfsy during· 

J~e latter portioJ] of.h~r. shi)t . .. ·.;_ .'· ' ~ J ; • : '• ~ • • I; • • ~ -~ ': 
... ~ . 
"';.· ·_ 
(J . •'. 

}·. · . ,, /. , -~~g f.~gjei~,who ;W~ preyio~sly ~mployedwith the l)u-~a~e'C9~tY;5Q.erif.Ps oipce, testified 

~- · ..••. · · •. · .· · ~~-~~;~~ ipVptved ~ 1h~ investi8atibn.of.Steven's death. Fii;i~t and ~oris1V~l5f the D~ '· 
. ·.{ '.. . . . . . . . . . . ' 

· l:l ·: ., . ·:··.' :. P~g~ ;Co~P.ty·qlJ.I.<;II~p;s Adv~~acy,'CeJ1ter tniyeled to R~sh :p.resbytejian:·at abou~ 10:40 p.m. 1Fi!iiet . · · 
' ' .· •,' •' ,· • ', ··, ' ! • I ,·, • • • i ' • • 

·-: :: . - ~ : - . ' . : ; i 

. ·anc,i:Vr\).O.S: nad a· conversation: with .. defendant at 11 :40·.p;:rn, in a .cOnferen~ room-at ~fhe hospital. · 
• • .: . • . . • . . .• : . ~ . - ! :- • 

. ;_-. 

. ·. . ' . ' . . . . . · .. ' ' ·. . '. ,. .. j . . ' .. 
· · .· T~y ·$.mith Qroug11t defeQQant to the room: .Defendant.~tated -thafhe was;w~~chfug,Steven while · 

. ,• I : • • :~ •· I ·• '• ' • . • •, r ' • • •. • :. • • : • • • '• -~ • : • • :: • • ' • • 

· ·· : Reny~tta::w~s .at ;~o.rk: · ·St€?ven canie -to~ the kitch~n table thatm~rning ~d: ai~ his ~real. but did not 
.. . ... 

. ; .. ~ . . . . ~ ~ . 
··: · : · ·. -~J~s ~lk_, ~ Stevc;in.then!played,with the.dog .. ;Defendant tqok.a.nap.in the ·afternoon.-At'apout-

. . . . . .. . : ~ . . . 
. : . 

. ~·· .. ·.: · : ~ p·,JP..;be;got up a~<:(.made:a,hotdog'fo~.Bteven .• Defend~t stated·thatSt~~e~ ate'·qne-half:ofthe · 

·. hot ~k>g.,-,~teyen alsol1ad.a glass ofyYater and, as he was drinking from the gla$s;-.he·started'to choke. · . · 
. .. : 

He'.t\l~n. yo@.te9> St~ven was breathing·funny,and wheezing, so, defendant:said, he patted ·Stev~n 
. ' "' . ,. 

. . . -
on .. thY,-ba~k::·I!>efendapt aske~ Steven:-if.he.was all right. Steven nodded·iiDd ~aid, "[Y]eah.l' Steven:· 

-.~ep.'.I~d-c,iQwn.in the living room,.mqan.ed.a few times, ang fell'asleep.i A~ording to. def~ndant, 

. . , .:. ·:. ~- ; . .Keq,yatta amv~d hq.me·at4:.JO. She.checked-Stev~n,and .detenninedJthat'he was·not breathing'· . . . . : . ;" . . . 

pr.operly, .. so .t~ey,decideq:to.take Steven to .~he hospitaL Defend_ant also told~Figiel t~at Steven was 

.. ; . ;. . . 
. . . 

: . .'. Figiel ~d:-:.Yrbos:went·o:vercdef~p.dant!s story· with de~endant. . Figiel:as!c~c,i -what happened 
• : • • ' • _, . . ! 

. .. · : .·after St~veQ vomited.:.D~fendant. stated thilt he picked SteV:en:up, -and Steve~ went·li'rnp in hjs arms. 

, o··:. ;. ·_'_.·. : '··~igiel:~s~~d wha~· eaused St~v~~to.go l~p·and .whether Steven'li~d f~ep ·or·lpt his ~eaci: .. ·-Deferid~t 
. : .. '.. . . . 

· · · · ·a.fiSwered;that!Steven·.had npt-Jallen.-that;day. :They··wentover,_the·,story a third,time. Thi~ tirrie, · 
• • • 0 

defendant .stated that everyone woke up at 10 a.~. He also stated that he had cut up the hot dog that 
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. he later .fed to Steven, _that .Steven,had a· glass.oforange:juieein ·addition·to·water; and-he-did·rtbt-·: 

mention anything about ~teyen vomiting, This-interview terminated at aboutl2:·is a':m. Figiel thi:m '· 
' 

~poke_;with Srillth.and,~+,u~ated about:Steven's_condition. -

J:igiel.met wi~-.d~~dant a,sec_on~.ti'me at'l :05 a.m. This meeting too_k place in the sam~·· _,.~,~~~~ 

collrerence room as. the previous i.i:iteryiew, -and defendant,;Figiei.aild !Vrbos ·were ·present" Figiel . ·. 

te~tified that he,gave .deferidant·Mkanda wamings.:;At this point, someotie knocked on the door·ana· ._ 

said that they had food for- defe~dant. -~ Defendant wa5 given a taco-salad; •and the. officer~ ]eft, hitn 

alone for_about 10 minutes tq.eat it.-_. They went over defendant's story again. -Figiel-told defendant 

·-that h~ did not believe thit noihing•happened in t:he-apah~ent that day~ given th~ nature ofSteveri;s'- · 
·':" ·. . . . . 

_. injuries. Defendant then iold Figiel that after he had patted Steven-on the: back -Steveri·had Allen· ·. 
~ . . . . 

head:-first t_o the_flooi:. .• -p~fendant said that it was;not:a hard fall, :h~Y,ever: :Figiet stat~ thanh_is is · 

the.firsttime defendant,m~ntioned a fall:: . . ~- . 
. ·, 

·-: . . i ~'"': . 

. -
At about 7 a:.m.; according to._Figiel;·he,.defendantand Vrbos-leftthe·hospital.in'FigieJ!s- -· 

: .: 

_unmarked .em:. -Defenda~t voluntarily accompal)iedthem .. They'stopped.-at McDbn~d'~ tcq~ef,,-.;_· · 
. - . 

defend_ant .orang~ juice antl ~- potato.c~e -and then at ·Burger King,- because defendant ruso wanted ·-
• i. • 0 • 1 • 

0 

• • •' 

. a chi eke? sand'"'ich. They tpen 'proceeded.·. to Jhe sheriffs .office,s arriving·at ·8 ·a:ni -They'placed ·. -· . . . . . . . 
~. ··I· 

defendant in ail interview r~om, At aboii8:40,.defendan~vo~ted in a waste paper baske-t-~Fi~el-··,,·· 

entered the room and asked defendant if he WR$ all pght. Defendant stated that h~ -had a $20-a-cbty-· 

heroin ~abit. . ~ . . ·~ . ;·. 

- - . 

-F~giel went to Ken~atta's mother's house on·F.ebruary .19, 2002: The purpose ofthe \risitwas.- · \·: 
. . i . . ' . . 

to listen in on· a telephone:conversation between-Kenyatta; arid -defendant.-- Prior to this time; ,figieli '.-

had never mentioned·to.d~fendant'that a.dothes,hapger-may:have.been i.ised ·as a weapon agains! :- ' 
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Steven. -Duringthe conversatior(,defenqant-told Kenyatta'that she!had hit ~teven on the leg with a 
. . . • i • . . . . 

. . . . . 

clothes_h?Jl~ar on February·?. Sh~ replied·tbat-she did.'not artd thatV(as theocca·sion'on·wJllch sbe 

. asked defendant for a ~elt to s~e s·teven. Defendant:then·· stated; !'Well, yo~ came out of the closet 
. • • . • . ,* • . . . . • . . 

'; : . ~. 

C;lot)l_~s.h.a.nger. ·])efe.ndant c~~:Kepyatta ~.se~nd tim~ tl,tat 8ame_day:1 D~f~ndant ask~d if anyone 
. . . • . . ~ • . . . . . • - . ' . • . • . j . . . 

' 
. wasJ{steningjri Oll the C~, whi~h qflly(aste<taQOUt 19'seco~ds; ;pefendaiJ.t :then called a thiid time.', · 

• . • • . 'i . : . . . :. . • • 0 .~. • • • •• • • • •• • • 

: '·:~·few fiiHlute_s .Iat~L' HeJold_ ~eny~~ that ·4e<·StJspected:·tb,at s9m~ne ·w~s Jisteniilg. in oq their' 
• • •• •• ~ • • • • • : . • • • •• • • • • * * • • • • • • : . • 

.. co.J?.Y:ersatiP~·.S9 Kenyatt~ ·should~-~y·oit'tb.e ·line· and call bini with a ·different:phone at. a difren!nt > · 
• • ·' • • : • • ••• • 0 •• _* • • • • • • • • • • 

· . _ --.· num~er .. ·Kenyatta declinect, ~d-. the two continued to speak: •Jn al~··defe~d~t-called Kenyatta nine: : 
I . . ~ . • . ' . i" 

' . . 
·times that_ gay. 

·! • •.. • 

.. : .... .... . ··.· ·• ~ 

. \ 

· ,, . Oq ,cross.,ex~ti<:>n,· Figiel.agreed thattas;he .~d ·defendanl-tep;eatedly went over· the 

dc::fendant's story, the substance of the story r~mained, for the: ~o~t p~, con~istent. · Figiel ·also 

a~knqwJedged that .defendant 11eve~ told hjm 'that ·4.e •Stru,ck Steven -irt ·any; way.. Th~ 'court- also 
:: • • • • I • • . •" • • • • •. ' • • '•. . 

. . . 
concerned the testi1)lqi1)f'ofMartine~. · .Figiel· testified tharMartirtei: t9ld oltinHhat Martinez had had . . . . : . . . . .. 

a c~nversatiopwith.defendantwher~in defendant stated tha~ Kenya,tt_~ had'hit Steven with a clothes 

. hanger and that defend~t hag remov~ ~e hanger--from'the apartment as he kn~w police would be 

sear~lling the apartment. .. ,. · 
r . ·' .o 

. ~ ·. .. . :. ~ ; 

Thomas Filipiak, ~ Chicago· police officer; testified that ·he was dispatched to Mount "Sinai .. 
. . ·. . .. . . . . . .. 

Hospitalwith,regardto ~ i!tjured chi,l~·onF~bt:UarY 8;2~Q7. :Child abuse w~_'susp~9led: He arrivet:l 

at the, ~!Tie~gency· room aroun~ 6:30 ·p.m.· ::Filipiak spo~e with defendant: .Defendant stated that 

Steven had ~hoked on a hot doa· and tharh~·ha~ slapp~d Steven iQ the backin;an attemptto·dislodge 
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· it. Defendant denied s~g Steven iri-the head:· Deferidanf~so replied "no" when asked iftherel. 
, I 

was anyone else who could have harmed St~ven~ ·Filipiak d~scribed:defendant's demeanor as aloo~ : 
- - . - - , I -

and nonchalant. As the eveningprogtessed and it became·cte~ that Steven's injuries were·seriousJ: 
. : : ' . . ' . . . . . . ' ! 

detendant "became v~ry ~ery [sic] ~cared. "·'Responding to·queSfionT~~by'defetise'oouh~el~ FilipiJ· 

acknowledged that he did not know how tn~ch irif9rmation defendant possessedregardmg Steven's ' ' 

conditibn at the time he iippeared nonchalant atid .aloof:, .; .. 

. The State next:c~ed Dr; Paul Severin. ·Severin 'is a physician-who.· is bbard certified in·' 

. pediatrics ~dipediatri~~ 6riti~al care,. and the: court reciognized him a~ an ;ekpert in thbse area~.\~.' 
·, 

Severin proVided: treatni~nt to ;Steven after Steven \vas transferi~. to Rush Presbyterian. Severin· . 

. noted that Steven's Glasgow Coma Scale ·score was qui~e low and that-Stev~n was·pbsturirig. •Due 

.. to the interventions provided by the doctors at ,Mount .Sinai;· Steven's Glasgow Coma Scale scO're· d)d · 
. . 

· · improve. Severin explained that one ofthese procedures was to mcrease Steven's rate of breathing'·: 

to relieve pressure in his ~ead .. Increasing breathing causes more oxyg~n and less carbon dioxide· to · 

.. be present in the blood. This, in fum, causes an or,gan, such as the brain;·to shrink its blood vessels · 

which; in tU.rn, decr~a8es blood flow and, ptesstire in the organ:· Severin further eXplamed that such · . - . ~ . ~ . . . 

· "auto-regulation;,· is 'not· possible-~here the brain has been inJured for a 'proionged period oftinie: ... , : -· 
. ' . . 

Thus, according to Severln, that St~vert's~btain WaS abiMo,adjust indicat~ a more tecerttinjury: '• 
'I 

· Severifl testified th~t he observed num-erous bruise8:a'nd marks on Steven's back;· scro~ and : 

·thigh. The injuries appe~ted io.be ~i approxi.rilately-'tbe ,same age:'; ·Steven's right,pupif wa~Harger -
. . . . .· ' . . . . . . . 

tlia,ri his )eft biie, mdicatilig that his brrun 'WaS ·about'to herniate. ''Severin iatedearried: tha( the 

pressure in Steven's head measured 90.niillimeters ofinercuiy,, Tbe rionnal range is between 15 ail'd'· 

20 millimeters of merc~IY-l Steven's abdomen was soft and there were bowel sounds which indicated' . , · 
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'I 

. that .np. abdqminal :i9-J\ll!'.~~as .li~ely. .Que to :elevated enzyme lev~ls, Sev~rin :order~d additional 

testiJig. St~v~n's p~crea.~i~-efizyrne level.was in the thousands, while the noim.al level for. a chjld of.~-' 
. :, . ') 

'I . (:!_ . 
l.. . '. hiS age.is200~ .. }' l :: ,. .. .. . ,.: .' . .. . !. 

~( ·: ~-· ~e~~n.:<?O!ltiDue~ to p~ovide car~ t0 S.teve~ on Febrqarj,9, 200i. H~ exannn'~.S't.e'V~f!Tha~ 
e1 . . ,t . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . ... ' . 

~:I .-. , .. :, ' . · .. qtQ~pg. ~t,eyen:s ~dom<?n appeared 9j.s~eJ1ded and h~ had "<iefuse redne~s ai:f?und his. belly button." 
• ; l • • '•, ! • : " • '1 : • • • • • • • • I I .· • • • • : "!, !' ',• 

. ·:;_:. -·~That; cotipl~d ·\\j~h ~i~v~ted pitttcreatic enzyme, constirut~s:a l'tull~n·~·si~. "~ A!'C~lle~'s si8n~·is ~. · 
, . . . . .. . . ~ . . . . 

ind_~cq~i9~ .of heqtoqhagic pancreatitis. .At 'tllis point,· Sever.in oould IiQ long~r·d~tect bowel sounds. . . •. . . .. . . . . . . ·; . . . 
: . . ~·- ' ; . . . - . . i . . . 

. '.: ·· ·: ·. · · Se~.~~;~e~tWed that a child that had su~t~ed the type of injuries St7ven qa<J: ~~ei~~d .wouid not be : .·. .. . . ·, ·.· . . . . . r . . . 
·.; · · ·: .. · · ab~~;~9 .eil,t. ~~ be~t?J~~ ~hildwouJd,;throw.up aqything.he ate.~. Seyeiin opir1;~d ~t Ste~en's injurie~ · ... 
:: •• • :. • • ••• ·_-·:· • • • • - •• .. - ••• • • • • .-:_ • • 0 • 

:. ·. : · · -~~~}t~d fi;9~.J!_ori~cc.ideptal,_ external tra~ma .. A~ditiof?-ally, Severiri;stated:~t th~yoccun:ed ~thin 
~ .· 

. I .. . .. . 
'fm.~.r.t9: si.?(il()ur~_pljor·-to Stev~n's admissio~ to Mount Sinai .. Further, ~everjn opil)ed ~at Steveri'~ 

injun~s ~9.01:1Jcl not.hav~ been caused the. night before, as there was "n.o:.way anybody would be able 
. ! . • • !· 

.: .. ·to. ~uryi~e.~,wpole day later. to get to the hospital.'!· Ad~itiqruilly,. choking:.on ~.hot dog,was not 
• ! . • . • ; 

. _::· :.- . :~ .· c~nsistent ~th Steven's co~diti~~--. . .. .._' ·: ·. .. . . .. : .-·. . . . ~ . . -.-. 

' ·: : · · ~.:: . D~ft!nse .counsel then cross examiQed Severin. ::Seyerin·acknowledged that he-is· not typically 
-_ . . . . .' . . . -· . .. . . . 

. ·. c(!.il~ ~po.n to determine the timing of ap ~jury .. Fw:th.er, ·Severin agr~ed tha~ the hi~ory l,'eceiv~d . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . ~ . . : . 

. . . . . i . 
. :·. from.$~-:f~mily i.s ~"critical factor'~ in·dete~g-the timing pf~ inj"Qry; The bruise~ Severin 

,. . . ·- .. : . . . . . . . : 

.. ; .. · ··. ·.:: · ·~ . :'. · 9~.~e~e~f o~ ;February;~ co~d ·have occu~ed within the _last -48 ho~~; 4~~eye~, bruis~g is d!fliculi 
: - ., . . . . . . . . . . . ' : . . . . - : ... - -. _.-

. : .',. ·. : ~ . = · io t,ime~_ AI. so, e~ep if St_even had suffej:'ed no heao injury: t~e in june~ to ~s a~~oiJ1e~i were potenpally 
t, , • I • • , • • . • •: •; • • 

.-.. · ... fatal., S~v~~-furth~r stated that the discovery_by the p~thologist, Dr. Mi.leusnic, ofsigris of.he?f.ing . . : . . . . . . . .. . . 

. . ' . . .. -· 
.. · ~~ul.~Vnot cpange· his opinion regarding the timing of the ,inj~ries ·due to his findings during- his . 

• • •.• • ·' • I l 

.· phys_i~~ exam.inati.on pf Sleven and the acuteness, ofSteven's injuries. 
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. Janet David.thentestified thatdefendant came to the McDortaid•s where she w6rk&i'betw~en ,, . - : . . . . - . 

was.acro~s the street fr~~ defendant's apartm~nt; and he onJy st~yed· a few mintites •. ·Th~ State then · ·; .·. ' 
: . . . . . . . 

called Thomas Szalinski: .. ~. .'; .·.'' i'. 
:. ~2. -,: ·- . .. ':;; ., . 

:Szaiiriski teSt~ed_that h~ had_ been a law enforcementlofficer.for,.J.9J/:iyeats .. He-spoke with:/, . 
. . . · .. ·•,; . . 

. . . . ·. - . . ·. . :. : . - .... · .... -_ . ·- . _· ·•.. : . . . . 
defendant in an ihtetviewrooin atthe Du ~age County sheriffs office: Defendant told Szalinski that, i. · 

• • • • • • 0 •• • • 

·. on the night.of Fe?rtiary~ 7, he an~ :Kenyatta were inSteve~'s bootoom and ·Kenyatt~ ·di~ciplincld· · 

Steven because he was cfying .. Defendant.stated that.Steve~was .wealing 'a diaper:and·Keily~tta 

struc:k.hiin a few times oil.the buttocks with a· belt. i<enyatta did not ·strike Steven 6n any other. part ;, . 
i 

. . ! . . . . . · .. :. . . . . 
of his body .. Defendant stated that, in-his:opinioQ,Kenyatta·was,not hittiniSteven hard·erioiigh;'as'·· ·. · · . . . . . . - . .· .. - . . . .. 

the discipline w:as not having its intended effect. ,Defendant:statect that he did not truhk Ste~ert eouJd 
. ' . ' 

feel. it. Kenyatta then pulled the ,diaper down anci: struck Steven:.with·fienbare hand:, At about 
. I 

midnight, defendant told Szalihski; Steven was crying and he and .Kenyatta.werit into 'Steven's ·room:-'. . . . . .. 

Kenyatta;:popped" Steve~ in the head.a few,ti~es.;,.By~'pop;'~·defend~t.me~t:a·.sort ofsl~p·~th·· ,. 
: ~ . . . . . 

! 

· .the palm of the hand. Defendant. denied striking Steveiv < ·. • . . , . .: .. ~ . 

Defe~dant _related that. the next morning he and Keilyatta<woke about .9:30 a.m. Neither: . 

. . disciplined Steven, Defendant~fed,Steven -breakfast (cereal, juice, 1md watei}after Kenyarla:Jeft for · , ·_. · · 
• • . . .. I • 

·work at 10 a.~ .. Steven.aie all of his ter~aland drahlc•·his orruige~juice,:but did not tduch . .hls,~~tet.l ;:./~ · .. ·. i . . . . . . . . . . ·. . .. 

, Defend~t-t}le~-.took; Stev~Q _otii- of.hi~~high;chinr-:and. placed, .Jilin. on .the' floor:··;' Steven ia~er pi~yeci +=·~ 
. . : . . . . I . .. . . • . , • . . . . . • 

··,.; 

. . . . !'. . . : . . . . ' : . . . . . : . ·. 
'·with;the -~og. ~nde:r the,kitchen table:· Szaliriskj asked if Steven could·have be~n _injured While.pla}'lilg' :· 

With the dog, and.defendant.stated.thathe did:not·thi.nk that that wa~ po~sible.· nbfend~t:change.d: .· .. 

·Steven'~ diaper, and. he did not observe any injuries while doing so. · Later;; defe_ndant; St~~en,• and,._, • ·: · .. -
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·. _Ang~lique watch~d·th(! television:together. ·steveh·appeared·da,zed~ ·Defendant stepped outto·get 

·a <;igarette.afaboJ.It 1 p,m. while the.childfen w~re'asleep_.- Szalinski asked'if~yone could'have been 
Ft . r .. : __ ....... int~~-aP:~erit while d~fend~t w~_:go,:Ie.:-Defend~t stated $it he doubted so because he was ol1ly ·, 
(~1. .· . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . ! • . . . . . . . 

(;·.; · .. · .. ·._·: go~~ five lll4tute~ ~d. the chil?~~;~·.'Yere still sleepingyvl:Ien l!e rett1~ed. ~Szalinski.testified that 

~~- . : '. . . . . . ,· . . . . . . . . . .·. 

·· ·,. . defendanHqld.birrl thM. at about 3 p.m.;:tlegaveSteven a·hot·dog and·~ome water. Steven choked 
·' • • ' ' 'I. • • • • o • ' • • • 

~ . . . 

\ .. 

.. , 

i 

· . ·on th.e .~at~r. · ~Dete~iy~· Raymond Bractford;,who the State !~aued ;n~Xt; theri enteied the room ana -
• ' • • • .. • • • ' • • .. : • • • : • • • • • • <>. • • • • • • • -~ • • • ' 

took over the interview.· • . ;·· . . ,• . ';'· 

. . 

.. · : .. :Bradfo~~ t~~_tif;ed ~hat· he . was. an··i,Jlvesti~ator- for ;the Du: 'Page: Sqtte's ·Attorney's office. 

' BradfQrd-.told defenci~t that·P,e·Jlad j~st received.:inforinatiqn frodt:,the hospital that ·Steven ·likely 
. ·. . . ; . ·- ·. ~ ' . ( . . . ·. . . . . . . 

.. woJ.I~cl not survive·his_injlui~s.·l;lr~4forcfalso stated that they were sure that Steven•s injuri.es occurred .. . . . . . . . . . . . 

while Steven had-beeQ in:hi~·c~e and th,at def~tidant-was•tesponsible for 'them; :Defend~t stated that . . : . . . . . . : 

. he _had not hurt .Steven. :Defendant:was crying:~ Bradford stated that he understood that things ~e 

this could happen by accident and that defef1<hint did not m~ari to hurt Steven. 'Defendant; resting his 

, h~d· in: his 'hands, appeared·to· be ~stenipgwery -intently and n~dqed in 'agreenie~i. Defendant then ·: 
. . . . . ~ ' . . : . . . . . . 

asked tq us~ the telephone ~~ to see ~enyatta>'He:-was iillow~o to do so: '( ,. · ·· '· 
. .· . . .. . . ·, . 

.. ·.The State. then c~ed Robert I;iebich~-· Robert.,is 'a police of;E.cer With the ·Roselle. police 

department and is :the cousjQ of defend~t:·A~ about 4:30 p:m: on FebrQary-'1'4;·hewas on;patr~land 

· .··he r~ceived · a·.dispatch that :he ·had :a f.aqliJy··member w~ting- for.: him in the .lobby· or' the ·police 
. . . . . 

· department· .when-he arrived there,.-he·saw·defe~q~t:and•another cousin n~ed Dion. The-ttiree· 
• '. !• • • • • . • • • : • • 

· ·:: . '.
1

w~ri~ in~o.-a_private room. Defendaiit:asked ifitwas•~afe to talk:'in ·the'room, -~eaning was' the room 
. . 

· .. ·· · "bugge_d·. tL; Robert said tharit,was not':. Robert ~sked defendant ·about <r LEADS 'message that ruid 

been sent out throughout-the State that,defend<lflt w~s missing and suicidal. 'Defenqant stated that 
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he,had not been running ~d,that he had-~ fact,been:sJn~aicing.~th the.detectives·,inveStig~ting the 

case. I)efendant showed Robert ·a_~niiill cut.oil thui~tindex finger: and told Robert thaf'Steven:lmd , · 
:·, 

. bitten him arid drawn ble>cid. Jtobert said; ~·So what?:'_:,Defendant_explained that he was wotried.about- · 
i . . 

! 

~i':'~ his DNA being inside Ste;,en's stomach. Defendant also told Robert that'ffe saw Ke~yatta·hlt.S_teven ·: 

in the head-four_ times;because:Steven ~o~ld. not stay. inhis·~oom: The next ·morning Sf~vel:rwas .. 

lying in his bed_awake; which.is unusual because Steven usually/gets rlght up. ·Later; whendefendant . 

. was feeding Steven a hot dog, Steven started to.;choke._, Deferidru1t hit :Steven on the·back"intan: ·· 

. . .i . . ,__ . . .. . . 

attempt to dislodge the food. -,When thatodi~,hot·.work, defendaht inserted_·his finger.into•Stevenis·.- · . 

mouth .. .It was at this po.nt thatSteven bit qefendant:;Defendant "smacked'! Steventwi~e on the right;_ 

. side of hi~ head.so that. h~. would.let:gO.: As,d~fendanrrehlOVed-his fing~rs from.St~veit's··motith;:: ... 
' 

Steven.voniited. -.Steven Y.,~s ''kind,<;>:( di.27y;'wasn't :walking· right." ; .. Defehd~tasked-Roberl: what' · .. - . . . 

Robert thought he shouid po. Robert advised him to tell the truth. During cross-exam1natiori;Rob'eit · · 
. ~ : 

acknowledged that he asked defend.ant ifh~::would "swear on. his fathef's.,grave" and th(m defendant 

'looked him nght in the eye and.stated that lie did,riot· hit Ste~en that hard., · :.·. \: 

. .. 

.D~, Darinka Miieusnic.P.olchart;.a fote9Sic p'atfiologist; testi,fied next for the State: . Miletisnic. i .. 
. . . ! . . . . . . . 

; 
• I 

. e~pl;u~ed. that· there was; a difference ·.Of ·opinion 'in. her •field· as· tO·;Wh~ther child~en~- ~o.iietunes·:; 
. . . i : .' .... ' : . . : . ·.. -

· experience a luc.id interval folloWing a traumatich~ad injury.prior to becoming syniptomatic:,~Studies·"'~-; 
• • • • l • • • • • • : 

that extrapolate from.caf..accident~ ~emherentiY:,~awed, as the mechanism ofirijuiy is quite·differerit : . . . ' . \ . . . 

· from.child.abuse,.,Some ~die~-purporting_to dem~nstrat~that ~o-lucil.i?terval can·:occJ:,~-ffeh:.: · 
: ... 1 · .... -:·.. · ..... ·. . . ' .. · . ·. ·.. . . . 

from, this .or. similar. .flaws: , She .has twice; been· hired :to testifY .for defendant~ ·iri criminal: cases:-. - . 

Mileusnic,performed a poktmortem. e~aini~ation of Steven on February 12, 2002. ; . . - . ~ 
:. :- .·. 

.. - ... ·- ... i. • ,\ • • ~-, ~ ·_ ~,:;, :. -o ,. t I > 
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.. _:_Her· external .ex~ation: revealed .that·:Steven appeared to lbe i· :well-developed, weu> 

· nourjshed;childJ! She nqted-aih~g-contusion·.on tbe· right-side of Steven's forehead.· Dating the · 
' . . . . - . . . . ~ . 

I • . . • • 

inj~ry based .on.apperu:-ance was not -possible. ·There was also ~i'contusioi;t on .the nose and two on the · 

· lef(side.qfthe ~d{!SAA'ell :as- ~Jie,onthe inner aspect -of.the'·ear. · A :hetdmg abrasion· was present~ti*~"-~ 
·.·. . .. . . 

(~ . ) .· . . 
· _: · . · ·, the.:hack;o£Steven's,hea& A sixth injury.:-a bruise--eJci~ed on the -rlibt t~mple/and lpere. was a 

• :. :·.·· . • • • ~. :- . :. • ! • , . . .• . . . ': . 

. ' 

. .. 
. ~evep$ near,the right ear. ·Ther~were.also bruises under Steven's chin .. Mileusnic noted a·superticial · 

I • . . ; . ·. • . 

. abrasiop· on Stexen~s J?.eck. that appeat:Cci to have been ca~sed .by··~~ mecijq~ treatme~t,: since it ·was 
; . . '. . . . . ~ . . . ; . . . . . . . __ : . . . 

. ·. · .. : ; much. fresher th<U1 his oth~r injuries.· His right wristwas·bruis~d:-Mileusrrlc·cciunted ~ve bruises upon ' 
• • • • . • • . l • • • ~ . 

.... - S_tev~n·sAowe.t:. back A:photpgraph taken at Rush-Presbyterian shoWed• ¥!cluster of hruises .. on . - . . . . . 

·' .' · St~voo's!bayk•thatw.ere no iongeripresent at thetime!ofth~_·aut~psy. ·In fa~;\Mil~usnic testified that · 
·.. . ~- . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ... 

· ·,111~Y'Of:the injuries ak~ady.healed and was [sic] obscured-by:the fime_th£t ~shej saw St_ev~n on the 

12th:'!,· His s~rotu~ was swolle~. '. ' . ' .: . 

. · · ,?! Mileus!J!c doc~ented three injuries to-the right leg. ~one wa~ a clu_ster-often bruises, the 

sec;:ond was a cluste~ of two larger. bruises, ~d .the-~hir~ was ·another cluster of small~' bruises: ·She · 

alsc{.fo~nd;.four injuries to.;the·lefHeg;:'·On the thigh was a· chtster offouf:brbises; which:M:ileusnic . . . 

liQe!lrbrui~s on·thCK,foot, and a bruise on the top 'of the foot. · 
. . . . 

, ·: ·1y.llie11sn~~ was shown .a blue:.p}astic-clothes. hanger'-arid ·asked wheth;er b~ing whipped 'f:>y it 

. could:4aveJ11ade·:the ·linear bruises found upon'Steven (such as were found; on l:lls back, thigh··and· 

foot)>"S~e was ·of the 9pinion. that·itcould:' Further,· the injuries ·would not be consi~tent with being · 
.. . . . 

· ·struck~th a belt. She did, however;··note that there was one mark on Steve~'s buttock which could 

· h(lve been made by a belt Outside of some preexisting marks on Steven's back and the abrasion 
• I .•· • 
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·caused by .medical trea~ent;; the rest of. the injuries ·appear to ·have· occurred at approximately the' . 

same. time: 
·; 

. . 

M:ileusruc ,also .pbrroniied an· ·internal::examinatio~ of Steven::· She· ilOted .. a .. thl'ee· .. incl{· · ' 

. hemorth~ge into .ihe·sbft tissue·.unoor·the'·skin of the head.'· This·is indicative 'dfsome. sort bfbljnt · .· 

. : f<?rce:t~auma~ . She aiso.\noted. some ·residual stibdural.blood. in the cranial ia~ty: On thffleft side ofr · · 

th~ ii~ad,: whi~h WaS no~ tou~hed. by~~he iSurgeon;1 she' f6und; a I sigrlifiCarit slibdu~a] .heqrorthage::. ! ' . 
! . . 

Additionally, a .~ubar~chn~id hemoiThage.enveloped the brain{ this ·co~prised;a ~-layer). ·The.right 

. cerel)ral heniisphere sho\yed a contusion; hemorrhage;. and necrosis/, hov.rever,· she stated sh~·c6uld ';r. 

not co~en.ton:~e ~ele~~~e·of.these findings duetcr-the ~gery ~erformed!On·theright s!de·~r-:·. ·~ 

steven's. brrun. She foutid blood descendhtg ,;passively along the; dura2~ downwards','' which is·:·' 

• • J . . . • 

consis:tent with bltinf forq trauma to.the head ·and a' severe. brain iriju~: ' An. examination· of tne eyes . · 

revealed. im accumulationiofblood, which is ·another sign of severe head trauma. 
. . . . 

. · An internaJ: examination- of ,Steven's body cavity re~ealed peritonitis; ~bform of infl~atlon .. ; · . . · .. 
. . 

Fibriri·.d~posits,.which are:a·sign·ofheaiing,:were preseptov~r the pr~ximal bow~l orjejuntirri. Tile.··· 

first·segmentofthejejunum was perforated·and··appeared·,hemorrhagic and ne~rotic~ There was···· 

blo9d ,in th~ bo\vel; which·;was7in the;ptocess of.dyllig: There .was 'a hemorrh~g6 around the'~ead ·of.· . · 
. . '· . . .· . .· . . .. . . . . 

.the pancreas ... Mileu~J1ic·opined that-these injuries ~ere also·.the result:i>f.plunt·rorce trauma:·:;A.Jsri, 

!' ••• _· • 
. :•. ~ .. . . ~ ~ . . ····.-•• l •.• ':i.' :·. i' :.· 

. , . 
1

. "Necrbsis!i .is. defliled .as the ;~[p )atl:JOlogical death of orte or.; nior~: cetis;.ot: of a .poftion. o(·, . . i . 

tissue or o~gan, resulting 1[om irreve~~ible damage, \.Stedman's Medi~~ Diction~ J:i85 (27th ·~d.;., :· 

. 2000) .. ,; . •t. ! •• : • • •• ~ -~ ! : .... ._. . ' •• ·t<:. 

covering ofthe cental nenious system." .Stedman's Medical Dictionary ~48 (27th ed. 2000). 
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. "ther~ w~ a coll~tioil ofblood under,the capsul:[ sic] of the liver that corresponded to the same level-- · 

of injury}' The retroperitqneum (which is th_e soft ~s~ue bebind'the ~owel:~t "·sort ofinterfa:ces..,: 

,betw~enth~ abd()rpeii ~d .the b~~k~)-h~d:,~Ioo&tr~ckingdcnw it: In;fayt;·w:h3:t had been perceived 
. . . . ' .. ' . . . - . . . . 

-~s. b~sing to Stev~n's te~ticl~w'as.aciuauy fro111 blood:trac1rolg''Itllthe ~ay d~Wn tp his scrotu~ fr~in 
: .-: • • . . l • • .• • • • •. • . . • • ., ·'. '. - • 

· thi~ area, .' Mile1:1sllic· e~ed' the t~st~s-~.andcfc;niJ1:<:1 .~o blunt---mjuij ·to· th~m ·dUring··-the· ~~topsy;- : · 
·.',• o '· ,' •-. ' ' 0 !._• I ' '· • : ' f • •; ' ·o 

· h~w,~yer,ishelate~,·s~ated th~t aj>~otogtaph:ofiSteven·neare~Jto_:tlie ti~~ of,-~s admis~i6n showed· · . 

:•sw_~g,:~ed.iie_ss;an~;aJin~abfa5iop on·the scrotmp.'! Furt}lt:;rrnore;·thaH~erewis hemorrhaging .. 
•: , •• :' ' • I , ·' • .· .• •. ; • • •. : • • ' ; , . ,. 

· br;I bot~_ tl_le.right~d :left side:of SteveA's poqyJndicated.blunt force trauma to both side~. · :rypical{y, 
• • . • '• ' • : • • • • ,. • • •I • 

. the·poW,el is_;"p~tan and glisten#lg. ·~-: S~ey~n~s bowel was dark ted:~·areas ifl9ica~ng hemorrhaging,·-.· 

.. _.~d yellqw, which s4o.;.,s·_n~rosis>-.-· ;: ,;.· ; : cj,. '· ·_,., .... =· ::_"·.·:::: ;·-,'.' 

. . j 

; :·. ~In:cases of:suspect_ed child l!buse, the .usual practi~e is to'm*e ir)cisions through' the skin of.. 
. . . 

the upper and lowe.r extremiti~sto look for· bruises that are d~ep-and not visible superficially. Such' 

.. · . ~- ex~qllp.ati.on revealed three. area.~.ofheq10rrhaging ·in the•artnS .and three· in the--legs and feet. 
. . ·. . . . . . . . 

i. • .• 

Mi)~usniq-. · afso,. f~und ·evidence.· of hemqrrh~ging, jn :the back :and • butto~~s ,through- , a ··similar -.. .. . . . . . . ; . . . i .. 

exarqinatiqn. These injuries are ;:Uso ffi.qicative.of_b_lunt force trauma. :''lvfile~~nic_agreed that injuries . . . . . . . . . : ' . 
; 

)ike l_bese,y.rould QOtbe qlU~ed by ~!n~mnal corporal punishment,'! but would require ·"som_et~ng much '· 

niore force~V:.Again, Mileusnic~w~ Qf.the opinion'that-~1 of these injurit:s o~rred at about the 
' ' • , I • .' • • • ' • • 

same. tim~ and that ~~me were related to medical tre(lttnep~ _Ste.ven t:"ecejved.: .. Jv!oreoyer, t4ese injuries 

· w~;~ consistent v1th child abu~~· and with· St~yen being- beaten to ·~eath. ·--F~3Jiy, Mileusnic. <?P.ined 

that Steven's death was cause.d by;9lunt fqrcetrauma. · :. ·· 

· On cross-exlliJlination, ~efense co'!Jnsel asked Mileusnic about an article upo~ which ~he was .' 

working._- One 'ofthe·'pi·emises of the· ruiicle concerned lu'dd ~t~rvaJs in cases of child abuse. Head 

.:· .. , ,- ·.,· 
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trauma .does not have to. marufest immedi!itely.:. In the: ease of child abuse; a child inay not became .: 

·significantly symptomatic for lip,toAff hours after the·injury:•· The doctor also authored ilnothet case · · .. 
. . . . . . . 

study, where a lucid inte&al.oceurred:where a child died :a '!rouple·of.days" following head trauma. 1;. · 
. i . 

' ' 

··~> .:;¥i}eusmc also e~plamed thatiheie:was~a'differe~ce of opinion in herfiela regardihg"the'existeh~e of . 

lucid -intervals. . One 'school, hol~s that such interVals never. occur~· the, other;' less·, welf1 de~ eo, 

que~oris the first-scho~tis ·t~riet. ,Th~ fust'·school.·nonnal(fholds~that t.he ·last person With a"thild · ·.; 

when symptoms of a head injury manif~st is the perpetrator. of abuse.· Mileusriic finds this proposition ~· 

ptoblematic ·and ·beli~v~d that .knowiitg~a ihistoiy~from a.monmeaical source is:importanU She .· 

expressly was .. n~t giv!ng.··an .opinion reg1~nling :whether. S:teven :experien·ced ·a. iucid ·interval ·in this ; ~ · 

case. .. · ::; ... 

Mileusnic agteed-lhat tiini:pg·is ~ issue;she<frequentiy~c~ilfronts:as a·forensic pathOlogist .. 

Generally, she gives timesiin terms of days and would never give ari1intervai for the tini.ing.of an ihjli'ry' 

such as four to six hours.~ Moreover, giving ah interval requires.looking: at microscopic evidence._·.··: •. 

Mileusnic did pertbtrn a micros~opic examiliation durihg·herautop~ ofSteve1i .. Establishing:· · ·· 
. . . . . . - . -

when the abdominal injuries occurred ·was problematic due' to the degree Of necrosis .. However, she· · 
. . . J • ~ • . . -

testified: that: she was :11mdre comfortable" With regard to·the head .injury as that.ar'ea ~f the··bo'dy is . . . . . . . . . . . 
j· 

. "kmd·of sequestered" and "not:·exposed to :a lot of.decay." Mileusnic opirled tha(Steven's·head 

·injuries were ·infli.ct~ app~oXi~tcly fi;~;days, pius·or· ·mmus .a day, .frbin the .tim.e of his ·~eath:.: :She·· .. : · 

later clarified that the·dayofSteven's deathY,ould count.as·a day; so, February 1, plu$ ormmus a day, . . . . . . - . . ' ... , . . 

.. 
· was, In her opinion, when the injuii~s oceutred:. :Mileusmc· believed 'the injuries. "could .ti'ave 6c6i.itred 

. . .. 

on ihe 8th; but .t~ey coul4··iia.ve easily, ocC~.Irred:.before;that,~',.everi·as eafly as: the 5th:' :Shtdl.iiiher;:: ; · 

explained that abdominal injuries often· were: slow to·marufest: The syniptoins .;e not'instan~<uieorls · 
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-~<~ .. though there, would be pain,.a two year old would ~ely'have difficulty ~xpressing whllt he was . 

:1- ~- . . : · gojng th.rougp, Necrosis, bleedin~~and pancreatitis wouldJollow !!hl?lit~ afle~:th~:injtiry." Mileushic 

r :·· ~. ·:: ·: ._· ... : ~aw.s_igns.ofhe~g ~,steven. :Dne,would usually-. see a fibrin. iayer. wi~:~e:fu.st•day .' ':Ho~e~er, .. 
(:1 ·. . . . . . . . I . 

t: _. ·:.: .. _:. tile,-perit<:>ne~m. ·('ia~~:Jaye~ _·oLirre~ar: connective· tissue[] ·that- .lin~s Jthe ~dcimm!li. cavity··~ 
l~ .. · . ;:l ' .Ste~.~~·s Medical :Dictiqpruy 1353 f27th eel. 2000)) resp~nds ·t() ~ _4tjury:dilfe~e9-tly. ··lit Steven's . 

• . ••• •. • ., : ' .- .·, .·· . . .. . ,. ! •· . ·.. ; 

:> .. _:. ·. > he~d,"Mileusnic fotmd mono~uclear·cell fibrin, which-is~ '~third ki~d oflevel~fdefe~~e'that happens 
: : ' . . . . : • . . . !·· . . . .. . . 

•• t • 

· · · ·,- .· .. ' ~ the:hP9y.",;T:YPically, .. th~s.e o~Jive to seven days afier,an injury. ·,. ':~ .. ; _: 

• : < , , . . . ..••.. Mil~~~ lllir.ied tba; furicky eating, lack; ofi!ppetite,· inconsol~l~ 6~g fOr,no aJ)pllrell! 

· ·r~so~ •lethargy, and exce~sive sieephtg cowq ~~be symptom~:pfthe ~juries.-~tev~~ silstained. He~d :) .. , . . . - ' . •' - ' - . 

... : . . · 

· injuries could rest1\t in sei~r~s, and clenching one's jaw i~ a sign pf a seizure. A ~·eizure couid be ·· 
... . . .. - - . 

. mistMen for;ctloking. f!owever, duril,lg tedirect;;she:explained that it would be'dif$cult for a person 
. -; . . . . -. . 

to forc,e .a fin..ge.r:b~tween the teeth of a child clenchihg;his.or.her jaw during 8:-seizure~ Furthermore, 
• • • • • . . j • • -·. . 

'·:. . . i 

· such a.cJJildwq_u~d be ex:perien~;ing severe pain·and·would be vomiting.withinhours. She _would not 
:: . . .. . . . . . . . ~ . - - . . . ' . ' . -

·. -~x;pect a chi.id .. wjththese injuries 'to·ea;tbre¥fast.ifhe-had su_sta~ed the ipj~~:the niibt before.· . 

. , .. . The.:final :Wit~ess to testify.forthe State was Dr: J.,orenzo M~noz_. · Mm,10z is •Qoard certified 

ill. Q~4ro~~rgery. Munoz;was on,ducy on February 8;·2002, when Steve~_~str~Qsferred-to·Rush · 

. . . . . 

· ' Pr~bytel_ian fro_m Mount.Sjnai .. Munoz was informed that Steven was·''neurologically very·sjck", t~at · 
. . . . . i . ' 

•' 

·,.I •,. 

.. 

he Q~d req!Jited intubation, :and that a·C'.f scan4 hadr~~eaJed a lot ~fblood ln)tis head. Mun<;>z fifst 
J •· • • • • 

.. .-.:;: ~- ." ,, ....... ; - .. ;:, ~-· /I ~ .. . r • •. 

. '.-, .. ~ Wijqpedia defines !~fiqrin'',as !'prot~in involved in th~ clottin~ ofblood. 1tis 11 fibrill¥:protein 

ih~t, ~s- .polyjl;leris~d- to fonn_ a.' mesh', that forms. ,a·· hemo~_tatic: plug or· clot.:( in ·,conjun~tioir ~th 
. . . . . : 

plat~l~t~}over.~wouiid site:1'.:$ee http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki!Fibrin. .; 

4 Munoz explained that " 'CT' stands for computerized tomogram." 
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saw Steven at around 8 p,'m.·qr 9 p.m.--He· conducted a gross,v!suai e~ation of Steven's head ailo, . 
: . . . 

observed bruises. ·steven' was nonresPonsive but not m~dicaUy p~al}'Zed." Mundi stated that it ~as 

. ·obvi~us that.Stev~n had not been'-given 11_1edicationto relaX his. muscles because he ~as poshuing. 
- -

Postu.nng, acco~ding to Munoz, "is a vetyoiliirio\Is sign that there's so~ething "very bad goirig ohwith '•' . 

- ··the. centr~ .neN,ous system-." ,The ct scan _revealed ~what .Munoz·beiieved:was·- a ·fresh:sub~urai··. 
i : ... 

liemat~ma. It-also-showed a:"rather diffused and vecy.sever~_stibarachii6id'hematoni.a.'~ "Pitfused~' ·· . . ' . . . ' . . . 

• . - t .•• • -

. there:were other)ndicatio~s of generalized:swelling-and injury to the. ent~e.bfrun:.-,Miinoz'stated that<·. . . . - . 

. After exarlliniiig.-Steven, Mimoz de~ided that surgei}r w~s the.best-course .. Munoz testified·, r 

_. tliat becatfse:Ste~en's p~pils were reactive,--he felt;he had to ''give this kid. a ch~ce. ·~ Th~ goal was -

· to decomp~ess ~ blood clot and relieve the' pressure on .Steven's brain. The .operation coll11iie~ced at · · 

approx4ftately.,l0;p.m. Munoz opened-Steven~s skulL The dura (the·outerinostJayer,eovering the.'. 

brairi);~v~.taugh! . .Upon-~opei)}ng·the·dtira, Munoz_'obse!Ved -a-.~bdural hematoma .. Steve~:s.brain . 

, was "red ~th.~ in~siye-~m.int·ofsuhar:achnoid;blood"_-and S\Vollen:· Theihrain,stahe<i to.hetnlate;- ... _ 
- . ··.· . . ;• . . .· . . . . 

· thatis, to;come-_out !)fthe' opening-in the skUll-that Munoz had macie·;·,,Munoi·st~lted that.h~rynatiort · .. 
. . . ; . . . . . 

· is ai~o ap. _oirunous sign "b~cause-that tells. you the braini~ so sw6llert *~ *;Jh_at jt's,t_iYing-to firi<i a·.way .. ·;. 

· ou(to d~~~mpres~ liseit~·j ~H:e coritlnued; "The prob~em;:tvith'J~hat:is.th~t:~s-:th~~b~~rt.sttrrts'coining·:.,c~, . 

out ih~~~ .is not much ;~~ ~an d~ .abo tit it .~t·that ~_oinUm~o~e> i Th~ ~lqo~ .Mtino~:~hsetVed in . 

Steven~s --he~d _.was bright' ,red, ·as: opposed. to . :· c~mint; jelly·:coi6ii• o( ~i.ri~tor· oil-!~lor._." ,:-.-~~his:-:·:· 

coloration indicated that th~ blood .~onstituted a fresh' clot. .-Murioz-cha~-iicterized the amount ofb~~6d·-; , , 

•! 
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as ·:.wassive. ·~ · In MUQ.qz's experience,-."tbe ~ongerremoved the injury that bygs about the bleeding 

! -2:· ... ·: , in ;your. brain is,:.the qarker.the·blood·lo.oks:'' ~. ·.i :;_: ·_ 0 . . . . . . J • • • • 

.. ::; 

I L . · . · ·; _Muno~ tes@.;d, tjlat .it .JhiS poitrt;.'there• Was ,ru;( '·much ·be 'could d~ exc<:pt e~acuate the · 

~,1~~:_': . . . · ~- ~ -.subd~r~~~iq~d and. ~lose ~p.St~ven·~-i~_: -Suba.ra,chnoid _blood is·t~uint~a!ely"associatr;:d with the .-·, 

-~~r_. .. -. : :: _· . . . . . . £ • • -· -- • ! . ·. . . .. . •.. . . , • - . , 

-:·- _ br~ t~ bere~t;~:oy~d:- M.uno?: al~o jnstcill,¢.a~ ''intracr~al p~esslife monitor bolt,~'- which is a deyice 
... · .. i;·. ·. . . - - .. . .. :. . . i 

• :. ':. # • • •• -:- : '· •• j 

~ :'. ··,; ·.-_ tliat·m_e~sur~s pressufe ~si~e;ih~.'sJrull. ·.r~·e-device gave--a ~eadi.rt_g o.fover90,·which is incmnpatible · . : . . ·. . .. ' . .· . . . - . . . : . . . - . . . . 
,._ 

-.1 .·. : 

- .. - .. , . :~t4-:life_,··Afier surgery-, ¥unoz:again evaluated St_eveitlil-Iis:eyes Were fiXed and-were n'o longer 
• ~ • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 • • • • : • • • 

-~e~ctl~e. to -~~t. ~~~~z -~ater· ~~~~e<l iliat: ~d··s~~ven's ·eyes bee~ fjxed ~riot -to ~rgery :· Muoo~ 
_. • 0 • : • - • 

· l~_kely Wo1;1ld h?ve_~egarded surgery as ~tile). Su9seque~tly, S~ev~n was declared b~ain de-ad by the 

. pediatriC'· Staff of the intensive.cate ·t,uiit. ~He. WaS then t~en off of Ills ventil~torl~d died. . 

· _; -. In t9e course oftreat~gSteven, MunozwM providt:<J a hi~tory that-h~d'been taken arMount 
. . . ' 

s~~regai-ding- Steven choking on a·hot ciog.---Mi.moz'testified that-that history:wa·s "impossible.'' 
. . . 

. . . -

-,_ . _ . I-Je alsQ opined that'_Steveri!s i~juri~s _were ~ot acciden~ and that they occurred no more than six 
' - . . . . . . -- . . . . . 

. hours prior-to t4e time Ste~en arriv~ at Mount Sinai.' Munoz further opined that it would have been 

-'impossibl_eforSteven'sinjuries 1o ha~e occurred during·-the'everiing ofth~ day before he was: brought 
. . 

in to MQU~~:-sinai: Additionally,-,Munoz opined that Steven coUld not'have~walke.d, talked; eaten, or 

· dfl.lnk_ anything after sustaining-these injuries. He later testified that it was not possible that· Steven 
.. 

. · ·_ > · , · · had ·a .fu_cid inte~al •after sustaining h,is.·head injury. · ·-- ----·· .. ··· 
' . . . ; . . . ·. . . . . . . . -~ . 

·.-' ': .. : ·:- . . 

· __ ~:- -~ __ : _;. --~el}-c~~s~ ex~ed, Mu~o.Z·acknowl~d~ed that he had o~y been·?oardc~rtified for nine 
· . . -: 

.. : mont~- and that thls was:ilie flf~. criminal ease in whi~h he had- testified. Ho-o/ever, be had given his _ 

:· · .. : '· . . -bp·i~on)n'apprpximately.si?c. d.eposit.i~ns regarding :the timing of an injury.· Mu~'oz agreed that history 
... · .• ' -. •. . ' . . . 

play~d a large role ~ detennining when an injury occu~ed. By__ "history, II. he meant infonnation 
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ga,thered by hospital staff from fruriily :meinbers-and eyewitnesses to the:injuty.·o:;fiowever; Munoz_ 

testified that, in the instant Case,: he really did not hav~- t~:look at_ any .history becinis~-of the 

appearance of-Steven'~ br~.-The hist6ry that -Munoz did ~nsider was•ih~t "Steven wa5:"doing okay" -: . 
. : . 

befw_e; K~t_lyatta left for wor~ and .iruit he. was not- when. she retimied. fr~m. ~ork. -'"Farth~rrnore;: ' . 

. Munoz h~s contacted D:CFS. it hundreds" -o~ times regar~ng slispecl~. child abu~e; '_a.ild 'On. eacii: :< 
. . .· ':· . .• . . . . . . . . 

-~-ccasion; "riCFS peisoniikr hav~. ask~ him :to fiive art opiruoh regarding the timmg of the ;inJury. ;; · . . ; . ·,! .· , . . . . . . . ... 
'• ' I. 

When asked whet~er he "~Xyapolate[ dj.a lot of[hisJ-oplni~ns·orhvhat happened to. Steveil·fr~rrr ea:r. 

accidents," Munoz repiied, "N'o[,J i e:ktrapoiai~ rny·qpi~o~ from:ha~g seen-httridreds Of children 
' • I• ;. • •• • ,. • . : I ' ' 

like Steve." However, he_ did ~isagr~e when asked whether it was necessarily scientifically inva.Iid fo· -- _ . :. ·,· . . ... . . . . . . . 
" . : . ;" 

equate head Injun~ resulting from motor vehicle accidents wit~ head ~u~es caused by at?.use. Later, 
: •. i . . . '.· . . • . . - ' . - ': ... 

34 
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he added that the majori~_-of cases of pediatric trauma he. has seen arise out :of atttomohiie .aecidertt~ :: '·- '' ;_ 
I . . . - . .· . - . . . .. .·- .'. 
I 

rather than child abuse, b~t f?oth involve si_iliilar mechanisms ~finjury:- Fin'~y;.:<f'.:funoz agreed.ithat_-._.-. 

a se~re could be a sy~ptom of severe ·heaq trauma and ·that noririiedit:~ personnel ~uld niiSt~e · :. 

a seizure for chokmi Aft.edvfu~o~;~- testi_~ohy c~nci~ded; tli~ $tafe offe~ed. it~ ~Xhibits· aiJd·test~d: · ·. : .. ·. 
. . : . :· ~. . ·. . . - . . . . . . . 

The firstwitn~s ~resented by defen~ant (e~cept_ for those;taken_out ofo.rder fot scheduling.:·-

' 
reasons) was Officer. Figi~l, who had .testified earlier for the S~te. Figiel sat in .on·ari interview_ of .. 

. . . . . . . . . . 
· Kenyatta.Brown on-Feb~~ is: iOO~ . .. Three otiie; ind,ividuals v.;ere. ats'o.pre~ent: Hgiel teslliied;· · · 

and the State stipulated; to1~ever<U i~pe"t~~hing-stat~ments_-:. 't\.ddition~ly, Fi~iel t~stified t~at ·he-~po~~- _-. :' 
• • I • ·.: _. "' • 

with Dr. Severin at -Rush Pre_sbyteri~rfduring the late evening ofFebiuilry ~· ~002·.- Severizi told F}gici~ ·:·· I ' . · 

• 1 

that Stev~n's injuries\¥ere:i4, to .48:h~uis;oid.· Howev~r; Se~eriri aiso chara.cierizoothis estiiluite·as- .j_ . 

. . ·: 

a guess .. .: . . ;,·-
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~~~ - _. h .. .,. 
K::_:·- • -. Defen~t then calied Jos~ph DelGiudice; a detective from ·the Du Page County sheriff's 

~(.. -~ffi~e. :_ DelGiuqice·inte~ewed ·K~nyatta qn February 9, 2002,at about 1 :1? ~-IP· ·DelGiudice also 
tl·. . . - . t ' 

l:. : ·-. _:: / :--~~f.tip~ ~~gar~g sey~r~ ~p~ching _statem~nts. DelGiu~~ sp<?~~ with Pr. ilieen. Qr~en.pointed 

t { ,QJ,ii i ?lqlo\' 9n .~t~v~Q·~ hea9"1\lii!Ktl0}'31ta stated that Steyen had had knot~ on his head Since birth, 

;~ :·._· :~, _. . -~o~ey~r,:aft~r Qree~ sh~wedXeQy<;ttta the "knot,_" Kenyaita look~d at d_efeii<1:a11~ ·and_asked l!im what 

. ___ ;~_::· -·:·- -:-_:li~:-h-~~~_dq~e:·····ri_~~cii~Ji_~e_s~oke·.~~-;~urse Be~si~~ ~at day·~~·w~ll, -;B~ey.indicated.·that 
••. ! : •· • . . , .-.. . . : . • E • 

·~- : i. . ;! . : t • 

- - ' . ; : · . -·• · ·J<enyatta's behavior. w~· s~r~ge-and -that she beijeved ~enyatta !!may-have b~e~ in ~hock and did not 
• : • • .. • • '. ·, •• ~ • • • : - ; :. _. ·, • : -. f • ~ - • • - :_. • : • • . • • ! -_ . . . 

. :; . . .-.' reaJi~~-Jhe' -fi!a~tude of.·th~ •Situati9n.'! She-. charactetized--defe:D~ant's behavior as, :inter ali~, 
• :_ ;_ •, ·-:-· -. :; .•• • • • • • • t . 

I 
- ., .. _- .,- ... -· . "def~nsi~e:f' . -· · , . · / -· _ . . -· . - -i 

- - ·-·. I 
! . 

. · ... 
. ::: _;- •. _ -.. '·-.-,--, D~feridant then call_ed·S~rgeant Micha~l·Price, ruso of~e D~ Page}~ou~tysheriffs o,ffice. 

• :· = • .. • • • ' • • . • • • ~ 

---

W.. tbe ~~ly ,morning of February 9, 2002, Price w~nt •to. the apartmen~ of Keny~tta and defe!Jdant. 
..• ~.: . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . 

He.<?bseryed-a vomit-stained.pillow. Price t~ok a picture of~ closet in the bedroom_:_ He' also visit_ed 

· the-·~p¥tment·. on ·.f.ebf4afy 10, 2002, and took more photographs,. prim<4iJy of the Closet area. 
. . . . . :· . . . 

i 

Several items .ofc)othing Were missing. There were two additional eiJlpcy li~gers in_ t~e Close~ at this 
• : •. ,. • • • • • • ; . • • . ~ - r 

·time. 

. -Denise 1;' Oster next te~tifie9 on defendant's behalf. F-Oster testified that she is defendant's sister 

· -~d had kpown d~fendant for 24 years.:: She stated that she had seen Kenyatta. ~trike Steven on two· 

pccij.Si~ns.· One occasion b~curred at Fostf,'![s home inl{l~-December or Janu_ary preceding Steven's 

death. I<:e.nyatta -and ~tev~~t~~r~ in_t4e bathf.oom. Foster· he;ird Keny~tta· sp~ng. Steven and heard · . . :- . . . . . . . : . 

-Siev~n crying. _-A~rding to Foster, Kenyatta·th~n.left Steven oir.the toilet for-about 20 minutes. · 

. F osier also .~tnessed another, earlier incident. Kenyatta slapped Steven, back -handed, at least three · 

-·times because Steve_n was crying. During cross-examination, she ·denied that she clid n9t like 
' . 
' 
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Ke.nyatta. She later clarified that she got along with Kenyatta.fine; but did not like the wayKenyaft~ ·; · 

treated Steven. • =·. : : ·~ 

:·Def~~dant then called ,frank Belpedio .. Belpedio is·d~fendant's cousin. He· testified that he 
... 

obseiired.Kenyatta.strike:Steven on three ·oceasiuns?rThe fusttime was ·in Jurie.or.Jufy Of2001·5'' '· : .. 
• • . . . I . . • • • 

B~lpedio ~as.dri:ving··a car;;d.efendant.was in the·front··Seat:and·Kenyatt~.and Steven oceupied.tne ., : 
~. o I . . ; 

' back seat. Steven was:.crying, and Belpedio heard a loud slap. He then looked in his rear~View mirror. ·. 
- - . - :_ . , .. . .:· 

and saw Kenya~a slap ~teven in the. cheek and shoulder. He saw Keriy~tta strike Steve? ·a ~eco~d '· · · 

time ·at Karen Clark's.apartment The second incident occurred.aJew.w~eks7~iuter the fi~st i.me.'··;.': 
' 

Belpedio .was· sitting onr_ihe:couch with Steven-.and three~othel'.cruld;en:·: Steve~ s~aifed:to cry. , . 

Ke~yatta came int6 the room, told ·him to be quiet~:.and slapped·him~tWice. ·One· ship iandect ··on ' 

.Stev~n's head and the other on his back. The slaps were,delivered. with an open hand .. ~t~vcin feU off; .. · 
. ' . . ' 

of the CO!JCh. The tQird -~cident -happened sometime.after Ahgelique w~s born,'· about. three ·o~ foUf•'' 

· d~ys be(ore--defendant-·was -a.t:I:ested:'(Belpedio .also stated. it occurred i~ the surtuiter of.200_l):·, .: 

.. 

Belp~d:testified:th~t St~v~n wa.s ccymg. Kenyattawalk~d over to~· shook him earising·ius head "=i: •. 
. . . . . . 

to ~ail about, and ·siappeq him. Belpedio heard.defendantask.Kenyatt('~what.are yb~·doirtg that. 
. . . ~ ' . . . . . . . . . . 

for?~' , S]:le slapped Steven ':[ o ]pen hand[ ed}nght in. the face:'' . On ·cros~-exfurii~~ti6n~~·Belpedio 
• •' • • • o ' o • • • I • • •-

adm~wledge_d that he and defend~t=would."hang out!' togetli~r.sociatiy-and th~t th~y ~er~·"tight.!' ·, 
.. ; . ·. ·. · . 

. ·Further, Bel~edi~added that the third incidendeft a lialf~irtch scratch up~~ Ste~en's fac¢ ..... · ,J,. .. · 

.. J)efendant next called Karen Clark-=-Kenyatta's m'other.< Clatk-te~tliied that Steven spefit half · , · 
' • • •, •" • a 

his life.Ji~ng with her: and half of it iiving v.1th his· great. au~t, Dorothy .·fierron; ·H~ ·"tlevet'J·eaUy 
. ' 

pe~anendy" lived With,Kenyatta. :Clark stated that.she had.never seenJ<enyatta:slap Steven,iri,tfte:'~ ... 

face.· However, she acknowledged telling a detective thafc'!Kertyatta,slapped.Steven in _the face: a feW: 
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l'' . . Defendant. the~. recalled rl).etective. DelGiudice. . He·'testified th~t -h~. ~poke with: Clark on 
(t ... · · ... ' . . : . 
~;,·~-;~_._ .. >,Februruy.8, 20Q2 ·at-~usti. P.resbyteriari· ai·about -11:30. p.m. ·In t}J~t:TcefiversatiQt\ Clark·told 

'~~:... . . . DelGi~dic~ -~~ ·!'lceny:tia_'slapp:ed· S~~~e~ in the.f~ce a ~ew times m .the. pa8t :d~eto. ~s-whining.'and 
. . . . . . ·- - . : . ~ . : - .. . . . . . - . . 

: .. -. 

. ~- :• . : . 

! ' . 

. Foster-:' F osteuold him .tb.at 1she did not ·like Kenyatta and did· not $ink th11t I<~riyatta_.was -rigltt ·for .·. · . 
. . . . . .- .... -. . . . ·. . ... ·; .' - · .. -: 

. . . . . ; . 

. ·her brother:. When:~k,ed to explain:her~elf: Fosier·dec@ed:to-discuss the mattedurther. · ·. -' 
. . . . . . . . . . 

,. ;_. •• 1. • • i . : 
.. r. Gry'stah~ei~ (fqrmerly Erys~:Holdmann) .testified 'next. : She'had kno~ de(epdant-for five . ·. 

. . -_. . .. 

·or six ye~s, and she ~~oknew Steve~ apd l(enyatta. Zei~-~d her.-b_oyfrien~l~vedw~th K,enyatta and 
: -· . . . ·. . . . _.. .· 

· ·.defenqant _for .. '! whjje. ~is sav(Kenyatta;stfike·Steyen on several'occasions.'· One· time, Kenyatta 
> ' ' • • • •• . • I • • . • I . • 

j. 

toll:! Steyen to. throw ,hi_s diaper away. Stev~n-threw it in ·the-kitchen· sink: 'K~nyatta grabb.ed him py . . . . . . . . . . . 

. '.the ann· and :threw hJm. qut of the ·J9tcben.' After cleanipg up ·the ·mess;-;Kenyatt?- shoved St~v~ri. into 

.. the be<froomand told~ to takt! a nap.· Zeis-stated that s.he djd not-note any.injuries.' · Zeis ~d4~d · 
..• . . • . . . . •. ! . . . . . ·. 

t]Jat,tho~gh she WOIJ}~ .1,10t ~ay that.J((my~tta ~quckSteveri_ on a:daily basis,' it ~d Qappen ~n a re~lar 

~asis.or:{'quite often.'! "Every time he di~ something wrong~ 11
_ Zeis testjfieCl~ "he ~nded up getting hit 

for _it." . Oftert,;this inv9lv~d an.-open-h!iDQftd blow to the si·d~H;>Pback ~fthe' h~ad: Zeis never saw· 

: · Keny~tta use an object t~ di~ciplme ·S~even, but- she did.observe K~nyatta sirike ·_St_~v~n on'various 

parts•ofliis.body including his back;butt, anns, ·legs; and ''.yhe~e'{e~.[she] cciuld reach at the time," : 
. . .. . . . . 

. . 

!'· ·On .another,oc~ion, ~eis·stat~.~Kenyatta fl~g-St~ven'o~t ofthe ~tchen atlef he·spiJied. 

some ju!ce. ~.zeis described yet another. incident where Kenyatta threw a fan -~~ch landed about two 
• . . ! . . • 

or threef~et from Zeis's daughtet Zeis·never:saw Randy .. strike Steven. Steven "always }Jad bruises 
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, on him." Zeis-.once saw a mark, on. Steven's.back that looked.iike-itwas made by·a·ruler·of some 
• I • . 

similar object. On a few occasions, ~~is s~'w defendant attempt to intervene to· try to stop.Kenyatta · ··. 

,;when she got out of harid/' but Kenyatta would :yell at him and teli: him thaf he :was ;not.Steve~'s 

father s~ ~csh®ld Stay dut ofii.- ·In re5poQse to ,queStiotung by the St~he, Zei~ acknowled~tftllat'¥ 
. . . . 

shehad ~ated defendant fot -a:short time.:. She further acknowledged that she did not-like Kenyatta. ' . 
. i . • . 

. ; 

· .. 

·The last witness to testify for 4efendant".was Dr. Shaku Teas.· The trial court r~cogruzed.:f~as ,~ · : · .. · · · 

· as ~ expert ~ the area of forensic. pathology. and child abuse. ·Teas had previously testified for the-. · 
. . . . . . 

State "[p ]robably hundreds of timer ahd on behalf of defendants. only about 20 times. Teas reviewe'd; .. 

· Mile~snic's autop.sy rep~~, photographs, ·and :histologf. sl:ides. She also examU:Iro the r~co;ds· fr~rn 

Mount Sinai and Rush Pre_sbyterian.as weJJ:asDCFSrecords,; police reports, and witness•.s·statemehts,:;· 

Teas spoke with Mileusnic prior to per test~g .. Regardi,Jgthe cause ofSteven's deaili,Teas·a~e~d . · 

with ¥iJeusnic's opini<m that he died as aresult ofmultiple blunt.:.trauma injuries. Further, she.opined · . 

. that a combination:ofhead and.abdominaJ.injuries caused Steven's death. 

Teas testified that tne cype bfinjuty Steven sustained to his abdomen was caused by punchingi; :·, 
. . . 

hitting; Jcicking, or .s~m~ _sort, of: crushing tneehailism .. ·A person. sustaining ~uch ail .injury, she . 

explained, might experience pctin fot a w~e and. then be fine for. a while: Then, ·as the ~lceratio~ and-: 
. . . . . . . . . 

· peritonitis "sets up," pain would b¢come more general and the person inight be~ me septic and lose· 

conscfousness. Further,' a:person With such an inju.iy would be able to. eat, initially. -'Injuries lik~ _these-, ... ' .. 
. l ~ 

' 

38 

.. 

are -not neeessarily painful!; a.person nlight_orliy feel1a little diseoinfort. -She later added that. it: t~~:s• ·;_: . . ' · · · 
. . . 

·time 'fo.r.a perf«:>ration to occur:and perltonitis.to set:in·, There is usually a delay between-the ihj~ry. -'; 
. . 

; . :, 

. 
5 "Histology*** is the ~tudy _oftis_S\.I:e sectioned as a _t~,slice,,using a microtome ... _It.can be, .. , 

·• . . • - . !, - • . . •..• -. • • •. 

' 
described as microscopic hnatomy_'; See http:/len.wikipedia.org/wiki/Histology. 
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.. an9th~ onset of symptoms.· Further; Teas felt t~at abdominal injuries-were easier to time~ head 

.... : . . illJUfle$.' '• : .:· •: ' .! 
. . ~. 

·. · <Regard!flg th~ head trauma; Teas stated th~t·she·reviewed the cr:sean from Mount Sillai. · 
' . . . . 

There was-no mention of"midline shitb~dline shift" -refers to a state where ''there is a' m~s lesion . . . . ' . . . - . - .. . . . 

' 

,· 
·,.': ori ¢at ;ideofth~·br~ ~~ ~o'ifis:shlftmg'the brain to the opposite's~qe:" ~d its' absence mdicated 

• • • • •' : • • ,I • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • 

. .' . ·.that. there was not 11just .oiltdo~alized area:''' AdditioQally, histology slides ~f the· testicles revealed 

. . . . . . . ' . . . . . : . . ·. . . . . ~ . . . . 

I . . 

, ·. . ... no·~viqence oftrau~a,_.:Teas .expl~e(l thaqhe' di~coloration·in·the scrotuni.:Was likely due to blood 
. . . . . . . . . : ... · . 

•• # . · ·. ' trick:tingcdown to that-atea froritthe 'abdoUieil: · ;-' ; · :.,- · ·· , · ·· · 
. . . ·. ,, . -. . . . :. .. " ~ . . 

·.· . 

·:: .. :;, Te~testifieg ttv~t~ as a pathoiogist~··aSSessingthetirtiing ofinjurie~ is something•she is famili~ 
: . . . . . ·- . ' . . . 

·-with,do~g~..-Timin~is "~ i.fltegT~'P~.ofp~thology.'! T.h~;best way~:according.to Teas, to addres~ . 

. . ~.-ti~g:i~:histology~ however, ·s)le did .also· ~ate that it is l!iffiprecise." · Tht,Js; ~stimates of the timing 

ofan injury ·are usually given'in days.:;She t¢stified that she-w6uld never give, nodias she ever seen. 

given~ any textbook or paper, an esti,mat'e·rn:~erms of hours> Sl1e·did·beli~ve that 8)1 of Steven's 
·' ·_ .. ·· ' . ' . . . . ·"' . : . : 

., :. T~ fou11d ~viden~ of acUte·inflammat()ry[ceUs in'Steven.'~ 'gastrpintestiilat tt~(£· These.· · 
. . . . - j - . . . 

· cypic~ly~-appear:'about l2'to 24 hours ~er an injury: She. did not ·reCall seeing anY·in'th~'Subdural 

·. hematoina,' ho:wever:_: on·about the second qay following aniojlll)r,>mononudear cells'(also·call~d 

· ·. l~pbocytes}start tO appear ~d groW m:·numbets: ... 0n thtHlllrd-day;·~d·possibly·on·the''se·cond, 
• ·y. •. . ' • . . . • ·: . • . . . . . . : • • • 

: '._;pmqle-;$haped ce~s called fibroblasts befAA to lay do'Wn :collagen:· =As t;iffie p~sses, Teas explamed,. . . . .- . . . .. . . 

·'· . . i ·. 

layer~ .of fibroblasts:'incr'eas~~·l1ence;·tpe·more that ·are present;'the older thejirijury': ·' Also,·:~t abo1,1t 
... 

·the s~e.tim~, new capillaries fonn,:makiilg the surface_ofthe area very granular . .In.Steven's,case, 

Teas saw·early granulation oftissue and several layers offjbroblasts. Aft~r'betweepfo~r and five 
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. days; there. are three . to :five layers of fibroblasts; and. at 7 to 10 'd~ys;'ihe·· capillaries~ become very . 

prominent,.,"Inihis.case;~'-srud·Teas~-~you:could:almoS1:·seethe capillaries:",,.···· .. ; ·.:.'··-.- ·· ,_ .. · '> '::·· 
. .·. . ' . . . . -

Teas opm~ that steven's :m.jrifles\vere about!five _day~: ol<i.>sh~·said' theYt:'Ouid·· have·b~n ' · 

six days old ,and it.~as'.possible :that they -~ete:o:nJy four1iaysi!ofd:l·Howev~r; 'h{h~t oplruch-1~·-d~eto : 
. . . . . 

t~e amount ·or healing -that had taken plate;·, theY: 2_owd not have.been· ies~\tlian ·fc;H.ir' days'oldi Stev~ri-

wa5. p~oriounced dead::on:·Febrthiry li, 20d2rat:about-•I2:3o :p:in:;_rDis:counting,:the :f~6t"tliat :S~ev~h · 

· wa.S ~n a respirator for ·a· whit~,; which ·may have .. ~iowed .healiiig,' ·Ste~~~·s ;ffijuries. would ;.hirve·r: 

~ceutred, accordmg to Ttas, ;,on or around February 6!.'~ T~ teStified' thai sh"e:also; fotind evidenee'' · 

of injuries that could·hav~ been a inonth· old.' i In <a'hlstologicai ~tide; ·she found a· new ·blood .vessel . 
· .. 

· fomiing in the dura; whic~ requires four to five: days ·after:_aidnjury' to occil~ ... ~eas -~ilso·:sta:t~;that ··': 

... _:it ·:Wa~,~oi-e:likeiy ~~ad;teven;s:.injuries were,severt.day~oidas-opp~sed t<'f~thf~e days qld.··;:r.ater, ,. 

· T~as t~stifled that' childre~ heal a bit .faSter thari' adults;. but ·that"would ,be offset by the iespir~tb't. · · 

, Teas further· testified· that Steven's purported :choking' on- a.' hotd.og c6uid·: be'-'sec~rfdary'to · · ... · 
. ..· . . . . . . . .·' --. . . : , . . . . . 

~i~er ~s abdC!mi~ai-~Nri~ ~r-his·he~d_inj~ries .. She ~lso·'stat~<l'that a-~eizur~:·resui~ng frofu·~:h~o·. ' 

, injury; coiild·;r~sillt.ln cl~nching of the·i.eeth:and: would invol~e, shaki~g:iri·:othrir:ar~~-bf th~·Mdy. ·· · ·. 
. . i • . . • • • 

· F1.u1)~~~oref_tirning an·mjhryha~ed on.bruisi~'g·isptoblematlc;';as·','each Miso~ ·re~pohds-'difl'e~ently!!• t r ·. · 

A persoo:whoisuffered·the.type:ofhead injury exp~rienced;by Steven.'could:re~airt coriscirili~~ ·Teas='~ 
. ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . '· 

stateq iha:tshe r:e\riewed th~ po~tbpe~~tive rep~·rts:ofM{moz,,.fud the},.did'not ~h~geher-~p1ruorHhdt-rll.:' 
•, • • • . • • . • • ' . I • ' . • : • • • 

:- .• . . ...... 

. Steven ~ould have .remaihed ·corisei.ous:: · That St~ven's iriiercraniaJ._pt~ssure ;W~s ··9o a:nif ·J-apidiy_ '· · · . 

pio~~essing' ( ru)m1a1 is 10 to 20) was :consistent'\vith ·an injUry o&tirii~g ·day~ .befor~> is i6~··b~ain. ::, :'• .· . . . . .. . .. 
. • 

do~s notnecessa.ril~ st~ to·swe~lat the time of an injury.:.,,:· ....... . . 
.. 

. .. , ... ,_ .· .. 

... . , . . : . .. \ 
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}l., -~ . . . . . . ... . A.J.so,-;ha~g.":~)listo_ry. o(the injury :is; important iin. determining i1imirig:.; · Furthern1ore, · 

. .. -· _-... ·. ... . ·- . . : . . - . 

. i· · .. ! · . ...-· extr~poia~ing. datlpll_ld opiQi9-~s'f!~m aut_omo.bilea~idents an~ applying:it to a nonaec~dental injtuy .. , 
t.l . . . : '. ,. .. . ... ' . . . . . .• . .·· ' ' . . . . t : · ': :· · · is; Pf,~~,~~~fl~~-.. T~a8,.~~p,l~ed .that she .rypically sees. patterns ·of. injuries.th~~ are ~ia little different" 

l;l ' . ' ' ' . . . . . . . . . 
~;,. _·,~:- :~,-~~~~~id_ei!t~ .. ~mtjn~Ges ofchild abuse:;:When _asked agrupi~bouMin~iJ)~F.fm'.Stated, !'T;be .' 

<~, .. ·. . ·. ··.: . - . ' ' . ' . . ' .· ' . . ' 
· ,. : : . ~b,QLJI:al~:-lfc!!Q:t :s~y apythj~g.apoti~.the~()ther head:injUf.Y,· b.!Jt. the subdur~iand 'abdo'minal,were 

. ·. :··· -~:: .. _ ::·· -~;~~~iit~~i:-~t~~~~:cJ·~~~~/! :rne~~4}j~~~. sq~·added; w~rethe·_·c~u~eofdea~:··R~:lin·e~ ~n ~itev~~·s· ; 
. • :; • • • . • ~ 'l • •· -· • • . . ' • . • : . . . • 

. . . :~ • . .'. ... .= .... 

·~ ~- : : ·. f~qi_,~q~¥. ip;a ~~~h· Presbyteri~,record from 3:3.0 a.ni~ · op February ~. aceorqing: ~o Teas; ~uld. ·; . . ~· . . . . . . : . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

· ··. : · ·· hav.~;J>~J} ~~~¢d by t1,1~es ~om a bloQd;p~ess4fe.Cuff 9n Steven's leg~ 
. . : . . . . . ·. . . . 

·: :._·!_.-;.'.,,Dtnjpg;~o~s~exarnin~tion, Xeas explained that:caicificatio~ (which she-ob~erv~d.in the dura) , , . 
• • I •. •' •· • • ' ' '• ' 

· -· · . . _. cmi_lq jnQi~~t~,th~t the injury js older than the presence ·of fib-~oblasts would;mdicate, It ,could also. · 
!. • •• •• .• • • • : : .· • • ! ; • . 

·,· . . . . . . 
·.t?e eYi9~c~,of ~ secqQ.d; ea.r!ie.r injury:, Teas a~knowledged·.that M.leusnic -was ofthe.opinion that 

. ... . . . . . . . 

t~u~ c;:~9tfiqt!!OI~ . was. ~P. ·_art~act of the surgery, on· the· riMt · side i of Stev~n's hea<J. She ·fuf1her 

. · acl~IJ:owl~clg~d -tP,at. ner r.epp.rt stated that, Steven was transferred to Rush Presbyterian· on Febiuary 
. .. ·: . 

·9, 409:2, at) C<qn,.~;which is incqrrect as to botli date a,9d t.i.qle. ·Teas.did·no,t·differentiate between·· 
. ~ .. . . ' .. , . . . . . . . .. . . ; . 

who J;:ep~rted;¥f4a~ ·-inj~I}' jp.ber_ report~ .tha~ is, the, repoq. does 'I10t specify_th~~ cert_ain injuries that ' 

. . 

manif_'~~tedJhems~lves .ll,lte,r_, were not apparent at the, time Steven was. brought in to;Mount_.Sinai. 

Lat~[, she :~~at~d.she· '!sort of ~·* ~ .'!ried to-separat~" -;what. was ~bseryed •at Rush, Presbyterian. ·She . . . . ' . . : 

also explruned . that;,theie. we_re. some .. discrepanCies, in ·the recorps .of.the :anesthesiologist and ·the .· . -· . . . . . . . . ~ . - . . . : . . . . . 

..... ·_·:·: .. · -~rgf.!pp_ ··.Jf9~~yer,-the~e.discrep~c~es.did not'!affect her opiniqns ... According to Teas: posturing 

.. ' . : . .~ ··.:. - . ;' . 
. .. · .. 
is a'_t}'p~: qf·a. se~r~. · .. ~oU owiJ;lg-T ea_s testimony, .defel)dant •re~te~. · ·. · · · ' •• • ,\:., • I' 

The trial count found defendant guilty of first-degree· murder (st?e·720.ILCS· 5/9--1 (West,-
. . ' . . . ' . : 

200;2)).· The trial court also found that Steven was u~der the age of Ii, but ~eclipedto find that the 
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murder was accompanied by.:exceptionaliy-bruhiland heinous behavior indicative'ofwaiiton chl'elty'' 

(see 730 ILCS 5/S--5--3 .i (West 2002)) . .In so ruling, it tnade th~- folloWing firiaing5; :-'St~'V~n\vas :'· ·:. . .. 

born on.Aprill7; -1999::and -was,a<noritial,:theatthychltd. _,ife 'had. been:raised t>hrri~:Y -by his · 
. . . . . 

~~dmoth~t~ Kru:.~n-€!afk;, and his ailri~s; D~rothy'lferroii ·and Sadie Bftrwn: ·No~e 6rtnes~ worrf~ir~~, "1-~

had ~vet:s.een.any·marks-or ihjuries·on:Steven,}ndicative of child ~buse aft~·SteVeirhad t~tiiilied fr6hi::._ · 

being With Keriyatta. The c'ournbtin~ thein "extre~cly credible." Jt:Rls6 f<'rt~rid1hat. the)' ct~ru;i:Y' ' 

lo~ed Steven· and !'would-hav~:done everything. in their·power t~ keep hln1 fromJ(~hyatfa·h~o-they . · · 

thought fm,a inonient thli,t_.he was in d~ger/ .. , t ; •... :·.; . . ,• ,. ' ,, . • . 

. ~·--~:.-· 

The 'cause of SteV~ri's death W~blinit traunia to the head and abdomen.; The Cciurfstiit~d tliat : ..•. 

. the soie issuewaswho:ca~sed that trauma: _The coUrt'exPiiJried that;the,defen~e·s·:~heorJ wa's tlffit:.:.' .· . .. 
.. · . . !_ . . . _- . . . ' . . . .. . '.' 

Ke_n~atta. beat Steven ,so severely that he Was mortally .woilhded early in the·week of February};··,_. .. 

2002, "p~rhaps as-~ly ~;the·4~ ·5th; or. 6th:'~~ .Then;; Steven-experienced a "li.icid intefv~" which_.!.: · .. 

lapsed about an hour before Renyatta-re~~n·ned··home ort'February 8, '.2_002.' K~ilyatta's purport;ed:·';:. · '· 
I , • • . 

history. of abusing Steven ;was ,presented through:. the. testimony .. of:Zeis,':Martihez ·ancl :Beidepio;Y;~ ,· · . 
. . . . -.. 

However, the,.trial :court expressly·found .. that two of.the wifness~s (Ze~s·and Belpedio) were·ii{jt .i· .• :· 
' . 

credibl~ .. The.court.reiter~ted that Clar!c;•. BroWn; and Herron never observed ail siWts of ab~se·afte( •· · · 

Steven was with Kenyatta.',·.The pathologists·that.defendant offered in st.ippcirt of his position, "dated;:· 
i. . 

. . . .. . . ! . . . . . . . ~ ' . . ,, -: . . 

Steven's injuries,.based-mi'the rate ofhealingi as,occurrin~ b'etween the·foiirth and eighth;or betWeen-.-., ' -

the fifth. and ninth of F~bluary., ·. J:he :court. observed. that· these estimat~s~- whit~ ".hkdly ·an ~;c'att ~.,, · ,. 

meas\uem:ent~:~ were.further complicatecf.by:other•factors ·that affectedithe ·tate of.h~iflg·1such is~- :: · 
• : • • • 1 • 

oxygenati~-n,"'Steve~'s yo~th;·and the use of~:respirator, Ifis:deai·that.the<couiictid-not·flnd the_:,·: 

opinionS of the pathologists particularly useful and did not attribute great weight to them. in stim, 
. . . . 
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th~:!ct~: ~p~r.tf~u!ld .. th.?t "[t]he eVideQc~ ~~~:;doeMIOt;support ·any, alleg~ti~n that Kenyatta BroWn . 
. . ·- •. . .. . .. . 

. . 
c~9Qic.~y~9u~.~P Ste.v~.n-~:"~:,· · ··i 

.· .. :.J;~~JSti.t¢.:.s;~ll.~ory, ,on' th~;otlier hand, vyas;tllllt'Steyen.was ~the; sol~· care of defendant·.· . 
. · . I 

• star.t!ng ilt·~houtJQ ~.m. onFebruary.S,:2Q92~~e~J(enyatta'teft for work at:that:tirne,:Steven was· ·. . . . ; . . . . . '· . . . ' 

· _.: ·· .. : .. : .·. m ~.~9Jd., s~w.-5!, '\Yirb. ~qmif'.in_,his Jri~uth. . .- .-· .·1 .•. ~. • : .•• • -~. • 
.. •. · .. : ... ··. _.·- .· ·-· .. ··. .. . .,· .. 

_; . · :· .·· ': ';;;;· ~e4rjal.c_qiirt. fo·~~d.:~e .. ie~tipony:of•the-.m~cal p~rs~H).nd.whp·-treMedSteven most 
. . . . : . . . .: . . ' . . . . . .. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . i 
.. · ·. · ~ompelli.Qg. By 6: 18 p.rri .. on FebfJ.I!lfY 8, ~002, St~ven w~·posturing. ·•At this' time~ 'a treating nurse 

. ·: : ·:, di~·P9.t.~e~_any:mar~s,on;~te~en's,l.~g~.o;·~~s: :Nurse·~nu~-::a~·.R~sh'Pre;b~~ri~ later obse~ed 
,• . . ; . . : . . 

, · :· .. ;_ fre~h. ~:~<J.bruises a~ci tpar~;~n Steyen's.legs., At abo~t:IJ :30 p.m., weltsweie.n~ted on his le~ foot. · 
. . •,:·. . . ' . . . . . .· . '•; . . : 
_.. ·.· · _ · ~9r~9y~r; <th.e m.aJ.'~ were ch_~ging apd.becof$g more cl~fi~ed:'· -D~.: Gr.ee11' observ~q red marks· on · 
. •. . . ~ . . ' . . - . . . . . . ·: . 

his:b~~cl- TP~t.tbey.were.red, she:testifie,d, ll:_ldicated:th~t·they were fresh:·i~r:Boykin testified that . 

. St~vfi!n C9!l.lq not have ~ateii;a.hot do.g, as'described:by defendant, after·he ~ustained;these injuries. 

· Be~IJSe .. ;~t~veQ,cQ.uld_.not'have eaten after $U.staining·s~ch inj.uri~s,h~_Iliid:to have su~taihed.them 
. . ., . : . . . ·. . -· . . .... :. . . 

atl:e.t .. l_:le,l~~ ate. ·• Furt~er, ·he. could.n~lt:bave -sustained these:sev~re injuries ·on Feb~ary 7, for he 
. . .. . : . . . . . ' . :, .· . 

wouJ~:!lQt hayt<,survived until th€? time hew~ l?rought to··Mount Sinai.· At Rush PresbYterian, injuries 
. ·. . . . . :: . . 

. • i .. 

th<!-i.:w,~r~ not .vj.~iQ.le at Mot1n~ Sinai contint1ed to appear!· Ste:ve~~s abdomen w~s·not·distended until 

the .followipg rn9rqpig~ ·:nr: S~verm ob~~rved that- Steven's.autoreguiation system was intact quri11g 
- . . ·, :" ... ·. .·. . . . . . .• - . . . . .. 

the e:v~ning.ofFebruary ,&, iPdicati~g-that·the'i>rain;injurywas recent rather than· days old. Amylase 
·. . .. . ·.- . ·. ·. . . ,. . . . ' 

,._and,Jip.;t.s¢J~yel~ had doubled:b~tw.~en the time·biood tests, ~¢re. taken at ~ount Sinai and·Iater ~t 

· · .Rush :{>resl;Jyteri~: Th~ only ,eipl~~tion fo~: suc~·an increase, -fou~d the trial:c~ourt, was the recency . 

. -~ ' ·, • • _;:. ~ ! • • • : • I 
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of the injury. A. Cullen's. sign· appeared:,ori the moritirig~ of February 9-' '-.Severin :st~ted that these 

appear relatively qUickly after_ a severe injury to the pancreas. 
. . . 

. . or.. Munoz observed· bright red bloqd;'which also indicated. a r~ent ~jtiry. ·He add~ tha:t ·.: 
,. 

. . it was impossible for the injury to have been 'sUst.ained oifthe;pteViooi 'everung/ for 'Steven ~~tild · · 
. .. . . 

have been unabie tow~ taik, ea~ br drili.k. A head injury,of this magni~de would preclude· a· luCid ~, 
. . .· . -. . 

.interval. .. : ; ,·. ~. . (. . - • 'l: . . . ~. . . , 

The .. court nbted::that the·s~dden.·appeaiance of all of Steven's•·i~Jtiri~· on:the evening ."~f) 

February 8 WaS incons~st~nt~th a chroruc_pattem of~buse by Kenya~:~O~e w"mlld expeci:.tb see,·. 

injuries ofa differentage.'i The court also·noted.thaLwhile defendant had failed-to ch~nge'Artgeliqi.Jeis' 
• • ' - • J 

diaper~ h·e·did change Steven's:, It aJso relied up.on Rbbert Liebich's testitrtorty 'iJt~t·defendant toid ~hi:· 
. . .· . . :: .-. . . . . . .. . . : ·;_ .· . - .. . . 

that' he ~'didn't hit the kid that- hard; ";no~ting that· this was·.an admission that he did;·iri·fa~t;·-hit Si~ven:·· 

. The court furthet·noted.defendant's changing demeanor as the night progress~d·:~nd·the e~·ent of; ·. 
• • • I 

·steve~'s mjurieS became clear.- • t • ; ~ 
•, ·i 

· .· , ::.On August-27, 2004, the trial cotirt heard defendant'smotiorifor a:neWtiiai.' At the begmmng·. 
. . 

... ofthat.proceooing, defense counsel inf~inled·the,trial:coun·.thafdefendant was in: the proc~ss·of ·. 

attempting to hire private counsel because he had raised issues"j)e~g fo the ineffective a:ssi.stalice: . · 

.... ·. 

• • • • • • • • •• • • l • 

~f ~~unsel. Def~Iise c~urisel aisti told th~;trial court that the.attomeys,def~~d~t-~ontact~;would 
·not proceed.u~ess they_\.Vere eithe~ .. tetained,by defendant or appointed: by the court. T.hetrial ootirt, ,, 

. L . 
?fler a8kirig_._the·State for:i.pp~t,, .. simply stat~d;;.. .. , 

· "Th·e.Couft has appointe& th~ publicjdefender··fo represent--you;: and :if .the ·public,,~ 

·defend~r--Ifyou chose to to[sic]disrniss,the pub~jc d~fend~r; you have·t~b fightto'hiteyo~r. · 
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-... i·. · ... ; o_wn ~ttorney;.butthe Court will notgive·you an additiofial:attorney'becatise YOl}.do' not-Wish 

'} ·.. . !o proceed toq~y'," , ... "' ·:; 

·tl _· ... · 
{. _ .... :P~f~nd@t::r~sp~nded;-:'!Okay:":! The-court·then turned .to:_~~ m()~mi for a new;trlal, _whicii it 
(~I . -... ·_ ..... -. . . : . . .- _· - - . , . - . ' . . . - ·- . 
~~;·. __ .: _ . ,,·. ·- --~~~~~d; :_~ ~~-e :~~~S.e ofar~~g, tl!e m?tion,:defense co~~sel,·-at defe~dant'~ tt!~ais~-

~~- · · . . · · :. thelQllQ~g is~u~s :r~gar_~g_inrffe~tive.ass~stanc~ _of ~ouns~l:- (1 )_ t~at c6un~e1 s4p~ld ha~~ bro_ught . . .. . . . . :· : . . .. , . : . . . ~:. . . . . : . . . .. . 

. _ ._ . . _·· ~-~~d!~io!iai ~t~e.sses t~ ipipeach l<~ny(ltta regard4tg he/pwi>orted_ abpse ofSt~v~n;' (2) tha~ ~oun~el 

. -~. : ·~. -~· . ~:-. .. ..,._:y .. :'.: . . :··, . . . ... - . ;. -... . . . . . . . . . . . ·.. . : . . ... · . . . ~ .. ·: . : . . . . . . . . 

-'. ·. _ . · · . shqul~ ·~ve ha~ 11· witness: testify .t)l~t ~efepdant had :ch~ged :st~yep.'s Qiapers -~the ·pastf (3) t}lat 

. · .:_. . ,:. . ~~~~!:should. ha~e · ~~ougb~;in. ~dqi~on~·~witnesses·t(Hest~;:re~~~~ng :·~tq~r ~c~~sistel)cies. iri· ... 
, , , ., : . • I ' ~ • ' • • • , • • . • • •• • • • • .; 

. _. _ K~n;,~t;_~;s f~stl(n~.n;;·( 4) th~t ofuer d~tective~ should li~~e been:c~ed ~~ -~~~ti~--ip adQ,iti~m ~o ~igiel-
. ·: .. ·.:·. . .. . . . . . . . . : .·. . ... -· . , . ·. . . . . 

:i·· ': 

.. ·.· 

. -
'· 

· .. · -Stev~h; ( 4) that oounsef should have copd~~ted more thorough ·~rqss-eJC:~tiqn8;:( 5) tltat ·counsel· .. · .. . .·... . . . . . .. ·'- . ·. . 

· fail~d to-pr~s-~nt eVidence ~ati,no ~lotheshangers were _fo\lnd in the•garbag~ on'Feb~aiy;9, '2002. 

· .· Co~_nsel t4en stated,. "I believe that ~overs everything that Mr Liebich w~ted ,us to britj.g up for 
. ; . . .. ~ . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . 

in~ff~etiv.~ as~istance:" -Later during ~he hearing; when;defense·cotihse~ was djs~ussingthe testimony 
. . .. . . . . . . . . . . 

_.:, ofpr,.Severin;.defendant inteiject¢/'When-t~ey said the·bru!sing was ~ero to 24 ~0 48:, which was 
• • •• •• • - • •• • •• • J 

: .. · n9t ·s{lid .. That was, never cle~ed.up.~'- - • ·,. ;-
. . . 

;._.:Also; onAugust'~7,"2004;the State called to the1rial-court's attention the fact that Dr, Teas . . . . . . . . . •.· . -. - . 

had s~nt the court a letter. -Copies-we~e also ~entto the State and defense counsel. -_1:'h.e_;State ~sked 

.< .:: · ·_ that the trial co~ not view it, as-it was an "improper ex parte com.rllunication!": :.Qefense,cqu~sel . . .. . . . . .· .· . . . . . . ; 

·~~~~d. :tJhe· -~urt ·~pounded· th~ letter and made-it p~·:of the: ;~~?rd: :on ~eptembe~·9; 2004, the 

· · trial cou.rt·sent~nted d~fenciant to 65 y~s· imprisonment: •. ··: .. --'- ,: . 
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Defendant-..:by cohnsel..;o.filed a moti~n to reconsider sentence. He also filed a prose motion· · 
- . . - . . 

alleging the ineffecti~e assistance pf~unsel. The latter· motion was filed on November 8, 2004:. On+ . 

. Nov~mber IO,the court asked defendant what he was aslcing for,in:hls motion.· Defendant r~j>lied 

that he wanted ~ew couns~~"hopefully" ~·new inat In a hearing on November i9, th~ tri;u.court , .· 
. ' -~---~- . 

stated to defend~i, "[Y]ou'v~ ifldicated to yotir attorney that you wish to make yo~u argument. ht ,· 
. 'vhiti~g, . .illd you. have~ c~py?i' Defend~t~_eplied t~auhe•copy·~~ ille~bl~. The t~~··c0u~ -~heri . . . . . . . 
made arrangements for dbfehse coun_se~ t<? make and file a le~ble.copy. 

On D~cember 7, i2004, the finaLhearing in this _cause wa5 held .. ·The trial court asked. 

~efen~ant about the papers· tie had flied and whether they constitu~ed. separate motions. Defendant 

explaiqecf that one was a ~otion, and eyo packets were arguments in s~pport ofthat ·motion .. 'Thtf · , 

. following colloquy 'theh ensueQ between. defendant.arid. the-triaijudge: '. 

,;THE COURT: -What is your position then 

1\{Jt.LIEBICH: I just feel that I didn't receive a fair trial because my attorneys weren't-.: 

!]llly prep_ared ~o try t,Us. case; And. I ;pretty much stand on ·my written argu~ent. , 

.tHE COuRT: A lot of what you 'say in there are conclusions,·.Doyou have anything :· 
' ' • l • . . 

to back. up those cOnclusions? 

MR. t~Jj:BICH: No. · 
. . . 

TH:E·COURT:.Jfyou saY someboqy wasn't prepared, what do you ~ean? , .. 

.. present most of this evlde~ce that :was critical to niy defense . .Mr .. Holman wa.Sn't even: aware): . ', 
·I ' 

of a iot of the sfufftha,t I br~ught to hls att{mtiori during the trial. So I don't fe~l the~e's ~ny,; .· 
: . ' - . - . 

way he could have: been fully prepared not!knowing:about this informatio·~. 
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THE COURT~ Again;-~do;·you have· any e~amples? l read your; the longer 

. presentation. 

l'1R. L_1;EBICR !lasically a lot ofit'sjust evjdence thathe P,idn't bring'forward that 

·: was in discovery .. · · .· . ; · .. 

THE COURT:,For example? , ' ... :· . . . . 

brought 'forw~d tl:tat hed~dn't ·Call. 

THE COuR'I>Fo( exaJI?.pl~~-·who would tha,t be and wtmt ·w~uld th~y have testified 
: . . . . . 

to?"· 

Defe~dant th.~n liste9 the fOlloWing pumort7d depci~ncies:.( 1) coun~el faileq ~o call Richru::d '0'8rien, 

' . 
.. a po,ygrapher, to te~tjfY that Kenyatta ~dmitted-striking Steven with a belt c_illd tomb; (2).counsel 

·, . 

. · .failed. to callDion Liebic_h to impeach RoJ>~rt Liebich by te~tifWlg tl1;at defendant never asked Robert 

·. wlietherthe room. in tbe Rosel{epolice station WaS ~bugged"' during their conversation; (3) counsel . 

:failed ~o bring forth ·evidence fr(?m Kenyatui's diary that Lee· c:lark (Kar~n's husband) b~ats the 
. .. . . - ·. . . ' . 

'. chil<ir~n ~ the Clark home arid Kar~~- .does norinterfere, to :undermine the ~otion, cited by the trial 

court in its adjudication of guilt, that Kw~n wquld have done ~ythingto proteyrSteven; ( 4) counsel 

failed to bring forth evidence that,Steyeij h~d Tyleii9J.~d aspi~ih in his. ~y~ern.'to UJ)dei:mine the. 
. . ... · .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . 

· · ... proposition that Steve~!· was feeli:Dg.fin~-ptjqr to Febru~ 8; ~002; (5) coun~el f~ed.to bring forth 
• • • • I • • o ~ 

·~vid,enq~ that Steven lo~t fiye,pounds b~cyr~e~ N~vember .6; 2001, arid Feb111~ ~. 2002; ( o) co~nsel 
. . . . : . . . . . 

· · · , fail~dtti bnng forth eviden6~ that' Steyen had.been given dnigs to s~date him pri_or to the time he was 
. .. . . .. .· . . . . ... 

~st examined at Rush Pr~sbyteriap,- which. caused:·his ·~to mach to b~ soft and not distended; (7) 
. .. ·. ' . . . . 

counsel failed c?ll Dorothy Herron to testify.tha~-F~brua.ry 8;:2002 was notthe first tit.ne Steven was 
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ieft home alone with defendant;:. ana (8) .counsel ·failed"!lo bring forth·evidenee or. mvestigate·. 

infonn~tion regarding a:child inRockfot:d,-whose mother1s nru.ne was Kehyatta Brown,. itmystetim.isly .. : 
•• • • J • 

en~[irtg] ~p with a broken.leg.!' . 

After defen4ant set forth these complaints, the .trial judge asked, ·~Anything else?11 Defend~t 
. . . 

replied, ·''That:s.pretty ~uchit, your.~onort, The trial·eourt;then inquired ofone·ofdefendant's·. · · 

att~~ey:-,.J ohn ·~~sey--regarding whether he Wished to address iuiy ofthes~ i!!SUes. :Casey st~tdd 'th~t ' 

the facts d~fendant.. set forth were. correct; :however, he·maintairied ·that; the. decision; t~gardi~g: .· 

. 'whether to ptesent'them :Was:a matt.er oftna) strategy ... The,coui-:(then requeSted,that·defendant's· :. 
! . . . . 

.other attorney, Ricky H.oiman, be brought to the court room .. ,, •' .·, <•' '. I -: ~ 

The co~rt then as,ked Holm~ whether.-h.e ~shed to offer. any explanations regarding the 

issu·es raised by defendant. Holman explained. that,,.as the,qial:eot:irt.had previously obse!Ved, it ·. 

would ~e. ~nreasonable to; expect him to·call defense ;witnesses tp offer additional impeachment after 

the coui:t.~ssessed .test~dny of cerlain.state witnesses, particularly.;where those state Witnesses :Were.,·;: 
. . j . . . . . :· . . . . . . 

iri ·:fatt .imp.eached .. Ho!mkn.stated .that ,he reviewed ~epp~s from additt91lal witnes~es and made a:'' .. 

' strat~gic,de~isi~n not .. to,presem thew. ,BVidence_ofaspirjn and Tylehol wa.s eoiltai.~ed ~Teas's ex.'. 

parte 'letter, and ,thus, .. ttiough he was __ now . aware- of it,' :he: c~uld. ·~0· .. Ionge~ ti~~ I this~·eVidence.;. ' . . '. .. . . . . . . . . 

inves~igators from both the public·defenders office and the State detennined that the Kenyatta Brown, · . . . . i . .· . . 
. . . . ~ . ' 

. in Rockford was-.not.the same,person.as the-Kenyatta Brown involved m·th.is trial; • . , , .... . . . .:· . . . 

. . · ~e ~al court. th~n asked ,ifoi.man~whether .. he .failed to.'.c6iiunuhicate.a: plea·. agree~eh~\o; .. · .. . . . . . . : . ' . . ' . . . ~- . . . . . 

defenqant. Holman state~ th~t he did co~unicate one posttnal. offer-to d~fertdant; .whlch they\·.<·· 

agreed to reject. P_rior·totrial; said·Holmaii/ no;offerswere:made;-and·defen·d~mt~abd Holman aw~d 
•• • •• ' .! • . • • • • •• 

t . . . 
to _maintain defendant's irioocence.'. Holman: did tell·defendant :that. the .State ·had made overtures 
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:_r~~~-d~g a-pie~ e~eri thougb no firm offer-was ever:i:nade: ~T-he co~rt ~so inquirech)fHolrnan: 

:(. · · .. i~g~ding-d~fehq~t wisbwgto testify,·which'Holman:denied. The:cotirt then nited,:·.find.~g that 
(:1 ·:. . . . . . : '. .. . . . . . ' ' . ' . . . . r : .. ; ,_:_'.-.:·~ · ·_- ,. :ct~~~n9:mt~~ ~ega~ion~ _P~rt.ruped to ~vidence that w~ c~ulative, _collater~f;.o~·npt of ~y parti~iai· 
-~}: .·_: .:. ";_ . .'.:_.· ............ . ·.: __ '. :- .·; . . ·~ .. · . . j: ...... ·.·: 

-~~; -·. · . · ~\ .... ~~~r,v~ee::~li~,urt·.also ~04fl.d tqat no o~er was made. before trial.· It ~~n rul~d that if wa~tn<?f' 
<~ . : ... .· ·.,; ·: . ·:' .. ·' . . . . : . . . . .' . . . . . . ' ... ·. . ; . .. . ; . '. . 
--... . . ; ... ' .. · ri~~~ary;to :.~ppoint n~w co~l!Se~' an~ _it de.nied defendant's -oro se mptiOil:i lt further ordered that · 
.:· .. · .:.· . ._:! ·: ~:·:::._ .. ··. ·' ... ·.·· . . .· . . . ·. . . ' . . : .. : · .. " . . 
·, · .. . : :; .' ::.:· ~-~~~~~ant's_-pro se ~otion- be incorp?rated iJlto defendant's;origina1'posttriat.;motj.9p for the plirpo'se 

· :;· _': _9f~r~s~~g ti.t~~~_i~s~~!i'for'~ppella.te revi~w. The trial :~ourt sp~cip.cally' asked-~h·t:~~~.r-~ith~r p~ · 
.. • . 

. · .: :. '·. ,__ :: ·. :{?6je~Cd t~_:ib,is•final:~g, and_ ~either·s~de'did: ·It -aiso d~nied defend~t:s ~otiort to·-reconsider the 
.· ·. . .·. i ! •.• • .·.~. • . • - • - : . - ·, ._ - : ·, • • 

.. ;_-

:' ' 

I ~· . .. 

... .. . 
I < ' 1 ~ ' 

. sent~rtce.it had impos~d. Defendant now appeals. · . : · ... 
. . - . . . . 

.·. ·= 

·. ·"· ··II.- ANALYSIS ·. '· 

.' · · ·.: Qefendant raises a numper of issues'6n appeal. 'Fir:st,· he asserts thal the trl;u court did n~t . . . . ~ 

congu_c~ an adequat~·mqujry .int9 his pro se allegations\ of ineffective assistapce of coi.msel and that 

. :thi~ q~~~e··shouJ~ be remanded for such an inquiry:cNeXt;-he contends that.h~ 'Yas not pro·ven guilty 
- . - . . . . 

· ,' ~ . -... · . ~~yond a reasq~able doubt beca~se ( 1) ~he triai courfcor1:si~ered evid~nce·that;~~s iliadrriissible ~nder 
. . . . . . .. . . . . 

F~e·v.·-United State~, 293 F. 1013-·(P.C. 'Cii_,··I923); (~) t~e State faile(to p~ove 'the e~sential 

elefl'!t}nts·of.first-degree murder·and ·instead only proved involuntary manslaughter; and (3)the trial 
; .. . . ·. . . - . ~ . . . . 

. •: . ;. . 

· ·_ ·. . .... ·. court made: inconsistent findings regarding defendant's mentru $tate .. Third; defend~t argiles th_at the 
. . . . ~ . . . . . . . : 

.. testi~9PY ·of :pr. Munqz ~9- :Dr, Severin ·shotildr;no~ have been admitted ~der:Ftve. Fourth, : . .· . . . . . . 
...... · 

·. . ·, ·.: ·' . 'd~fe~dant 9lai~s trial counsel was ineffective:' We Willaddres!) these argument$ as· defendant presents 
" .. · · .... : . . . . . . .. . 

. : ~--:: .. ..; ; .. 1., · • .!. 

'.·' ·· . · ·~:::-!·1 -~··· ··'-A- ADEQUACY-OF-THE INQlJIRYJNTO DEFm'ffiAJ.'IT'S';pRQ SE 
" . . . . . 

'ALI.:EGAUONS OF ·INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE ·OF COUNSEL· -
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Defendant first arguestha(the trial court did riot· conduct :irt;adeqtiate'inquiry into.~s pro se, ·. 

cla,ims· of ineffective -assistance of counseL . See:People ,v. Moore,-.i07 ·IlL 2d 68; _81:.(2003)." < 
· ... 

Defendant point out that,: on AuguSt. 27, 2004, he made;~ ·onu ·motion for. a' new trial.allegillg .tri~l.'. 

counsel's ·ineffectiveness .. :; iThe tJiaJ~~. after asking otily the State for -input~ stated: . : · 

"The. Court has. appoipt&hhe. public defender, .to represent y~U, a11d ,_if tJte; ~ubiic ··. ·· 

defe~der--lfyo~ ~hose to to [sic]dismiss the publiC defender; you have the right to ~e yoUr :;_ 

own attorney: bu~ the Court will not give :you !111 additional attorney. bec~use you do not wish < . 

to proceed today." ~.. .:. : . ; (' 

The trial court made no ~~quiiy of defe~dailt, ·Of, for that, matter~ d~fense counsel. .. 

Vfhen a defendajlt!makes a pro.s~ charge ofineffectiye assistruic~ of ~ouriSel; the appouitmert(. ·: .. i 
. . . ' .. 

of new ~ounsel is n~t al~ays necessary. ,Moore, 207 lll. 2d at 77. Instead, the ~al court mu~ 

conduct-an inquiry into the factual basis of the defendant's claim. -Moore; 207 111.·2d at.77-78. Where 

a claim lacks merit or :ortly touch~s upo·n trial strategy~· new .Counsel need not be· appointed. People . · .· · . 
. . . . . . .· 

..;_ Williarns;-147 Ill.·2d 1!3; is-I-(1991). · Oiuywhere the clalm·shows possible·neglect of the· case·,:., · ,. · 

is new counsel necessary .i' Williams;--} 47 Iii. ~d :at 25l. ·. • • • I'~ • t ';; .. • ~; .•. ";:~ ' 

On review; the inq~iry focuseS ~pon the·adequacy ofthetrlai.court's inquiry into-a defetid~t's~ :,· 

Claims. People v. Johnsori: 1_59.m.·2d 97; Ii5(19_94).- Theinquiry:m<iy'take thieefotms: ;TypicaiW/ ;:; 
. . 

some discussion between th~: tri<il. court;' and ;trial 'counsel; .including. counsel simply. answeririg· f :'.: 

. I . . . . . ,' 

questiOJ1s.,and explaining: the drcu~·stances 8utrm.indingrdefeiidant1s a0~gation8; is'tisurul}"nece.ssaiy.: ~ ,, :' · 

Moo~e~- 207 TIL 2d.at-78. ·Additionally;.the·trial:courimay dlscussthe aUeg~tions·With·the defendant: 7> . 
.. . . . •". . . . . .. ' . ; . 

• I : • • • • • 

· .. :Moore, 207 TIL 2d at 78;' Eurtbet,:the trial-court.maytety~n it~ own'tecolleetion·of deferise'cqun8elis' 

. . performance. Moore; 207 ru. 2d. at 79. i A:deferidail.t's allegations may.a.Iso .. be insufficient-on theii· 

: .. ::: 
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fac~. Moore;,.207 .ru. ·2d at 7~: · .. Whether the trial court:mad~ an ·adequate·inquiry into a defendant's 

' prose'clrums of ineffective ass~~ce of counsei.vtesents a.questim)'oflawsu~ject to de'novo review . 

. People v.iStricldand, '363 Til.' App. 3d '598~·:60$ (2006).' · · · 

In.this ca~e;.the trial ~tirt.did not discuss qefepdant.!.s-allegations with eitherdefense counsel' . 
. . . - : ~ . . . ~ 

or defepcl~t' d~g the peaclng·on A~gu~ 27;' 2004. :-~here·is~also no indication in the record that 
., ·.· .. : . ":• . ·-·. . . .. . . ·, . ' . 

and·Jhe·.:stat~ does' n()t sugge~t; 'that .the'claims'were facially itisuffici~nt' ·. Illdeed,t defense counsel 
. . . : .. • · .. •.·. . ' ' . - . . ' . . . . 

. · ,: •:' informed the court that defendant '-"a~ raisiflg t~e issue of ineffectiveness, but counsel-did nor relay 
'• . ,,• . .. ' . . 

' t.o the co~rt-th~· nattire .Qf~ose Claims and the co~rt did not make any inquiry into 'what; precisely,:. . . . . . . . I . 

, they ~el_'e, much less their factu~ basis:f The trial roO'rt sirriply dismissed the~~~ stating•defe~dant .· 

. · ,. . ! .. · .• ....... 

, , :~.In this section ofhis bti~f; d~fe~d~t stfltel! tb.at ~~many or most of[his].pro se claims dealt 

wit_h C,~m!lsel's failure to. d<?. thi.Qg$..at, trial, ·Sl.J9h ~s call witnesse~;·~o it is· unclear how the trial court's 
. . ' .. - . . . . ; 

·re~oUecti'on w<;mld sh~d a!lyJigbt on.this'isl;lue;" ·Later during tpe hearing, after the.trial court denied. 
. . . . . ,. 

defendan~'s motio~ d~fen~e co~sel set fort~ defend~t's claim$ with some specificity. These issues 

weJ:e (1) ~bat COlJQSel.~hould nave brought jn add.itional:Witqessr~ -to ~pea~hKenyatta, r~garding her 

purpQrt~ .abus~:ofSteven;,(2).tha,t co":lll$e.i shot1ld have had·.a witness testify that defendant had 

I ' - . 

cha.!}ged, St~ven's diapers in. the.p.ast;, (3) th~;~.t counsel should have brought in:additional witnesses to· 

testi~Y,regtq:ding other inco_~i~t~pc~e$ iirKepyat_ta's testimony; .(4) thatothefdetectives:should have· 

been called:;to ·testifY ·reg~di!l~~a r;hoUow.noi$e!!·: ~epyatta·· stated· she.heard;;while·defendant was -in .· · 

. . . 

the.bedro.om with:Steven; ( 4) that counsel shoulQ have conducted more thorough cross~exarninations; 

. ( 5) that counsel {ailed to· presept evidence that no clothes hangers were found in t~e' garbage on 

February 9, 2002. The trial court expressly directed that these issues, though presented orally, had 
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had.an attorney, had:the'.right to hire private .counsel;-hut .would not ,be.app9inted ~n.additional ... 

attollfey ... The State agrees that .the trial.court .. di~ notma,ke an: adequate inquif}'dnto.defendant•~-.. -~-

claims during the August 27, 2004,•-hearyn~. . ~ . "". - ~ ..... \,.. ' 

.. However,. the State contends .. that,. under, ,the :unique facts .itltd. citcumstfut£es -ofthis· case~, .a•• · .. 
• • • • • 0 • -

reni.and. is not ne~essary> J'he.State points~·ou(that;defendartt filed ;a. written motion hliegirt!b. 

ineffective.assistance of cbunseLon Novem~er 10; 2004 ... On .thatd.ate, the State ;reminded the c~urt ,~, . 

of its obligation· to exarriin,e the.factwil basis.of defen~ant's ailegation~; .A h.e~g ~as.ultim~tely h~ld s ·" · 
on ,d~f~ndant's motion ~n .:Oecemb~r. t,. 2004. ·<:D4ring. thl.s. hearing; .. the. trial. cbi.lrt co_ndu~eq ·,an.:; ; 

. . . . . . : . .· .-!. . 

extensive inquiry into defertdantis a.llegations, .·a5klng defendant to clar_i!Y and .e'l:empiify. them.A~, 

Defendant, in fact,. :atiiculat~d eight- distirictcorn:pJ!lints··.abou~ defense_ counsetis ~onduct .. ·Mer. 
. . . . •_.· .- .· -· .. ;· .. · 

·defendant specified hls d:m1plamt!:l,,th~ .trial judge .ask~d,.. ;, An~hing ·.else?:' . Defend~{_at}swe~~/ :· ,. 

"That's. pretty: much ,it,. Y.9ur · Ho~or:". The .. triaJ comf :alsq, !flqlilied.::of .both of-defend~t's·.)ri~ . · 

attorneys .. The St~te asserts that this inquiry cured any ~e~ciency in -the trial court's .e~liet ha~dling.: · 

of ~efenrl:arit's claimS. We ,agree. 

Essentially, defeildailt:is ~kirig that we remandthis cause,so .tJ:l~trlal eouit can:asl<t .. ".Anythirig. :,: 

else?~·.yet one.mote time.• The r~medy.where a,qial cc,mrtJailstQ.make.ari adequate.in·quiryinto·a,~:~. · 
. . . . . . - . 

claim of ineff~ctiveness. is a.remand: to allow the court' to .make ,the. proper inquu)r. Moore; .207. Til.< .. ·. · 
. . . .. . . . ' ' . . ~ 

2d at 81 .. N~t~e~. a ,full evi4eritiary hearirtg.on;the qqestion~oftriat .caurisei',s·putp6rifxiJ.ncornpet~bte .... 
. . . .. . . ' . ·. . '. ' ,' '-' 

. n·or the-appointment of new counsel.to. rud_.in the·inwiry i~ :requ~ed,:-;Modre~ ~Q7 :ilL 2d,:at.8 i :-82 ... ;~/i.·. 
. . . . . . . .. .. ·. . . . ~ ·. . . - . ·- .. 

On December 7; 2004;-.~e trial: coUrt ~nquire~ defend~t e:;q;lairied Jhe_factualbas~s· for his.tlaims: 
l . 
) 

.. defendant stated that ther~ were m).~dditlonai.iss~es:he .. wished to,~aise, aridthecouit ruled.:.Irtsofar . . . . . -· . . . . . . . 

i; . . } . :-- 'L. : .-, .. •-'' : . ; ~.~ ·. 

. been sufficiently raised and preserved. 
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., . . . ·. . . . . ·,. . ... · . . 

. ·· .: :· . ~l(~_effective~es~:i~· C9ncemed,-'it is not appar~nt to us ho.w a hearing on rerriand woUld differ in any· ·• . 

'i .. ' ... a~pr~iapl~ y.ray.·_frorp;the-~e~ifconducted on December·?;~ Defenqant ~raised:alfthe issues he 
. 1) . .' ··::·. . . . . . .·. . ·. . . . . . . . . .· 
.{ . . . ,' · ,' :V~.t~ tQ ~t that t~~._as_he in_di~ted when he stated, -~~That's pretty·mqch it._"'' A ~~~and so ~hafthis·_' '. 

. l'l .. : ·. . . . ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . - . '. . . . . ,.. .. . . 
. ~~- ·, ,.-. '·:: ·. i$su.~·could :be=reg~~<m,e.'inore time _rvould -~e bOth 'a! meapingless·_ gesture.' and a·waste of judicial "'-'c ·c-:--"!;;.~ 
\;r:; ·_; .:··. ·_ .... -.·-. :· . ·. . .. . . .. . . • . : . , . -· . . . . . . . . . 

. : :.:' ... :::··~ : ···:--r~s.o~r9es. ·.ih~-b1~i:c<?i.iri cili:eady.nued:o~.-~Ju~:issuei:defendant·rai~ed~·-i!nd. defenrlant:provjdes no . · 
: ::;· --~·- .. ·, .··! .,.-;_::';· •. ·; ·.'·. .:·. • ..• :·.·._ · •. _-;: • • .' :.-... ' .. ::. • . . .. .'· • . _· . . . ·. .• • ; •.. _· ·.' • • . ·, . • . 

-~ · ; ' · ~l?~hdor.s~ppos~g thafa;diffyrent'reswt'would ·obtain, on remand. 'See'Poople·v: Blair, 215 Til. 2(1'. 
I .. • • ''• ; • ·, • • ~ ' • • • .. • ' • ~ • I ; t • ' . • • • '· . 

. · ,· .·. · .. :.>4~7~~~446-47 (zqos):("r-o l}c;>l~ otherwise, we wou]~·be-forcing couns:to was~~-jud~cial'resour~es by 
. . . - . .:=.. . . . . . : . . . . . . . 

' : .:.) .. : . ;··· ... . 

:: ·-.. · · .. · : ... ·. · · . .· ·' ;:i ;rn spoit,' ·~~~ \vill • not engage· in such. ia meaningless g~~fe. As· d~fe~d!U).t was given a~ ., 
- . ·.· . ·. .. . . ;.. . .. . . 

. : ·> . :. . .· .. ~deq~ate· opportuJPty to. 'P,ie·s~Qt-his\;laitns to. the tnakourt all<:l iQdicated uiilt ·he. was Sa.tjsfi~d that . . . (.. . . . . . . . ·. . . 

. . '. he h~9 pres~rited ~e~ a~,' and further because. the trial ~urt made' ari ext~n5ive incj~uy·or defendant 
i. 

· _ · , · ... -~d_;.both:~s tfi~:·at~orneys, -we conclude-that any error resulting•fro~:thC:·triai court's ·surnm¥}' 
·.·: . .• i,. - • : • .. • . . : . . • !' 

._. .. _ · ... · ·· ·. dis~.s~~ in AugUst ~as cureq in th.e Dec~mber hearing. 'No remand·i~'nec~s~·pec~use tlwtrial ' 
. ~ . . . . . . ·. ~ .; . . .· . . - . . . . . . . : . : . ... . . . 

. · · court.'~fe~dy ~a9e the;inqujry we would be directing it to make·~n rem~d: · I:inally, we 'find no ·error 

· .. f~~~dilig·.tlie;tri,al courfs determinatio~ that new·oounsehvas not necessary.· :FoUoWing a proper 

_.-- ~~uiry,_:such·a·d~cisi~n will be.dist~rbed only'ifiris q~anifestly.err~neous {People v. Young, 341- lll. . 

. ::'- · ·_:.-·· :· ·A.pp_;··~d-;379,'·382' (2003).!· Rete, the'triafc~urt's·point~by.:.point'expl~atio~·ofits re~ons for not·· . . . . . . 

. ·., ·: · ·. · ~ppointing new Counsel are"~l.early· ~ufficient.underithat;stand~d, · · . 
. . . ~- . . . . 

l. •• ~ .· 

·: . · . ! · ·Defendant makes three ?I"gufll.ents as to·why he was-not proveQ guilty· beyond a·reasonable· 
.. ; 

· dqubt. He argues that ~he trial court considered inadmissible evidence, that.the State failed _to prove 
. ; . 

; • ; ( • •· ! : 
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the. esseiltial:.elem~nts.{)(the Crime,: arid ;that. the trial C~urt tn~de: inoonsistent' findings .. ·· We.~~-

address these contentions in rum. ~- . .. ... ·' 

· ,; .: .·· · .. ~, · _:: .). Inad~ssible.Eviderice Ui1der:Frye ·, :· .. ! ·. '·'' 

.' ' . . :. ! t . : . . . ·. ' . -. . . . ~ . . . . _.. . . . . . . .~ . 
While defendant characteriZes;thiS'-'argument a =Fr-ye issue . .( see.Ftye.v ;Uriited:States,;:293 -F.· ·· 

1,013 (D.C. Cir. :I923)),.in actualicy,_he is· siihply asking that we r~weigh the evidence and accept the.· 
. . . . . . . . 
. . . . .. -

t~stimony brtvio exPert v,ltne~ses.that·opined.favorablyto him rather.than the treating,physici-~s. . . . . . 

· Up~n whom the .trial court relied. Fry~ is, m fact; only. cited once,. in the· course Or a· thtee-=s~ritence; ... 

discussion, and its tenets ate. not discusse·d-or applied· in a suStained_ or c'oherenf form.- ' ;. /! 

... :Defemiant begi~s this argumen~·b;:settmgforth.the-sti-ength~ ~fth~~~iavorable experts-;.;-, . 

Dr. Mile~sruc Poichan and-Dr .. Teas.·. B,oth-a:reforensic patlioi~giSts With.-iinpressiye crede:tithils''~d 

are~ cer.tainiy;qu;ilified to opiz1e as tO• t~e· timing ofthe' injuries.inflicted =upon Steven.': Further/both 

relied upon.hist~log!c~l analysis, a wel1-accepted methodology; in cortunRt6 thei{condusions. 
! 

Before ·proceedin~ further,._: we· note that: Miieusruc ',Stated;' that . the -injuries· ·~could ·have 

occurred on the 8~" which is eo~sistent With the State's positibn and th~ test!~ony·ofDr::Munoz ·,·' . . _, 

·. and Dr.:Se'verin .. ,Thus,.eV.en if.we were. to accept;defendant's invitation to'reassess_ ihe.evide~ce, it··., 

is unclear to ~hom '\;Ve iwould deem Mileusruc's testimony favorable> . Itl addition to: setting forth thi' . . .- . - . . .. 

credentials and te~ony bt'Miieusrtic-arld:Teas; ,d~tend~t ~so-·poi~ts·outthat .no ~~~e5s .saw ·him ·; · . 

. ·strike Steven and no.physibai .eviden~e lipks ~~to Ste~en'~.de~th.(we calm~t hdp b~t'note that su~h 
... · . . . . :, . : ; .· ' '. > ' .... ·.· :' ., .. ) . .: . _> . . . .. ' ., ... : . -.. . 

. observations have nothinrLto do with the propriety of. the_ testimony of Munoz: ana. Severin;under 
. . . -. : -. ,, . .... . •. : - . i. ' '. . . .' . . . ' .. • : : . . • '. ~ -.:·'· . ;. :·:. . . '. . :·· .• · •. · ....... : .. '.: ,. . :. : • . . 

. Frye, which r~in(orce~ t~e'nqtion that defendant is acfual1y asking.u_s. to:reweigh.this .eviden·ce)_ _We 
• ' • 0 ~ ~ ., • i • : o • • • ,.. ; ~ • • ,o : : '. o • • • • • • : • ; • • • • -~ • • •, :• I • ' • • • • 

.also note the M.il~usruc St~ted thafshe W,ouJddefer to a ti~ating P,hysici~ on 'the issue ~ft'iJrung and . ; ......... ; ! ' - :. ··' '_; '·. ··-., ,_. .,, -'• . · .. ;.; . . .... ·.··. . ·" . . . .. ,. .. 
• : - • • f ..... :· 
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·. · that tflen~' was, testimony that .~teven w~ fine on the morning 'ofFebruary' &·before being left' alone 

with <ief~11dant for over siX hours and injureq after that. 

Defendanta~cks MU11o~'s,·qu~qations1to .determirle; t4e· ~g of an injury, incorrectly · 

. ~ta~g· thahMtipp;?, ··~·offer~9: no:expert :~Xp~rience. in' det~~Jiliniag;the timing ofinj&ies. II ' To the 

· . co~trary;: MUJ107.; ·Jestiji~d :PC:FS~ had· ccms~lted witJr w.~; ",hondr~d,s'! 'of tunes regar~ing suspected ,· 
~ . ' . . ·. . ·.. ~ -~. . '. . . . . ' . . ., . . . ' .. :~ . : . . . . . . . . 

. ·. dri!d ab~se, ap,d on. (!aCh occasion, he V!a~ aske<i to give an opinicm ~~gardingfue t~g of the injury' .. 
. . ':'. ·. ·• . . . . : : . 

. Def~ndant also.<iisingemiotisly states that nei1h¢r Munoz norSeverfu ii~d ever testified in court· about ·' .- . . . : ' . . . ·. . . . . . . 

. . . 

the tinting ofinjuries b~fore •. " :(Empha~is o~f1ed-and.added,).~Munoz,·4t f~ct; testi*d that he had 

s.i~en .qis opinion,in · s~ ·depositions· preYiou$ly: ·While, Lstricily .'spe~g; the.~e: opinions were not 

giveri '"in court,'' :t4~y were obvi9usly ;~'!_'~l1· fu, the.courseJof.l~g£4 proceedirigs. · · · · ·.· _: · 

. ··;Defendant dqe~·compl;.Uri ofM_U;Uoz'~ tesfurionyr~gai;_4in.gthetiming ofSteven's injuries based· 

on the color ofthe blood Mu~ozfound ;when ):le.operied Stevenis·head: The'color of the blood was . . . . . . 

brig~tred,'which·Mu~oztook as a ~i~.of;r:recent injury. The S~ate asserts that this deductio.n is not 
. ~ . . . 

· subject to Frye .. · SCientific evi~ence is-that .. wbich deriv~s frqll1 th~ !'appij~tionofscientific principles,· 
- . . . . . . . . . 

rather. than on skiUor·expetienc~d.:ba~ obsei:vations,:for·th('l basis·ofhis·opi~on." :Jackson v. Seib, 

J?2:TILApp. 3d 1.061; :1073 (20(>7): TheS~xth Circuit,Federat Court ofAppeaJs·iJhistrat~d the 

distincti?n between scientifi~ and :nonscj~ntmc opinion evidence thusly:' . 

:~'; '',"The 'distinctibn.b~e~~ :.s¢i~ntific ;~'cl no~.:sdenti.tk' exp~rt t~stimony. i~ a critical 
. ." . . ' .. 

. . ' one~ By wa•i ~f illustrati~n, if one ~ted to ~~lcun ~o'~-j~ry how 'a b,ull1blebee is ~ble to 'fly, 
. . . . .•. ~ . . . . . . : 

ah'''aeronauticai engilleer'·ihiSht :.~;~- a'.helpfui' witrie§s. I ;Sihc~··fligh{ prinCiples :ha~e s~nie 
. . . . . 

· .•. ~· ·, ·_ :; .. ,:. 1\: ... · _;:_ :. · ........ ·.:~,~ !,·. ~.~ · ... · :. ~' .• _.· .... : . . . 

·universality,·. the expert·· could :apply· ~eneral · pnnt1ples to the c~e of ·the bumblebee. 

. . 

Conceivably, even tfhe h~d !}ever seen a bumblebee, he still would be qualified to testify, as 
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long as he wasJ~ar with its component parts. · · . 

0~ the other.haild~ if one wanted-to prove that:bunible~e'es always.take off into-the·:. 

Wind, a, beekeeper. With no scientific .t~airiing at .all ·~quid b~ _an.aceeptable · e}cpert ~tiless if . :· 

~':.-'"'~~!l{.Oper t~~ndatiori-were laid for his co~clusions.• The fourida~ion woUld net~~t~·his;. · 

,··>foriiial trainiilg,.but to his fi~sthaitd obseiviltiorts. In otl)er words; ·the.beekeep~r .d~es not··· · . . . .. . . . 

Ml:illOZ is mor~ like the beekeeper .. His expertise is ~ot derived from; the abstract. ~ppilb~tiori· of .. 

scientific pnncip}e~;- rather, it. is based upo~·,what he has observ~d in.his reais ~s a cio~tor:~-.i-Ien~, 

· .. his oh~ei-Vati~n· th~t· brighi ~~d :blo~~- is .indi~ative of a r~ent inju~ .is .not:su~jett t~ Frye beca~se It . 
. . ... . .. . . 

is gr<?~~~ed_ in his ··own eXperienc~--. ber~nctant :was, or co~~~e, fre~ t~ attack M:u~oz's experience 

regarding whether it was a sufficient basis to rtm9er ,this opinion, 'but Stich _8:rglim~iit~ go :ocly to the 
. . . . . . . ~ ! . . .. • . . . ! • • • 

. weight to whi-ch th.e opinibn is entitled, not _its adn_iis;ibilit)r .. People v, Swart; 368 ill . .App. 3d6I4, . 
• ,1 • ' • • , ~ ~ , • • 0 , I , • : • : • • ." • o 0 • 

. . 633 (2006) . 

. Defendant attacks:Severin.to.the .extent that he relied upon Munoz's coritlusions .. As we have . 
• '• '' • • • • ~ I ~ - o •: •• < ', •. • : : o ; 0 • '. • • • 

I • I • ; 

. detenrt1ned thatMun~zis t~stiritony was proper, defendantis derivati:ve_attack uprih;Sev~rin-musfatso 
• · .• ·I ,.t· '.·'.· · . · ·.·;. • ,· · 

faiL ·A~cordingly~ w~ ~nidefendant'~· assertion that the trial ~o~rt.refie<fon.testi~ony d~~t was ~ot_.· 
. admissibie under Prye m, r6urided: -~or~~wer,~~ ~he e~~nt that_~4e ~~ini?~;-~;M~n~·z:~~ ~~~~rin 

\ • • • • ••. : : t • • ! : ;_. •. '~ ... · . ··. ~:: :\ ( 

· tonflicted with.those·af~eus~c and:t~~; it was for ~he trial co~rt, in th~ fir~t instan~e;.to· r~s~i~e · .. 
r · :: · ·• -~·:· , . · :. ~ .··.. . •• ·' ' • ~:!:z · · 

'that coirllict, (P~~ple v .. Harrison, _3 66 lll.App. Jd 210, 219 (2006)), and its resolution of this isstie 
·~ .. : ·. ,. 

is ·a:mply silpported by the;eviderice. 
. ,.:.: •: .f .. ·;1:. . :• ·.: ~ 

2~ Elements of First-Degree Murder 
• i· ' . : ' ' .... -
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t'1 . ,. - .. 
}-\. -.. , r Defendlint next asserts that the Staie failed. to prove• him guilty· of firshdegree murder. In 

-·; ,. _ _ ,. · reviy~g tl;I~s~cie~cy of. the evidence ~o sustain a verdict, we must constni~_the record in th_e light 
.(:f . :_,. ;>. ..· ., . . . . - . . . . 
l· .. · ~O.$t.favp(able to the State. ·-People'v. Tabb,' 3 74 TIL App. -3d -680, 691- (2001)_:lAt issue is whether 

, ~: :; •. ': , :~~ti~naJ;tri~ of fact oo~~· fo~d the essentiW elem~ntsof~~ c~ebeyo~d a:reasonable 

.·. 9._:· ,_;_ .- · 'd~@tJ'.,;People -v. Bush; 214 _TIL 2d'·318, 326 (2005).- A reviewi.t:tg coili-t.will.not set·aside a 
. . . \ . . . . , . .. . . ' ... - . . ~- . . . . . . . . . . 

. ::·_:._:-' _:·.,:.-:::::::·-co~vi~J~.--~nl~s~: the.evi~ence._is so. unsatisfactory orthe;possibili~ of:a -~efenci~t's guilt so 
. :. : . . : ... ~ -· . . '· . . . . . . ~ . . 

· · ·:__ ... _.:· .: in].ptob~pl~ a~· to raise_ a-r~asonabl~ .doubt' regarding thafgi.Jilt .. :·People v. McGee,-~ 73· ill. App·. 3d _ 
, .. :; · .. _: . ·-· .·.· . . . '. - . ·. . .. ·. . . . 

.. ? ·. • '·. -~24, -~f,2.(2~~7). 1 
·;· .. - . 

• .-· :_ j Pefendan~- f.ocu$es·his argument upon--the State's evid~nce conrerni,ng mens rea. The first- . 

' ' ... -~ . . . dew(!~ mQr-de:r·~~tute pr.ovide~: ·' ,. 'j. 

.: 

- : ••. 1: •• : ·•·• ,;·A pe~so~. vJho kills an indi~dual ~thout, ia~i j~stific~tio~ comniits first.:degi-e~ . 

. murder if, in peifoiming the ·acts which cause the death: 

. (1) h:e either illiends to·ki'u or_do great bodily'hami to that i~ili~dui4.or ~oth~r. or 

knows that ·such acts will cause death to_ that individual or an.~ther; or 

. (2)'he ~oyvs that su~h acts create a strong probability pfd~th or gr~fbodlly ~arm 

tc.) that individual or another;. or 

·(3) · he is attempting or co~tting a. fo-rcible fel~ny other tqan second degree ·· 

~ ~I • 
0; I 

murd~r.-" 720 n..cs 5/9:..-1 (West 2002). 
·i . 

• • "! • • -~ • : 

._· D.efe~d~t was._. in 'fact indicted,_on four counts of first-de~ree murd_er: Th,e firs_t count ~eged 
. . . 

:! 

defendant 11c~ed. !'kno~g saiCI ac~ would cause the death ofSteyen Quinn."- The second cou_nt 
• • • • • l • . • . • • 

!.: 

~lleged that defendant intended to. do great bodily harm to Steven. T~~ third count alleged that 

• • ' • •• I~! J 

defepdant knew his actions created a strong probability of death. · Finally, the fourth count alleged 
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defendant knew his actions created a $trohg·probability:ofgreat bodily·hartn. The State appiu-entiy · .. 

· nolle prossed the first count, and the trial. court convicted defend~t on th~· remiilnirtg counts buf · 

merged ·t~e last ~two into the s~cond for. purj)oses of sentencing: Relevant here~· ''hltertti•. is defih~d as · 
"wheh -[a persOn's] consCious. objective ·or purp_g,se.!§.Jp accbmplish th.at':tesultor ~~gage·in that_:· .. 

. ----- -----· . . . 

conduct.". 720 ILCS 5/4--4 (West 2002). "Knowledge" with' r~spect to the result of cohduct.eXists··:' 
' I ' • . '. ; • • • ~ . • • • . : ~ : 

. i . . . . . . . ~ • 

wh~n--a persori i~ ·:consciously a~~e-that' ~ch ~esult is practi~ally certain· to'·be caused by·his· ·, 

: conduct." 720 ILCS 5i4-:-5(b) (West 20_02) . 

. Defendant contenas that the State oniy prov~"recklesshes~, J.;itihh is defiiled as'fbllows: .. ': -~ 

"A person is reckless 6r ~cts retldessly~·when·h~·oon~Ci~usiy·cll~reg~ds ~ 8ubstantial.anQ 

unjustifiable risk that circu~st~ce~·~xist o; that a re~u~~ ~n·r~li~~ .. cie~~ri~e<i ·b~ :~~~--~~~t~· ·. ·. 

deflriing th~ offense; and_s'uch.disregard con~tittites a gross de~ation frorri th~ si~J.;i.d-.(;~.' 
I . ' • • • • • • o· • ~ • •• 

care which a ~~asomibie per§on would 'exercise ~'the situation. II no··ILcs 514--6 (WeSt ... · 

2002). 

. - . . . 
. . . , Defendant contends that t_he trial court has an independent duty to ascertain whether a defendant is ' · 

guilty of a lesser -included offense, even if defense counsel did not advance such an argilme~t. Ihd~ed, 

. the law is clear that, in a bench. triai, "the judge determines {Ton:l the evide~ce whether. the defendant 

is guilty of murder or of some lesser included offense, and the defendant has no 'right' to restrict ibe· · 
- . : . ' . . ' . 

• !.! 

j~dge's deterni.inatlon to the question of his gui.lt or innocerlce of murder:". People V. 'Ga:rdcl, 188 lll. 
! . . .... . :. ·. 

• : • • I • • • •: : • I • ~ • •• • t - • • • o 

2d :265, 273 (1999), quo~iilg People V. Taylor, 36 m 2d 48~; '488.:89 .(1967); see also People v . 

Turner, 337 lll. App. 3d 80, 90 (2003). 
. i . ~,. ' . . ~ . . . • . •! • •. : • 

· In support of this argument, defendant points to the trial court's fi.Iidings that ·be was calm,' 

nonchal~nt, aloof and relaxed,. rather than tearful or nervous during the initial period, after arriving 
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-at-~p!J.p,(~~: It:fhrtJJe~,s~t-~_thatbe.had·a;!'·flat·aff~ct'~: ;\tthis tilne, the~cmirt observed, the· 
- . . . :\ .· . .. . 

') ., 0 . . .. 
t Ste~~ni~9ndi#pn,:he becaiqe.s~ed-~9 hi; dem~or cll.anged. The-court ~s~ noted defendant's t . ::. ' ·. . ·._ ,. ,· .! - -· . .- .' . - . - - -

~L ... : ~:"'_. __ -~t~ie.m_ent lQ,hjs ~ou~~-Ot;fi:cer ~obeit Li~~i~h,_ th~t he :''di4rt't~~i the kidtba~ h~~-" This statem~nt, : .. 
. (!-~~ . ~- . . : _. - : - - - . : . . - . .- - .-. . ._ . . ' . . 
~~ . 14~ -~pyit}ou~d, '-was .~n$J~tent ;with.~_defetid~t's, ~ack of concefl}:·~hen tl)ey·first arrived at the 

I •: ,·'• '' .... ,:,· • • ,. • • ,,.' ',, • • ! ! 

-._' :; ·. ~-~~~(t~<~-;~~ tticiJ·:~~-put It, .-l.'f.t--.al~q -~~pl~s why he._.w~s. not cq~~enied, ·origil)ally, being at 
: ~-. _: ; .. :· . ~..: l • •. ·... • • . . . :.•: : . . ' . ' . . ·. . . . ~ 

. . .. ~. . -

., :. : . : ·.-. l401J:9t _Si:tl~i -?t;;c.~~se it is his ,b~Ilefhe_ di<fn't hit.tbe kid th~t _hru:d;;what could be wrong." These 

-- . ~-~~~~~g-~~.aq~or<i~& t; d~fe~~~~, ~-~<>.~?:~~fe~~~-~,~~~;. - - . . -
·'· 

- -.-Th~ State · cqwit~r~ that it j~ sufficient to pro~e that defendant "vpluntarily and willfully 
: ;.: : : .,_. • . . .. . . . . • • . ; i ~=- •• •. . ._: :·. • • • . : . • • : . • 

: :_ . .': comllritted an ~ct~ the ~atUrai't~~de~cy ofwhic~ is to destroy a.D.other_pers~n·~ life, with the intept 
-- -.:·-:·:.:.- . .--. .· . .:-·. ·- . . .. . . . . 

.. 
' . 

... bein.g i_fl!plied .. fr<?~ the ~har~ct~r of _t~e. ~~, ~d tlle ~!~p~ty in siz~ a~d strength between the 

: .. ~~fe~d~,t' ~d·t~~ ~~~IP-".- Se: ~~opl~ -~:-R~~~~' 7Z8 IU. ;~pp .. 3d ,788,:798 (,1992). Further, 
• •• ·:.. • • • • • •• ·.$ •• :'- .. • •• .• 

. . 
· · knowledge is oflen proven by circum_stanti~ eyidel_lce ra~_er ~direct proof People v. Brogan, 3 52 
. . .. ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. : n(-App. 3d 477, 493 .(2004).- The Stat~ points to the quap.titY and severity of the injuries Steven 
• • • • _-_ - • • • j 

·. su.stain~d, and we agrey that, frqm this ai6ne, it is possible to infer an intent to kill or do great bodily 
. . . .. - . ' - . : . - . . . 

-h~ ,as ~ell as knowl~d&e qn defendant's part that his acts ~reated a strong probability of great 

. · qodily haim. _SeePeople.v1ye, 141 IIi. 2d I, 16 (1990) (''~~the present case, the-defendant was an 

_' adt!lt male, and the victim~as ~ ~.Q.re~-year-old child. In bea~ing the child, t~e defendant used first 
. . ·.. . . . . • . . . . . • -. . • i ! 

, :-~-·belt and then an extension cord. .Acc6~d!flg to the defendant's .owri state~ent, the beating tasted 
.. . . . . •. . . . ; . . . . . . .· .. 

·about: an· ho~r. ih~.'inj~pyS ~us_tain~by .ijle chil~ Wef~ severe and too nun'le~OUS to COUnt. 
i -. . . ·: . 

Co~idering.the disparity in siZe_b~tween the.defendap(and th~ victim~ the brutality and_ duration of 
- . 
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the beating,. and ,~e seveljty. of the victim's injuries,: :we .coneludethat the trial judge·could infer that ... 

the defendant acted with:th~ neeessary!rnerttal.-state.-iiLbrihgihg·about the.child's death")., . .. . , ·'i-· 

. in People v.Rodnguez, 275 lll.App. 3d 274, (1994), the First District of this appellate corltt· '• 

confi:ont~d..a.~i~ation shlmar to the orie p·resent.h~re. Rodriguez ~volved the·beat~g aeath ofao· · 
• ~-~ ~~~---~~-•.-... I .• • o ; • • 

•three-y~ar. old.child perpetrated by. an adult male., .the .rnedical·exaniiner:te~ed th~t'during the . 

. autopsy, he .~bseived,nl.ni)en)us bruis~~.oh the child's .face~:_ears; back,. ieft buttbck; arms~- and iegs .. : 
. . . . . . : . . - ·. 

The victim's; stomach was_distended,:and themedi~ examirier .. disroveted a large amountofblood 

in her abdomina1 cavity. ·there wer~ du:eelaceratiorts to.the child's intestines. Itwould:have r~quired . 
. . - .... - . . . . . 

significant .force to inflict such}njuries, Optn~ ;the. lnedi.calexa:ffiirieL:!-Additiotiatiy, muitip)e areas of' ... 
. - - . . . - . . 

bleeding were d~scoyet:ed in'the sofJ tissueqver the victim's skUll.· There w~s eVjde~ce th~t defendant 

s~ckth.e,Victim twice in the abdomen .. with an open hand:: Unlike this-case, ili~rewas a1~~ evidence 

of previous abuse by the defendant; how~ver, th~ Rodriguez ·court expr~ssly noted th~t itwould-ha~~ · 

come. to the same cbnch.ision eve~ without such ·evidence .. Rodriguez, 275 lll. App. ·3d!at 286.~ . 

Similarly, ther~ was.· evidence that the defendant· had )Struck the victim -out of: anger, .but the,_oourt:, '·, . . . .· . . . . 

found this, to be additional, ~uppot:ting.eVideri~e.j,Rodriguez, 275 III .. App. 3d at 285: ' . :. ;. 

Relevan~ for our ,puiposes.i~·,the.Rodriguez,cotirt's ana1ysis of the Victim's injuries as.it bor~ -. ·,:· . . ·. . 

upon the defendant's mehtal state.' The· court began .. by obsefVing;' "With .respecno whether ii .. _,·-. 

defendant intends to,icill or knows that· his actions .are, probable t() cause death or great bodily :harm, . . 
. . . . ! . . . . . . . . ·.: . . . . . . ~ . 

circiun~tances SU;J!ti~~dirig the incident. iiicludirig·the;nafure ~d ·se'verity ofthe vi~timis, injuries,,; •::·, : . ; . . . . . . . : . 

Rodriguez, 21:s lll. App. J_d at 284'.: ._Ari i~~.tehce_. that a!def~nd~t _intended or ~ad Jcti6wledgethaf ;.;: 
. . . . 

his actions created a strong.probability_,ofdeath·"aJ:!ses·wheri adefend~t strikes ·a,blow•with.a:bare'{ :-;. 
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: ·hand wlien: ~,gre~t djsparity ,in·size and' strength exists between him and the Vict~m ~ven though a·b~e 

J:1~9 i~ n~t ordinarily_re~ardeq as a d~dly weapon, 'J. !RodrigUei;275 DJ. App. 3d (lt'284. '!he c~Urt 

l· 
l" . 
n· 
{.~ . 

tr• 

ti.trther .. rea8on~d: ·. : , ·. .,:· .·' . · · · ·-· 

·: t'[T:Jh~;a~~ssible'evi9ence.J.!l~thls~case overwhelmingly proved· ~t~t~e defendant possessed 
·. . ,• :' . : . . . . . . • ; =· . .·. • Q ... 

;;I .. ::. . ·' . .:t~~ f~q~i~iwnte~t~ State f~r first;degree :Irturaer at'the .~ime of th~. tcin~g. A ir~at dispanty 
' : ~ o' '' .; ·, •: • • • • • • • • • : • • i ' I : o • >~ • ": ' : • o ' o • • • 

' • • •• ~ • • : l •• • :· • 

. :. ·. in s~e:~~ stre~gth_·~~viou~Iy e~sted betw(!enth~·three year ~ld~ three f9oftill; thirty ·pou~d 

. =· .•. 

... : . . . . . •. . . . . ' . . . . ·. . 

... ;;_victmi ~d .th.e ~efencfan.t, who aMli~ed to striking: two blows .to her=abdom¢n, [Citatio~.] . ; . . . . . . . . : . . . . .. . . . . . ~ . . 

· . · ... fThe medi~8J ·~aminet] testified; that. ~significant force' would ~ve be~n ne~~ruy to pr~duce 

.:,, . . ·.th~:i~uri~ ~othe ~e~(mtery.which r~sulted in;the vi~'s·qeath ~J Detective Wmistorfer . 
. : . . . ~ . . .. - . . . ' : . . .. 

·. __ ::: .. · .. ;~<Jescrib~d ih~;d~fend~t's demo~s~ation" ofthe"manner'in'whl~h·he itru.ck he; as deli~ering . . . --. . ~ . . . . 

...... itw9 .forceful bloY.,s' .:with the~palm of his-open h~d:which 'reverbenited in the room and on •. . . -: . . . . . . . . . . . .. 

··, .. the wall! •: ··Rodriguez; 275· lll. A.pp. 3d;ai.285:··. · : . :- . . . 

·- ~t th~n he~d: ':Tws. evid~nce showing the great disparity in size between t~e vi9tir_n ~d"the defenqant, 
. . " . 

· ... ·_that t~ey were i~ f(!.Ct forc~ful;.toge~her create a ·strong inference that; ~e def~nd~t ·eithl;lr knew th~t 
. ·_:. - . . . 

. ·: his ac;;ts1created a ·substantial probability of; or that he intended·.to· cause; dea~ Of great bodily harm." 

. · .... ·Rodriguez, 275.ill. App. 3d,at 285.. . . 
• <;' • 

' .. · ·: ,.": .. ;:Rodriguez provides sound guidance for·the resol_utioq..6fthis issue . .Like Rodriguez, in .the·· 
. . . . .. . . . . . .. 

·· · . :. , pre~~.qt ~se;· defend~t is an adult. and Steven was; a child, sd there· was· a1·great disparity in size 
' .. - . . . . .. ·. . . .• 

betweert·defen~ant-and Steven:· -F~rther, ~-number of the blowssuffe~eq by St~v~n ~ere directed to 
-: ... • • •• 1 • • • • 

hi~ head, )and; as .in Rodriguez. his abdo~en: 'These are vitaf •parts of die 'respective Victims' bodies.'· . . . . . . . . . 

·In Rodriguez, the medical examiner teiti~ed tharsigni:ficant force:was requir~<i to in:flicfthe injuries. . 
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·In. ths tase) ... 1i.teusruc st~ted,that 'tl1e· injuries mfficted·upo~ ·Steveri.wouid.~o~b~ ~~~s-~d· by '-'nomial: 
. : . - . . . 

corpdral puiushment, ".but· wouldreqwe·~'something much more forceful:" .. In suin, kilowi~dg~· artd; · .. :· ·. . 

. ~nt~nt can. bo~ be.~eri-ed; from the severity mtd quarttity:of ~-e. ~juries idefehd~t ~~6t~d 1up~n ,, .:. . ; 

· Steven,· .As :We stated. ;preyiously, !'a·.conViction :.Will~ oot~ .. ~t :a.Side ·on ·.gr6ui1ds~of.:~suffieieiit · .. · · · 

~de~ce ~~$s.'t~e proot·is;soimprobabie or.unsatisfacto~ that.there remru~s ~:;ea~o'riable,dohbi:v: . . . . ·_.· . . ', 

here:.· .... ; '! .. } :. •• •.. t ··.: • ,, 

~:. ·• '!· · l.JneonsiStent Findings . ... ·' , :• . ~ .. .! ',: 

.. ·, I . . . . . . . ·. . . . • . 

· Defend~tnext aS'serts, that the trial. court. m:ade:inconsiSteht finqings in that ·it foiirid be,did:~~-: 

not ap~reciatethe' wavity b£ the. sitUation when he.fir~t·amvecl ;afMo~t Sfu~ .. ·Tlie.friat-·eouit noted! . : .. 
. . '. . . . . . . . ' •. 

tha(defe~daiit's demean~r·changed as:the night:ptogressed,·~<Jras he be~a.nle aware ofSt~ven's·' · .. 
. I . :. 

cohditioq, defendant beca{ne scared. the court pointed to Robert Ljebich's testimony that defendant 

told him he "didnit hit the icid _that hanJ. ". Tllls, according:to the trial court,' explained his nonchalant. 
' • I . •. o 

• 'I 
I 

demeanor. when he.first arlived at the hospittil: .''it.is his beliefth~t he didli't hitthe kid that hard; what . . . . . . 

: eQuid ~~.wrong.·~·. This finding; ~ctordmg to;defendant{ is ineonsi~tent With the·tri~· court's finding . "' . . . - .. - ·- . . 

that he_ acted kriowln,gly . and-. intentionally when. be ~lied.· Steven.:-: In •Stipp6rl;:.:defendant' relies:: · 

·. prlmariiy .o.n ca5es inv~Iving -inconsistent ·yerdicts (see-~;g.::i>eopie ~.-Hotref->1 o6 rit: ~~ i 86.(i985);· ' i 
. ' . ; ;,, . . . . . . . . . . 

'. ~~·ople:~:,Spears:·.Ji'2!)li._,~·d396 (i986)),·whichare not direci(y·oripdint here. Urtlike:tnese:·~ases;'' '·. 
• -. 'j • ~: 0 •' • l ~ ., ' •' •· .~ . '• I ,0 ' 

. ' ·.:the. trial· bOU~ I~eV~f Te~~~ed: verdicts .. th~t: were . not . cODSiste~~:·· .. Jnstdiid, : Wh~t d_efendarit j~, .' ,~. 
. . 

. -~~inpJai~~g ab~ui i~ an ~p~arentdi~~repancy;betweimone of the trial' ~ourt'~ flndi~gs·and i~s :ultimate . 
- . . ! : ; .~ ~ 

. verdick 
.. 

.! . • : •. f.. . ~ :., . - .. • I . . .r: .-. -~- .. . . ~ 
.· : 

.· .. ,_ . !,_ :- _.; f ; .. :.:: .; 
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::._. -Initicilly, ·_we' note the :finding o£whlch.defendci1lt 'complains is. not ·entirely lliconsistent· with 
... . . . . . . . . . . . ' . .· . - . 

~J.tof.tQ_e· verdi~s ~;this cru?e.i· pefendant poirtts;out that· !'it is l~gally· impeinussible'·to fin4 that a . - . . . . ·. · . .. 

·.: :defel)fl!lrtf~.men~-st~t¢·ishoth.Ie5s~~~,_~o~gan~·~oWing;!l <fuHoffe;,'I06:llt2d at-.1~~. for·_ 
. . . ~ . . . . . . . 

: rnan~laughter prectuded·the .existence of' the mental-state necessary for a murder co~viction. · This is:· . :• ,_' -, . . . •': .. :. ;, -· . . . . . .. : . . . ·; .... - . . . . 

· becau~e involuntary_.nuu~~laug\iter is defip~d-asthe uniritentjonal killing of,(htim,an being caused by . 
. . . . . . . . . .. . . . :,, .' ; ·.. . . . . . .· 

acts that are pe~ormed re~ldessly. '.fhus,' it expressly 'excludes ~n ~tention~· lcilling from its scope. 
. . . . -· . . . : . . -~ . . . : . .. . . ; . . . . 

Furth~r. since reckless~e~s _is ~etJ.ned as the conscious'ldisregard 'of a substantial risk (Eeople V. 
. ' . . . . . 

Barham;331. ~- App. 3d 0~1; 11~0 (Z003)), arid \'knowledge" for the plirpo~e. of the ~urder statute 
. . . 

·.requires ay{aren~S$ of=a '~54'ong prob~biUty" of death or)great bodily-bairn (see 720 ILCS 5/9--1 
.- . . . . . : . ~ . . . : . 

. (West-2002)); these ~ental ~te~ are. mutually yXclusjve. in_ that they require awareness of different 

.levels .of.risk. However, in this case; the trjal.court ~id•not pnd ·defend~t guilty ofin~oluntary 

manslaughter, it. simply found= he was .luiaware of the·, gravity of·_the· situation :when he ·arrived at 
. . . . . ·. ,.. . .· 

M~unt SinaL In other :word.s, the-'f~incling:at,-iss~e ifl·cases'like-Hoff~r--that the defendant was guilty:: 
. ·. . . .. ·. . . ; . 

. ofiJl\~ol~ntary·_m~stati~ter;~en,t&Hs.a:finding that thei~ing.:wa~ u$tyntionitl, .as per the sta~tory · 

definitio~ o(.th~-~~e. Inlhis.case, the trial co~rt made no fl~cling regarding defendant's intent, and, 

. ':· . ·~ore i~portantly; its finding thatd.efe~p~t ~ig.npt comprehend the seriousness of Steven's e<;>nd~tion .· . . .. . . . . '. ' . . . . . 

··acted. , -" ·._: •--·~·. . ' · . i 

_ ... ,.Jnde~c,l,. ;defen~ant's .argument,:dn a. sense;· conipares··proverl?ial; .apples and orapges.·· 
. . . . . . . . 

Defendant's mental state at Mou~t Sinai concerned t~gs that had already h~pp~qed, that is: the paSt· . . . . . . . 

consequences of past actions. :The .relevari.t ~ental state for determining guilt is that mental. state that 
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accompanied theaction5'that coiistituted _the·criine:.-People·.v:.,Gr~ver;·353 Iii. App. 3d 736~~757. 

(2004 ), tev'd oh other:;grbunds~; 222 · TIU id: 321 (2006) ("Cri~nal :liabilitY requires the conjtirittiori 
. ' 

of a culpable·mental state.(at conunon ·iaw;,_the •. inens ·rea):and a~pWushable 'act or ofuissiori (at 

. 64 

oonimon law; the~.t:eus)"). thus; . .-ciefendant's·-~onchai~ce' ~f:Mouni siillti.;may, ha.Ve beeif,Cf .... ~~~ = . 

. ~ . . . . 

beta~se he. did nrit b~iieve he 'djd anythhig' suffiCierit~to .fulfil his=iht'eht td'kill :steven, .. similarly', :his . 
·~ . . . . . 

of hiii actiorts ·mad~_at the time ihe,took th~m :or it could-be ·based on ·his;pe_tceptibn of the results•bU · .. 

. hi~ .actions betWeen .the ;time: he · .. b~at:;Steven and :t~e. t~e Steven·~·! inJuries. b~gan to 'in:ariifest' . 

. the~selves .. ::.Thus;·the,tiihl court'~ fuidjrigjs.not-in~n~lstenf~th;a·firidirtg-ofintent~: · ·. , · · . . . . . ; . . . 

. ;kst .d~ie~d~t:dharge =,1:h~i;·we ;aie fdoing)t9thing_more~~h~fe ~than eng~gmg Gn::.ffiUch': 
. . ~-. . •. 

'· 
,hypothetical specuiatloii; .We,p(}int 6u~ thefoliowing>Defendant is rei }ling on ca~es about in~onsiste~t · · 

- . - • . ! • . ~ . • . . . . . . . ; -

~erdicts .. s·uch cases ·cypi?_ally ·involve a· cerfhlh:aniol.in,t ·otspeculatiori:·regarding' possible ·baSes f?{.· 

. the verdicts, and,: if there is soine.p-lausible bas~s that does not requirethe finding ofthe:eX:isteii6e anti·.:; . . . . . - . - : . - . : 

noijexistence of some.ele~ent .cif the cri$~;, 'the verdicts ,;rre.~llow~d, to. stahd. ?See People ~.i .. :F ~le}r .. 

. . 

152 lll . .App. 3d 354,-.-357.{1987) ('~ iri-Milnda; the :verdicts could have be~n based on cothpr~mis~·: ... · · ·:. 
. . . ! . . . ~ - . . 

. or an exercise oflenjty, -fu:additio"n, ~efend~nt·presehted some.evidente:Whlch·t~ndedto ihdic~tt~'thit t,: · ·:. , 
. : . ' . . . 

the breathalyZer readingwa5,inaceurate .. Thl'ls;;ihe.jury.might:have disregarded: it e~tirely, yet stiil · .· 
• ' • : . •• • . • • , • • . . • • • . • . . • " : .' • l ~ :: • . - • 

found. stiffi~ient:oth_er eviden.ce to fuq def'e~daht guilt}' of driving .tihder:th~ .. irifl~erite 'of'hlco~oi·~ •' ... 

( emph~is-added)): In-~~opl~:~~-:~~iid~y:,:·,~34 ~I.,Ap~;,~d·-97~ ~ -~·76-?,l. ( 198;5), .th~::cb~~:i~~(:_.~·.:_.·:_·, · .. 
' • • .... . ' l • : .•. 

·:· -· • ... 
• - ' • ~ •. • . • • .. • .• ! • • • • • ._ ' . : • • • - .: • ' ..• • 

. considering:a ·number of possibte::reasons -for two :seeriiingly eoriflicting verdicts; incll1ding4eriityr ~ :, :. 
. . . ·: . : ~ . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . 

compromise; and confusion,,~eld: · · ... . . . ~-

·,'•,: : I • . . ' ~ :. . ~ i : . .. • ~-: 
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. ·~we. do not lyl_q:w,, at1d ~n~ed·not·decide>which :of th~se possible explanations is 

f~~j: ~'~~~~: 
'~; •. ·. · ·. · · i; . ·•· not:.c\emonst~;~t~~ a J~gal inconsiw~~t:.the::verdicis,::collateral.estqppel:cmWot·be applied . 

. . :-~;: < 
·:·. :.-,~QJll~fetrial f0f;f~Sidential burglary WaS proper. tt ·\ ::; '· · 1 :' i :~.'' ; :. ,,.: '' 

. ·.... :':" ._ .. -: ' :· . . . . . . ·.·; -. . .. 

. .. . . ; . ~<:· Th.e.·~uriday. court res~lv~d ~he.iss~e.b~~cj, e~tirely on :possible .. s.~eparios.~tb~t' ~ould -expl~ 1he . 
. ·:. - . . . .. .· 

,. .·. . . i' 

.·. .. · .~,, ~pp~efit·;~¢i~t-petween 14,~ twq .verdi(;ts·at issue, .. Tli~;;,:we.caJ.lrl~.th~··sam~.here .. Since, as 
'. _._,.. . _·;: ; . .-·. . . . . . . . 
. ~ ' -~ . . . . • . - : . . . . .! ' • . . . . . 

t :_. . . '. ~xpl,<W,lec\ above,_·th~· trial cou.rt's· factual finding:based.oil,defeildant~s ·demeano~ at Mount Sinai is not -. . _: . . . . . ;_; ·.~. ~. . . ' : . . .. . : . .. 
.'_,;: . ·:_··. , · .jitq>nsisteilt · w.ith: a.' ~qio.g i of intent:; case; law •regardj,ng jp~opsist~nt:. v~~dicts· ·~s ·:of ,no help to · 

·• de:f~tldapt· ,F~r.t~Wf9IO~e, as the trial C()~r(s ~ding~:did not.preclu~e convi~ti<)~s baseq:on intent, an~ 
. . ... • . : ·. . . ;; ; . . ' 

·;; 

·. · b~~4se all ~o~nts were mer,ged; <_tp.y.compla,Wrregarding the knowl~dge~hased.co~nt~ we .moot. See· . 
':. • • : • • ' • , • : '• , ,• • • • ' • ( o - • I • • •' • i • • • ~ , ' • ' 

People v,:Hemphill, 23Q.lll. ·.App. 3d 453,>46S (199~)('ZNeXt, Mcfutyre·argue_s-that his due process· . . . . ·· . . . . .. ·._· . . . .· .. . 

right~:;W~f~-·viplated.~be~ilse <heiwas·.not pJ;ov,edtguilty•of.conspir!Lcy·oL~rmed robh~ry l?ey<?nd a· . 

. . rea$?It.~l?.I.~A~ttl?L MCintyie .·was found ;guilty. of:arlll~d- robbery against Japlq;on: 'The. trial COUll . 
. . ! . . 0 • • • • • ·; • • • • 

· stated that ;the .~onspiracy c(mvi~tioo, merged with the ~-~d jobpery convjctioQ and on}y sentenced · ·. . . . . . . :. .. . . : . . . . . . : . . . . . : . ~ . . 

M~IntyreJ(>tth~·~.ed ro.bbery:conviction;•.t}lus;.t~s isJ?~e·i~ ~oot"):· ·,_, ~::-. : ,. · 

· • :: · · Acc_Ordingly; the -tri~'court's fi.ndiJ1gs· regardirtg.defendan~.:s behayio~_ at t~e .ho$pital. dt? not 

· · precl~de·a findmg,that.def~ndant·intend~d,~oki1Lordo·gr~t,b9dily hann:to ~t~v~~·· Final~y, ~o the · 
. . . . . .· '. ;:· .. 

, e?cten.t tha.t.J~vidence regarding .defendant's behavior. :at 'Mj)unN~inai.1weig~ iit favor of. an acquitt~,· : 
. . . . .·· ; . . . . ;. . . . . . . . . ' .. 

· · • it w.erely ~;~ted. ~ulevid~ntiaricoQflict for·the trial court to ~esolve. ·People·-v. Roberts,J 74 Tit App. 
: .· . ' ... · .. ·- .··.. . ' . . .· .. . . 

· .. · . _3d_· 4~0, 497-98 (2007). ·• Substantial evideqce illllitated for a finding of gili,IJ;, not th~ least of which·' 
. ' . . . . . . . . . . 

was ·Ke~ya~'s testimonythat Stev~n was fine ~hen she l~ft fo_r work, Stev~n spent the day ~one 
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·with. defendant,· ~d when Kenyatta_ retum~d; Steven.was<severely ilijured.: ~one:ofdefendant's ·· .. 

argurnent_s persuade us that he w~s not proven guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. 

C;,.ADMISSIDILITYOF-EXPERT OPINION-TESTiMONY · 
. . 

. ' :. pefendant neXt alleges "error in the.trial court's adn:iission~ftheopinion·testhnony regardllig !-': ·. 
. . . . . 

the timing. ofSteven;s irijuries-qom Dr. Munoz and -Dr: Se~erih: :Deferi.dant itf~~s that.thefhacl·no ·:· 
• • • _: • . ' • • • • '. • ! 

tr;u~g and .possessed n~:expertise reiardmg timing .. Be. also contends that· their cipi~ons :iatked a· 

~· scientificaliy-recogruz~dfoundation ..... The admissibility of an expert· opinion is ~ matt~r tominittoo · 

to the distr~tion of{he trial. c~urt,-and{a~eolirt ofreVi~w.vjm noi; ~tetfeie,.with. an(exercis~·of.that; ... 

. . discreti~n so .long ,as ltjs .not abused .. _ Volpe .v, IKO Jndustries,.~itd:;,327 ·Til. App. ':3d· 567; si6 
. . . ~ : . . . . . . 

(2002), ·; o ,I . • : ~ •! ·• '.: • :;· ••• ~· ~ ':'·: ••• 0 
. ~- -t· . ~~ ... 

.. _Defendant first b~dly,and incorrectliassertsthat; "Sinee neithen:Munoz:nor Seve'iin'ha'd any: 
! . . . . . 
. . . . 

prior experience with respect to establishing the time ofan.i.iJ.jury, therr'opiiliorts on.that issue should 

not have been,admitted)',;This statem·ent is simply-false: ·Munoz-.testified that he;ha5,beeid.nvol~~d, · 
• • . ! • _.. - • • .-

in 11hundreds" of cases of &ispected,child ·abuse, arid ..in each case,: DCFS ,pe~soririel .have ·a~kM ·him , · .. 

to giv~.an opinion. regarding the. timing of.the.injury.' Se~eriri/on .the·other.hand,\t~stified.that .. 

. sometimes> authorities,. J?CFS persormeli 'Other. health' care workets, or :individuals .fro~' Child .. 

Protective Services:(tHP) -would ·sometimes ask. him. to ;"~rrelatei:their .exam .with;findm"gs· of,. 
! . . . . . . .· . . .· 

progre8s~oil of the disease:" Howev~r ,'he did.ac~owledgethaLhehad n~ver heed ask~•fo~.such·~··; · · : 
·. -~stifuat~ jn any .. of the 2o bhild~abuse case; ~in .whicQ. he-h~ beJn inv~lvoo. }iowevei-~-.-to · sthleth~t .-, 

·n~i~he~ .~i.these do~tors had any·experien.ce·is ;p~r~ h~erboie:1 Wh~~~r-~~~:h~~ ~~b~gil: ~xp~enc~ ·, .:r .. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

to rende~.su~h ~pi~ons'ls;a·d.ifferent;questibdsDefendanf:citeS OC)'~ase··l<i_w·regarding'd~e quantum,'' ... · . 

. ofexp.et?ence.nece~sary·to render an opinion, .. lnfact; .. defendant·cites no·case Iawwhatsoeveri~ .. , 
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- ~uppo.rtot~his ariu~ep.t,' ~hich waives.the jssue. ·.See People v: Acevedo, J:91 llJ .. App. 3({364, 366 

'} 
(1989). '· i • : : .. !:_ ·.~- ~-. --~ . . . . ~ : 

~~ 

· J~1' .· . . Defe.nd~t ~e~ 1E!-~SeJ:!s Mlinoz, arid;:Severin '·"relied. on: faulty· inform~tion11·' il] forming their 

F." • . . ojJjpions: ;Defen,dant points out; t1!at Mlln~ upoti reviewingtbe CAT< scan ·fromMelmt sinai. · 
(;i . ~~'k~~~ . . • ; ' . • .. . . . . ' : . . . . . ' ' • . .. 

. ~~ ·. . ·. ~eijev.e.d:tpe~t;:Wa§ ~l'~arge sub_dura1 hemato'!l;a in.th¢;righ~'side ofS~even's Qead: •Munoz did not firid · 
. ·::. · .. :· .. ·- .... ~---~-~ ... ·:. :" . . ,:· .:_. ·,~ : . ·~ . _:. : ·_; ...... : . ,·~ . .. . ~ ·-. '.. . . 

· ~~h .·.an.1.~j~ry .·:when Ji.e ,~ub~~q~en.tly · . .op~r~tt;:d;:upori. :Steven:· Defendant states, ".So· Munoz's · . 
. ·:' • : . . . • . .. " . . . . : ~ . ! . 

. con_s;lHsion a~o!Jf.thy f~~ thaftherecwas ~ ·s~gnificant stibd-yra,l hef)latom~ op. the righf side ofth~·l;Jrain · · 
: : _·_ ' ; . . - : :. ; . ' .. , .. · ·... .: . . . . . . ··- ~ . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . 

.. \· ... , :. . · : .. p~ov~d'Jo-.-.be i~corre0._,., j~ we:(aitto· seeth.eiekv~ce or ti.:t~se. obse~ations.; Munoz presumably did 
·. . . ·- . . . . . . ' : .. · . . •. ' : . . . . - . . 

., .. ·: : ·. . ~Qtf~rmula~~ hi~ 4l~ate opiniofl q~tiJ;at\~r:he perfonried.surgeiy.· It fs·a dubious suggestion inde~d, · 
. . : . 

apd one we find compie~ely unpersu~iye,. that Munoz re~tXI on his iq.terpretation of the CAT scan 

·. ; .. : . _rathe~ ~Qan ~haH~~ leained du.flng &irgery ~coming t.o the· ~on elusions ;to ~flich he testified at trial. 
:,·:.· ·-· •. . . . . " . .· ·. . . 

·; ·.:·. · Cf Jeffers v. Weinger. 1~2 Ill, App: 3~ 8_77,•882{1985)f'Therefore; any possibility that Dr. Fossier 
• ·< · .. • . - • . . t 

• • . • • I ; 

:; . 

: : bil$¢d ·his :o~inion on an· incorrect. asslimpti~:m-.was n~ed :when the· def~n~ants [ subseql)ently] 

; Cl~ed:the situ.ation ~n cros~.:,e{{_anllnation~'). pefendant Rlsoargu~~ thatMuPO?: believed that, prior 
.: . . 

to surgery,:Steven;V'(a~'not .paralyzed iii any way. Dr!_.~e~·s ~eport indicated·that.recor~s from 

Mo.unt Sinai show thatBteven had.been given m~dicines to paralyze'his abdomen. ·Defendant does· . . . . ' . . . . ~ 

J1o(explai.n·how.this gap-in M4noz's' knowle<fgt;: ~ected· his opinio~ or;for- ~hat matter, whether he· 
. . . . ' . . . . . 

: was-still .unaware of the use of:thes~medications at· the time he rendered· his 9pinion: Moreover, our 
: : . 

-; ._: . ·. · .. 's.upreme court· has held tbat "the Qasis for a witness' opinion.gel_leraJly'do~s not 'affect his standing as 
••• ~ • • • • 0 

.. 

~ eypert;·.su.ch rn~rl~r:s go. onlY·to'th(t weigbt ·of the evidence, not its sufficiency~"· Snei~on v: 'Kanun, ' 
·. . : . . 

. . 

. 204::pl. 2d ·~ ,· 26·-W003)~ .That principle controls ~here;- and •t was .fQr· the triaJ 'court to·determ.ine how 

~y si,lth omissions affected the weight tq whi~h Muno~'s testimony was entitled (People v. Hanison, . . . . . . . . . . 

.. 
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366 lll. App. 3d210, 219 (2006)) .. D~fendant atta~~ Severin's opinion tin thi~·same ~asis,·anci:we·· .. 

find the attack no more persuasive her~ than when it _was directed against Munoz. 

I 
I 

expei1'sopinion must ~~~~~arde~f.~her~: it is,~thotifprop~r founda~ion. ; ~deed,· thci ~xaef' _ - -'0:' · ~~~1 
-language from Wilhoite i~: "IT-the exp~~·s· opinion is 'Yitho~fptoper·foundation; -partieularly>whefe': . .-· . 

. . . ~ . ·. . . - . ' . . . . . . 

he fails to take_ mto_ consider!!~ion, ailressentiai~factot., tha:t -opinio~-'is· ·or ilO!_w'eight _and •must:!l:i~ -·1 
' : . .. .. . . . . . ' .,._ . . ... 

disregarded.' II (Emphasi~- ~ded. ))Vilhoite, 22? lit.-App . .3d at 21;, quoting 32 c:J .S.; Evide~ce; .. §-.:-. 

569( 1) at 609 .. The. Wilhoite court.~pok~·o(~~an essentialfact6L ,; Defendant, aside from"pointihg out<_ .... . ' . . . . . ~ . . . .. . . ' . . . 

· th~ alleg~d flaw~ in th~ ~~e~. ofMunoz'~ and S~verin's opuuo~; m~es no -~tte~pt t~' shbw ~hy thes·e: ·.: 
• • I . • • : •• . o 

- purport~d defects wer~·so :critic~ :as tti constitute_a mattet.of a(Jmissibmty .tather th~ wei[iht. ·-.Iri'any.: 

event, we hold that they were _the,Jatt_er._ .. •. -... . . t· .. ~ _ .. 

. Finally, defendant .. ~ontends that.Munoz.and_ Se~eriri offered no scientific b-ases for their ; 

opinions that would comport with the Frye sUmdar~. See Frye, 293 F. 1013.-· Defe~dimt agmfi .. _ · · 

complains that :Munoz based _his. opimori ori' th~ color of tlie .blood: in· Steven's -head. Defe~d<i:nt ' . 
- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. contends that this. is no~ an_-a(;(;epted.-sdei)tific methoqology. : V'{e ~gree. :,_I~ fact,-~ we eXplained !·:··: 
. . . . . . . . .. .· : . . . 

earlier, this was not a scierit~c methodology a~. all,.: it-is not derived frofu:the ·~application of scientific 
• . . I. • • : ~ ' . . 

' 

. principie~i·. but from Mu~oz'~,own.:skill.~d experien·rie based .. upon his-observations. made··-in th~ ·. 
. ·- . . . . . . 

• . •• j . -· • ·_ • - _. • ._ ·.-·. ·-. . • 1' • ·::_ •• -· • 

course of.his ca.fe~r= .Jackson,)72;lll.-_~pp, 3d at 1_073. _Moreovet;l"(s]imply because~scienti:fic·, -:'. 
_; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

principles ;elate to ~spe~t§ of.ari oj:>i~~n;~tness's. testimony_ does not· transform· that- testimony. into'· 2:_ . 
. . . . . . . . ' . 

alleged defects in Muno~'.s opi~ons:,here;,such as the fact that;niuch ofMunois experienee:was,: _ _::., · 

derived froin car .accidents rather. than child abuse and his fail~re .to consider the effect of Steven ish,_. · . . .. ' . . . . - .. . 
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ab.doll)inal-injury on his head injury. Such thing~ go tb ·weight, not admissibility: Harrison:; 366 ill .. 

1\pp. 3d at 21~. · . ~ ... 

. ,,._ .. , :Regardmg_-· S~verin, .. (f~fen~t; states~·.·'!Severiri. li~C,w/ise offered-~-~no scientifically-based 

·"' 
· . , e?'Ri@ation-regarding lJ.pwohis·estimate-Gfthetilyjng:,gftpe b~ises on ~teven!s body comported With 

• : .. ~... • • ': •• • • . . · ...... :-. • . • - ' _,~ .-- -- ... ~-- . . ! . • • . 

•\s n~~ a ~~si~.fo~'obje~ing''~o~~iver.i,n's 'opi~on.:··$eve~·.is'.board eertified'i~ pediatric critical care.·· 
,,. .·· 

· · .. · ... ~~s~d.pn hi~ tr~g an~-~?'P<;:f.ience, h.e:.was c,ertainfy;e~titied'·io'·opine·regdrdiflg.·~teveri's inj~es: · 
. . .· . ·-- . . . - . 

i ' 

:·. , ' ;:.scieotili¢'J~sting may:·li~v~ provided. additional support. for -'Seveii~'s. opi~km, 'blit' s~~h. additional 
.-. , .. _ . . . . . . . . . 

SIJpport,. \va~ not necessary.fqr.th~ trial COUrt tq consider the opipion. fnd~ed,.defendant presented 
. .· . . . .. · .. . - . . 

. . . . : . 

>'.:; ~· ·.' \ co4nfeiYcilliPi·scienti1i~ eviqetj.ce{~e·hlstology slides), and it was for-the trial court to resolve the . · . .-·. . .. (._ ,: ·.. ': .. ·- ·. '. ' . . : .· : . . . . 

. contlict between s~ve~'s testj.mony and that sciemific eviden(!e just ~s it would 'have been for the· 
• •' •• ! • ; . . ·' • • • ' ._... : ' . . ·.· 

. · tp.a{co~rt .to ~ttrib't,Ite additioncd weight to Severjn's:opinion had it been:~mpprirted by ·corroborating 
.. ·. - .. . . .. . . . . . . 

· sCientific evidence: . . . . . . .. . . . . 

·. · .:, . fu. sum, :Munoz's ~d Severin's t~~imony was cl~arly adrnissib~e. 'f.he ~oits·ort~g~ of which · 

· defendant~o~pl;lins typically ~e rnatt~rs ofweight.;·'Therefore. w~ rej~ct his argU.m~nts art this point. 
. ~ . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . i . . . . 

. i ~ . .. . . ·· . --D. INEFFECTIVEASSISTANCEOl''COuNSEL: 

• • ' I, 

~efen~aQt.mal;.:es·fivedistinct·ar~ments as·to w.hy his counsel was·ine'ffe~ive: First,. he 

_.points .. to .counsels'.failure•t'o ·intetpo~e a' Frye objection· tq .the testimony:ofMunciz ·and Severin. 
: .. ·. . . .·. . . . ·. ·. . . . . 

. . . :·;' ·: Ba:s~d·.on ·ou~ discussiol) C.ithisis~ue.~bove;~y.such ol)je~tion would have been· futile,' and we'will .. 

.. :no~ consi_qer·the iss~e further. :See Inre Ottinger. 33Jlll.App. 3d'-t,14/118(2002) C":fhe'(~u:re of . 

defen,d@t's; coun~el to· make: a 'futile. obje~ion doesi·n9t · const~tute ·fundamentally deficient 

perfoi:m~ce"). ·Second, defendant complains' qfhis trial attorneys' f<li.lure to argue· that a lettedrom 
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. Dr.-Teas tO the C:ouri that was received afterthe trial-had concluded shoUld be considered. ·Deferis~':' · 

courisel actually agreed ~th the -State that .the letter should be.impounded. · Tlnn( <leferiCiaiifa;serts : 

tbiit trial counsel shouidhave argued that:.he wasguilty<ofa Iesser-inclQd.ed:offenSe, .nameiy · . 
. l ·~ • 

involuntary manslaughter. Fourth, defendant clauns that ''[dJefen8~coYnsel negi~cted to effeCtiv~ly'' · 
. - -- . . ': 

·cross-examine. and impeach several wi}nesses." Defendant's entire argument-on this j>ohtt.corisl_sts 

of the following:. "TheRecord [sic] contains multiple instances of defense c6unsel failihg to effectively. 
I • • • : • • • • • 

. impeach_ pr~secutiori witrtesses. "-This statement is foUow~d by a string citationto five· places in- tli~-= · 

record, but contains no.- reference to·legal authority. As has oft been stated, -~'A reViewing court Js.. -

entitled to have the. issues_ before it clearJy·defined and is ndtsinipiy a repo~itdry in whicifappellants · 

.m~y d~nip the burden of ~gliment and research; an appellant'~ ~ailure to ·propetly pr~sen~--his -d~.: 

Mgt.Iment~ can amo1_1nt to ~aiver ofthose claims on ~ppeaJ. Peopi~ v. Chatmazi;: 3 S7 Til: App,' 3d 695; 1 

703 .(200~). We deem that to be the case here, and ·we Will riot give this Issue fi.iriher consideni.tion. 

· Fifth; defendant contends that a Rule 604(d)(l88 Ill.:2d R :604(d)) certificate filed by trialeounsel _., .. 

contained .matenal imiecuracies. 

To succeed on a-claim.ofineffective assistance of counse~ a defendant niust show: that his 1: · 

attorney's ·_performance _fell: below ·an·.·.;objective level or· reasonableness_-.in tight of p~evailing·-' 
. . . . 

pr~fe~sionaf nomts.and ,that this deficient. peiformance prejudieed the·defehdant: People v:: Ramrrez, · · , . . ~ . . . . . . . . . .. . ,_ . 

' .... 
; 'J7I m: App. 3d73S,144'(2007}: In ord~rto.establish·defid¢llq)efro:ririance, a·defe~darit:.,"nii1St:· 

. . . . . : . . ' ~ . . - ~; - . . . . : 

o~ercome the ~trong ptestlh.ptioil that the challenged:action or irl~ction rilight'have beeh the prodl,ict . . .. . ' . . .·. . 

· ... 

defendant niust show :a. reasomtble probability .tha( but for cotiilsd's :errors, the out com~ .-or' the ' . . . ; . 

proceeding would have heen different. Jackson, 205 IIL··2d at ~59~: A'! reasonable probability". is otie : 
. ; - . ·.. . . . 
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{, ':' .~ -~-· 
l~· · .. ·. i ~ufflii~Qt. to ii,nqermin~ oonfi.Q~mce ~ the result of th~ proeeeding,· -Peopie v .. Harris, 206 nl. 2d 2§3, 
f~-- . . .. · . . . . ·. . - ' . . . . . . . . . ~ . -. 
(\ • . •• . . . . •, . . j : 

·. · .· 304 (~q~2).·.-~_ometll:lles,. it is ea~er. to-dispose of a claim onthepre)udice prong of the test, and; in 
'i . . . 

F:: ,·' s~tp,~~~.s; "C9'-!ns~l'sip~rfolin¥Ice .. p_eed not _qe'evalu~t~d.:~.-:P~o~l~ y:·Bro~ks, •:J~i~:-2d.9l,J37 . 

g • . .··. •. (199?) ~IJ'~fu..~:• staitdards in m,\nd, we Will now tum to tiJ~ ~3IanCe·~f d~eOdll!li;s ·arglllD.;.ts; . 

~~; ~·--: . .. . . . . ' . : .: . : .. _.· .. h p~·· ~~:s.J,~~ri~r . : . 
. ·. ,, ...• _ 

After the tJjal .had wncl~ded~ Teas .sent a: letter<to•th~- triaL court_:; The letter s_et forth a 

_ n~\>er:of purported.exculpatpry .fa~~s. th~Lwere suppo_s~dly no~ f?rotight ~ut_.by defe~~ CO!J11sel 
. . . . . .. . . . : . . ' : : . . . . . ' ~- . . . . 

·. ·q~rin~:t4~ tria( She c~~qerized,thes~ facts.~ ;'significant fWd~ngs in the;~edical ~ecords. "· She_ . 
. _ . . . . . .. ...... - . -:.: . . . ; . . . 

-~ent:' cppit;S:Of!theJef1er~to.the_:Stat~, ·.def~nse comise~ -~d _Dr; :Milt:usPic . .- Defense counsel agreed . 
. . : . .. ' ' .. : . . . . . . ; . - . : .. 

···: -; 

impound~d iJ! ·the _record .. ~ ; . .-
. •': . . ' 

. 1)~fendant now claims trlal_coqnsel was ineffective for notsee}cing to have the l~tter admitte_d 

in_tQ;~yid~pce.-.:riefe~d<Ult,: citing Black's Law Dictionary, '597 (7tb.ed: 1999)~·contends that the letter · 

. is· ~cit an ex parte communica~ofl, since. it ~as sent to all p~es .. Aceepting this a~sertion as .true, 
. . • . . . .• . ! . ~ 

· · · ... def~~d~~ qoes not eJ:Cp~ain howthtd~tteris·otherwise admissiple. F9r ex~pJe;·the statements in the 
• • .J . . 

Jetter app~~·to be hearsay. _see,Peopie v: Douglas; 36~ Til; App. 3q 65, 70 (2005) ('~H~say is an 

out-:pf,court ~tatemerit offered to pr9ve the trutQ of _the matter asse~~d"). Arel_ated.problem i~ that, 
. :····· ..... _. . . : .. 

. ,_ · . :_.:' _-. ~ved; tl1ough'.the _St~te r~ceived a copy of the• J~tter; it.wa~ uriable'to· cros.s-e~affi.ine Teas regarding 
. . . ~ .. ~. . . - . . . . . . .• . . ' . 
; ·: : . . ··- . . . . . ~ . . 

·. i~s ~oQte9t_s. ;Mqreover ;:the I~tte~was r~eived~weU after. the trial_ had ~ondud~~- Whet~er to r~~pen 

·. · ·: . ·. ·. ·. p~oofs i~ ~ m~tt~~-co~tt~ to t~e discretion, of th¢'~ria,l court: P~ople 'v; AJ!en: 344 Ill. App. 3d 
:_ . ·-: . . . . . . - ; . . . . 

·,_ .949,·9>3 (200~). Defendant makes no attempt.to show th~t.the'.trial cou_rt w?ul~ hav~ granted such 

a motion,_ partieularly given .the he~say character :or the Jett~r. 
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To th~ extent the)ett~r might serve as evidence. ofineffecti~eness} the relevant question is;, 

wh.e~er defense counse~'s fail tire to brin~ out this eviden~ ·at trial constituted ineffectiveness. In thi~·:. 

regard, defendanLhas npi,:establi~hed,~t.he was;prejudiced by these p~rported-failures .• W ~ see·no> 

reasonable probability that th~.Q._tUCQnJe ofthetrial would. have been-different had this eyiderice heetf 

prese~ted. ·Teas's letter add~esses four main }>oints: { i) Teas states that all autopsy findings indicate .: . 

that Steven's injuries were at.:least five days old,·particularfy .i'[t)he speeific characteristics of Steven's 

tissueteacclon take at least several days to·develop;''/'[t]hey do.not occur in 3 ·or everi4 days;"-(2)~ 

Ste~en had aspiJ?n and ac~Uuri)nQphen in .. b.i.s system, which undercuts the notion that·he:wa~.feeliiig· · ·. · 

fin~ prior to the_inrirrub.g ~fFeb~iu);_s; O): Steven lost four.potihds· betWeen November 6;2001; aild . · 

·. . ·. I . . . . . . . - : 

February 8, 2002; (4)-Steven was sedated·.before his abdomen was exa.thinei:ht Rush, Presbyterian;:··· 
. . . . 

which would have initially -masked: signs ;ofabdomirial·distiess an.d made th~ injury appear to be· · 
. . . . 

evolving to.someone.(i.e.;.. Severin) not aware ofthe sedation .. 

The first point appears to be.a . .recapitulation of:Teas's trialtestimony,;Which was,,ob'~oustJ,,;:· ... : 

presented,at tria!. The r.einaiillrig thiee;points were called to .the.att(mtion of the tri;u;co~rt.:during>·.l 
. ; . . 

posttrial proceedings. Specifical.iy, ·defendant raised ·them -in his pro se motion· alleging,in~ffectiv6 .-·, .. 
. . . . . 

assistance of counsel/arici:the!~al·couJ:t e?'IJressly·addreSsed two ofthem i~ itSTuiirtg on the motion:· 

The trial. court stated.th~t the weighH~ss;was 'not:reievant in·ihat Steven .w~s·in the cilstody:df·;,.: ·. 

Dorothy Herron for most of the ti~e .between November 6, 2001 ;,and Februa~:8; 2002.·' ~ fot?th~.!·,.·. 

medication that may have affected ·observ~tions ofStevefi•s abdomen at Rush Presb:Yfenan, the tri~I ,, · :.· 
' . .. ·"' . . 

couit stated "I thinkfat ni6re.critical were the·initial.~bs~rvatiohs.ofthe·.abdomen at M~tint'Sinai;_:;:'. · .. . . . 

Hospital when Steven v{a~ initially;~brought in." Furthermore,- ~e note that this evidence would have': ' .... 

served pnly to impeach Severin regrading timing,,arid,there:.Was·.considerable other evidence,on:this::··., 
• . - o4.-..._ 
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issue,_ Most notably, the trial court plac€!dgreatweighton The testiniony and ~bservations ~fall of 

the tr~ating m~cal personnel, including Muooz;s opinion. >Nurs~ Smjth and Dr. Green both testified 

· tha.t:~~eyobserVed fresh b~!ses, D~: Boykin testifie<fto theii~posiibiiit)r ofSteven eating a hotdog· -·. . . ·. . : . . . . . 

' · 'crlter.~~taining these 'iitjuries .. They must: 4iive ·oc~urre~;::th~~for~~ · ~e;.St~~en last ate, A-ccording . . . . .. : . . - . . . ' 

.. ;: . to :~~fe?~a,tl~'s $tate~pe~ts to officers.Fi~eLI:illd ·sz8Jiriski; Steven1ast)lte af fbout -~ _p.m., long after ' 

. '·:,, ~~~y<tt~a we~tto wmk: .',In fa.ct/Q~f~ndanrtold. Ket}}'att~ -~~!;Steven ~ad been ··exhibiting: signs of· 

,_ injuri~s foc,about aP hotjr· prior t~ the ti~¢-~Kyny~tt~Teturned_fh)m work OJ) Febftlary 8. I<.enyat:ta 
': - . . • . . . : . ~ .. ' • . ' • • - .. - . • •• . ... • . -· ~= • . 

! : - ~ ; . 

t~~?tili~d .that :Steven wa~ fip~,w~~n-she1~ft·in·the ~ohling·b~t;llot.wheif:s~kteturned afh~r-he ~as : 
·. ~- ': . . . : . ' : . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . : . . :· .. _ i ~ 

· .· · ietlin th,e;~exci-tJsive ~e of.defe11dai1t:· .. Munoz cofl1funed't~at-~teveri-~oi.Ild nofw~k. t~. eat, .or 
.. ;•. . . . . • . ! • • . . • . ' __ :. '· ... ·' 

. qrink ~er siistammg. such injuri,es· ~~ that a head. iilj~ry .i;>f tllis ma,gnitude wouJd preclude a lucid 

.intef\{aL ·;·Steven's:·amylase and lipase ·levels doubled.foUoWiflK his'idrrilssion·to Moj.lnt Sinai. 
. . 

NuJ!lerous witne~ses testif!!!d regarding injuries,anq-b~ises that continued to.appear throughout the 

nightofFebruat}t:8_ Severin observed-.that Steven's autoregulation systetit wa~ still funct_iocing duritlg 
.. . - - - . . . -. . . 

the.:evening~ofFebruary 8. Mil~usru~ stated that.she, as· a'J)aihologi~t, would ·defer to a·tr~ting· 

physician o~ the issue of tirnin~. ·r eas is not a, treating physician. 

w: light of all ,(>fthls .eVidence, we. see· no -reasonable;probability;that u0derminin~ 'a portion 
.· . . . 

· . oft.b,e bas~s forSeverifl•s:opinion would have led to ·a different result at trial. Similarly, that Steve~ 

.· rui.d:tak~n a:pain killer at some.point.(we d() not kQow.when) certainly does not_s~pport art inference 
: ·: . . . . . : ·: . . . . . ; . . 

-. ·· _ thatSt,even had sust~ned these ·rnaS~tvq injuries at· an earlier time than is indicated. by the weight of· 

the eyigence.:-:As soo_n as'Kenyatta observed the state that 'Sleven was .im~pon her-return from work, 

'she;.wahted:--to:_take him to ·an emergency.-roo~.not giye·him an over-the-Counter pain killer..· 
. . :•' . . : 

Furthermore, two doctors-testified that, after receiving su~h injuries, Steven would not have been able 
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, to eat. if he could not eat; he could n~t swallow aspirin or acetamin6phen. Thtis;he rilust:ha:v~ taken · · 
. ": . . . . . 

these drugs,prior to. sustaining these injuries, and their presence in·his.iySt~~likely had· nothirig,fo · . 

do ~th the lnjuriesthafma.nife5te<f.themselves·on February S-·at Mount S~ai and .. Rusld>resbY,terian .. ·. ·· 

We further note that.K.edy~tta t.estili~d that Steven had. a rui.uly ·nb'se:in the' d~y~_:l~adihg··up··~o-his: I 

_:;-:-::~:-:: 

. de~th,.:whlch ~uid· explai~ their presence. Again, defendant has not shown a reasohable· probabilitY · ; . 
. . . . - ': . . . . ... 

Finiilly,--we ~ote:that ev~n if_~e were to concl~de that.defendruit had satisfied the.prejudice· ,;. 
: . . 

prong .of fue ~irteffectiv~-~sistance:-of-counsel .test;:we· are not cllriVinc&t that.an'y.putport~ erroi f; ·. 
. . . . ·.. . . . . . . . . . . 

~~gardiPg· .the· ·pre~eniaticin of the ,rr;aterial 1 in T~as's =tetter woulii.. fit:. ~thin the.· deflrutioh :,:~e . = · · 

. ·j 

.i!teffeCtiveness cont'a.ined in the first,prong:of thertesU'SeeR.ainii-eb; 3 7 I: iU::App. 3d' at 744 .. '_Ex:cept'- . . 
! ~ . . . . . . . . • 

· . matters of trial str~t~gy.· People v, \Enis.) 94·111. 2d 361.; 378 (2000);· People i:= Ward.''3.7 ~ .ni .. App_.:· .;: 
' 

3d.382, 433 (2007):·· M~tters of trial strategy are )'outside the:scope;<?f review f-oi- puq>Oses·of;-: 

e~tablishing incompetencyofcounsel:!t_.pe.ople.v:.Mednino.-27I·il1. App: 3d 97,' ioi (1995).: . . . . . . . . 

. . -:Accordingly; ~e hold that:trial.cminsel's frulure to present .the=material.in tea~'s:ietter does 

not constitute ~neffective·assistance' of couhsef...-· ' •: . '. 

' . .. 2. Lesser '-Included. Offense,,.;;:·. .:.: .· .... . . . . . 

• ,t 't 
' . 

.· 
•• ' • I• I :• .·:" t : 

.Defendant:m~xt.ar~es·that trial counsel WaS ineffective .for failing t~ argil~:~hat lie was guilty ·.·'' . 

·ofthe less~r-i~~;u~~d ~ffe~~e ~f~voluntary m~slau~ht~r (.72~:·ILCS 5!9--~ -<We~t_'i6~2~):·· fudeed~· .: · 
. . ' . . . ' . . . . ... ·· . .. 

· ·involuntary tnanslaughte(is. a lesser -induded · offeri$e · offirst-degree·ri:iu~der :.with ·a.J~§ tuipabh~·-< . 
. . . ! . . . . . _. . . . . 

. . 
.. mental state. People.v. Robinson, ~ 74 Ill. A,pp. 3d 949, ~ 8?2 N.E.2d 73; 7?'(2007}: .. _ThougJi this •: ·. . 

-· .. 
case involved a berich triai, we believe that the best;guidanc~ fonthe resolution ofthis·lssl.ie conieS·'·'': 
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(;i · . . ·. · · frq~ _"p:a~e-~ -!inv9h'ipg ,~he.!decisiq~.'-~0 te~der a, jury. instruction .. on a lesser included :offense. - Juri- · [;:: : .. -. . . : . . . . . - . . - - . 

{:1· :-: 
. m~~I}lgtip~~ ~pl~c;~-~ isl):u~_b_efore a jwy·and ask the jury _to:resolve it. See Drinkard v. Johnson. 97 

··) . . ' ' . . . ' . . . ; . . . 

--~~ ·. , · F,· 34;?~.f, ?6J,_(~th-<;;ir. 1996) ('~The'chall~nged instruction-itself ~ks the.jJo, to·c9ns_ider whether 

{~ .':. ·.·- ... :, .. tli;,d_~;~~~~~;y..:~ te~porarily·in~~e (or,-m~r~'specifically,·'did notknow ~s-~ondu~t· ~as wrong') ·. 
t'o . . . . ' . .' . :. ;. . --"·. . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . .. 

~l _ , : ·-.: . ··~ · ~- r~~~J(~~ ~nto~c~~ion 'aphe,t~e (lftbe tomiJl.ission -of th~ -~ff~~e':!'). · Ill ~ .b~~yh ~rial; counsel ·. · 
. ""- ( . • . ' :. • r" • • ." -~ . • • ·:. • ' • • • . . . . • • 

:. _.: ::;· .. _·. ·. I>.i~~e~ ~·is~~ -~ef6te~the .9~urt,by\arglling. the issue:!In~ofar.asjury ... htstrudtions aie;eoncerned,' ~t 
•. • ·. -.. . : - J ; ·... • • . : • • . . - ~ ·- # .'• • - • • 

· ·:, ·· .... i~ ~ell,establi~h~ thauhe decision t~,:tender a jury instruction on·a lesser-included offense is· one of .. ~- ·: : .. - -.. : ... : . ~ ·~ .. . . ·'. -: . ·. : . . •.- .. - . .. . ~: .. . . .. . -. ~ . . .· . .. . ! . ; : . 
. • .. : 

· ,. · · triaLstr.at~gy, :Pe~ple. v.~ Evans. -369 .lll"App.~3dr36(i,.3 83 .(2006);·People v. Mcintosh; 3.05 Til App. - . 

'.;. ... ··_.:,.:.·~·~:~~·6.4 47J~.(;-~9.?.);:~e~~le:v.··Bal1e, 2~6,Ill:··App.·J'd_,?63:97l (1993)'(';~~~er.to tender an 
• • : • • I . ,. • • . . • . • ~-· • . ' ·: • . ' . • • ~ • • • • 

' ' . :·. ·~ . 

. insttuctig~,o~ a·lesser,~cluded qfre!!Se i~._illtnost ~.hy~y~·a qu.estiqn or"trial strategy!').· Similarly, in 
. : ~.. : . . 

_' ·_ .~~Q._a,matter of~~~ ~!J,"ategy.:.:As.such, ,this-purported failing ~y def~nc1~t·~ trial attorneys CaiJilOt 

$up~pt:t,a.~l!lim,. ofineff~cti_y~ assistance Of counseL Medrano.; 271' ill. APP::3d at 101. 

· ··: ·,, ,·. :L.T~e :R_4i.~_604(9}C~.f;ti.ficate · 

., .. Defend~I)t's Qilal contention~i~ that defense,cqumel was--ineffective {or filing a certificate 
' . . . . . . ·, . -

· .p~rsuant to Rule 604(d) (188 ill. 2d R. 604( d)) that -contliiJ!ed ·:!'mat~nci.J··nJisre'preserit~tions." . . . .· . ;-, . 

. l)~feg.dan~ charges th~t 70 p~ges of the transcripts!were not·inciuded in t.lle .record. The "m!,it~rial 

. misrepres~_ntation'.'·defendant refers to is counsel~s cert!fic(ltion that.he·h¥d r~viewed the J:ecord, as 

. set f~rth m the rule. See .188 Ill. 2d Rt 604( d) ... T.Q,e chief probieiniwitq defendant's ~gument is thitt 
: . ····:· .... ·. : .. ,. .. . . . .. ... · ' . . . . . . . 

; ': 

:' ·: :· ;_· Ru.le.604_{d) d~es.~ot;ipplyin . .this·case: TJJe;riJleappliesio appeals·following:aju<Jgmeni::enter~ on. 
·. . ·. . "·. . . . . . . . . . . . 

a iuilty p,lea. :People v. Willi~:- 313 m .. App.}~ 553,556 (2000). ·'The-instant appeal .follows atrial. 
. 

Thu~, it.is hard. to· see how.defendant could-be prejudiced by'counsel's noncompliance with.Rule' ·. 
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604( d): when he. was' not entitled to .the'J)I'-otections··of the Tille ·i'nthe first piace .. :. Iif'aiiY-~ve~t; .• ~-. 

defendant d·oes notattempt to e~l~~how he~ prej~diced despite the: fact that the State··ciilled .ills,,.;.· 
- . . . . . 

. .· . . 

attention to this point in.its brief .. :.: .. . . . ::~. --~ .. 

' ... :·IV-:·CONCLUSION ·· . .-··:,. •:. 

In.light of..the foregoing, thejuclgrilent-ofthe·circuit·cotirt··ofDt.i Pa~e Countyis _affumed.;:·· .··:. 

Affirmed. · > ' . · . . - ~ ! ·: • : 

. . ,GROMETI!i~, f~:.with CArL~ J.; concurring. 

· ()_'MALLEY, J., dissentiqg, 

:' ., .• .:: .. . . . . ~ .. -: : . ·.. . _ .... _: .. :! : 

. :• 
.. : . _;_.: : ~ . . . . ; :: . · .. 

. assistance of trial counsel, a triaLrourt:niust .conduct. a thresholtl_inqtiity.into.the·defehdant's Glaifu ··,.·.· · 
. . ·.. .-_ . 

to. determine. if the claimtlacks ~erit -ontc:niches upon trial. strategy .. : If so;.: the clairil"Should b~' <:'· 

·dismissed; and, if not; the ;trial court shbu}d•appoini:counsel t~·argile defendant's claim·.·. S~e· slipo~. ,,:::_. 

at 44 .. I disagree.With the.-Vlajority.s conclu·sio!l that1he trial:cqurt did not·err iii its ·decisi<ni"ilot to \;:·• 
- : : . : . . . ... 

appoint .new co~nseJ to: pfesentdefend~t's ci.ilin:ofineffective·~~sistailce·oftriai counsel:·> . ' .. · : ··.' . 
. . . . . ·, . 

·First, thou~ I, do: not"dispilt~~the. majority's.,corr"ect·citation ofthe · rule·that:a. tri"aJ judge's': · . . . . . . : . 

decision not to appoint.co~nsel.wiil .. ~e:distlirbed "only ifit is ~anifestly.erroneous';'' .(slip-op:'-at·4i~:; ' ... 

citing Young, 341 .ni. · App, ··3d.at 3 8~), !~question .the:appropriateness ofthat ·standard,· J. ttace•thk: · .. ·. 
.. . . . .. · . 

"mariife5tly erroneous·~·~·and~d·t~ .tbe:a~islmLin Peop~e ~-J~cksbri,,-131 Ili:-··A~p-~·:;3d·I2~/14d -:·' :· .· •. 
. . . ! . . . . . . . ·: . ,:.' 

( 1985), in ~hl~h the CO).l~ afte~ s{i~~~ng the posttri~ conte~tion;ofineffe~t~\;eri(~s~ ~se~;fjy t~~: . y · . 

76 

.. . · 

. i . . . . ·,. . .. . . . . . . ·: . . .. ' . ·.,,,. ·-

defendant, .concluded~ -by i saying. t~at .. the tnat oourt's;;deCision :·was . not ~'niahifestly l·erroneolis;'i:' ·: ., .. 
'. . . . . . ~ .' . ; . . . . . . . 

No~here,in.the case lawdolfind.a nitio~rue for applying this· standard on appeai. •.Wtu.le'it:is·t~e' •:.; ... : . . . . . . 

that a trial court sits in a s~penor position "to ah$Wer th~ ~hove-described threshold queStions, "ram· 
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~C!t·~!JVW-~~~ :that.:ilie_ tri~ :cq~~!~ ;~~er is ·~n*ied to. th~ hlgll.'Ie~et:.of defer~nce the ·''~est p.:::. 
[~ ·:· .. :· .. 

. -. . . ' .. ; . . . . 

[
;-.. 
Y.·. e~<>.r'~ x~J~. implies.<[his W.~.ofpostJfial moti~n -~~ a :petitio~ ~d~r· t~e Po~convi~tion Hearing. Act.· 

. (72.S]LCS 511.~2~-t e(~eq.: ~~si 200C?)) ~e quite s~ar (With.~e admittjly import-~t dLfference ... 
'i - : ., 
(:1.: ·. 
i· ' . . . ' - : .. . . . '. . . ; . 

'-! • ··-

1\ ., . Jhat· th~ trial judge here, u~~e a typi981 po_stc~nVi¢ion judge> had recently presided over the trial), 
t.l ' .. .. : . ' . . . . ' . . . . . . 

. ~~ · ... <· .-·_·i . :_;1.~t~s, ~~n,~es~~b-~;>~~~ ~~t._are~eWing ,C9~~- ~Jfdet~~e'd.e n~vo wheth~r a tri.£11 :~~ eorre~t-ly 
~:~ .: ·.' .-/ di~~;;e4.~ po~tc~n~cti~I{p~titic;>_h·Wi~h~~~'~ppointing ~u~~ei to ~gue·,~~d~fend~t!s claim~ 

.. : ': .. ' •; ;: : ·:.' ~·:· •• ·, . • ' • :: • • ·• .. .: •' \ ~ . . • • '• • I .. • . : • • ' . . • ' 

.. :·People v. Coie~m:J~3 .-At .7d ·-~6~, 3S&-~9J1998)). _:In my':vie~, this:sirnilarity ·w~atit~··mo~e · 
. . . . ~- :· :. '. ·_. -~ . . - . :- . : .. .-- .. : : ·, ·. : :_ ~· . . . . . ·_: -.. . . . . ,. . ..., . . . . . ; . . ' . . 

. '. ~~c~g ·;eyiew ~h~ review r~~ "manff;~st err~~."' . '. 
. . . . . -~ . . .. - ~ . .: ': . - . . 

, ·. ·. : : :,:· .:i.<frowevef:.ev~n ~nd~r-~~~· '!~est ~~or'~ st~d~d; I.'disagree'with the' trial court's decision 
. . -· . : ·_ --- . . :' . ., . . . . . . . . ... 

. . . . '.:: ~:·: ._:· ·here,':-:A.fter: defend.artt;s ;conv_ic~pri; 'l)F;. Teas ;sept; a ·lett~r .~etruling·what she 'View~d· 'as relevant; 
. .- : . . ·. . . ' . . . . . . -~ . . . . . . . 

-·· ~ . 

. : . ·. :: ·:. ·. ~x~uJp~tpty_ filedi~al evid~nc.e that .wiJS not adduced at:trial: she•wo~dered whySteven had aspirin in 
~ ' ~ . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 

·,·- _:: . 

':: . ··.his l>loqc).ifh.e had .. been feeling•well;=.she wondered·'wlly Steven had: lost four. pounds in the· fouf . . . -·- . . ·. . . . ' . . . . . . . 

-~ : ! 

m~n~lt.s pripr, ~o',llis .de<J.th, .sh.e Qoted that some oft}}~ drugs do9tors ·adnllitiste;~d to Steven may have· 
p'.. . . . • • . · •. · : . • . ; • 1 . •·. -

.. ; 

... caused his ab.domep tp b~ soft,'tanq ~he n~ted·that it_was not uncommo~:for symptoms'•of <thlldren's. 
- : . ·:· . .. . ... - . . . . ; 

a~dgmiP~. 4ljuri.es to.b~·del!iyed;~ niuch.~.2-3- d·ays atter.the;injury:-. .:.To ·r.ne; ·9~fen<i~t;s alleg~tio~ 
. . • • . . • ~. l .. ; • • ·- . 

'th&t · CO!Jn~t;Lign~red · th~se facts: P.resents a po~eptially meritorio~~-- <?laim ·of ineffective assistance 

suffici.ent tq·withStan~ the trial ~ourt'§·thre~h~J.d;inqui,ry.' T11ough counsel generally asserted that any · 
. '. . . . . . . : . ~ ' - . -

<;haij~nged:·dec~sioi,l~·wei-e niatt~.r~~qf·tn~:str~tegy,.c<?unsel adinitfed ~eing:unirw~~-~fat ~east one · 
• •• • .:· . • • ': -. . ! • : • • • • • • • . .• - • 

·. '. >· :_ oftQes_e::-~f!dlcal facts-,d~spite D~.;Te~!s ass~rti~~-,th~~ it~~·intlle·ni.ed~~a1r~~~ds:·: See·~Iip op. ·at 
.. -· . ' . . . . . . . ' . . .. 

. . . : . ·-":' ··:·· .. ~2. ('tEvid~~ye.of ~pirinand r~~~~~~ ~as co~t~ed!~·:reas~s ex .. ~arte \etter;'anci thus, thou~h he was· 

1•.·· 

. . . - i . . 

· · n.ow~aware ofit, he ~ould:no longerus~ the evidence'l>'. As for,tbe· re~airung facts, I believethey·rais~ 

\ .. 

I 
~ . . . . • . ~ ! . ~ . :;; 

i. 
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enaugh doubt that.defendant·should have an opportunity to argue the~ exclu~ion'was noi ·a:ni~tter 
of reasonable trial strategy. . 

... I wo~d remand this cause for the trial court' to appoirit c<iunsefto ·~~e def~rid~t'~ ~Iaim:s. . . . . . . . . . •. . . 

.. 

. ; 
! 

.. 
I !.-
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PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT #3: 
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! 

Prose Petition for Post-Conviction Relief 


